How to Use the Akron Beacon Journal Index

The following are examples of index entries for a person, an organization, and a subject, with reference lines:

SHIVER, P
Injured when auto overturns, S 26, 1:4

FISH AND GAME COMMISSIONER speaks; L. S. Myers speaks, Ap 29, 37:2

LABOR
Viewed as having power to abolish war, poverty, and charity, 11r, u 26, 4:5

Cross references are used to direct the reader to the proper headings or to additional material under related headings. Examples:

ABANDONED CHILDREN. See Children
MARRIAGE AND MARRIAGES
See also Divorce; Families

How to Use the Akron Beacon Journal Index

Index entries are arranged alphabetically under subjects and proper names. In most instances material has been filed under specific rather than under general headings. Examples: Baseball news is under BASEBALL, and not under SPORTS; news concerning the New York Central Railroad is under that name and not under RAILROADS or TRANSPORTATION, with few exceptions names of organizations appear under the key word of the name. Examples: NEGRO WOMEN'S CLUBS IN OHIO, OHIO OF.; SOCIAL WORK, OHIO CONFERENCE OF LABOR, OHIO FED OF. Exceptions: Chambers of commerce, companies, and some well-established names. Whichever necessary, headings are subdivided by geographical and topical subheads. Examples: FINANCE - Politics and Government; SCHOOLS - Ohio - Textbooks.

The proper name or subject heading is followed by a brief descriptive sub-entry and by a reference line. The following arrangement of sub-entries under headings is generally observed: Unrelated sub-entries are paragraphed singly in chronological order. In the case of related sub-entries continuity is maintained by arranging the items chronologically within the same paragraph. In a few other instances, where material is entered only under general headings (e.g., BOOKS, BUSINESS, FIGURES, DIVERSITY, DEATHS, MARRIAGES), the sub-entries are arranged alphabetically.

The reference line indicates date, page, and column, Example: N 1, 9:2, meaning November 1, page 9, column 2.

When the location of an event is not expressly designated or otherwise indicated under subject, the place of action is local. 

Acknowledgments are due to the Akron Beacon Journal, the Akron Public Library, and the Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Society for supplying the necessary newspaper files. The Akron Beacon Journal has also contributed importantly in the matter of office space and equipment. The Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Society has supplied valuable technical aid since the inception of the project.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAU</td>
<td>Amateur Athletic Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABD</td>
<td>Akron Beacon Journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>Akron Canton &amp; Youngstown Railway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACWA</td>
<td>Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADG</td>
<td>Akron District Golf Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF</td>
<td>American Federation of Labor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AG</td>
<td>American Medical Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA</td>
<td>American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATC</td>
<td>Akron Transportation Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACD</td>
<td>Academic; Academy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADM</td>
<td>Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADJ</td>
<td>Administrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIX</td>
<td>Administratrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADV</td>
<td>Advertisement; Advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUG</td>
<td>August</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>Agricultural; Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMB</td>
<td>Ambassador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMR</td>
<td>America; American</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANT</td>
<td>Amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>Anniversary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APR</td>
<td>April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APP</td>
<td>Appoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPD</td>
<td>Appointed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPT</td>
<td>Appointing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPTM</td>
<td>Appointment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPTS</td>
<td>Appoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APT</td>
<td>Apartment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART</td>
<td>Artillery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASS</td>
<td>Associate; Associated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSN</td>
<td>Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSIST</td>
<td>Assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATT</td>
<td>Attorney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUD</td>
<td>Auditor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUTO</td>
<td>Automobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUX</td>
<td>Auxiliary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVE</td>
<td>Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B&amp;O</td>
<td>Baltimore &amp; Ohio Railroad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B&amp;LE</td>
<td>Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B&amp;OE</td>
<td>Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B&amp;IT</td>
<td>Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD</td>
<td>Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIE</td>
<td>Biography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLD</td>
<td>Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLDG</td>
<td>Builders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLVD</td>
<td>Boulevard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRTD</td>
<td>British</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRO</td>
<td>Brothers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUR</td>
<td>Bureau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLO</td>
<td>Chesapeake &amp; Ohio Railroad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C of C</td>
<td>Chamber of Commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBS</td>
<td>Columbia Broadcasting System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFL</td>
<td>Cleveland Federation of Labor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLU</td>
<td>Central Labor Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMIC</td>
<td>Citizen's Military Training Corps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPT</td>
<td>Captain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATH</td>
<td>Cathedral; Catholic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAV</td>
<td>Cavalry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH</td>
<td>Church</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEM</td>
<td>Chemical; Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHG</td>
<td>Charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHD</td>
<td>Charged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHUR</td>
<td>Churches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHM</td>
<td>Chairman; Chairmen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COL</td>
<td>Colonel; Column</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLLE</td>
<td>College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMD</td>
<td>Commander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMM</td>
<td>Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>Commissioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONF</td>
<td>Conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONG</td>
<td>Congregational; Congress; Congressman; Congressional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONS</td>
<td>Consolidate; Consolidates; Consolidation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSTR</td>
<td>Construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTR</td>
<td>Contractor; Contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONV</td>
<td>Convention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORP</td>
<td>Corporal; Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Court</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVY</td>
<td>Cuyahoga Falls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Daughter, December</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAV</td>
<td>Daughters of the American Revolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA</td>
<td>Daughters of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEFT</td>
<td>Defendant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEM</td>
<td>Democratic; Democratic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEPT</td>
<td>Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIR</td>
<td>Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIST</td>
<td>District; Districts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIV</td>
<td>Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIVD</td>
<td>Dividend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>Editor; Editorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDUC</td>
<td>Education; Educational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECT</td>
<td>Electric; Electrical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENG</td>
<td>England; English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENG</td>
<td>Engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGR</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGS</td>
<td>Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPS</td>
<td>Episcopal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>Europe; European</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVAN</td>
<td>Evangelical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAM</td>
<td>Examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAMER</td>
<td>Examiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXEC</td>
<td>Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPO</td>
<td>Exposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>February</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCO</td>
<td>Fraternal Order of Coppers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FED</td>
<td>Federal; Federated; Federation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRU</td>
<td>Fraternal; Fraternity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT</td>
<td>Feet; Foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Great Britain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAF</td>
<td>Grand Army of the Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GASP</td>
<td>Grand Old Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEOGRAPHY</td>
<td>Geography; Geographic; Geographical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOV</td>
<td>Governor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOV'T</td>
<td>Government; Governmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Headquarters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSP</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSC</td>
<td>High Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTS</td>
<td>Heights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Infantry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS</td>
<td>Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSPECTOR</td>
<td>Inspector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INST</td>
<td>Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTNL</td>
<td>International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITAL</td>
<td>Italian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>January</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUNE</td>
<td>June</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JULY</td>
<td>July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Ku Klux Klan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K of C</td>
<td>Knights of Columbus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K of F</td>
<td>Knights of Pythias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEGIS</td>
<td>Legislation; Legislature; Legislator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td>Lieutenant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTR</td>
<td>Letter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUTHERAN</td>
<td>Lutheran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>Methodist Episcopal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAG</td>
<td>Magazine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAJOR</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERCHANTISE</td>
<td>Merchandise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDICAL</td>
<td>Medical; Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METROPOLITAN</td>
<td>Metropolitan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MÉTHÉ</td>
<td>Methodist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFG</td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANUFACTURER</td>
<td>Manufacturer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANAGER</td>
<td>Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL</td>
<td>Military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISC</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MKT</td>
<td>Market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MKTG</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>Miles per Hour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ACCIDENTS - ASPHYXIA (cont)

Youngstown
Michael Timlin and Philip Vergallito killed by furnace gas, 8, 24, 6; 4

BICYCLES

Akron
Ethel McCourt injured when struck by bicycle, 9, 14, 8, 4

Martha Axtell injured in fall from bicycle, 9, 24, 8, 4

Prof A S Kirkland injured in fall from bicycle, 10, 24, 8, 4

George Wright injured in fall from bicycle, 11, 5, 5

George Klink injured when bicycle runs into fence, 11, 22, 3; 4

Herschel Butler injured in collision, 12, 1, 5; 3

Theodore Ewanski injured when thrown from bicycle, 12, 1, 5, 6

Thomas McHaffey and Howard H Chassagne in collision, 12, 1, 5, 6

Frank Holcomb injured when struck by unknown bicyclist, 12, 9, 5; 5

Alfred Lohmann injured when thrown from bicycle, 12, 11, 5, 4

Jayton
James Smith fatally injured when struck by cyclist Ray LeFevre, 10, 9, 2; 3

Arnold Collins killed when thrown, 10, 9, 2; 3

Fort Smith
Mrs John T Hohman injured in collision, 10, 9, 2; 5

BOATING

Akron
Heyer drowned as boat upset, 9, 9, 3; 4

James F Johnson scalded by steam from boiler, 9, 15, 6; 4

Cincinnati
Four employees of SS Jostonia drown when gangplank breaks, 9, 4, 2; 3

Cleveland
Patrick Sullivan drowned when knocked out of boat, 9, 21, 2; 5

Jayton
Philip Henry Kunz drowned when boat capsizes, 11, 2, 1; 4

Put-In-Bay
C Wright, J Fuller, T Reedy, and N Rider believed drowned when sailboat is caught in squall, 11, 21, 2; 5

Henry Vahl drowned, 11, 3, 5; 2

Turkeyfoot Lake
Maggie Frohman drowned when boat turns over, 11, 3, 2

Waterloo
City of Akron goes down, no one injured, 11, 6, 1

BRIDGE COLLAPSE

Hudson
Lyman Post escapes death while driving traction engine over bridge, 11, 6, 2

Sibley
Robert Lohn, Mrs Louise Manush, Frank Kiekler, and Woodhart killed when bridge over Mohican river collapses, 11, 5, 4; 3

BUILDING COLLAPSE

Lima
Cinti, Hamilton & Jayton RR co roundhouse roof collapses, 12, 12, 2; 2

BURNS

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are injured and buildings named are damaged

Akron
Edward Peterson child scalded by upset pot of coffee, 12, 12, 1; 4

Stephen C Hunt infant daughter Huddline fatally injured by fall into hot water, 12, 21, 3; 3

Charles Ickson infant son injured when scalded, 12, 3, 1; 4

Gloversville
William Spiller’s daughter burned to death, 12, 20, 1; 4

Bowling Green
George Shaw scalded cleaning boiler, 12, 12, 2; 5

Cambridge
Mrs Hiram Eaton dies when clothing catches fire, 8, 14, 2; 5

Canton
Mrs Cassie Miller injured at open fire, 8, 2, 3; 4

Chillicothe
Ellie Shepler injured in fall into open grate, 8, 7, 3; 5

Cincinnati
Heintz fatally burned when pushed into fire by wife Mary, also burned, 12, 13, 2; 5

Cleveland
Louis Wright fatally burned when clothing catches fire, 12, 11, 3; 3

Forest
Mrs Eunice Swoburn when clothing catches fire, 12, 14, 1; 4

Green
Fred Shelley infant son scalded, 11, 10, 8; 3

Kent
Mrs Henry Green injured while burning rubbish in stove, 11, 10, 8; 3

Kings Grove
Charles Hutton infant child fatally burned in open grate, 12, 3; 2

Leipsic
Kurt Cline’s daughter Sadie burned to death, 12, 18, 4; 7

Nashport
Emily Copley burns to death when clothing ignites from grate, 12, 10, 1; 7

Newark
Samuel Wainwright’s daughter dies while burning leaves, 9, 5, 6; 6

Newcomerstown
Henry Scott and J C. Cooly injured in fall into box of hot sand, 12, 16, 2; 5

Norwalk
Howard Allen burned to death in fall into hot water vat, 12, 7, 7; 5

Peninsula
Mrs Mary Kelly fatally burned when kindling fire with kerosene, 12, 8, 5; 3

Toledo
Frank Ernstweauser fatally burned in boiling water, 8, 7, 1; 3

Van Wert
George Lybarge’s young daughter burns to death when clothing catches fire, 9, 5, 2; 5

Wooster
Harry Koontz son killed fatally burned, 11, 25, 3; 6

Youngstown
Kay Harris burned in fall across stove, 8, 7, 3; 6

Hattie Hilltop burns to death when clothing catches fire, 12, 16, 2; 5

CINCINNATI

Akron
Thomas Horne killed, 8, 10, 3; 3

James McGowan injured, 12, 11, 3; 3

Andrew Dowleschel injured, 12, 15, 3; 4

Cleveland
Charles Kase injured when积极响应 bunk caves in, 12, 25, 2; 4

Glenville
Louise Alapp killed, 9, 9, 2; 4

Youngstown
Thomas Horne killed, 12, 2, 2; 6

COASTING

Akron
James Schumanen injured in fall from sled, 12, 16, 3; 1

Johnny Wittels, 12, 16, 3; 1

Cincinnati
Flora Schuenar, 12, 10, 3; 4

Cleves
Ed Jailer, Joseph Gately injured, 12, 10, 3; 4

UGGS

Akron
Anna Whitstone’s 2 horses shot after being bitten by dog, 9, 5; 1

Thomas Jones small son bitten, 12, 23, 8; 4

A h Venonin injured while attempting to separate fighting dogs, 12, 26, 3; 1
ACCUCTIONS - JUGG (cont)

Convey
H. J. Myers injured when bitten, N 4, 7:3
Hilliard
Edna Grider bitten, F 3, 3:7
Paxton
Forest DeAngelo bitten, T 10, 8:4
Ravenna
3 Lasby bitten, Ag 10, 4:4

DROWNINGS

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named drown

Akron
Juster Dickler, Jp 2, 1:6
William Hardy child rescued, Ny 20, 3:3
Mrs. Circle son rescued by J. A. Falmers, O 14, 8:2
Ashland
Three unidentified bodies washed up on beach, Ja 24, 1:2

Bowling Green
Rebb Sprague infant son, J 22, 2:4

Canton
Samuel Negee drowned during flood, Mr 25, 1:3

Chagrin Falls
Richard Clevedon drowned when he breaks through ice, D 22, 2:3

Cincinnati
Charles Spinks, S 15, 6:1
Nannie Eversleigh, Boyd Wessel, and Frank H. Woodrow under parole arrest pending investigation, N 7, 2:4

Cleveland
Joseph Beck and Joseph Cama, My 25, 2:5
Charles Seitzer, Je 13, 3:7
Thomas Barber drowned when washed overboard from barge, Je 21, 2:5
Lisle Carlin, Je 8, 7:1

Columbus
John Cronin, My 10, 5:4

Hamilton
Mrs. Charles Whiting and 3 children and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Springman drowned in flood, Mr 25, 3:2
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ACCUCTIONS - DROWNINGS (cont)

Little Cuyahoga River
Grace Hall rescued by Jake Zelten after falling into Little Cuyahoga River, Mr 21, 1:4

Lowellville
John Allshouse, Mr 25, 2:5

Marietta
George R. Waters, S 21, 2:4

Hillerburg
Lambert Deli, Mr 24, 1:1

Dover
Howard Fish and Joe Clemens, Ag 2, 2:4
Nashville
Adel, Mr 24, 1:3
New Hagerstown
Samuel Nagey and wife, Mr 25, 3:2
Randolph
John Juer, Je 9, 5:4

Toledo
George Brookman, Je 3, 3:7

Youngstown
James Span, Je 8, 2:5
William Jett-
wright, Ag 20, 6:3
Zanesville
Unidentified man during flood, Mr 25, 1:2
Mrs. Jones drowned and child, John Leach, Tim Jones, and Mrs. Nancy Church drowned in flood, Mr 25, 2:5

ELECTRICITY

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons are injured

Akron
Charles Hardesty horse electrocuted, rider uninjured, Ag 3, 6:1

Cleveland
Jenkel F. Stein when shocked by live wire, Ag 4, 5:6
Bucyrus
John F. Fall by live wire, F 2, 3:4

Chardon
John C. Hathaway, F 10, 5:2

Cincinnati
John C. Roth killed when caught between floor and elevator, N 12, 3:4

Cleveland
Mrs. Mary Kean killed when caught by elevator door, My 17, 2:6
Miller Valentine killed when crushed in shaft, Jy 29, 2:4

EXPLOSIONS

Akron
Thomas Reese injured, F 9, 3:2

S. E. Faulkman died by fire when lamp explodes, Ap 11, 1:5

Ralph Chandler injured when shotgun shell explodes, My 28, 3:4; My 30, 3:4

J. McConaughy resuscitated by fire after gasoline can explodes, Je 13, 8:4

W. H. Heffernan resuscitated by fire when sky-rocket strikes roof, Jy 5, 9:1

J. C. Hewitt and others injured when brick becomes firecrackers explode, Jy 5, 8:1

Carroll staving damaged when bricks explode from heat, Jy 22, 3:5

I. N. Johnson injured when gasoline explodes, O 8, 1:6

Robert Ritten injured when cartridge explodes, O 25, 1:4

W. J. Anderson injured in gas explosion, J 3, 1:5; J 5, 3:1

Ashland
Blast furnace of Phoenix Iron works damaged when old boiler explodes, O 19, 2:2

Belleville
Austin Bishop, John Murray, and Thomas Woodsman injured in gas explosion, N 1, 2:4
ACIDENTS - EXPLOSIONS (cont)

Kings
King Powder co blown up, sabotage suspected, unknown man held, Ja 20, 6:3

Lisbon
John Connelly killed by gas explosion in coal mine, S 21, 2:4

Lorain
Edward Rilly injured when gas in petroleum tank explodes, Ja 20, 1:3

Mantua

Mason's Landing
Alfred Harrington and Fidel Lewis injured when boat boiler explodes, Ap 9, 2:4

Mingo Junction
Frank Gilchrist killed when separator explodes at Lima Iron and Steel works, Ja 17, 1:6

New Philadelphia
William Holand injured, My 25, 8:5

Northfield
George A Ferguson, wife and child injured, daughters Iva and Cynthia killed when blasting powder explodes, S 21, 2:4

Ravenna
Herbert Kurtz injured when powder ignites, Ja 22, 8:3

Summersky
SS Crescent City steam pipes burst, 3 unidentified men scalded, Je 15, 2:4

South Fort Smith
Ira Underwood loses 100 ducks when brooder lamp explodes, My 10, 8:3

Toledo
Mrs Joseph Hooe fatally burned, husband injured when gasoline explodes, F 7, 1:2

Samuel Alexander, one unidentified, and 8 known men killed, 14 burned including 3 unidentified when dust explodes causing fire in grain elevator of Fddleco-Hedge & Co, S 21, 2:1

SamuelHow, Harley Henry, and Surland Gadlin injured when powder explodes, J 13, 2:4

Warren
William Chadwick killed, J 7, 2:3

ACIDENTS - FALLS (cont)

Ahron
Mrs Hannah Clouse while lifting freight onto car, F 16, 4:7

Henry Stein, F 17, 5:2

Henry Lebby injured, Ne 5, 1:3

Otto Kornet, Ne 8, 3:2

Henry Cole, Ne 25, 1:4

Vincent Trosko, Ap 16, 3:2

Henry Mills daughter, My 3, 3:6

Mrs G Preston, My 12, 3:2

Mrs Frank Stangelin, My 24, 3:3

Mrs H A Armstrong, My 26, 5:3

Mrs T Wablen, My 26, 3:1

Mrs T Wablen, My 30, 3:1

Mrs Susan D Bryan, Je 21, 5:4

Andrew Lespisc, J 23, 4:4

W J Hassler, J 11, 3:1

N L Porter falls from church gable, Jy 20, 3:2

James Hickaman, Jy 30, 3:4

Alice Walter killed, ag 3, 2:5

Curt Schoenwe, ag 6, 3:7

J A Moore, ag 29, 1:5

George Staker, S 12, 1:6

George W Swain, S 12, 2:2

L J Heffron falls over embankment, S 20, 4:6

Farr Dupin, S 8, 3:1

Harry Locklebey, S 11, 3:1

Fred Colley, S 15, 1:6

Mrs Charles Mills son, S 15, 3:2

Ruby Herriman, S 21, 3:2

John Nichols, S 25, 3:1

Charles Ewart, S 28, 8:2

Lydia Stevenson, H 28, 4:2

William Wireman daughter, J 1, 1:5

J C Scoor falls from barn roof, D 3, 1:6

Griville Wright falls from elevator shaft, J 7, 3:2

S 8, 1:1

John Rossen, S 9, 3:3

Charles Brown, S 12, 1:6

Mrs W A Ritchie, S 12, 8:2

Mrs C G Stilson, S 13, 5:7

E Neiger, J 16, 5:3

Alliance
Al Shiver, J 19, 8:5

Daniel P Peterson, F 7, 3:6

Wellesontain
Dr James Cooper, J 24, 1:6

Edgar Lax, J 26, 1:6

Chillicothe
Mrs Raphael Purdon killed, Jr 14, 1:4

Cleveland
H R Stone, F 25, 5:3

William Kennedy killed, Jr 16, 1:3

Tim McCarty jumma in fall, H 10, 6:2

Clinton
Mrs Overymer, J 9, 8:3

Columbus
Evan W Reynolds killed, J 24, 1:6

John Carson and John Fage killed, Jr 11, 2:1

Capt Tracy injured in fall from horizontal bams, 
J 24, 2:4; D 26, 2:4; J 30, 2:4

Comet
Mos Rider, J 9, 5:3

Cuyahoga Falls
Henry Stottler falls from train, Jr 12, 1:7

Cleona Faye falls through trap door at Falls River works (Aid Falls Reporter), Ag 6, 4:5

John King falls into repair pit, S 1, 8:3

Delphos
Elmer Newman falls from load of hay, Ap 19, 2:4

Dover
Jofesio Trumello killed when cable breaks on furnace car, F 5, 5:2

Findlay
John Conlin, O 13, 2:3

Galion
Michael Hyde killed in fall down stairs, Je 21, 2:5

Ghent
Mrs E Alexander, N 2, 8:3

Granger
J J Raw, O 5, 8:3

Green
Sol Hartong injured by feed cutter, O 26, 8:3

Greensburg
Mrs Elizabeth Stilley, My 6, 3:2

Huntminter
Johnny Bayley, Ag 17, 8:5

Hudson
Mrs Henry Overmeer, O 26, 8:14
ACCIDENTS - FALLOUT (cont)

Akkon
Jandel Stakes cut by band cutter knife while feeding threshing machine, W 2, 8:5

Alfred
Carl Harsh hand caught in corn sheller, F 5, 1:6

Antwerp
Fred Hawk's horse killed when load of hay tips over, F 7, 8:2

Granger
E J Lylee son thrown under threshing machine, S 21, 8:2

Huntingtown
John Lۇghman struck by barn door, Jy 27, 8:3
Jessie Lunge thrown from load of fodder, N 16, 8:3

Inland
Ed Hurst's wind pump damaged in storm, Jy 26, 5:3

Tallmadge
Seabury Hart attacked by bull, Ap 13, 3:2
Harry Kroon hand catches in feed cutter, J 17, 7:1

Twinsburg
A H Hills struck by stick while threshing, Jg 30, 8:2

West Richfield
Augustus Humphrey injured by corn-cutting machine, D 11, 8:3

FIREWORKS
Akkon
Johnnie Bates and Leroy Ware injured when small cannon discharge, Jy 5, 4:6
Charles Stafef injured when firecracker explodes, Jy 5, 4:6
Son of A W Wilcox injured when cannon cracker discharge, Jy 5, 4:6

Joyletown
John Whitman loses leg when improvised cannon explodes, Jy 5, 4:6
**ACCIDENTS - HORSES (cont)**

Clinton
Raymond Evans falls from horse, Jy 27, 6:2

Clyde
Charley Clapp injured, ag 15, 2:5

Copley
J H Johnston horse killed in fall, Ag 11, 3:1
Alonzo Giffin kicked, J 14, 0:5

Joylestown
Frank Stoltzer horse injured, destroyed, F 10, 8:1

Gent
Albert Darrow son run over by wagon, S 14, 4:5

Green Twp
Jacob Lube in runaway, Jp 27, 2:3

Hanover
Wade Miller killed, J 29, 8:5

Johnson's Corners
William Sherwin thrown from carriage, Ja 10, 3:5

Lima
William Bentley in buggy collision, J 16, 2:5

Loyal Oak
A C Oppinger son Raymond kicked by horse, Jy 12, 0:5

E Lasbach injured trying to stop runaway, J 12, 0:5

Nashville
J H McCull injured in attempt to quiet a frightened horse, Jy 6, 0:5

Middletown
Frank Groesbeck fatally injured when trampled by runaway horses, Ja 6, 3:2

Barkley
Judge David Allen killed when thrown from buggy, Ag 11, 2:4

North Springfield
E H Schrop wagon demolished by runaway team, Ny 3, 0:4

Northfield
Lorin Bliss carriage demolished when struck by runaway team, np 13, 0:4

Northport
J Calvin Long horses run away, F 1, 0:3

**ACCIDENTS - HORSES (cont)**

Norwalk
Eberly killed in jump from carriage during runaway, S 7, 2:2

Reservoir
Mrs William Deihl's buggy is struck by another buggy, Mr 30, 0:3

Richfield
W Smith thrown from wagon, Je 1, 8:2

Rittman
Unstead and wife thrown from buggy, S 14, 1:6

Southfield
Jochie Deidt horse wrecked in runaway, no one injured, Jy 19, 8:5

Springfield
John Keisler son falls under horse, N 18, 3:3

Suffield
Leroy Miller wagon overturned, J 12, 0:2
Mrs Eliza Ottenbauer thrown from buggy, Je 1, 0:4
Hiram Crum wagon damaged in runaway, no one injured, Jy 15, 0:4
Harvey Keisler falls under horse, N 16, 0:4

Thornville
Mrs Charles Miller's daughter and Fiebahn thrown from carriage during runaway, S 15, 1:5

Twinsburg
Frank Young killed when kicked, Jy 28, 3:1

Twin Lakes
Spanky Corwin kicked by horse, F 12, 4:3

Urbania
Calvin Scales killed by fall under wagon, Mr 15, 4:7

Wadsworth
George Cordell thrown and kicked by horse, My 14, 3:2

Washington Cl House
Homer Short's horse rears and causes scissors to pierce lung, Ja 14, 3:3

Windham
Fred Cook kicked by horse, Mr 14, 1:4

**ACCIDENTS (cont)**

Hunting
Bowling Green
Roswell and Robert Roper shot and wounded while quail hunting, N 30, 2:6

Butler
Cy Allen shot and injured, Jy 6, 2:5

Chagrin Falls
George Hill killed, O 13, 2:3

Dayton
E F Cooper shot and injured by companion, Jy 7, 2:3

Elyria
William McMillen shot and wounded when gun discharged, Je 23, 2:4

Germantown
Homer Focht shot and injured by unknown hunter, Jy 7, 2:3

Grange
Unidentified boy shot, Ag 30, 8:2

Granger
George Patterson shot, Ag 27, 5:4

Kenton
Walton Elliott killed when gun is discharged, J 1, 3:3; D 2, 3:4

Long Lake
Edward S McLain shot and killed when gun discharged, S 1, 3:2

Van Wert
Varley Vance injured when he shoots himself, Jy 30, 2:4

**INDUSTRIAL**

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are injured

Akron
William Schill injured at Enterprise works, Ja 20, 5:4
Bert Shaffer hand crushed in machine, F 3, 5:1
K H Smeltz hand crushed between 2 wheels, Mr 14, 3:4
Vincent Tobin hand caught between rollers, Ap 7, 5:4
Harry Bittker hand caught in calender rolls, Ap 15, 3:1

**ACCIDENTS - INDUSTRIAL** - Akron (cont)

Arthur Tracey's hand slips under tin knife, My 27, 6:3
Douglas Gilchrist injured when iron bar is forced through arm, My 31, 3:6
William Mandersbach injured while loading door at Hankey Lumber yds, Jy 7, 3:2
Ernest Augustine injured at Empire mill, Jy 30, 3:1
Charles Hine injured by tri-ming machine, Jy 30, 3:2
Sacaton Ely injured handling rails on Valley rr, Ag 19, 3:1
Charles Frank hand caught in press at Warner works, Ag 23, 3:1
Edward Condon struck by falling beam, Ag 31, 3:2
Arthur Hagarty hand caught in machine, O 15, 1:7
Charles A Arnold hands caught in press, N 4, 8:2
John J Stabb caught in machine, N 19, 3:2

**Andover**
Delos Cole fatally injured when clothing is caught in drive belt, Mr 17, 1:3

Barberton
Ams Furray hand crushed between 2 sewer pipes, F 16, 8:5
Roy Ware injured in boiler shop, Je 15, 8:6

**Cause and Prevention**
Bill passed by house defining negligence of employers in failing to protect machinery, F 4, 3:6

Chillicothe
William Barr killed when drawn into dovetailing machine, D 15, 2:4

Fostoria
Blanche Kimmel caught in fly wheel, Ja 27, 3:4

Huron
John Swartz killed when struck by dock car, Jy 30, 2:4

Kent
Theodore Campbell injured when emery wheel breaks, Mr 4, 1:6
Frank Snyder's arm crushed in belt, O 15, 3:4

Massillon
John D Riese injured at the Russell co, F 28, 4:6

Minerva
John Butler struck by lever, F 15, 3:2
ACCIDENTS - LIGHTNING - Akron (cont)
Grace Holch damaged, Jy 16, 3:5
H J Budeman shocked, Jy 25, 4:2
Samuel Kennedy barn wrecked, horse injured, Ag 17, 4:4
Martin E. McGinnus cow killed, Ag 18, 8:2
Mrs Porch's barn destroyed by lightning and fire, S 3, 5:2

Chagrin Falls
E H Clay poultry houses and contents destroyed, Ag 20, 2:4

Cleveland
Julius Hintz killed, Jy 26, 2:4

Copley Twp
Jacob Zimmerman barn destroyed by lightning and fire, My 23, 3:2

Findlay
Buckeye Pipe Line co oil tank and bldg struck and destroyed, Ag 18, 2:4

Granger
Dr Cassidy shocked when lightning strikes home, Jy 23, 8:5

Inland
Oliver Everholt barn destroyed when struck, Jy 19, 8:4

Northfield
Harper Juncal's 2 cows killed, Ag 3, 8:4
Fresh ch damaged when struck, Ag 31, 8:3

Reservoir
Mrs Long stable destroyed by lightning and fire, My 12, 8:5

Sharon
George Water's barn damaged when struck, Jy 1, 8:4

Tallmadge
L V Bierce cow killed, Ag 18, 8:2

Versailles
Crandon postage damaged, Ag 10, 8:4
Samuel Harris cows killed, Ag 30, 8:2

Watkins
Albert Mock, William Thomas, and Richard Nicholas injured when lightning strikes machinery, Jy 16, 2:5

Whitehouse
warehouse and other properties destroyed by lightning and fire, S 16, 2:5

Wooster
Mrs Louis Nussbaum injured, Jy 30, 2:4

Mines and Mining

Deerfield
James Woods injured while working in coal mine, Ap 7, 8:5

Inland
Irvin Sanders injured while working in coal mine, Ap 21, 8:4

Nelsonville
John Lenox killed in coal mine, Mr 2, 2:2
George Rain injured by falling slate, My 21, 2:5

Nimisilla
Ted White injured by fall of coal, D 14, 8:4

Stitts Station
Evelyn Kinnell killed by falling slate, Jy 17, 1:6

Western Star
Val Fleming injured by falling rock, N 23, 8:2

Miscellaneous
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are injured

Akron
Taylor injured when stone falls on foot, Jy 6, 8:3
James Johnson injured while playing with a 12, 4:3
Fred Comins injured when fist breaks window, My 17, 5:2
Mrs Juke Baumgardner, Mr 17, 8:5
Mary Dorothy Peters trapped by mules, Jy 2, 5:2
Sumner Nash injured when struck in eye with cow's horn, Jy 15, 8:4
John E. Enstrom daughter Clara attacked by cats, Ag 23, 3:3; dies from rubies, Jy 10, 1:5
Albert M. Fassnacht injured by nail, Ag 26, 3:1
Francis Smith struck by falling railing, S 20, 3:4
J E. Stote injured in jump from fence, S 23, 8:4
Peter Sorensen struck by falling mule, S 27, 3:1
George Vander son struck by falling spade, O 12, 3:4
Burt Alman injured while unloading timber, N 2, 1:4

Columbus
Grace Bowland struck by falling brick, Jy 10, 1:7

Everett
Samuel Fauble struck by falling derrick, Jy 23, 3:1

Gambier
Willie Dague, Jy 7, 1:6

Hubbard
Roy Crider falls on circular saw, Jy 10, 2:5

Hudson
Adam Rubins cuts self with axe, freezes to death, F 7, 5:4

Mansfield
Fenton Gooding killed when meat lodges in esophagus, Jy 29, 2:4

Massillon
AT Davis injured, S 27, 8:3

Mogadore
Sam Mishler struck by falling tree, Jy 20, 8:2

Monroe
Charles Harkrider shot and killed by wife Nellie while she was asleep, Ap 29, 2:6

Myersville
Samuel Long thrown against train while unloading slate, S 21, 8:3
ACCIDENTS - MISCELLANEOUS

New Boston
William Hunter bitten by copperhead, Ag 4, 2:5

Northampton Twp
Luther Hart caught in feed cutter, Mr 25, 5:1
William H. Williamson struck by barn door during windstorm, My 27, 3:1

Paxton
A T Davis injured when top of coal chute caves in, Jy 20, 8:5

Randall
Unnamed workman of Nypano Dock co killed in one cave in, F 16, 2:3

Rittman
Edward D. Stone son injured when feed mill falls on him, Ja 10, 3:1; Ja 25, 5:1

Sharon
Collier's son injured by corn cracker, Mr 23, 8:4
C S Cottingham injured by rip saw, Ag 3, 8:4

Tallmadge
A C Chamberlin injured while cutting corn, Ap 5, 3:1

Toledo
Charles Blossman injured during lodge initiation, Jy 21, 2:5

Twinbreez
Rev A M Swengel daughter runs broken needle into bone of foot, Ag 10, 8:4
Charles Boose injured when tree falls on derrick, D 18, 8:4

Uniontown
Samuel Myers struck by iron pipe, Je 14, 8:5
Albert Fessler daughter Lovina injured, N 15, 0:4

Vienna
Capt James Nolan's infant son blinded when scratched by chickens, Ag 30, 2:4

West Union
William Young injured while handling timber, Jy 24, 1:6

Youngstown
J E Barnes injured in jump from bridge, My 25, 2:5
Uekenzo attacked by lion, My 25, 2:5
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ACCIDENTS (cont)

MOTOR VEHICLES
Canton
Joseph S Saxton struck by auto, Ag 11, 2:4

POISONING
Akon
John Strikerman, wife and 5 children ill with phormaine poisoning after eating cheese, Jy 7, 8:3
M Renner infant daughter ill, Jy 23, 3:4

Alliance
Rec C T Kingsbury paralyzed after accidentally swallowing alum, F 14, 3:3

Bellevienville
Benjamin Stoner and 3 children ill from eating poisoned food, F 22, 4:3

Cleveland
Daniel Heeran dies after drinking carbolic acid by mistake, Kittie Hurst held, D 21, 2:4

Columbus
O R Eyler with family of 3 and 16 borderers poisoned by drinking impure water, Ap 1, 2:5

Dayton
Peter Musial and 12 others ill after eating hog liver and pork pudding, O 19, 2:2

Dover
David Sawyer's 2 children poisoned by eating root, Ap 12, 5:5

Hogadore
Henry Woodring burned internally from drinking washing fluid by mistake, J 23, 3:5

New Carlisle
Nine unnamed persons poisoned from ice cream, all will recover, Jy 15, 2:4

Portsmouth
Mrs Amzy Edmund's infant fatally injured by drinking poison, 0 4, 2:5

Somerford
Fifteen families stricken by eating tainted meat, J 29, 2:5

West Richfield
Pearl Guscott and sister Daisy poisoned by eating toad stools, S 14, 8:1
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ACCIDENTS - RAILROAD

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are injured

Adena
One workman killed, others injured in M&B RR co wreck, Mr 19, 1:4

Akon
Phil J Moll catches foot under brake beam while uncoupling freight cars, Ja 12, 3:3
George Nelson killed when struck by switch engine, Mr 19, 5:2
Unidentified man jumps from train, Ja 27, 3:2
E C Griffin knocked from caboose, Mr 15, 1:7
Eugenio Stahlbrecher, jr, killed when struck by train, Mr 17, 1:5
C&O RR co cars damaged in wreck, Mr 22, 1:7
John Clines horse injured when struck by train, shot, Ap 8, 3:2
Michael Nelson struck by train, My 4, 3:2
B&O RR co train wrecked by broken air hose, no one injured, My 9, 8:1
Charles Walters injured in leap from train, My 9, 8:1
Charles Keener killed when struck by train, My 20, 3:6
John Veske killed from train, My 24, 5:3
Thomas Flynn struck by train, Mr 13, 3:5
James Farley leaped from freight when train derailed, Ja 15, 2:2
Northern Ohio RR co passenger engine derailed, no injuries, Jy 27, 4:4
Bud Smith injured, Jy 28, 4:4
C&O engine turns over, no one injured, Ag 20, 8:1
James Stands falls while alighting from train, S 28, 8:4
J J King falls while alighting from moving train, O 15, 1:6
 Erie RR co locomotive and cars damaged in collision, no one injured, O 17, 1:6
David Robb falls from train, O 29, 1:4
August Leconte slightly crushed by freight car, N 1, 3:1
B&O caboose damaged when derailed, N 4, 8:2
Joseph Whelan injured while coupling cars, N 7, 1:5
John Meenan injured while coupling cars, N 14, 3:3
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ACCIDENTS - RAILROAD - Akron (cont)

Lee Housman caught between car and platform, N 10, 8:5
Charles Smith struck by car, D 12, 1:7

Alliance
Henry J Maybaum falls under train, fatally injured, My 20, 3:5; My 30, 3:6

Ashland
L H Hasler & Sons sawmill damaged when struck by runaway freight cars, D 19, 2:5

Ashtabula
John Huzey killed, Ja 24, 1:6
Joseph Webster killed by train, Jy 14, 2:4

Barberton
Unidentified man struck and killed, Ag 15, 6:1
Unidentified man killed by train, Ag 31, 1:6
Unknown man killed when struck by train, Ag 31, 1:6
Louis Riser and Louis Yancer injured when hand car derailed by stones placed on tracks by children, S 16, 3:3

Bellevue
J M Crawford killed in fall from train, Jy 1, 2:5

Berea
Fred Reicks killed when struck by train, Mr 17, 2:5
Unidentified man killed when struck by train, Mr 25, 2:5
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern RR train damaged by failure of air brakes, no injuries, S 7, 2:2

Blackhand
John Watkins, Jy 29, 2:4

Bluffton
Lake Erie & Western RR train damaged in collision, S 22, 2:4

Bridgeport
Edward Ong and August Lackhard injured in collision, N 22, 2:4

Bryantwood
Frank L Fortney thrown from train, N 23, 2:4
ACCIDENTS - RAILROAD (cont)

Brockton
Jesse Simmons killed when run over by train, 0 21, 2:4

Cuyahoga
Cals and Sandusky Short line cars piled up, no one injured, Ag 4, 2:4

Cambridge
Unknown man killed when struck by train, 0 19, 2:2

Canton
James Welch killed by train, Je 15, 2:4

Conductor Newell injured in train collision, Jy 18, 5:5

Crestline
All N 28, 1:5

Columbus
Robert Benmore killed, Ja 20, 3:5
Brother of Fred A. Hamlin killed, He 10, 1:6

Columbus
Rizer Fry killed, 3 unidentified persons injured in train wreck, My 9, 2:2
W T Smith killed, 6 9, 2:4

Cuyahoga Falls
Firemen Polhemus injured when he sticks head out of locomotive window and strikes stone pillar, J 21, 2:4

Crestline
Several killed and injured in collision of runaway locomotive and train on B&O track, Ne 31, 1:4
J R Sager injured in snow yard, D 23, 8:5

Guyahoga Falls
Charles Cash killed when struck by train, Jy 11, 3:5
Phoebe Sadler in train-buggy collision, 6 24, 1:6; 6 26, 1:6

Dayton
Mrs. Michael Wallace killed when struck by train, Ja 17, 1:7

Delfos
Feter Wagner struck by train, Jy 8, 7:1

Dunkirk
John Woods killed, Ja 21, 1:4
Thomas orchestra instruments damaged in wreck, Ne 30, 1:5

Elyria
Carl Jager and Frederick Krueger killed, F 14, 1:4
Frederick Krueger and Carl Jager killed when struck by train, F 15, 2:6
Lake Shore railroad property damaged in wreck, F 24, 2:3
A u Winnie killed, 6 10, 2:5

Findlay
Fope and Moriarty killed when train is ditched, S 22, 2:1

Forest
Walsh and 2 others injured when trains crash, Ag 4, 2:4

Geneva
George Spade struck by train, Mr 1, 2:2
Mrs. Albert Harris killed when struck by train, My 12, 7:2

Grassy Creek
John, Hamilton & Dayton freight train wrecked, 4 unknown men believed to have been stricken, N 3, 2:4

Greenville
Cyrus F. Young and daughter killed, wife injured in train-buggy collision, F 1, 2:7; 3:5

Hicksville
B&O freight train wrecked by defective rail, Ja 21, 2:4

Hudson
Frank Eckles run over by freight car, Ap 6, 1:4

Kent
A A Miller killed in derailment, Mr 14, 1:7
B&O freight trains damaged in collision, Ap 5, 8:1
Unidentified man found injured, struck by train, My 10, 3:2
B&O passenger train damaged when struck by B&O freight trains, no injuries, Jr 4, 5:4

Kenton
Michael McGann injured, wife and daughter killed in train-carriage collision, Ap 11, 2:4

Leavittsburg
Bentley, F 14, 3:3

Lima
E A Markham killed by falling under train, F 19, 2:3
George Miller killed, Shaffer & 5 others injured in collision, Ap 11, 2:7
Pittsburgh, Ft. wayne & Chi limited and freight trains in collision, no one injured, Ja 1, 2:5

Lodi
B&O property damaged in wreck, unnamed conductor injured, My 26, 8:4

London
James Sexton and Thomas Cavanaugh in train-buggy collision, Ja 6, 2:7

Mantua
George Wiltse killed when wagon is struck by train, N 18, 2:5

Marion
James Flynn fatally injured in train crash, Ag 9, 2:4

Massillon
C H Underwood rescues unknown lady from path of train, Ag 16, 4:5
Eugene F. Verner killed in fall from train, D 26, 8:4

Middletown
Big Four trains collide, Harry Claypool injured, My 14, 2:5

Millersburg
Two C&O engines collide, no one injured, Am 26, 3:3
C&O freight cars damaged in collision, Ap 27, 2:5

Monroe Falls
George Hoffman killed, Martin A. Gildon injured in train wreck, Ja 31, 5:4

New Baltimore
W. C. Capron killed when struck by train, My 17, 8:4

New Concord
Conductor Samuel Paxton killed in collision, D 20, 6:4

Newark
John Humann killed in fall beneath train, 0 1, 2:2

Niles
Ernest Kettling, Ja 20, 3:4

North Amherst
Albert Penfield killed when he falls from train, N 3, 2:4

North Baltimore
John Santmire killed, F 3, 2:6
ACCIDENTS - RAILROAD (cont)

NOTTINGHAM
Simon Blazer killed, Mar 3, 2:5
Old Portage
Chub Murray killed, Ross Morris injured in train collision, Ag 16, 5:3
Peninsula
Number of Valley RR cars demolished when wrecked, Ap 21, 5:2
Perrysville
Hooper killed, Jy 12, 2:5
Pleasant Plain
Collision on B&O Southwestern rr, Ja 6, 4:7
Randall
Erie freight train derailed, no one injured, N 11, 2:4
Randall Station
William Musser, wagon struck, Ja 5, 1:6; Ja 6, 3:2
James Cassidy fatally injured when struck by train, Ag 31, 2:4
Ravenna
Mrs William Kagy thrown over seat, F 1, 3:5
Tom Keele injured, by train, Ap 19, 3:5
Rockport Station
Charles Lake injured when engine runs over legs, Ag 20, 2:4
Sandusky
Joseph Singleton killed, Jy 16, 2:5
William Scott killed by train, Ag 27, 2:4
Saybrook
Lake Shore train derailed in wreck near Saybrook, no one injured, U 20, 2:4
Sharon
Isaac Everhard's flock of lambs killed when struck by train, S 29, 8:5
Solen
John Clair's son killed when struck by train, My 20, 2:5
Stukenenville
Robert Marshall fatally injured, Ja 20, 3:4

1898.

ACCIDENTS - RAILROAD (cont)

Sunderland
W&LE freight trains collide, no one injured, D 26, 2:5
Toledo
Three injured when Cinti, Hamilton & Dayton trains collide, N 21, 2:1
Trinway
B&O train wrecked, number of crew injured, W 23, 1:1
Twinsburg
Newton Herrick sled demolished, Mr 8, 8:0
Wadsworth
Michael Stocker and Jarney Haloney killed when struck by Erie express train, Je 21, 3:4
Unidentified body found on Erie track, Ag 15, 3:5
Wellington
Seven cars of dig Four co demolished in wreck, N 26, 6:4
Wharton
J F Shiner killed when struck by train, Ap 14, 2:5
Willoughby
Matt Campbell killed when thrown from train, Je 4, 2:5
Unidentified boy killed in fall from train, S 17, 2:6
Windham
Erie freight train wrecked, no injuries, Ap 1, 3:4
Youngstown
Unknown man injured when run over by train, Ap 19, 4:3
Michael O'Hara killed when struck by train, Je 8, 2:5
Zanesville
B&O property damaged by flood, Mr 25, 1:2
Whitley killed, 2 injured in train collision, Je 13, 2:6

1898.

ACCIDENTS (cont)

SHIPS
Cleveland
William Barnes drowned, thought to have fallen overboard from SS City of New York, Ag 16, 2:2
Fireman McCarthy drowned when tug LG Smith sinks after collision with SS Olympia, D 21, 2:4
Lake Michigan
N A Bradley & Co steamer Superior sinks in Lake Michigan, Ag 31, 2:1
Marietta
Louis Biebben, John Gerkin, and Malcolm Nis drawn as cyclone capsizes excursion steamer, Je 25, 3:2
Pipe Creek
SS Avalon and SS Greenwood damaged in collision, N 18, 2:5

1898.

SHOOTING
Bridgeport
Mrs Joseph Lamont accidentally shoots and kills infant child, F 7, 4:5
Chickamauga
Harry Guckert killed when accidentally shot by Arthur Mellinger, Jy 22, 2:4
Cincinnati
Robert Hellman killed when gun held by Irene Johnson accidentally discharged, Je 6, 2:5
Conneaut
Flynn Laughlin killed, F 11, 2:3
Degraff
Andrew Rausenberg's son mortally wounded, D 17, 2:4
Hayden
Frank Houshuld killed by brother William, Ja 19, 2:7
William Houshuld killed by brother Frank in struggle for possession of gun, Ja 19, 3:3
Kent
A U Swan wounded self, U 15, 1:5

1898.

SCOTTUS, FALLING
Akron
Joseph Schultz and H Petty injured, D 15, 3:5
Tiffin
Ross Enbody fatally injured, Ap 5, 2:5
Winchester
George Simons fatally wounded, Ag 27, 2:4
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ACCIDENTS - SHOOTING (cont)

Wooster
Benjamin Pryor wounded, S 12, 1:4
Youngstown
Robert C Hazlett fatally shot, Roy A Lee held on manslaughter charge, Ja 20, 1:6
SPORTS
Akron
Gertrude Murphy drowned while skating on ice breaks, Ja 8, 3:3
Gentry Normand injured in wrestling, N 9, 5:4
Whitsett injured in football game, N 21, 5:1
Athens
Ralph Obeness killed while at football practice, D 2, 5:3
Barberton
Harry Steiger killed while skating, Ja 10, 3:5
Charles Rhodes drowned while skating, D 27, 1:6
Columbus
George Stout killed in boxing match with Oscar Gardner, Ap 8, 5:3
Hudson
Beck injured in football game, D 12, 8:3
Londonderry
Flock killed when struck over heart while boxing, Ap 19, 3:5

STREET RAILWAYS
Akron
Charles E Gostlin injured boarding car, F 2, 8:2
Carriage of Fireman Gus Reinke damaged in collision with steam car, F 18, 8:2
John Corley injured, F 28, 5:4
Patrolman Goodenberger injured in boarding car, Mr 8, 5:5
George Alderman and brother Anthony killed when run down, Mr 20, 1:5
Mrs Sarah Sense and Mrs Maria Albright uninjured in buggy-steam car collision, Je 4, 5:2
Mason Harding injured in steam car-horse and buggy collision, Je 13, 3:4
Bessie Ellis, Jy 28, 5:2
Thomas Davis injured in jump from moving steam car, Ag 16, 8:4
H S Brandon injured when his bicycle collides with steam car and vehicle, Ag 22, 3:1
ACCOLD - STREET RAILWAYS: Akron (cont.)
Fred Albrecht injured by jump from car, Ag 21, 4:2.
John Spivey injured in st car-wagon collision, N 11, 6:6.
Ellis's moving wagon damaged when struck by car, N 22, 5:4.

Cincinnati
George Homan fatally injured and George Campbell
injured in st-car-wagon collision, F 5, 1:4.

Cleveland
E. H. Vose injured, Ja 24, 8:1.
Elsie Billingmeyer killed when struck, My 24, 2:5.
Arthur Donner killed when bicycle falls in front of
car, N 12, 3:5.

Cuyahoga Falls
Mary B. Rankin and S others injured when car jumps track, Je 22, 5:4.

Silver Lake
Leon Brown injured when dragged by car, Cy 22, 8:2

Warren
Winifred Alderidge injured when thrown from car, Je 7, 8:4.

SUCCORATION
Chagrin Falls
J. G. Miller's daughter motorists to death in bed, M 16, 2:2.

TREES: FALLING
Harlem Springs
James George killed, M 30, 2:4.

Medina
William Lambert injured, My 24, 8:3.

Nimisilla
J. L. Dally injured when struck by falling limb, Je 22, 8:3.

ACTINOMYCETE GAS
Nature and mfr discussed by Prof E. H. Birney in
address before Natural History club, Ja 7, 3:3.
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AHER (MR. AND MRS.), J. H.
Caledonia, 30th anniversary, J 30, 3:2.
AHER, RUFUS: SUFFOLK CO (Canton)
- destroyed by fire, D 16, 2:2.
AHER, RUFUS: BUSINESS (Cath.)
- files appeal in collection suit against Margaret
  Featherston, D 24, 1:5.
AHER, A. E.
- graduated with diploma, D 24, 1:6; D 26, 1:6.
AHER, G. MEYER
- praises Prof C. F. Kolbe's lecture on German literature,
  N 12, 3:5.
AHER, ABER (waverly)
- occupants killed in falling on rotating saw, F 14, 3:3.
AHER, ABER
AHER, ABER
- elected as school teacher, Ag 31, 8:4.
AHER, ST.
- ordered to improve st passed by city council,
  N 11, 7:3; to order bonds passed by council,
  M 12, 7:5; to order levying assessment passed by council,
  N 12, 7:4; to order improvements called for,
  M 17, 7:2; notice of sale for improvements,
  M 17, 7:4; paving contributions awarded to
  James M. B. & Son, Je 17, 3:1.
AHER, EXCESS CO
- robbed, Charles Butler sought, Orrville, M 9, 1:7.
AHER, JOHN
- res robbed, Je 1, 3:2.
AHERSTOY STEEL & PIPE CO (Cant.)
- Pres Daniel McKeen pleads not guilty before US
  Court and charged with violating anti-trust law,
AHERSTOY, GUSTAVUS
- lecture by Mr S. A.orth before Trinity Lutheran ch,
  J 30, 8:3.
AHERSTOY, GUSTAVUS
- newspapers seen as best medium, ed, Ja 24, 4:1;
AHERSTOY, J. A.
- Repl J. R. Reuer starts campaign against pub display
  of objectionable pictures, Wellsville, Ja 27, 3:4.
AHERSTOY, A.
- value demonstrated in Chicago newspaper famine,
  ed, J 9, 4:1.
AHERSTOY, A.
- efficiency of newspaper adv discussed, ed, Ag 13, 4:2.
AHERSTOY, A.
- Frank Sherer held on chg of using mails for
  fraudulent adv, Toledo, N 16, 2:5.
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ARON, OHIO (cont)

3d of co-ins opens bids, fi. printing city ords into book form, Je 10, 6:3; Je 27, 3:5
Contr for printing recodified ords awarded Capron & Curtice, Je 28, 3:1
Citizens celebrate fall of Santiago, Jy 14, 3:3; August 16, 3:5
Men admin's lack of economy criticized, ed, Ag 8, 4:2
Civic possessions listed, ed, Ag 26, 4:1
Improvement of streets and business blocks urged, ed, Ag 30, 4:1
Citizens plan reception for Co 8's return home, reception ca. Ag 31, 3:1
Ord to revise, rearrange, and codify general ords passed by council, S 30, 9:1
Contr for city coal supply awarded to Brewster Coal Co, O 11, 1:6
Action of council and city co-ins regarding annx. of South Akron ruled illegal, O 25, 3:3
Amount of capital brought into city in last 2 yrs discussed, N 16, 1:7

ASSESSING BD

Wesley Wilson, J A Bachtel, and George Whetstone app'd on bd for Valley st and Oakdale ave, Ja 10, 8:2

ASSESSOR

Second ward shows decrease in valuation of personal property, Je 13, 4:5
Rent on personal property in 4th ward, Je 16, 3:6
Personal property valuation shows increase in 6th ward, Je 22, 4:4

CHARTER, CITY

Proposed changes seen as political plot of dem party, ed, F 25, 4:1
Defeat of hemp bill urged, ed, N 4, 4:1
TBJ takes credit for change in proposed bill, ed, N 8, 4:1
Change by legis seen as doubtful, ed, N 8, 4:2
Proposed hemp bill criticized, ed, N 26, 4:1
Bill re-introduced in sen. for new city govt, Ap 20, 1:7
Bill passed by house, Ap 20, 3:3
Bill passed by house, Ap 21, 1:5

CLERK

Charles H Isbell elected by council, Ap 10, 1:5
A Ward app'd deputy by City Clerk Charles Isbell, Ap 30, 3:3

COMMISSIONERS

Applicants discussed, Ap 21, 5:3
Applicants for city engineer, chief of police monthly report, Ag 16, 5:4
Summary of activities, S 26, 7:1
Fasses or to revise, rearrange, and codify general ords, S 30, 10:1; 11:1; 12:1
Summary of activities, O 4, 8:1
Summary of business transacted, O 11, 8:2
Notes on proceedings, O 18, 8:2; O 25, 8:3; N 1, 8:3; N 8, 8:1
Review of procedure, N 15, 8:1
Proceedings read, N 26, 4:3
Ord authorizing con to subpoena witnesses in proposed graft investigation defeated, O 14, 1:7

ELECTIONS

Bids on printing ballots asked, N 4, 3:6
Passage of hemp bill by special election frowned upon by voters, N 5, 4:3
Special election on city charter called off, N 7, 1:5
Reelection of good officials urged, ed, N 10, 4:2
Repubs urged to support candidates, ed, N 15, 4:1
List of taxes paid by various candidates, N 24, 1:7
Repubs urged to use best efforts to win, ed, N 29, 4:1
Candidates file expense accts, N 29, 5:2
Promise of repub candidates praised, ed, N 30, 4:2
Tactics of dem leaders criticized, ed, Ap 2, 4:1
Victory of repub candidates praised, ed, Ap 5, 4:1
Candidates file expense accts, Ap 13, 3:1
Report of judg. and clerks app'd by city council, S 15, 5:5
Registrations by ward and precinct listed, N 15, 3:5
Registration of all repub voters urged, ed, N 19, 4:2
Repubs urged to register, ed, O 25, 4:1; ed, O 26, 4:2; O 27, 4:2; O 28, 4:2

Chart

Coming special election seen as ridiculous farce, ed, N 3, 4:1
Form of govt proposed by Kempel-Younig criticized, ed, N 3, 4:2

CLERK, CITY

Candidates discussed, N 8, 1:6
Council

Discussion of large number of candidates, Je 15, 3:2
Jacob Steifenshann announces candidacy for dem nomination in 5th ward, Ja 26, 5:2
S P Lafferty endorsed for election by 1st ward, 11r, N 3, 3:1; election of S P Lafferty to 1st ward urged, 11r, N 5, 8:2; Lafferty endorsed for repub nomination, 11r, N 16, 3:2
Harley Hanan's reelection from 3rd ward urged, 11r, N 3, 3:1; ed, N 20, 4:2
Election of best candidates urged, ed, N 12, 4:1
O L McMillen candidacy in 1st ward announced, N 14, 3:4
Reelection of Isaac Nicholas as 4th ward councilman urged, ed, N 21, 4:2
Morton W Bookwalter's election in 1st ward forecast, ed, N 21, 4:2
T Wight Paul, Stephen Townsend, Kurtin W Bookwalter, and others elected, Ap 5, 1:4
Louis H Amer dem elected in 4th ward, Ap 5, 1:4
S F Spiegel dem elected in 5th ward, Ap 5, 1:4

Dem Convention

Nominates candidates for city council, bd of edu., and delegates to city conv, N 4, 8:4
Adopts resolutions, endorses candidates, N 5, 1:5

Education, Bd of

Candidates discussed, Ja 15, 3:2
Voters urged to pick out and elect best candidates, ed, F 25, 4:1
Endorsement of Capt R S Thomas cited as main issue, N 3, 3:3; candidates make issue out of endorsement in campaign fight (Fairview Telegraph), Ja 16, 8:2
Fred Bryan's reelection urged, ed, E 23, 4:2
Elmer E Otis's candidacy endorsed, ed, E 23, 4:2
Election of repub candidates urged, ed, E 29, 4:1

Dem pre-election claims criticized, ed, E 29, 4:2
High standard of repub candidates praised, ed, N 31, 4:3
Candidacy of John Sharpe disapproved by Akron Germania, Ap 2, 1:5
AKRON, OHIO - ELECTIONS - Education, Bd of (cont)

Repubs assured of 5 seats, Ap 6, 1:14

Rarups' victory praised, ed, Ap 5, 1:4

Tie vote in 4th ward to be decided by lot, Ap 6, 1:14; James T Wilde wins over John A Sharpe by loss of coin, Ap 7, 1:6

Justice of Peace

William A Spencer's candidacy on dem ticket announced, F 9, 5:1

Rarup Albert J Hurd elected, Ap 5, 1:4

Mayor

Col Issac C Gibbons announces candidacy, D 8, 3:2

Prohibitionist Convention

Nominates candidates for council and bd of educ, F 21, 5:2

Redistricting

Proposed new wards discussed, N 12, 1:7

Ord to make new wards rejected by council, N 15, 8:1

Repub Convention

Meeting places designated, Mr 12, 4:7; listed, Mr 17, 1:7

Selection of best candidates urged, ed, Mr 17, 4:2

Rarups urged to attend, ed, Mr 18, 1:7

Citizens urged to attend and nominate strong candidates, ed, Mr 18, 4:1

List of nominees, Mr 19, 1:5

Nominees endorsed, ed, Mr 19, 4:1

Character of nominees praised, ed, Mr 21, 4:2

ENGINEER

Council takes first steps to oust Civil Engineer

S W Farshall, Jy 6, 5:3

Ord abolishing office issued by council, Jy 19, 8:1

Appt of new city engineer in less than specified time illegal, declares City Solicitor

Rowley, Ag 13, 5:2

Office recreation favored by council, ag 23, 4:2

Ord creating office passed by council, S 13, 5:4; S 14, 6:6

City comrs deadlocked in electing successor to

S W Farshall, O 12, 1:5

Election by city comrs deadlocked, O 21, 1:7;

O 22, 3:2

S W Farshall reelection by city comrs probable,

O 1, 1:5

FINANCES

Ord to amend ords pertaining to salaries of city

officials and employees adopted, Ja 14, 7:5

Statement of bonded indebtedness compiled by

Deputy Clerk Shiner, Ja 20, 5:1

Summary of expenditures, F 1, 8:2

Partnership in city expenditures denied, ed,

Mr 7, 4:1

Improvement bonds sold to Seasingood & Mayer,

Mr 9, 4:3

Statement of bonded debt, Mr 28, 5:4

Bill passed by legis limiting expenditures, Ap 8, 1:6

Ord authorizing mayor and city clerk to borrow money for various funds passed by council,

Ap 12, 5:3; Ap 16, 7:4

City borrows on notes for police fund and others,

Ap 19, 5:6

Resolution passed by council authorizing mayor and clerk to turn over to library bd a note

for $2,500, Je 6, 6:3

Improvement bonds purchased by Akron Firemen's Pension Fund and Rudolph, Kleyboile & co,

Je 10, 3:4

Advertise for bids on bonds, Ag 11, 5:6

City officials' traveling expense bill presented

for council consideration, S 7, 5:3; ord to

pay passed by council, S 15, 3:6

Ord to levy tax for pension purposes on all taxable real and personal property within city limits

passed by council, S 23, 7:1

Ord passed by council to borrow money for gen

and other funds, O 7, 7:5

FIRE DEPT

Salary ord passed by council, Ja 11, 8:5

Ord establishing operation of signal system

adopted, Ja 15, 2:7

F F Loomis and 2 others reelected trustees of

pension fund, Ja 20, 4:6

Resolution passed by city comrs calling for adv

for bids on aerial truck, F 19, 3:5

Fire dept asks for bids on aerial truck, F 26,

7:4

Reckless driving through streets criticized, ed,

Ap 18, 4:1

J M Burnett appd fireman, My 24, 3:3

Frank Cramer appd fireman, Je 10, 3:1

Purchases Akron pension fund improvement bonds,

Je 18, 3:4

HEALTH, DD OF

Vital statistics rept for past 10 months filed,

Ap 2, 1:4

Members selected by council, My 3, 8:3

Election of E S Underwood, M H Hoye, Edward W

Weise, Dr C A Lyon, and Mayor Young health

officers, My 7, 5:3

Holds business meeting, Je 18, 5:3

Rept for month of November, D 17, 7:1

JAIL

Ord for apppt of prison keeper amended, My 6,

7:2

Frank Wilson escapes, S 1, 8:3

Installs hospital cell, N 29, 5:2

LOCAL GOVT

Bill passed by sen, Ap 23, 3:5

PLUMBING INSPECTOR

Probable abolition of office due to sup ct

decision reevd, Je 24, 8:5

POLICE DEPT

Ord passed creating office of signal operator

with salary fixed by council, Ja 11, 8:5

Signal system operators start duty, Ja 12, 3:2

Edward and James Russell and John Conway sworn in

as signal operators by Mayor w Young, Ja 13, 3:2

Inadequate protection afforded citizens cited,

Ja 14, 5:2

Special police fund bill passed by state sen, Mr 23, 1:4

Special police appd by city comrs to serve at polls on election day, Mr 31, 1:6

Ord passed by council regulating appnts of

special policemen, My 6, 7:1

Ord passed amending ord regulating appnt of

policemen, My 6, 7:1

Special police appd for Memorial day, My 23, 3:1

Appnt of 6 more policemen urged, ltr, Je 10, 3:5

Increase in force urged, ed, Je 10, 4:1

Appointment of reinstatement of August Huberkost

refused by city comrs, Je 11, 3:2

Additional protection urged to insure peace and

good order of city, ed, Je 11, 4:1

Authorized by city comrs to use part of hay roll

for const of bowling alley, Je 11, 8:1

Increase in force urged, ed, Je 14, 4:2

Cyrus H Reading files application for appnt to

force, Je 16, 3:1

Increase of numpower urged, ed, Je 17, 4:1

Members criticized in anom ltrs reed by city

comrs, Je 17, 5:4

Vacations to be taken on consecutive days, orders

comrs, Je 20, 3:2

Criticism of Policeman King by ABJ presented by

Chief Harrison, Ag 3, 3:9

Withholding news from reporters criticized, ed,

Ag 4, 4:1

Morale and efficiency criticized, ltr, Ag 6, 4:5

Chief Harrison called to account by superior for

attitude toward reporters, Ag 10, 3:6

Failure to enforce Sunday closing law criticized, ed, Ag 11, 5:2

Increased efficiency urged, ed, Ag 15, 4:1

Czar McNeeley attempts to remedy faulty opera-

tions by complete shake-up, Ag 16, 4:6

Officers' beats changed, S 6, 1:6

Appointment of roundman opposed by members of

city comrs, N 29, 5:5; D 10, 1:5

Statistics of arrests for yr, D 31, 1:4
AKRON, OHIO - STREETS (cont)

Streets in dangerous condition due to snow and ice, p 20, 1:6

SUIT AND CLAIMS
Damage suit against Sarah Zeigler dismissed, p 6, 5:4

Suit of Mrs Rose McFarland settled, p 20, 4:7

Suit of Mrs H A McFarland settled, p 20, 4:7

Suit of Charles F Seninger settled, p 20, 4:7

Ins suit brought by Marion Fieg on, p 29, 4:6

With Alfred Aker city under named by Joseph Funk in

collecting suit, p 14, 4:5

Suit for personal injury by Harry E Stein appealed, p 21, 3:6

New trial granted in suit by Burton E Feige, p 22, 5:2

Various claims ordered paid, p 0, 8:1

Named by Akron Gas co in collection suit, p 10, 3:4

Named Akron Gas co in collection suit, p 10, 3:4

Named collection suit against Akron Gas co, p 11, 3:2

Named Henry E Stine in answer to his damage suit, p 4, 5:5

Named Catherine P Thomas in answer to injunction

suit, p 4, 5:5

Named Daniel Collins in property damage claim, p 6, 5:6

Loses properly damage suit brought by Mulinda

Sheblyow, p 6, 3:3

Ins appeal to circuit ct in suit against Akron

Street Ry & Illuminating co, p 15, 3:3

Lower court decision affirmed by circuit ct in suit

against Leopold Herbeck, p 16, 3:3

Loses injunction suit brought by N W Tibbals, p 14, 3:4

Appeal of decision authorized by court, p 7, 8:3

Named in personal injury suit by Cassius W

Stough, p 13, 3:5

Named named in personal suit against Cereal Co

in suit against Cereal Co, p 16, 3:5

Named in suit for property damage and personal

injuries by Timothy Cronin, p 13, 3:3

Injunction to prevent awarding of Wooster ave

paving contract obtained by Oscar B France and

W H Hustler, p 14, 3:4

Akron and Guy Falls Rapid Transit co files motion

to continue restraining order on lighting

contract, p 20, 3:3

Named in suit for personal injuries by Ann

Barber, p 25, 3:1

AKRON AND PITTSBURGH RR CO

Granted permission by bd of city comrs to cross

certain munic strs and alleys, p 6, 6:5

Sued for damages by W. Snyder, p 15, 3:3

Named in amended petition asking Wooster ave

improvement cont be annuled and McGowan be restrained from further pros

in suit by J Hy, p 27, 3:3

Loses injunction suit brought by Frederick

Huldec, p 10, 3:4

Files answer with Akron Street Ry and Illuminating

c co to suit brought by Rapid Transit co, p 22, 3:5

Service claim brought by Messenger & Telegraph

c co disallowed by court, p 31, 4:3

John Crisp and others awarded claims by court, p 5, 7:5

Motion filed for dismissal of appeal in restraining

suit brought by N W Tibbals, p 23, 1:5

Suit by Akron Gas co appealed, p 7, 6:2

Loses appeal in injunction suit by Newell A

Tibbals, p 7, 6:2

Injunction by Akron & Guy Falls Rapid Transit co

continued, p 11, 3:4

Loses injunction suit by William McGreevy, p 17, 1:3

Restraining order by William McGreevy

continued, p 21, 3:5

Extended, p 28, 3:5

Continued, p 26, 6:2

Extend by deposition filed by plaintiff, p 29, 3:5

Files answer to suit brought by Oscar B France

and others, p 3, 3:3

Loses property damage suit brought by Marion E

Feige, p 8, 3:3

Sued by Laura Heimbauch for damages, p 13, 3:2

AKRON-STAFF COUNTY CO

Moves in amendment asking for reorg of 880 rr reed, p 29, 4:2

Elects directors and officers, Clev, p 14, 5:1

Named in personal injury suit by Mrs Sarah Swinhart, p 22, 3:3

Bldg operations suspended, p 28, 3:5

AKRON-CLEVELAND RR CO

Files answer of denial in suit brought by Mary

Mulligan, p 15, 4:3

Suit by John E Brown settled, p 26, 3:3

Snow plow jumps tracks near Northfield, F 2, 3:3

Consists with Cleve, Fairview & Eastern ry.

Officers elected, p 3, 3:5

Settles suit of Harvey B Thompson, F 22, 5:2

Named in personal injury suit by Eira C Rogers, p 29, 5:5

Named in personal injury suit by Mary B Rankin, p 1, 3:5

Named in personal injury suit by Jennie W

Shepard, p 1, 3:5

Named in personal injury suit by Sarah Jane

Schumacher, p 1, 3:5

Named in personal injury suit by Sarah Jane

Schumacher, p 1, 3:5
ARKON, CLEVELAND & RR CO (cont)
Jennie K Shepard, and Mary B Rankin, O 25, 3:3
Nanded in damage suit by Wendell Tisch estate, 
Ag 13, 3:4
Named in damage suit by John Caldy estate, Ag 15, 
5:5
File in motion for clarification of petition in 
Damage suit brought by W A Martin, S 17, 3:2
Named by Mary Hallen estate in damage suit, N 1, 
3:2
Four employees arrested on chg of digging up st, 
released under bond, Bedford, N 8, 1:4
Recs claim for injured dog from H A Rachtke, 
Clev. N 10, 8:4
Names Village of Bedford in injunction suit, 
Clev. N 10, 3:1; 4:3; N 17, 3:1; injunction 
suit against City of Bedford ends, decision 
delayed, J 10, 1:7
Sues City of Bedford for right to lay switch, 
Clev. J 9, 6:1
Vice-Prez Will Christy denies rep that co will 
be sold to syndicate, J 10, 1:4
Suit brought by Ella J Rohr settled, J 12, 3:3
ARKON BELTING CO
Holds annual meeting, elects bd of dirs and 
officers, J 20, 5:3
ARKON BILL POSTING CO
Property damaged by windstorm, J 24, 8:3
ARKON BUILDING & LOAN ASSN
Org. completed, pres and vp elected, J 5, 5:1
Case against L F Cox, judgment by default, J 11, 
4:7
Names Carlton & Skinner in collection suit, 
H 16, 3:3; H 17, 3:2; wins by default, My 17, 
3:3
Names Jacob and Mattie Helboin in collection suit, 
My 17, 3:3; J 25, 3:7
Names Merton H and Mina C Edgar in mortgage fore-
closure suit, N 7, 3:3
With others named in reconsip suit by George A 
Collins, J 19, 3:3
ARKON CORD & TRADE
Taxpayers urged to support activities, ed, F 5, 
4:1
ARKON CARRIERS
Offer services as military unit to U 5, M 27, 
6:4
ARKON CEREAL CO
Collection suit against J F Seiberling, answer 
of denial filed, J 10, 3:4; claim against
ARKON CEREAL CO (cont)
John F Seiberling, assignee, asks permission to sell, F 8, 3:1; wins collection 
suit against John F Seiberling & co, F 17, 
3:5
Expands foreign business, J 21, 1:7
ARKON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Discusses local govt, other business, B 9, 3:1
Summary of activities, F 5, 3:1
Office damaged by fire, F 14, 8:3
Elects officers, S 5, 4:3
Appts cons, H 25, 1:6
Elects new members, Ap 2, 1:7
Holds meeting, activities summarized, J 4, 5:5
Clashes with Elks over plans for st fair, J 29, 
5:5
Activities summarized, O 8, 1:7
Discusses discontinuance of meetings, C 22, 8:1
Proceedings read, J 3, 7:1
ARKON CHINA CO
Resumes operations after yr's shutdown, H 7, 1:6
Controlling interest in plant purchased by Joseph 
Cook, J 3, 3:6
Officials refuse to enter pottery combine, J 31, 
1:4
ARKON CITY ORCHESTRA
Orchestrizes, N 7, 5:5; elects officers, My 14, 
4:4; disbands, S 13, 5:1
ARKON CLUB
Plans consol with Elks, J 3, 3:2; consols with 
Arkon lodge, J 8, 5:3
ARKON COLL CO
Sells mine on Purdys farm to Card Coal co, F 7, 
5:1
ARKON COLL SPRING CO
Elects dirs, J 18, 3:2
ARKON CYCLE CO
Files motion to strike petition of Diamond 
Rubber co from files, J 11, 4:6
ARKON DIST TELEGRAPH CO
Named in collection suit by A W Hall, J 13, 3:1
ARKON ELECTRICAL MFG CO
Elects bd of dirs, J 25, 1:6
ARKON ENGRAVING CO
Suit against Wallace L Carlton, rec files amended 
petition, J 24, 3:3
ARKON FLORISTRY CO
Builds machine shop, J 29, 3:1
ARKON GAS & OIL CO
Elects dirs, J 20, 4:7
ARKON GAS & OIL CO (cont)
Named by City of Akron in collection suit, H 10, 
3:4; names City of Akron in collection suit, 
H 10, 3:4; loses collection suit by City of 
Akron, H 11, 3:2
Losses verdict in collection suit brought by John 
A Staub and H V Van Camp, A 6, 3:1
Suit against City of Akron, O 7, 6:2
Files with Indemnity Savings & Loan co answer 
and cross petition to Walter R Witt's suit 
against Mary E Warren, N 21, 3:4
Named in collection suit by H Thomas & co, D 6, 
3:2
ARKON GROCERY CO
Losses suit against John H Hutell, My 9, 3:3
Wins judgment against Gustav and Mary 
Apperman, J 22, 3:4
Collection suit against Ludwig Spielberger 
settled, N 23, 8:5
ARKON GYMNASIUM CO
Trustees file answer to suit brought by H H 
Cruzen, N 25, 3:3
ARKON IDENE & STAFFING CO
Wins judgment in collection suit against H P 
and H E Cannon, O 1, 3:1
ARKON HS
Sponsors address by Mayor W E Young on music 
govt, F 12, 5:3
Reason for discontinuance of German class given, 
Ap 2, 1:4
List of graduates, My 5, 3:1
Bids asked for by bd of educ for improvements 
to bldgs, My 25, 6:3
Holds annual training exhibit, J 6, 5:6
Businessmen asked by Supt R S Thomas for opinions 
on what should constitute a business educ, 
J 6, 8:1
Program for commencement exercises summarized, 
J 18, 5:4
Rev F C Haddock gives baccalaureate sermon, 
J 20, 4:2
Junior class presents patriotic recital, J 25, 
8:1
Class of 1875 holds reunion, J 27, 4:5
Holds graduating exercises, J 28, 8:1
Dedicates new assembly room, N 12, 8:1
Students' conduct during dedication exercises 
criticized, ltr, N 12, 8:3; students defend 
themselves against alleged misconduct, ltr, 
N 14, 4:3
ARKON HS (cont)
Dedication exercises seen as incomplete by 
absence of certain educator, ltr, N 15, 4:2
ARKON INSURANCE & LINEN CO
Organized by J O Neely and E Young, succeeds 
A B Cole co, J 21, 3:5
ARKON IRON & STEEL CO
Liquidator announces distribution of assets, 
J 29, 5:5
Sells property to Erie re co, O 1, 1:3
Flint robbed, Thomas Kernan arrested, O 20, 5:7
ARKON LIBRARY BD
Injunction suit brought by H K Sauder heard, 
decision pending, N 8, 8:4
ARKON LINER CO
Named in collection suit by William Hunt, J 10, 
3:4; names William Hunt in counter claim, F 11, 
4:7
ARKON MACHINE CO
Wins suit brought by Seymour S Fowler, plfl 
appeals case, J 11, 3:2; suit taken to higher 
court, J 25, 3:5
Suit by Union Natl bank, Clev, dismissed, O 24, 
1:5
Named in collection suit by Strong, Carlisle & 
Turney co, N 26, 6:1
ARKON MFG CO
Orgs to mfg oil cans, D 6, 1:4
ARKON POTTERY CO
Kill shed damaged by fire, J 27, 5:1
ARKON PRINTING & PUBLISHING CO
Named in collection suit by Natl Mutual Fire 
Assn and Mfrs Mutual Fire assn, J 10, 3:3
ARKON FIB LIBRARY
New orgs nearing completion, F 23, 8:3
Bill introduced in sen providing for additional 
levy, Ap 5, 1:3
Legis to increase levy approved by city comrs, 
Ap 8, 1:5
Sen Alexander's bill providing additional levy 
passes legis, Ap 22, 5:3
Benefit entertainment held, Ap 30, 3:1
Bd of control selected by council, My 3, 8:3
Bd of control elects officers, My 28, 3:5; My 30, 
3:3
Buying of stacks causes dispute in city council, 
J 1, 5:3
Dedication concert planned by Tues Musical club, 
musical library to be donated by Tues Afternoon 
club, J 2, 4:5
AKRON RUBBER CO.
Rapid entrance into rubber combine denied by Pres Col George F. Ferris, J 23, 1:7

AKRON SILVER PLATE CO.
Redrawn silverware by J. L. Silverman, J 23, 1:7

AKRON STREET RY AND ILLUMINATING CO.
Nominated in personal injury suit by John Fritz, J 10, 3:4

AKRON SUTURE CO.
Jury finds that oil was found in drilling for salt, H 3, 5:3

AKRON STREET RY AND ILLUMINATING CO.
Placed in hands of receivers George F. Crouse and Alfred D. Beebe by application of Manhattan Trust Co of New York, J 14, 8:1

AKRON TACK CO.
Proceeds are to be paid to estate of Arthur W. Seiberling, B 21, 5:1

AKRON TOBACCO CO.
Nominated in personal injury suit by Robert Richards, J 14, 5:3

AKRON TRAMCO.
Proceeds are to be paid to estate of Arthur W. Seiberling, B 21, 5:1

AKRON UNIVERSITY.
Proceeds are to be paid to estate of Arthur W. Seiberling, B 21, 5:1
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ALASKA
Subject of talk by Prof G F Wright, Mr 8, 8:4
ALSOUGH, JOHN W
Loss suit on note by Joseph R Nutt, F 26, 4:5
Loss suit on note by Ohio Glass and Home co, F 26, 4:5; cross petitions filed by Joseph R Nutt and A A Andrews co, Mr 28, 3:2
Named by A H Cole in petition to have Grand Opera house sold to satisfy claim, Mr 14, 1:3
ALBRECHT, FRED
Injured in jump from st car, Ag 29, 2:4
ALBRIGHT (Mrs), DAVID
with daughter-in-law Mrs Hannah Albright victim of switched money swindle, D 20, 5:2
ALBRIGHT (Mrs), MARIA
Uninjured in buggy-st car collision, Je 4, 5:2
ALDRIGE, ED C
Damaged by fire, Cinti, Jy 12, 2:5
ALCOHOL POISONING
Causes death of Harvey Fusag, Ag 2, 7:1
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS
Bill passed by house and defeated by senate to investigate chgs that legis members are using "samples" in dispensary room, F 15, 1:5
Drinker's apparent immunity from danger cited, ed, Mr 14, 4:1
Use of beer in army camps criticized, 1tr, My 23, 6:2
Ohio sup ct decision setting liability in liquor law violations praised, ed, D 21, 4:1
Start of campaign against saloons urged, ed, JU 23, 4:1

LOCAL OPTION
Bill introduced into Ohio gen assembly providing county option, Ja 31, 1:2
Bill introduced into Ohio legis extending option to wards of cities and villages, F 8, 3:2
Weakness of fight by temperance advocates cited, ed, Mr 10, 4:1
Prohibition vote carried at Medina, O 5, 3:2

SALOONS
Ordered closed on Sunday by Police Chief Harrison, Je 4, 5:4
Methodists at centennial celebration adopt resolution for abolition, Delaware, Je 24, 7:2
Closing on Sabbath urged, 1tr, Ag 23, 4:6
Midnight closing ord declared invalid by Judge Fiedler, Clev, N 3, 2:6
ALCOX, CHARLES A (Hudson)
Buys parcel of land from Elizabeth S Merrill, D 13, 8:2
ALEX, I C
With C C Sheldon files cross petition to Savings Bldg & Loan co's suit against A L Conger, My 17, 3:3

1898
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS - LAW VIOLATIONS (cont.)
Police Judge Horner arrested on intoxication chg, Springfield, S 13, 2:3
Minnie Nickelson arrested and fined for intoxication, S 12, 4:5
Sun Johnson arrested on intoxication chg, S 16, 3:1
Rosa Lawson arrested and fined for intoxication, S 17, 4:4
Archie Dunn arrested on intoxication chg, S 20, 3:3
Illegal sales on election day criticized, ed, N 10, 4:1
Orel Lope, Charles Emmins, Harry Frazier, and Mrs Nettie Rogers arrested and fined for selling liquor without licenses, Guy Falls, N 11, 3:3
William McKnight arrested on intoxication chg, D 14, 3:1
Michael Monney arrested on intoxication chg, O 16, 3:1
Albert Wilke arrested on intoxication chg, Clev, JU 26, 8:2
John woods arrested and fined on intoxication chg, JU 27, 1:7

AARON STREET RY AND ILLUMINATING CO (cont.)
Amended petition in personal injury suit filed by pltf Charles H Palmer, Mr 18, 3:4
Proposal to improve E Market st and reduct st car fare approved, ed, JY 11, 4:1
Given st lighting contr by city com, JY 18, 3:3
Negotiations with Akron & Guy Falls Rapid Transit co for consol, Jy 20, 3:3
Named in personal injury suit by Mary B Rankin, Ag 1, 3:5
Named in personal injury suit by Jennie W Shepard, Ag 1, 3:5
Named in personal injury suit by Sarah Jane Schumacher, Ag 1, 3:5
Files answer to amended petition in Charles H Palmer damage suit, Ag 0, 3:2
Files answer with City of Akron to suit brought by Rapid Transit co, Ag 22, 3:5
Named in personal injury suit brought by Hannah Cleve, S 3, 3:2
Stolen brass recovered, S 10, 3:3
Answer in suit brought by W H Christy by Nathan Morse and 2 others, N 8, 4:2
Plant to be sold by recrs, N 16, 1:6
Named in personal injury suit by Jacob F Obrecht, N 26, 6:1
Sued for damages by Philip V Treash, D 7, 3:5
Property appraised for purpose of sale, D 16, 1:5
Appraisers' reports filed with U S district ct, Cleve, JU 17, 1:7
Ordered sold by U S circuit ct, JU 22, 3:4
Robbed of brass, JU 27, 3:7

AARON SUNDAY WORLD
Purchased by James A Braden, F 19, 4:5
AARON SUPPLY CO
Wins judgment in suit against George H and Pearl Peterson, Je 25, 3:7
AARON UNION PASSENGER STATION
Necessity of covering rr tracks cited, S 26, 6:4
AARON WATER WORKS CO
Donates coal for poor relief, D 10, 1:5
AARON WOOLEN & FELT CO
Properly purchased by Goodyear Tire & Rubber co, D 12, 1:5
ALABACK, GEORGE B (East Palestine)
Recommended for postmaster, Ag 4, 2:3; apptd, Ag 10, 2:5
ALLEN, H C (cont)
with C C Sheldon named by H C R Wall in answer to cross petition to suit by Savings Bldg & Loan co against A L Conger, My 28, 3:4; My 30, 3:4
ALGER, H. W. (Willsow (Warren))
Injured when thrown from st car, Ja 7, 8:4
ALGEMER, IDA
Death, Jy 19, 3:5; funeral, Jy 22, 3:1
ALFIERI, J M (Sharon Center)
Awarded patent on folding shipping crate, Mr 15, 1:3
ALFORD, COAL CO
Victim of check forgery, F 17, 3:2
ALGERHART, ANTHONY, SR
Sons' inquests begin, Mr 26, 1:7; inquest continues, Ap 5, 1:4; recs cash settlement from Akron Street RY & Illuminating co for death of 2 sons, Ap 2, 1:7
ALGERHART, GEORGE AND ANTHONY
Killed when struck by st car, Mr 20, 1:5; coroner's verdict filed, Ap 18, 3:2
ALDINE HOTEL (Huron)
Destroyed by fire, Ap 22, 2:2
ALERON, SAMUEL
Fined for intoxication, O 24, 3:1
ALEXANDER (Mr. & Mrs.), A D
Sell lumber yard to A Jackson & co, Ag 27, 3:1; sell parcel of land to Charles and Annie Schaefer, JU 7, 8:5
ALEXANDER, DUKE (Lima)
Bound to grand jury under bond on chg of violating Sunday closing law, My 28, 3:6; My 30, 3:6
ALEXANDER (Mrs), E (Gent)
Injured in fall, N 2, 8:3
ALEXANDER, J J
With W W Alexander named party deft in Lee Clough suit against Charles W Ott and others, N 16, 3:4
ALEXANDER (State Sen), J P
Resigns as trustee of Ohio Imbicile asylum, Ja 5, 5:3
Names Carlton B Skinner et al in suit to foreclose mortgage, Ja 10, 3:4; files amended petition, Ja 25, 3:1; named with Wiedeman co by Carlton B Skinner in answer to collection suit, F 8, 3:1; wins joint default judgment against Carlton B Skinner and Isaac Helbein, Je 21, 3:4
Protests placing Sen Vernon H Burke on sen com, Ja 19, 1:7
ALLEN, ANDREW H
Assaults excessive real estate taxation, 11, 5, 6
Urges liberal contributions to charity, 11, 5, 6
Discusses Akron telephone franchise dispute, 11, 5, 6

ALLEN, BEAUX J
Killed in accident at Yokohama harbor (Japan), 19, 3, 2

ALLEN, CY (Butler)
Injured when shot accidentally on hunting trip, 19, 4, 2

ALLEN, DAVIE (Judge), DAVID A (Newark)
Killed when thrown from buggy, 19, 4, 2

ALLEN, ERAN
Arrested on charge of indecent exposure, 19, 3, 2

ALLEN, FRANK (Youngstown)
Shot and wounded in defense of Sadie Allen, 19, 4, 2

ALLEN, HENRY
House washed away and wrecked, 19, 4, 2

ALLEN, GEORGE G
Files new bonds as exec in wills of Susan and John B Woods, 19, 3, 2

ALLEN, HARRY
Fined for disorderly conduct, 19, 4, 2

ALLEN, HOWARD (Norwalk)
Burnt to death in fall into hot water vat, 19, 4, 2

ALLEN, JOHN
Wages set on rates provided for US army during Spanish-American War, 19, 4, 2

ALLEN, WILLIAM
Sells parcel of land to Jessie Allyn, 19, 4, 2

ALLEN, GEORGE L
Divorce from wife Jessie withheld pending more testimony, 19, 4, 2

ALLEN, HANNAH AND LUCY
Named by C H Carpenter in collection suit, 19, 4, 2

ALLEN, JAMES (Youngstown)

ALLEN, JOHN
Wages set on rates provided for US army during Spanish-American War, 19, 4, 2

ALLEN, MARY (Cinti)
With sister Amanda Grierson fined and sentenced to Warren County jail on pension fraud charge, 19, 4, 2
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ANER RUBBER TIRE CO (Springfield)
Loses verdict in infringement suit brought by
Rubber Tire wheel co, J 20, 1:7, 2:4
ANER STEEL WARE CO
Forge sinks during storm, crew rescued, Clev,
N 12, 6:3
ANER SUGAR REFINING CO
Ruled liable by Atty-Gen Honnelt for taxes for
sales preceding passage of Valentine anti-trust
law, U 19, 2:4
ANER SUCRY CO
Petition filed asking instructions of U S ct re
claims against Clover Leaf, Toledo, ST Louis
& Kansas City ry, Toledo, Ja 5, 2:2
ANER TIGGIO CO
Wins suit by default against L Donohoe and others,
My 9, 3:3
ANER TURF CNG
Open exec meeting at Cinti, S 22, 2:4
ANER WHEEDEN, LEAGUE OF
Ohio div elects reform ticket, Clev, Jy 5, 5:3
ANCIGNAS
Action in Maine disaster praised (ed, Springfield
Rep), F 23, 4:1
ANCO (Mls), DUNAWY (Ammerman)
Death, O 4, 3:1; identified as victim of heat
prostration, 0 4, 5:5; will filed for probate,
O 11, 3:4; Romen Riley app'd admx of estate,
O 13, 7:4
ANCO, CLARENCE F
Suit against Charlotte A S Brown settled, F 18,
3:3
ANCO, JAMES
Sues to equitable relief suit to George Wilson,
Jy 12, 3:3
Named in collection suit brought by Ohio Glass
and Idle Co, S 2, 3:2
Loses suit by George Wilson, O 7, 6:2
ANCO
Educ & pol policies criticized, ed, Ap 12, 4:2
ANCO, CHARLES (Grandon)
Elected solicitor, Ap 5, 1:3
ANCO, JOHN
Nominated postmaster by Pres William McKinley,
My 10, 2:5; confirmation delayed by sen, Jy 9,
2:4
ANGSTZ, O C (Wooster)
Gives property to Hennonite ch as site for home
for aged members, F 19, 2:2
ANGSTZ, JOEL (Wooster)
Indicted on embezzlement chg, F 21, 3:6
ANGSTZ, JOHN (Mt Eaton)
Found with skin fractured, murder suspected,
Mr 30, 2:4
ANGSTZ, F D (Pandora)
General store burned after being burglarized,
Ja 20, 3:5
ANDERLE, ROBERT
Sentence on begging chg suspended, Jy 11, 5:2
ANDERSON, A J
Home damaged by fire, Ag 22, 3:1
ANDERSON, ALFRED J
Sued for divorce by wife Mary A, S 12, 3:3;
files answer and cross petition, C 31, 3:5;
wife granted temporary alimony pending divorce
suit, H 20, 3:3
ANDERSON, ALE
Chg of malicious mischief dismissed, My 7, 5:2
ANDERSON, JAVI (Coko)
Slated during brawl, Jy 26, 2:3
ANDERSON, G M
Criticizes state ban bill to allow purchase of
part of Ohio canal by City of Akron, ltr, F 14,
5:4
ANDERSON, GEORGE
Sentenced on vagrancy chg, F 26, 4:5
ANDERSON (JUDGE), GEORGE M
Lump sum of his working against election of L Harley
(another). death, 1tr, Ap 7, 1:6
Presented with m t hor by atchngs of ct house,
Jc 20, 3:6
Criticizes character of county jail building,
1tr, Jy 15, 8:1
ANDERSON, GUS (Chagrin Falls)
Chicken stolen, Jy 2, 2:5
ANDERSON, H V
Names C A Byers in collection suit, N 7, 3:1
ANDERSON, HENRY
Sentenced on vagrancy chg, J 12, 8:3
ANDERSON, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, I 13, 3:2
ANDERSON, JOHN M
Sued for divorce by wife Matilda, I 13, 3:3;
divorce suit dismissed, My 9, 3:3
ANDERSON, LOUIS (Elkila)
Injured during brawl, Jy 26, 2:3
ANDERSON, W F
Injured when naptha tank explodes, D 3, 3:1;
3:1
ANDERSON, MARTIN (Cleve)
Missing after robbery of Naig Mission lodging
house, D 1, 4:5
ANDERSON, STANTON M
Named in collection suit by Akron State Olds &
Loan Co, N 3, 3:4
ANDERSON, THOMAS
Arrested on chg of fast driving, My 16, 3:2
ANDERSON, THOMAS F
Buys parcel of land from George Haag and Mr and
Mrs William Cramer, U 8, 8:2
ANDERSON (OLY), W H
Delivers baccalaurate sermon at Mogadore, Je 7,
8:4
ANDERSON, WILLIAM
Sentenced on vagrancy and begging chgs, D 12, 8:3
ANDRESS,
Connection in bribery plot ruled out, ed, O 3,
4:1
ANDRE, CHARLES
Accused of assaulting Walter Stewart, My 31, 6:2
ANDRE, DAM J
Affidavit of prejudice filed by Robert L Andrew
against Judge Kohler and Judge Nye, F 7, 3:7;
answer to suit filed by Robert L Andrew asking
dismissal, Mr 19, 3:3
ANDRE, ROBERT L
Files affidavit of prejudice against Judge Kohler
and Judge Nye in suit brought by Emma J
Andrew, F 7, 3:7; demurrer in suit for more
alimony by wife Emma J filed and overruled,
Mr 17, 3:2; files answer to suit of Emma L
Andrew asking dismissal, Mr 19, 3:3
Comparisons hardships of convicts in Civil war
with those in Spanish-Amer war, S 3, 3:6
ANDRENS, A A CO
Files cross petition in suit by Ohio Glass &
Hardware Co against John W Allbaugh, H 20, 3:2
ANDRENS, LUMA A
Wins collection suit against P&N RR Co, F 21, 3:6
ANDRENS, SAMUEL (Wadsworth)
Nominated for postmaster by Pres William McKinley,
F 11, 4:7
ANDRENS, THOMAS
Fast driving chg dismissed, My 18, 3:2
ANDREUS (MRS), ELIZABETH L
Celebrates 80th birthday anniv, O 24, 3:2
ANGEL, OTTO
Fined on intoxication chg, S 12, 8:4
ANGER, G S
Names C A Reesor in collection suit, Ag 5, 3:6
ANGLO-AMER TOW CO
Stock sale by City Natl bank, O 15, 3:7
ANIMALS
Lion escapes from cage in B&O express car,
routs messenger and attendant, F 26, 3:6
ANN ARBOR RR CO
Recovery suit by Ashley estate heirs settled,
Toledo, O 7, 2:4
With Wellington R Hunt sued by Merchants' Natl
Bank of Baltimore, Toledo, U 13, 1:1
Summary purchase of Wisconsin & Michigan rr
denied by Mr George Ashley, Toledo, J 29, 2:2
With Wellington R Hunt supplementary petition
filed in suit brought by Merchants' Natl bank,
Craig Ship building co made party deft, Toledo,
O 31, 2:2
ANDRENS, CHARLES
Chg of assault and battery dismissed, D 17, 6:4
ANTHROPOLGY
Subject of address by Mrs Clara Watson at Brady
Lake, S 5, 6:1
ANTISEAMAN LEAGUE, AMER
Elects officers at Cal's Co, Ja 13, 1:3; Ohio
and nati orgs hold joint conv, 22 states
represented, Ja 13, 2:7; Rev A Swartz app'd
delegate from Summit, Ja 13, 5:4; elects officers,
Ja 14, 2:2
Alleged members accused of defrauding Carroll
county saloonkeepers, Clev, U 2, 3:4
Conv begins at Clev, O 8, 2:4
APP, FRANK R
Named in collection suit by Mrs Worthington
Butts, Ag 30, 6:2
APP, HARVEY
Made party deft in amended petition to suit
brought by Eli Rheinheimer against Henry A
Robinson, D 6, 3:3
AFFERMAN, GUSTAV AND MARY
Lose judgment suit by Akron Grocery Co, Ja 22, 3:4
AFFERMAN, MARY. See Apperman, Gustav
APPLE, J L (East Liverpool)
Store damaged by fire, F 10, 2:4
APPLES
Northern Ohio crop fails, Je 24, 7:2
APPLETON, HENRY
Apt to OSU Bd of trustees confirmed by sen,
F 18, 4:4
ARBAGAST, J A
With Hugo Schumaker petition in error filed in
case against W E Hamo and Elizabeth R Sill,
Ja 6, 5:4
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ARGOLI, CHARLES A
Injured when hands are caught in press, N 4, 8:2

ARGOLI, ELMIRA AND JOHN F
Named by Carl L Olin in mortgage foreclosure suit, F 15, 3:4

ARGOLI, JOHN

Majjudged epileptic, N 25, 1:6

ARGOLI, JOHN F. See Arnold, Elmer

ARGOLI, WILLIAM (Boston, Mass)
Arrested on chg of selling liquor, F 7, 8:3; fined, F 8, 3:4; released on parole, F 20, 4:2
Fined on chg of violating internal revenue laws, N 3, 1:5

ARGON, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, N 28, 4:4

ARSON

F O institut general store burned after being burglarized, Irodora, J 20, 3:5
Mrs Ann Chisholm res man's house by fire, Mrs Clementine Gallaud held, Glent, F 4, 4:6
William Schwartz arrested on arson chg, Clev, J 22, 2:4
Rev Dr Lane res damaged when set on fire by burlagers, Alliance, Ag 5, 2:5
Attempt to incendiaries to burn City Hall Laundry, J 24, 5:3

ART

Rare picture The Bachante possessed by Elks' lodge, S 17, 1:7

ARTER, ALFRED (Lisbon)
Harness mfg plant fails, U 24, 3:6; factory closed, U 25, 6:4

ARTHERGILL (GR), R H (Youngstown)
Named by Emma Kerr in personal injury suit, N 16, 1:3

ARTHERS, WILTON
George Forbes apptd adm of estate, 0 19, 3:7
Ashland, CIRCLES W (Clev)
Killed in jump from irrigation printing co bldg during fire, J 11, 2:3

ASHBURY, ANNA (Cinn)
Injured when elec car jumps track near Hamilton, S 8, 3:6

ASHERAND, C H
Dies after jumping from burning Erie bldg, Clev, J 9, 4:3

ASHLAND, OHIO
Clerks pledge financial aid for proposed rr, cons apptd to raise money (Ashland Gazette), J 23, 5:6

ASHLAND-WOOSTER RR
H & Camp denies trying to sell road, Ag 9, 3:1
Work on new line partially suspended (Ashland Press), N 11, 5:2

ASHLEY, (Toledo)
Heirs' recovery suit against Am Arbor rrr co settled, O 7, 2:4

ASHTON (OHS), Suicide, U 23, 2:5

ASHWIN, H N (Spencerville)
Agpt postmaster, Ag 10, 2:5

ASSAULTS

ARGON
Mrs Hansard held on chg of shooting at Alma Rossell with intent to wound, F 1, 4:6
Richardson shot in quarrel, Dow Moore held, F 7, 3:4
Truant Officer Watson thrown from Jeveraux home, F 21, 5:2
Frank McGauley injured when shot with air rifle by Frank Reischart, N 6, 1:7
Henry Bergdorf arrested and dismissed on chg of wife-beating, H 9, 1:4
Herbert Rogers, Albert Green held, M 30, 1:7
Louis Leyut, Joseph Safer held, Ap 28, 3:2
Affidavits issued for arrest of August and Albert Elbolz and Ernest Siebert for fighting, Ap 30, 5:4
George B Bloosinger, jr cut and mortally wounded, Ike Hartman held, M 23, 5:3
Walter Stewart attacked, Quayle (Andrew accused, My 31, 6:2

ASHVILLE, OHIO

Archie McGowan and Joe Fink arrested for fighting with Jumencick Jettell, J 2, 5:1
John Zimmerman slashed with knife, Andrew Harkes held, Je 6, 5:2
William James held for choking daughter, Mary, Je 10, 3:5
August Winkler stoned, Peter Uailey and son John arrested, Je 10, 8:4
San Marquart and Peter Borem-arrrested for fighting, Je 13, 5:4
Silas Abbott injured in fight, warrant issued for John S Hart, Je 20, 5:5
Joseph Gauthier arrested and fined for assaulting wife, Je 22, 5:1
Anna Chapman, Fred and John Landenberger held, Je 24, 6:2

ASSAULTS - ARGON (cont)

Lodovico Ferrara stabbed, Lewis Grousse sought, J 11, 8:1
Mary Kimmel attacked by tramp, assailant escapes, J 13, 5:5
August Mohrs arrested for assault on wife, dismissed, J 25, 3:4
Frank Jauley beaten, Patrick Deely and Charles Gleen sought, Ag 2, 6:2
Randall McLelland named Daniel Currin in warrant for arrest, Ag 3, 7:1
Jacob Heck arrested for attempted cutting of Herman Grossman, Ag 10, 4:4
Jacob Knopf struck by Fred Maynard, Ag 31, 1:6
Hugh Price injured in collar scrap, S 30, 4:5
Thomas Schellier arrested for assaulting wife, O 3, 1:4
William Mugett beaten, Clifford Jackson arrested and fined, O 5, 4:5
Mrs J C Brown attempts to poison child, commits suicide, O 7, 1:7
Henry Leiby arrested, pleads not guilty to attack on Charles Wise, O 8, 4:5
Frank Gurwin cut and wounded, Henry Holts held, O 12, 3:3
John Ortscheid struck by unknown man, O 20, 1:7
Howard Russell cut, Walter Caskey held, O 21, 1:5
Mrs Jennie Donahue beaten, husband Charles held, O 28, 5:3
John Gauthier arrested on chg of assaulting wife, N 14, 3:1
Mrs L K Edwards frustrates attempt attack by unidentified man, N 23, 3:4
E F Bissler beaten by unknown assailant, N 25, 1:6
James Ryper beaten by unknown assailant, N 25, 1:7
Michael Flynn injured and arrested in fight, Peter Selzer sought, N 29, 3:2
Mrs Laukatt attacked, George Jehus held, N 29, 6:4
Attempted shooting of Dr W W Leonard frustrated, George W Richards held, N 30, 1:5
Grace Collins assaulted, Hugh Collins held, U 8, 5:1
Mrs Virginia S Sperry injured, Ob upright parish arrested, U 27, 3:5
Cloyd Baxter assaulted, Albert Franklyn held, U 27, 4:2
ASSAULTS (cont)

DAYTON
David H. Brewer cut, Thomas Flatley held, Je 9, 2:5
George De Witt cut and wounded when shot by Dr. George W. Rush, Je 22, 2:5
William Seine cuts wife, commits suicide, Jy 14, 2:4

DELAWARE
Hop Sing and Charlie Sing arrested following fight, D 4, 2:4

DENISON
Charles Stanger shot, Charles Maguet cut by razor during quarrel, Jy 30, 3:5

JESSUP
Marshall Wood beaten by troops, Mr 30, 2:3

DIAMOND
Rose Miller and daughter allegedly shot by David McCoy, Mr 12, 4:6

GALION
Michael Hardeman shot and beaten, Ed Harrison and J others held, Jy 19, 2:4

GEWA
Mrs. James Trukey shot by James McGrock, Mr 22, 1:4

GLOASTON
Mr. & Mrs. Matthews shot and wounded by unknown assailant, Mr 0, 3:3

KENT
Frank Brown injured when struck with hammer, Harry Hammond held, Mr 1, 5:3
Harry Strawberger injured when beaten by fellow workman, Ap 20, 8:4

NORTHAMPTON TAP
Charles Sizemorebound to grand jury for attacking father Joseph Sizemore, O 13, 3:3
Constable Ed Howe attacked by 2 armed hunters in attempting arrest, N 7, 5:5

PAINEVILLE
Jerry McGee was arrested by Lt. Murray, Mr 25, 1:3

PORTSMOUTH
Frank Lyons beaten, tied, and set adrift in boat, rescued, Ap 19, 3:5

SHELBY
Mrs. Maria Dudley beaten, Sherman Smith held, S 17, 2:5

TIFFIN
John McCoy shot and wounded, brother Harry accused of crime, Mr 10, 3:4

TOLEDO
Frank Rose shot and wounded, J. W. Bead held, Mr 13, 2:4

WRIGHTSVILLE
James Lilly shot and wounded, Mrs. Aaron Rhinehart held, Mr 10, 3:4

YOUNGSTOWN
Sadie Allen attacked, Frank Allen shot and wounded, William Murray and John Duddy held, Ap 23, 2:3
Attempt on Blanche Hamilton, O B Storms held, Jy 23, 3:4
John Fusco injured, Prof. Altofer held, N 23, 2:4

ASSOCIATED PRESS

ASSEMBLY THEATER
Attached by creditors, N 23, 3:2

ASTRONOMY
Predictions made by Prof. Howe discussed, N 12, 4:3
Predicted shower of Leonid comets, N 14, 3:3

ATHENS STATE HOSP.
Resignation of Dr. Johnson as trustee read, Mr 10, 2:3

ATTERTON (Mrs.), MARY A.
 Suicide, N 26, 6:4

ATHENE, JAY L.
Death, O 27, 3:1; funeral O 28, 3:3

ATHLETICS
Participation of middled men urged, ed, Ja 29, 4:1

ATKINSON
Shot and wounded in attempt to escape from penitentiary, N 18, 1:3

ATKINSON, J (Col.)
Pleads not guilty to murder charge, date for trial set, O 1, 4:4

ATKINSON, J (Col.)
Pleads not guilty to murder charge, date for trial set, O 1, 4:4

ATKINSON, J (Col.)
Pleads not guilty to murder charge, date for trial set, O 1, 4:4

ATKINSON, J (Col.)
Pleads not guilty to murder charge, date for trial set, O 1, 4:4
BAILEY, A
Driven out of camp for refusing to volunteer, Jy 6, 2:5

BAILEY, ALBERT (Gent)
Saw injured when run over by wagon on S 14, 4:5

BAILEY, ALVIN H (Durberton)
Wins property damage suit against Village of Durberton. 0 7, 6:2

BAILEY, D C (Gent)

BAILEY, EDWARD
Mary Ann Bailey appointed executor of estate, Ap 20, 7:5

BAILEY, F G
Fled not guilty when arrested on suspicion charge, case continued, F 28, 5:3; suspicion charge dismissed, Mk 1, 5:4

BAILEY, JESSIE V 
JAMES B
Named in collection suit by Buchtel Coll, Jy 13, 3:2

BAILEY, L P
Dairy inspector of state food comm discharged, Cols, Jy 22, 2:4

BAILEY, O K (Dubuque City)
Sentenced to penitentiary for burglary charge, restored by fire, Jy 24, 1:6

BAILEY, ROBERT C
See Bailey, Jesse V

BAILEY, ROBERT T
Losses collection suit to Albert B Tinker by default, F 14, 3:2

BAILEY & CO (Gent)
Wholesale store damaged by fire, Ja 26, 3:4; Ja 29, 2:5

BAILEY, EUGENE
Will filed for probate, Jy 25, 6:2

BAILEY, IRA (Toledo)
Sentenced to penitentiary for murder, Mk 21, 3:3

BAIN, G.
Gives lecture at Shaker on the new woman and the old man, Jy 26, 3:1

BAIR, ALVIN H (Durberton)
Names Village of Durberton in property damage suit, F 24, 3:3; suit goes to jury, F 25, 5:6; wins suit, F 25, 5:2

BAIR, JACOB
Suicide, Jy 29, 3:4

BAIR, OGDEN
Case brought by Newton Chalker, judgment by default for pilfering, Jy 11, 4:7

BARBARA, A P (cont)
Compasses hardships of combatants in Civil war through those in Spanish-American war, S 3, 3:5

BARFIELD, E P
Nominated in damage suit by Charles E Byers, N 15, 6:4

BARLOW, AUGUST
Fardoned by Gov. Bushnell, 0 1, 8:2

BARLOW, AUGUSTUS (Wooster)
Held in connection with robbery of Lorenzo Vitula and father, N 10, 4:4

BARTLETT, ANNA (Tiffin)
Said against Charles Foster, certain conveyances of property declared illegal by Master Comr. Flatt, N 10, 2:5

BARR, JOE
Gorged on horse for which acts are found short, D 14, 2:4

BARTLETT & OHIO R R CO
Head-on collision near Pleasant Plain, Jy 6, 4:7

BARTLETT, GEORGE E
Firing coal plant at Sandusky, Jy 8, 5:1

BARTLETT, J.
Applies for assessing bld for Valley st. and Oakdale ave, Ja 18, 8:2

BARTLETT & FOSTER
Assigns assets, N 8, 1:6; F Hallam appointed assignee, N 8, 3:3

BARTLETT, J.
Named by Clev Paper Co in replevin suit, N 10, 5:4

BARTLETT, J.
Now under new name Buchtel Paper Co, Ap 26, 3:3

BARTLETT, J.
New name of former firm of Buchtel & Foster, Ap 26, 3:3

BARTLETT, WILLIAM
Fined for short change swindling, Ap 18, 3:5
BANKERS ASSN, OHIO (cont)
give address on friendship, S 30, 6:5; conv
classes, resumé of program, S 29, 3:1; S 30, 8:5
Executive council holds meeting at Colos, N 18,
3:2

BANKERS' LIFE ASSN
Granted permit to do business in Ohio, My 19, 3:7

BANKRUPTCIES
U W Park speaks on law before Ohio State Bankers' assn, S 29, 3:4

BANKS AND BANKING
Summary of clearances in Ohio cities, Ja 25, 8:4
Increase in clearings cited as indication of
business upturn, ed, F 2, 4:1
Increase in bank clearings result of better business
conditions, F 24, 4:2
Clearings for week in various Ohio cities,
Ag 27, 8:4
Clearings for various Ohio cities for past week
repf, S 3, 8:2
Clearings in Akron and 3 other cities report for
past wk, S 10, 4:6
Clearings of Akron and 3 other cities repfd, S 17,
5:6
Stock subscription solicited to open new bank,
S 24, 8:4
Clearings in Akron and other Ohio cities repfd,
S 26, 4:6
Subject of address by George W Crouse before Ohio State
Bankers' assn, S 30, 6:3
Subject of address by S S Wheeler before Ohio State
Bankers' assn, S 30, 6:4
Clearings in Akron and other cities repfd, 0 1,
6:16
Declining interest rate discussed, ed, U 10, 4:1
Clearings show increase in Ohio cities, U 10,
8:2
Clearings show increase in Akron and other cities,
U 17, 8:2
Interest rate reduction on time deposits dis-
cussed, U 20, 1:5
Clearings show increase, U 24, 5:4
Statistics by Akron Clearing House assn, U 31,
1:4
Rept shows increased clearings in Akron and
other towns, U 31, 1:6

BAPTIST CH
Dept Young people's Union assn holds picnic at
Silver Lake, Je 6, 8:3

BAPTIST CH (cont)
Toledo Bapt assn holds 60th annual conv at
Bowling Green, Je 9, 2:5

BAR ASSN, SUMMIT COUNTY
W W Joyle and 2 others admitted to membership,
F 5, 1:5
Prefers chps of unprofessional conduct against
Atty W A Norris, F 5, 1:6
Recommend holding disbarment proceedings against
Atty Thomas L Childs in obeyance, F 5, 1:6
Sets date for election of officers, Mr 2, 1:6
Elects officers, Mr 5, 1:4
Names standing cons and elects new members, Mr 12,
1:15
Holds memorial meeting in memory of Edward
Ovitt, My 14, 4:4

BARBER, ANN
Names City of Akron in suit for personal injun-
Mr 25, 3:1

BARBER, JOHN DAVITT
Enlists in Ohio Volunteer Infantry, My 10, 3:6

BARBER, OHIO COLUMBUS
Sells Albert block to M C Neill & co, Mr 3, 1:6

BARBER, W H (Clev)
Claims when washed overboard from barge, Je 21,
2:5

BARBER
Petition to council asks ord to make interior of
shops visible from st on Sundays, Ja 4, 8:4
Screen and tabled by council, Ja 18, 8:1
Central bank barber shop strike ends, Ag 24, 5:7

BARD'S NOTH
Epidemic reptd at Sandusky, Je 11, 2:5

BARBERTON, OHIO
School for village and proposed expansion of indus
revd, Mr 29, 8:3
Carnival and fair opens, 0 27, 1:4
Col Charles Dick honored at carnival, 0 28, 1:7

ASSESSORS
Rept shows decrease in property taxation valuation,
Ja 1, 3:2

ELECTIONS
Clerk
Repub Curtis Humphrey elected, Ap 5, 1:3

Council
Two dems and 1 repub elected, Ap 5, 1:3

Dem Caucus
List of nominees, Mr 22, 3:3; Mr 23, 8:1

BARTONTON, OHIO - ELECTIONS (cont)
Edw J of
Repubs U T Potts and C A Carleton elected, Ap 5,
1:3

Mayor
Repub George Varum elected, dem John R Juvis
loses, Ap 5, 1:3

Repub Caucus
List of nominees, Mr 16, 1:5; Mr 23, 8:1

Solicitor
Repub Charles Ammerman elected, Ap 5, 1:3

Treasurer
Repub H B Frase elected, repub Richard Grondy
defeated, Ap 5, 1:3

Water works Trustees
Repubs George Dunkie and David Eby elected, Ap 5,
1:3

FIRE DEPT
New hose reel added to equipment, Ja 7, 3:1
New hose houses recommended by council, Ja 11, 4:6
George Eby elected chief, My 14, 3:2

STREETS
Damaged by heavy rains, Ja 22, 5:3

SUITs AND CLAIMS
Named in damage suit by Mrs Una Taken, F 10, 3:3
Named by Alvin H Bair in property damage suit,
F 24, 3:3; suit goes to jury, F 25, 3:6; loses
suit, F 25, 5:2; 0 7, 6:2
Files demurr in personal injury suit brought by
Una Taken, Mr 14, 3:3
Named in appeal on salary collection suit brought
by Fred Kelley, Ag 30, 3:4
In damage suit brought by Donald W Murphy, Murphy
given permission to file new petition, 0 24,
1:5; loses suit, 0 25, 3:3; appeals case, 0 27,
3:3
Loses property damage suit brought by Mary
Siegfried, N 11, 3:3

BARBERTON BELT LINE RR CO
With Noi Sewer pipe co loses suit by Margaret
Durke, Mr 16, 3:3; files motion for new trial,
Mr 19, 3:3; suit appealed, new trial ordered,
0 7, 6:2
BARNES, WILLIAM A  
Names Albert Wilson in disorderly conduct chg,  
Ag 17, 7:2  
BARNES & CO (Wadsworth)  
Machine shop destroyed by fire, S 21, 3:1  
BARTZ, ALFRED W  
Held on disorderly conduct chg, Jy 27, 4:2  
BARTZ, ANNA  
Arrested on theft chg, D 20, 1:6; arraigned, case continued, J 21, 3:2; robbery chg dismissed, O 23, 3:3  
BARTZ, ERNEST  
Robbed, My 3, 3:2  
BARTZ, J A (Athens)  
Wins inter-collegetial oratorical contest of booster univ, F 19, 2:3  
BARTZ, WILLIAM  
Files cross petition to case of wells E Herriman  
v vs Curtiss Highman, My 16, 3:3  
With Martha and Curtis Highman named by William H Nees in collection suit, D 28, 3:4  
BARR, OSCAR  
New appraisal of property ordered in suit by  
Newton L Chalker, My 23, 2:7  
BARR, WILLIAM (Chillicothe)  
Killed when drawn into decimating machine, O 15, 2:4  
BARRY,  
Sheep killed by dogs, Southeast Richfield, N 2, 8:3  
BASS, A L (Toledo)  
Arrested on chg of making illegal collection,  
My 13, 2:3  
BASS, JOSEPH  
Defeated for council in 2nd ward, Ag 5, 1:4  
BASIONS (DeY Dr.), JOHN HENRY  
Elected pres of Oberlin coll, N 28, 1:12; U 7, 2:4  
BART, A J  
Ins of state food comm discharged, Jy 22, 2:4  
BARTLEHEIM, J R  
Beaten and robbed, N 10, 6:1  

BARTGES (CITTY), ARTHUR F  
Sisters Maggie and Arabella apptd trustees of  
estate, N 10, 3:4; Henry E Merrill apptd admr,  
N 22, 1:5; N 23, 7:5  
BARTLY, OLIVER (Upper Sandusky)  
Attested, son, Ag 9, 2:4  
BARTLEHEIM, ELY (Geneva)  
Injured in explosion, J 3, 3:7  
BARTLETT, S F (Warren)  
Apptd special war revenue collector for 19th  
dist, J 29, 3:1  
BARTON, ARNOLD (Colds)  
Shoots and wounds wife, commits suicide, D 29,  
2:4  
BARTON, JAMES  
Fined for intoxication, N 28, 1:6  

BASEBALL  
Note: Games are listed under winners only.  
Box scores and minor items are not listed  
See also Accidents - Sports  
Career of Ed Smartwood outlined, Mr 9, 5:1  
Barred on Sunday by new law declared constitutional by sup ct, Ag 16, 2:5  
Kent team defeated by Mgr Frank Muskrey against  
criticism on game with Indians, ltr, S 21, 5:1  

COLLEGE  
Buchtel Freshmen  
v MHS, Je 10, 3:1  
v Mt Union college, My 16, 5:2  
GENERAL  
Barberton  
v Kent, S 6, 5:3  
v Indians  
v Barberton, S 3, 5:1  
v Kent, S 19, 5:1  
KENT  
v Barberton, S 19, 5:1  
v Indians  
v Kent, S 6, 5:3  

HIGH SCHOOL  
Manchester  
v Clinton, Je 15, 8:2  

Western Reserve Acad  
v Akron, My 23, 3:2  
v Akron, Je 7, 5:3  

BASEBALL (cont)  
INTERSTATE LEAGUE  
Results given, Ag 5, 5:2  
JAYTON  
vs Fort Wayne, Ag 4, 5:3  
vs Youngstown, Jy 9, 5:3  
vs Fremont, Je 9, 5:3  
vs New Castle  
vs Toledo, Jy 9, 5:3  
vs Canton, Ag 4, 5:3  
vs Springfield  
vs Mansfield, Jy 9, 5:3  
vs Mansfield, Ag 4, 5:3  
NATL LEAGUES  
Results given, Ag 5, 5:2  
Cincinnati  
vs Chicago, Jy 9, 5:3  
vs Cleveland  
vs St Louis, Jy 9, 5:3  

PROFESSIONAL  
Jayton franchise in Interstate league purchased by  
Armour & Youngman, Mr 11, 5:2  
Interstate league arranges season schedule,  
Springfield, Mr 16, 2:4  
Natl league scores given, Ag 19, 5:2  
Interstate league scores given, Ag 19, 5:2  
Natl league scores given, Ap 30, 5:3  
Catholic team in Ohio State league disbands,  
Je 2, 5:3  
Youngstown team given shake-up, Je 7, 2:4  
Ohio league plans dissolution, Je 7, 5:3  
Players' salaries reduced in Interstate league,  
Springfield, Je 9, 5:3  
Youngstown Interstate club invokes ban on  
Sunday games, Je 17, 5:3  
Fans' acceptance of Youngstown club's recent winning  
strkeet criticized, ed, Je 25, 4:1  
Cubs lose team, goes to Dubuque (Iowa), Jy 19, 5:2  
Springfield team franchise goes to Wheeling,  
Jy 20, 5:1  
Youngstown releases Mgr Paul Russell, Dir  
Guggerman becomes mgr, Ag 3, 5:1
BASEBALL - PROFESSIONAL (cont)

Clev team in Natl league to be dropped, Cols franchise to go to Denver (Colo), Ag 20, 5:2

Jesual J Lawney engaged as mgr for Mansfield, S 22, 5:4

Scores given, S 27, 5:4

Natl league scores listed, S 30, 5:2

Owner refuses to sell Clev franchise, N 26, 4:4

Atlantic City
vs Clev, Ag 11, 5:3

Baltimore
vs Cinti, Je 21, 5:4
vs Cinti, Je 22, 5:3
vs Clev, Ag 12, 5:3

Boston
vs Cinti, My 23, 5:2
vs Cinti, Je 6, 5:1
vs Cinti, Je 9, 5:3
vs Cinti, Je 10, 5:3
vs Cinti, Ag 22, 5:3
vs Cinti, 1 game lost, 1 tied, dh, Ag 23, 5:1
vs Clev, Je 7, 5:2
vs Clev, Ag 13, 5:1
vs Clev, Ag 15, 5:2

Brooklyn
vs Cinti, Je 2, 5:3
vs Cinti, Ag 15, 5:2
vs Clev, My 17, 5:1
vs Clev, Je 6, 5:1
vs Clev, Je 21, 5:4
vs Clev, Je 22, 5:3

Chicago
vs Cinti, Je 17, 5:3
vs Cinti, Je 20, 5:2
vs Cinti, Je 20, 5:2
vs Clev, My 17, 5:1
vs Clev, 1 game, dh, Jy 5, 5:2
vs Clev, Jy 7, 5:3

Cincinnati
vs Baltimore, Je 22, 5:3
vs Baltimore, Je 24, 5:3
vs Boston, Je 11, 5:2
vs Boston, of game won, 1 tied, Ag 23, 5:1
vs brooklyn, My 24, 5:3
vs brooklyn, My 26, 5:3
vs brooklyn, Je 1, 5:2
vs brooklyn, Ag 13, 5:1
vs Chicago, My 28, 5:1

Cleveland
vs Baltimore, My 27, 5:2
vs Baltimore, My 28, 5:1
vs Baltimore, My 30, 5:1
vs Boston, Je 3, 5:2
vs Boston, Je 30, 5:4
vs Boston, Jy 2, 5:2
vs brooklyn, Je 10, 5:3
vs brooklyn, Je 11, 5:2
vs brooklyn, Je 23, 5:3
vs brooklyn, Je 24, 5:3
vs Chicago, My 13, 5:2
vs Chicago, 1 game, dh, Jy 5, 5:2
vs Cinti, dh, lose 1, tie 1, 0 10, 5:4
vs Louisville, dh, 1 game, Ag 15, 5:2
vs New York, Je 1, 5:2
vs New York, Je 27, 5:2
vs New York, dh, 1 game, Je 28, 5:1
vs New York, Ag 20, 5:2
vs Philadelphia, My 23, 5:2
vs Philadelphia, Ag 3, 5:2
vs Pittsburgh, Je 13, 5:2
vs Pittsburgh, Je 20, 5:2
vs Pittsburgh, dh, win 1, lost 1, 0 13, 5:3
vs St Louis, dh, 1 lost, 1 tie, 0 7, 5:3
vs St Louis, dh, 0 8, 5:6
vs Washington, My 24, 5:3
vs Washington, My 26, 5:3

Columbus
vs Detroit, Ag 13, 5:1
vs Indianapolis, Jy 7, 5:3
vs Indianapolis, Ag 15, 5:2

Dayton
vs Fort Wayne, My 13, 5:2
vs Fort Wayne, Je 15, 5:1
vs Fort Wayne, Ag 20, 5:2
vs Springfield, My 17, 5:1
vs Springfield, Ag 15, 5:2
vs Springfield, Ag 23, 5:1
vs Toledo, dh, Ag 15, 5:2

Fort Wayne
vs Dayton, Ap 28, 5:1
vs Dayton, dh, Ag 22, 5:3
vs Mansfield, My 17, 5:1
vs Mansfield, Je 2, 5:2
vs Mansfield, Ag 23, 5:1

Geneva
vs Kent, Je 13, 5:2

Grand Rapids
vs Dayton, Jy 7, 5:3
vs Springfield, Ag 20, 5:2
vs Springfield, Ag 22, 5:3
vs Toledo, My 17, 5:1
vs Youngstown, Ag 28, 5:1
vs Youngstown, Ag 3, 5:2
vs Youngstown, 1 game, dh, Ag 15, 5:2

Louisville
vs Cinti, Je 13, 5:2
vs Cinti, Ag 11, 5:4
vs Cinti, dh, win 1, lost 1, L 13, 5:3
vs Cleveland, Ag 28, 5:1
vs Cleveland, dh, 1 game, 0 15, 5:2
vs Cleveland, Jy 17, 5:2

Mansfield
vs Springfield, Ag 28, 5:1
vs Springfield, Ag 12, 5:3
vs Springfield, tie, Ag 10, 5:1
vs Springfield, dh, Ag 15, 5:2
vs Youngstown, My 13, 5:2
vs Youngstown, dh, Ag 22, 5:3

Milwaukee
vs Mansfield, Jy 16, 2:6

Minneapolis
vs Columbus, Je 15, 5:1

New Castle
vs Toledo, Ap 28, 5:1
vs Toledo, My 13, 5:2
vs Toledo, Jy 1 game, dh, Ag 3, 5:2
vs Youngstown, Jy 2, 5:2

New York
vs Cinti, Je 3, 5:2
vs Cinti, Je 4, 5:2
vs Cinti, Ag 3, 5:2
vs Cleveland, Je 2, 5:3
vs Cleveland, Je 25, 5:1
vs Cleveland, 1 game, Jy 29, 5:1
vs Cleveland, Ag 22, 5:3
vs Cleveland, Ag 23, 5:1

Pittsburgh
vs Cleveland, Je 15, 5:1
vs Cleveland, Je 16, 5:3
vs Cleveland, Je 20, 5:2
vs Cleveland, 0 11, 5:4
vs Cleveland, dh, win 1, lost 1, 0 13, 5:3
vs St Louis
vs Cleveland, dh, win 1, tie 0 7, 5:3
vs Cleveland, 0 10, 5:3

Springfield
vs Dayton, Jy 2, 5:2
vs Grand Rapids, My 13, 5:2
vs Mansfield, Je 15, 5:1
vs Mansfield, Ag 3, 5:2
vs Mansfield, tie, Ag 13, 5:1
vs New Castle, Je 9, 5:3

Toledo
vs Dayton, Ag 12, 5:3
vs Dayton, forfeit, Ag 13, 5:1
vs Fort Wayne, Jy 9, 5:3
vs Grand Rapids, Jy 2, 5:2
vs Grand Rapids, Ag 23, 5:1
vs Mansfield, Ag 15, 5:2
vs New Castle, Je 15, 5:1
vs New Castle, 1 game, dh, Ag 3, 5:2
vs New Castle, Ag 20, 5:2
vs New Castle, Ag 22, 5:3

Washington
vs Cinti, Je 25, 5:1
vs Cinti, Je 27, 5:2
vs Cinti, Je 28, 5:2
BASEBALL - PROFESSIONAL (cont)

Youngstown
vs Jayton, Je 9, 5:3
vs Grand Rapids, Je 11, 5:1
vs Grand Rapids, Ag 12, 5:3
vs Grand Rapids, 1 game, dh, Ag 15, 5:2
vs Grand Rapids, dh, Ag 15, 5:2
vs New Castle, Sunday game stopped, teams fined, Je 6, 5:1
vs New Castle, Ag 23, 5:1

BASEBALL - SEMI-PRO AND AMATEUR

Oriole club reorganizes, F 8, 5:3
Kent club reorganizes, Mr 5, 5:3
Massillon team reorganizes, Je 3, 5:2

Akron
vs Barber, Je 15, 5:1
vs North Ends, Jy 11, 5:1
vs Pilgrims, Jy 11, 5:1

Ashtabula
vs Barber, Ag 31, 6:1

Burberton
vs Akron, Je 27, 5:1
vs Cleveland Euclid Beach, Ag 1, 5:3
vs Cleveland Reds, Ag 22, 5:2
vs Kent, Jy 11, 5:1
vs Kent, Ag 8, 5:1
vs Salty's Indians, G 10, 5:3
vs Standards, Ag 15, 5:1

Uweyes
vs Pilgrims, Jy 11, 5:1

Indians
vs Barber, S 12, 5:1

Kent
vs Akron, Je 27, 5:1
vs Akron, dh, Jy 5, 5:1
vs Akron, Jy 25, 5:1
vs Ashtabula, Je 11, 5:2
vs Burberton, Jy 11, 5:2
vs Burberton, Je 25, 5:1
vs Massillon, Ag 10, 5:1
vs Old Leaguers, Jy 11, 5:1
Massillon
vs Kent, Ag 9, 3:1
vs Kent, Ag 22, 5:3
vs Kent, Ag 22, 5:3

Kansas City
vs Columbus, Ag 4, 5:3

Bash, August
divorced by wife Nina F, Ja 14, 4:4
Supplemental answer filed by Frank Mull in alienation suit, F 3, 4:4; losses alienation of affection suit against Frank Mull, Mr 6, 3:3

Baskin, Harry (Wadsworth)
Arrested for selling bankrupt stock of goods without license, case dismissed, U 10, 5:4

Basset, A & E Co (Cleveland)
Hat stolen destroyed by fire, F 12, 1:2

Basset, Charles
Held on assault and battery charge, case contd, Je 7, 4:5
Fined for intoxication, Je 6, 3:2

Beall, John
Held on disorderly conduct charge, Jy 6, 3:1

Beals, Albert
with John Hance files cross petition to suit against Akron Street Ry Co, Ja 21, 5:6

Bates, John H
Injured when small cannon discharges, Jy 5, 4:6

Bates & Havens
with IB others wins collection suit against John J Seiberling, Mr 4, 3:4

Bates & Jones (Guy Fallis)
Office robbery attempted, Je 25, 3:1

Ball, Ohio
Church robbed, Ag 3, 8:3

Dee caucus list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:1

Republic list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:1

Battle, Ohio (cont)
constable election results, Ap 5, 1:5

Battles (OSU), Sarah H E
Urges donation of hosp articles to 3rd regt OVI, 1tr, Je 13, 5:3
Urges people to welcome OVI 3rd regt at Mount St Paul, Rtr, Ag 17, 4:4
Praised for help given members of Co B 8th OVI, ed, Ag 23, 4:2

Battelle, Benjamin F
John files final acct, F 11, 4:7

Battles (OR & CNS), H H
Celebrate 150th wedding anni, Mr 14, 3:1

Battles, J N
Res destroyed by fire, Ap 6, 1:4

Baum, Jacob
Fined for intoxication, S 15, 4:3

Beck, John (Dundolph)
Grows, Mr 9, 5:4

Becker, Jacob
Repair shop gutted by fire, Mr 23, 1:4
Res damaged by lightning, My 19, 3:3

Beck, John
Sought on charge of trespassing, N 29, 3:5

Beckman, Alfred
Charge with alleged rape, bound to ct for trial, Ag 13, 4:4

Beckman, Bert
Arrested on charge of intoxication, Ag 9, 5:3

Beckman, Charles A
Wins judgment against Gustave F Kasch et al, My 10, 3:3

Beckman, James (Burberton)
Writing of an action he brought against Mrs M H Cruermine, Ja 8, 3:2
Rears judgment by default against George Burgener and Annie H Hublinger, Ja 15, 4:2
Sued for alimony by wife Catherine, Ag 3, 3:1

Beckman, John C (Sherman)
Six hams stolen from smokehouse, Mr 24, 8:5

Beckman, John C (Ulmstown)
Injured when struck by barn door, Ja 27, 8:3

Beckman, Jonas
Suit brought by Joseph Hoppe settled, D 6, 3:3

Beckman, William H (Gutavia)
Named postmaster, Ja 21, 1:6

Beckman, William S
Arraigned on charge of assault with intent to rape, Ag 8, 8:3; given preliminary hearing on rape charge, case contd, Ag 12, 3:5; gives bond for appearance on assault and battery charge, O 24, 1:5

Beckham, William (Toledo)
Sentenced to Ohio State reformatory for burglary and larceny, N 26, 6:4

Baum, William (Toledo)
Sentenced to father and family, Mr 17, 7:2

Baumgartner, Jacob
Fined for intoxication, Je 6, 5:4

Baumgartner (OSU), James
Injured, Mr 17, 8:5

Baxter, Floyd
Assaulted, U 27, 4:2

Baxter, Frank (Columbus)
Indicted on robbery charge, Ja 10, 2:1

Baxter, J N
Res damaged by fire, Ap 14, 3:1

Baxter, Samuel A
Discusses proposed supply of natural gas for Akron, S 20, 3:3

Bayley, Johnny (Ulmstown)
Injured in fall from wagon, Ag 17, 8:5

Bolley, Walter
Files answer to suit brought by John McGarland, Mr 14, 3:3

Beard, D W (Toledo)
Held on charge of shooting and wounding Frank Rose, My 13, 2:4

Beardman, Joseph
Divorced by wife Eliza, F 18, 3:4

Beardsley, Mortimer (Canal Fulton)
Injured when horses run away, Ja 13, 8:1; dies from injuries rec'd in accident, Ja 15, 3:1

Beatty, Frank (Cinti)
Held on suspicion of bringing to King Powder mill explosion, Je 21, 1:2

Beaver, William
Sentenced on vagrancy charge, Mr 18, 5:3

Beaver Tin Plate Co (Lisbon)
Sells plant to Tin Plate trust, D 14, 2:4

Beck, (Hudson)
Injured while playing football, O 12, 8:3

Beck, Catherine
Case against Ella M Buckmaster et al dropped from docket, Ja 11, 4:7

Beck, Dan (Green Springs)
Res damaged by mob who were indignant about his treatment of wife, Ja 13, 2:7

Beck, Herman
Fined for fast driving, Ap 15, 5:4

Beck, John (Copley Twp)
Buys parcel of land from estate of Milton Sutliff, U 12, 8:2

Beck, William (Columbus)
Sentenced to Ohio State reformatory for burglary and larceny, N 26, 6:4
BASEBALL - SEMI-PRO & AMATEUR (cont)

Old Forge
vs Pilgrims, Je 2, 5:3
Page Fence Giants
vs Kents, Je 20, 5:2
Park Indians
vs North Hill Shamrocks, Ag 22, 5:2
Young Tars
vs Spiders, Ag 20, 5:2
Youngstown Aers
vs Youngstown Elks, Ag 11, 5:3

WESTERN LEAGUE
Columbus to remain in league, Ag 4, 2:5; remains in league, ag 4, 5:3
Results given, Ag 5, 5:2

Kansas City
vs Columbus, Ag 4, 5:3

BISH, AUGUST

Divorced by wife Nina F., Ja 14, 4:4
Supplemental answer filed by Frank Mull in alienation suit, F 3, 3:4; loses alienation of affections suit against Frank Mull, H 8, 3:3

BECKIN, HARRY (kawthorn)

Arrested for selling bankrupt stock of goods without license, case dismissed, U 10, 5:4

BASSET, AL B & CO (Clev)

Hit stock destroyed by fire, F 12, 1:2

BAGETT, CHARLES

Held on assault and battery chg, case contd, Je 7, 4:5

Fined for intoxication, Je 8, 3:2

BAILIFF, JOHN

Held on disorderly conduct chg, Je 6, 3:1

BATES, ALBERT

With John Vance files cross petition to suit against Akron Street ry co, Ja 21, 5:6

BATES, JOHNNIE

Injured when small cannon discharges, Ja 5, 4:6

BATES & HANCE

With 10 others wins collection suit against John F Seiberting, Mr 4, 3:4

BATES & JAMES (Guy Falls)

Office robbery attempted, Je 25, 3:1

BATH, OHIO

Church robbed, Ag 3, 8:3

Den caucus list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:1

Repub caucus list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:1

BATH, OHIO (cont)

Constable election results, Ap 5, 1:5

BAILEY, HENRY (Riceville)

Urges donation of hosp articles to 8th regt OVI, Mr 13, 5:3

URNESEY, HENDRICK (Maumee)

Urges people to welcome OVI 8th regt at Montauk Point, Mr 17, 4:4

URNESEY, HENDRICK (Maumee)

Furnished for help given members of Co B 8th OVI, ed 30, 4:2

URNESEY, BENJAMIN

Adm. files final acct, F 11, 4:7

BAILEY, HENRY (Riceville)

Celebrate 20th wedding anniv, Mr 14, 3:1

BAILEY, J H

Res destroyed by fire, Ap 6, 1:4

BAILEY, JACOB

Fined for intoxication, S 16, 4:3

BAILEY, JOHN (Gandolph)

Horm, Ag 9, 5:4

BAILEY, JACOB

Repair shop gutted by fire, Mr 23, 1:4

Res damaged by lightning, My 19, 3:3

BAILEY, JOHN

Sought on chg of trespassing, N 29, 3:5

BAILEY, JACOB

Ongd. with alleged rape, bound to ct for trial, Ag 13, 4:4

BAILEY, JACOB

Arrested on chg of intoxication, Ag 9, 5:3

BAILEY, OBEY

Write judgment against Gustave F Kasch et al, My 16, 3:3

BAILEY, JAMES (Barberton)

Write of execution against him obtained by Mrs M H Cruaime, Mr 8, 3:2

Recs judgments by default against George Burgener and Annie M Hublunger, Ja 15, 4:2

Sued for alimony by wife Catherine, Ag 3, 3:1

BAILEY, JOHN (Albion)

Six hams stolen from smokehouse, Mr 24, 8:5

BAILEY, JOHN (Barberton)

Injured when struck by burn door, Ja 27, 8:3

BAILEY, JOHN (Barberton)

Suit brought by Joseph Hooper settled, D 6, 3:3

BAILEY, WILLIAM H (Glatawa)

Named postmaster, Ja 21, 1:6

BAILEY, ALFRED

Arraigned on chg of assault with intent to rape, Ag 8, 8:3; given preliminary hearing on rape chg, case contd, Ag 12, 3:5; gives bond for appearance on assault and battery chg, O 24, 1:5
BECKER, ALOIPI
Loses collection suit brought by Isaac Gervais, J 3, 3:3
BECKER-HEIS-KELIN
Family reunion at Clinton, Je 15, 8:5
BECKER, ANDREY
Nominated with 4 others by Grundy commandery Red Cross in property recovery suit, My 13, 5:3
BECK, JOSEPH (Clev)
Prone, My 25, 2:5
BECKEL (MG), JULIA
Bequeathes large sum to Ohio diocese of Protestant Episcopal ch, F 16, 4:1
BEDFORD, OHIO
Henry Tibbs escapes from jail, Ja 18, 2:7
Named in injunction suit by ABC Elec ry co, Clev, N 17, 3:5; N 17, 3:1; suit continued, J 9, 6:1; suit closed; decision delayed, D 10, 1:7
BEDEH, LOUIS
Arrested on cruelty to animal charge, My 25, 2:2
BEDEH, ALFRED O
App'd rec for Akron Street Ry and Illuminating co, Ja 14, 8:1
BEDELIN, ALBERT
Held under bond on chg of cutting with intent to wound, O 6, 1:5
BEEDMAN (Cty), FRED W
Arrested at Huntsville (Ala) for insubordination to superior army officer, Ag 26, 2:5; U S army court martial ordered, Ag 31, 2:4
BEERING BREWING CO (Clev)
Factory damaged by fire, My 7, 2:5
BEER AND BREWING ILLUS
Local breweries acquired by eastern syndicate, Clev, F 7, 1:6
Price increased by brewer in anticipation of increase of internal revenue tax, Cinti, My 5, 2:2
Brewers notify saloonkeepers of price advance, Clev, Je 14, 2:4
Stark County Liquor league protests brewers' increase of prices, Massillon, Je 24, 7:2
Saloonists reduce size of glasses because of increase in tax on beer, Je 25, 8:3
Plan to accept smaller glasses to take care of war tax adopted by local liquor league, Je 27, 3:2

1899

BENNETT, M A
Accepts position with Repub Natl com, F 28, 5:4
BENNETT, SAMUEL J
Loses collection suit to Albert D Tinker by default, F 14, 3:2
BENNET, E A
Resigns as instructor of manual training school, Ag 10, 3:5
BENNETT ASSN, WERNER
Eights officers, My 20, 8:4
Holds picnic, Je 20, 5:3
BENNER (Cty), ROYCE C
With 10 others wins collection suit against John F Seibeling, My 4, 3:4
Unappreciated services to dem party cited, ed, My 26, 4:1
Use as tool by dem machine cited, Mr 28, 1:7
Fruised for obtaining job of police pres, ed, Ap 20, 4:2
BENNER, CLARENCE
Arrested for stealing cherries from tree at unoccupied res, Je 18, 3:5
BENNETT, JENNIE
Fined on chg of keeping brothel, Ja 17, 5:2
BENNETT, ALOZO (Toledo)
Convicted of manslaughter, My 12, 7:2
BENNETT, ARTHUR
Chg of malicious destruction of property dismissed, 13, 6:2
BENNETT, CHARLES
Chg on highway robbery chg, Ja 28, 3:2; bound to grand jury on highway robbery chg, Ja 29, 5:6; sentenced for robbery, My 6, 5:1
BENNETT, E H (Shaker Heights)
Kills wildcat which attacked him, Mr 22, 2:2
BENNETT, HARRY P
Case against Jennie Bennett dropped from docket, Ja 11, 4:7
BENNETT, JENNIE
Trials on disorderly conduct chg contd, My 24, 8:4; fined, My 25, 3:2
Injured when thrown from buggy, Je 28, 5:1
Alleged ill treatment by Policeman John King investigated by city com, Ag 29, 3:5
Injured when thrown from buggy, S 2, 4:5
Fined for disorderly conduct, N 21, 3:1
Sentenced on intoxication chg, U 12, 8:3
Warrant issued on fighting chg, My 18, 3:4
BENNETT, WILLIAM
Taken to penitentiary for robbery, Je 2, 8:3
BICYCLES AND BICYCLE INJURIES (cont)

 paths for riding in Canton from Portage county from 
 wheel tax revenue, Je 21, 5:3
 Wheelmen petition to have bicycles taxed to 
 raise funds for parks, Je 13, 4:2
 Enforcement of state bicycle tax law to provide 
 funds for constr of parks suggested, ed, Jy 26, 
 4:1
 Lack of energy of wheelmen in getting riding 
 paths ridiculed, Jy 29, 4:1
 Proposed taxation on bicycles to build paths 
 object of discussion in county, Jy 30, 3:3
 Summit outing club and Tip Top club petition 
 council for parks, ag 5, 8:2
 Path constr defended (ed, Kent dailletin), Ag 13, 
 4:6
 Path planned from Clev to Youngstown, N 12, 6:3

RACING

 Races continue at Columbia Hall, Ja 26, 8:3;
 Ja 27, 8:4
 Women's races continue at Columbia Hall, Ja 31, 
 3:4
 Races terminated, women listed, Ja 31, 8:4
 Resume of races at Columbia Hall, F 3, 8:4
 Local carnival races prove losing venture, F 4, 
 8:4
 Continues at Columbia Hall, F 5, 1:4
 Terminates, Edna Vine wins last race, F 7, 5:3
 Frank Cross wins 4th annual Tip Top Cycle club 
 championship, S 6, 5:1
 Six-day exhibitions called brutal, ed, D 10, 4:1

STRIKES

 Strike settled at Gemdon Bicycle works, Toledo, 
 04, 2:5

BILINGUETS, ELSIE (Clev)

 Killed when struck by car, M 24, 2:5

BICICLAA, ALBERT

 Arrested and dismissed on charge of cutting with 
 intent to wound, D 3, 3:5

BILGER, L.V (Tallmadge)

 Cow killed when struck by lightning, Ag 18, 8:2

BIESICK, PHIL (Cinti)

 Brother Andrew cut, Phil held on charg of cutting 
 with intent to kill, Ag 10, 2:5

BIESE, WILLLIS

 Chg of malicious mischief dismissed, My 7, 5:2

BIG FOUR RR (Cleveland)

 Organized, Ja 10, 3:5

BIG FOUR RR (Portsmouth)

 Tracks washed away by flood at Cinti, Ja 20, 1:2

1898

BIG FOUR RR (Cleveland)

 Trains collide at Middleport, Horry Claypool 
 injured, My 14, 2:5
 Plans for new union depot accepted by Dayton city 
 authorities, S 22, 6:2
 Seven cars demolished in wreck near Wellington, 
 N 26, 6:4

BIG SHIFT COLL. HINE

 Salineville bridge damaged by fire, Ja 12, 3:7
 BIGLOW, GREG, HOBERT S (Cinti)

 Ggld with horsesey by Cong ch, cong refuses resigna- 
 tion, F 4, 2:2

BIGLOW, FOLLEY

 Joust over Amer methods of conducting war 
 criticized, ed, Jy 25, 4:2

BIGLOW, WILLIAM G

 Defeated for bd of educ in 3rd ward, Ap 5, 1:4
 BIGGS, ALINE S AND ELMER E

 Named by Jacob bloch estate in note collection 
 suit, M 24, 1:5
 BIGGS, ELMER E. See Biggs, Adeline S

BIGGS, WILLIAM D

 Plant damaged by fire, Je 10, 3:3
 Files answer and cross petition in Minor J Allen 
 vs Akron Silver Plate co suit, Jy 2, 3:6

BIGGER CHEF SCHOOL (Western Star)

 Holds benefit festival, Je 22, 8:5

BILES, GEORGE (Fostoria)

 Beaten and robbed, F 5, 1:3; 2:3

BILLARD

 John Rumpenaller, Jr., vs Met Hard, U 7, 5:3
 Tony Hanscom vs Met Hard, U 8, 5:3
 John Rumpenaller vs Met Hard, U 10, 5:3

BILLINGS, GEORGE

 Fined for intoxication, My 31, 6:2
 Fined for intoxication, N 3, 8:2

BILLINGS, MARY

 Feration allowed, D 27, 3:1

BILLMAN, BENJACO (Westlake)

 With Mathias Collier and John Weinsheimer wins 
 damage suit brought by Orrin Fraw, Ag 21, 8:4

BILLION & SONS

 Warehouse damaged by fire, Ja 20, 5:1

BIRDS

 Subject of lecture by Mrs Olive Thorne Miller 
 at First Cong ch, Ja 10, 8:5
 Protection urged, ed, M 21, 4:2

BIRKIN (PROF), E H

 Addresses meeting of Natural History club on 
 "nature and mfr of acetylene gas", Ja 7, 8:3

BIRTHS

ABBAS, James son, Jy 1, 3:1
Abele, John d, Ag 23, 3:3
Abrahams, David s, N 21, 3:1
Achish, Charles s, Jy 8, 3:4
Adam, G Mercur s, Ag 8, 3:1; Ag 9, 3:2
Allhouse, William s, Ag 21, 3:3
Amer, L H s, My 31, 3:5
Anderson, Albert s, M 15, 3:1
Anderson, Charles e, N 12, 3:1
Anderson, Lotus s, Ja 10, 1:7
Anderson, Peter s, Jy 21, 3:3
Anderson, Thomas f s, Jy 14, 3:1
Anderson, William s, J 11, 3:2
Angst, William s, R 3, 8:3
Annakin, George e, J 30, 3:3
Armstrong, G, N 4, 3:3
Armstrong, William D s, R 20, 3:4
Averill, Ferry d, M 9, 8:4
Bacher, George s, J 5, 3:1
Bachman, J A d, M 15, 3:1
Bachman, Mill d, R 8, 6:2
Bachtel, Ford s, M 27, 3:1
Badger, Austin d, M 25, 3:2
Bagel, Andrew d, Ag 6, 3:2
Bahr, J C s, S 10, 3:1
Ball, Charles d, M 12, 3:1
Barbe, George E s, Ja 18, 1:7
Barber, Fred s, M 21, 1:7
Bergelz, Fred s, M 4, 8:3
Barker, Harvey d, Ag 12, 3:1
Barrie, W D d, Ja 20, 1:7
Barron, M A d, O 10, 3:2
Barry, Timothy L s, Jy 29, 3:1
Baugham, James d, Jy 8, 3:2
Baugham, John d, O 19, 3:2
Baugham, M E d, F 25, 8:3
Baum, R J s, Jy 25, 3:2
Baum, H D d, Ag 3, 3:1
Baumgardner, Clarence d, F 22, 1:7
Bayssinger, William s, S 12, 3:1
Beardsley, Charles H d, Jy 26, 1:7
Beatty, D F s, F 4, 1:7
Beisser, George e, M 25, 3:1
Bellow, Charles s, Ag 18, 3:2
Bender, H G d, J 7, 3:1

STATISTICS

Annual rept for Ohio, S 13, 8:3
Increase of male over female births during war-
time discussed, ed, J 31, 4:1
BIRTHS (cont)
Bender, William G, d, Je 11, 3:2
Benn, Frank d, Mr 3, 3:2
Bennett, James s, S 22, 3:1
Bergdorf, Henry d, J 12, 5:1
Berrodin, Eugene d, Ag 22, 3:1
Bertele, Frederick H s, Ag 29, 3:2
Bertele, George H s, Mr 14, 3:2
Bezcz, E H s, O 19, 5:0
Bier, John s, F 17, 3:2
Bissell, Justin R s, N 3, 3:1
Black, Sterling K d, F 11, 1:7
Blake, Harvey d, J 24, 3:2
lock, Jr, Henry d, J 17, 3:5
Dolan, John d, F 5, 5:4
Doll, T d, N 21, 3:1
Dolling, Harry s, Jy 20, 3:1
Joffe, Henry d, Ja 20, 1:7
Jennestien H s, ag 0, 3:1
Johnett, Charles d, Mr 24, 3:1
Joss, Franz s, Jy 10, 3:2
Jutsum, John A s, Je 9, 4:5
Jowers, James s, Ap 21, 1:7
Kawman, D W s, D 21, 3:1
Doyle, William E d, S 24, 3:2
Joyles, Simon D s, Ag 16, 3:1
Grady, Cyrus s, Mr 16, 3:1
Grady, John s, Mr 29, 5:2
Brandon, Harry d, Mr 24, 3:1
Greckenkridge, Al s, Mr 30, 5:3
Greckenkridge, Herman d, S 16, 3:1
Green, John, d, Jy 27, 3:1
Greenman, J J s, Mr 0, 3:1
Greener, Louis d, Mr 9, 3:4
Brown, Daniel W s, S 17, 1:6
Brown, Elmer d, G 4, 3:1
Brown, Guy d, G 25, 3:4
Brown, Henry d, F 5, 1:7
Brown, Jacob d, D 20, 3:1
Brown, Lawrence O s, Mr 10, 3:3
Brown, Lawrence D s, N 10, 3:3
Brown, T H s, Ja 14, 1:7
Brown, William s, N 14, 3:2
Brown, William s, U 26, 8:2
Bruce, Frederick E s, N 10, 3:1
Brüner, C I d, S 30, 3:1
Brügel, C N s, Mr 10, 3:1
Buckmaster, Truman d, S 20, 3:4
Buffing, John s, Ag 4, 3:1
Bumpgard, Julius s, ag 31, 3:1
Burnett, E J s, N 9, 3:1
BURNETT, A D s, J 14, 3:1
Burney, F H s, Ap 21, 5:5
Burnett, F H s, Ap 21, 5:5
Burns, F H s, Ag 25, 8:2
Butler, R E d, O 20, 3:2
Caley, Frederick H s, S 10, 3:1
Campbell, Perry d, F 8, 5:4
Caplen, Leonard s, S 26, 3:1
Capron, A K s, N 28, 3:1
Carlisle, George H s, J 20, 3:1
Carlson, Joseph s, Je 10, 3:2
Carpenter, J W d, J 28, 3:1
Caswell, Edward s, Mr 1, 5:1
Cauthier, J W s, Je 16, 3:6
Chamberlain, La Clara s, Jy 11, 3:1
Chambers, Edward d, Ja 27, 1:7
Chapin, Fred s, Ja 22, 3:1
Charleton, d, J 1, 6:1
Chilcote, J Mason d, Je 13, 3:6
Chitty, Phillip s, F 21, 1:7
Christensen, Arthur A s, My 27, 3:1
Christensen, Edward s, My 28, 3:4
Christensen, edward d, S 30, 3:4
Christensen, Elizabeth d, J 20, 3:3
Christensen (Rev) d, S 7, 8:4
Christy, James s, Je 19, 3:3
Church, James E s, Ja 4, 1:7
Claffin, Herbert s, ag 9, 3:1
Clark, A B s, My 28, 3:4
Clark, A B s, My 30, 3:4
Clark, George K d, Mr 3, 3:1
Clark, Joseph H s, F 5, 1:7
Clark, Lawrence s, Je 22, 3:1
Clifford, Robert s, F 10, 6:5
Cline, Leonard s, Ja 7, 1:7
Cline, Miles d, My 31, 3:5
Clyde, George B s, Mr 18, 3:3
Coddington, Hubert d, Ag 30, 6:2
Coleman, Eugene O d, S 13, 3:1
Collingwood, George s, Jy 20, 3:1
Collins, David, twin daughters, F 14, 1:7
Conrad, Ferney d, N 8, 3:1
Cooper, Frank s, Jy 1, 3:1
Corace, Gilbert s, My 25, 4:2
Corby, William T d, Ap 5, 3:1
Craig, James T d, Mr 22, 3:1
Cram, Norman s, Mr 25, 8:3
Crandall, Charles s, My 17, 3:1
Cruze, Eugene F d, C 0, 3:2
Crocket, Jesse W d, J 13, 3:1

BIRTHS (cont)
Cropp, Ebenezer s, My 31, 3:5
Cruikshank (Mrs), Clyde d, S 15, 3:4
Cummins, Michael J d, Je 14, 3:2
Custick, James s, Je 18, 3:1
Dando, John W s, Ap 1, 5:2
Darwin, Crowell d, S 7, 3:1
Dawson, George s, S 20, 3:4
Davis, Fred w d, F 4, 1:7
Day, J K d, My 31, 3:5
DeConway, Charles A s, Jy 26, 3:1
Deese, Earnest d, Je 24, 3:1
Deiss, William s, Jy 30, 3:1
Denne, Arthur d, J 8, 3:1
Dengass, R C d, N 16 (17), 3:1
Dehmer, Rudolph d, S 26, 3:1
Dewey, Edwin s, Ja 24, 1:7
Diehl, John s, F 28, 5:1
Diehl, William s, Jy 26, 5:3
Diehl, William L d, Ag 31, 3:1
Dill, James R s, Ja 26, 1:7
Dissing, Almas s, Ap 7, 6:3
Dittrich, Gustave s, My 25, 3:1
Dixon, Albert d, Jy 20, 3:1
Dodge, Fred s, U 6, 3:1
[Continued on page 56b]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John Smith</td>
<td>Father</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Doe</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>Daughter</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike</td>
<td>Son</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David</td>
<td>Son</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Additional notes:*
- Sarah is in college.
- Mike is learning to play the piano.
- David loves playing soccer.
BIRTHS (cont)

Sisler, A G s, My 11, 8:4
Sisler, L E d, Ap 10, 3:2
Slattery, Michael J d, Jy 19, 3:1
Smith, C F s, N 18, 3:1
Smith, Frank J d, Jy 7, 3:1
Smith, H E d, O 24, 3:2
Smith, J K d, Ap 22, 3:3
Smith, J L s, Je 23, 8:5
Smith, James F d, Jy 6, 3:1
Smith, John D s, F 5, 1:7
Smith, R M d, Ag 2, 3:1
Smith, W W d, Mr 17, 3:1
Snider, Albert S s, My 4, 3:1
Snyder, George s, Mr 14, 3:2
Snyder S d, Jy 11, 3:1
Sommerfield, Fred d, Jg 27, 1:7
Spangler, A G d, H 1, 0:5
Spellman, Eugene s, S 12, 3:1
Sperry, H B s, Jy 30, 3:1
Spicer, Ernest H s, F 7, 1:7
Spicer, William H s, Mr 19, 3:1
Spitzer, Anthony D s, Ag 25, 3:4
Stanford, Robert E s, Je 7, 3:1; Je 9, 3:1
Stanley, E B d, Ag 3, 3:1
Stanley, John s, Je 20, 6:3
Stanley, Marvins s, My 26, 3:4
Stanley, Marvin s, My 30, 3:4
Stark, John s, O 14, 3:1
Steese, George s, Ap 18, 3:1
Steiger, Gottlieb d, S 7, 3:1
Stein, George d, Ja 4, 1:7
Stein, Henry E d, Ag 10, 3:1
Steinbeck, Jacob d, Ap 13, 3:3
Steinmetz, Fred d, Ja 18, 1:7
Stettner, Joseph d, N 22, 3:3
Stone, I A d, Ap 14, 3:3
Stoley, William J s, Je 21, 3:1
Strake, Albert d, Mr 24, 3:1
Strabel, John s, M 20, 3:1
Strehlo, Samuel d, My 10, 3:1
Strickland, Fred s, Ja 7, 1:7
Stutter, Francis s, Je 2, 3:3
Sutter, Joseph d, Ag 15, 3:3
Swain, John s, O 14, 8:3
Swigert, J s, Ja 20, 1:7
Swigert, L N d, F 15, 1:7
Swigert, W W d, Mr 31, 8:5

BIRTHS (cont)

Lunder, Christ s, Ja 19, 6:2
Taylor, Daniel d, S 24, 3:2
Taylor, Frank J d, Jy 19, 3:1
Taylor, Harry F d, O 25, 3:1
Taylor, Leroy d, J 14, 8:5
Teeple, Harry J d, Ja 11, 1:7
Tewksbury, C C d, Ag 18, 3:5
Thum, William J s, Jy 25, 3:2
Theiss, G M d, F 16, 3:5
Thomas, Nicholas s, My 2, 3:6
Thomas, John s, Mr 14, 3:2
Thomas N E s, O 7, 3:1
Thomas, S F d, My 31, 3:5
Thomas, Samuel R d, F 1, 1:7
Thomas, William d, Ja 14, 1:4
Thompson, Frederick s, Ap 8, 3:4
Thompson, H C s, O 14, 3:1
Thorpbyck, Grant H s, Ag 18, 3:5
Thorton (Mrs), Loretta Alice, D 16, 3:2
Timmerman, Charles d, O 10, 3:2
Tittel, Frank d, N 4, 3:1
Toetge, Gustav s, Ap 9, 3:1
Truaxler, Jessie s, Ja 25, 5:2
Tudorwell, Robert d, Ag 23, 3:3
Tunee, Morgan s, F 16, 8:2
Tritt, Samuel s, Mr 23, 8:4
Tritt, Samuel s, O 25, 8:4
Troyer, Nelson s, Mr 30, 8:3
Trockle, Frank d, Jy 12, 3:1
Tromer, Arno s, Jy 13, 3:2
Truckey, Joseph d, S 10, 3:1
Ely, C J s, S 7, 8:5
Valentine, Anton s, E 6, 3:1
Van Nostrum, E d, O 10, 3:2
Van Overmeer, Joseph d, Ja 18, 1:7
Venner, August d, U 12, 3:7
Viall, F J s, Jy 6, 6:5
Wagner, Casper s, Ag 18, 3:5
Wagner, Frank s, Jy 9, 3:1
Wallace, George d, Ag 23, 3:3
Wallace, Harry E s, Je 16, 3:1
Wallace, Thomas d, S 16, 3:1
Wallis, N 23, 8:2
Walsch, Patrick s, Ap 12, 3:1
Walters, Elmer s, Ja 20, 1:7
Walters, Charles s, N 28, 3:1
Wanner, henry s, Ja 14, 1:7
Waters, U E s, O 6, 8:4
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BIRTHS (cont)

Waters, Milly J d, Mr 16, 8:4
Watson, Robert d, Ag 16, 3:1
Weastler, Harvey d, Jy 28, 3:1
Weber, Henry s, My 5, 3:4
Weigler, Jacob d, Jy 8, 3:4
Weiss, George L s, F 26, 5:1
Weiss, Richard J d, J 11, 3:2
Welch, Harry C s, Ag 22, 3:1
Welsh, Fred J d, N 28, 3:1
Werner, Herman s, O 13, 3:3
Wesfall, John s, F 21, 3:2
Whitaker, C W d, Mr 21, 3:2
Whitman, James d, Jy 11, 1:7
Wilde, Emil d, Ja 13, 8:4
Wies, Albert J d, F 23, 7:1
Wiese, Siegfried d, Ap 6, 3:1
Wildaur, J A s, O 24, 3:2
Williams, Alfred d, Jy 11, 3:1
Williams, Charles F d, Mr 23, 3:1
Williams, C W d, O 10, 3:2
Williams, Frank s, U 19, 3:1
Williams, Harry d, My 23, 3:1
Wilson, H B s, Jy 25, 2:2
Wilson, L d, Ag 6, 3:2
Winkle, August s, O 14, 3:1
Wintertbottom, William s, My 31, 3:5
Winum, Joseph d, N 9, 3:4
Wirz, Hermann s, J 21, 3:1
Wohlgemuth, Anna s, Je 6, 5:5
Wohlund, William s, S 23, 3:1
Wolf, Alvin d, Ag 9, 3:2
Wolf, Harry J d, U 13, 3:1
Wolf, Herman s, N 20, 8:4
Wolga, Charles d, O 20, 3:2
Woods, Fred A d, Ja 8, 4:7
Wright, H F d, Jy 6, 8:3
Wybel, George s, Je 10, 3:2
Yerrick, Harvey d, L 23, 3:3
Young, James s, N 20, 3:4
Zehr, Henry s, Je 16, 3:1
Zehnder, John s, Mr 10, 3:3
Zeller, William s, Mr 22, 3:1
Zink, Thomas s, S 9, 3:4
Zittel, Ernest d, Ja 17, 1:7
BISHOP (KSG), IMA

Adjudged insane, Je 3, 5:4
BISHOP (FIRENDA), Toledo

Missing after fire, My 21, 2:1
ALCH, JACOB
Executor of estate files inventory in probate ct, Ju 21, 5:6
Estate names John C Grumman in collection suit, Je 4, 3:2
ALCH, MICHAEL (Clev)
Dies from injuries recd in gas explosion in waterworks tunnel, My 13, 2:4
ALCH, STEVEN K
Named by Home Bldg & Loan co in collection suit, Mr 13, 3:2
Named by Home Bldg & Loan assn in mortgage foreclosure suit, Mr 29, 1:6
Suits brought by Home Bldg & Loan assn dismissed, Je 1, 3:2
ALCH, THOMAS (Lake Brady)
Res destroyed by fire, Ap 22, 5:3
BLACK, WILLIAM L
Appeal and repliev in order sought in damage suit filed by James N Story, Ja 24, 4:5
BLACK RIVER
Ice gorge damages vessels, menaces Nickle Plate rr bridge at Lorain, U 22, 3:5
BLACKBURN (STATE FUND CO),
Disagreement - 10thatty Gen (Knecht results in discharge of chief clerk George Crawford and clerks Fred Herbst, A F Reynolds, A J Barry, L F Bailey, and F J Neuhans, Ja 22, 2:4
BLACKBURN, (Casa)
Names Scott & Downe in libel suit, N 11, 2:4; 5:2
BLACKBURN, LARRY
Healthful condition upon return from U S army service discussed, Ag 30, 4:1
BLACKBURNE, J E
James and disposes chg of alleged misconduct in office of state dairy and food comm, N 3, 6:1
BLACKBURN, J F
Grocery store destroyed by fire, Ja 10, 5:6
BLACKBURN, JOSEPH E
Denounces as forgerys letters demanding campaign contributions, N 7, 1:5; brands letters, N 8, 2:4
BLACKBURN, JOHN H
Chosen chmn of state dem exec com, S 9, 7:1
BLACKSTONE, THOMAS B
App'd trustee of Ohio Univ by Gov Bushnell, Je 10, 2:5
BLACKWELL, HARRY
Awarded patent on pottery-glazing machine, Ja 31, 5:3
64a AERON BEACON JOURNAL INDEX
ALCIST, FREDERICK J
Divorced by wife Hulcy Reed, Ap 8, 1:5
ALCO, JOHN (Colun)
Son killed when struck by train, My 28, 2:5; My 30, 2:5
ALCO, J M & BLACK CO (Conti)
Assigns assets, Mr 8, 2:4
ALCOON, C (Clev)
Injured when sled strikes bridge, U 10, 2:4
ALCOON, C G
Discrimination suit against Chesapeake & Ohio rr co opens before ICC, N 25, 6:4
ALCOON (Clev), JAMES H
Arrives in city to take pastorate at St Paul's Episcopel ch, Jy 1, 6:1; preaches initial sermon as rector of St Paul's, por, Jy 6, 8:1
ALCOON, WILTON
Vagancy chg dismissed, Je 20, 5:6
ALCOON (Clev)
Contest of cl proceedings opposed by majority of judges at meeting called by Judge N C Cong, N 25, 1:4
ALCRED, JONH (Nottingham)
Killed when struck by train, Mr 3, 2:5
ALCRED, WILLIAM H (Springfield)
Res robbed, U 31, 2:4
ALCREDER, HARRY E
Names Lake Steiger in collection suit, U 2, 6:2
ALCREDER FAMILY
Reunion at Suffield, Ag 16, 6:3
ALCREDER, HARRISON (Suffield)
Baker's Smith shop robbed, S 7, 6:3
ALCREDER, JEREMIAH F
Names Lucy Kauth and others in estate partition and researship suit, Ap 23, 3:3; partition of property ordered, Je 3, 3:6; Samuel H Sturgeon files cross petition for judgment against 1st deft, Je 6, 3:2
ALCREDER, MIRRA
Injured when horses run away, Mr 21, 1:7
ALCREDER, MILTON
Arrested on chg of hunting rabbits with ferret, N 29, 1:6
Trial on chg of hunting on Sunday contd, D 1, 3:1
ALCOON
Ill for relief of indigent blind passed by legis, Ap 27, 5:4
Ill passed by legis admitting blind children to inst for deaf and dumb, Mr 25, 1:6
64b AERON BEACON JOURNAL INDEX
ALCOON, LORIN
Carriage demolished when struck by runaway team near Northfield, Ap 13, 8:4
ALCOON, CLAIRE
Chg of malicious mischief dismissed, My 7, 5:2
ALCOON, JACOB
Estate names Adelaide S and Clara E Biggs in collection suit, Mr 24, 1:5
ALCOON, GEORGE
Injured by fall into basement, S 12, 1:6
ALCOON, JOHN
Arrested on suspicion of chg, confesses to complicity in robberies, Massillon, S 15, 8:1
ALCOON, JOHN S & MARY
Named in suit to enforce judgment, F 26, 4:5
ALCOON, S D
Reappointed penitentiary guard, My 25, 5:3
ALCOON, GROVER
Robbed, F 8, 5:2
ALCREDER, GEORGE B, JR
Cut and fatally wounded, Ike Hartman held, My 23, 5:3; operated on in effort to save life, My 26, 1:6; reptly dying from knife wounds reocd during fight with Ike Hartman, My 28, 3:4; dies, Je 2, 5:5; post mortem discloses death due to wound in stomach, Je 3, 4:4; inquest started by Coroner Fauer, Je 4, 6:9; Je 6, 5:5; Fauer arrives at no verdict, Je 7, 3:2; lack of surgical treatment cause of death is verdict of Coroner Fauer, Je 8, 8:1; possibility of death being avoird by performing emergency operation denied, Ltr, Je 11, 5:4; all Akron doctors subpoenaed in murder case, Je 14, 3:5
ALCOON
Killed when bridge over Mohican river at Shelby collapsed, Jy 5, 4:3
ALCOON (Clev)
Chosen financial sec of Akron City hosp by trustees, U 12, 1:7
ALCOON, JAMES & PANNE
Sell parcel of land to William H Kaufman, U 10, 6:2
ALCOON, JOHN C
Sell parcel of land to A W Kosh, D 12, 8:2
ALCOON, OHIO
Four business blocks destroyed by fire, N 14, 2:1
ALCOON, CHARLES (Toledo)
Injured during lunge intiation, Jy 21, 2:5
BLUE FUND
Leased by Francis Shubert for summer resorts, N 25, 5:2
BLUE FUND CO
Dana J Burder files motion for money distribution in case by George H Goble, Ja 11, 4:7; appeal dismissed in suit brought by George H Goble, Ap 14, 3:2
BLUE FUND PA
Falling into decay, S 12, 4:4
BOAT GARAGE OF THE O, AIN OF
Organizes, elects officers at Toledo conv, Mr 3, 2:5
BOAT TTS
Eng entrant Prince of Wales's visit to U S will not affect outcome of internall contest, ed, D 12, 4:1
BOEDE, GITTO (Conti)
Store robbed, U 26, 2:4
BOEDE, HANNA, AUGUST CARL (Clev)
Named in alleged libel suit by Charles H Fuller (Clev Plain Dealer), U 20, 5:4
BOEDE, HARRY C (Clev)
Arrested on chg of threatening blackmail, N 17, 1:7; Gu county grand jury refuses to indict her on blackmail chgs, U 22, 1:5
BOEDE, PHILLIP F
Named with Harry B Steward in personal damage suit, F 19, 4:5
BOEDE, FREDERICK
Estate real estate offered for sale by assignee, F 10, 6:7
BOEDE, CHARLES
Sears out warrant for son Fred's arrest on assault and battery chg, N 6, 5:2
BOEDE, FRED
Suit against People's Mutual Ins co dismissed, F 11, 4:7
BOEDLER, H A
Losses suit to Meekel brothers co, Ja 28, 4:7
BOESE, J B (BURL (Philadelphia)
Wins judgment in suit against Mrs A F McCrumb, S 10, 3:1
BOESE MAKING CO
Aultman-Taylor co strike deadlock, Mansfield, Ag 4, 2:4
Joehnsmakers strike at Russell co, Massillon, Ag 15, 2:2
BOESE, RICE
Released from Co B 8th regt OVA, D 22, 3:4; mustered out of army service, U 23, 6:2
BOELAN, PAT
Arrested on disorderly conduct chg, F 8, 8:5; case contd, F 9, 3:1
BOLAN, PATRICK  
Fined for assault, Je 20, 5:5

BOLAN, SPRINGFIELD  
Death rapid due to poisoning in corner's verdict, O 4, 2:4

BOLIN, TON  
Held on chg of interfering with officer, Ja 31, 5:2  
Held on assault chg, case contd, O 26, 3:3; fined for assault and battery, O 27, 1:5

BOLIVAR BROS CO  
Dissolution notice, N 15, 6:4; dissolves, E 17, 5:7
Julius Delanz successor, J 6, 6:7

BOLIN, THOMAS  
Chg of malicious mischief dismissed, My 7, 5:2

BOLLY, (Pastoria)  
Named with Gilbertson by George McCormick in property recovery suit, F 3, 2:6

BOLINO, HARVEY  
Released under bond on disorderly conduct chg, Apr 4, 5:3; fined for disorderly conduct, Apr 6, 5:6

BOLIO, HENRY E  
Sued for divorce by wife Lena, Ag 30, 3:4

BOLLINGER, JAMES  
Arrested on train-riding chg, My 10, 3:2; dismissed from chg of clinging to cars, My 19, 3:2

BOLLINGER, CATHERINE  
Names estate of John Spade in property suit, F 5, 1:4; cross petition filed by John S. Farnsworth to enforce judgment against Michael and Barbara J Spade, My 12, 3:1

BOLT, ADELINE  
Convicted of assault with intent to rape to Je, 2:2; convicted of rape, Je 3, 3:6; sentenced to Ohio State reformatory, Je 4, 3:3

BOLT, JACOB  
Named as owner of automobile, Oct 18, 5:4

BOLSONO, ISAAC  
Killed in train-buggy collision at Columbiana, Ja 20, 3:5

BONAWA, ROBERT  
Named in assault case before missionary meeting at Grace Reformed ch, F 7, 8:3

BONCRAM, STANDARD  
Named in car accident, O 4, 3:4; named in answer by Standard Continental, Ja 3, 5:2

BONDELL, LLOYD  
Gives bond for appearance on chg, O 24, 1:5

BOND, NAY M  
Wife, Apr 7, 5:7; will filed for probate, My 3, 3:5; Benjamin Bond's will, probate, J 13, 3:3

BOND, ARTHUR (Clev)  
Killed when bicycle falls in front of st car, N 12, 5:5

BONDSTON, ANNA  
Fined for intoxication in suit against Anna Ealing, F 2, 3:3; lower ct decision affirmed by circuit ct, O 7, 6:2

BORK, FREDERICK  
Arrested for fighting with Sun Margareth, Ja 13, 5:4; chgd with fighting, case continued, Ja 13, 8:2

BORDEN, WILLIAM  
Names John McGarry, sr; in criminal suit, Ja 10, 3:6

BOSTON, JOHN  
Missing, S 17, 1:3

BOSTON, WILLIAM  
Fined for intoxication, N 16, 5:2

BOSTON TWP  
One cause of accident, May 21, 8:1  
One cause of accident, May 21, 8:1

BOSTON CLOTHING CO  
Furnished by dudley's Hat store, Je 3, 3:1

BOSTONIA SS  
Four employees drown at Cinti when gunk plank breaks, M 4, 2:3

BOSTON, UDAEL  
Fined for intoxication, O 10, 3:1

BOSTON POST (GENS), JAMES L (Youngstown)  
Appeals brief on cts by Fred McKinley, Je 30, 5:1

BOURNE, THOMAS  
Fined for intoxication, Je 20, 4:2

BOURJOTA, ANDREW  
Injred by cave-in, Ag 15, 6:4

BOYNE SCHOOL  
Matron's report, murder by Mary Scott, D 14, 1:3

BOWE, LOUISE (Coles)  
Attempts suicide by poisoning, S 22, 2:4

BOWES, ED  
Robbed, Ag 25, 3:1

BOWERS, JACOB (Tiffin)  
Held on robbery chg, O 7, 2:4

BOWERS, JAMES  
Fined for disorderly conduct, Ap 13, 3:2

BOWERY ST  
Defined as being in dangerous condition, Ja 13, 5:2

City com's ask for bids for constructing retaining wall, N 1, 7:5; retaining wall bid rejected by city coms, N 12, 1:6

BOYDALE, GRACE (Coles)  
Injured when struck on head by falling brick, Ja 10, 1:7

BOYDEN, THOMAS  
Released on chg of resisting an officer, Mr 1, 8:1

BOYDING  
SEMI-PRO AMATEUR  
kirkwood club finishes season, C team wins championship, O 24, 5:2; O 26, 5:2

Imperials  
vs Policans, 1 game, Je 4, 5:1

Peerless  
vs Cereals, Je 2, 5:4  
vs Cereals, 1 game, Mr 4, 5:1  
vs Cereals, 1 game, Je 9, 5:3

vs Kirkwoods, Mr 24, 5:2

BOYLING, ALEX  
Elected office, O 20, 3:2

BOYD, JUSTICE (Toledo)  
Furnished interest of F C Facko and James Hodge in Facko, Hodge & co grain firm, Ja 11, 2:2

BOYD, GIANT  
Loses judgment suit brought by Margaret Goodman, O 6, 3:3

BOYER, JACOB (Gross Twp)  
Found dead, murder suspected, O 30, 2:4

BOYNG  
Exhibition boat between Kid McCoy and Harry Long stopped by police at Dayton, F 15, 1:6

Mayor Jack refuses permit for Rahlin-McCoy fight, Coa, Ag 8, 5:3

See as brutal and debasing, ed, H 26, 4:1

PROFESSIONAL  
Gas Rahlin discusses future bouts, F 7, 8:2

Gas Rahlin matched with Thomas McCormick, Jy 12, 5:2

Art Sims vs Jack Carner bout stopped by police, action of Marshal Clapp unwarranted by events, O 23, 5:2

Burns, Charles  
vs Charles Johnson, draw, Je 21, 2:5  
vs Owen Zeigler, draw, O 13, 5:3

Burns, Eddie  
vs Kid Groud, Je 14, 5:1
BOYCE, H H (cont)
- Certain funds attached by Atty Thomas Campbell for N Y creditors, D 29, 2:4
- SQUAR (Cleveland), (Cambridge)
- Slain, Orrin Law held, S 9, 2:2; murder investigated, 9 10, 2:5
- BOYD, J OHN
- Fired for intoxication, Je 24, 8:5
- BOYER, JESSE R
- BOYER, LEOY M (Clev)
- Arrested for embezzlement after taking gun from U S mail, Je 2, 7:5
- BOYS' JUV GIRLS OF 30 AND 40 YRS AGO
- Hold annual reunion, elect officers, Je 10, 5:4
- BOYS' INDIAN SCHOOL (Lancaster)
- Rept filed, D 22, 1:2
- BOYTON, HUGH M
- Loses collection suit by A L Keight, appeals case, D 13, 3:3
- BRAKEN, JAMES A
- Purchases Akron Sunday World, F 19, 4:5
- BRADFORD, WILLIAM
- BRADFORD, WILLIAM H
- Arrested on chg of disturbing a pub meeting, N 26, 3:3; chg dismissed, N 29, 3:1
- BRADLEY, (Clev)
- Estate bldg damaged by fire, My 7, 2:5
- BRADLEY, ARTHUR (Sharon)
- Sugar house destroyed by fire, Mr 10, 8:4
- BRADLEY, JONALD
- Weath, Je 16, 3:1; funeral, Je 17, 3:2
- BRADLEY, M A & CO
- Steamer Superior sinks in Lake Michigan, Ag 31, 2:1
- BRADLEY TOWN & CERAMIC CO (East Dayton)
- Plan bldg damaged by fire, F 7, 3:6; destroyed by fire, F 8, 2:3
- BRAUN, C (Boston Tap)
- Arrested on chg of selling liquor, F 7, 8:3
- BRAUN, CHARLES (Clev)
- Dismissed from intoxication chg, Ag 20, 4:6
- BRAUN, CASSIA & JENNIE
- Named in collection suit by Otto Wielde, Jy 1, 3:1
- BRAUN, W H (Boston)
- Store robbed, Ap 22, 5:3
BRENNER, FRANK X (Clev) (cont)
5:11 held for Clev police, F 5, 3:5; missing, N 11, 1:7; arrested on fraud chg at Cols, N 15, 1:4; held at Cols on money fraud chg., N 15, 1:4; held by Clev police, N 17, 5:3; indicted on grand larceny chg, Ap 11, 3:5; acquitted of embezzlement chg, Je 16, 5:5; arrested on fraud chg (Clev Leader), D 31, 8:5; released under bond on fraud chg, N 1, 4:7; bond declared forfeited and prisoner sentenced for attempted sale of alleged counterfeit money, N 14, 3:3
BRENNER, RALPH
Chg of malicious mischief dismissed, My 7, 5:2
BRENNER, MICHAEL
Fined on assault chg, Jy 20, 3:3
BRENT, TERENCE, CLINT (Mississia)
Ins judgment suit against estate of Lewis Brown, F 5, 8:4
BELL, MILLARD
Sermons at Thomasville, J 28, 8:5
BREEN, JAN (Cinti)
Stabb'd in brow, Phil Biesack held, Ag 10, 2:5
BRENNAN, MRS, JAMES (Canesville)
Evans with child in flood, N 26, 2:5
BRENNER, JULIAR
Estate files exception to acct of John F Seiberling & Co, D 22, 3:3
BRIDGER, Elected state sen from 3rd dist, unofficial returns, N 9, 1:3; elected U S repr in 3rd dist, N 10, 6:2
BRENT, CHARLES
Pleads not guilty to suspicionchg, case cont'd, Je 13, 8:2
BRETT, MICHAEL
Fined for intoxication, Je 6, 5:4
BREWER, DAVID W (Owenton)
Stabb'd, Thomas Flatly held, Je 9, 2:5
BREITZ, M F (Bowling Green)
App'd postmaster, Ja 11, 2:1
BREITZER, A K
Robbery of res attempted, Je 4, 5:3
BREITZER, JONATHAN
Wlns by default judgment in George H Heintzelman money recovery suit, Jy 22, 3:4
BREITZER & JORDAN COAL CO
Organizes, elects officers, N 16, 3:4; N 17, 3:4
BREITZER COAL CO
Awarded contr to supply city with coal, O 11, 1:6
BRECKET, HENRY
Fined for assault, Jy 26, 3:1
BRIGHTMORE (Rev), W H
App'd pastor of Akron Calvary Evangelical ch, S 16, 1:7; assigned to pastoship, S 19, 8:1
BRILLIANT, OHIO
Mayor William S Maxwell resigns, C I Waddle app'd F 5, 1:6
BRISTOL, HARRY (Clev)
Sentenced to penitentary on pocket-picking chg, F 25, 2:5
BRISTOL AND SOUTH WEST OHIO WAGON CO
With Scottish wagon co, Union Rollingstock co., and North Central wagon co wins judgment against CABC Mr. C, D 5, 5:4
BRITT & SINCLAIR
Strike oil near Lima, Ja 21, 7:1
BRITT, MATTHEW M
Napes Empire Life Ins co in collection suit, S 6, 6:1
BRITT, LESTER (West Salem)
Enlists as art man in Spanish-American war, Je 29, 2:5
BRITT, WALTER
Released on condition that he pay damages for maliciously smashing windows, My 19, 3:2
BRITTEN BLOCK (Clev)
Fire under investigation by Fire Wards Reif and Miller, Jy 23, 2:5
BRITTEN PRINTING CO (Clev)
Destroyed by fire, Jy 11, 2:3
BROOK ST CH OF CHRIST
Opens free reading rooms, My 14, 3:1
Sunday school holds Christmas entertainment, O 28, 3:3
BRIDGES, JOHN
Charged with forgery, dismissed, Jy 20, 8:5
BRIDGES
Notice for bids on painting iron bridges, Jy 23, 6:4
Planking and strengthening work on Cuyahoga river bridge started, S 19, 3:1
Steel structure proposed to replace condemned Linwood Ave viaduct at Norwalk, O 16, 2:2
Maple Grove iron bridge completed over Sand Run, J 21, 8:5
BRIGHTON IRON & COAL CO
With Youngstown Steel co purchases Pembob-Ressemer ore mines of Michigan from Alexander Byers and The Ted, Stambaugh, and co, Youngstown, Je 10, 2:5; new cement plant begins operations, N 18, 2:5
BRODMAN, HENRY
Fined for assault, Jy 26, 3:1
BRIGHTMORE (Rev), W H
App'd pastor of Akron Calvary Evangelical ch, S 16, 1:7; assigned to pastoship, S 19, 8:1
BRILLIANT, OHIO
Mayor William S Maxwell resigns, C I Waddle app'd F 5, 1:6
BRISTOL, HARRY (Clev)
Sentenced to penitentary on pocket-picking chg, F 25, 2:5
BRISTOL AND SOUTH WEST OHIO WAGON CO
With Scottish wagon co, Union Rollingstock co., and North Central wagon co wins judgment against CABC Mr. C, D 5, 5:4
BRITT & SINCLAIR
Strike oil near Lima, Ja 21, 7:1
BRITT, MATTHEW M
Napes Empire Life Ins co in collection suit, S 6, 6:1
BRITT, LESTER (West Salem)
Enlists as art man in Spanish-American war, Je 29, 2:5
BRITT, WALTER
Released on condition that he pay damages for maliciously smashing windows, My 19, 3:2
BRITTEN BLOCK (Clev)
Fire under investigation by Fire Wards Reif and Miller, Jy 23, 2:5
BRITTEN PRINTING CO (Clev)
Destroyed by fire, Jy 11, 2:3
BROOK ST CH OF CHRIST
Opens free reading rooms, My 14, 3:1
Sunday school holds Christmas entertainment, O 28, 3:3
BRIDGES, JOHN
Charged with forgery, dismissed, Jy 20, 8:5
BRIDGES
Notice for bids on painting iron bridges, Jy 23, 6:4
Planking and strengthening work on Cuyahoga river bridge started, S 19, 3:1
Steel structure proposed to replace condemned Linwood Ave viaduct at Norwalk, O 16, 2:2
Maple Grove iron bridge completed over Sand Run, J 21, 8:5
BRIGHTON IRON & COAL CO
With Youngstown Steel co purchases Pembob-Ressemer ore mines of Michigan from Alexander Byers and The Ted, Stambaugh, and co, Youngstown, Je 10, 2:5; new cement plant begins operations, N 18, 2:5
BRODMAN, HENRY
Fined for assault, Jy 26, 3:1
BRIGHTMORE (Rev), W H
App'd pastor of Akron Calvary Evangelical ch, S 16, 1:7; assigned to pastosship, S 19, 8:1
BRILLIANT, OHIO
Mayor William S Maxwell resigns, C I Waddle app'd F 5, 1:6
BRISTOL, HARRY (Clev)
Sentenced to penitentary on pocket-picking chg, F 25, 2:5
BRISTOL AND SOUTH WEST OHIO WAGON CO
With Scottish wagon co, Union Rollingstock co., and North Central wagon co wins judgment against CABC Mr. C, D 5, 5:4
BRITT & SINCLAIR
Strike oil near Lima, Ja 21, 7:1
BRITT, MATTHEW M
Napes Empire Life Ins co in collection suit, S 6, 6:1
BRITT, LESTER (West Salem)
Enlists as art man in Spanish-American war, Je 29, 2:5
BRITT, WALTER
Released on condition that he pay damages for maliciously smashing windows, My 19, 3:2
BRITTEN BLOCK (Clev)
Fire under investigation by Fire Wards Reif and Miller, Jy 23, 2:5
BRITTEN PRINTING CO (Clev)
Destroyed by fire, Jy 11, 2:3
BROOK ST CH OF CHRIST
Opens free reading rooms, My 14, 3:1
Sunday school holds Christmas entertainment, O 28, 3:3
BROOKSEEDER, CHARLES (Toledo) Burned in fire caused by dust explosion in grain elevator, S 21, 2:1
BROOKS, SIMON Case against Rommel et al dropped from docket, J 11, 4:7
BROTSCHAN, WILLIAM H Names William Lonthor in damage suit, N 21, 3:1
BROUGHAM, JAMES
Saloon damaged by fire, Ap 29, 8:2
BROUGHTON, ZELLA A Files cross petition as party plaintiff in suit of Charles A Cable vs John F Seiberling & co, F 3, 3:4
BROWN, VICTOR Discovers gas on farm near Betzun, N 25, 1:6; plans for gas well discussed, N 29, 1:6
BROWN, H (Northfield) Sawmill damaged by fire, F 16, 8:6
BROWN, Elected state sen 6th dist, unofficial returns, N 9, 3:3
BROWN, ALBERT (Washington C H) Res destroyed by fire, son Frank and Cary Roby burned to death, U 31, 2:4
BROWN, ARTHUR
Arrested on truancy chg, My 6, 3:2; chg dismissed, My 7, 5:2
Fined for malicious mischief, My 14, 4:4
BROWN, B W (Willardsburg) Testifies before sen legis com in oil trust investigation, F 9, 2:5
BROWN, BERT Application to have him adjudged insane filed by warden of Penitentiary, Ap 26, 8:3; adjudged sane following examination, S 3, 6:2; lunacy alleged in affidavit filed by father Jacob, examination held, N 10, 3:3
BROWN, CHARLES
Sentenced on vagrancy chg, Mr 18, 5:3
Fined for indecent exposure, Ag 10, 3:1
Injured by fall on visudict, J 12, 1:6
BROWN, CHARLES K
Fined for intoxication, O 21, 8:2
BROWN, CHARLOTTE A S Suit by Clarence F Ames settled, F 18, 3:3
BROWN, CLARENCE AND ARTHUR Held on petit larceny chg, Ag 19, 8:2; rec suspended sentences, Ag 25, 3:4
BROWN, CLIFFORD S
BROWN, DELBERT Names Charles Wilson in collection suit, Jy 26, 3:1
BROWN, J ICK
Saloon robbed, Je 26, 6:3
BROWN, E N Tells of hazards and wealth of Klondike gold fields, Je 25, 3:3
BROWN, ELLA
Fleas not guilty to disorderly conduct chg, case contd, S 1, 8:4
BROWN, ELSWORTH G Sues wife Minnie H for divorce, Jy 25, 3:2; motion filed by wife asking for allowance and alimony, F 1, 5:2; ordered by st to pay alimony to wife, F 14, 3:2; answers chg, F 20, 3:3
BROWN, FRAK (Kent)
Injured when struck with hammer, Harry Hammond held, Mr 1, 5:3
BROWN, FRAK
Arrested on vagrancy chg, O 26, 3:5; chg dismissed, O 27, 1:5
BROWN, FRAK J
Elected councilman in 6th ward, Ap 5, 1:4
BROWN, FRED (Clev)
Body found floating in Guy river, foul play suspected, Ap 6, 1:5; identified as man found in river, Ap 7, 2:6
BROWN, GALEN E
Suit against ABC Ry co settled, Jy 26, 3:3
BROWN, GEORGE
Arrested on fighting chg, F 28, 3:5
BROWN, GEORGE W
Sued for divorce by wife Margaret R, Ag 25, 3:4; divorce granted, O 22, 3:3
BROWN, HOWARD
Wins 3rd honors in Buchtel coll preparatory commencement, Je 21, 5:5
BROWN, J C
Purchases Heintzelman bakery, Ja 6, 4:7
BROWN (MRs), J C
Attempts to poison child, commits suicide, O 7, 1:7
BROWN, JOHN
BROWN, JOHN
App'd to be assessing bd for Glendale ave and Grove st sewers, Jy 2, 3:2
BROWN, JOHN W
Sentenced for vagrancy, J 2, 8:2
BROWN, JOHN (Clev) Wins personal damage suit against William Wheatly, My 5, 5:4
BROWN, JOHN C
Files petition in voluntary bankruptcy, N 26, 4:3; adjudged bankrupt, N 29, 6:6
BROWN (MRs), JOHN R Arraigned and released, Ag 10, 8:5
BROWN, LEON (Silver Lake)
Injured when dragged by st car, Jy 22, 8:2
BROWN, LOUIS (Minisilla)
Estate loses judgment suit brought by Elias Breitenstein, F 5, 8:4
BROWN, LOUIS
In case against Lawrence Shondle judgment by default against Mary A Shondle, Ja 11, 4:7
BROWN, LOUIS (Millsburg)
Estate wins damage suit against CGC & co, O 26, 8:1
BROWN (MRs), McCLELLAN
Claim as founder of WCTU defended by Conti & Inquirer, Mr 17, 7:2
BROWN, PAT
Fined for intoxication, My 2, 3:1
BROWN, RAY
Named in mortgage suit by Mary M Smith, Ja 11, 4:6
BROWN, ROBERT
Sentenced for vagrancy, N 5, 6:1
BROWN, ROSA
John C Brown app'd adm of estate, U 28, 7:5
BROWN, THOMAS (Clev)
Held in stabbing of Wesley Lackey, Jy 20, 2:4
BROWN, THOMAS
Fined for assault and battery, N 21, 3:1
BROWN, WILLIAM
Sentenced to stone pile for vagrancy, Jy 27, 5:6
BROWN, WILLIAM
Named in breach of promise suit by Mrs Lydia Bittner, Jy 11, 3:4
BROWN, WILLIAM L Case brought by Mccann Piano co dropped from docket, J 11, 4:7
BROUSENSWORTH, ERNEST AND WALTER
Chg of malicious mischief dismissed, My 7, 5:2
BROUSENSWORTH, WALTER.
See Brownsworth, Ernest
BRUCE, BLANCH K Eulogy, ed, Mr 18, 4:1
BRUCE, ETHEL (Shelby)
Died of injuries recd in bridge disaster, Jy 8, 7:1
BRUCE, VINCENT E
Died during service in Spanish-Amer war, S 27, 7:2
BUCHEL, JOHN R Distribution of estate ordered, S 13, 3:5; Mattie Moffatite files motion for appraisal of adxs, O 28, 3:4
BUEHLER (CONSTABLE), GEORGE (Clev)
Arrested on unlawfull chg, My 27, 2:5; bound to grand jury, Je 8, 2:5
BRUMBAUGH, JACOB
Estate inventory filed, Mr 4, 3:4
BRUMBAUGH, W A
Buys parcel of land from Trustee Frank A Wilson, O 7, 8:5
BRUNETTI, TONY (Clev) Killed by gas explosions in tunnel, Jy 12, 2:4
BRUN, GEORGE P
Alleged to have shot and killed Dudley Lee, re-released under bond, O 25, 2:4
BRYAN, CONSTANT
Estate sells strip of land to Ella M Parks, D 7, 8:5
BRYAN (MAJOR), FREDERICK C
Reelected major of 8th regiment infantry ONG, Ja 28, 8:3
Named in money recovery petition by E R Otis, F 14, 5:5
Suit by Solon N Wilson cross petitioned by Doyle & Bryan asking atty fees, F 14, 5:5
Elected to bd of educ in lst ward, Ap 5, 1:4
Elected pres bd of educ, Ap 19, 8:1
Abillity praised, retention on school and library bdjs urged, ed, S 22, 4:1
Fined, ed, N 29, 4:1
BRYANT (MRs), SUSAN L
Injured in fall, Je 21, 5:4
BRYAN, WILLIAM J
Movement for his elimination from council of dem party approved, ed, Ja 24, 4:1
BRYAN, WILLIAM J (cont.)
Patrolism and support of Pres William McKinley praised, Ap 7, 4:2
Melodramatic photographs satirized, ed, My 27, 4:1
Criticized for seeking appointment as high commissioned officer in U S army, ed, Je 3, 4:1
Criticized of govt policy while in uniform of 3rd Nebraska volunteers condemned, ed, N Y Sun, Je 17, 4:2
Appointed as officer in U S army criticized, ed, Jg 21, 4:1
Reminded of obedience to superior officers, ed, Jg 24, 4:1
Military conduct satirized, ed, Jy 19, 4:1
Philosophy on gold and silver questioned, ed, Ag 6, 4:1
Inclination for speech-making satirized, ed, Ag 18, 4:2
Cited as being made a martyr by the money power and populist party, ed, S 20, 4:2
Rebuked for proposed criticism of fed govt during Spanish-Amer war, ed, S 22, 4:2
Service in U S army during Spanish-Amer war denounced as incompetent, S 24, 4:3
MiL activities seen as pal strategy, ed, D 14, 4:3
Criticized for attitude toward MiL discipline, ed, D 10, 4:1
Motives for joining army discussed, ed, D 13, 4:1
Views on territorial expansion discussed, ed, D 14, 4:1
Views on army life criticized, ed, U 14, 4:1
Criticized for views on proposal to give Philippine Islands back to Spain, ed, U 16, 4:1
Ability as soldier discussed, ed, U 17, 4:2
Assertion that next cong will be controlled by silvertes ridiculed, ed, U 30, 4:1
BRYANT & CO
Damaged by windstorm, Jg 24, 8:3
BRYANT SCHOOL
Mothers' and Teachers' circle holds meeting, program given, Jg 11, 8:1
Holds lawn fete, Jg 16, 5:1
Mothers' and Teachers' circle elects officers, N 5, 8:3
Mothers' and Teachers' circle holds meeting, D 2, 1:5
BRYANT, THOMAS
Arrested and fined on robbery charge, O 6, 6:2
BUCHELL, B F
Property offered in trustee's sale, Mr 26, 6:6
Trustee's notice of property sale, Ap 2, 7:6
BUCHELL, CHARLES
Fined for disorderly conduct, Ap 28, 6:1
BUCHELL, FRANK
Fined for assault and battery, My 20, 8:2
BUCHELL, JOHN R
Annual birthday celebration held at Crouse gymnasium, Ja 14, 8:1
William Buchel aptsd admr of estate, N 10, 3:3;
N 19, 7:7
BUCHELL, MARTHA
Injured in fall from bicycle, Mr 24, 8:3
BUCHELL, WILLIAM
Motion for new trial filed in suit against G Kubler, U 6, 3:3
BUCHELL AVE
Property owners from Main to Spicer st assessed for sprinkling in ord passed by city council, Ag 5, 7:4
BUCHELL COLL
Names Robert C and Jessie V Bailey in collection suit, Ja 13, 3:2
Buildings damaged by windstorm, Ja 24, 8:3
Lone Star frat incorporated, F 6, 8:2
Trustees meet, appt cons, Mr 17, 1:5
Names Lewis, Ira M, Edward B, and Robert A Miller in collection suit, Mr 17, 3:2
Students form for service in case of war with Spain, Ag 11, 3:2
List of graduates, commencement program announced, My 25, 8:2
Library recs gift of valuable book from Atty-Gen Monnet, Je 6, 3:1
Flora 25th annual commencement exercises, Je 14, 5:5
Commencement program outlined, Je 16, 5:6
Dr Edward W Claypole resigns as natural science instructor, enters faculty of Throop Polytechnic Inst, Mr 18, 4:4
Activities summarized, Je 18, 4:5
Scholarship awarded Inez Parshall, Je 20, 3:3
Resignation of Dr E W Claypole regretted, ed, Je 20, 4:1
Holds graduation exercises, Pres Ira A Priest gives baccalaureate sermon, Je 20, 8:1
Senior and normal classes and preparatory dept hold graduation exercises, Je 20, 8:3
Faculty plans reception for retiring members, Je 21, 4:4
BUCHELL COLL (cont.)
Preparatory dept holds commencement, Je 22, 8:3
Bd of trustees holds annual meeting, transacts routine business, Je 23, 3:5
Value to community cited, ed, Je 23, 4:1
Class of '98 holds senior promenade, Je 23, 5:2
Commencement day exercises addressed by Rev J M Atwood, Je 23, 6:1
Reception given retiring teachers, Je 23, 6:3
Oscar C Olin apptd principal of preparatory dept to succeed Jennie Gifford, resigned, Jy 25, 3:3
Opening scheduled, > 8, 4:4
Gaal paper The Buchelite to be revived, O 24, 8:3;
issues 1st edition, N 3, 6:3
Freshman party raided by upperclassmen, N 5, 1:5
Extension lecture course sponsors address on dept stores by O M'Neill, N 22, 8:1
Issues annual catalogue, N 25, 1:6
Audience hears Edson Robinson talk on subject imperialism, U 10, 1:7
Kappa Sigma fraternity plans winter term's work, U 19, 1:4
Students prepare for close of term, U 19, 1:6
Students hear Rev F C Holdcock speak, U 21, 3:1
Students leave for Christmas vacation, D 22, 1:7
Scholarship endowed by Christian Swank, U 27, 1:6
Recital hrs present problem to profs, O 28, 1:6
ALUMNI
Plan celebration, Je 10, 3:5
Alumni assn holds celebration, elects officers, Je 22, 4:5;
holds banquet at Barberton, Je 22, 5:5
STUDENTS
AFS classes hold annual picnic, Je 6, 4:2
Close soc season with formal dance, Je 11, 3:1
Music class holds recital, Je 18, 8:1
Hold class day exercises, Je 22, 4:4
BUCHELL HOTEL
Judgment appealed in collection suit by Lottie Robinson, S 26, 3:2
BUCKEYE CHAIR CO (Gawena)
Assists, F 12, 1:3
BUCKEYE HAT STORE
Purchases Boston Clothing co, Je 3, 3:1
BUCKEYE HAT STORE (cont.)
Damaged by fire when firecrackers explode, Jy 5, 8:1
BUCKEYE PIPE LINE CO
Oil tank and bldg at Findlay destroyed by lightning and fire, Ag 18, 2:4
Gunter action by State of Ohio continues, N 12, 7:5
Contempt proceedings to be brought by State of Ohio, N 17, 2:5
Gunter proceedings brought by State of Ohio protested by residents of oil-producing counties, Toledo, N 18, 2:5;
gunter proceedings postponed, N 18, 2:5
BUCKEYE SIEVER PIPE CO
Elects officers, Jg 19, 5:1
BUCKEYE STONE CO (Leipsic)
Incorporated, Jg 13, 2:7
BUCKEYE ST
Damaged by bursting water main, Jg 24, 5:6
Ord to establish grade passed by council, N 21, 7:4
Resolution providing for improvement from Grant to Carroll at rescinded, Je 18, 7:4
Improvement authorized in resolution by city council, Jy 9, 7:3
Resolution for improvement passed by council, S 13, 5:4
Resolution rescinding previous resolution for improvement passed by council, S 17, 6:7
BUCKEYE WOODEN CC (Clev)
Stock destroyed by fire, F 12, 1:2
BUCKEHEIM, JOHN F
Arrested on chgs preferred by wife, Ja 28, 1:5
BUCKINGHAM, FRANCES P
Case brought by W B Conner, Orlando Wilcox apptd referee, Ja 15, 4:3
Loses suit brought by E E Otis, Ja 25, 3:2
Named by assignee of Murray & Watt in cross petition in suit brought by W B Conner, F 4, 4:4
BUCKINGHAM, GEORGE E
Named in foreclosure suit by Savings and Trust co, F 10, 3:3;
loses suit, Ap 26, 5:4
Named by Clerkin & Maug in petition to determine priority of liens, Mr 14, 3:3
BUCKINGHAM, LUCIA
Loses suit brought by Savings and Trust co, Ap 26, 5:4
BUCKLIN, ALBERT
Gives bond for appearance on assault and battery chg, O 24, 15:5

BUCKMAN, M D
Shocked by lightning, Jy 25, 4:2

BUCKMASTER, ELLA M
Case brought by Catherine Beck dropped from docket, Ja 11, 4:7

BUCKWALTER, ELIZABETH (Mooster)
Loses personal damage suit by John Schaaffly, M 4, 2:6

BUCKE, ARTHUR
Missing, Je 7, 2:4

BUILDING AND CONSTR
Boom reptd at Burbant, Ja 6, 3:8
S Main st boom predicted, M 12, 8:1
Ord to regulate constr of blgs in fire limits of city passed by council, My 6, 7:2
Increase reptd at Burbant, My 19, 8:4
Rev of blg activities for yr 1098, O 14, 3:3
Summit county annual rept filed by Aud Stiler, O 21, 5:3
Frame blgs in business dist prohibited by ord introduced in Guy Falls council, D 23, 3:1

BUILDING AND LOAN ASSNS
Consider reduction in interest rate paid to depositors and chgd borrowers, D 17, 3:3

BUILDING TRADES
LABOR RELATIONS
Eight-hr day agreed upon, Clev, My 3, 2:2

STRIKES
Plasterers return to work, Clev, Ja 26, 2:2
Stonecutters continue strike at R J Evans & co, Massillon, Ag 24, 2:5

BUILDING TRADES COUNCIL
Addressed by H C Sanford in interests of Carpenter's union, Ja 22, 8:2

BUCKOVI, CHARLES
Sues wife Hilired for divorce, My 2, 3:3

BUCKING, ROBERT
Fined for intoxication, O 31, 5:3

BULLOCK, FRED (Tiffin)
Bound to ct on forgery chg, M 12, 2:1

BULLOCK, SAMUEL R
Purchases Fostoria Light & Power co and Northwestern Ohio Natural Gas co, Ag 26, 2:5

BUN, MINNIE (Clev)
Robbed after being drugged, My 23, 6:1

BUNICK, JOHN
Robbed, Lute Turner held, Je 23, 5:5

BUNN, WESLEY
Fined for intoxication, S 23, 1:4

BURN, O R
Dog stolen, Adam Wilson held, Ag 10, 5:2

BUSH (M), N H
Buggy demolished in runaway, M 1, 5:4

BUTLETT, ROBERT J
Lectures at First ME ch, N 10, 3:4

BURGESS, F E (Berlin)
Drug store destroyed by fire, J 30, 2:4

BURGESS, JOHN
Fines on camp conditions of 8th Ohio regt during Spanish-American war, S 3, 1:7

BUTTLESTON, CL
Issues city directory, Je 12, 3:5

BURGHER, GEORGE (Barberton)
with H Hublinger and wife Annie loses collection suit to James Doughman, Ja 15, 4:2

BURGESS, EARL
Fined for intoxication, Ja 22, 8:5

BURGESS (MRS), EMMA (Kent)
Injured in fall down stairs, F 12, 4:3

BURL (OR AND MRS), CHRISTIAN
Loses ejection suit by Abram and Alice Switzer, My 20, 3:3

BURN, M
Suit against Anthony Chamberlain appealed to common pleas ct, Ap 12, 3:2

BURKE, Clev
Injunction against Tippecanoe club dissolved, M 2, 2:2

BURKE (COL), CLARENCE E
Offered command of 1st regt Sons of Vets, Je 17, 3:4

Apprat as cmdr of SYS during Spanish-American war revoked, Je 24, 8:2

Resigns from Sons of Vets 1st regt, Ag 30, 4:3

BURKE, F (Elyria)
Store robbed, Jy 20, 2:4

BURKE (MRS), MARGARET
Wins suit against Natl Sawyer Pipe co and Barberton Belt Line co, M 16, 3:3; motion for new trial filed, M 24, 6:2

BUISEY, R M (Inland)
Elected school overseer by bd of educ, Je 7, 8:5

BUISEY (JUDGE), STEVENSON
Names S J Ritchie in cross petition to suit of John U woods' estate vs S J Ritchie, M 16, 3:3

Verdict in bond suit brought by Rocking Valley rr bondholders upheld by Ohio sup ct, N 25, 3:4

Judgment in favor of Central Trust co upheld by Ohio sup ct, N 30, 6:4

BUISEY (STATE SEN), VERNON H
Protest made by Sen J Fark Alexander against placing him on sen coms, Ja 19, 1:7

Chided for allowing Sen Alexander to outwit him, ed, M 10, 4:1

Chgd by Cleveland bar assn with misconduct in office and unprofessional conduct, O 31, 3:4;
date of trial set, N 15, 8:2; trial on slander chg, N 19, 3:5; disbarment proceedings continue,
testifies in own behalf, N 22, 1:2; N 23, 3:3; petition for reopening hearing before
Clev bar assn filed by Judge Wellinbaugh, N 28, 6:2; verdict to be made pub, N 30, 3:4;
expulsion from bar assn recommended by trial com, O 3, 1:3; U 5, 4:2; disbarment chgs filed by
sec of bar assn, O 12, 3:5; expulsion decreed by bar assn, O 12, 5:3; disbarment proceedings
start, prosecutor aptd, J 4, 2:4; chgs filed in circuit ct by bar assn com, O 29, 2:4

BURRETT, ED (Inland)
Wind pump damaged in storm, Ja 26, 5:3

BURRETT, R M (Inland)
Chosen pres of bd of educ, Ap 21, 8:5

BURNS, JAMES W
Builds large addition to plant, O 14, 1:7

BURNHAM, WILLIAM
Arrested on suspicion of murder, O 28, 1:6;
held on chg of carrying concealed weapons,
O 29, 1:4; police investigate past record,
O 30, 3:3

BURRELLER, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, N 8, 3:1

Fined for intoxication, N 9, 5:3

BURKHOLDER, LOUIS
Pleads guilty to assault and battery chg, sentence deferred, N 7, 8:2; sentenced to Canton workhouse for cutting to wound, N 8, 8:5

BURKHOLDER, WILLIAM
Locked up for safe keeping after fight, released, Ja 26, 5:4

BURNETT, ALLEN
Represents Wooster univ in state oratorical contest, Ja 25, 3:6

BURNETT, E P (Lisbon)
Attaches property of Childs, O 28, 4:7; secures execution against all property of Childs to
liquidate notes, O 29, 2:3

BURNHAM (OR AND MRS), S M
Celebrate fiftieth wedding anniv, N 4, 1:5

BURNS, LUDLOW
Held in beating of Michael Hardeman, Ja 19, 2:4

BURNS, JOHN R
Names B & D in personal injury suit, S 7, 6:4

BURNS, NINE
Indicted in Carroll county for prize fighting,
Ja 4, 1:4

BURNS, RAYMOND
Fined for intoxication, Ja 24, 4:4

BURNS, RICHARD (Cols)
Indicted on robbery chg, Je 10, 2:1

BURNS, ROBERT (Sandusky)
Found guilty of chg of shooting with intent to
kill, Ja 27, 3:4

BURROWS Bros CD
Notice of attachment against Arthur L Conger, jr,
F 28, 6:4

Names Fraunfelder & Whitner assignee in repulvin
suit, My 20, 3:5

BURGE (MRS), J W
Suicide, Ap 18, 2:5

BURT, WELLOTTON R (Toledo)
With Ann Arbor rr sued by Merchants' Natl bank
of Baltimore, O 11, 1:1; supplementary petition
filed in suit brought by Merchants' Natl bank,
Greig Ship Building co and 2 others made party
defendants, O 31, 2:2

BURTON, EA (Inland)
Elected state sen 21st dist, unofficial returns,
N 9, 1:3

BURTON, CHARLES H
Case against John Byrider et al settled, Ja 11, 4:7
JUSIN (REPR), THEODORE E
Elected chmn of the rivers and harbors comm, W 8, 2:3

BUSH, WILLIAM S
Sued for divorce by wife Alice Caroline, Ap 19, 3:4; divorce granted, Jy 6, 3:4

BUSNELL (GOV), ASA S
Actions on senatorial question opposed by leading businessmen of Clev, Jy 4, 3:6
Portraits destroyed because of action in senatorial question, Caldwell, Jy 4, 3:7

Trumbull county and western Reserve repubs protest his action on senatorial question, Jy 4, 3:7

Dayton's entire delegation of repubs refuse to attend his inauguration, Jy 4, 3:7
Resignation denied, Springfield, Jy 7, 1:6

Criticized for vanity, ed, Jy 7, 4:1

Accused of treason to Gar, Lorain post command asked to expel him, Ja, Jy 7, 1:3

Agents prepare for inaugural, Jy 8, 2:6

Escort services tendered to and declined by 9th battalion of colored troops, Jy 8, 2:6

Inauguration lacks pub sentiment, Ja 10, 1:3

Inaugural parade uninterrupted, Ja 10, 4:2

Short inaugural speech, Ja 11, 2:6

Pol downfall discussed, ed, Ja 12, 4:1

Staff reassigned with exception of H A Martin who resigns, Ja 13, 2:7

Ridiculed for taking rest trip, ed, Ja 19, 4:1

Apts Capt A F Baldwin to trustee of State asylum for Feebleminded Youth, Ja 21, 5:4

Changes in officials in state insts seen as a fight against U S Sen Mark Hanna, ed, H 9, 4:1

Awaits orders to mobilize troops at Camp Bushnell, Je 21, 1:3

Treachery to repub party criticized, ed, Je 25, 4:2

Method of giving commissions to officers of natl guard criticized, ed, Je 25, 4:1

Will not call special session of state legis: H 16, 4:2

Presents flag to 10th regt ONG, Je 16, 4:6

Refusal to call special session of legis criticized, ed, Je 18, 4:1

Refuses to call legis in special session, Ag 17, 2:5

Issues Labor day proclamation, Ag 18, 2:4

Issues proclamation urging school students to contribute to fund for proposed Lafayette monument in Paris, France; S 27, 2:5

BUSNELL (GOV), ASA S (cont)

Speaks on Gen Lafayette memorial, O 3, 8:2

Blamed for defeat of certain Ohio repub candidate for U S rep, ed, N 12, 4:1

Rejects Ohio's alleged non-participation in Omaha exposition, ltr, U 3, 1:4

Apts Hon william d Neish chief of state engineers, Jy 24, 1:3

BUSNELL, JIRED

Missing, M 29, 5:3

BUSINESS

Recuperative powers of U S praised, ed, J 20, 4:1

Employment of wage earners and high agr prices cited as reasons for optimism, ed, J 31, 4:1

Upturn indicated by increase of donations to charitable and benevolent insts, ed, F 1, 4:1

Slump in Hocking valley dist, Nelsonville, Ag 13, 2:3

Improved conditions reported, N 2, 1:6; N 14, 1:5

Increase in Akron cited, ed, N 14, 4:2

General improvement cited, ed, N 15, 4:2

BUSH, ALBERT C (New Bremen)

Aptd postmaster, Ag 10, 2:5

BUSHARD, JOHN

William A Martin apptd admr of estate, S 23, 1:5

BUSSE, LOUIS

Suicide, Jy 23, 2:5

BUTLER, ALICE

Killed in fall down elevator shaft, Ag 3, 2:5

BUTLER, CLARK

Dismissed on vagrancy chg, Je 27, 5:6

BUTLER, ELMER AND GEORGE (Cincinnati)

Convicted of manslaughter, D 19, 2:1

BUTLER, F W

Bicycle stolen, Je 1, 3:2

BUTLER, FRANKLIN

Sued for divorce by wife Emma J, W 20, 3:3

BUTLER, JAMES

Fined for intoxication, F 21, 5:4

Fined for intoxication, S 19, 3:1

Fined for intoxication, N 18, 3:1

Fined for intoxication, D 27, 4:2

BUTLER, JRINIE

Injured when thrown from buggy in runaway, Je 30, 6:3

BUTLER, JOHN (Mansfield)

Injured when struck by lever, F 15, 3:2

BUTLER, MERRILL

Injured in bicycle collision, My 24, 5:3

---

CABLE, CHARLES A (cont)

Second Natl bank of Warren named party deft in suit vs The John F Seiberling co, W 15, 3:3; with Christopher Cox names John F Seiberling co in cross petition for judgment on note, W 18, 3:2; with Charles Robbins and Eugene J Cable files cross petition in case of First Natl bank of Ravenna vs John F Seiberling, Ap 19, 3:4; exception to rem of referee filed by James H Seiberling in suit against J F Seiberling & co, W 30, 3:1

CABLE, CABLE & ROBBINS

With 18 others wins collection suit against John F Seiberling, W 4, 3:4

CAY, HARRY

Arrested on chg of obtaining money under false pretenses from Bryan & co, N 25, 3:1; trial continued, N 26, 3:1; fined, N 29, 3:2

CAY, JOHN


CAHILL, H F

Bicycle stolen, Jy 6, 3:1

CAHILL, JOHN

Divorces wife Catherine, Ap 13, 3:3

CAHILL, ROBERT

Chicken coop robbed, My 24, 8:4

CAHILL & GAGE

Plumbing shop damaged by fire, F 14, 8:3

Notice of dissolution, Ag 23, 7:7

CAGE, T W

Fined for intoxication, Ag 12, 3:5

CAINE (COL), ALEXANDER C

Aptd special examiner of dept of justice, F 21, 3:7

CAINE, ROBERT N

Named with others in collection suit by Second Natl bank, Je 6, 3:2

CAINE, THOMAS

Fined on vagrancy chg, Jy 20, 8:5

CADERWELL, FLORENCE H

Feature article (Clev Leader), O 31, 9:5

CALLEY, GEORGE W (Wayne county)

Indicted on chg of issuing scrip, My 26, 3:3

CALLEW, M (Cardington)

Names North Bloomfield trust elected judges in personal damage suit, J 9, 2:6

CALD, JOHN

Estate names ABC & Co in damage suit, Ag 15, 3:5

CASE, FREDERICK H

Heir to estate of wealthy aunt in Eng, Ja 10, 5:2
CALEY, FREDERICK H (cont)
recs notice of bequest in will of Margaret Caley in Liverpool (Eng), My 14, 8:5

CALEY, MARGARET
Leaves bequest to Frederick H Caley, My 14, 8:5

CALKINS (Mrs), J S (Aurora)
Dies of shock recd from storm, Je 14, 2:2

CALLAHAN, PHILIP
Sentenced for intoxication, O 31, 5:3

CALLAHAN, THOMAS
Fined for intoxication, Je 2, 5:1

CALLENNER (Mrs), MARY ANN
Dies from injuries rec'd in fall, Mr 11, 3:3
CALVARY EVANGELICAL CH
W H Brightman app'd pastor, S 16, 1:7

CALVARY EVANGELICAL CH, AKRON
Christian Endeavor Soc. discusses minor virtues, D 10, 8:5

Sunday school gives Christmas entertainment, O 28, 3:3
Sunday school elects officers, D 31, 5:5

CAMERA CLUB
Holds meeting, hears officers' reports, Ja 10, 6:4
Holds special meeting, hears Canfield, Vauple, and Prof Knight speak on photography, S 14, 3:4
Holds 1st meeting of season, O 12, 4:4
Hears Prof Glin, O 6, 7:4
Shows local scenes at Universalist chapel, O 13, 1:6

CAMERON, JAMES
Named by Nancy Van Norman in collection suit, Ap 1, 3:1

CAMERON, JAMES M
Granted pension, O 7, 3:1

CANAD, FRANK
Fired on assault chg, Ag 25, 4:3

CAMP, FERGUS M
Named by Thomas W McCue in property damage suit, O 7, 6:2

CAMP, HORACE B
Case brought by John Lynch dropped from docket, Ja 11, 4:7
Flans inauguration of new Locomotive on Ashland & Wooster line, Je 2, 5:2
Patent on appliance for laying elec wire conduits sustained by Judge Ricks, Clev, Je 10, 4:4
Ashland and Jeromeville extensions start, Jy 25, 8:4

CAMP, HORACE B (cont)
Confers with wr com, says rept of Eng capitalist purchase without foundation (Ashland Times), Jy 30, 5:5
Denies trying to sell Ashland-Wooster rr, Ag 9, 3:1
Rep's on progress of rr constr (Ashland Times), Ag 13, 5:3
Names William W Hazzard and Calvary Norris in recovery suit, S 17, 3:2; answer filed by Calvary Norris, O 15, 1:4
Wins royalty suit against Granham and Gist, Toledo, O 5, 1:6

CAMP, VIRGIL M
Loss verdict in suit by Thomas W McCue, O 11, 3:4

CAMP BUSHNELL (Cols)
Abandoned, My 20, 4:5

CAMP BR
Feature article on new rr line in Wayne county, Mr 10, 8:3

CAMPBELL, THOMAS (Massillon)
Finds guilty to chg of sending obscene lett through mails, F 14, 3:3

CAMPBELL, A R
Robbed, Frank Wilson held, Ag 26, 8:2

CAMPBELL, ALEX & SONS (Warren)
Bankruptcy announced, S 20, 2:5

CAMPBELL, ARTHUR
Fined for intoxication, Mr 21, 3:2

CAMPBELL, DON
Wins recovery suit by John J Madigan, pftf appeals case, O 10, 3:4; restraining order continued in suit brought by John J Madigan, L C Miles named parties def, N 29, 3:3

CAMPBELL, F L
Reps loss of money, Mr 25, 1:4

CAMPBELL, GEORGE (Cinci)
Injured in st car-wagon collision, F 5, 1:4

CAMPBELL, J BEN

CAMPBELL, J BEN (cont)
With Mary G McNeill, C W Berry, and A M Cole named in collection suit by Mercantile Natl bank of N Y, My 9, 3:3; Je 27, 3:3
Named by Fourth Natl bank of Cadiz in collection suit, Mr 11, 3:4
Files answer to suit brought by Mercantile Natl bank of N Y, Ag 5, 3:6

CAMPBELL, J O (wooster)
Commissioned chaplain of 8th regt OVI, Jy 7, 5:8; chaplain 8th OVI given farewell reception, Jy 13, 3:1
Describes encampment of 8th Ohio regt of U S army in Santiago (Cuba), Ag 24, 6:1

CAMPBELL, JOSIE
Transcript of testimony in suit filed by Thomas H Groves, Ja 27, 3:1

CAMPBELL (Mrs), MARY J
Death, N 16, 3:1; funeral, N 17, 8:2

CAMPBELL, WATT (Willoughby)
Killed when thrown from train, Je 4, 2:5

CAMPBELL, T C (Cols)
Nunes Ohio State Journal in libel suit, Ja 14, 2:1

CAMPBELL, THEODORE (Kent)
Injured when army wheel breaks, Mr 4, 1:6

CAMPBELL, THOMAS (Cinci)
Attaches certain funds of H H Boyce for N Y creditors, O 29, 2:4

CAMPION, E FERRY
Sues wife Besse M for divorce, Ap 6, 3:3

CANAVAN TFW
Trustees enjoined from trespassing on Wheeling & Lake Erie rr property, Wooster, O 9, 2:4

CANUAN COOPER CO
Nuned in recovery suit by S J Ritchie, Toronto (Ontario), O 20, 1:5

CANALS
Canal from Cinci to Toledo proposed by State Engineer Charles Perkins, Je 30, 8:1

CANE, ROBERT
Fined for intoxication, N 9, 5:3

CANTFIELD
Speaks before Camera club on photography, S 14, 3:4

CANTFIELD, ALEXANDER T AND RESSETTA
Suit brought by Lovina J Viers for breach of contr appealed, S 10, 4:5

CANTFIELD, H G
Suggests method of reception for 8th Ohio regt U S army on furlough, Ag 31, 4:6

CANNING, GEORGE E (Mt Vernon)
App'd postmaster, Ja 11, 2:1

CANNING INDIAN
Wayne county farmers refuse to sell to preserving cos at prices offered, Ja 25, 3:6

CANNON, CHARLOTTE
Denies being discharged as teacher in Akron schools, Hr, Ap 5, 8:1

CANNON, H F AND M E
Losses judgment in collection suit brought by Akron Home & Stamping co, O 1, 3:1

CANNON, JOHN (Youngstown)
Wins collection suit against Mahoning Cycle club, appealed, O 12, 2:5; wins suit, J 15, 5:3

CANNON, M E
See Cannon, H F

CANNON, W B
Notice of sale of real estate issued by execrmatix of estate, Ag 23, 7:6

CANDER, LEO (Covington)
App'd postmaster, Mr 31, 2:6

CANTON, OHIO
Citizens' actions in Battleship Maine disaster criticized, ed, Mr 14, 4:2

ELECTIONS
Dems win, Ap 5, 8:2

WORK-HOUSE
Preferred by prisoners over stone pile, Ja 13, 5:4

RELEASES ALBERT WINGER ON PAROLE, F 26, 3:2

CAPELL, PERRY
Injured with bayonet while attempting to run guard line, Clev, My 2, 3:6

CAPELL, GEORGE W
T Dwight Paul app'd guardian, My 2, 3:3

CAPITOL CITY DAIRY CO (Clev)

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
Abolition bill introduced into Ohio legis, Ja 25, 1:1

BILL INTRODUCED IN STATE SEN FOR ABOLITION OF PENALTY, F 11, 3:2

SULLIVAN BILL DEBATED IN SEN, Mr 14, 4:3

Sullivan's bill for abolition defeated, other bills discussed, Ap 2, 2:6

NEW LAW ALLOWING JURY TO RECOMMEND MERCY FOR CONVICTED MURDERERS CRITICIZED, ed, O 6, 4:6

CARRON (CAPT), JR
Eulogized for part in Spanish-American war, ed, O 19, 4:1
CARPENTER, Frank (Findlay) 
Transferred to dwelling Green jail to prevent lynching, P 22, 1:2; convicted of manslaughter, My 19, 8:1

CARPENTER, W R (Findlay) 
Fined for intoxication, P 29, 8:2

CARSON, RED (Findlay) 
O Held on chg of killing Patrolman William Hally, P 21, 3:5
CARSON, WILLIAM (Cleve) 
Orchard looted, Reuben Musser and John Winkelman arrested and fined, P 23, 4:6

CARSON, J M 
Claims invention of new fuel, Mr 19, 8:1

CARSON, FRITZ, DAVID 
Died of typhoid fever during Spanish-American war, S 19, 1:4

CARSON, T & W R (Findlay) 
Win supreme ct decision in collection suit against 22 unamed fire ins co, N 25, 6:2

CARNEY, "YOUNG" 
Fined for assault and battery, P 17, 5:1

CARNEY, EDWARD (Cleve) 
Arrested on robbery chg, U 20, 2:3

CARNEY, H J 
Defends Central Union Tel co in franchise dispute, Itr, N 19, 1:6

CARNEY, THOMAS 
Fined for intoxication, S 26, 3:1

CARNEY, WILLIAM 
Fined for intoxication, O 24, 3:1

CARS, JACOB 
Bound to probate ct on chg of assault and battery, Ag 3, 3:1

CAROTHERS, FLORENCE 
In case against W Allen Carothers motion to set aside partition of property filed by Sarah C Murah, Ja 10, 3:4

CARPENTER, C H 
Names Lucy and Hannah Allyn in collection suit, My 12, 3:2; wins suit, My 17, 3:2

CARPENTER (OR), LUCIE G (Cleve) 
App'td supt Cleve State hosp by Gov Asa Bushnell, Ap 1, 2:2

CARPENTER, F D 
Named in recovery suit by Jacob and Julius Goldstein, Ap 13, 3:3

CARPENTER (LT COL), GILBERT S 
wounded in battle of Santiago, My 5, 5:4; 
wounded in action in Cuba, brief acct of experience before Santiago, My 12, 8:4

CARPENTER, JOHN L 
Died during Spanish-American war, S 30, 2:4

CARPENTER BLOCK (Oberlin) 
Damaged by fire, U 16, 2:2

CARR, ALBERT 
Suicide, S 16, 1:7

CARR, EDMUND 
Finds answer to suit of George W Harris, Ja 27, 3:1

CARR, F A 
Furnishes Independent Pub co plant, Hudson, Ja 17, 8:5

CARPENTER, JACOB 
Case brought by Harry K Austin settled, Ja 11, 4:7

CARPENTER, JOHN L 
Died during Spanish-American war, S 30, 2:4

CARPENTER BLOCK (Oberlin) 
Damaged by fire, U 16, 2:2

CARR, ALBERT 
Suicide, S 16, 1:7

CARR, EDMUND 
Finds answer to suit of George W Harris, Ja 27, 3:1

CARR, F A 
Furnishes Independent Pub co plant, Hudson, Ja 17, 8:5

CARR, FRANK B 
Fire partly deet in amended petition to suit filed by Ell Rheinheimer against Henry A Robinson, U 6, 3:3

CARR (MS), GEORGE (Gowling Green) 
Killed with 2 children when res is destroyed by fire, Ap 7, 3:6

CARR, JOHN (Toledo) 
Killed in fire caused by dust explosion in grain elevator, S 21, 2:1

CARR, WILLIAM A 
Arrested on vagrancy chg, O 26, 3:5; chg dismissed, O 27, 1:5

CARR, R T (Cleve) 
Arrested on chg of recg money under false pretenses, Ag 15, 6:2; wanted in Cols for his testimony against forger, not criminally involved (Cleve Plain Dealer), Ag 16, 4:4; chg of obtaining money under false pretenses dismissed, Ag 30, 4:3

CARR, R T (Cleve) 
Arrested on chg of recg money under false pretenses, Ag 15, 6:2; wanted in Cols for his testimony against forger, not criminally involved (Cleve Plain Dealer), Ag 16, 4:4; chg of obtaining money under false pretenses dismissed, Ag 30, 4:3

CARR, R T (Cleve) 
Arrested on chg of recg money under false pretenses, Ag 15, 6:2; wanted in Cols for his testimony against forger, not criminally involved (Cleve Plain Dealer), Ag 16, 4:4; chg of obtaining money under false pretenses dismissed, Ag 30, 4:3

CARR, R T (Cleve) 
Arrested on chg of recg money under false pretenses, Ag 15, 6:2; wanted in Cols for his testimony against forger, not criminally involved (Cleve Plain Dealer), Ag 16, 4:4; chg of obtaining money under false pretenses dismissed, Ag 30, 4:3

CARR, R T (Cleve) 
Arrested on chg of recg money under false pretenses, Ag 15, 6:2; wanted in Cols for his testimony against forger, not criminally involved (Cleve Plain Dealer), Ag 16, 4:4; chg of obtaining money under false pretenses dismissed, Ag 30, 4:3

CARR, R T (Cleve) 
Arrested on chg of recg money under false pretenses, Ag 15, 6:2; wanted in Cols for his testimony against forger, not criminally involved (Cleve Plain Dealer), Ag 16, 4:4; chg of obtaining money under false pretenses dismissed, Ag 30, 4:3

CARR, R T (Cleve) 
Arrested on chg of recg money under false pretenses, Ag 15, 6:2; wanted in Cols for his testimony against forger, not criminally involved (Cleve Plain Dealer), Ag 16, 4:4; chg of obtaining money under false pretenses dismissed, Ag 30, 4:3

CARR, R T (Cleve) 
Arrested on chg of recg money under false pretenses, Ag 15, 6:2; wanted in Cols for his testimony against forger, not criminally involved (Cleve Plain Dealer), Ag 16, 4:4; chg of obtaining money under false pretenses dismissed, Ag 30, 4:3

CARR, R T (Cleve) 
Arrested on chg of recg money under false pretenses, Ag 15, 6:2; wanted in Cols for his testimony against forger, not criminally involved (Cleve Plain Dealer), Ag 16, 4:4; chg of obtaining money under false pretenses dismissed, Ag 30, 4:3

CARR, R T (Cleve) 
Arrested on chg of recg money under false pretenses, Ag 15, 6:2; wanted in Cols for his testimony against forger, not criminally involved (Cleve Plain Dealer), Ag 16, 4:4; chg of obtaining money under false pretenses dismissed, Ag 30, 4:3

CARR, R T (Cleve) 
Arrested on chg of recg money under false pretenses, Ag 15, 6:2; wanted in Cols for his testimony against forger, not criminally involved (Cleve Plain Dealer), Ag 16, 4:4; chg of obtaining money under false pretenses dismissed, Ag 30, 4:3

CARR, R T (Cleve) 
Arrested on chg of recg money under false pretenses, Ag 15, 6:2; wanted in Cols for his testimony against forger, not criminally involved (Cleve Plain Dealer), Ag 16, 4:4; chg of obtaining money under false pretenses dismissed, Ag 30, 4:3

CARR, R T (Cleve) 
Arrested on chg of recg money under false pretenses, Ag 15, 6:2; wanted in Cols for his testimony against forger, not criminally involved (Cleve Plain Dealer), Ag 16, 4:4; chg of obtaining money under false pretenses dismissed, Ag 30, 4:3
CASEY, JOHN (Gallow)
   Held in beating of Michael Hardeman, Jy 19, 274
   KILLED WHEN STRUCK BY TRAIN, Jy 11, 3:5
   KILLED WHEN STRUCK BY TRAIN, Jy 11, 3:5
   Names Akron & Gai Falls Rapid Transit co in personal injury suit, F 23, 3:1; answer filed, My 20, 3:5
   Names Akron & Gai Falls Rapid Transit Co in personal injury suit, F 23, 3:1; answer filed, My 20, 3:5

CASEY, JON (Cleveland)
   Arrested on charge of changing denomination of bill, Jy 28, 3:7
   CASDY, (CR) (Alliance)
   Destroyed by fire, J 20, 1:3
   CASDY, JOHN (Cleveland)
   Arrested on charge of changing denomination of bill, Jy 28, 3:7
   CASDY, JAMES (Cleveland)
   Nominated in collection suit by O. O. Frence, J 17, 3:5
   With S. J. Cassidy named in judgment suit by Rebecca Garlick, J 17, 3:1
   CASDY, JAMES (Cleveland)
   Fatally injured when struck by train, Ag 31, 2:4

CASTLE, JOSEPH
   Chrg of fighting dismissed, Jy 22, 8:2

CASTERTON, THOMAS
   Estate names J. H. Laffin et al in note collection suit, My 25, 3:2

CASTON, AARON O
   NamesURICH J Caston in property settlement suit, D 5, 3:2

CASTON, ORPHIN J
   Named in property settlement suit by Aaron O Caston, D 6, 3:2

CASWALL (MRS), CATHERINE
   Death, My 14, 3:4; funeral, My 18, 3:6

CASWALD (MRS), CATHERINE
   Death, My 14, 3:4; funeral, My 18, 3:6

CATHOLIC CENTRAL ASSN (Vinon)
   Holds reception and banquet, F 1, 5:2

CATHOLIC CH (Airberton)
   Announces program of ch carnival, D 25, 1:6
   Sponsors speech on Spanish-American war by Mayor Robert E. Holmeson, N 2, 1:5
   Fair closes, N 4, 5:1
   CATHOLIC KNIGHTS OF KER
   Close conv at Niles, J 2, 5:5
   CATHOLIC MOUNTAIN BROTHERHOOD
   St Bernard's branch No 37 installs officers, Jy 19, 5:3
   CATHOLIC RELIGIOUS SOCIETY
   Names summit county officers in state conv at Cleveland, Jy 14, 3:3
   CATHOLIC RELIGIOUS SOCIETY
   Subject of lectures at Columbia hall by Revs. G. S. Kedderly and W. S. Kers, Jy 10, 8:3
   Rev. G. S. Kedderly lectures on the Catholic rule of faith at Columbia hall, Jy 12, 8:3
   Subject of lectures by Revs. Kers and Kedderly, Jy 15, 5:3

CHANAUGH, THOMAS (London)
   Injured in train-buggy collision, Ja 6, 2:7

CHAPMAN, THOMAS
   Nominated in collection suit by O. O. Frence, J 17, 3:5
   With S. J. Cassidy named in judgment suit by Rebecca Garlick, J 17, 3:1

CHAYWOOD (IEV), B. C
   Defeated for bd of educ in 5th ward, Ap 5, 1:4
   Addresses prohibition league of United Brethren, J 22, 3:2

CERUT, WILLIAM (London)
   Murders James Donovan, O 17, 2:6

CERUT, FRANK
   Fine on charge of not having bell on bicycle, D 21, 3:2

CEWIAN, PETER (Cleveland)
   Dies from wounds inflicted by 2 unknown assailants, Mr 19, 1:4

CEWIAN ASSN.
   Holds 4th annual banquet, F 24, 8:1

Cemetery ASSN, LADIES
   Elects officers, Ap 7, 5:7

Cemetery ASSN, NORTH SPRINGFIELD
   Elects officers, Je 30, 8:3

Cemetery ASSN, WOODS
   Elects officers at Uniontown meeting, N 22, 6:3

CENNA, JOSEPH (Cleveland)
   Jumos, My 25, 2:5

CENTRAL UNION TELEPHONE CO
   Dies elected, Jy 12, 3:2
   Enjoins Citizens' Natl bank from paying out deposits of Missie Raymoed, My 25, 3:4
   Celebrates 1st yr's existence, Jy 30, 8:2
   Rupt of condition, resources and liabilities given, 5, 4:6
   CENTRAL UNION TELEPHONE CO
   Accepts SBC 250,000 shares proposal, N 30, 8:4
   CENTRAL UNION TELOPHONE CO
   Mortgages bonds by City Natl bank, O 15, 3:7

CENTRAL UNION TELEPHONE CO
   Sponsors illus lecture on Egypt and India by N Chalker, F 3, 5:1
   Sponsors lecture by Capt. R. S. Thomas on educ., N 26, 6:1
   Ladies aid soc elects officers, D 9, 3:1
   Ladies Aid society sponsors Christmas carnival, D 15, 5:5

CENTRAL SAVINGS BANK
   Dies elected, Jy 12, 3:2
   Enjoins Citizens' Natl bank from paying out deposits of Missie Raymoed, My 25, 3:4
   Celebrates 1st yr's existence, Jy 30, 8:2
   Rupt of condition, resources and liabilities given, 5, 4:6

CENTRAL STATES ATOMIC ASSN
   Organizes, elects officers at Ohio meeting, F 10, 2:2

CENTRAL TELEPHONE CO
   Names City of Niles in injunction suit, F 3, 3:6

CENTRAL TRUST CO (New York)
   Wins suit against City, Hocking Valley & Toledo RR co, court orders RR sold, Cinti, My 25, 2:3
   suit under consideration by Ohio sup ct, N 19, 2:3; judgment against Judge Stevenson Burke, N 19, 2:3
   sued by Ohio sup ct, N 30, 6:4
   Wins foreclosure suit against Wheeling & Lake Erie RR co, D 2, 3:4
   Made party in supplementary petition of Merchants' Natl bank in suit against Wellington & Erie RR and Ann Arbor RR, Toledo, O 21, 2:2

CENTRAL UNION TELEPHONE CO
   Dies elected, Jy 12, 3:2
   Enjoins Citizens' Natl bank from paying out deposits of Missie Raymoed, My 25, 3:4
   Celebrates 1st yr's existence, Jy 30, 8:2
   Rupt of condition, resources and liabilities given, 5, 4:6

CHAMBERLAIN, ANDREW
   Fruit store damaged by fire, Jy 25, 5:4

CHAMBERLAIN, ANTHONY
   Suit brought by M. Burk appealed to common pleas ct, Ap 12, 3:2

CHAMBERLAIN, NICHOLAS
   Granted citizenship papers, S 9, 8:1

CHAMBERLAIN (MR), W. I
   Reads paper on calling and occupation before Ohio State Horticultural soc, O 9, 3:2

CHAMBERLAIN, WILLIAM E
   Files petition in bankruptcy, O 10, 7:4
CHARITIES (cont)
Akron poor dir. Kendall, repts generous response to appeal for aid, F 3, 8:3
Poor Asr Kendall discusses exceptional cases, F 17, 3:1
Eighth annual Ohio state conf held at Mansfield, O 13, 2:3; elects officers, O 14, 2:5
Liberal contributions urged, 1tr, O 25, 5:5
Method for raising funds suggested, 1tr, N 12, 5:5
CHARITY ASN, CENTRAL
Rept centralization of charities as successful, N 8, 6:3
CHARITY ASN, UNION
Meeting to discuss council of various charity asns of city, Ja 6, 5:2
Combine of charity socs and cs, steps taken towards centralizing charity work in Akron, Ja 11, 5:2
Holds meeting, suggests establishment of an employment bur, Ja 10, 8:3
Plan for centralizing charity work favored by chs, Ja 25, 5:4
Starts labor bur, F 8, 8:4
Closes work for winter, rept filed, Mr 26, 5:3
Ects officers and trustees, O 18, 3:3
Sponsors address by Rev Thomas Dixon on value of confidence at First Ch of Christ, O 19, 1:7
Adopts new plan for helping needy, O 21, 5:2
Standing cs named, O 25, 8:4
Leases Schumacher hall for indus school, N 1, 1:7
Indus school organized, N 5, 3:5
Holds meeting, N 15, 8:3
Holds 3rd entertainment of series, N 25, 6:3
Holds meeting, N 29, 8:4
Ects Rev A B Church sec, Ja 27, 1:7
CHARLES, EMMA L
Files answer and cross petition to suit of Frank Davidison against Frank Keister and others, N 26, 6:1
CHARLES (CART), W A
Predicts election of Lt Col Dick as col of ONG if Col Hard resigns, 1tr, D 20, 4:4
CHASE, CHARLES H
Names William S Chase and 19 others in partition of property suit, Ap 11, 3:3
Files motion to have reapptd for Howard estate, Ap 19, 3:4
Partition of estate suit against Royal Q Stuart dismissed, Ap 29, 8:3
CHASE, WILLIAM S
Named with 19 others by Charles H Chase in partition of property suit, Ap 11, 3:3
CHASE, HOWARD H
Injured in bicycle collision, Je 14, 5:6
CHASE, PAUL
Named in judgment suit by Frank J Howard estate, Ap 27, 5:5; named in suit to revise judgment brought by estate, Ap 29, 3:1; judgment revived, O 11, 3:4
CHAFER, JAMES F
Attaches property of Fergy Kent, N 15, 6:4
CHEDS
Alderfer's Coal co victim of forger, F 17, 3:2
Businessmen victimized, Leo Myers accused, Quilicote, Mo 20, 6:3
Treasurer of Natl Union swindled with worthless check of fellow-member, Mansfield, Ja 29, 2:4
Those nude to make sure bear revenue stamp, rules Collector of Internal Revenue McCord, O 19, 3:4
CHILTON, J (Cols)
Held on suspicion in assault on Nellie Williams, Mr 10, 2:1
CHILTON, A (Oberlin)
Assigns property, Ja 7, 2:4
CHILTON, ALFRED
Injured when boat boiler explodes at Mason's Landing, Ap 9, 2:4
CHISHOLM & OHIO RR CO
Discrimination suit brought by C G Blake opens before ICC, N 29, 6:4
CHISHOLM, LEWIS, JR (Ashland)
Named in mortgage suit by John Dunner (Ashland Gazette), Ja 30, 5:6
CHICAGO ORCHESTRA
Concert, Mr 30, 5:4
CHICAGO OPERA COMPANY
Concert with Tuesday Musical club, D 14, 5:3
Concert sponsored by Tuesday Musical club, D 15, 5:2
CHILTON, THOMAS L
Names Huron Hts Land co in cross petition judgment suit, F 1, 3:3
CHILDREN
Character building through influence of proper environment cited by Fred Thomas at Mothers' and Teachers' meeting, Mr 1, 6:3
Gurfein law proposed by police bd, Toledo, S 21, 2:4
CHILDREN (cont)
Children under legal age discharged from pottery plants by orders from Factory Imp R H Hall, East Liverpool, O 25, 3:2
CHILTON (MGS), LOVINA
Arrested, pleads not guilty to slander chg, S 10, 5:3
CHILTON, O D
Claims Commodore George Dewey was not born in Ohio, 1tr, Mr 6, 3:2
CHILTON, OAKLEY H
Involved in wagon-bicycle collision with James A Moody, no one injured, Je 24, 6:2
CHILTON, THOMAS L
Charles H Palmer files 2nd amended petition, Ja 11, 4:6; Summit County Bar assn recommends holding disbarment proceedings in abeyance, F 5, 1:6; moves to strike 2nd amended petition from files in suit of Charles H Palmer, F 8, 3:1; motion to strike out 2nd amended petition in suit by Charles Palmer overruled by ct, My 26, 3:2; answers 2nd amended petition filed by Charles H Palmer in recovery suit, Ju 2, 3:6
Files motion with C H Palmer to have suit brought by Agnes M Loomis dismissed, Je 2, 3:2
In suit brought by Charles H Palmer, dismissal motion overruled, Ja 25, 3:5; suit continues, N 4, 3:4; wins recovery suit, plaintiff files motion for new trial, N 9, 3:2; motion for new trial overruled, O 2, 3:3
Files answer and cross petition in suit brought by Huron Heights Land co, D 24, 3:1; Jacob M Bernard files answer and cross petition, O 26, 3:1
CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR SOC.

Holds state conv at Mansfield, Jn 29, 5:5; conv continues, Jn 30, 2:2; elects officers, Jy 1, 3:3; 7:1.

Conf at Auburn conv, Ag 10, 3:2.

Elects officers at Uniontown, S 7, 8:4.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR SOC., SUMMIT COUNTY.

Holds annual meeting, S 10, 8:1.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.

Sunday school holds 1st annual meeting, Jn 17, 6:1.


CHRISTMAS.

Stores prepare for holiday, D 21, 3:3.

CHRISTY, EDWIN W.

Case against A Robinson dropped from docket, Jl 11, 4:7.

CHRISTY, WILL.

In suit against Akron Street Ry co Ira H Miller files notice, Jn 2, 3:2; answer filed by Nathan Morse and 2 others, N 8, 4:2.

CHURCH (CIV.), A B.

Elected sec Union Charity assn, U 27, 1:7.

CHURCH (CIVT), G W.

Deaths, My 28, 3:1; funeral, My 30, 3:1.

CHURCH, HARRY.

Arrested on suspicious character chg, Jn 28, 2:5; denies chg that he is James C Junhen, Jn 28, 3:7; sentenced to jail on vagrancy chg, wanted by Milwaukee police on chg of obtaining money under false pretenses, U 30, 3:4; taken to Milwaukee to answer chg, U 31, 2:4.

CHURCH, MILLIE L.

Sunday school elects officers, U 28, 8:2.

CHURCH MISS., MARY (Zanesville).

Jews in flood, M 25, 2:5.

CHURCH, NELLIE MAY.

Suit brought by E L Otis settled, F 4, 4:4.

CHURCH of OUR SAVIOR.

Sponsors benefit recital by Rev J Thomas Russell, Jn 9, 4:2.

Holds confirmation service conducted by Rt Rev W A Leonard, S 26, 5:6.

Holds Christmas entertainment, D 29, 8:5.

Holds annual meeting, elects officers, Ap 12, 3:3.

CHURCH, WALL & SHEFFLER.

Partnership dissolved, F 22, 5:2.

CHURCHES.

Bill extending operations of Evangelical Lutheran synod to other states passed by house, F 3, 2:6.

1986.

CITIZEN'S BANK (Shelby) (cont).

Files answer and cross petition to collection suit of 1st Natl bank against J F Seiberling, U 2, 6:2.

Files answer and cross petition to collection suit of Akron Savings bank against John P Seiberling, U 2, 6:2.

CITIZENS' BANK (Weston).

Attempted robbery frustrated, N 19, 2:3.

CITIZENS' ENTERPRISE CO (Oelhna).

Organizes, M 19, 6:1.

CITIZENS' NATL BANK.

Officers elected, Jl 11, 4:5.

Directors elected, Jl 12, 3:2.

Answer filed by party of Whitman & Barnes Mfg co in suit against A L Conger, F 1, 5:2; wins collection suit against L and K A Conger and F M Althorpe, M 17, 3:2; names A L Conger et al in suit to have property transferred, N 23, 1:2; files answer and cross petition in case of Savings 81d and Loan co vs A L Conger, et al, Ap 9, 3:5.


Enjoins Central Savings bank paying out deposits of Jessie E Raymond, My 25, 3:4; injunction continued, Je 11, 3:2.

Answer filed by A M Cole et al to suit against J C McNeel Boiler co et al, S 10, 4:6.


Answer to amended petition in suit against J F Seiberling filed, U 16, 1:5.

CITIZENS' NATL BANK OF KOKOMO, IN.

Files answer and cross petition in case of Savings 81d and Loan co vs A L Conger et al, Ap 9, 3:5.

CITIZENS' NATL BANK (Oberlin).


CITIZENS' SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN.


CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK CO.

Incorporates, M 1, 2:5.

CITIZENSHIP.

Nicholas Chamberlain granted naturalization papers, S 9, 8:1.
CIVIL WAR (cont)
Spanish-American war by Judge C R Grant, Stewart M Miller, Robert L Andrew, and Capt A P Baldwin, S 3, 3:3
Conditioning of soldiers explained by Maj W W McIlvain (Cincinnati Enquirer), S 12, 3:2

CLAFFT, E. (Clyde)
Organizes volunteer company, Ap 9, 1:6

CLAFFY, WILLIAM (Cuyahoga)
Injured in buggy-bicycle collision, Ag 19, 2:5

CLEAVELAND, (Cola)
Becomes insane, injures company cook, Ap 30, 1:5

CLARK, JOHN (Niles)
Nominated for postmaster, sent to send, Je 9, 2:5

CLARK, JOHN (Perrysburg)
Nominated for postmaster, sent to send for ratification, F 1, 2:7

CLARK, RUSH (Ansonia)
Arrested and released for disturbing soldiers, Ag 23, 7:1

CLARK, WILLIAM (Youngstown)
Arrested on vagrancy charge, dismissed, D 20, 1:5

Cleveland (OH)
April 17, 6:05

CLAY AND CLAY PRODUCTS INDUS (cont)
Ginaware mfr's, trust reported in formation at East Liverpool, S 28, 8:2

CLAY, EDMUND (Jr)
Employees of Amor Encaustic Tile works strike, continue work pending further action of company, Zanesville, N 4, 7:3

CLAYTON, (Belleville)
Assaulted by Jack Gallagher and Tom Murphy, shoots and fatally wounds Jack Gallagher, D 23, 7:3
CASSIER HOUSE ASSN, AUCKON
Holds banquet in honor of Ohio State Bankers' assn, S 30, 1:7
Reduces interest rates on time deposits, D 10, 1:6
CLEMANS, H B
Confesses judgment to $ 5 Dvitt, J u 12, 3:1
CLEMANS, H M
Named in collection suit by L E Smith, J u 5, 4:5
CLEMORE (KRS), HAWAI
Injured in fall while leaving st car, F 16, 4:7
CLEMENS, J E (Clev)
with Rosa lawren attempts suicide by drowning, N 1, 2:4
CLEMONS, ADA (Monroeville)
Urons, ag 2, 2:4
CLEMONS, HARRY
Organizes stock co, Je 3, 5:5
CLEMSON, FRANK (Clev)
Killed by gas explosion in tunnel, J y 12, 2:4
CLEMSON (MR & W RRS), WILLIAM
with George Maag sell parcel of land to Thomas F Anderson, Ju 8, 8:2
CLEMSON & MAG
Names George E Buckingham in petition to determine priority of liens, M 14, 3:3
CLEVE, HANNAH
Names Akron St Ry & Illuminating co in personal injury suit, C 2, 3:2
CLEVELAND, GROWER
Patrotism praised, ed, Ap 19, 4:1
CLEVELAND, THOMAS F
Appeals decision of Squire Thomas ct in collection suit against Alfred and Charles Ackers and John G Delaven, F 18, 3:3; answer to suit filed by Ackers, Ackers, and Delaven, M 22, 3:3; suit settled, D 21, 3:5
CLEVELAND, OHIO
Donates land for park purposes by John D Rockefeller, F 10, 2:2
Dd of undertakers' ins rate dispute with Squire, Hahn & App revd, Je 24, 8:4
Victims of waterworks tunnel explosion almost unrecognizable, J u 16, 2:5
Populastion dep't, Ag 23, 6:4
Dreadwater damaged by storms, N 12, 6:3
DISORD ISSUES AND LEVIES
Approved by Clev delegation, M 3, 2:4
CITY HALL COMM
Stephen C Gladwin appd, Ag 23, 5:2

CLEVELAND, OHIO (cont)
ELECTIONS
Jews gain 3 councilmen, Sargent elected school dir, Ap 5, 2:5
Visitor failure to approve voting machines criticized, ed, Ju 5, 4:1
COUNCIL
Frank Gillman and Dr George C Ashman elected, Ap 5, 8:2
ELECTIONS, BO GF
Confers with reprs of Cinti, Cols, and Toledo bds of elections on quo warranto action, Ag 20, 2:5
FIRE DEPT
Guests of Akron welcomed by Mayor Young, J y 23, 3:5
SUX
Decision in suit of Thomas Fitzsimmons to halt tax collection for const of an armony upheld by sup ct ruling, J a 26, 2:5
WATER
Tunnel work delayed by presence of fire dam, Ag 12, 2:5
CLEVELAND, AUCKON & CO LS RY CO
Files answer in suit of William C Lilley, J a 25, 3:1
Files cross petition in suit of Ernest Bronswick against Akron St ry co, J a 25, 3:2
Cars damaged in wreck, M 22, 1:7
Elects dir, M 18, 8:4
Mt Vernon bridge washed away by flood, M 23, 1:2
Two freight engines collide at Millersburg, no one injured, Ap 26, 3:3; freight cars damaged, Ap 27, 2:5
Responsibility for excursion train wreck at Millersburg placed on U & O rr co, My 9, 8:4
Named in collection suit by Wayne county, Je 3, 3:1
Engine turns over, no one injured, Ag 20, 8:1
Losses judgment to N Central wagon co, Union Rolling Stock co, Scottish wagon co, and Bristol and South Wales wagon co, 0 6, 5:4
Losses damage suit brought by Louis Brown estate, Millersburg, 0 26, 8:1
Expands freight house to accommodate increased business, J u 6, 5:6

CLEVELAND, AUCKON & CO LS RY CO (cont)
LABOR RELATIONS
Strike threatened over discharge of switchmen, F 23, 5:2
OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES
Yard man objected to employment of road man in yard, F 23, 4:4
CLEVELAND & CHAGRIN FALLS ELEC RY CO
Workmen constr extension at Chagrin Falls, U 23, 2:2
CLEVELAND & NEW CASTLE RAILWAY CO
Incorporates, Ja 27, 2:4; 3:3
Capital stock increased from $10,000 to $20,000, 0 3, 1:6
Makes application for appropriation of Sarah Sneenhart property, Ag 17, 3:3
Applies to have attained control of Erie canal yard, Ag 25, 3:5
Wins injunction suit against PIGA rr co, Youngstown, 0 15, 8:2
Work on new line abandoned, Warren, 0 5, 1:6
CLEVELAND & PITTSBURGH RR
Completes improvement of double track between Nuremburg and Bedford, Je 3, 5:3
CLEVELAND & SASKATCHEWAN RAILWAY CO (Clev)
Files mortgages, Je 9, 2:5
CLEVELAND, CANTON & SOUTHERN RR
Kent depot remodeled, My 20, 3:5
Sale of insolvent co ordered by U & O dist ct, (Clev Leader), Je 6, 4:3; John W Wardell appd receiver, Ju 16, 2:5; acquired by W & O rr co, 0 22, 6:1
Kent trestle damaged by fire, 0 31, 3:2
CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING CO
Removal of wires that are unsafe and dangerous favored in resolution adopted by bd of control, D 17, 2:4
CLEVELAND, MEDINA & SOUTHERN ELEC RY CO
Rushing constr of Medina line, F 4, 4:7
Injunction obtained by Schaff and others dissolved, Clerk, M 31, 1:5
Given extension of time to complete constr of new line through Summit county, N 11, 4:5
CLEVELAND MUSIC HALL
Fire warden's investigation shows cause of fire, Ja 21, 2:4
CLEVELAND, PAINESVILLE & EASTERN RR
Consols with ABC ry, officers elected, F 16, 3:5

CLEVELAND PAPER CO
Named in personal injury suit by Fanny Englehart, Ja 10, 3:5; files motion to set aside service of summons in suit of Fannie Englehart, Ja 20, 4:7
Named Richard & Fentis in replevin suit, M 10, 5:4
Named with Newton Taylor by Marvin Kent and others in dam alteration suit, My 4, 3:5
CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER
Confusion in editorial and news depts criticized, ed, Ju 14, 4:1
CLEVELAND PRESBYTERY
Elects trustees, transacts other business at North Springfield conv, S 16, 5:5
CLEVELAND PRESS
Slowness in publishing news of Maine disaster criticized, ed, F 17, 4:1
CLEVELAND PROVINCTION CO
Barn robbed, M 16, 1:6
Wins collection suit against Phil Schlimman, M 16, 3:3; wins judgment by confession, M 17, 3:2
CLEVELAND RECORDER
Questioning of Col Dick's army motives criticized, ed, Ju 22, 4:1
Criticized for attack on Col Hard's command of 8th Ohio regt during Spanish-Amer war, ed, S 10, 4:2
CLEVELAND ROLLING MILL CO (Clev)
Closes down hoop mill, employees laid off indefinitely, F 2, 1:5
CLEVELAND SAVINGS & LOAN CO
Suit against J A Long dismissed at deft's cost, F 16, 4:7
CLEVELAND STATE HOSPITAL
Inmates hold picnic at Silver lake, Ag 2, 4:5
One hundred-forty inmates transferred to Massillon inst, S 9, 2:4
CLEVELAND STONE CO
Suit against Akron bd of educ dismissed, F 19, 4:5
CLEVELAND ST RY CO
Sale to Eng syndicate being negotiated by Henry A Everett, U 9, 5:3
CLEVELAND TERMINAL & VALLEY RR
GreenTown depot robbed, Ja 6, 4:7; Ja 7, 6:4
Files answer of denial to suit brought by Joachin Krueger, Ja 11, 4:6
Attempt to blow safe in Canton depot failed, Ja 29, 2:5
CLEVELAND TERMINAL & VALLEY RR (cont)

Personal injury suit by Gilbert Raymond March pend in circuit ct, 0 7, 6:2
Erects dits and officers, 0 19, 5:1
Nam by John H. Spenser in damage suit, 0 28, 3:4
Loses suits brought for Joseph Mohler estate, file motion for new trial, N 3, 3:4
Ned in collection and recovery suit by Inda Rubber co, N 16, 3:2; N 17, 3:2
Train stoned at Canton, windows broken by unknown persons, J 26, 1:4
Depot toolbox robbed, J 20, 3:5

CLEVELAND WORLD (Cle)

Outlaw's Pony Press in delivering papers to Akron and Canton (Cle Leader), F 15, 8:4
Stand against robbery in state legis praised, ed, N 7, 4:1
Apologies offered by TOJ for not giving credit for reprinted article, ed, A 13, 4:1

CLEMSON, RICHARD (Chapin Falls)

Drowns when he breaks through ice, D 22, 2:3

CLINE, EUGENE
Coal office closed on execution, N 22, 1:7

CLINE, JOHN
Horse killed after being struck and injured by train, A 6, 3:2

CLINE, MARTIN (Leipsic)
Daughter Sadie burns to death when clothing catches fire, F 29, 4:7

CLINE, JAMES
Resigned as principal of Wooster hs, J 25, 3:6

CLINE, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, D 13, 3:1

CLINTON, OHIO
Depot robbed, N 23, 3:1

CLough, LEE
Names Charles H. Ott and others in property partition suit, D 17, 1:3; given permission to file amended petition, N 14, and J. J. Alexander named party deft, N 16, 3:4

Frustrated attempts robbery of U.S. express office, A 14, 1:5

CLough, WALTER M
Named in money collection suit by Jahant & meber, A 23, 3:1; losses suit, U 6, 3:3

CLOVER LEAF, TOLEDO, ST LOUIS, AND KANSAS CITY RR

Resolution of Pierce as court accepted by Judge Taft, Samuel Hunt appld, Toledo, N 26, 6:4;

COAL AND COAL INDUS (cont)

Carrying combine formed under name of Central Coal and Coke co, 7 Ohio coal-carrying res
sign agreement, J 11, 2:4

Cleveland Mining wobra mine in Summit county, N 4, 8:2
Ohio trust faces disruption due to failure of res to cooperate, J 29, 2:5

Jones mining law providing for weighing before screening, becomes effective, S 10, 2:5

Notice of bids to supply city, S 15, 6:6

Shortage feared, dealers kept 3-day supply remains in city, D 27, 3:2

Jones anti-screen law supported by miners, says J. W. Cofax, J 22, 2:3

Railroads lay in supply in anticipation of strike, Massillon, D 24, 1:2

Efforts to revive pool fail, Cols, J 31, 2:4

LABOR RELATIONS

Operators' and miners' joint conf on wage scales attended by delegates rep. Ohio valley miners, Chicago (Ill), J 17, 1:1

Operators and dealers hold secret meeting regarding combine, Cinti, J 18, 2:7

Strike of Ohio miners anticipated, F 17, 3:3
Preparations made for Gen strike, Nelsonville, M 8, 6:2
Silver Creek miners not to join in anticipated general strike, M 9, 1:5

Union leader refuses to arbitrate differences with operators in Hocking Valley district, M 11, 2:2

Miners and operators come agree on day wage scale, M 11, 2:3

Hocking Valley mine operators and employees reach agreement, M 11, 3:4

Holding held conv at Massillon, adopt Chicago wage scale, M 25, 1:4

Miners in Massillon district threaten strike if demands are not granted, M 31, 1:5

Operators and miners agree on wage scale, Cols, Ap 29, 2:7

Re and mine operators' agreement will not cause miners' strike, J 2, 2:5

COAT AND COAL INDUS (cont)

CRICKETS

Ohio Mine Miners order men out of Kelly's mine at Bridgeport, F 6, 4:4

Mining in Massillon district ordered out, M 30, 1:7

Miners in Silver Creek district return to work, A 4, 3:2

Miners in Massillon dist return to work, A 7, 1:5

Miners in Salineville dist on strike, A 9, 2:3

Rumored strike order denied by Silver Creek dist operators, A 12, 1:6

New Pittsburgh Coal co mines closed because of burial fund controversy, Nelsonville, J 9, 2:5

Employees of Big Vein Coal co walk out, Salineville, A 18, 2:4

Miners of Wheeling & Lake Erie RR return to work, Massillon, D 6, 2:3

Ponycar miners give up strike, D 24, 3:3

Strike at Pacific mine broken, miners return to work, G 25, 2:4

WAGES AND HOURS

Miners' daily wage scale for yr. required, S 9, 2:4

CON, JOE
Sought on chg of raping a Kruschinsky's res., D 25, 3:2

CON, MARTIN
Fined for intoxication, U 19, 3:2

Sentenced to whipsnare on intoxication chg, U 29, 1:7

COUG, JOHN C
Names George and Elizabeth Kelk and Michael Stephen in mortgage suit, D 14, 3:3

COOK, H. B.
Suit brought by C A Herrick settled, J 12, 3:3

Suit brought by C A Werrick appealed to common pleas ct, Ap 20, 3:3

COURNW, JULI A
Addresses meeting of Coventry twp teachers, M 18, 3:3

COKK, FIGHTING

Nineteen fined on cock fighting chg, Toledo, M 22, 5:2

COFF, FRANK F

Arrested and released under bond on disorderly conduct chg, M 19, 5:4; disorderly conduct chg dismissed, M 23, 1:5

COFFIT (Mrs), BELLE (Limah)
Mysteriously shot and wounded, S 17, 2:5

COHN, MARTIN
Fined for intoxication, O 31, 5:3

COLE, JAMES
Sentenced for intoxication, H 18, 5:3

COLE (C), A. M
Res damaged by windstorm, J 24, 8:3

COLE, A. M
Names John S. Englefield in collection suit, J 31, 3:4; wins default judgment in suit, N 7, 3:3

Names John w. Albach in petition to have grand opera house sold to satisfy claim, M 14, 3:3


With Mary C. MeNiel, C. W. Berry, and J. B. Campbell named in collection suit by Mercantile Natl bank of N Y, My 9, 3:3; Je 27, 3:3

Appeals judgment against George Zebras, Je, 9, 3:3

Files answer to suit brought by Citizens' Natl bank against J. C. MeNiel Border co, et al, S 10, 4:6

Files motion to set aside decree ordering sale of property in case of Miner J. Allen against Akron Silver Plate co, et al, J 13, 3:2

COLE, A. M. CO

Succeeded by Akron Ins & Loan co, U 21, 3:5

COLE, ELOIS (Allendor)
Fatally injured when clothing catches in drive belt, M 17, 1:3

COLE, HENDRY
Injured in fall, M 25, 1:4

COLE, HERBERT W
Names John Englefield in collection suit, J 31, 3:4

COLE, KELLY
Divorced by wife Virginia Thurman, U 13, 2:4

COLE, LUCY J

Loses judgment suit brought by Ernest A. Jones, F 4, 4:4

COLE, MARY
Missing, Je 28, 3:5

COLE, MOLLY (Thomaston)
Assaulted, Adolf Balte held, Ap 28, 3:2

COLEMAN (Mrs),
Burned by fire, Ap 26, 8:4

COLEMAN, M. R (New London)
Flax mill destroyed by fire, Ap 30, 2:5

COLENE, JUAN
Sentence to rock pile on vagrancy chg, J 31, 1:7
COLLECTIONS
A L Barrett arrested while making illegal collection, Toledo, My 13, 2:3
COLLEGE ST
Ord to repair sidewalks passed by council, Ap 10, 7:4
Ord passed by council to provide for sprinkling, Ap 29, 7:5
Property owners between Aultmel and Mill st assessed for st sprinkling in ord passed by city council, Ag 5, 6:7
Property owners from Mill to Market st assessed for st sprinkling, Ag 5, 7:7
COLLEY, FRED
Injured in fall on curb, O 15, 1:6
COLLIER, (Sharon)
Son injured by corn cracker machine, Je 23, 8:4
COLLINS, MATHIAS (Uniontown)
With Berrose Billman and John Weinsheimer wins damage suit brought by Orrin Frase, Ag 31, 8:4
COLLING, AARON (Jayton)
Killed when thrown from bicycle, Ag 3, 2:3
COLLING, DANIEL
Sue against John L Reid settled, O 12, 3:3
COLLING, GEORGE
Names City of Akron in property damage claim, O 6, 5:6
Names Daniel McGarry and Stephen McGowan in personal injury suit, Je 3, 3:6
COLLING, FRED
Attempted robbery of res, W 1, 3:4
COLLLING, FRANK
Killed on vegarcy ch, Ag 6, 3:1
COLLLING, GEORGE
Fined for intoxication, Je 5, 3:1
COLLLING, GEORGE A
Files voluntary petition in bankruptcy, N 9, 3:2; 7:5
Names self, wife Carrie E, and Akron Bldg & Loan co in reccesn suit, W 19, 3:3
COLLING, GRACE
Assaulted, Hugh Collins held, D 8, 5:1
COLLING, HUGH
Fined for disorderly conduct, My 12, 5:2
 Held on chg of assaulting Gracie Collins, D 8, 5:1; dismissed on assault and battery chg, O 12, 8:3
COLLING, JAMES (Clev)
Held on chg of robbing Joseph M Weiss, F 16, 2:5
COLLING, JAMES
Fined for lewd conduct, My 23, 8:1

COLLINS, JOHN
Sentenced for vagrancy, My 9, 3:2
COLLINS, JULIA
Suicide, My 6, 6:2
COLLINS, WILLIAM L
Arrested on chg of malicious destruction of property, D 10, 1:4; pleads not guilty on chg, case continued, J 17, 3:3; dismissed from chg, D 17, 6:3
COLLINS BURG CO
Destroys by fire, Ag 27, 5:4
Starts reconstruction of plant, S 12, 3:1
Awarded contr to repair hose cart of fire dept, S 22, 3:1
COLONEY, MARY H
Frank Ream apptd admr, J 2, 3:3
COLTER, AMBROSE L
Estate executor deeds parcel of land to Mary E Myers for payment of taxes, D 12, 8:2
COLUMBIA HALL
City courts notified of danger as fire trap and menace to nearby property, Ag 11, 3:1
Declared nuisance, N 17, 1:4
COLUMBIANA COUNTY
 Jail reports unfit for use, N 29, 6:5
COLUMBUS, OHIO
COLUMBUS & SAVASUKY SHORT LINE
Cars pile up, no one injured, Bucyrus, Ag 4, 2:4
COLUMBUS BD OF TRADE
Fires bid for U S Armor Plate plant, Ja 29, 1:6
COLUMBUS FASHION ASSN
Opens meet, O 20, 6:4
COLUMBUS, HICKING VALLEY & TOLEDO RR CO
N Mounetlett apptd agsnty, F 2, 2:6
Sale sought by Knickerbocker Trust co, New York, My 5, 2:7
Losses suit brought by Central Trust co, New York, r ordered sold by ct, My 25, 2:3
Former owners' suit brought by Central Trust Co., New York, under consideration by Ohio sup ct, N 19, 2:3
Employees battle workers of B & O Southwestern r r over disputed trackage territory, Wellston, O 31, 2:4
COLUMBUS, LIMA & MILWAUKEE RR
Cons consr flt, Toledo, O 5, 2:3
Recess held in Toledo, O 2, 2:5
COLUMBUS NATURAL GAS CO
Strikes gas gusher near Lancaster, Ja 19, 3:3

COLUMBUS STATE HOSP
Dr Eugene G Carpenter apptd supt by Gov Asa Bushnell, Ap 1, 2:2
Dr H Irving Cozad apptd asst physician, Je 10, 3:1
CONCHA, EDWARD
Injured in fall from horse, Ag 31, 3:2
CONGER, HENRY (Galion)
Ends in beating of Michael Hurdeman, Jy 19, 2:4
CONINGS, A G (Oberlin)
Book store damaged by fire, J 30, 2:4
COMMERCES
Growth of U S foreign trade lauded, ed, M 15, 4:1
Exports and imports during 1898 compared with other years, ed, N 4, 4:3
Expansion of foreign trade portrayed, cartoon (N Y world), J 23, 2:2
FRANCE
Goods boycotted by women, My 21, 2:5
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS, OHIO UNITED
Grand council opens 9th annual session at Dayton, My 28, 2:5; My 30, 2:5
COMING, FRED
Injured when fist breaks window, My 17, 5:2
COMMUNICATIONS
Bill providing for maintenance of telephone or telegraph lines along line of surface rrs passed by house, F 3, 2:6
COMMUNITRY PARTY
Separatists' soc dissolves, Zoar, S 26, 3:5
COMPANIES
Elects officers, Je 20, 8:5
COMPTON (Mrs), LOVINA (Southeast Richmond)
Injured in fall from chair, W 20, 6:3
CONCORD, GEORGE
Returned with C N Clark on theft chg, F 9, 3:4; held on larceny chg, F 10, 8:5; larceny chg dismissed, F 11, 3:2
CONSCIOUS, JOHN (Richfield)
Enlists in U S navy, Je 14, 8:4
CONDLEY, MARTIN
Fined for intoxication, N 19, 3:1
CONFERENCE
Value to individual cited in address by Rev Thomas Dixon at First Ch of Christ, O 19, 1:7
CONGER (COL), A L
Named in note collection suit by Citizens' Natl bank of Oberlin, Ja 14, 5:3; loses suit by default, F 14, 3:2
CONGER, ARTHUR L, JR
Notice of attachment by Burrows Bros co, F 25, 6:4

CONGER (COL), A L (cont)
with K B Conger loses default judgment suit to German Natl bank, Ja 31, 3:4
Named by First Natl bank of Mt Pleasant in collection suit, F 9, 3:4
Named by Savings & Trust co, Clev, in collection suit, F 12, 4:4
Appct of recr applied for by People's Savings Bank co, W 7, 3:2
Losses suit brought by H C R Wall, M 14, 3:3
Losses collection suit by Citizens' Natl bank, M 17, 3:2
Losses collection suit by People's Savings bank, W 17, 3:2
Named by Citizens' Natl bank in suit to have property transfers set aside, M 23, 1:3
Named by Harold C R Wall in suit to have property transfers set aside, M 23, 1:3
Property levied upon to satisfy judgments, Ap 8, 3:3
Answer and cross petition filed by Citizens' Natl bank of Kokomo (Ind) in suit brought by Savings Bldg & Loan co, Ap 9, 3:5
Answer and cross petition in case brought by Savings Bldg and Loan co filed by Citizens' Natl bank, Ap 9, 3:5
Cross petition filed by I C Alden and C E Sheldon in suit brought by Savings Bldg & Loan co, M 17, 3:3
Return to repub party praised, ed, O 29, 4:3
Reply filed by H C R Wall to answer and cross petition of Onondaga Trust & Deposit co in case brought by Savings Bldg & Loan co, O 13, 3:2
H C R Wall named party pilf in suit brought by Savings Bldg & Loan co, D 14, 3:3
Sen Frank Hiscock testifies in property case of Savings Bldg & Loan co, D 15, 3:3
Creditors' suit ends, Judge Nye takes matter under advisement, O 17, 3:5
Judge Nye orders three parcels of real estate sold to satisfy creditors, O 20, 3:3
Cross petition filed by Akron Savings Bank in collection suit, D 21, 3:4
Resigns as state chief of engineers, O 24, 1:3; D 26, 1:3

CONGER, ARTHUR L, JR
Notice of attachment by Burrows Bros co, F 25, 6:4
CONGER, EMILY B
Names People's Savings bank, Nathan Morse, and Sheriff William Williams in property damage suit, Ap 9, 3:5
Made party deft in suit brought by H C R Wall against K v Conger et al, deft given permission to file amended petition, Je 6, 3:2; Nathan Morse files demurrer, Je 11, 3:2; demurrer overruled, motion to require posting of bond to cover ct costs overruled, J 22, 3:3

CONGER, K B
Motion to make petition more definite in case brought by Mechanics' Natl bank, Ja 6, 5:4
Named in order collection suit by Citizens' Natl bank of Oberlin, Ja 14, 5:3
Named by Harold C Wall in collection suit, F 5, 1:4
Named by First Natl bank of Mt Pleasant in collection suit, r 9, 3:4
Loses collection suit by H C R Wall, Mr 17, 3:2
Loses collection suit by People's Savings bank, Mr 17, 3:2
Loses collection suit by Citizens' Natl bank, Mr 17, 3:2
Named with others by Harold C Wall in suit to set aside stock transfers, Mr 23, 1:3
Named in collection suit by western Bank Note and Engraving co, ap 9, 3:5
Loses suit brought by Citizens' Natl bank of Oberlin, Ap 26, 5:4
Loses suit brought by First Natl bank of Mt Pleasant, Ap 26, 5:4
In suit brought by H C R Wall, Emily B Conger made party deft, deft given permission to file amended petition, Je 6, 3:2
Loses suit brought by Mechanical Natl bank of Pittsburgh, Ja 22, 3:4
Sen Frank Hiscock testifies in property case of Merchants' bank of Pittsburgh, D 15, 3:3

CONGREGATIONAL CH (Holtington St)
Elects officers, Ja 4, 5:4

CONGREGATIONAL CH (Canton)
Rev Herbert S Bigelow chgd with heresy, cong refuses resignation, F 4, 2:2

CONGREGATIONAL CH (Twinsburg)
Faranage damaged when stuck by lightning, Ag 10, 8:4
Rev A W Swengle resigns as pastor, O 4 8:4

CONGRESSIONAL ASSN OF OHIO
Holds annual meeting at Medina, My 23, 4:3

CONLAN, JOHN (Findlay)
Injured in fall from opera house gallery, O 13, 2:3

CONNELL, GUY
Died of typhoid fever during Spanish-American war, S 29, 2:3

CONNELLY, JOHN (Lisbon)
Killed by gas explosion in coal mine, S 21, 2:4

CONNEX, HENRY E
Names Andrew J and Rosa Wilhelm and Eliza C Warren in collection suit, My 13, 5:3

CONNEX, W B
In case against F rnumes F Buckingham, Orlando Wilcox apptd referee, Ja 15, 4:3; names Murray & Hall defts, Ja 27, 3:2; assigns all of Murray & Hall file cross petition, F 4, 4:4

CONNERS, MARY
Fined for intoxication, O 3, 3:1

CONNORS (MoS),
Injured when clothing catches fire, Ap 1, 4:4

CONNOLLY, AUGUST B
Suit filed by H E Loomis settled at deft's cost, My 15, 3:2

CONSTITUTIONS
Andrew Cline and others victims of draft swindle, Putnam county, Ap 10, 2:5

CONWARD, JULIUS O (Chardon)
Apptd postmaster, Mr 5, 1:2

CONWAY, JOHN
Sued for divorce by wife Sarah F, Ja 6, 5:4; divorce granted, F 24, 3:4

CONVICTION LABOR
Application to useful projects approved, ed, Ja 27, 4:1

CONWAY, DAVID
Fined for intoxication, O 6, 3:1

CONWAY, JOHN
Served in police signal operator by Mayor W E Young, Ja 13, 3:2

CONWAY, JOHN J
Ordered out of town for vagrancy, O 22, 1:5

CONWAY, MICHAEL
Sentenced to whsouse, released on promise to leave city, Je 28, 3:1

CONWAY, WALTER
Fined for intoxication, F 23, 8:4

COOK
Charged with being in false alarm contd, Je 28, 4:2

COOK, EDMUND H
Wins div of property suit against Alfred H Sill and others, notice of appeals given by defts,

COOK, EDMUND H (cont)
$ 31, 3:5; wins suit, files appeal, N 3, 3:5

COOK, FRAL (Kindman)
Injured when kicked by horse, Mr 14, 1:4

COOK, GEORGE S
Case brought by Amos Steffee dismissed, Ja 11, 4:7

COOK, JOSEPH
Purchases controlling interest in plant of Akron China co, Ja 3, 3:6
With wife sells parcel of land to Frank W Stouffer, J 10, 8:2

COOK, WILLIAM
Robbed, D 12, 3:1

COOK, FAIRBANKS & CO
Partnership dissolved, N 1, 7:5

COOLEY, J W (Newcomerston)
Burned when he falls into box of hot sand, N 16, 2:5

COOLIDGE (MoS), SMITH
Suicide, Ja 19, 2:7

COON, E M (Lima)
Sued, S 17, 2:5

COONEY, MAT
Named by Kraus, Kern & co in collection suit, My 11, 3:2

COONS & CO
Opens new 5 & 10 cent store, N 18, 8:1

COOPER, CHARLES
Held on larceny chg, O 25, 5:3; pleads guilty to burglary chg, bound to common pleas ct, O 26, 4:4

COOPER, E F (Dayton)
Shot and injured by companion while hunting, Ja 7, 2:3

COOPER, GEORGE
Held on chg of obtaining property under false pretenses, O 29, 3:3; trial contd, N 1, 5:2; fined, N 2, 5:4

COOLEY, KATE
Suicide, Mr 19, 4:4

COOLEY, JOHN
Injured in auto-wagon collision, F 28, 5:4

COOK, ADAM
Named in collection suit by John W Johnson, Ag 27, 3:1

COOK, ELIZABETH
Wins note recovery suit against Thomas Farnell, Ja 11, 3:4
Wins note ownership suit against Thomas Cornell estate, O 7, 6:1

COOK, SARAH R
Named as party deft in amended petition to suit brought by Thomas Cornell estate against William C Vail and others, N 26, 6:1
CORNELL, THOMAS W
Partial disbursement account filed in probate court by executors of estate, Ja 21, 5:4
Estate name Sophronia J Ritchie et al in collection suit, f 14, 5:5
Notice of sale of real estate by executors, F 26, 6:4
Estate named by Sophronia J Ritchie and others in cross petition to dismiss suit, My 2, 3:3
Estate, heirs ordered to collect back taxes by common pleas court, Je 24, 3:3
Estate loses note recovery suit to Elizabeth Cornell, Ju 11, 3:4
Estate loses note ownership suit to Elizabeth Cornell, O 7, 6:1
In estate suit against William C Vail amended petition filed requesting that Sarah R Cornell be named party defendant, H 5, 3:4
Executors’ suit against William C Vail and others, Sarah R Cornell files answer and cross petition, N 26, 6:1
Distribution of estate, N 30, 3:1
CORHERS, HENRY H
Suit by Bellis Cycle co dismissed, Mr 7, 3:3
COSTIGAN, JAMES
Motion for new trial in suit against Falls Rivet & Mach co overruled, S 15, 3:4
COWAN, BILLY
Arrested on intoxication chg, My 2, 3:1
COWAN, "WHIT" (Upper Sandusky)
Injured when kicked by horse, F 12, 4:3
COST
AND STANDARDS OF LIVING
Subject of address by Joy R Huber at Wittenberg college commencement (Springfield Times Repub), Je 11, 5:3
COSTELLO,
Sentenced with wife on chg of cruelty to their children, F 22, 3:1
COSTELLO, E M
Losses collection suits brought by Thomas Nelson and George Brown, Ap 18, 3:3; appeals to common pleas court, My 2, 3:3
COSTELLO, GEORGE J
Sued for divorce by wife Emma, N 16, 3:3
COSTELLO, JOHN
Martin Costello apptd admr of estate, Je 5, 3:3
COSTELLO, WILLIAM AND ROSA
Held on disorderly conduct chg, F 21, 5:4
COSTIGAN, JOHN
Held on grand larceny chg, Jy 30, 5:4; Ag 2, 5:2
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COSTIGAN (Mrs.) THOMAS
Chicken coop robbed, Ap 9, 5:2
COTT, RONALD
Murder chgs dropped from docket, D 21, 3:4
COTTON, A L
Estate acct, exceptions filed by Mary E Myers, O 11, 3:4
COTTON, C S (Sharon)
Injured by ripsaw, Ag 3, 8:4
COUNCIL AND MAYORS’ ASSN, OHIO
Effect permanent org, elect officers at City meeting, F 9, 5:1
COUNTIES, HENRY
Henry Luce and Alex Thompson held at Jeferson on counterfeiting chg, Ja 4, 1:5
Flood of bogus coins reptsd in Akron area, Ja 25, 8:4
John Tassell arrested on chg of passing counterfeit money, Clev, J 27, 2:4
John Cassidy arrested on chg of changing denomination of bill, Cleve, J 26, 3:7
Lawrence O'Connell and brother James held on chg of passing counterfeit coins, F 9, 3:1
Operations reptsd in Clev, My 20, 6:3
COUNTY CORRS, STATE ASSN OF
Hold conv, endorse passage of 2 bills, Ja 13, 2:7
COURNEY, IRV
Dismissed from vagrancy chg, My 5, 5:5
CRIRTS
Activities revd, D 7, 3:2
Mayor
Bill for furniture allowed by city comrs, D 31, 3:3
COMMON PLEAS
Summit and Medina county lawyers circulate petition for another judgeship in 3rd sub-div of 4th judicial dist, Ja 7, 8:1
Creation of new judgeship in Medina, Summit, and Lorain counties opposed by petition, Ja 24, 5:2
COVENTRY TWP
Justice of Peace
C H Culver resigns, Mr 17, 1:5
NEWARK
Judiciary
Police ct judge praised for sentencing culprit for own good, ed, F 2, 4:1
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COURTS (cont)
OHIO
Bill creating additional common pleas judgeship in 1st sub-division of 3rd judicial dist passed by sen, F 3, 2:6
Bill giving power to regulate compensation of appraisers passed by sen, F 3, 2:6
Trial statistics for year reptsd, S 2, 2:4
Circuit
Notice of dates and places of sessions for 8th judicial circuit ct given, O 12, 7:5
Judiciary
Bill passed by house of reps providing additional common pleas judge in 10th judicial dist, F 2, 2:6
'Summit county delegates to support Judge Hale's renomination, Jy 1, 6:2
Unethical conduct criticized, ed, N 26, 4:1
Justice of Peace
Bill introduced in legis providing salaries for justices of peace, Ap 12, 5:4
SUMMIT COUNTY
Judge Kohler rules that pros has right to be present during discussion of case, O 20, 1:5
Common Pleas
Establishment of additional judgeship opposed, ed, Ja 29, 4:1; creation of additional judicial post opposed, Mr 4, 5:5; additional judge urged, ed, Mr 22, 4:1; need of additional judge discussed, Mr 22, 8:1
Journal entries, Mr 29, 1:6
Calendar entries, O 11, 3:4
List of jury cases assigned by Judge Kohler, O 21, 3:4
Grand Jury
Indicts Adolph Baile and 12 others, My 3, 3:3
Summary of indictments, My 4, 3:4
Grand jury members listed, Je 13, 3:5
List of names and cases to be considered, O 7, 1:6
Grand jury sworn in and instructed, O 10, 1:3
H C Garber and others indicted, O 20, 1:7
Venire drawn, O 12, 3:3
Judiciary
Citizens disagree as to need of additional common pleas judge, Ja 29, 1:7
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COURTS - SUMMIT COUNTY (cont)
Jury Comm
Aaron Wagner, J H Lafferty, F. Frank Hammond, and Martin Limbeck app'd by Judge Kohler, Ap 15, 3:1
Justice of Peace
J R Rosemond app'd by Court Falls, O 10, 1:6
Petty Jury
January venire drawn, O 12, 3:3
Probate
List of accts and reports to be examined and heard, Apr 2, 3:3
Twelfth month report issued, Je 30, 6:3
Accts and reports issued, C 1, 7:3
List of accts and reports to be heard, J 1, 6:6
UNITED STATES
Grinds well upshot assd dist atty for Northern Indiana territory, Ap 4, 1:5
Supreme
Commemorated on ruling regarding heirs collecting insurance of suicides, ed, Ja 18, 4:1
COVENTRY TWP
Annexation resolution passed by council, Je 25, 7:4
Uen list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:1
Independent list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:1
Repub list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:1
COVENTRY TWP LYEUM
Meets, holds debate, F 10, 5:2
COVER, JOSEPH
Killed at Middletown (Fennia) when knife is thrown from sharpening wheel, D 4, 2:4
COVER, JAMES
Fined for intoxication, O 10, 3:1
COWAN, JOHN F
With Valentine Morris applies for franchise of electric through Kent, Ja 6, 8:5
COW, D
Quater from repub party urged, ed, Ag 24, 4:1
COW, H F ET AL
Case brought by Akron Bldg and Loan assn, judgment by default, Ja 11, 4:7
COW, CHRISTOPHER
With Charles A Cable names John F Seiberling & Co in cross petition for judgment on note, Mr 10, 3:2
COW (MSD), FANNIE T (Lima)
Names Lima Locomotive & Machine co in damage suit, Ja 21, 7:1
COX, GEORGE B
Rebuilding of pol machine revid, ed, Je 24, 4:1

COX, JOHN (Sherman)
Res damagd by fire, Fe 10, 3:2

COX, F SICL NFG CO
In case against William E Johnston, Orlando

COX, JOHN J (Delaware)
Aused putam, Jy 21, 2:5

COX, H I (R)
Aptd asst physician at Cols State hosp, Je 10, 3:1

COXTELL, LOTTAH
Wins defendant judgment in suit against Penn Mutual Life Ins co and Arnold A Rand, Je 25, 3:1

COX, J A
Awarded mail-carrying cents for Akron and Cols pos, U 6, 5:6

CRAFTS BLOCK (Mantua)
Destoyed by fire, U 22, 2:6

CRIAG, ALBERRY
Placed under bond on chg of disturbing the peace, O 11, 3:3

CRIAG, CHARLES
Arrested and fined for intoxication, Ag 2, 3:1

CRIAG, GEORGE
Arrested on vandalism chg, My 11, 3:6

CRIAG, M C
Awarded trustees of labor exchange, My 25, 5:4

CRIAG, JOHN B
Aptd trustee of labor exchange, My 25, 5:4

CRIAG, JOHN F (North Dayton)
Shops damaged by fire, My 25, 3:1

CRIAG SHIP BUILDING CO
Nude party dept in suit of Merchants' Natl bank vs Wellington R Burt and Ann Arbor rr, Toledo, O 31, 2:2

CRIAG, FRANK
Aptd Lineman in fire dept, Je 10, 3:1

CRIAG, HANK (Coffield)
Uninjured when horses run away, Je 15, 8:4

CRIAG, JOHN B
In case brought by Jennie M Standish partition ordered, Ja 15, 4:3

CRIAG, MARY J
Howard J Crunner aptd ader of estate, Ag 23, 7:5

CRIAG, WILLIAM CHIP & ENGINE BLDG CO
Gives Sterling Boiler co cont to build all boilers, Barberton, O 29, 1:7

CRAIK, CLARENCE ISIAAH
Arrested on chg of non-support, U 12, 1:6; arraigned on chg, U 19, 3:5

CRIAGS, ALFRED
Suicide, Je 10, 1:1

CRADELL (NES), HELEN A
Suicide, Jy 14, 2:4

CRADELL, (Harred)
Livery burn destroyed by fire, Ja 31, 1:6

CRAHLE, THOMAS
Action by H & F Feederle, W M Wagner made party deft, O 24, 1:5; Wagner files answer and cross petition, U 31, 3:5

CRAHLE, COOL (Southeast Richfield)
Sheep killed by d-3, N 2, 5:3

CRAHLE, J A
James possibility of averting death of George Medinger by performing emergency operation, 11r, Je 11, 5:4

CRAHLE, Mrs Margaret Featherston appealed, O 9, 3:1

CRAHLE (MR & MRS), F H
Celebrate 25th wedd anniv, Ag 25, 3:2

CRAHLE, HARRY
Chg of vagrancy dismissed, U 14, 5:4

CRAHLE, GEORGE
Chief clerk of state food comm discharged, Jy 22, 2:4

CRAHLE, J A (Bellevue)
Killed in fall from train, Je 1, 2:5

CRAHLE, JOHN
James' rumor that daughter Sadie was discharged as teacher, Mr 31, 5:5

CRAHLE, MAGGIE (Goy Falls)
Fined for liquor law violations, N 12, 3:2

CRAHLE, ROBERT (Goy Falls)
Missing, F 1, 3:1

CRAHLE, SUE
Dismissal as teacher in Akron school denied by father John, 11r, Mr 31, 5:5

CRAHLE (JR), WILLIAM H
Jail, Ag 30, 8:4

Speaks before Pathfinder, Ag 31, 8:1

Lectures on subject John Wycliffe at High St Church of Christ, O 15, 1:5

CRAHLE MARRINE CELEBRATE CO
Discontinues business at Barberton, My 7, 8:2

Notice of annual meeting of stockholders, Je 28, 3:7

CRIAGLER, CLARENCE ISIAAH
Arrested on chg of non-support, U 12, 1:6; arraigned on chg, U 19, 3:5

CRIAGS, ALFRED
Suicide, Je 10, 1:1

CRESSMORE, FERDINAND J
Wins note collection suit against Joseph H Spaulding and others, O 11, 3:4

CRESSEY CITY 55
Steam pipes burst, 3 unidentified men scalced, Sundaysky, Je 11, 2:4

CRESSEY (HILF), W H
Aptd dean of men's dept at Oberlin coll, S 27, 6:4; O 14, 1:4

CRESTON, SAMUEL (Gellefontaine)
Injured in brawl with George Farmer, Mr 25, 1:3

CRESSINGTON, CHARLES W
Days parcel of land from Alice V Beckerty, O 7, 6:5

CRIAS, C C (Zanesville)
Wins verdict in damage suit against Rufus Water, O 28, 4:7

CRIAS, LIL (Middleton)
Injured when bitten by dog, J 3, 3:7

CRIAS, ROY (Hubbard)
Injured in fall on circular saw, Je 10, 2:5

CRIAS (G), Addresses Lutheran ch at Norton Center, O 4, 8:4

CRIME AND CRIMINALS
Additional police protection for Akron urges, ed, Je 11, 4:1

Four tramps arrested and released, wanted at Chicago Junction on burglary chg, Guy Falls, N 17, 5:5

Unnamed man arrested on 9 indictments and held for Coshcocton officer, Kent, N 18, 3:2

CRICK, JEWELL (Coles)
Becomes insane, sent to asylum, Je 20, 2:5

CRIAG, GEORGE
Suits in collection suit against Charles A Selby, appeal filed, Mr 19, 3:2; suit settled, U 21, 3:5; wins suit, U 6, 3:2

CRIAG, GEORGE & SON CO
Suit against Hugh McGarry dismissed, J 6, 3:3

CRIAG, THOMAS
Fined for malicious mischief, My 7, 5:2

CRISPIN, W H
Criticizes Mayor Young's stand against prohibition, 1r, Mr 21, 6:3

Laments failure of prohibition party to get ticket placed on county ballet, 1r, N 3, 5:4

CRISS (ENGINEER), CHARLES V
Reprised by city com for unbecoming conduct, C 13, 1:7

CRISTOBAL COLON SS
Raising by U S urged, ed, N 8, 4:1

CROSBY, WILLIAM J
Divorce suit by wife Gertrude H dropped from docket, Ja 11, 4:7; divorced by wife, Ja 11, 5:1

CROY, JESSE
Property sale ordered in suit against Barbara Zehnder and others, N 8, 3:1

CROY, CHARLES D (Youngstown)
Names Lake Shae & Mich Southern rr co in damage suit, Ja 29, 2:5

CROOK, SIMON
Trial on intoxication chg contd, N 9, 5:3; fails to appear in ct, H 10, 4:4

CROOK, JOHN (Coles)
Jrmons, My 10, 5:4

CROOK, SIMON
Starts duties as porter in house of repr at Cols, Ja 12, 5:5

CROOK, TIMOTHY
Names City of Akron in suit for property damages and personal injuries, Jy 13, 3:9

CROOK, TIMOTHY (Coles)
Body found in river, N 22, 2:4

CROOK, ALFRED
Death, O 6, 3:1; funeral, O 10, 3:1; will filed for probate, O 11, 3:4

CROOK, LIZZIE
Disorderly conduct chg dismissed, My 12, 5:2

CROSBY, FERD
Arrested on intoxication chg, Ag 22, 8:2

CROSBY SCHOOL
Nelthers' and Teachers' Circle hears address by Prof R S Thomas supt of Akron schools, Ja 13, 5:1

Nelthers' and Teachers' Circle elects officers, O 28, 8:1

Nelthers' and Teachers' Circle holds meeting, N 11, 8:4

CROSBY ST
Graduating and improving begun, Ja 20, 5:1; property owners petition for improvements, Ja 24, 5:4; resolution for improvement, Mr 5, 3:5; improvement ord passed by council, Mr 8, 6:1; Mr 11, 6:1; ord to issue bonds for improvement passed by council, My 6, 7:4; bd appd by council to estimate assessment required, My 7, 6:6; bids for improvements called for, My 17, 7:4; notice of sale for improvements on Crosby st, My 17, 7:7; notice of estimated assessment of cost, Je 4, 7:6; proposal bonding of Crosby st for improvements referred to Solicitor Rowley,
COOLIDGE, N H

Apptd recr for Akron St Ry and Illuminating co, J 14, 8:1
With J Bert Jackson and Levi and Charles Kryder names Akron & Guy Falls Rapid Transit co in suit to compel payment of cost of paving S Main st, H 14, 3:5
Names Ferry & Elizabeth A. Harra in mortgage foreclosure suit, J 10, 3:6
Names Auer Alumni co and stockholders in recr suit, J 21, 1:1; Auer Alumni co files answer, J 25, 6:2; answer filed by William and Lizzie Vories, A 6, 4:6
Names Auer Alumni co et al in stockholders' liability suit, J 23, 7:2
Speaks on bankrupcy before Ohio State bankers' assem, S 20, 6:3

COOLIDGE, ST

3d passed by council to establish and reestablish grade, H 6, 7:1

COOK (CAFT), WILLIAM

Explains indebtedness of Volunteers' barracks, 1tr, J 22, 4:5
 Held on chg of obtaining money under false pretenses, J 9, 3:3; released from jail on own recognizance, J 11, 5:3; dismissed from chg of obtaining money under false pretenses, J 16, 3:6

COOM, (CAFT), WILLIAM

Relieved of chg of Volunteers of Aner by F Keefe, J 13, 4:6

CRIME, WILLIAM (Clk)

Fatai ly stabbed in brawl, J 26, 2:3

CRIME, S J

Apptd state sec of Amer Sabbath union to take charge of work in Eastern Ohio and Western Ferra, J 10, 1:7

CROALL, JAMES (Canton)

Held on robbery chg, F 24, 3:1

CROALL, J A & Co (East Liverpool)

Signs with pottery trust, D 17, 6:3

CRONY, CRUSTUS

Loses foreclosure suit brought by Ralph I Miller, J 25, 3:2

CUMMELL, CLARENCE L (Garberville)

Sound to common pleas ct on paternity chg, My 16, 3:3

CUMMINS (NSC), M H (Clairton)

Obtains writ of execution against James Baughman, J 8, 3:2

CUMMINS, MARTIN H

Names Akron Gymnasium club in judgment suit, O 31, 3:5
Names Akron Gymnasium club in collection suit, N 4, 3:2
Suits against trustees of Akron Gymnasium co answered, H 26, 3:3

CRYSTAL ICE MFG & COLD STORAGE CO

Incorporates, J 7, 2:4

CUBA

Spanish method of handling problems condemned, ed, J 19, 4:1
U S preparation to defend island cited, ed, J 22, 4:1
Assumption of calls at Cuban ports by Aner naval vessels not viewed as significant, ed, J 25, 4:1

Struggle of its people for independence subject of lecture before Universalist ch by Dr C N Thomas, F 8, 4:1
Aid for people urged by Grace Reformed ch, F 25, 5:3
Sent supplies by Grace Reformed ch, N 10, 1:6
Legis passes resolution endorsing Sen Foraker's action on Cuban independence, Ap 1, 3:3
Freedom predicted, ed, Ap 10, 4:1
Col Charles Dick gives view on house fight relative to independence, Ap 16, 3:5

CUBA (cont)

Lack of either govt or army cited, ed, My 17, 4:2
 Artikel appearing in the Ohio (N Y Times), My 18, 5:5
Govt by U S favored as needed by citizens, ed, J 22, 4:1
Needs Americanizing, says Col Charles Dick, Ag 19, 3:3

Views of Free William McKinley on duty of U S to liberate people quoted, ed, J 26, 4:1

CULLISON, WALTER

Tragedy by fire, Ap 16, 1:6

COLUMBIA (Fostoria)

Named with Osbey by George McCammon in property recovery suit, F 3, 2:6

COLUMBIA, WILLIAM

Indicted on criminal assault chg, J 15, 3:4
Irrigation chg begun, F 14, 3:2; convicted on chg of assault with intent to rape, F 16, 5:4; sentenced for assault and battery, F 22, 6:2

CULHAM, ANN

John H. Culham apptd adr of estate, F 16, 6:7

CULLEN (LI), FRANK F (Fostoria)

Designs comm of Co O 16th regt of ON, J 20, 3:4

CULLEN, C H (Coventry Hwp)

Designs as justice of the peace, N 17, 1:5
Losses collection suit brought by Lark Ulmec, Ap 15, 5:4

CUMING, CHARLES (Guy Falls)

Arrested and fined for liquor law violation, N 11, 3:3

CUMMINS, JOHN

Reelected trustee of Akron Firemen's pension fund, J 20, 4:8

CUMMINGS, H J

Defeated for council in 3rd ward, Ap 5, 1:4

CUMMINGS, SHELDON S (Cinti)

Arrested on embezzlement chg, N 5, 2:4; surrenders self on embezzlement chg at bondsman's request, N 7, 2:4; held on embezzlement chg, N 6, 2:6; sentenced to penitentiary, N 28, 2:3

CUNNINGHAM, BRIGGS

Presents donation to Univ of Cinti, S 23, 2:2

CUFF, JOHN W (Galion)

Apptd postmaster, F 9, 2:2

CUFFIES (NOS), ROSA

Names Jacob Gottlieb and George A. Ley in personal damage suit, F 23, 3:1

CUFFLES, ROSA

+ Ill filed, J 30, 3:6

CURFANS

Passage of Akron curfew or urged, ed, My 20, 4:2
Establishment of law in Akron urged, ed, H 30, 4:2
Law in Zanesville seen as failure, ed, N 12, 4:1
Law in Akron urged, ed, H 14, 4:1

CURRENCY AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE

Repub position on money resolutions approved, ed, J 22, 4:1
Defeat of Sen Teller's resolution declaring free coinage of silver urged, ed, J 31, 4:1
Shortage of currency denied, ed, H 12, 4:2
U S silver policy criticized, ed, J 5, 4:1
Free silver policies criticized, ed, J 12, 4:1
Herits of gold standard revd, ed, J 14, 4:1
Sound money basis attributed to gold standard, ed, J 18, 4:2
Free silver policy of Daily Dem ridiculed, ed, J 18, 4:2
Gold policy of repub party praised, ed, Ag 22, 4:1
Influence of influx of gold and silver on Amer market discussed, ed, Ag 30, 4:1
discussion of money exchange discussed, Ag 31, 5:4
Claims of growing scarcity of money nude by free silver advocates denied, ed, D 0, 4:1
Decrease in U S silver support of free silver policy cited, ed, N 12, 4:1

CURRY, D C & CO

Recs contr for erection of barracks for 8th regt, Wooster, O 31, 8:2

CURTICE, GEORGE E

Case against Frank Stringer dismissed, J 11, 4:7

CURTIS (GEN), (Cinti)

Injured when horse falls, S 6, 7:1

CURTIS, A B (Qay Falls)

Bldg destroyed by fire, N 20, 1:6

CURTIS (MS), IRVING

Suicide, H 10, 1:3

CURTIS, JOHN S

Sued for divorce by wife Anna, J 22, 4:6

CURTIS, S W

Goods attached to satisfy ticket broker's claim, F 9, 3:3
CUTTIN, WILLIAM A (Hudson)
Assigns assets, Ap 1, 5:5

CUTRIN, FRANK
Cut and wounded, Henry Holtz held, Q 12, 3:3

CUTNER, CATHERINE
Estate Adam Kate C Cutner bonds, O 27, 3:3

CUTLER, WILLIAM
Interest announcement, Je 22, 3:2

CUTTEN, CHARLES C (Orrville)
Sought in robbery of Adams Express co, Nr 9, 1:7; still missing, Nr 10, 1:6; warrant issued for arrest on larceny chg, Nr 14, 1:5; traced to Vancouver (O C), escapes, Nr 21, 1:4; arrested in Mexico City (Mex), My 28, 3:4; My 30, 3:4; pleads guilty to indictment on robbery chg, Je 3, 5:4; sentenced to penitentiary, Je 4, 4:4; moved Je 7, 4:4; committed to penitentiary, Je 8, 4:3

CUTTER, WILLIAM (Barberton)
Robbed, G 2, 1:6

CUYAHOGA COUNTY

ELECTIONS
Repubs elect entire ticket with 1 probable exception, unofficial returns, N 9, 1:3

SHERIFF
Law changing beginning of term seen as unconstitutional, D 14, 6:1
Opinion of Solicitor Kaiser re filling office during interim period disregarded by coors (Clev Plain Dealer), D 30, 8:4
Sheriff McConnell refuses for 2 yrs and expresses determination to fill office during interim period, D 31, 1:5

CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO
Agreement among bond of trade, Ag 17, 3:5

ELECTIONS
Citizens’ Conv
Citizens’ caucus, list of nominees, Nr 19, 1:4; Nr 23, 8:1
Repub list of nominees, Nr 19, 1:4; Nr 23, 8:1

MAYOR
William Clapp defeats Richard Reed, Ap 5, 1:5

SUITS AND CLAIMS
Loses permanent injunction in tax collection suit brought by Miner Howe and others, Ap 12, 3:2
DALEY, F
Injured in st car-wagon collision, N 22, 3:3

DALEY, FRANK
Beaten, Patrick Veely and Charles Green sought Ag, 2, 6:2

DALLON, JOHN (Lorain)
Restaurant destroyed by fire, W 24, 2:4; D 26, 2:4

DALLON, THOMAS (Lorain)
Attempts suicide by poisoning, F 24, 2:3

DAFFORD
Elected state sen 16th dist in unofficial returns, N 9, 1:3

DUFF, A
Injured when gasoline explodes, O 8, 1:6

DAWIES, JOHN
Arrested and fined on larceny charge, O 31, 5:3

DANNER, MRS., MELIA
Adjudged insane, Je 25, 3:5

DARD, MC E
With wife Ida E sells parcel of land to George W. Peeples, V 10, 8:2

DARST, C (Prospect)
Missing, F 22, 4:3

DASHYAW, ESS
Attached by William Foot to satisfy labor claim, Ap 21, 8:2

DASOVA, ROSALIA
Estate appts John S Farnbaugh adm., F 26, 4:5

DAUGHERTY
Gives address on polls at meeting of Ohio Repub Eds' assoc, G 19, 6:5

DAUGHERTY, H M
Subpoenaed by Ohio legis com to testify in bribery investigation, F 10, 2:2

DAUGHERTY, M J
Suicide, Ja 18, 3:6; Ja 19, 2:7

DAUGHERTY, MRS.
Western Reserve chapter entertained by Guy Portage chapter, Barb, Ja 11, 3:6; Ja 12, 5:2

Guyahoga Portage chapter holds meeting, elects officers, Ja 26, 5:5

Meets, program presented, Je 7, 4:4

Natl bi of management of the natl soc holds meeting, Je 8, 6:3

Clev chapter sends check to sec of war to purchase supplies for soldiers in field, Ja 26, 2:3

Foruego for coming yr outlined, S 2, 8:1

Guy chapter holds December meeting, V 6, 1:7

DAUGHTERS OF LIBERTY
Columbia council visits Lady Lincoln council No 30, Barberton, W 12, 6:4

DAUGHTERS OF ST GEORGE
Officers named, Je 6, 8:4

DAUGHTERS OF THE KING
Hold semi-annual state conv, elect officers, N 2, 5:5

DAVILAUS, C (Ort): G C
Named by Uoran H Ormes in malpractice suit, Mr 1, 8:1; loses verdict in malpractice suit brought by Uoran H Ormes, Mr 4, 1:6; Mr 5, 1:4

DAVILAUSON, C H (Clev)
Dies of injuries recc by falling under locomotive, My 7, 6:2

DAVILAUSON, FRANK
Suit against Frank Keister and others, Emma L Charles files answer and cross petition, N 26, 6:1

DAVILAUSON, JOHN (Springfield)
Daughter Hazel A dies from injuries recc in accident, F 3, 3:6

DAVIES, HARRIET (Clev)
Pleads not guilty to manslaughter charge, My 4, 2:3

DAVIES, RAVEN (Clev)
Reads paper on the gospel before Evangelical Alliance, Mr 26, 5:7

Denies Christian Endeavor soc's responsibility for failure of entertainment at West Cong ch, 1nr, N 8, 5:6

DAVIES, T J (Garb.)
Res robbed, Thomas Herbert bonds stolen, O 11, 3:2

DAVIS, A T (Paxton)
Injured when coal chute caves in, Ja 20, 8:5

DAVIS, A T (Harrison)
Injured in accident, S 27, 8:3

DAVIS, ARTHUR (Springfield)
Injured in fall from hay rack, Ag 3, 3:1

DAVIS, CHARLES (Cleveland)
Held on forgery charge, F 17, 2:5

Arrested on intoxication charge, Mr 22, 1:6; fined, Mr 23, 1:5

DAVIS, JADIS
Fined for fighting, S 14, 4:3

DAVIS (REV.), C E
Resigns pastorate of Medina Disciple ch, Ja 24, 1:6

DAVIS (MRS.), ELLA
Suspended sentence on charge of cruelty to her children enforced, sent to whouse, F 17, 5:4

DAVIS, GEORGE
Released under bond on charge of obtaining money under false pretenses, Ap 22, 8:2; dismissed from charge, Ap 23, 5:4

DAVIS, JACK (Warren)
Arrested on larceny charge, N 2, 6:2

DAVIS, JAMES
Named in mortgage foreclosure suit by Martin L Miller, O 26, 3:4

DAVIS, JOHN
Fined on assault and battery charge, Mr 18, 5:3

Arrested on intoxication charge, Ag 25, 3:1; fined, Ag 27, 3:1

Fined for intoxication, O 17, 3:1

DAVIS, JOHN R (Garb.)
Defeated for mayor, Ap 5, 1:3

DAVIS, LOVATT
Partition ordered in case brought by Mildred H Moore, Ja 15, 4:3

DAVIS, MARY
Arrested on charge of residing in brothel, F 4, 3:5; dismissed, F 5, 4:7

DAVIS, RICHARD G (Clev)
Held as alleged mail robber, Ja 15, 1:6

DAVIS, THOMAS
Injured in jump from moving st car, Ag 16, 8:4

Lease cancellation suit by Jacob I. Weygandt dismissed, O 7, 6:2

DAVIS, THOMAS (Garb.)
Fined for misdemeanor, My 19, 8:4

DAVIS, WAREN
Arrested on charge of manslaughter in death of Adam Hinckeman, Ag 9, 6:1

DAVIS FAMILY
Holds annual reunion at Bath, Je 22, 8:1

DAY (JUDGE), (Canton)
Takes oath of office as sec of state, Ap 29, 3:4

Praised for services as cabinet member, ed, Ag 12, 4:2

Refusal to consider running for gov praised, ed, O 20, 4:1

DAY, A K
Case with Smith Tibbs settled out of ct, Je 20, 3:2

DAY, RUSSELL B (Bluffton)
Aptd postmaster, Ag 10, 2:5

DAY, SHERIFF
Fined for intoxication, Ap 12, 8:3

DAYKING, W (Boston Twp)
Barn destroyed by fire, Ap 4, 3:2

DAYTON, OHIO
Elects dem mayor, Ap 5, 2:5

DEACON, DAVIS
Suit against Horace L Deacon, real estate sold to Lawrence Deacon, W 1, 3:4

DEACON, GRACE L
Suit brought by David Deacon, real estate sold to Lawrence Deacon, W 1, 3:4

DEACON, JOHN
Sues sale of real estate, O 22, 7:7

DEACON, LAWRENCE
Purchases real estate in suit of David Deacon against Horace L Deacon, W 1, 3:4

DEAKIN, JAMES B
Sued for divorce by wife Mary V, Ja 17, 3:1; divorce granted, Mr 5, 1:4

DEERTH, MRS., BARBARA
Suicide, Ja 20, 2:4

DEATHS
Note: Listing below does not include murders, suicides, or other deaths by violence. In case of persons carrying entries in body of index, death notice only is listed here, details being carried under names

See also Accidents; Murders; Suicides; Vital Statistics; names of diseases

REPORTS AND STATISTICS
Annual report issued by probate ct, Ja 15, 3:3
Causes of deaths for yr requpt, S 2, 2:4

UNIDENTIFIED BOOJES
Unidentified body of man or boy found floating in Little Cuyahoga river, My 20, 3:4
Body of unidentified man found in Lake Erie, foul play suspected, Clev, Ap 16, 2:2

Unidentified woman dies of heat prostration, O 3, 1:5

Unidentified man starves to death in boxcar, Clev, O 7, 2:4

Unidentified woman dies from effects of swallowing hairpins and other objects, Toledo, O 2, 3:5

DOBSON, Thomas E, Ja 17, 3:1

Abraham, Davis infant son, N 21, 3:1

Addams, Samuel, S 7, 3:3

Addis, George, J 2, 3:1; 3:3

Addison (Rev Fr.), H M, Ja 14, 1:2

Aiken (Mrs.), Edward, Je 8, 3:1
DEATHS (cont)

Beau, Alice M, Mr 11, 3:2
Beynon, Reese infant daughter Maudie, Je 21, 3:1
Biggers, David, Ag 10, 2:5
Billing, Mary, Mr 17, 3:1
Billingh, Frank son Lionel, Mr 23, 3:2
Billingh, Warren H, Ag 29, 3:5
Billiter, Philip, S 7, 8:3
Blythe (Mrs), Emily, J 24, 2:4
Black, Morris, Mr 19, 1:4
Blee, Robert, F 26, 1:1; F 28, 2:2
Bloch, Leonard, My 9, 5:5
Blocker, Mary E, J 9, 3:3
Boardman, John E, J 5, 3:1
Boardman, John E, J 5, 3:2
Boehl (Mrs), Mary M, Ap 14, 3:2
Bolting (Mrs), Helen B, J 16, 3:2; 8:4
Bollinger, Mary M, O 7, 3:1
Bolts, Clara Allen, D 20, 8:3
Bone (Mrs), Friedericksa Louise, Mr 14, 3:2
Booth, Robert, J 3, 8:3
Botsford (Gen), James L, O 8, 2:3
Bowes, James infant son Dewey, Ag 6, 3:2
Bowman, Albert L, Ap 28, 5:1
Boyce (Mrs), Richard, J 8, 2:4
Bradfield, Lila J, O 14, 3:1
Bradley, Albert G, F 12, 4:3
Bradley, Alfred, F 9, 2:2
Bradley, Donald, Je 16, 3:1
Bradly (Mrs), Alora, J 19, 3:1
Bradner, Anna, N 29, 6:4
Bredax, Harriet M, Je 25, 6:3
Broth (Mrs), Elizabeth, Ja 3, 3:4
Briars, Calvin S, por, D 15, 1:4
Brigadoon, infant, Ag 8, 3:1
Brock, Margaret, N 16, 3:1; N 17, 3:1
Brock (Mrs), Catherine, Jy 26, 3:5
Brown (Mrs), Emily J, S 12, 3:1
Brown (Mrs), Ada Alice, Je 11, 4:4
Brown (Mrs), J C, O 8, 3:5
Brown (Mrs), J S, Je 23, 8:5
Brown (Mrs), Nathaniel, J 29, 2:4
Brown (Mrs), Ross, O 7, 3:1
Bruce, Blanche K, Mr 18, 4:1
Buchtel, John R, S 13, 3:5
Buehler, August infant daughter, Estella, Mr 18, 3:3

DEATHS (cont)

Buell, D C, Je 23, 8:5
Burns, Anna, S 14, 8:5
Burns (Mrs), Nannie, N 20, 3:5
Buss (Mrs), Vertie, My 2, 3:6
Butler, Alvin J, Je 28, 3:1
Butterworth (Hrn), Benjamin, Mr 12, 4:6
Cadby, John, Ap 11, 5:6
Callahan, William H, O 12, 2:5
Callender (Mrs), Mary Ann, Mr 11, 3:2
Campbell, Carrie, S 16, 8:5
Campbell, Leonard, S 16, 1:6
Campbell (Mrs), Mary J, N 16, 3:1; N 17, 3:1
Cannon (Mrs), Caroline, DU 29, 5:5
Caplen, George, Jy 14, 3:1
Capper (Mrs), Mary M, Je 11, 4:5
Capt (Capt.), J 19, 4:1
Carl, Susan, Jy 8, 3:1
Carr (Mrs), Joseph H, Jy 11, 2:2
Carr (Mrs), Prudence A, Mr 21, 5:5
Carver, D H, Ag 12, 3:1
Caskey, Hartense B, Je 29, 3:1
Castle (Mrs), E H, N 19, 1:5
Casey (Mrs), Catherine T, My 14, 3:4
Chamberlain (Mrs), Elizabeth, U 14, 3:2
Chambers, James E, Ja 7, 3:3
Chandler (Mrs), infant son Ralph, Ag 18, 3:1
Chappan, Carrie Alice, S 13, 4:3
Chapman, Lila, N 25, 1:4; 3:1
Chiles, Alphonse A, N 21, 3:1; 5:3
Chittock, James, J 31, 2:3
Church (Capt), G W, My 28, 3:1
Cignoli (Mrs), Mary, Ag 11, 3:3
Clifford (Mrs), Lizzie infant son Charles, Ag 13, 3:2
Clark (Mrs), Avis, Jy 20, 3:4
Clark, Grace Belle, F 5, 1:2
Clark, Harmon J, My 2, 5:5
Clark, Ina, J 25, 5:1
Clark, John A, N 19, 3:5
Clark (Mrs), Libbie, U 20, 3:2
Clarey, John, Je 4, 3:2
Cleaver (Mrs), Susan, Mr 25, 1:6; 3:1
Clines, Newton, Jy 27, 8:5
Coffin (Mrs), Mary R, Ap 9, 3:7
Cole (Mrs), Vivian, N 30, 8:2
Collins, Ida J, O 12, 3:1
Collins (Mrs), Charles A, O 18, 1:4
Colley (Mrs), Mary H, Mr 29, 1:7
Colon, Mary H, U 2, 3:3
Conrad, Jerry, My 3, 8:5
Cook (Mrs), Lucy J, Ap 7, 3:1
Costello, John, Jy 6, 8:3
Cotter, A L, O 11, 3:4
Cousin, Marlon, Mr 12, 2:3
Cranz (Mrs), Mary, U 19, 3:2
Crawford, Michael, Je 1, 8:4
Crawford (Dr), William H, Ag 30, 8:4
Crisp (Mrs), Ellenor, Ag 18, 3:1
Crites, J junior daughter Edna Josephine, U 15, 1:6; 3:1
Crox, Alfred, O 6, 3:1
Crouse, Ernest infant daughter Lucy, Ap 12, 5:6
Cruizer, John, S 17, 2:6
Culver (Mrs), Ula, Ag 14, 8:1
Cupps, A, Je 27, 3:1
Cupps, Jacob J, O 10, 3:2; 3:3
Cupps, Rosa, Je 30, 3:6
Cutler, Catherine, O 27, 3:3
Cutler, William, Je 22, 3:2
Dague (Mrs), Elizabeth K, Mr 23, 5:7
Dailly, Henry O, Je 31, 5:3
Dalling, Richard J infant son Clarence, S 8, 3:1
Dancer, Leroy, Ap 4, 8:5
Dannemiller, Joseph H, Je 29, 3:2
Davis (Mrs), Ag 30, 8:3
Davis, Benjamin, N 22, 8:2
Davis, Charles infant son Ira, Ja 14, 5:1
Davis (Mrs), Elizabeth, Mr 4, 8:2
Davis, William infant son, Jy 8, 3:1
Davison, C F, Mr 11, 5:3
Davison (Mrs), June, N 3, 3:1
Dean, Mary, F 1, 3:5
Deely, Joseph, Ja 14, 5:1
Dehar (Mrs), Mary, S 2, 3:1
De LaGrange, Paul, O 3, 3:1
Dell (Mrs), Mary A, O 29, 3:2
Delong, Charles N, S 9, 3:4
DeKitt, John C, N 28, 1:3; 4:3
Dibble, R S, My 26, 8:5
Dickerhoff (Mrs), William H, Ja 28, 8:2
Dickerman, William, Jy 20, 8:4
Diefenbach, Emma S, Je 3, 5:1
Dienes, William F, Mr 9, 5:4
Diesel, William infant son Raymond, Ag 1, 3:1
Dixon (Mrs), Addah Jelle, Je 8, 4:2; 5:4
Dixon, Albert T, N 8, 3:2
Dixon (Mrs), T H, Je 13, 8:4
Donaldson, Arthur O, Je 26, 3:1
DEATHS (cont)

Myers (Judge), George E, N 2, 6:2
Myers, Judith, N 10, 8:3
Myers, William L, N 3, 3:5
Neff, Jonathan, J 13, 2:4
Nelis, Michel, My 3, 3:1
Nelson, Arthur, N 28, 8:3
Nettle, Stephen, J 10, 3:2
Nettelton (Mrs), Huber, J 31, 1:2
Newton (Mrs), Jennie C, My 6, 3:4; 5:3
Nicholls, George E, Jy 7, 2:3
Nickel (Rev), Julius G infant son, 0 31, 3:1; 8:5
Nordis (Mrs), Mary, N 25, 3:1
Northway (Mrs), Lydia Ann Jodge, S 30, 1:3
Northway (Grand), Stephen A, S 9, 1:4
Nourse, George A, M 1, 5:1
Nunn (Mrs), John, Jy 6, 3:8
Ochirick, William N, F 19, 4:2
Olin, George, Ap 21, 8:3
O’Neill, C J infant son William J, Ag 12, 3:1
Orth (Mrs), Catherine, Ag 20, 3:1; 3:4
Osborn, Hiram L, Ap 4, 3:1
Osborne, Oscar D, S 27, 3:5
Osterstok, Allen, Ja 7, 5:1
O’Toole, Mary, Ap 20, 5:4
Overtolt, S L infant son Edward S, G 6, 6:1
Overtolt (Mrs), William, Ag 25, 8:4
Owatt, Edward, M 7, 3:5
Painton (Mrs), Julia A, Ag 17, 3:1
Palmer (Mrs), Frances E, Ap 26, 3:3
Fankhurst, John F, J 3, 7:4
Fardue, Aaron, Ja 10, 5:4
Fardue, Lucius, Ap 16, 7:3
Farterson (Prof), John P, F 4, 4:7
Fattin, Thomas infant child, Je 11, 8:5
Fendleton, Joy H, 0 27, 3:3
Perkins, Samuel E, Je 25, 3:5
Peterson, Carl daughter Mary, O 11, 3:1
Peterson (Mrs), James H, Jy 21, 3:3
Petley, Thomas N, 5, 3:5
Petrie, Margaret, My 9, 5:5
Petitbone (Mrs), Sarah Birdseye Lambert, Jy 18, 3:2
Fettig, John, J 17, 3:3
Fihal, Frank C infant son Elmer William, Jy 2, 3:1
Fheister (Mrs), Ann Marie, Ap 11, 3:5
DEATHS (cont)
Tibbals, C. S., Je 3, 4:3
Tibbals, John L., 0 1, 6:5
Tibbals, L. J., 22, 2:5
Tinker, Albert B., 0 17, 1:7
Tinker, Gertrude, 0 19, 8:4
Tison, Abraham, Je 19, 8:4
Tison (Mrs), Mary L., 0 19, 8:5
Tisdale, A infant son, Je 2, 3:2
Towry, Julis, W 1, 3:1
Truex, Edward H., Je 3, 3:1
Tukey, John H., 0 14, 8:6
Turner (Mrs), Adam, Ap 22, 1:5
Tyson infant, 0 27, 8:3
Underwood, Warren J., 0 23, 3:3
Upham (Mrs), Susan E., 0 23, 3:2
Upson (Mrs), Betsy A., 0 17, 3:2
Upson, Daniel J., 0 17, 3:5
Valentine, August, Je 27, 3:1
Varnum, W. Jr., Je 25, 2:6
Vermeil (Mrs), Mary A., 0 20, 3:3
Viereck (Mrs), Elizabeth F., 0 24, 1:4
Viers, Edward H., 0 25, 3:1
Vogt, Katherine, 0 6, 1:7
Voorhees, Charles, 0 22, 3:4
Wade (Mrs), Mary A., 0 16, 2:2
Wade (Mrs), Thomas, 0 34, 3:4
Wagner, Millard Belding, Je 3, 3:1
Walcott, James, 0 16, 3:3
Walcott (Gen), Charles C., 0 3, 2:2
Waldrum (Dr), L. J., Je 20, 8:1
Walsh, Jacob, Jr., Je 19, 3:1
Walker, John W., 0 22, 3:2
Wallace (Mrs), Barbara, 0 23, 3:2
Wanner, H R., 0 18, 3:1
Warner, Henry Y infant son, Henry, 0 25, 3:1
Warren, Edward, 0 30, 6:3
Washburn, George C., Je 10, 2:5
Wason (Mrs), Margaret Wright, 0 27, 3:4
Watson, Belle, Je 10, 5:1
Weaver (Capt), 0 9, 2:4
Webb (Mrs), Eliza F., 0 16, 5:3
Webb (Mrs), J. C., 0 5, 1:6
Webster, Martha Albert, 0 13, 1:7
Webster, William, 0 14, 6:6
Wegman, A infant son, 0 12, 3:1
Weida, Marjutta, 0 12, 3:1
Wells, Frances M., 0 21, 2:5
Welch, Thomas, 0 31, 3:5
Welton (Mrs), Adeline, Je 9, 8:4
Wertz, Wm, N 16, 17:3
Weins, Nellie A., 0 30, 3:1
Welsh (Mrs), Ruth, 0 3, 3:1
Whipple, Charles J., Je 13, 8:3
Whitmore (Mrs), Adeline, 0 32, 1:6
White (Mrs), N 23, 8:4
Whitehouse, James, 0 23, 3:1
Whitney (Mrs), Nellie A., 0 26, 5:2
Whitney (Mrs), John, Ap 19, 3:6
Whittier (Mrs), H. W., 0 3, 8:4
Wiant, Harry, 0 19, 3:5
Wiedeman, Jacob infant daughter Alice, Je 21, 3:3
Wiegley, John, 0 3, 3:1
Wilcox, Michael infant son Andrew, 0 27, 3:1
Wilkinson, Gomer F., 0 17, 3:1
Willard, Thomas, 0 19, 4:1
Willard (Mrs), Mary Tift, 0 14, 3:2
Williams, Charles, 0 28, 6:1
Williams, Charles, 0 22, 3:5
Williams, May, 0 31, 3:5
Williams (Capt), S 1, 1:1
Wilson, Horatio T infant daughter Dorothy, 0 13, 5:7
Wilson, Dorothy, Je 12, 3:1
Wilson, Frances, 0 20, 3:5
Wilson, James, 0 6, 1:4
Wilson, William W., 0 21, 2:5
Winter, John, 0 6, 1:6
Winther, George, 0 25, 3:1
Wolf, Charlotte J., Je 16, 3:2
Wolf, Peter, baby, 0 25, 8:4
Wood, John B., 0 8, 3:1
Woodward, Elizabeth, 0 23, 8:2
Woodward (Mrs), William, 0 26, 8:3
Woodward, Harry, 0 20, 3:5
Wright, Harry, 0 19, 2:4
Wyatt, Robert, 0 19, 2:4
Wright, Sally, 0 19, 2:4
Wright, Sally, 0 19, 2:4
Young, Maynard, 0 4, 1:7
Zapp (Mrs), Daisy F., 0 16, 4:7
Zehrle, Henry infant son Elmer W., 0 12, 3:1
Zeidler, John H., 0 7, 3:2
Zimmerman, Louise C., 0 27, 3:5
Zschech, Edward, Je 7, 6:2

DEEDS, W CLAYDE
Describes U.S. army life during Spanish-American war, S 6, 4:6
DELY, PATRICK
Sought for assault on Frank Daley, Ap 2, 6:2
Charged with assault and battery, Ap 3, 3:6
DEWEY (SPECIAL POLICE), FRED (Cola)
Shot and killed when brought robbing Pan Handle & Freight car, W 17, 1:4
DEESER, CLARENCE
Charged with petit larceny by Truant Officer Watson, Ja 8, 5:2
Charged on petit larceny charge, Ja 10, 5:2

DEFANCE OIL CO
Plans drilling oil and gas wells in surrounding territory, Defiance, W 27, 2:5

DE FRANCO, MARY (Oberlin)
Millinery store destroyed by fire, W 30, 2:4

DEGRED, TONY (Clev)
 Dies from injuries received in gas explosion in water works tunnel, My 13, 2:4

DEGRAW, AYDA & CO
Answer to 2nd amended petition in suit against Aultman, Miller & Co. filed, D 24, 3:3

DEHAN (MRS), RUTH (Clev)
Robbed, Ap 16, 2:5

DEHAVEN, ERNEST
Fired for trespassing, N 29, 3:5

DEHAVEN, JOHN B
Files answer to suit brought by Thomas F. Cleveland, W 22, 3:3

DEHL (MRS), WILLIAM (Reservoir)
Injured when buggy is stuck by another buggy, M 30, 8:3

DEITCH, HENRY (Green)
Factory damaged by fire, Ja 27, 8:2

DEKENDO, (Youngstown)
Injured when attacked by lion, My 25, 2:5

DELANEY, RICHARD
Fired for intoxication, Ap 19, 5:5

DELAND, MICHAEL (Cinti)
In serious condition from eating husk mat, M 31, 6:2

DELLAR, NALT BANK (Delhi)
Declared insolvent in notice to comptroller of currency, Je 7, 3:2

DEL BELLO, ANGELO (Warren)
Murder trial begins, My 17, 2:6; convicted of 1st degree murder, My 21, 2:5
DELENG, W.D.

Jail on intoxication chg, F 19, 5:3; fined, F 21, 5:4

DELENG, W.D.

Fined for intoxication, Ja 27, 5:2

DELENG, W.D.

Examination of bar assn recommended by trial com, J 3, 1:3; disbarment proceedings recommended by Clev Bar assn com, J 5, 4:2; expulsion chgs filed by sec of bar assn, J 12, 3:5; investigation ordered by bar assn, J 12, 5:3; Judge Blandin and Sanikers apply to pros com in disbarment proceedings, J 16, 2:2; chgs filed in circuit ct by bar assn com, J 23, 2:4

DEECE, LOTTIE M.

Margaret Jellworth appointed guardian, F 25, 5:2

DELONG, FOREST (Paxton)

Bitten by dog, F 10, 8:4

JELPHS, ORIC

Sus well ignites, destroys derrick, Jy 27, 2:6

JELPHS ORIC

Wins 1st prize and additional solo prizes, opponents threaten sensational exposure of prize-winning transaction, J 2, 4

DEMENT (HS), GJEWEVE (Youngstown)

Names state of Albert Gerstle in trust suit, J 24, 1:6

DEERING, WILLIAM E.

Divorce suit against wife Eva dismissed, My 11, 3:3; divorced by wife Eva, Jy 8, 3:3

DEMOCRATIC PARTY

Holds Jackson day banquet at Cols, Ja 8, 2:1

Democrat affidavits from State Repn Harris regarding number of repub votes he can swing, Ja 10, 1:3

Akron delegation lobbies to secure passage of bill changing Summit county from 19th cong dist to 17th, Ja 10, 1:7

Observe Jackson day and attend banquet, Ja 10, 2:2

Schism in party discussed, Ja 27, 8:1

 Patronage system criticized, repubs declared powerless to stop job gifts, Ja 29, 4:4

Try to patch up party differences, Ja 31, 8:5

Young leaders credited with ambition, ed, F 4, 4:1

Arrests on schism among leaders, F 4, 5:2

Feature article contrasting Sen Finch and Sen Crowley for sen leadership, F 5, 4:3

City com names new members, M 7, 1:6

DEMOCRATIC PARTY (cont)

Rule by present machine fought by leading dems, M 14, 5:3; M 15, 5:3

Campaign methods criticized, ed, M 16, 4:1

Fights within local ranks discussed, M 18, 8:1

Suggestions to party rule of Charles Isbell cited, ed, M 21, 4:2

Contest for party leadership continues, M 21, 4:3

Machine control of Akron govt criticized as great evil, ed, M 22, 4:2

Members circulate anti-McFarland petition, M 23, 1:5

Machine leaders make peace overtures to opposing faction, M 25, 1:5

Mail-slinging tactics in city campaign criticized, ed, M 25, 4:1

Inter-party discussions discussed, M 29, 1:5

Pre--election activities revd, M 31, 1:7

Unhonorable tactics of leaders criticized, ed, M 31, 4:1

Underhanded methods used in Akron campaign criticized, ed, Ap 1, 4:1

Review of pre-election activities, Ap 2, 1:6

Possibilities of county primary considered, Ap 8, 8:2

Use of state pol issues in natl election criticized, ed, Ap 15, 4:1

State central com agrees on site for state conv, Ap 2, 2:5

Plan to control city through gerrymandering, Ap 15, 4:4

State central com decides to hold state conv at Dayton, Ap 16, 3:6

Insanity in Ohio politics condemned, ed, J 10, 4:2

Decides on conv nominations in Summit county, J 7, 4:5

Criticism for attacking Mark Hanna, ed, M 1, 4:1

Criticism for planning to run T. O'Neill for county treas, ed, M 2, 4:1

Criticism for lack of economy, ed, M 2, 4:2

Attitude toward Tom Reed criticized, ed, M 8, 4:1

Opposition to the issue of natl bonds criticized, ed, M 8, 4:2

Subservience to Col William Jennings Bryan ridiculed, ed, M 9, 4:2

Inconsistency in monetary policy criticized, ed, M 9, 4:2

DEMOCRATIC PARTY (cont)

Summit county members decline nominations, Ag 9, 5:4

Announce delegates to 8th dist judicial conv to be chosen by 5-man com, Ag 11, 4:5

Hopes for a victory in Georgia ridiculed, ed, Ag 16, 4:2

Conv ridiculed, ed, Ag 20, 4:1

Ward caucuses elect Charles H Isbell slate, Ag 20, 5:3

Difficulty of Summit county conv to obtain nominations viewed as assuring its defeat at election, ed, Ag 22, 4:1

Delegates elected to state conv by Summit county conv listed, Ag 22, 3:4

Support of Pres William McKinley's war policy by Calif dems praised, ed, Ag 22, 4:1

Seen as paying tribute to strength of repub ticket in number of selecting opponent candidates, ed, Ag 23, 4:1

Unbalanced county ticket criticized, ed, Ag 23, 4:2

Delegates congregate at Dayton for state conv, Ag 23, 7:1

Preliminary meetings held previous to conv, Ag 24, 2:4

Opens state convention, ed, Ag 24, 3:4

Leaders from Summit county criticized for failing to attend state conv, ed, Ag 25, 4:1

Criticism for nomination methods at conv, ed, Ag 25, 4:1

Exec com chairmanship declined by W S Thomas, Harry Kilson named sec of exec com, S 1, 2:4

Horace L Chapman selected as exec com chmn, J T Gorman selected as exec sec by state central com, S 2, 2:4

Elects officers, S 2, 3:6

Elects reps to central com, S 5, 6:2

Criticism for opposition to conduct of Spanish-American war, ed, S 7, 4:2

Chairmanship and membership of state exec com declined by H L Chapman, S 8, 3:5

John H Blaker chosen chmn of state exec com, S 8, 7:1

Differences in finding leadership for fall pol campaign cited, ed, S 9, 4:1

Exec com elects officers, S 12, 3:4

Criticism for extravagance of city admin, ed, S 12, 4:2
DEMOCRATIC PARTY (cont)
Careful consideration before expressing indignation over conduct of war advised, ed, J 7, 4:1
Denounced for charging Pres William McKinley with
imperialistic policies, ed, U 8, 4:1
Movement for org started, ed, 10, 1:5
Club meets, plans banquet and debate, J 23, 3:4
Preparations for spring noted, ed, 27, 4:1
Mayor James A Rice boomed for (Xenia Herald),
J 29, 5:4

DEMOCRAT, XENIA (Ohio)
SLAIN by mother Olga, Nr 5, 2:7
JENKINS (Miss), Olga (Ohio)
Says son Arden, Nr 5, 2:7
D WOOGSTAD, ALBERT
Fleas not guilty to disorderly conduct chg, S 16, 4:3; tried, decision withheld, S 17, 1:4
JENKINS, JUDY
Arrested and fined on intoxication chg, Jy 30, 3:1
JENKINS, GEORGE (Cincinnati)
Robbed, 20, 244
DAMON COLL (Granville)
Offered endowment by John D Rockefeller, D 19, 3:2
JENKINS, A M
Injured while attempting to separate fighting
dogs, N 3, 3:1
JENKINS, Robert F (Newcomerstown)
Nominated for postmaster by Pres William McKinley,
10, 2:5
DENTAL ASSN, Ohio
Elects Dr L F Bethel pres, J 8, 3:1
JUBILEE STORES
Subject of address by M O Neill on Univ of Akron
extension lecture course, N 22, 8:1
DISENTERY, William (Canton)
Sentenced on murder chg, Ja 4, 2:6
DERHAMER, ELIZABETH & JOHN
Named in note suit by Julia Sherbondy, J 20, 6:3; lose verdict, Ja 25, 6:2
DERHAMER, J M, See Derhammer, Elizabeth
DERHAMER, JOSEPH H
Sued for divorce by wife Elizabeth L, Ag 12, 3:3
DERROOS, FRED
Fined for malicious mischief, My 14, 4:4
DERROOS, HARRY
Arrested on game chg, F 26, 3:6; fined on disorderly conduct chg, Nr 4, 8:5

DETEL, JOHN
Held on assault chg, My 31, 6:2; fined for assault, Je 1, 4:5
Assaulted, Joe Fink and Archie McGowan held, Je 2, 5:1
DETEL, GEORGE H
Held on embezzlement chg, Ap 18, 3:5
DETORR & LINN, NORTHERN RAIL CO
J J Townsend apptd rector, S 7, 2:2
Julius Gates apptd co-rector, S 23, 2:4
Application for new rector filed by Manhattan
Trust Co, Toledo, N 1, 2:5
Name changed to Central Terminal & Connecting
rr, N 8, 2:2
Recs request authority to make improvements,
N 23, 2:4
DETROIT COFFEE & BRASS ROLLING MILLS
With T A Rodger names Enterprise Mfg co in
petition to have rector apptd, Clev, N 10, 8:2
DETTING, EDWARD (Cuyahoga Falls)
Enlisted in 12th inf U S army, J 29, 3:1
DETTING, JACOB
With John Jettling names Christopher Koch in
enlistment suit, Ag 8, 3:2
DETTING, JOHN
House damaged by fire, C 7, 5:5
DETTING, BILLS (Cleveland)
Named in cross petition of collection suit by
Chris Koch, J 6, 6:1
DETTIA, MELVIN (Nimisila)
Injured in fall, Ap 27, 8:4
DEUTSCH, SAMUEL
Robbed, Nr 17, 1:6
DEY, HARRY (Cuyahoga Falls)
Held for theft of George Johnson's clothing,
Ap 25, 5:6
DEVANEY, MARTIN
Arrested, fined, and sentenced to jail on
vagrancy chg, D 28, 1:5
DEVINE, DAVID
Ordered with family to report to ct on assault chg,
F 21, 5:2; held for assault, wife and sisterin-law discharged, F 22, 3:1; assault chg dis-
misse, Nr 2, 1:6
DEVINE, WILLIAM (Dayton)
Held on robbery chg, Ja 17, 1:6
DEVITT, JOHN H
Sued for divorce by wife Grace M, F 21, 3:6;
divorce granted, My 9, 3:3
DEVITZ, PAT
Sentenced for vagrancy, N 20, 4:4

DEW, JOHN
Named in suit by Besse K Raymond, petition
almost immediately withdrawn, My 23, 3:7
DEWEE (COMISSOE), GEORGE
Proposed promotion to position of rear-adm and
adm commended, ed, My 5, 4:2
Criticism of his style of dress disapproved, ed,
by 23, 4:1
Ohio as his birthplace denied, Rr, My 6, 3:2
Facing of por on new issue of bank notes dis-
misse, ed, Je 5, 4:1
First victory commended, ed, Jy 1, 4:1
Loving cup made by Pickallest clt, Cinci, Ag 17, 2:5
Activities in the Philippines praised, ed, Ag 20, 4:2
Activities praised, ed, N 22, 4:2
Promotion to ranking officer of navy urged, ed,
N 30, 4:1
Influence on imperialistic expansion of U S dis-
misse, ed, 0 6, 4:2
Elevation to rank of full admiral advocated, ed,
J 9, 4:1
DEWEE, GEORGE T (OH Gilead)
Held on horse theft chg, Je 21, 2:5
DEWEE, J B & J N CO
Farms fishery syndicate with Thompson & Lamb co,
Toledo, Ag 31, 2:2
DEWEE, JOHN
Claims relationship to Adm George Dewey, Jy 12, 5:3
DEWEE DAY
Celebrated at Cinci, My 21, 1:3
DEWITT, GEORGE (Clayton)
Falsely wounded when shot by Mr George W Rush,
Je 22, 2:5
DEWITT, JACOB (South Richfield)
Aragon wrecked when horses ran away, no one
injured, Jy 19, 8:5
DEWITT, JOHN C
Suit by State of Ohio dismissed, My 17, 3:3
Nominated by Jennie M Robinson in collection suit,
My 25, 3:4
Death, N 28, 3:1; 4:3; Lionel Farlee apptd adm,
J 2, 3:3; D 10, 3:7
Common law wife Jennie Robinson files claim to
estate, J 2, 4:2
DEWOLFE, JOEL P (Fostoria)
Appptd postmaster by Pres William McKinley, N 22,
2:2

DIXTER, JULIUS
Elected pres of state bd of commerce, Ja 20, 2:4
DEYARD, HEWARD (Ohio)
Suicide, Ja 15, 1:5
DEYARD, HEWARD (OH, Cuyahoga)
Plant damaged by fire, C 19, 2:2
DEYARD, HEWARD (OH, Cuyahoga)
Files answer to personal injury suit brought by
David Bly, Ja 11, 4:7
Named by estate of Thomas Nester in damage suit,
Marquette (Ich), Ja 22, 1:4
Files answer to damage suit brought by Margaret
Burke, Mr 24, 1:5
Names Ohio Match co in infringement suit, Mr 24,
8:3

DIAMOND RUBBER CO
Akron Cycle co makes motion to strike petition
from files, Ja 11, 4:8
Case against Walter Sherbondy dismissed, Ja 11,
4:7
DICK, JESSE F
Admitted to Ohio state bar, J 3, 3:1
DICK, LWN (Covington, Ky)
Finds collection suit against C H Culver, Ap 15, 5:4
DICK, GEORGE (Cuyahoga)
Burn damaged in windstorm, Ja 28, 8:2
DICK, CHARLES F W
Nom as campaign mgr for Sen Marcus A Hanna com-
menced, Ja 14, 1:1
Served with subpoena to appear before senate com,
Ja 14, 2:1
Subpoenad by Ohio sen leg com to testify in
bribery investigation, F 10, 2:2
Gives view on house fight on Cuban independence,
Ap 18, 3:5
Appnt as 1st-cnt of volunteers urged, ed, Ap 27, 4:1
Discusses mobilization of volunteers for Spanish-
American war, Ap 28, 8:1
Discusses chances of 8th regt going to Santiago,
Je 20, 3:3
Ordered to report to his regt, Je 24, 3:5
Presented with service revolver by associates
at Cump Alger, Ja 2, 3:4
Service to his country praised, ed, J 21, 4:1
Notives for giving services to the U S army
defended, ed, Ja 22, 4:1
Deputees criticized, ed, Ag 16, 4:2
Consultation with Pres William McKinley analyzed,
Ag 16, 4:3
DICK (COL), CHARLES F W (cont)
Questions John Angus Nuckay's account of CVH 8th regt conditions, Ag 17, 4:3
Sees need of Americanizing Cubans, Ag 19, 3:3
Arranges camp for 8th regt of CVH at Mount Hawn, Point, por, Ag 22, 1:5
Defended against criticism on US army service in Santiago (Cuba), ed, S 6, 4:1
Describes camp conditions of 8th Ohio regt, US army during Spanish-American war, S 9, 3:3
Defended against newspaper criticism for treatment of soldiers during Spanish-American war, ed, S 13, 4:2
Tribute on service during Spanish-American war paid by Chaplain George W Pepper, S 16, 4:5
Endorsed as camp candidate from 19th Ohio dist, ed, S 20, 4:4
Brief blog, S 24, 1:1
Personal description, por, S 24, 1:3
Service in US army during Spanish-American war revd, S 24, 2:1, 2:4, 2:5
Service in US army during Spanish-American war praised by Maj Gen Shafter, S 24, 6:1
Qualifications cited, election to US cong 19th Ohio dist urged, ed, S 26, 4:1
Favored for service in US army during Spanish-American war, election to 19th Ohio cong dist urged, ed, S 28, 4:2
Service in US army during Spanish-American war praised, S 28, 4:5
Demonstration arranged in honor of his nomination to 19th Ohio cong dist, S 5, 1:4
Personal characteristics praised, ed, S 5, 4:1
Favored by Ohio newspapers, S 10, 4:3
Honored at Asburyton carnival, S 20, 1:7
Elected state son 19th dist in unofficial returns, por, S 9, 1:3
Gives address on life of Pres James A Garfield at Niles Garfield club, N 19, 1:1
Successful career in cong predicted, ed, N 19, 4:1
Commended for address at Garfield club banquet (Youngstown Telegram), N 21, 1:6
Gives address at first MC on Sunday school memorial services, N 20, 8:4
Leaves for Wash (DC) to assume duties as US rep, N 29, 3:1; arrives in Wash (Clev Leader), D 1, 1:3
Blog in cong directory discussed, ed, D 7, 4:1
Fol blog outlined (Wash Star), D 10, 4:4

DICK, JAMES
Naturalized, O 27, 3:3
DICK, JOYCE & BRYAN
New law firm orged, O 11, 1:6
DICKERHOOF, ABRAHAM
Estate names Henry and Mary Jane LeRoy in collection suit, Ja 19, 4:7
Estate loses judgment in suit brought by estate of Susanna Dickerhoof, Ja 25, 3:2
DICKERHOOF, CHARLES
Bound to grand jury on chg of assault, O 13, 3:3
DICKERHOOF, MARY M
Suit for constr of will brought by John Christoffel et al settled, Ja 15, 4:3
DICKERSON, RICHARD (Clev)
Sells Mrs Blanche Winship, commits suicide, O 5, 2:3
DICKERHOOF, SUSANNA
Estate wins judgment in suit against estate of Abraham Dickerhoof, Ja 25, 3:2
DICKIE, MARY A (Cleaveland)
Nominated postmaster by Pres William McKinley, My 18, 2:5; confirmation of apptt delayed by sen, My 9, 2:4
DICKSON TRANSFER CO
Cab wrecked by runaway team, My 28, 3:1; My 30, 3:1
DIETZ, DANIEL
Estate named by Hannah Dietl in collection suit, Ja 31, 3:4
DIETZ, WILLIAM H
Damage suit against Emma J Neiberg dismissed, O 6, 3:2
Suit brought by H B Sisler dismissed, O 21, 3:5
DIETZ, ED (Clev)
Shoots and kills Detective Robert Moran in attempt to arrest him, Ja 11, 2:7

DIELM, JAMES T
Tied for election to bd of educ in 4th ward, Ap 5, 1:4
DIETZ, WILLIAM A (Oberlin)
Held on larceny chg, Ap 19, 3:6
DIETZ, ELIZA
Mollie J Spaulding upld executors of estate, Ap 21, 6:1
DIETZ (MR AND MRS), JOHN G
Celebrate 25th wedding anniv, S 12, 3:2
DILGER, LEO (Weost)
Held in robbery of Lorenzo Vitara and father, N 16, 4:4
DILLBURSTURST (MRS), KATE
Suicide, Ja 28, 2:4
DILLON, JOHN
Sentenced for vagrancy, Je 20, 5:6
DILLON, JOHN (Janesville)
Endorsed by Flint Glass Workers' union to indis comm, My 14, 2:4
DILLWORTH, WILLIAM
Suicide, Ap 24, 3:2
DIMALINE, BARNEY (Clev)
Shot and wounded, Belle Kavanagh held, O 9, 6:5
DIME SAVINGS BANK (Marlatta)
Run on bank caused by rumors of unsoundness, O 12, 1:4
DINGER, G I
Saloon property attached by Kubler & Beck and Donahue & co, My 3, 5:3
DINGEY, WILLIAM H
Cited for increase in wages and employment, ed, Ag 13, 4:2
DIXON, JAMES
Fined and sentenced for intoxication, Ag 22, 8:1
DIXON, PASCO
Sued for divorce by wife Mary, My 9, 3:3
DIPHTHERIA
Inland school closed because pupils were exposed to disease, O 19, 5:5
Epidemic feared at Kent, N 25, 1:5
DISCIPLE CH
Sunday school inst held at Green, Ja 13, 5:3
DISEASES
Ord regulating coming and going of persons where there are contagious diseases adopted by council, My 6, 7:3
Prevalence in US army camped blamed on disregard for health rules, ed, S 2, 4:1

DISSIPER, ADALINE A
Names John William Dissinger and John Dissinger's estate in alimony suit, Ap 15, 3:3; names John William Dissinger in judgment suit, Ag 30, 6:6; Hiram Dissinger files answer, N 7, 3:3
DIESSINGER, ADAM
Suit against John W Dissinger settled, O 12, 3:3
DIESSINGER, HIRAM
Files answer to suit of Adaline A Dissinger against John W Dissinger, N 7, 3:3
DIESSINGER, JOHN
Endorsed with estate of John Dissinger by Adaline A Dissinger in alimony suit, Ap 15, 3:3; sued for divorce by wife Adaline A, Ag 25, 3:1; named in judgment suit by Adaline A Dissinger, Ag 30, 6:6; Hiram Dissinger files answer, N 7, 3:3
DIESSINGER, JOHN W
Sue for divorce by wife Adaline A, Ag 25, 3:1
DIESSINGER, JOHN WILLIAM
Named with estate of John Dissinger by Adaline A Dissinger in alimony suit, Ap 15, 3:3; sued for divorce by wife Adaline A, Ag 25, 3:1; named in judgment suit by Adaline A Dissinger, Ag 30, 6:6; Hiram Dissinger files answer, N 7, 3:3
DIVORCES
Annual report issued by county clerk, Je 15, 3:3
DIXON, ALBERT T
Death, N 8, 3:2; funeral, N 11, 1:4
DIXON, ALFRED
Fined for malicious mischief, My 14, 4:4
DIXON, CHARLES A
Suit by John W Wierow dismissed, Je 9, 3:3
DIXON, GEORGE M
Endorses candidacy of Col Charles Dick, Jr, N 4, 2:1
DIXON, JOHN L
Guardian apptd, Ja 8, 3:3
DIXON (REV), THOMAS
Address on nationalism at First Ch of Christ, O 18, 1:3
Gives address on value of confidence at First Ch of Christ, O 19, 1:7
DIANE, JOHN M (Cleva)
Resigns as city clerk, Ap 12, 5:6
DOERR, SW IN
Swindled with worthless check of fellow union member, Ja 29, 2:4
DOGS
Classed as property by new law passed by state, Ap 13, 5:2
Provisions of new license law explained, Je 21, 8:5
DOHERTY, ALICE V
Sells parcel of land to Orlando W Crevling, $7, 8:5

DOHERTY, FRANCIS B
Fills exception to guardian repty of Mary Gargan,
My 4, 5:5

DOKE, CHARLES H
Sues wife Myrtle May for divorce, Mr 17, 1:3

DONLAN, FRANK (Clev)
Arrested on perjury chg, Je 15, 2:4

DONLAN, JAMES
Fined for intoxication, O 18, 3:1

DONLAN, THOMAS (Clev)
Bound to grand jury under bond swindling chg,
F 1, 2:7

DONLAN, THOMAS J (Clev)
Sentenced for misuse of mails, My 6, 6:2

DONNE, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, Ap 12, 8:3

DOLE (FRES), (Clev)
Predicts annunciation of Hawaii to U S, F 8, 1:2

DOLL, MARTIN
Fine and sentence provisionally suspended on non-
support chg, S 13, 3:1

Sued for divorce by wife Christina, O 20, 3:2

DOLNEY, JOSEPH
Vagrancy chg dismissed, O 20, 3:1

DOMESTIC SCIENCE
Work in pub schools outlined, O 13, 8:5

DONAHUE, CHARLES J
Sued for divorce by wife Jennie C, N 1, 3:2;
divorce granted, O 20, 3:3

DONAHUE (MRS), EMILY (Sandusky)
Res destroyed by fire, Ja 31, 1:6

DONAHUE (MRS), JENNIE
Beaten, husband Charles held on assault and
battery chg, O 28, 5:3

DONAHUE, JERRY
Arrested on chg of intoxication, Je 25, 3:1;
fined for intoxication, Je 27, 5:5

DONAHUE & CO
With Kubler & Beck attaches saloon property of
G I Dinger and H F Schroeder, My 3, 5:3

DONAHUE & SONS
Cigar store robbed, Clarence T Moore held, N 10,
3:3

DONALD, JOHN H (Higginbotham)
Shot with son William L in shooting fray with
Mayor Charles B Halfhill, Mr 12, 4:6

DONALDSON, FRANK
Names Frank Kistler in judgment foreclosure
petition, N 1, 3:2; answer and cross petition
DOW, ALEXANDER
Names John F Seiberling's assignee in damage
suit, Ap 4, 5:5

DOW, L (Alvordton)
Injured when L H Hoosier & Son's sawmill is struck
by runaway freight cars, Je 10, 2:5

DOW & SELL (Toledo)
Wholesale grocery store destroyed by fire, My 21,
2:1

DOWLING, ROBERT (Middletown)
App't postmaster, Je 22, 2:5

DOWNS, BERT (Youngstown)
Names Fenna Rr & Co in personal damage suit, F 14,
3:3

DOYLE, DAVID A
Sued for widow's dower brought by Louise E
Dove, Mr 9, 3:2

ATTENDS MEETING OF COURT OF GENERAL
ASSOCIATION, OHIO

DOYLE, EDWARD (Clev)
Attends meeting of circuit judiciary com, Je 29,
5:3

Damage claim refused by city comrs, N 18, 5:4
Advocates pub ownership of telephone systems,
Mr 1, U 14, 4:2

DOYLE, HARRY
Fined for intoxication, U 27, 4:2

DOYLE, LOUISE E
Sues in suit against Dayton A Doyle for widow's
dower, Mr 9, 3:2

DOYLE, THOMAS
Sued for vagrancy, My 13, 8:2

DOYLE, W B
Admitted to membership in Summit County Bar assn,
F 5, 1:5

DOYLE & BRYAN
Files cross petition asking atty fees in case of
Wilson vs Bryan, F 14, 5:5

DOYLESTOWN, OHIO

DOUGLASS, JAMES
Fined for disorderly conduct, Je 17, 5:2

DOUGLASS, ISAAC
Robbed, Ja 13, 5:6

DOUGLASS, BOYCE
Arrested on non-support chg, Ja 7, 6:1

DOUGLASS, LOUISE (Burharten)
Adjudged sane, Ap 12, 3:2

DOUGLAS, W L
Shoe store damaged by fire, U 27, 4:4

DOUGLASS, FRANKLIN
Sued for divorce by wife Sarah, Mr 7, 3:3

DOUGLASS, JOSEPH
Held on disorderly conduct chg, Je 16, 5:5

DOVER, ELMER C
App't private secy to Sen Marcus A Hanna, Ja 2, 6:2

DRAFT, JOHN
Arrested and fined for non-support of daughter
Jessie, O 12, 3:2

DRAKE, J W (Greenville)
Assigns assets, Mr 12, 2:3

DRAKE, W D (Marion)
Furatas and causes arrest of 2 men in attempt
to take possession of rr tower, Ja 19, 3:3

DRAKE, MARY (Toledo)
Arrested and fined on chg of intimidation, Je 22,
2:5

DRAKE, AUGUST
Sued for divorce, Je 22, 3:2

DUFF, AUGUST
Sentenced for intoxication, My 2, 3:1

DUFFY, JOSEPH
Sentenced for vagrancy, N 5, 6:1

DUFFY, JOSIAH
Arrested and sentenced on intoxication chg, F 25,
5:5
DULANEY, J. F.
Sentenced on intoxication chg, F 21, 5:4

DUNBAR, HORACE (Cinti)
Assigns assets, Jy 25, 2:3

DUNCAN, HARPER (Northfield)
Two cows killed by lightning, Ag 3, 8:4

DUNCAN, R H
Appeal filed for reversal of verdict in suit brought by R F Means, Ag 12, 3:3
Named in recovery suit brought by R F Means, S 10, 3:3

DUNFORD AND HIGHLAND (Barberton)
Makes assignment to F B Theiss, S 27, 3:3:
F B Theiss app'd assignee, S 27, 5:6; assignee files list of liabilities, O 5, 3:2; assignee's sale of goods, G 7, 2:6; notice of assignee's sale of chattels, O 8, 2:7; O 10, 2:6; property offered for sale by assignee, O 11, 2:6; sale of assets, O 12, 2:7; O 13, 2:7; O 14, 2:7; O 15, 2:7; O 17, 2:7

DUNHAM, BENJAMIN
Fined for carrying concealed weapon, N 25, 5:1

DUNKERK, HENRY (Toledo)
Room robbed, D 10, 2:4

DUNKLE, GEOGD (Barberton)
Elected waterworks trustee, Ap 5, 1:3

DUNLEVIE, E V & CO
Names Henry F Nett in bond collection suit, My 24, 3:3

DUNLOP, C T
Experiment on submarine boat invention proves successful, Chicago (111), Je 6, 3:4

DUNN, ARCHIE
Arrested on intoxication chg, S 29, 3:3

DUNN (DETECTIVE), E D
Bill for salary allowed by Summit county co's, D 7, 3:1

DUNN, EDWARD, JR
Seeks patent on rubber horseshoe, H 5, 1:4

DUNN, JOHN (Ashland)
Names Lewis Chesrown, jr in mortgage suit, (Ashland Gazette), Jy 30, 5:6

DURAND, FRANK
Injured in fall from ladder, Jy 28, 4:7

DURAND, FRANK (Milwaukee)
Drowns while bathing, story denied, Ag 24, 3:1

DURAN, W A
App'd deputy city clerk by City Clerk Charles Isbell, Ap 30, 3:3

DURANT, GEORGE (Barberton)
Elected mayor, Ap 5, 1:3

DUKIN (PATROLMAN), JOHN

DUKIN, THEODOR
Indifference during murder trial discussed, ed, Ja 7, 4:1

DUSSEL, WILL H
Case brought by A J wenham & Sons, judgment by default, Ju 11, 4:7
Loses by default suit by Marion J Grubbe, My 17, 3:3

DURO, RUFUS (Canaan)
Losses verdict in damage suit brought by C C Grider, F 26, 4:7

DUWELL, WALTER & CO
Appraisers file rep't for benefit of Herbert Knowles estate, Je 18, 3:4

Dwight, CLARK P (Kingston)
Barn destroyed by fire, Ja 31, 1:6

Dwyer, P O
Res dam'd by fire, Ap 30, 8:1

EACKELDARY, HARRY
Injured in fall, D 11, 3:1

EAGLE, S H (Gallipolis)
App'd postmaster, Mr 31, 2:6

EAGLE INNOCULATION CO
Sarah A How files petition in U S ct for voluntary bankruptcy, Ag 10, 2:5

EAGLES, STEVEN J
Fined for intoxication, Mr 15, 3:2

EALY, FRANK (Cals)
Granted new trial following murder chg conviction, F 16, 2:5

EAST, WILLIAM & CO
Appraisers file rep't for benefit of Herbert Knowles estate, Je 18, 3:4

EASTON, L D
Vagrancy chg dismissed, O 31, 5:3

EATINGER, DENVER
Suicide, Ja 20, 1:3

EATON (MRS), HANSA (Cambridge)
Burns to death when clothing catches fire, Ap 14, 2:5

EBERT, NORWALK
Killed in jump from carriage during runaway, S 7, 2:2

EBERT, A M
Wins judgment in suit against Isaac Rader, Ja 26, 3:3

EBERT, HORTON
Pleads not guilty to assault and battery chg, incriminated by confession from Charles Frye, Ja 18, 3:3; pleads to chg of assaulting Mrs Sarah Green, Ja 19, 5:4; fined and sentenced on assault chg, Ja 20, 8:5

EIGHT, L S
Wins in suit against Christ Kochela, F 1, 5:2

EIGHT, GEORGE (Cincinnati)
Sued for judgment by N F Goodhue and George C Kohler, D 27, 3:6

EIGHT (OR), L S
Nomination as postmaster confirmed, Ja 13, 8:6

EIGHT, DAVID (Barberton)
Diamond Match co files answer to personal injury suit by plff, Ja 11, 4:7

EAST OHIO GAS Co (cont)
Rapid progress in installing system in Akron praised, ed, N 28, 4:2

EASTON, R C (Lima)
Res robbed, ununm'd trunk held, Ap 6, 2:7

EASTON, ROBERT CO
Names Fraunfelder & Whitener in replevin suit, Je 21, 3:2; case against Fraunfelder & Whitener carried to common pleas ct, Jy 23, 3:7; names assignee of Fraunfelder & Whitener in property recovery suit, Ag 2, 6:2

EASTON, W D
Vagrancy chg dismissed, O 31, 5:3

EATINGER, DENVER
Suicide, Ja 20, 1:3

EATON (MRS), HANSA (Cambridge)
Burns to death when clothing catches fire, Ap 14, 2:5

EBERT, NORWALK
Killed in jump from carriage during runaway, S 7, 2:2

EBERT, A M
Wins judgment in suit against Isaac Rader, Ja 26, 3:3

EBERT, HORTON
Pleads not guilty to assault and battery chg, incriminated by confession from Charles Frye, Ja 18, 3:3; pleads to chg of assaulting Mrs Sarah Green, Ja 19, 5:4; fined and sentenced on assault chg, Ja 20, 8:5

EIGHT, L S
Wins in suit against Christ Kochela, F 1, 5:2

EIGHT, GEORGE (Cincinnati)
Sued for judgment by N F Goodhue and George C Kohler, D 27, 3:6

EIGHT (OR), L S
Nomination as postmaster confirmed, Ja 13, 8:6

EIGHT, DAVID (Barberton)
Diamond Match co files answer to personal injury suit by plff, Ja 11, 4:7

EBY, DAVID (Barberton)
(Barberton)
Elected waterworks trustee, Ap 5, 1:3

EBY, GEORGE (Barberton)
Elected fire chief, My 14, 3:2

EBY, GEORGE N
Loses verdict in suit brought by Jacob A Kohler et al, D 13, 3:2

ECKHARDT, JOHN (Clev)
Testifies in trial of W J Piero, Ap 23, 2:3

ECLECTIC PHYSICIANS' ASSN
Elects officers at Col's conv, My 20, 6:3

ECOLE, FRANK (Hudson)
Injured when run over by freight car, Ap 6, 1:4

EDDY, BERTHA AND ESTELA (Marietta)
With mother driven insane by grief over death of brother Okey P, Ag 29, 1:1

EDGAR, MIRA C AND MINNIE M
Named in mortgage foreclosure suit by Akron Bldg & Loan assn, N 7, 3:3

EDGAR, MINNIE M. See Edgar, Mina C

EDGERTON (H. W), SIOUXY
Blog, por, M 9, 1:6
Honored at banquet by Akron Bar assn, por, M 17, 8:1
Celebrates 80th birthday, blog, Ag 18, 5:4

EDISON ELECTRIC CO
Cinti plant destroyed by fire, Jy 9, 2:4

EGO'S ASSN, OHIO REPUB
Sponsors address by daugh'ter on polls, O 19, 6:5
Sponsors address on gov't by Postmaster Gen Charles Emory Smith, O 24, 6:1
Sponsors address by Charles B Landis on Pres William McKinley, D 24, 6:3

EDMONS (Mrs), HAZEL (Portsmouth)
Infant fatally injured by drinking poison, D 4, 2:5

EDSON, LOUISE B
Sells parcel of land to William H and Elizabeth C Elliot, D 20, 6:3

EDUCATION
Subject of lecture by Supt R S Thomas before Central Presb ch, M 28, 6:1
Bill passed by sen providing for educ of deaf mute children who are blind, M 31, 3:3
Subject of lecture by Rev Ira A Priest at Jewish synagogue, My 14, 5:5
Subject of address by Prof Charles F Thwing at commencement exercises of Akron normal school, Je 11, 3:3

EIDAU, ELIZABETH
Adjudged insane, N 26, 6:2
EDWARDS, EDWARD D
Sued for divorce by wife Anna M, S 27, 3:9; suit, O 13, 1:6

EDWARDS, HARRY
Arrested in Canton on chg of obtaining goods under false pretenses, S 5, 3:2; held under bond, O 6, 8:2; chg dismissed, O 7, 8:5

EDWARDS, J L (Oberlin)
Inj office destroyed by fire, J 30, 2:4

EDWARDS, L R
Frustrates attempted attack by unidentified man, N 23, 3:4

EGYPT
Subject of lecture by Dr J H Willey at First Meth ch, F 23, 8:1

EICHENBERGER, EDWARD R
Buys parcel of land from John S Hart and wife, J 7, 8:5

EICHEL, CINER (Clev)
Arrested on manslaughter chg, My 27, 2:5; bound to grand jury, Je 8, 2:5

EIGHTH REST BAND
Concert, Mr 1, 8:5

EILLOT, P J
Recommended for pardon from penitentiary by bd of pardons, My 30, 2:5

EINSTEIN, MARTIN (Hazleton)
Claims green corn-eating championship, accredited with 47 ears, Ag 23, 7:1

EISENBOURD (PROF), G E
Speaks before Akron soc of Natural History, D 16, 6:2

ELASTIC FUF PLASTER CO
Warren plant destroyed by fire, Jy 12, 2:5

ELIJAH, MARTIN W (Youngstown)
Names FW & co in personal injury suit, O 21, 5:2

ELECTIONS
John M Gabel arrested on illegal voting chg, released under bond, Ap 4, 3:3
Repub voters urged to register, ed, D 12, 4:2
Adoption of voting machines urged, ed, D 5, 4:1
Failure of voters to cast ballot in southern states criticized, ed, U 10, 4:1
Law of 1886 under which bd of elections is created declared unconstitutional by circuit ct, U 24, 2:4; O 26, 2:4

ELECTRIC APPLIANCES AND EQUIPMENT
Proposal to enforce and requiring imp in res and blgs, passed by city comrs, My 12, 5:4

ELECTRIC BENEFIT ASSN
Elects officers, Mr 14 (15), 5:2

ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER
Akron St Ry & Illuminating co's service criticized by Councillor Snyder; F 1, 8:2
Akron St Ry & Illuminating co praised for improvement of service, ed, J 13, 4:1
Ord passed by city council authorizing bd of city comrs to contract with the Akron St Ry & Illuminating co to furnish street lights to city, Jy 16, 6:4
Fermitt required before any billd may be wired for elec, rules city comrs, D 9, 7:4

AKRON
Franchise sought by Akron & Guy Falls Rapid Transit co, J 13, 5:2
Street lighting bids opened by city comrs, Mr 26, 1:7
Akron & Guy Falls Rapid Transit co awarded contract by council, My 3, 5:4
Resolution passed by council accepting bid of Akron & Guy Falls Rapid Transit co, My 7, 6:8
Council unable to decide legal status of contract desired by Akron & Guy Falls Rapid Transit co, Jy 7, 8:1
Pres Akron-Guy Falls Rapid Transit co, Thomas F Walsh, demands council approve bond closing at Lighting cont, Jy 6, 5:3
Cont for lighting given to Akron St Ry & Illuminating co by city comrs, Jy 18, 3:3
Akron St Ry & Illuminating co awarded cont, Jy 19, 3:3

BARBERTON
Citizens meet with council to discuss municipal ownership, Ja 27, 5:3

CLEVELAND
Resolution providing for removal of poles and wires not in accordance with city ord, adopted by bd of control, D 17, 2:4

ELECTRIC MFG CO
Shops robbed, Ap 7, 3:1

ELECTRIC RYS
Failure of plans for lines throughout the county revised, ed, J 20, 4:2

ELECTRIC STREET RY CO (Delaware)
J V Kundemann appointed recr, Ja 19, 2:7

ELECTRIC TERMINAL CO (Clev)
Incorporates, Ag 4, 4:3

ELECTRICAL INDUS
Employees of Packard Electric works strike, Warren, S 3, 2:5

ELGIN BUTTER AND ICE CREAM CO (Stew)
Holts annual meeting, elects officers, Ja 25, 8:2

ELHOlz, ALBERT ANU AUGUST
Affidavit issued for arrest for fighting, My 10, 5:4

ELHOlz, AUGUST.
See Elhozl, Albert

ELIO, SAGATINO
Injured handling rr rails, Ag 19, 3:1

ELIOT NATL BANK (Boston)
Names John F Seiberling & co in judgment foreclosure petition, F 17, 3:5; wins collection suit against John F Seiberling, Mr 4, 3:4
Names First Natl bank of Ravenna in cross petition to suit against John F Seiberling and others, Ap 26, 5:4
Names John F Seiberling in cross petition, My 5, 5:4

ELKINS, WILLIAM B
Resc pardon, Jy 6, 2:5

ELKS, BENEVOLENT AND PROTECTIVE ORDER OF
Members victimized by impostor, Mr 3, 1:5
Akron Lodge No 363 leases new lodge rooms in Ayliffe block, Mr 8, 1:5
Activities praised, ed, Mr 8, 4:1
Plans to consol with Akron club, Je 3, 3:2
Elect new members, Je 7, 4:5
Akron lodge consols with Akron club, Je 8, 5:3
St fair proves success, Zanesville, Je 16, 2:5
Akron lodge urged to give st fair, Jy 24, 4:1
Preparations for state reunion discussed, Jy 28, 5:6
Plans for st fair, apps com, Jy 28, 6:3
Progress in organizing at st fair praised, ed, Jy 29, 4:2
Clashes with Akron C of C over plans for st fair, Jy 29, 5:5
Plans st fair as C of C agrees to cooperate, Jy 2, 8:4
Committed for novel way of advertising coming fair, Jy 22, 4:2
Sponsors st fair, compelled to take new location because of large attendance, Ag 8, 5:5
Support of st fair urged, ed, Ag 11, 4:1
Fair does book new attractions, Ag 12, 3:3
St fair move to new location appreciated by pub, transportation arranged for large crowds, Ag 15, 6:3

ELKS, BENEVOLENT AND PROTECTIVE ORDER OF (cont)
St fair described, Ag 17, 5:6
Attendance urged, ed, Ag 20, 4:1
Progress revd, Ag 20, 4:5
St fair endorsed by mayor's proclamation asking cooperation of all citizens, Ag 20, 8:3
St fair in readiness for opening, Ag 22, 3:4
Criticism of st fair by Clev newspaper condemned, ed, Ag 22, 4:1
Support urged, ed, Ag 22, 4:1
Feature article, Ag 23, 1:1
Fair praised, ed, Ag 23, 4:1
Celebration continues, exec com praised, yrs, Ag 24, 1:1
Fair continues, reptd successful, Ag 25, 1:6
Dancing booths of st fair criticized as indecent, 11r, Ag 25, 4:3
Result of ball contest given, Ag 25, 5:4
Fair continues, yrs, Ag 26, 1:1
Progress reviewed, purpose and principles outlined, Ag 25, 4:3
Club rooms of Akron lodge described, Ag 26, 4:4
Org and development of Akron lodge traced, Ag 26, 4:4
Holds Elks day at st fair celebration, Ag 27, 1:6
Fair continues, Ag 27, 1:6
St fair discussed, ed, Ag 29, 4:1
St fair closes, Ag 29, 6:1
Canton plans st fair, S 3, 5:5
Delegates attend Canton Elks st fair, S 8, 3:1
S 9, 8:5; S 10, 5:4
Possess rare art picture The Baccante, S 17, 1:7
Moves into new qrs in Ayliffe block, S 17, 5:5
Lodge org by colored men declared void, Cinti, O 20, 6:4
Plans series of entertainments, N 23, 3:2
Akron Lodge No 363 plans memorial services, D 2, 6:1
Holds annual memorial services, D 5, 5:3
Akron Lodge No 363 holds social session, D 21, 1:5
Provides Christmas baskets for many families, D 27, 5:4
Gives concert, H Evan Williams sings, D 31, 3:3
Gives entertainment, D 31, 5:4

ELLORAN, WAK (Cags)
Indicted on chg of soliciting bribe, O 11, 2:3

ELLET, KING J
Final acct filed by admr of estate, Jy 27, 3:3
ELLWOOD AVENUE (cont)

Council passes ord to issue bonds to improve
Ellwood ave, Ap 1, 8:6; My 6, 7:4
Council adopts bd to estimate assessment, My 7, 6:6
Bids for improvements called for, My 17, 7:7
Notice of bond sale for improvements, My 17, 7:6
Notice of estimated assessment, Je 4, 7:7
Fmi'ing contract awarded to James Will's & Son,
Je 17, 3:1:
Property owners assessed for improvement, Je 7, 7:4

EDUCATIONISTS, NATL ASSN OF

Holds 7th annual conv at Cinti, Je 28, 2:5

ELSON, E B (Canton)

Held in book sale fraud of Mrs Adelaide Neuhausan,
Jl 6, 5:4; chgd with obtaining money under false
pretenses, D 7, 1:6; case continued, Jl 9, 1:6;
case dismissed (Canton Repository), D 19, 8:3

ELSON, E BYRON

Arrested on grand larceny chg, named in warrant
for theft of horse by William Hunt, Ag 2, 8:4
Names William Hunt in damage suit, Ag 12, 3:3

ELY (HCS), NAVADA (Fainesville)

Attempts suicide by opening old wound with hairpin,
Ja 20, 1:5
Suicide, F 7, 1:6

ELY, D S

Assgns grocery property to Walter C Steeds,
Ja 17, 3:1

ELVIRA F ASSN

Incorporates, Je 7, 2:4

ELZKHOlz, ABERT

Fmed for fighting, My 14, 3:2

EMANUEL LUTH CH (Salem)

Dedicated, Rev E L Butz installed as pastor,
Ja 17, 1:6

ENGLISHMEN ASSN, NATL

Elects officers, adopts resolution to censure
fed govt for carelessness with soldiers' bodies,
S 10, 2:5

EMBEZZLEMENTS AND DEFRACTIONS

 Jesse Webb arrested on chg of misappropriating
mileage books, Cinti, Mr 30, 2:4
Mail clerk on Lake Shore road Leroy M Boyer ar-
rested for stealing revolver which was found to
be missing a year ago, Clev, Je 2, 7:5

ENGINGER, A J (Miami Shores)

Nominated postmaster by Pres William McKinley,
My 18, 2:5

ENGLISHMEN BROS

Store robbed, Mr 22, 1:7
Named in replevin suit by A J Sanger, Je 21, 3:1

EMMET, JOHN

Case against Fremont E Lyon dismissed, Ja 15, 4:3

EMONS, CLARENCE (Kasenon)

Killed in gas well explosion, U 14, 2:4

EMPIRE HOUSE

Attaches property of Harry W Senon's Extrava-
ganza Theatrical co for bd bill, Ja 10, 5:2

EMPIRE MILLS

Employees strike, My 2, 3:3

EMPIRE WARS

Fences destroyed by windstorm, Ja 24, 8:3

EMPLOYMENT

Mrs increase working forces, Ja 27, 3:4

Employment decreases in Clev, My 2, 2:5

ENFIELD, STEPHEN

O L Monitor apptd ader of estate, My 9, 6:7

ENGLISH, D L (Greenville)

Assigns assets, Mr 12, 2:3

ENDERS, J ROSS (Tiffin)

Fatally injured when gun is accidentally dis-
charged, Ap 5, 2:5

ENDK, H S (Lepisco)

Nominated postmaster by Pres William McKinley,
Ap 30, 2:5

ENDWIG, GEORGE

Sues wife Mary for divorce, Ag 20, 4:3

ENGINEERS

License bill defeated in house, F 18, 4:5

ENGINES

Bill in legis regulating traction engine traffic
praised, ed, Ja 26, 4:1

ENGLAND

Proposed Anglo-American alliance seen as bugaboo
to continental powers, ed, Je 1, 4:1

Continuation of friendly relations by U S urged,
ed, N 30, 4:1

ENGLANDER, JOHN S

Named by A M Cole in collection suit, Ja 31, 3:4;
loses suit, Mr 7, 3:3

ENGLE, ERNEST (Clev)

Dies from injuries recd in gas explosion in
waterworks tunnel, Mr 13, 2:4

ENGLE (HCS), JOHN S (Logan)

Held with son Frank and daughter-in-law on
murder chg, Mr 14, 1:4; held as accessories to
ERBETT, Charles Martin held on suspicion in his murder, Cleve, Ja 3, 5:3
ESPY, JIM (Dayton)
Sentenced to penitentiary on burglary chg, Ja 19, 3:3
ESSELMAN, CHARLES
Adjudget a bankrupt, D 3, 7:7
ETTERBICK, JOHN D
William H Evans apptd admr of estate, My 4, 3:5; My 14, 4:5
EUCLID AVE SAVINGS & BANKING CO
Names Zanesville RY Elec co in collection suit, Ja 20, 4:7; wins suit against Zanesville RY & Elec co, Ap 26, 5:4
ELLAT (CAPT)
Practically a prisoner of war on own ship bottled up in narrow land-locked harbor, escape described as impossible, ed, Je 2, 4:1
EUREKA RARDY CO
Damage suit against E F Vories and H E Loomis answered by cross petition, Ja 10, 3:4
EUROPE
Spanish antagonists cause Philippine Islands to appeal to U S for aid, cartoon, Ag 6, 2:2
EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE
Holds meeting, elects officers, Ja 10, 3:6
Sponsors paper by Rev J L Davies on the gospel, Mr 28, 5:7
Seeks ban on Sunday amusements, Je 13, 3:4
Holds meeting, passes resolutions against Sunday theaters, Je 27, 3:5
Holds services in chs to assist work of YMCa, W A Kling speaks at First Me ch, Jy 25, 6:1
Addresses protest to Sen Charles Dick against seating Brigham H Roberts in cong, hears Rev John Herron and others speak, D 13, 8:1
Plans fight against Sunday opening of saloons, D 22, 1:6
Lays plans for fight against saloons, D 26, 1:4
EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CH
Rev W H Brightmire assigned to pastership, S 19, 8:1
Closes 63rd annual synod at Minerva, elects officers, D 26, 3:4
EVANITZKE, THEODORE
Injured when thrown from bicycle, Je 13, 3:6
EVANS, EDWARD
Fined for intoxication, S 1, 8:4
ERBETT, CHARLES
Held on suspicion in his murder, Cleve, Ja 3, 5:3
ESPY, JIM (Dayton)
Sentenced to penitentiary on burglary charge, Ja 19, 3:3
ESSELMAN, CHARLES
Adjudget a bankrupt, D 3, 7:7
ETTERBICK, JOHN D
William H Evans appointed administrator of estate, My 4, 3:5; My 14, 4:5
EUCLID AVE SAVINGS & BANKING CO
Names Zanesville Ry Elec Co in collection suit, Ja 20, 4:7; wins suit against Zanesville Ry & Elec Co, Ap 26, 5:4
ELLAT (CAPT)
Practically a prisoner of war on his own ship bottled up in narrow land-locked harbor, escape described as impossible, ed, Je 2, 4:1
EUREKA RARDY CO
Damage suit against E F Vories and H E Loomis answered by cross petition, Ja 10, 3:4
EUROPE
Spanish antagonists cause Philippine Islands to appeal to U S for aid, cartoon, Ag 6, 2:2
EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE
Holds meeting, elects officers, Ja 10, 3:6
Sponsors paper by Rev J L Davies on the gospel, Mr 28, 5:7
Seeks ban on Sunday amusements, Je 13, 3:4
Holds meeting, passes resolutions against Sunday theaters, Je 27, 3:5
Holds services in churches to assist work of YMCa, W A Kling speaks at First Methodist ch, Jy 25, 6:1
Addresses protest to Sen Charles Dick against seating Brigham H Roberts in cong, hears Rev John Herron and others speak, D 13, 8:1
Plans fight against Sunday opening of saloons, D 22, 1:6
Lays plans for fight against saloons, D 26, 1:4
EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CH
Rev W H Brightmire assigned to pastership, S 19, 8:1
Closes 63rd annual synod at Minerva, elects officers, D 26, 3:4
EVANITZKE, THEODORE
Injured when thrown from bicycle, Je 13, 3:6
EVANS, EDWARD
Fined for intoxication, S 1, 8:4
FAOLEONE, FASQUALE (Old Forge)
Injured when steam shovel breaks, My 14, 3:2

FALK, EINN (Boston)
Killed when kicked by horse, Je 27, 3:4

Estate notes Henry and Minnie Pahl in collection
suit, Ag 31, 3:2

FALLS VINE & MACHINE CO (Guy Falls)
Named by Richards in suit to enforce statutory
liability of stockholders, Ja 18, 3:6

Wins suit brought by James Corrigan, Ja 16, 3:5;
motion for new trial in suit by James Corrigan
et al overruled, S 15, 3:4

Resc contr for shrapnel shells, Je 22, 2:5

Secures order to make shrapnel for government,
Yj 13, 4:5

Files answer to 2nd petition in personal injury
suit brought by Harry Myers, requests case be
dismissed, Yj 15, 5:3

Awarded contr by US navy dept to manufacture
shells, S 17, 1:4

Gives notice to village council of discontinuance
of water-pumping service, Y 10, 1:6

Finishes govt shrapnel mfg contr, D 24, 1:4;

D 25, 1:4

FALOR, GREGGON H
Bound to common pleas ct on chg of fighting,
My 20, 3:5

FALOR, SCHULZ, H S
Swindled by alleged book agent, Ja 13, 8:5

FALOR, HARRA S
Assigns to A E Kline, Je 10, 3:5; Kline apptd
assignee in trust, D 17, 7:7; D 31, 7:5

FALOR, MORGES
Named in collection suit by Lydia A Scanes,
Ja 10, 3:5

Wins injunction against City of Akron, N 29, 3:3

FALOR-MCCOY FAMILY
Reunion at Lakeside pk, Ag 22, 8:3

FARANDO (MR AND MRS), JOSEPH (Coolsburg)
Shot and wounded, Angelo Will sought, F 26, 6:3

FARIEN (MRS), RAPHEAL (Chillicothe)
Killed in fall from window, Mr 14, 1:4

FARGO, ALBERT C
Robbed, Ap 22, 8:3

FARGO, ALBERT T
Suit against Akron & Guy Falls Rapid Transit co
settled at deft's cost, F 12, 4:4

FARM NEGS AND WOMANKIND
Acquired by J N and A R Gurvner from Hosterman
Publishing co, Mr 29, 5:5

FARRAR, JOHN S (cont)

Apptd admr Rosalia Wysmenn estate, F 26, 4:5

FARESART, BERNARD

Speaks at North Springfield Farmers' inst,
Ja 12, 8:4

FARON, THOMAS H

Held on assault and battery chg, Ap 29, 5:3;
pleads guilty, fined for assault and battery,
Ap 30, 5:5

FARIHAN (SURGEON MAJ), C E

Uses of typhoid fever during Spanish-American war,
S 16, 1:6; funeral, S 19, 1:4

FARREL (CHIEF OF POLICE), (Jayton)
Chgd with malfeasance in office, Ag 31, 2:4

FARRELL, EDWARD

Sentenced to rock pile for vagrancy, Je 23, 8:2

FARRELL, JAMES

Fined for intoxication, D 10, 3:1

FARREY, THOMAS (East Greenville)

Fails guilty to vagrancy, ordered out of town,
Ag 15, 6:2

FAUST, ABRAHAM

Despised by slumming suit by H Lee, F 1, 2:7

FAVOR, THOMAS (Clypna)
Escapes from Lorain county jail, Mr 14, 1:3

FAZEKAS

Resolution passed to issue bonds to provide for
improvement of st, My 28, 7:1

Ord to reestablish grade from Market st to
Buchtel ave passed by council, S 23, 7:5

FEAST OF ESTHER

Observed by Hebrews, Mr 8, 8:4

FEATHERSTON (MRS), MARGARET

Collection suit by Actual Business coll, appeal
filed by plff, D 24, 1:5

Appeals judgment awarded Dr D E Cramer, D 9, 3:1

FEDERLE, H O

Names Akron Salt co in note collection suit,
Ap 22, 5:1

Action against Thomas Craney, W H Wagner made
party deft, D 24, 1:5; Wagner files answer
and cross petition, D 31, 5:5

FEDERLE (CAFT), HERMAN O

Praised for service in US army during Spanish-
American war, ed, S 20, 4:1

Extended reception by civilians while on furlough
during Spanish-American war, por, S 21, 1:3

Gives address at First ME ch Sunday school
memorial services, N 28, 8:3

Recs 1hr from boy who sent fans to soldiers in
Gumbt hoop, D 24, 1:5

FEHR (MRS), PETER

Named in collection suit by Norwich Pharmacetical
co, N 26, 1:7
FERGUSON, WILL (Niles)  
Died from injuries received by running lead pencil down throat, F 12, 4:3

FERRARO, LOU
Stabbed, Lewis Grouse sought, Jy 11, 8:1

FERRY, W C
Poverty at time of death cited, ed, Mr 8, 4:1

FERRYMAN, GEORGE (Springfield)
Body found in creek, robbery and murder suspected, D 23, 2:5

FESSLER, ALBERT (Uniontown)
Correction of error in previous issue: Story on death repudiated, S 23, 1:2
Daughter Lovina injured, N 15, 8:4

FESSLER, LAVINA
William Braden appointed guardian, D 3, 3:5

FESSLER, MARY
Death, Jy 12, 8:5; will filed for probate, Jy 20, 8:3

FESSLER, WILLIAM
Ella E Fessler applied to deed, Ag 6, 4:6

FEUCHTER (MRS), CLARA B
Death, Jy 20, 4:6; funeral, Jy 22, 5:1

FELICITY & DEPOSIT CO (Baltimore)
Organizes local bd, S 23, 1:3

FELICITY BREWING CO
Asks appt of rer in foreclosure suit against Catherine and Frederick Strohli, Jy 25, 2:5

FELLER, MARION
Loses suit against City of Akron, Jy 29, 4:6

FIELD, PORTER (Mechanicsburg)
Carriage works stock destroyed by fire, D 16, 2:2

FIELD, S
Albert F Fessler applied to deed of estate, Jy 25, 6:2

FIELD, JOSEPH (Clev)
Held on charge of robbing Joseph W Weiss, F 16, 2:5

FILLUS, E L
Succeeds James Nesbitt on Summit county bd of commissioners, S 19, 1:4

FILLUS & CO
Named by A S Snyder in appeal of property title suit, Ag 10, 3:4

FINDLAY, LOUISE E
Names Warren Miller in collection suit, S 2, 3:2

FINDLAY, OHIO
St fair opens, Ag 17, 2:5

FINDLAY, FT WAYNE & WESTERN RR
Purchased by Calvin & Brice, F 21, 8:5

FINDLAY ICE & FUEL CO
Two ice houses destroyed by fire, Jy 8, 7:1

FINDLEY, SAMUEL
Elected clerk bd of educ, Ap 19, 8:1

FINDLEY (UR), SAMUEL
Work as educator and ed praised, 1tr, D 23, 4:2

FINK, N
Named in collection suit by J L Gardner, Jy 14, 3:5

FINK, CHARLES
Suffers from consumption in penitentiary, mother Mrs Susan Fink seeks release, Ag 2, 4:4

FINK, HENRY
Fined for intoxication, N 15, 1:5

FINK, JOE
Arrested for fighting with Domenick Detell, J 2, 5:1
Fined for disorderly conduct, J 20, 5:5
Fined for disorderly conduct, N 30, 5:5

FIRE ALARMS
Instructions to citizens in handling of signal boxes urged, ed, F 28, 4:1

FIRE ASSN, MRS' MUTUAL
With Natl Mutual Fire assn names Akron Silver Plate co in collection suit, Jy 26, 3:3
With Natl Mutual Fire assn names Akron Printing & Publishing co in collection suit, Jy 16, 3:3

FIRE ASSN, NATL MUTUAL
With Mrs' Mutual Fire assn names Akron Printing & Publishing co in collection suit, Jy 16, 3:3
With Mrs' Mutual Fire assn names Akron Silver Plate co in collection suit, Jy 16, 3:3
Names Star Drilling Machine co in collection suit, Jy 16, 3:3

FIRE ASSN, NORTON MUTUAL
Officers elected at Loyal Oak meeting, Jy 11, 8:1

FIRE INSURANCE ASSN OF OHIO, LOCAL
Holds conv at Toledo, Ag 26, 2:5

FIRE UNDERWRITERS, AKRON BD OF
Named in order of State of Ohio, N 11, 8:3

FIREARMS
Feature article on make-up of shells and guns, S 3, 4:4

FIREMEN'S SOCIAL CLUB (Clev)
Holds picnic, S 8, 5:1

FIRES
Note: Unless other specified persons named are injured and blids named are damaged

ADAMS TWP
Mrs Mary Strohacker barn destroyed by lightning and fire, Ag 13, 2:3
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FIREs - AARON (cont)

Mrs L E Siebert res, Ap 18, 3:5
Bicycle repair factory of Charles Ferguson and
Frank J Shepard destroyed, Ap 28, 3:3
Amer Cereal co office, Ap 29, 5:3
Simmons block & 8 other storerooms, Ap 29, 8:2
F O Dwyer res, Ap 30, 8:1
Major E Steinbach res, My 13, 3:3
Mrs Long stable destroyed by fire after being
struck by lightning, My 13, 8:5
Kraus, Korn & Co store, My 14, 3:2
Schumacher Gymnasium co plant damaged, My 16, 3:2
Louis Yerrick barn, My 25, 3:2
House occupied by J Hartman, Je 3, 3:5
Mrs Louis Grimm, Je 4, 3:4
Miller res, Je 6, 3:3
Charles Grunet res destroyed, Je 9, 4:5
J McConough res damaged by fire after gasoline
can explodes, Je 13, 8:4
Maj E Steinbach res, Je 15, 3:3
Biggs Boiler co plant, Je 18, 3:3
James White barn, Je 21, 3:2
Kiblo & Dunkin machine shops, Je 22, 3:2
Mrs Dorothy Matthews barn, Je 23, 3:1
* Loomis res, Je 24, 4:2
Buckeye Hat store damaged when firecrackers ex-
pload, Jl 5, 8:1
Fred Kuhles bakery, Jl 5, 8:1
M H Maffern res damaged when sky rocket strikes
roof, Jl 5, 8:1
Jennings school, Jl 5, 8:1
Myers house, Jl 5, 8:4
Frank W Rockwell home, Jl 8, 3:1
Summit county fairgrounds stables destroyed,
Jl 9, 5:5
Mrs S Kolb res, Jl 9, 8:3
Baker & McMillan plant, Jl 25, 5:5
Andrew Chamberlain fruit store, Jl 25, 5:5
* Shauf candy kitchen, Jl 25, 5:6
William Daugherty barn destroyed, Ag 15, 3:1
* W H McElvanes res, Ag 15, 3:1
A J Anderson home, Ag 22, 3:1
Tobe Jackson's barn destroyed, Ag 22, 4:2
Phil Saltzer res destroyed, Ag 23, 3:7
Raymond estate barn destroyed, Ag 26, 8:4
Mrs Coleman's barn destroyed, Ag 26, 8:4
Collins Buggy co destroyed, Ag 27, 5:4
Mrs Porch barn destroyed, S 3, 5:2
P H Spicer blacksmith shop, S 20, 3:1
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FIREs (cont)

BARBERTON
Huston Kepler barn and 3 horses destroyed, M 24,
8:2
Kirkham boarding house, U 27, 3:1

BLOOMVILLE
Four business blocks destroyed, N 14, 2:1

BOSTON
Hall's mills destroyed, My 9, 3:2

BOSTON TWP
* Baykins barn destroyed, Ap 4, 3:2

BOILING GREEN
Mrs George Carr and 2 children killed when res-
destroyed, Ap 7, 3:6

BRUNSWICK
Orson Harrington barn destroyed, Ja 17, 1:6

BURGERS
O K Bailey res destroyed, Ja 24, 1:6

CANAL JOUNER
Mrs Joyce's res destroyed, F 1, 3:4

CANAL FULTON
Rev Schillingers' res destroyed, F 5, 8:4

CANTON
Hirsheimer bros clothing store, M 18, 3:4
Acme Roofing & Supply co destroyed, D 16, 2:2

CAUSE AND PREVENTION
Erection of fire escapes on all semi-public blids
in Akron urged, ed, Ju 14, 4:2
Methods advanced by Clev fire chief for thawing
out frozen pipes approved, ed, D 17, 4:2

CHAGRIN FALLS
E H Clay poultry houses and contents destroyed,
Ag 20, 2:4

CHILlicothe
Chillicothe Artificial Ice & Coal Storage co plant
destroyed, Ag 2, 2:3

CINCINNATI
Wolf Bros and Manss Shoe Mfg co factories de-
sstroyed, M 7, 6:2
Edison Elec light plant destroyed, Ju 9, 2:4
E O Albros co, Cinti Lumber co, Brumer Ice co,
and Magill Grate and Mantel co damaged, Jl 12, 2:5
Rush bldg and Kenton Baking Powder co, S 13, 2:3

COLUMBUS Main St school bldg destroyed, F 4, 2:6
Fourteenth and 15th rects ONG tents destroyed,
Ap 30, 1:5

COLUMBUS Cooley Twp
Jacob Zimmerman barn destroyed by fire and
lightning, My 23, 3:2

CUYAHOGA FALLS
Akron & Gyu Falls Rapid Transit car barn and
J H Insamde scale works destroyed, D 28, 1:6
A B Curtis bldg and 9 others destroyed or dam-
ged, N 28, 1:6
Po and Simon's 5 and 10 cent store, D 19, 1:4

DAYTON
Bradley Twine and Cordage co destroyed, F 8, 2:3

DELHI
Asbury Clark res destroyed, Ja 31, 1:6

DENNISON
Mrs Gus Supply saloon and restaurant, S 7, 2:2

DODGSTOWN
P A Seaver res destroyed, Ap 11, 5:7
John Shook slaughter house destroyed, 0 4, 8:3
Fires (cont)

Dresden
Kapner Bros & Dugan Hosiers mills destroyed, Ap 14, 1:5

East Dayton
Bradley Cardigan co plant, F 7, 3:6

East Greenwich
Samuel Kuntz's and others blgs destroyed, Ap 21, 2:3

East Liverpool
J L Apple store, F 16, 2:4

Specialty Glassworks destroyed, Mr 24, 2:2

Mining & Milling co, Flint mill destroyed, My 17, 2:6

East Liverpool Pottery co plant partially destroyed, S 12, 3:5

Elyria
Henry Thorpe res damaged, vandalism claimed, Ja 11, 2:4

Diamond Linseed Oil plant, O 19, 2:2

Fairlawn
Clint Ruckle barn destroyed, F 14, 8:1

Findlay
Two ice houses of Findlay Ice co destroyed, Jy 8, 7:1

Buckeye Pipe Line oil tank and building destroyed when struck by lightning, Ag 18, 2:4

Galion
John Munick killed, son George injured when res is destroyed, Ap 7, 2:6; 3:6

Geneva
White school blg destroyed, S 14, 2:4

Gerrit
Mrs Anna Shainholtz res damaged, Mrs Clementine Pollard held on arson chg, Je 4, 4:6

Granger
George Hatch res destroyed, Mr 9, 8:5

Thomas Wall res destroyed, Ag 10, 5:6

Greensburg
Oliver Overholt barn destroyed, Jy 20, 8:3

Hamelton
David Jones res destroyed, F 3, 8:3

John Hill house destroyed, Jy 27, 8:3

Harrod
Murray's undertaking establishment, Crane's livery barn, and Wallace's saloon destroyed, Ja 31, 1:6

Hudson
McNeil res destroyed, Mr 21, 8:5

Dr G L Starr barn destroyed, O 18, 8:1

Huron
Aldine hotel destroyed, Ap 22, 2:5

Inland
Oliver Overholt barn destroyed when struck by lightning, Jy 19, 8:4

Floyd Thursday barn destroyed, Jy 19, 8:4

Jacobsburg
James H Phillips barn destroyed, unidentified person held, Ja 25, 3:6

Kent
Erna resort damaged, Je 24, 3:4

CG&O's trestle damaged, O 31, 3:2

Kingston
Clark F Swinnell barn destroyed, Ja 31, 1:6

Lake Brandy
Capt Benjamin F Lees and Thomas Black res destroyed, body found in ruins, murder suspected, Ap 22, 5:3

Lima
Penna baggage car damaged, Mr 9, 2:6

Alex Carson barn destroyed, 6 race horses cremated, O 15, 2:4

Logan
Central hotel destroyed, Ag 17, 2:5

John Dalton restaurant destroyed, body of John Rigo found in ruins, O 24, 2:4; O 26, 2:4

McConnellsville
C L Parker's warehouse destroyed, adjoining blgs destroyed, arson suspected, S 20, 2:4

Manlius
Crafts block destroyed, Root & Brainerd's hardware store and Odd Fellows temple destroyed, O 23, 2:6

Massillon
Dr A W Richardson res destroyed, Ap 19, 3:5

Mechanicsburg
Blgts owned by Farmers' bank and occupied by Porterfield's Carriage works and Central Whip co destroyed, O 16, 2:2

Middleton
Charles Hoover res destroyed, sons Charles and Elmer burned to death, O 15, 2:4

Mogadore
Wesley Wise res destroyed, Ap 28, 8:4

Akor Smocking Pipe co factory damaged, My 14, 3:2

New London
M R Coleman flax mill destroyed, Ap 30, 2:5

New Philadelphia
Valley Rubber co plant destroyed, My 21, 4:3; My 25, 8:5

New Portage
Ship Ferguson res destroyed, O 21, 3:2

New Springfield
Mrs Haley's stable and 7 other blgs destroyed, My 25, 2:5

North Baltimore
Jeff Richcreek hardware and furniture stores destroyed, O 20, 2:4

North Dayton
Craig-Reynolds shops damaged, Mr 25, 3:1

Northfield
H Brown smail mill destroyed, F 16, 8:6

Norwalk
Sprague Umbrella factory destroyed, Ag 11, 2:4

Oberlin
Henry Lee livery stable destroyed, Emery Jenkins held, F 17, 2:5

Carpenter block destroyed, Fressor & Barrett meat shop destroyed, Western Union Telegraph co and Smith's drug store damaged, O 16, 2:2

Marie DeFrance millinery store destroyed, 13 other properties damaged or destroyed, O 30, 2:4

Old Forge
House owned by Northern Ohio rr co destroyed, Mr 22, 3:3

Edward Russell saloon damaged, Mr 30, 1:6

Payne
Thomas Lamb store and 2 other blgs destroyed, Jy 6, 2:5

Portsmouth
Farmers hotel, Imperial Flour mills, and City Livery stables destroyed, N 18, 2:5

Ravenna
Henry Grobe & Sons lumber plant and E & R Knapp plant damaged, Jy 27, 3:2

Reservoir
J R Wagner res destroyed, N 28, 1:5

Salineville
Big Shaft Coal mine blg damaged, Ja 12, 3:7

Sandusky
Seistel Bros fish house and Charles Kroogel basket factory destroyed, Ja 31, 1:6

Mrs Emily Donahue res destroyed, Ja 31, 1:6

Seville
Bank barn near Seville, incendiaries suspected, Jy 13, 8:1

Sharon
Arthur Bradley sugar house destroyed, Mr 16, 8:4

Sherman
John Cox res, F 10, 3:2

St Clairsville
St Charles hotel destroyed, F 22, 4:3

Summit
Mrs Mary Fouts outblgs destroyed, Jy 28, 8:5

Sycahore
Eliza Grasely barn destroyed, Jy 20, 2:4

Wesley Rank barn destroyed, Jy 20, 2:4

Tallmadge
Upon estate blgs destroyed when struck by lightning, Ag 18, 8:2

Toledo
Dow & Snell wholesale grocery destroyed, Toledo Blade newspaper plant damaged, Fireman Bishop, Fireman Trepinski, and Fireman Wills missing, My 21, 2:1

Goulart & Co sawmill factory destroyed, Jy 9, 4:3

Samuel Alexander, 1 unidentified, and 8 others killed, 14 burned including 3 unidentified when
FIRES - TOLEDO (cont)
dust explodes causing blaze in grain elevator of Paddock, Dodge & co, S 21, 2:1
SS Maud Preston destroyed, S 21, 2:4
Nellink Furniture co bldg damaged, D 1, 2:6

TOWNSBURG CENTER
R T McKeanus res destroyed, 0 17, 3:4

UNION TWP
John Algier barn destroyed, F 12, 4:4

UNIONVILLE
Highland farm henhouse and other outbuilds destroyed, 0 12, 2:5

WASHINGTON
Mrs Ann King res destroyed, Je 8, 4:2
Washington Milling co grist mill, Yoder Bros, Barnes & Co, and George J Reimer bldgs destroyed, John Heints coal yard damaged, S 21, 3:1

WARREN
Elastic Pulp Flaster co and J J Winans saw mill destroyed, Jy 12, 2:5

WARWICK
Fred Herksel land crusher plant and Rich & Laffer property in plant destroyed, N 23, 8:5

WASHINGTON C H
Masonic temple and Frank L Stutson dept store destroyed, S 12, 2:2
Albert Brown res destroyed, son Frank and Gary Roby burned to death, Jy 31, 2:4

WELLINGTON
Three business blocks destroyed, S 9, 2:4

WEST RICHEFIELD
S E Phelps house occupied by Charles Morten destroyed, Jy 14, 4:6
William Townsend res destroyed, J 28, 8:2

WESTERN STAR
John Snyder's res damaged, Ap 7, 8:4

WHITEHOUSE
Warehouse and other properties destroyed by fire resulting when struck by lightning, S 16, 2:5

YOUNGSTOWN
Col J B Hosteau barn destroyed, wife injured, N 19, 2:3
Bldg belonging to estate of Paul Wick damaged, D 8, 2:4
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ZANESVILLE
Bailey Drug co wholesale store damaged, Ja 28, 3:4; Ja 29, 2:5

FIRESTONE, G F
Admitted to Ohio state bar, Je 13, 3:2
Sponsors address on Japan by Rev W B Parsley, Me 1, 8:4
Sponsors address by Ballington Booth on aims of Volunteers of America, O 10, 5:4
Christian Endeavor soc meets, com rr, O 10, 8:5

FIRST BAPTIST CH
First Baptist Ch (Ashland)
Destoyed by fire, Ag 24, 2:5

FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST
Pastor Rev A H Hendrick tenders resignation, Ja 27, 8:3

FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sponsors concert by welsh prize singers, Ja 13, 8:5
Sponsors lecture on politics by Col H W J Ham, F 24, 8:2
Sponsors address on patriotism by Rev Thomas Dixon, O 10, 1:3
Plays anniv social, N 30, 1:6
Celebrate 5th anniv, O 3, 8:1
Give Christmas entertainment, O 29, 8:5

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CH
Annual meeting elects officers, Ja 6, 5:1
Hears Mrs Olive Thorne Miller lecture on birds, Ja 10, 8:5
Sponsors address by Robert W Taylor on Tuskegee Indus inst, Mr 21, 1:3
Ladies Social soc elects officers, Je 2, 8:3
Sunday school teachers' reserve holds outing at Lakeside pk, Ag 11, 8:3
Elections officers, S 17, 8:5
Woman's Missionary soc elects officers, O 1, 8:2
Woman's council hears paper by Mrs Emily Rowe, N 16, 1:7
Sunday school elects officers, D 21, 1:7
Elections officers, O 30, 3:3
Woman's Foreign Missionary soc recs repts, elects sec, D 31, 1:7

FIRST EVANGELICAL CH (Green)
Boywell graduates hold commencement exercises, Je 23, 8:4
Young People's alliance elects officers, Jy 6, 5:7
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FIRST METODIST EPISCOPAL CH
Interest in revival services continues to grow, Ja 12, 5:4
Epworth league holds meeting, repts charitable work, F 5, 8:2
Sponsors lecture on Egypt by Jr J H Willey, F 23, 8:1
Requests retention of Rev J H Willey as pastor, F 28, 8:5
Sponsors lecture on nationalism by Gen John B Gordon, Mr 15, 8:1
Celebrate anniv of Methodism, My 27, 8:4
Epworth league elects officers, S 7, 3:3
Woman's Foreign and Home Missionary soc elects officers at annual meeting, S 14, 3:6
Ladies' Home Missionary soc elects officers, S 15, 8:3
Reserve corps elects officers, S 26, 3:4
Sponsors lecture by Robert J Burnette, N 10, 3:4
Sponsors address on Thanksgiving day by Rev Charles Edward Keller, N 25, 8:2
Sponsors address by Rev John Herron on Thanksgiving day, N 25, 8:4
Plans bazaar, N 26, 1:6
Sunday school holds memorial services, N 26, 8:1
Bazaar closes, N 30, 6:1
Bazaar end, O 1, 8:1
Woman's Foreign Missionary soc gives Dorothy Q entertainment, O 17, 5:2
Epworth and Junior leagues sponsor dinner for poor, distribute Christmas baskets, O 24, 1:7;
O 26, 1:7
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Annual election of dirs, Ja 11, 4:5
Financial statement, My 13, 3:7
Issues financial statement, S 27, 5:1
Financial rept, O 6, 3:7
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF ALLIANCE
Wins with 18 others collection suit against John F Seiberling, Mr 4, 3:4; suit dismissed, My 17, 3:3
FIRST NATIONAL BANK (Canal Dover)
Vrs elect J F Townsend pres, Ja 24, 4:6
FIRST NATIONAL BANK (Canton)
Recr loses suit to compel stockholders' liability, F 9, 2:6
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF CRANFORDSVILLE, INDIANA
Wins with 18 others collection suit against John F Seiberling, Mr 4, 3:4
FIRST NATIONAL BANK (Flushing)
Faults, N 7, 6:2
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF GAS CITY, IND
Wins with 18 others collection suit against John F Seiberling, Mr 4, 3:4
Wins in W H Carter insolvency suit wherein ct sets aside preferential mortgage, Ag 5, 3:8
FIRST NATIONAL BANK (Jackson)
Names John F Seiberling in cross petition for collection on notes, Jy 5, 3:3
FIRST NATIONAL BANK (Jeffersonville)
Files cross petition in case of Akron Savings Bank vs J F Seiberling et al, My 16, 3:3
Files cross petition in suit by First Natl bank of Ravenna against John F Seiberling and others, My 19, 3:2
FIRST NATIONAL BANK (Lisbon)
Acts being investigated by Bank Examiner Boden, D 25, 2:4
Shortage of cashier Child discussed, N 1, 3:7
Condition of affairs discussed, N 2, 2:6
Isaac B Cameron apptd recr, N 4, 7:3
FIRST NATIONAL BANK (M. Pleasant)
Names K B Conger et al in collection suit, F 9, 3:4
Names A L Conger et al in collection suit, F 9, 3:4
Wins suit against K B Conger, Ap 26, 5:4
FIRST NATIONAL BANK (Miles)
Named by First Natl bank of Ravenna in collection suit, Mr 17, 3:2
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF RAVENNA
Names John F Seiberling in property suit, Ja 24, 4:5
Answer filed, F 28, 3:3
Wins with 18 others collection suit against John F Seiberling, Mr 4, 3:4
Second Natl bank of Warren named party deft in suit against John F Seiberling et al, Mr 15, 3:3
Names First Natl bank of Miles in collection suit, Mr 17, 3:2
Answers filed in suit against John F and Catherine L Seiberling, Ap 1, 3:1
Named in cross petition to suit against John F Seiberling and others by Charles A and Eugene J Cable and Charles Robbins, Ap 19, 3:4
Named by Elliott Natl bank of Boston (Mass.), Tremont Natl bank of Boston, and First Natl bank of Warren in cross petition to suit of First Natl bank of Ravenna against John F Seiberling and others, Ap 26, 5:4
Suit against John F Seiberling and others answered by James H Seiberling and Samuel H Miller, My 9, 3:3
FIRST NATL BANK OF RAVENNA (cont.)
Cross petition filed by First Natl bank of Jefferson in suit against John F Seiberling and others, My 19, 3:2
In suit against J F Seiberling et al bd of dirs of wittenberg coll made party defts, Je 6, 3:2
In collection suit against J F Seiberling Citizens' bank files answer and cross petition, v 2, 6:2
Files supplemental reply to answer and cross petition of Tuscarawas Coal & Iron co to bank's suit against J F Seiberling and others, J 3, 3:3
 Names Irma M Miller party deft in suit against John F Seiberling et al, cross petition filed, O 14, 3:3
FIRST NATL BANK (Warren)
 Names John F Seiberling & co in judgment foreclosure petition, F 17, 3:5
 Wins with 10 others collection suit against John F Seiberling, Mr 4, 3:4
 Names First Natl bank of Ravenna in cross petition to suit of First Natl bank of Ravenna against John F Seiberling and others, Ap 26, 5:4
 Names John F Seiberling in cross petition to Akron Savings bank co vs John F Seiberling suit, My 5, 3:5
FIRST NATL BANK OF KGOESTER, MASS
 Names Zanesville St Ry & co in note collection suit, Ap 23, 3:3
 Names Zanesville Ry & Elec co in default judgment suit, Je 6, 3:2
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CH
 Holds revival, Ja 28, 5:1
 Elects officers, My 3, 3:6
 Installs Rev L A Linderuth in Clev presbytery, Q 20, 8:5
 Elects elders, D 16, 1:7
 Sunday school elects officers, D 27, 1:6
 Sunday school gives Christmas cantata, D 28, 3:3
FIRST VOLUNTEER INF
 Organizes, elects capt, My 4, 2:1
 FISCHER, PAUL
 Arrested at Louisville (Ky) for Clev authorities on stamp fraud chg, Mr 9, 2:6
 FISHER, JOHN
 Injred when run over by mail cart, Ag 5, 3:1
 FISH, WILLIE
 Sentenced on disorderly conduct chg, F 15, 3:1
 FISH
 Residents object to wholesale slaughter of fish in Hocking river, Nelsonsville, Je 8, 2:5
 Poisoning in Blanchard river believed to be result of waste from nitroglycerine plant, Tist 23, 3:3
 FISHER (OR), A J
 Observes silver jubilee as pastor of St Bernard's Cath ch, Springfield, Je 8, 2:5
 FISHER, ANNA
 Arraigned on chg of residing in brothel, F 5, 2:5; released on bail, F 7, 5:5; discharged, F 9, 3:1
 FISHER, ELIZABETH
 Death, S 9, 3:1; will filed for probate, O 11, 3:4
 FISHER (OR), H M
 Office damaged by fire, Ap 29, 8:2
 FISHER, HENRY J
 Nominated in damage suit by Mrs Susan Stebbins, Ag 15, 3:3; files answer, S 19, 3:2
 FISHER, JAMES B (Clev)
 Forfeits bail when he fails to appear for trial on explosion chg, Clev papers issued, Q 7, 2:4
 FISHER, JAMES B (Marion)
 Nominated postmaster by Pres William McKinley, Mr 18, 2:5
 FISHER, JOSEPH
 Names B F Goodrich co in personal injury suit, My 3, 2:6
 FISHER, MAUD
 Fiancee dies on eve of wedding, had premonition, F 2, 3:1
 FISHER, WILLIAM (Dayton)
 FISHER, WILLIAM O
 Marriage to Henrietta Olson questioned, Ag 17, 3:3
 FISHING
 FISHER, JOSEPH (Canal Fulton)
 Killed in jump from granary roof, Mr 22, 3:3
 FITZ, ROBERT
 Fined for intoxication, My 9, 3:2
 FITZPATRICK, JOHN
 Fined for intoxication, O 3, 3:1
 FITZPATRICK, WILLIAM
 Released under bond on disorderly conduct chg, Mr 18, 3:3; chg dismissed, Mr 21, 3:2
 FITZHUGH, THOMAS
 Wins tax suit against Clev when decision of lower cls is upheld by sup cl, Ja 26, 2:5
 FITZWILLIAMS (MRS), ELIZABETH
 Death, blog, F 7, 3:3
 FIX, NANCY (Center Village)
 Tortured and robbed, F 5, 1:1
 FLICK, WILLIAM (Kooster)
 Injured when frozen, F 4, 2:6
 FLAG DAY
 Proclamation by Mayor W E Young marking 121st anniv of Amer flag, Je 13, 3:7
 One hundred twenty-first anniv observed, Je 14, 3:4
 Celebration held at Western Star, Je 22, 8:5
 FLAG, Res damaged by fire, F 3, 5:1
 BLAIR, BERTHA
 Fined on immorality chg, Mr 23, 1:5
 FLANAGAN, PATRICK
 Missing, Mr 21, 1:7
 FLANNING, FREDERICK
 Fined on vagrancy chg, Jy 20, 8:5
 FLATLY, THOMAS (Dayton)
 Held in stabbing of David W Brewer, Je 9, 2:5
 FLATTEN, THOMAS L (Kooster)
 Apptd postmaster by Pres William McKinley, Mr 23, 1:3; Mr 31, 2:6
 FLECK, with wife Emma A sells parcel of land to David Flickinger, D 13, 8:2
 FLEMMING, WAL (Western Star)
 Injured by falling rock in coal mine, N 23, 8:2
 FLEMMING, WILLIAM
 Fined for intoxication, Je 14, 5:2
 FLETCHER, TINK (Chillicothe)
 Shot and wounded, Bob Meredith accused, Ap 6, 2:4
 FLOYD, with wife Emma A sells parcel of land from David Flickinger, D 13, 8:2
 FLOYD, with wife Emma A sells parcel of land from David Flickinger, D 13, 8:2
 FLIGHT, JOHN
 Held on chg of selling another's property, F 10, 1:7; sentenced on chg of illegal disposal of others' property, Mr 14, 5:2
 Missing, Mr 26, 5:3
 FLIGHT, WILLIE
 Released under bond on larceny chg, Mr 15, 3:3
 FLOODS
 MILL race washout causes considerable damage, S 19, 1:6
 BUCK CREEK
 P P Mast & co foundry and others damaged by flood water, Mr 23, 1:1
 CUYAHOGA RIVER
 Overflows, Ja 12, 5:1
 BIG MIIAN RIVER
 Mrs Charles Whitman and 3 children and Charles Springman and wife drowned when residences are washed away, Mr 25, 3:2
 Water receding at Dayton, Mr 24, 1:1
 Levee breaks at Middletown, Mr 24, 1:1
 KOKOSING RIVER
 Out of banks at Fredericksburg, heavy damage reported, Mr 24, 1:1
 C & O rr bridge washed away, other heavy damage report, Mount Vernon, Mr 23, 1:2
 LICKING RIVER
 Overflows banks, heavy property damage report at Zanesville, Mr 23, 1:1
 Two persons report drowned in flood waters, Mr 26, 2:4
 MAHONING RIVER
 Many bridges near Alliance washed away, Mr 24, 2:2
 MUSKINGUM RIVER
 Overflows banks, heavy property damage report at Zanesville, Mr 23, 1:1; still rising, Mr 24, 1:1
 Unnamed tramp drowned, property damaged, Zanesville, Mr 25, 1:2
 Mrs James Brennan and child, John Leach, Tim Jones, and Mrs Nancy Church drown, Zanesville, Mr 25, 2:5
FLOWS - MUSKINGUM RIVER (cont)
Reptd at highest stage in history, Mr 26, 2:5
McConnelsville isolated by flood waters, Mr 31, 2:6

OHIO
Reports and statistics, Mr 24, 1:3
Floods cause damage in central Ohio, Fanhandle
rr bridge washed out at Morrow, Big Four rr
handicapped at Cols, Ja 21, 7:1

OHIO CANAL
Embarkment washed away near Cleveland, Mr 28, 1:6

OHIO RIVER
Causes damage at Cinti, res evacuating area,
Ja 20, 1:2
Danger period passes at Cinti, Ja 21, 1:4; con-
tinues to rise at Cinti, Ja 25, 2:6; Cinti
business houses on waterfront abandoned,
Mr 23, 1:1
Continues to rise at Cinti, Mr 25, 2:5
Grand Central station at Cinti abandoned when
river passes high water mark, Mr 26, 1:3
Reptd rising, Cinti, Mr 26, 2:5
Water recedes, Cinti, Ja 27, 2:7
One thousand homes flooded, Cinti, Mr 28, 2:1
River at 60-ft stage, heavy damage reptd, Cinti,
Mr 28, 3:1
waters reptd receding, Cinti, Mr 29, 2:5
Ohio river flood waters reptd rising, Mr 30,
2:7
Water famine threatened, East Liverpool, Mr 24,
1:1
Coal mines in Salineville dist idle because of
high waters, East Liverpool, Mr 30, 2:3
Town flooded, heavy damage reptd, Sherrardsville,
Mr 25, 4:5

SCIOTO RIVER
At high flood stage, property damage estimated
at over half million dollars, Cols, Mr 23, 1:1

SCIOTO VALLEY
Waters recede, rrs resume operation, Mr 25, 4:5
Causes heavy crop damage at Portsmouth, Ag 13,
2:6

STILLWATER RIVER
Levee breaks at North Dayton, Mr 23, 1:1

TUSCARAWAS VALLEY
High water damages Patagonia property, Ja 27, 3:4
1998

FORKNER (U S SEN), JOSEPH B (cont)
Mission to Colo seen as not to unseat Sen Mark Hama, ed, No 2, 4:2
Addresses Ohio leg in on Battleship Maine disaster, No 3, 3:3
Criticized for furthering own aims at expense of party, ed, Ap 16, 4:1
Speaks before Piccadilly club, Cinti, S 27, 2:2
Speaks on Spanish-Amer war before members of repub party at Blanchester, O 21, 6:4

FORESTER, GEORGE H
Speaks on stamp law before Ohio State Bankers’ ason, S 30, 6:5

FORENSICS
J Clarence Frank and Sophy A Sawyer win 1st and 2nd prizes in Junior Ashton Oratorical contest, Je 21, 5:6

FORESTER, CATHOLIC QUORUM OF
Ohio lodges open 4th conv at Clev, Ag 24, 2:5

FORESTERS, INDEPENDENT QUORUM OF
Ct Pride elects officers, O 12, 8:5

FRAZIER, W S (Cedartown)
Nominated postmaster by Pres William McKinley, My 18, 2:5

FRAZIER, ANNA
Suicide, Je 20, 2:5

FRANK, WILL (Warren)
Injured in fall from Erie rr bridge, Ja 17, 1:6

FRANK, FRANK M
Injured when thrown from train at Brightonwood, N 23, 2:4

FERTILIZER CLUB (Clev)
Elects Helen Storer dir, N 22, 1:6
Holds regular meeting, U 6, 5:5

FORTUNE, W S (Hiram)
Missing, Ja 28, 6:1

FOSTER, CHARLES (Tiffin)
Suit brought by Anna Ball and others, certain conveyances of property declared legal by Master Com Platt, N 18, 2:5

Foster, Cloyd
Injured when foot is caught in elevator, F 10, 5:2

Foster (Detective), James (Cola)
Shot and wounded, shoots and kills Fred Deering in freight car robbery, U 17, 1:4

Foster, John
Sentenced for vagrancy, Ja 20, 5:6

Foster, John (Youngstown)
Body found on rr tracks, Ja 8, 1:1

1998

FOX, JULIA
Held on assault and battery chg, Jy 7, 3:1
Fined on chg, Jy 8, 5:6

FOX, LIGHT & POWER CO
Purchased by Samuel R Bullock, Ag 26, 2:5

FOULK, S E
Res damaged by fire when lamp explodes, Ap 11, 1:5

FOURNIGMENT S ASSN, AMER
Elects officers at Cinti conv, Je 11, 2:5

FOURTH NTL BANK (Cincinnati)
Names J Ben Campbell in collection suit, My 11, 3:4

FOUST, ABRAHAM J
Death, Ag 8, 3:1; funeral, Ag 11, 8:5

FOUST, MRS, MAY (Summit)
Quibbles destroyed by fire, Je 28, 6:5

FOULTZ, J M
Valuation of stock secured by Aed Sisler, Ja 14, 4:5

FOULKER, SEYMOUR S
Loses suit against Akron Machine co, case appealed by piff, Je 11, 3:2; suit taken to higher ct, Je 25, 3:5

FOWLER, S
Injured when buggy is struck by runway horse, O 26, 5:3

FOX, CHARLES
Found delirious on st after taking overdose of morphine, Jy 9, 3:1

FOX, CHARLES
Attempts suicide by swallowing laudanum, Clev, Ag 22, 5:7

FOX, JANNA (Springfield)
Names in damage suit by Charlotte Horner, F 3, 3:7

FOX, JOSEPH (Elroy)
Surrenders after escape from Lorain county jail, N 14, 1:3
Trial for murder of Fred Fackenbusch begins, M 29, 2:5

FOX, WEST
Fined and sentenced for intoxication, Jy 23, 5:5
Held on suspc in connection with murder, Jy 25, 5:4

FOX, HUNTERS’ ASSN OF CENTRAL OHIO
Holds 9th annual meeting at Millersburg, elects officers, N 18, 5:3

FRANK, JOHN
Suited against Wesley J Wise, Ja 29, 4:6
FRANZ (REV), HENRY (Springfield)
Loses note recovery suit against Melissa Bell, N 30, 2:3
FRANTZ, ALLEN
Res damaged by lightning, N 21, 1:7

1998

FRANK, J CLARENCE
Wins 1st prize in Junior Ashton Oratorical contest, Je 21, 5:6

FRANK, JOHN
Suited against Mary M Dickerhoff for constr of will settled, Ja 15, 4:3

FRANK, JULIUS (Dayville)
Wins large number of prizes at meeting of State Poultry and Pet Stock assn, Dayville (II), Ja 17, 8:7

FRANKLIN, ALBERT W
Fined on chg of assaulting Cloyd Baxter, O 29, 3:3

FRANKLIN, AMPHAROS
Dem list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:1
Repub list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:1
Frank Deutsch elected justice of peace on dem ticket, Ap 7, 8:2

FRANKLIN, LITERARY SOC
Reunion discussed at Akron meeting, Ja 27, 8:3

FRANKLIN ST
Ordered improved by city comrs, N 18, 3:1

FRANKLIN SUGAR REFINING CO
Ruled liable by Atty-Gen Monnet for taxes on sales preceding passage of Valentine anti-trust law, D 19, 2:4

FRANKLYN, ALBERT
Arrested on assault and battery chg, U 27, 4:2

FRANKS, GEORGE W
Suited for separation by wife Loretta Jane, Ja 24, 4:5
Divorced by wife Loretta, Ap 13, 3:3

FRANKS, GEORGE (Gibertown)
Losses judgment suit to William Warmold, Ja 29, 1:4

FRANKS, GRANT
Fined for leading horse on sidewalk, Ap 9, 1:5

FRANKS, JOHN
Wins judgment against Wm W Dance, Ja 17, 8:1

FRANZ, JOSEPH
Sues to unseat Sen Mark Hama, ed, No 2, 4:2

FRANCIS, PATRICK
Fined for intoxication, S 26, 3:1

FRANCO, T J (Oak Falls)
Dry goods stock destroyed by fire, N 28, 1:6

FRANK, CHARLES
Fined for fighting, My 20, 3:5
Hand injured in press at Werner works, Ag 23, 3:1
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1898

FRAUNFELTER, ELIAS
Amended petition in suit against him filed by A. W. Hall, Ja 25, 3:1
Named by Burrows Brothers in replevin suit, My 20, 3:5; damage suit with Prof. W. Rood brought by Alfred W. Hall dismissed, Ag 22, 3:5
Services while upst of schools praised, ed, Mr 26, 4:2

FRAUNFELTER & WHITNER
Assigns assets, My 16, 3:3
Assignee named by Burrows Brothers in replevin suit, My 20, 3:5
Arthur J. Rowley appointed assignee, My 21, 7:1
Named in collection suit by John C. Hughes, Je 17, 5:5
Named in replevin suit by Eastman Kodak Co., Je 21, 3:2
A. G. Rowley as assignee files inventory of assets in probate ct, Je 21, 3:4
Assignee ordered by probate ct to sell stock at retail, Ja 29, 3:5
Case of Eastman Kodak Co. carried to common pleas ct, Ja 23, 3:7
Assignee named in property recovery suit by Eastman Kodak Co., Ag 2, 6:2
Assignee A. J. Rowley ordered to sell property, D 15, 3:4
Sale of stock adv by Assignee Rowley, D 29, 5:7; D 30, 6:6

FRAZER, HARRY (Cuyahoga Falls)
Arrested and fined for liquor law violation, N 11, 3:3

FRAZER, NARREY (Toledo)
Rupt lost with mother in wreck of SS Mohawk, O 20, 6:5

FREDERICK, C.
Ader files bond in suit against William O. Roush and others, certain real estate ordered sold at pub sale, N 26, 6:2
Boys parcel of land from Homer Smith and wife, D 13, 8:2

FREDERICK, J. W. T (Clev)
Supt of schools at Lakewood presides at Cuy county super's meeting, D 20, 3:3

FREDERICK, (Cinti)
With N. Y. Baseball club loses collection suit brought by Carney Flynn, My 27, 2:4

FREEMAN, MATTHEW
Held for Canton authorities for running away from home, Je 2, 5:1

1898

FREEMAN (OR), SETH
Named James H. Shields in collection suit, Ja 10, 3:4
Named James Shields in collection suit, S 21, 3:2
Wins judgment suit against James Shields, D 21, 3:5
Default judgment against James Shields set aside by Judge Kohler, D 22, 3:3

FREES (PROF), ANDREW (Clev)
Dying of strange disease, Ag 20, 2:4

FREIGHT AGENTS, NATL ASSN OF LOCAL
Holds conv at Cinti, Je 15, 2:4

FREIS, A. J
Missing infant daughter located, S 22, 8:3

FREITJMAN, HENRY
Fined for theft, Je 29, 8:2

FRESE, FREDERICK (G)
Elected to bd of educ in 3rd ward, Ap 5, 1:4

FRESE, HENRY
Fined for intoxication, Je 7, 4:5

FREUD, AUGUST E AND MELISSA
Named in suit for money and sale of property to satisfy indebtedness, Jy 27, 3:3
Loss collection suit by Indemnity Savings & Loan Co., D 17, 1:3

FRIEND, MULLO (Jackson)
Injured in criminal assault, Ja 28, 1:3

FRIGES, WILLIAM (Nassau)
Belongs demented while at work in mine, Jy 17, 1:6
Develops hydrophobia 4 yrs after being bitten by dog, Ja 19, 3:3

FRINGI, XAVIER
Decision in suit of Lufkin Rule co upheld by super ct, F 5, 2:3

FRISBY, NELSON
Injured when run over by team, D 22, 3:1

FRITZ, ALLEN P
Estate distribution, Jy 2, 3:6

FRITZ, JOHN
Names Akron St. Ry & Illuminating Co. in personal injury suit, Ja 10, 3:4

FRITZ, SUSAN
Arrested on disorderly conduct chg, N 21, 5:3

FRITZINGER (MR. AND MRS), GEORGE
Celebrate 50th wedding anniv, Mr 30, 5:3

FROHMAN, MAGGIE
Drowned when boat turns over on Turkeyfoot lake, Ag 1, 3:2; body recovered from lake, Ag 2, 3:1

FROST, CHARLES (Wooster)
Collection suit against Thomas Howery, papers stolen from ct room, F 14, 3:3

FRUIT
Crops repd heavily damaged by frost, Clev, Ap 6, 2:7
Abundant crops repd in Ottawa county, O 1, 2:2

FRY, CHARLES
Dismissed from larceny chg, Ap 13, 3:2
Fined for theft, Mr 11, 8:1

FRY, DOMINECK
Arrested on chg of bastardy on complaint of Anna Wertz, Je 27, 3:1
Missing, Ja 29, 3:3

FRY, RIZEN
Killed in train wreck at Cols, My 9, 2:2

FRY (OR), ROYCE D (Clev)
Appld brigade surgeon with rank of major, Jy 9, 2:4

FRY, WILLIAM G (Dayton)
Found frozen to death beside roadway, O 7, 4:2

FUCHS, FRANK N
Arrested on chg of leaving sleigh standing in st, Ja 25, 5:1; pleads not guilty to chg of blocking st, Ja 26, 5:1; fined for blocking st, Ja 29, 1:4
Warrant issued on chg of keeping vicious dog, N 15, 1:5; fined for permitting dog to run at large, N 16, 5:2

FUCHS, GEORGE
Fined for carrying concealed weapons and creating disturbance, Ag 16, 4:4

FUELL
Denial of statement that steamer run out of coal on trip from Long Lake, 1r, Je 7, 5:4

FULKE, SOLON
Sued for divorce by wife Hattie, Je 3, 3:6

FULER, CHARLES H (Clev)
Names Ada Bock with sisters Carrie and Anna in alleged libel suit (Clev Plain Dealer), D 20, 5:4

FULER (L.), CLIFFORD S
Commissioned capt of Co 11th regt U. S. army, Cols, Jy 14, 2:4

FULER, D
Believed drowned when sailboat is caught in squall on Put-In-Bay, Jy 21, 2:5

FULER, JACOB
With Longcoy Bros and F B Longcoy loses collection suit brought by City bank of Kent, F 19, 4:5
GARBAGE, WILLIAM

Death, My 26, 1:8; funeral, My 27, 3:1; will filed, My 31, 4:2

GAIDER, ARNOLD

Blog, N 28, 8:3

GARRETT, MRS.

P (Clev)

Killed when struck by train, F 2, 5:5

GALBRAITH, JAMES

Held on assault and battery chg, My 10, 3:2; chg dismissed, My 11, 5:5

GALES, CALVIN (Urbana)

Killed by falling under wagon, N 15, 4:7

GALPELLY, JOHN

Granted habeas on Johnston st appeal on federal court, O 22, 3:5

GALVIN, FRED

Missing, U 23, 1:6

GALLAGHER, JACK (Belleville)

Fatally wounded during assault on Clay, D 22, 2:3

GALLAGHER, JAMES

Fined for intoxication, S 7, 3:1
Fined for intoxication, O 12, 3:1

GALLAGHER, JOHN

Taken chg dismissed, O 19, 3:2

GALLAGHER, MICHAEL

Arrested for assault on Jno Bartelheimer, N 30, 1:6; assault chg dismissed, O 3, 6:1

GALLAGHER, NELL (Clev)

Killed when struck by a vehicle, F 17, 2:7

GALLAGHER, JAMES

Fined for intoxication, My 11, 5:6

GALLOWAY

With Lomis named in collection suit by A W Hall, Ja 17, 5:1

GAMBER, OHIO

Educ inst subject of illus talk before cong of St Paul's Episcopal ch by Rev H W Jones, F 7, 8:2

GAMBLE, WILLIAM B

App'td to Cuban postal service, U 23, 1:6

GAMLING

Saloonist James Ritty offers $12,000 for gaming privileges, Dayton, Ja 13, 2:5

GAME

Protective assn org by Medina county farmers, officers elected, N 28, 4:1

GAMMON, EMIL

File motion to compel Freeman Pickett to set forth true name in libel suit, F 1, 5:2; suit dismissed, O 7, 3:3

GAMPER, J H (Toledo)

Store robbed, Thomas McGuire shot and killed by Patrolman George Haring, Ja 11, 1:5

GANGRENE

Mrs Eliza Kiplinger dies, Green, N 23, 8:3

GANTER, CARL B

Awarded prize for mathematics and physics in competitive essay sponsored by Episcopal ch, Je 22, 5:2

GANTZEL (Squire), PHIL (Cnti)

Shoots and kills Steven Broebrock, S 1, 2:4

GARBAGE

Disposal plant site purchased at Youngstown, O 12, 4:3

GARBERRY, HERVEY C

Arrested on chg of attempting to bribe City Comr Daniel McGarry, S 30, 1:2; bribe chg dismissed, O 3, 6:2

GARRARD, HARVEY (Cali)

Cited, ed, S 30, 4:1; bribery chg investigated, O 1, 1:7; hearing continued on bribery chg, O 5, 1:6; case opened by grand jury, O 17, 1:3; indicted on bribery chg, O 20, 1:7; released under bond, O 21, 1:6; files plea of abatement and motion to quash indictment, N 15, 1:6; abatement plea answered by Jno R M Wanamaker, J 22, 3:3

GARCIA (Gen)

Eulogy, ed, U 13, 4:1

GARNER, ANTHONY

Res dam'd by fire, U 29, 3:1

GARNER, J L

Names W C Findley in collection suit, J 14, 3:5

GARNER, JOHN M

Wins suit brought by State of Ohio, Je 22, 4:4

GARNER, JOS D

Trial on chg of prize fighting begins, O 2, 5:3; acquitted, D 8, 2:4; 5:2

Named by C D Saviers in money collection suit, D 9, 5:4

GASHFIELD, JAMES A

Subject of address by Col Charles Dick at Garfield club in Niles, N 19, 1:1

GASHFIELD, JAMES R

Candidacy for gov considered futile, ed, Ag 16, 4:2

GASHFIELD CLUB

Jota and speakers for annual banquet announced at Ravenna, N 14, 1:4

Makes plans for banquet at Niles, N 15, 3:3

GASHMAN, MARY

Guardian's rep, exception filed by Francis B Doherty, My 4, 3:5

Estate named in money suit by Bridget M Victor, Je 9, 3:3; files answer, N 5, 3:3

GASGON, PETER

Bridget M Victor moves to have acct of admistration from records, Je 18, 3:4

GARLICH (MRS), GEORGE (Clev)

Suicide, husband George held pending investigation, Ag 30, 2:4

GARLOCK, REBECCA

Names Frank U and S J Cassidy in judgment suit, Ja 17, 3:1

Files motion in suit against Jacob Schuch et al, Je 10, 3:6

GARNER, BERTHA

Names assignee W T Vaughan of estate of E L Garner in suit, Ag 2, 6:2

GARNER, E L

Estate assignee W T Vaughan named in suit by Bertha Garner, Ag 2, 6:2

GARMENT MAKERS, NAIL ASSN OF

Revives constitution, elects officers at Cinti conv, Ag 13, 2:3

GARMENT WORKERS, AMER, UNITED

Hold conv at Cinti, Ag 9, 2:4; new lodge reptd organized, Ag 10, 2:5; endorses Pres Ratchford of United Miners for nati industrial comm, adopts resolution for restriction of immigration, Ag 11, 2:4; drafts new constitution, votes to help Philadelphia cutters in fight against piece work system, Ag 12, 2:5

GARVIN, JOSEPH T (Wayton)

Held on chg of making false claim against U S, Ap 23, 2:3

GARRETT, JAMES B, SR

Death, My 24, 3:5; funeral, My 25, 3:1; 3:3

GARRETT, JOSEPH (Youngstown)

Dies from injuries rec'd in fall from bridge, My 26, 2:3

GARRETT (Mrs), MARY

Daughter criminally assaulted, S 30, 3:2

GARRISON, WILLIAM

Arrested on assault chg, N 5, 3:5; assault chg dismissed, N 7, 8:5

GARTLAND, PATRICK

Lower ct decision affirmed by circuit ct in suit brought by Northern Ohio re'co, Ap 16, 3:3

GARVER, J N AND A R

Acquire Farm News and Komankind from Husterman Publishing Co, Springfield, N 29, 5:5

GAS

AKRON

Rate proposal submitted to council by Akron Gas Co, Ja 4, 8:3; proposal rejected, counter-proposal made by council, Ja 25, 8:1; co rejects city co's proposal, F 1, 8:1

Lower rates urged, ed, O 8, 4:1; ed, M 9, 4:1

Investigation of scheme urged, ed, S 8, 4:2

Negotiations for franchise with East Ohio Gas Co considered by council, S 15, 1:3

Supply for city considered by council and co's, S 16, 4:4

Proposed supply discussed by Samuel A Baxter, S 20, 3:3

Meeting for discussion of supply proposed by East Ohio Gas Co, S 20, 3:4

East Ohio Gas Co seeks franchise, S 22, 1:3;
Discovered at the Sanger, 5-12, 32.

Franchise falls, 5-14, 34.

Franchise granted El Paso Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted by East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise for city, 5-14, 34.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted, 5-12, 32.

Franchise for city, 5-14, 34.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.

Franchise granted East Ohio Gas Co., 5-14, 34.

Franchise for city, 5-12, 32.
Gifford, Jennie
Files answer to suit brought by Mercantile Natl bank of New York against J C McNeil Co, Ag 29, 3:1

Gifts and Bequests
John J Rockefeller donates land to City of Clev for park purposes, F 10, 2:2
Mrs Julia Bedell bequeaths large sum to Ohio diocese of Protestant Episcopal ch, F 16, 4:1
Frederick H Caley beneficiary under bequest left by Margaret Caley of Liverpool (Eng), My 14, 8:5
Capt John H Kauke deeds res to Wooster univ, J 16, 4:2
David L Snyder wills City of Springfield sum for maintenance of Snyder pk, O 26, 3:6

Gilbert, JAYD
Estate suit against John W White et al, Harriet Johnson files answer and cross petition, J 24, 3:3

Gilbert, Frank
Barn destroyed by fire, N 14, 1:4

Gilberth, Charles
Held on vagrancy chg, Ja 31, 5:2

Gilchrist, Douglas
Injured when iron bar is forced through arm, My 31, 3:6

Gilchrist, Frank (Mingo Junction)
Killed by explosion of separator at Etta Standard Coal and Steel ws, J 17, 1:6; killed by elevator shock while turning valve of separator, Ja 19, 3:3

Gilchrist, Thomas J
Loses suit brought by William Steese, Je 27, 3:3

Gilchrist Lumber Co (Barberton)
Awarded contr to supply lumber for 10 houses in Palmer allotment, Ja 8, 3:2

Gilchrist (Mrs), Rebecca
Eulogized, Ja 11, 5:5

Gilchrist, Martin A
Injured in train wreck at Monroe Falls, Ja 31, 5:4

Gill, Joseph
Dismissed from vagrancy chg, Jy 14, 8:1

Gillespie, Lottie
Suicide, M 25, 1:3

Gillette, H P
Suicide, My 10, 2:4

Gillford, Thomas
Fined for intoxication, N 9, 5:3

Gillin, William
Fined for intoxication, Jb 20, 5:5

Gillmore, J (Chagrin Falls)
Infant daughter smothered to death in bed, D 16, 2:2

Gillmor, Hugh W
Files answer to divorce suit of wife Allie M, Ja 6, 5:4; granted divorce from wife, O 31, 3:5

Girvan, Charles and Caroline
Rec quitt claim deed to parcel of land from Nathan Morse and wife, J 10, 8:2

Gladen, Mike
Fined for intoxication, N 23, 8:1

Gladen, Or, Washington
Lectures before Summit County Farmers inst on country and city boys, F 9, 8:4

Gladwin, Stephen C
Appc'd to Clev City Hall comm, Ag 23, 5:2

Correction of error in previous issue: Appoint to Clev City Hall comm misinterpreted, Ag 27, 3:2

Glanzer, John P
Fined for discharging firearms, My 31, 6:2

Glazstone, William E
Statesmanship praised, ed, J 22, 4:1

Glass, Jacob
George G Glass appd admr of estate, Ag 31, 3:2

Glass and Glass Indus
Huge glass bowl made for presentation to Pres William McKinley, Toledo, O 18, 3:7
Zanesville employees settle differences with officials, Ja 21, 3:3

Gleason, Mary
Robbed, arrested on intoxication chg, George Seltzer and Vern Rogers held on suspicion, S 10, 4:6; fined for intoxication, S 12, 8:4
Arrested, fined, and sentenced on petit larceny chg, S 15, 5:1

Glechman, Frank (Loyal Oak)
Res robbed, Ap 18, 1:5

Glen, John
Fined for intoxication, Ap 19, 5:5

Glen, Rachel (Portsmouth)
Child with murder of two children, mother and sister Sarah chgd with aiding and abetting crime, D 29, 2:4

Glenwood Avenue
Ord to establish grade passed by council, Ja 4, 8:4; Ja 7, 7:5

Glover, Frank
Describes camp conditions of 8th Ohio regt at Dayton (Dub), Ag 29, 1:3

Gould, Francis (Bowling Green)
Losses verdict in collection suit against Knights of Maccabees, O 9, 2:4

Gosby, Harry (Warren)
Arrested on larceny chg, N 2, 6:2

Gorse, Jacob
Declared insane, held at Summit county jail for safe keeping, F 7, 3:4

Gough, Edward
Death, D 1, 3:1; 8:4

Gosky, John
Fleeced by promise of work, Ag 11, 3:4

Gold
Feature article on mining in the Klondike, O 17, 1:4

Reps of growing scarcity denied, ed, O 22, 4:2
One rep'd found in Augusta, N 14, 1:1
Pots of gold allegedly buried by soldiers during Revolutionary war sought by treasure hunters on unialt Nelkirk farm near Republic, N 17, 2:5
Discovery on property of Riverside Iron co in Steubenville, N 21, 1:3; N 22, 2:4
Discovery on Andrew Emmons farm near Alliance rep'd, N 22, 2:4
Deposit discovered by workmen digging sewer, Thomas Kelly orgs co to develop vein, Toledo, D 10, 2:4
Presence in any quantity in Ohio denied by Prof H C Lord, U 13, 5:6

Goldstein, Henry
Tina M Shepard appd admr of estate, J 2, 6:7
Adm'r Tina Shepard sells parcel of land to Lucy Slous, J 13, 8:2

Goldstein, Jacob and Julius
Name f O Carpenter in recovery suit, Ap 13, 3:3

Golf
Semi-Professional
Clev vs Detroit, Jy 11, 5:2
Clev golf club vs Portage Golf club, Je 13, 5:1
Good, J Edward
Names Samuel E Getz in collection suit, O 1, 3:3
Good (Mayor), John M (Springfield)
Quoted from office on corrupt election practice chg, M 4, 1:3

Good Samaritans
Lodge rooms damaged by fire, Ap 20, 8:2

Goodenberger (Mrs), Lydia
Res damaged by lightning, M 21, 1:7
GODDEBERGER (PATROLMAN),
Injured in boarding st car, M 8, 5:5

GODDREGE, JOE
案子 of typhoid fever during Spanish-American war,
S 29, 2:4

GODDREGE, NATHANIEL P
See also Goble, George
Names Henry C Viele in collection suit, Ja 24,
4:5; suit against Viele dismissed, M 1, 8:2
Wins with 18 others collection suit against John
F Seiberling, M 4, 3:4
Files cross petition to suit by Julia Pendleton
against Henry C and Elizabeth Viele, D 24, 1:5
with George C Kehler sues L S Ehrig for judgment,
D 27, 3:6

GOODING, FENTON (Mansfield)
Choked to death when meat lodges in esophagus,
Jy 29, 2:4

GOODLING, FRANK
Arrested on vagrancy chg, sent to Clev by Poor
Dir Kendall, J 7, 8:1

GOODMAN, ISAAC
Recs citizenship papers, M 30, 1:5

GOODNIGHT, JOHN A
Loses judgment suit brought by Col Stull, My 16,
3:3

GOODRICH, B F CO
Bd of dirs and officers reelected, Ja 12, 3:1
Owes money currently in claiming dept, July 21, 5:3
Named by Joseph Fisher in personal injury suit,
My 25, 2:2
Employees held 17th annual picnic, Jy 2, 5:5;
Jy 5, 6:5
Establishes limited cafeteria in specialty dept,
D 21, 3:2
Rapid entrance into rubber combine denied by
Pres Col George T Perkins, J 23, 1:7
Denies intention of entering rubber trust, D 31,
1:6

GOODRICH (LT), DAVID M
Recs Bachelor of Arts degree, col, blog given, ja 1,
4:3
Praised for bravery in service with Rough Riders,
ed, Jy 14, 4:1

GOODRICH HARD RUBBER CO
Reelected officers, Ja 11, 4:7

GOODRICH HARD RUBBER CO (cont)
Will consol with Butler Hard Rubber co and
Goodyear concern, M 2, 1:5
GOODSELL (BISHOP)
Speaks at Barnesville before East Ohio conf of
ME ch, S 17, 3:3

GOODWIN, JOHN A
Wins in suit of Peter Selzer, Ja 26, 3:3
Files denial of allegations in mortgage suit
brought by Walter Shaw, J 1, 5:2

GOODWIN, MARGARET HARRISON
Eulogizes Hon Stephen A Northway, Ltr, S 21, 5:4
Wins judgment suit against Grant Bowman, D 6,
3:3
Says those who stay at home are often more heroic
than those who go to war, Ltr, U 21, 4:3

GOODYear TIRE & RUBBER CO
Incorporates, Ag 30, 1:6
S Samuel Miller accepts superintendency, S 15,
8:4
Purchases property of Akron Wool & Felt co, D 12,
1:5
Sues Indus Rubber co to replevin property, D 12,
3:3

GOORIN (GEN), JOHN B
Lectures on nationalism at First ME ch, M 15,
8:1
Elects state sen 4th dist, unofficial returns,
N 9, 1:3

GOORIN, JOSEPH
Arrested on chg of perjury stolen goods,
S 7, 6:2;
pleads not guilty, S 8, 3:1;
fined for perjury
stolen goods, S 13, 5:1

GOORIN, THOMAS
Fined for intoxication, S 2, 3:1

GOORIN GASKET CO (Upper Sandusky)
Stockholders required to pay 100% assessment on stock to liquidate debts, My 19, 6:1

GOORIN, EMORY L
William T Vaughn files final assignee acct,
Ja 21, 3:4

GOORIN, J J
Selected exec sec of dept party by state central
com, S 2, 2:4

GOORIN, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, Ag 13, 4:4

GOORIN, JOHN H
Dies of fever contracted during Spanish-American war,
S 20, 2:4

GOSS, ANSON
J A Stetler appointed guardian, D 24, 1:5

GOSTLING, CHARLES E
Injured boarding st car, F 2, 8:2

GOSTLING, SARAH
Wins collection suit against Carl Muller, N 23,
5:2

GOTTUBEK, JACOB
Fined on chg of selling liquor to an alleged
habitual drunkard, Ja 18, 3:2
Files answer to acctg suit brought by Rowland
L Bisel, F 7, 3:7;
suit referred to Referee
Frank H Waters, M 7, 3:3;
decision pending,
Ap 21, 3:4;
seeks dismissal of case, Je 14, 3:5
Named with George A Lye in personal damage suit,
F 23, 3:1

GOUGLER (MRS), CATHERINE (Krumroy)
Wheat stolen, F 8, 3:6

GOUGLER, AMI (Green)
Res robbed, S 8, 8:3

GOUGLER, EDWIN
Sued for divorce and alimony by wife Meda, J 3,
5:2;
fined as result of suit brought by wife,
My 13, 5:3;
divorce granted wife, Je 28, 3:5

GOUGLER (MRS), MARGARET
Death, N 15, 3:2

GOULD, HELEN
Relief work praised, ed, D 1, 4:1

GOULD & CO (Toledo)
Sash factory destroyed by fire, Jy 9, 4:3

GOVERNMENT
Information sought by Mayor W E Young in letters to 55 cities of the size and class of Akron.
Ja 13, 3:4
Subject of address by Postmaster Gen Charles
Emory Smith to Ohio Repub Eds' assov conv at
Culis, D 24, 6:1

GOBE, HAROLD
Suicide, M 17, 2:3

GOBLE, MARION J
Wins suit by default against Will H Dussell and
others, M 17, 3:3

GRACE ME CH
Epworth league gives annual financial rept,
Ja 14, 5:2

GRACE WASHINGTON
Damaged when struck by lightning, Jy 16, 3:5

GRAND ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC
Buckeye post No 12 holds meeting, appts com,
Ja 17, 8:4
Buckeye post holds open house, M 5, 1:3

GRAND ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC
Chester park selected for September encampment,
Cinti, M 7, 2:3
Buckeye post arranges Memorial day services,
My 24, 5:4

Plans annual encampment, Je 1, 4:5
GRANOV ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC (cont.)
Woman's Relief corps and Ladies' GVR hold annual encampment at Mt Vernon, Je 15, 2:4; conclude conv, elect officers, Je 16, 8:5
Holds camp fire at First ME ch, Jy 5, 8:3
Reunion of 104th div, Ag 10, 3:4
Vets' 104th DIV encampment, Ag 11, 5:5
Summit county assn holds 2nd annual picnic at Randolph pk, elects officers, Ag 13, 4:4
Sherman brigade holds 4-day reunion at wooster, Ag 17, 4:3; Ag 18, 5:5; elects Capt A P Baldwin, Ag 20, 3:5

Admission of Spanish-American war veterans proposed, S 6, 1:4; votes against resolution to admit Spanish-American war vets to membership, S 9, 1:2
Thirty-second annual hall encampment convenes at Cinti, S 6, 2:2; hall encampment opens at Cinti, S 6, 4:5; encampment continues, Akron Civil war vets attend, S 7, 3:5; holds parade at Cinti, S 7, 3:6; holds naval parade, S 8, 2:3; holds annual pageant, S 8, 2:4; hears address by Gov Pingree, S 8, 3:3; 32nd annual encampment continues, officers elected, por, S 9, 2:3; concludes annual encampment, S 10, 2:1

Confederate delegates return 3 fed flags, S 8, 2:4
Mali Woman's Relief corps holds 16th annual conv at Cinti, S 9, 2:2
Ladies elect officers, S 10, 2:5
New org planned, con on arrangements apptd, O 25, 2:4
Buckeye post elects officers, U 3, 1:5
Buckeye post No 12 meets, U 12, 8:4
R & W Post No 210 passes resolution of regret for death of Samuel Breckenridge and sympathy for family, Mogadore, U 15, 4:2
Buckeye post entertains school teachers at open house, hears Paul E Werner, D 17, 6:2
Buckeye post orgs death benefit assn, D 31, 1:6

GRAND OPERA HOUSE

Sponsors lecture by Rev Francis T Moran on subject Success, F 16, 8:1
Harold C R Wall atptd recr, F 26, 4:5; F 28, 3:3
Reenlistment terminates, Je 23, 6:4

GRANOV, SUMMIT COUNTY POMONA

Officers elected at Osborn Corners meeting, Ja 11, 3:1
Holds meeting, F 21, 3:1
Hold June meeting at Copley, Je 15, 4:5
Hold August meeting at Tallmadge, addressed by J F Greene on work of Erie county grange, Ag 22, 3:6

GREEN, SUMMIT COUNTY POMONA (cont.)
Tallmadge, adopts memorial on death of Charles F Richards, S 9, 5:6
Meets at West Richfield, repts from subordinate granges given, O 24, 8:1
GRANT (JUDGE), C R
Considered candidate for short term senatorship, Ja 5, 4:3
Compass shows hardships of combatants in Civil war with those in Spanish-American war, S 3, 3:3
GRANT, JOHN
Vagrancy chg dismissed, N 30, 5:5
GRANT, JOHN W
Named in judgment suit by Morris Price, Ja 23, 3:1
GRASELY, ELIAS (Sycamore)
Attacked by fire, Jy 20, 2:4
GRATZ (MRS), ANNA (Beaver Dam)
Res robbed, Ja 20, 1:4
GRAVES, FREDERICK
Arrested on vagrancy chg, My 7, 5:4; dismissed, My 10, 3:3
GRAY, DAVID W (Harrison)
Appd postmaster, Jy 7, 2:3
GRAY, E O
Furnishes interest in business from Otis Semler, Je 3, 3:7
GRAY, HARDY
Saloon robbed, Jy 18, 3:1
Named in collection suit by Levi Musson, S 20, 3:6
GREEN, JOSEPH
Fined for intoxication, S 1, 8:4
Fined and sentenced on intoxication chg, S 20, 5:4
Held on larceny chg, O 17, 8:5
Remanded intoxication sentence ordered enforced when tried on larceny chg, O 18, 8:3
Taken to Canton workhouse for larceny, O 20, 8:1
GREENLY, PAT
Fined for intoxication, N 21, 3:2
Fined for intoxication, O 12, 3:1
GREEN, ALBERT (Clev)
Shot and wounded while resisting arrest, Ja 20, 2:4
 Held on chg of assaulting Herbert Rogers, Me 30, 1:7; bound to common pleas ct on assault and battery chg, Me 31, 5:3
Convicted of sodomy, Je 3, 3:6; sentenced to Ohio State reformatory on sodomy chg, Je 4, 3:2; taken to Mansfield, Je 7, 3:2
GREEN, ANNA KATHERINE
Comended on her latest novel Lost Man's Lane, ed, Ja 17, 4:1
Describes struggles between nature and art in reference to her book, photo, Ja 17, 4:5
GREEN, CHARLES
Sued for divorce by wife Nellie, Mr 5, 1:4
GREEN, EUNICE P
Wins suit brought by J Hugh Flynn, My 26, 3:2
GREEN, EUNICINE
Names Emeline Harris,--Ada Youells, Viola Bonage, and Addie Hanker in collection suit, Mr 19, 3:3
GREEN, F M
Opposes creation of additional common pleas judge, Hr 4, 5:5
GREEN (REV), HENRY M (Postoria)
Pastor of Trinity Episcopal ch accepts call to Crookston (Minn), F 1, 3:5
GREEN (MRS), HENRY (Kent)
Injured while burning rubbish in stove, My 10, 8:3
GREEN, JAMES
Fined on intoxication and disorderly chgs, S 20, 5:5
GREEN (MRS), M F
Res damaged by fire, N 29, 1:6
GREEN (FIREMAN), ROBERT (Alliance)
Injured when fire destroys Cassady Drug and Chem co, J 26, 1:3
GREEN, THOMAS
Warrant issued for his arrest on chg of fighting, Jy 5, 3:1; arrested for assault and battery, Jy 6, 3:1
GREEN, WILLIAM A
Case against Thomas Rudeout dropped from docket, Ja 11, 4:7
GREEN TWP
Om list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:2
Repur list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:2
GREENBANK, OLIVER K (Woodfield)
Appd postmaster, Ja 11, 2:1
GREENE, J F
Addresses Fomona grange on activities of Erie County grange, Ag 22, 3:6
GREENSBURG EVANGELICAL CH
Trustees granted permission to sell real estate, Ja 13, 3:2
GREENWOOD SS
Damaged near Pipe Creek in collision with SS Avalon, N 18, 2:5
GRISWOLD, E. W.
Charles Schaaf seeks legal disposition of debt, S 19, 3:2
GRISWOLD, ELIHU W.
Dammerin in suit brought by Charles Schaaf, D 6, 3:3
GRISWOLD, IRVING H (Elyria)
Appel postmaster, Ja 20, 2:6
GROBE, HENRY & SONS (Ravenna)
Lumber plant damaged by fire, Je 27, 3:2
GRIGGERS
Hold annual outing at Young's hotel, My 26, 4:5
Seeks ord to protect them from outside bucksters, Je 23, 3:1
GRIGGERS' ASSN, RETAIL
Organizes and elects officers, F 24, 8:2
GRISEL (MR AND MRS), C E
Celebrate 20th wedding anniv, Je 22, 3:1
GRISEL, ERNEST
Describes encampment of 8th Ohio regt U S army in Santiago (Cuba), S 3, 1:5
GRONICKI, RICHARD (Barberton)
Defeated for treas, Ap 5, 1:3
GROSINGER, J B (Delaware)
Killed, murder suspected, N 18, 3:5
GROSFIT, FRANK (Middleburg)
Fatally injured when trampled by runaway horses, Ja 6, 3:2
GRUSMAN, HERMAN
Stabbing attempted by Jacob Keck, Ag 10, 4:4
GRUSSENBR (GEN), CHARLES H
Possibility of becoming candidate for speakership of next house discussed, ed, Je 16, 4:1
Appetite as repub state conv permanent chin approved, ed, Ja 22, 3:1
Elected state sen 11th dist, unofficial returns, N 9, 1:3
GROUSE, LEWIS
Sought in stabbing of Lodovico Ferrara, Ja 11, 8:1
GROVE, JOSEPH (Culis)
Held on suspicion in assault on Nellie Williams, M 10, 2:1
GROVE, MARIA
Named in partition suit by Samuel Grove estate, Je 25, 3:7
GROVE, SAMUEL
Estate names W E and Maria Grove, Adella M Grove Minnick, and Albert Minnick in partition suit, Je 25, 3:7
GROVE, W. E
Named in partition suit by Samuel Grove estate, Je 25, 3:7
GROVE & KNECHT
Rec names Hiram Leib in collection suit, My 17, 3:2; wins suit against Hiram Leib, My 20, 3:3
GROVES, THOMAS H
Files transcript of testimony in suit against Joseph Campbell, Ja 27, 3:1
GROVES, EDWARD N.
Files 2nd amended petition in collection suit against Aultman Miller and co, Ag 5, 3:6
GRUBB, CHARLES A
Death, 0 11, 1:5; Anna Grubb appd admr, O 17, 1:3
GRUNER, JOHN C
Named in collection suit by Jacob Black estate, Je 4, 3:2
GUARANTEE LIABILITY AND INDEMNITY CO
Suits business, George B Gamley appd recr, Bucyrus, Mr 2, 2:2
BUCKERT, HARRY (Chickamauga)
Killed when accidentally shot by Arthur Wellinger, Ja 22, 2:4
GUILLAUD (PRIV), ARMAND
Dies of typhoid fever during Spanish-American war, 0 3, 1; funeral, 0 5, 3; brief blog, 0 13, 5:4
GUISINGER, HENRY (Youngstown)
Beaten and robbed, Ag 24, 4:2
GUSS, J H
Suicide, F 19, 2:2
GUSS, J H
Wrappers at Grove Gun works, Salem, strike, M 25, 1:3
GUN CLUB, CINTI
Tourism ends, Fred Gilbert wins live bird championship of Amer, N 5, 6:6
GUINNEL, J E (Toledo)
Elected pres Ohio Centennial com, 0 29, 2:4
GURLEY, JOHN (Barberton)
Identify of man whose body was found on Erie station platform, Ag 16, 3:1
GUSSOTT, PEARL AND DAISY (West Richfield)
Poisoned by eating toad stools, S 14, 8:1
GUSS, LOUIS
Death, S 30, 3:1; funeral, 0 1, 3; blog, 0 1, 5:1; will filed for probate, 0 11, 3:4
CHRISTIAN HABERKOST appd admr of estate, N 16, 3:4
GUST (MRS), GEORGE (Fremont)
Killed fortune by aunt, Ja 29, 2:4
GUTH, J ADAM
Buggy damaged in runaway, 0 10, 3:3
GWINNER (DEY), R M
Delivers lecture before Luth ch at Clinton, S 14, 8:2
GYER, WILLIAM (Kenton)
Res robbed, Ja 17, 1:6
GYER, WILLIAM (Kenton)
Named in collection suit by Schumacher Gymnasium club assignees, O 21, 3:2
Named in judgment suit by Martin H Grumrime, O 31, 3:5
Named in collection suit by Martin Grumrime, N 4, 3:2
Named in collection suit by Schumacher Gymnasium club, N 4, 3:2; N 10, 3:2
H
HAGGE (MRS), CAROLINE
Res damaged by fire, Ja 3, 4:6
HAAS, FILTER (Toledo)
Burned in fire caused by dust explosion in grain elevator, S 21, 2:1
HAAGE, AUGUSTA
Named in collection suit by Mary E Vogt, N 7, 3:3
HAASE, OTTO
Named in collection suit by Mary E Vogt, N 7, 3:3; 0 3, 3:4
HABERKOST, FRANK
Overcome by heat, Ja 15, 8:5
HABERKOST, AUGUST
Application for reinstatement in police dept refused by city comrs, Je 11, 3:2
HABERKOST, ORIS
Sells laundry to Lawrence Haller, U 21, 3:5
HACKETT, JOHN
Fined for petit larceny, D 1, 5:6
HACKETT, NEWTON S
Wins property appraisal suit against Margaret Miller, U 6, 3:3
HAJOCKEY (DEY), F C
Sermon, Ag 11, 8:1
Gives Akron its baccalaureate sermon, Je 20, 4:2
Speaks to students of Bachele coll, D 21, 3:1
HALEY, JAMES
Arrested, pleads not guilty to chg of fighting with Thomas Jones, O 3, 1:4
HALEY, ALMOND
Divorces wife Jessie, Ag 22, 3:5
HALEY, JOHN
Killed when struck by train at Pittsburgh, F 17, 2:7
HAGAN, FRANK
Plead guilty to vagrancy, ordered out of town, Ag 15, 6:2
HAGAN, JAMES
Held on vagrancy chg, Ag 6, 3:1
HAGELBERGER, H M
Admitted to membership in Summit County Bar assn, F 5, 1:5
HAGENH, FRANK
Divorced by wife Cora D, Mr 2, 3:2
HAGEMEN (OR), S A (Cinti)
Granted patent on piano improvement, O 6, 6:2
HAGEN, SAMUEL
Drowns with wife while crossing creek near New Hagerstown, M 25, 3:2
HAISMARTY, ARTHUR
Injured when hand is caught in machine, O 15, 1:7
HAGUE, HARRY
Dies of malaria fever at Santiago, Ag 4, 3:3
HAIN, HENRY
Robbed, Henry Steinriede held, D 25, 2:5
HAIN, JOHN
Recommended for parole from Ohio State reformatory, N 26, 6:7
HAIG MISSION (Culis)
Lodging house robbed, Martin Anderson missing, D 1, 4:5
HALLSTOCK, FRANK M JR
Blog, U 30, 8:1
HALLSTOCK, HARRIET D
Suit against ACF & Rapid Transit co settled, D 6, 3:3
HAIN (MRS), GEORGE
Suicide, My 5, 2:2
HALDEMAN, WILLIAM J (Cinti)
Held on chg of murdering J C Richardson, O 3, 2:5; surrenders, bound to grand jury on manslaughter chg, O 6, 2:3; missing, O 10, 2:3; pleads not guilty to murder chg, held without bail, O 14,
HALSTEAD, W L (Chagrin Falls)  
Res robbed, Jy 2, 2:5

HALTER, LAWENCE  
Buys laundry from Christ Haberkost, D 21, 3:5

HALL-CASH REGISTER CO (Cinti)  
Named in damage suit by Hall Cash Register Co., Ap 9, 4:6

HALLY (Fitchburg), WILLIAM (Fitchburg)  
Killed while attempting arrest of Red Carmine, F 21, 3:5

HAM (Collins), H W J  
Lecture on politics at First Church of Christ, F 24, 8:2

HAMLIN, J P  
Makes assignment to creditors (Clev Leader), Ag 19, 8:5

HAMEN, HARRY M  
Sued for divorce by wife Jennie, My 12, 3:1

HAMILTON, AL  
Fined for fast driving, Jy 24, 8:5

HAMILTON, ALVIN  
Death, Jy 5, 3:1; 5:3

HAMILTON, BLANCHE (Youngstown)  
Victim of attempted assault, O 8 Storms held, Jy 29, 3:4

HAMILTON, JEANNIE R (Barberton)  
Buys parcel of land from Barberton Land & Improvement Co., O 7, 8:5

HAMILTON (OR), W J  
Addresses East Ohio conf of ME ch at Barnesville, S 17, 3:4

HAMILTON COUNTY  
Grand jury indicts 25 persons for practicing without license, Ja 25, 3:6

Repub conv nominates entire Cox slate, S 16, 3:3

Party ticket nominated by socialist party, S 30, 3:6

HAMLIN, AUSTIN  
Sued for alimony by wife Susan, S 21, 3:2; restraint of property disposition ordered, S 22, 3:3

HAMLIN, FRANK  
Robbed, S 29, 3:3

HANCOX, W  
Named in cross petition by William Barnett to suit brought by Wells & Herriman, My 10, 3:3

HAMMOND, FRANK  
Apptd on Summit county jury comm, Ap 15, 3:3

HAMMOND, FRANK P (Copley)  
Assigns assets, Ap 1, 5:5

HAMMOND, HARRY (Kent)  
Arrested for assault on Frank Brown, My 1, 5:3

HAMILTON, WILLIAM M  
Enlists in 14th regt, Jy 30, 6:4

HAMMOND BROS  
Francis Seiberling appdt assignee, Ap 25, 5:6; My 2, 6:1

HANCE, JOHN  
With Albert Bates files cross petition in suit against Akron St Ry co, Ja 21, 5:6

HARDEET, MARTHA R  
Request to set Seth R up held by common pleas ct jury, F 17, 3:5

HARDEET, SETH R  
Loses money recovery suit against Martha R; Hanchett, F 17, 3:5

HANDEET, H A (Clev)  
Presents claim for injured dog to Asbck Elec ry co, N 10, 8:4

HANCOCK, DANEL (North Amherst)  
Killed when caught under falling pole, Ja 20, 5:4

HANCOCK, FRANK  
Suit for divorce against wife Marium answered and cross petitioned, F 28, 3:3

HANCOCK COUNTY  
John W Grim apptd bankruptcy referee, Jy 28, 2:4

HANO, JOHN  
Fined for intoxication, O 28, 3:1

HANDY, MICHAEL  
Sentenced to workhouse on intoxication chg, D 29, 1:7

HANDY, TRUMAN P  
Death, My 26, 2:5; will admitted to probate, Clev, My 30, 2:3

HARR, ADAM C  
Buys parcel of land from Frederick Ram and wife, D 20, 6:3

HARMEL, GEORGE  
Prepares warrant for arrest of Antone Nolly on disorderly conduct chg, Jy 1, 3:2

HANKEY, FRANK (Clev)  
Killed by gas explosions in tunnel, Jy 12, 2:4

HANKEY, JOHN (Copley)  
Windmill damaged by storm, Ja 26, 6:5
HANNAN, DANIEL R
Sued for divorce by wife Carrie M, Ja 27, 2:4

HANNA (CED), MARCUS A
Proposal by Rep. Otis for investigation of bribery by Geo. Wins in Ohio legis, Ja 12, 1:1
Given reception on return to Clev following re-election to U S sen, Ja 13, 1:1
Re-election to U S sen applauded, Ja 13, 1:1
Served with subpoena to appear before sen com, Ja 14, 2:1
Set to press bribery chgs against him to prevent his serving long term, Ja 14, 2:1
Denies story of estrangement with Col Charles Dick, Ja 14, 4:3

Acused of bribery, no action taken, wait report of investigation by com apptd by Ohio legis, Ja 15, 1:1
Sworn in for short term by G A Hobart, Ja 18, 2:1
State sen investigation of bribery chgs held to be unfair to him, ed, Ja 19, 4:1
Investigation of bribery chg by Ohio gen assembly criticized, ed, Ja 22, 4:1
Subpoenaed by Ohio sen com to testify in bribery investigation, F 10, 2:2
Harland H. Hollebeck apptd first asst sec, Mr 5, 8:3
Investigating com completes rep, My 27, 2:5
Apptd Elmer C. Jover as private secy, Jy 2, 6:2
Pol activity discussed, ed, Ag 29, 4:1
Chgs of bribery in election referred to sub-committee by com on privileges and elections, J 16, 1:4
Attacks on papers criticized, ed, U 22, 4:3

HANNAH, JOHN (Newark)
Killed in fall beneath train, 0 1, 2:2

HANNING, CARRIE
Arrested on robbery chg, Je 20, 3:6; sentence suspended, Je 29, 8:2

HANNING, WILLIAM
Sentence suspended for violating truancy law, 0 8, 1:5

HANSHAW, DANIEL (Clev)
Uses after drinking carbolic acid by mistake, Kitty Hurst held, 0 21, 2:4

HANSHAW, HENRY
Named by Henry Reaber in collection suit, 0 20, 3:2
Fined for racing horses on st, 0 20, 3:2

HARBER, GEORGE
Death, Mr 26, 1:6; 6:1; funeral Mr 28, 5:5; will filed for probate, Ap 4, 5:5; Emeline L. Harper apptd executrix, Ap 9, 7:1

HARRINGTON, CHARLES
Arrested and held on suspicion, 0 24, 8:2

HARRINGTON (MRS), ELIZABETH (Kent)
Uses of injuries reck in fall, Je 13, 3:1

HARRINGTON, FREDERICK C (Clev)
Indicted on embezzlement chg, 0 21, 7:1

HARRINGTON, GORDON F (Everett)
With Ferry W. Hawkins names Adelbert A. Richardson in property damage suit, Mr 14, 3:3; wins suit, Ja 31, 8:2
Appptd postmaster, My 14, 3:2
Arrested upon complaint of Adelbert A. Richardson for obstructing pub highway, Je 11, 3:2

HARRINGTON, GISON (Brunswick)
Darn destroyed by fire, Ja 17, 1:6

HARRINGTON, THADDA
With Grace Sidmell and Mary S. Moore sells parcel of land to C P and M M Lowe, 0 20, 6:3

HARRIS (MRS), ALBERT (Geneva)
Killed when struck by train, My 12, 7:2

HARRIS, ALBERT
pardoned by Gov Bushnell, 9 7, 24

HARRIS, BERT W
Sought in robbing of Howard St. Mission, Mr 9, 3:5; arrested on larceny chg, Mr 19, 1:6; fined and sentenced on chg, Mr 21, 3:2
Held at Warren on forgery chg, Je 10, 3:2; sentenced on chg, Je 18, 4:3

HARRIS, EVELINE
Named by Emeline Green in collection suit, Mr 19, 3:3

HARRIS, GEORGE W
Files answer to suit filed by Edwin Carr, Ja 27, 3:1

HARRIS, GRANT
Witness in Edgar Johnson murder trial makes sensational statement out of court, N 26, 3:4

HARRIS, LINCOLN M
Sued for divorce by wife Ella, Ja 24, 4:5; granted divorce, Mr 12, 1:7; Mr 14, 3:3

HARRIS, SAMUEL (Twinburg)
Cows killed when struck by lightning, Ag 30, 8:2

HARRIS, WALTER H
Describes chaotic conditions of Spanish-American war in 1lr from Santiago, Ag 12, 8:1
HARRIS, William
Held on vagrancy chg, Ag 6, 3:1
HARRISON (O.W.), Russian B
Refusal to lower flag before Havana approved, ed, u 27, 4:1
HART (MC), C O
Robbed, 0 7, 3:1
HART, CHARLES A
Divorce granted Nora E, Jy 2, 3:7
HART, ELIAS
Sued for divorce by wife Lucy, S 11, 3:2; suit settled, u 12, 3:3
HART, GEORGE W
Granted original pension, Je 18, 3:1
HART, HARRISON
Res damaged by fire, Ap 7, 5:7
\[HART, HARRY JAMES, \]*
Arrested with Clara Ralph, pleads guilty to adultery chg, Jy 20, 1:5; chg of adultery changed to fornication, fined and sentenced, S 21, 8:4
HART, HENRY W
Withdraws as candidate for sheriff, 11r, Mr 18, 3:2
HART, JACOB S and ROSINA
Loses money suit brought by Amos J Barler, Je 21, 3:2
HART, JOHN D (warren)
Assigns as special war revenue collector for 19th dist, Je 25, 3:1
HART, JOHN S
Ordered to answer for disposition of property, Mr 2, 3:2
Warrant issued for his arrest following flight with Silas Abbott, Je 20, 5:5; held on assault and battery chg, case continued, Je 21, 5:2; chg of assault against Silas Abbott settled out of ct, Je 25, 3:1
HART, JOHN S
Withdraws from candidacy for sheriff, 11r, Mr 18, 3:2
HART, LUCY
Death, 0 13, 3:1; will filed for probate, 0 13, 3:3
HART, LUCY
Suit against Elias Hart settled, 0 12, 3:3
HART, LUTHER (Northampton)
Injured when caught in feed cutter, Mr 25, 5:3
HART, ROSINA. See Hart, Jacob S
HART, SEABURY (Tallmadge)
Injured when attacked by bull, Ap 13, 3:2
HARTER, DANIEL
Names Thomas J and Mary L Snyder in note collection suit, My 9, 3:3; wins by default, N 16, 3:4
HARTER, FREDERICK (Twinsburg)
Names William H and Mary Walton in property rights suit, Jy 22, 2:4
HARTER, GEORGE D (Bank canton)
Attempted robbery frustrated, Ja 29, 2:5
HARTMAN, URSULA
Released under bond on assault and battery chg, Ap 4, 5:3; fined, Ap 6, 8:3
HARTMAN, W. E (Williamson)
Horse and buggy stolen, F 21, 3:6
Held on chg of cutting and fatally wounding George B Bloesser, jr, My 23, 5:3; pleads not guilty to chgs of cutting with intent to kill and cutting with intent to wound, hearing deferred, My 24, 3:1; 8:4; bound to common pleas ct on chg of cutting to kill, My 25, 3:3; held in murder of George B Bloesser, jr, Je 2, 5:5; indicted on murder chg, Je 16, 3:6; pleads not guilty to chg of murder in 2nd degree, date set for trial, Je 25, 3:1; 5:5; pleads guilty to 2nd degree murder chg, Je 27, 3:3; Je 30, 3:7; testifies in own defense, Jy 1, 6:1; trial continues, Jy 2, 3:6; Jy 6, 3:1; sentenced to 10 yrs in penitentiary on manslaughter chg, Jy 7, 5:4; taken to penitentiary, Jy 16, 3:4
HARTMAN, J
Res owned by John Aubill damaged by fire, Je 3, 3:5
HARTER, ELIAS (Inland)
Res robbed, Ag 30, 8:1; Ag 31, 8:3
HARTING, SAMUEL M (Green)
Wind pump damaged by storm, Ja 27, 8:2
HARTING, SOL (Green)
Injured by feed cutter, 0 26, 8:3
HARTZ, H. H (Delaware)
Gives Ohio Wesleyan univ valuable property, Ag 20, 2:4
HARTZ, HORACE W.
Injured in fall from load of hay, Jy 8, 3:1
HARTZELL, JOSEPH
The estate of Joseph Hartzell, Jr, deceased, is reported as closed, ed, My 21, 3:3
HARTZELL, STEPHEN E
Involves in estate of Stephen Hartzell, deceased, ed, My 21, 3:3
HATZEL (MC), Stanley
Injured on farm in fall of hay, Jy 8, 3:1
HAWKINS, CHARLES
Injured when horse runs away, Ap 29, 3:1
HAWKINS, IDA
Suicide, Ag 5, 2:5
HAWKINS, JOHN
HAWKINS, JERRY W
With Garlen P Harrington names Adelbert A Richardson in property damage suit, Mr 14, 3:3
HAWKINS, WILLIAM E
Acts as care of estate brought by Ferdinand Schumacher, estate dismissed, Ap 12, 3:2
HAWKINS FAMILY
Reunion, Ag 20, 8:2
HAWKINS, W. E
With Elizabeth R Shill files petition in error in case of J A Arbogast and Hugo Schumacher, Ja 6, 5:4
HAWKLEY, EMMA (Medina)
With Elizabeth Townsend and Frank H Roberts sues Chipewa co to establish ownership of land near lake, J 13, 3:3
HAWK, ACTON
Dies during service in Spanish-American war, S 6, 1:5; funeral, S 9, 4:5
HAWK, ANDREW (Alliance)
Burned by fire, F 7, 3:6
HAWK, H A
Res damaged by fire, N 8, 3:1
HAWKINS, TILLIE
Probate at apts Charles Hawsman guardian, Ja 24, 4:5
HAY, JOHN
Statesmanship qualities praised, ed, Ag 15, 4:2
HAYCOX, E W (Galion)
Granted franchise to constr and operate st ry, Galion, Mr 30, 3:2
HAYCOX, EDNA M (Canton)
Fattly burned when coal oil Exploses, Ag 13, 2:6
HAYES (EX-PRES), RUTHERFORD B (Fremont)
Estate levied upon by Mrs Addie M Smith to satisfy judgment, F 26, 2:5; homestead appraised to satisfy judgment awarded Mrs Addie M Smith for damages, F 28, 4:7
HAYES, TIM (Painesville)
Stabs Jerry McGreedy, Mr 25, 1:3
HAYES (MH), WEBB C
Wounded in battle of Santiago, Jy 18, 2:5
HEFFELFINGER, LEWIS H
Sued for divorce by wife Anna, S 9, 5:5; answers divorce suit brought by wife, S 27, 3:3
HEFFERMANN, LEVI J
Chgd with doing plumbing work without permit, Jy 21, 3:3; chgd withdrawn, Jy 22, 4:2
Injured in fall over embankment, S 20, 4:6
HEFT, CHARLES
Infant son injured when scalped, U 3, 1:4
HEIB, MARGARET
Final estate acct filed, Ap 8, 3:3
HEIDER, EDWARD L
Fined for leaving team unhitched, Mt 15, 3:2
HEUZINGER (REV),
Missing during Spanish-American war, S 21, 2:4
HEIGH, H
Arrested on chg of hunting rabbits with ferret, N 28, 1:6
HEINES, R O
Wins championship of Amer at trap shooting in Chicago, Ag 15, 5:2
HEININGER, JOHN
Suicide, Mt 4, 2:5
HEIN, ALEX (F Jennings)
Saloon robbed, Jy 7, 2:4
HEINTZ, JOHN (Wadsworth)
Coal yd damaged by fire, > 21, 3:1
HEINSTEIN, GEORGE H AND A EDWARD
Named by Brewster Mill co in collection suit, F 12, 4:4
Named in default judgment suit by Brewster Mill co, Jy 6, 3:2; loses suit, Jy 22, 3:4
HEINTZ, JOHN
Held on larceny chg, F 15, 3:4
HEINTZ, MARY (Cinti)
Burned pushing husband into fire, husband fatally burned, Jy 13, 2:5
HEISER, FREDERICK (Kaye County)
Indicted on chg of issuing scrip, Mt 26, 3:3
HEISLER, JOHN H
Named in money suit by Thomas Lumber and Bldg co, S 13, 3:5; loses suit, U 17, 1:3; Savings Bldg & Loan co files answer and cross petition, U 3, 3:4
HEISLER, JOSEPH AND KATIE
Suit brought by Thomas Lumber co, pit & file petition requesting appointment of trustee, N 7, 3:4
HEISLER, KATIE.
See Heisler, Joseph
HILTZELMAN BAKERY
Sold to J C Brown, Jy 6, 4:7
HELBEIN, ISAAC
Asked to be made party to suit of J Park Alexander and kiedeman co by Carlton R Skinner, F 8, 3:1; named by William Wilkofsky in answer and cross petition, Ap 8, 3:3; loses default judgment in suit brought by J Park Alexander, Jy 21, 3:4
Sued for divorce by wife Dora, Jy 21, 3:1
HELBEIN, JACOB AND MILLIE
Named by Akron Bldg & Loan assn in collection suit, Mt 17, 3:3; in foreclosure suit, Jy 25, 3:7
HELBEIN, MILLIE. See Helbein, Jacob
HEILING, CHRISTIAN
Rece rebate of special tax for paving Maple st, U 8, 3:5
HELD (MRS), THERESA (Sandusky)
Beatn, res robbed, Ap 8, 2:4
HELL, NICHOLAS
Naturalized, N 5, 3:2
HELM, JOHN (Clevel)
Assault and battery case against R H Getz dismissed, Jy 18, 5:4
HELMER, ALBERT
Arrested and given suspended sentence on assault chg, Ap 24, 6:6
HELMER, BENJAMIN
Affidavit of lunacy filed, Mt 29, 1:6; released under bond, Mt 31, 3:2
HELMER, JOHN (Clifton)
Killed when struck by ball, Jy 7, 5:3; fatally injured when hit by baseball, Jy 8, 2:5
HELLER, MARTIN
Sentenced to jail on vagrancy chg, D 31, 1:7
HELMAN, ROBERT (Cinti)
Killed when gun in hands of Irene Johnson accidentally discharged, Jy 6, 2:5
HELLIC FAMILY
Elects officers at annual reunion, Ag 30, 5:2
HEMING (PROOF), M C
Employed as supt of Clinton schools, Jy 29, 8:4
HELMER, MALCOLM R
Issues order of attachment for collection of debt against James F Williams, Jy 8, 7:6
HENDExs, GEORGE
Fined on chg of house-breaking, Jy 7, 3:3
HENDESSER, MINNIE
With H Evan Williams presents recital, Jy 30, 8:3
HENDRICK, SAMUEL
Fleas not guilty to disorderly conduct chg, S 27, 6:3
HENNINGER & ELTON
Lumber shed damaged by fire, N 14, 3:1
HENRICK, C (Clev)
Killed when struck by locomotive, N 19, 2:3
HENRY
Injured in train collision at Zanesville, Jy 13, 2:6
HENRY, A R
Names John W Berlien in cross petition to Ohio Bldg & Loan assn suit, Mt 29, 1:6
HENRY, GEORGE
Held on intoxication chg, U 28, 3:1
HENRY, HIRAM
Case against Ella and Joseph Funk answered in cross petition, Jy 11, 4:7
Defeated for bd of educ in 4th ward, Ap 5, 1:4
HENRY, JOHN
Arrested on vagrancy chg, dismissed, D 26, 1:5
HENRY, LAWRENCE
 Arrested for fighting, Jy 20, 3:2; fined, Jy 21, 5:2
HENRY SCHOOL
 Mothers' and Teachers' Circle holds meeting, Jy 13, 8:2
HEFFET (MRS),
Addresses ladies lodge of Maccabees at Clinton (Goyles Journal), D 3, 6:3
HEFFET, JOHN
Wins collection suit against Joseph Limic, Mt 19, 3:2
HEPPLETON, GEORGE
Confesses judgment in collection suit by Margaret Reese, Mo 23, 3:2
Decision reserved in replevin suit brought by Mary L Shepper, Je 18, 3:2; loses replevin suit, Je 21, 3:2
HEQUIN, LEOPOLD
Lower ct decision affirmed by circuit ct in suit brought by City of Akron, Ap 16, 3:3
HERBERT, THOMAS (Barberton)
Bond stolen in robbery of T J Davies res, O 11, 3:2
HERROCK (REV), E F
Sermon, Ja 19, 4:6
HERST, FRED W
Drug disp of State Food comm discharged, Jy 22, 2:4
HERCUT-FUNSTENBY PIANO Co (Cinti)
Makes assignment in reorganization, Jy 21, 2:5
HERSCEL, FRED (Warwick)
Land cruiser plant destroyed by fire, N 23, 8:5
HERMAN, HENRY
Files voluntary bankruptcy, S 27, 3:2; files petition in bankruptcy, O 10, 7:4
HEROLD
People who stay home often more heroic than those who go to war, ltr, U 21, 4:3
HERROCK, ANDREW
Arrested and fined for intoxication, Ag 10, 4:2
HERROCK, C A
Suit against H B Cochran settled, O 12, 3:3
HERROCK, JONATHAN E
Death, Ja 19, 8:3; funeral, Ja 20, 5:1; eulogy, Ja 25, 8:4; will probated, Ja 26, 3:3
HERROY, LILY (Wellington)
Aptd postmaster, Jy 12, 2:5
HERROCK, COL, MyRON T
Speaks on friendship before Ohio State Bankers’ asso, S 30, 6:5
HERROCK, NEWTON (Twinsburg)
Sled demolished when struck by train, Mr 8, 8:5
HERROCK-HALL-MARVIN SAFE & LOCK CO (Hamilton)
Reorganization com inspects plant, U 31, 2:7
HERROCK (REV), JOHN
Installed as pastor of Central Presh ch, Ap 22, 8:4
Sermon, Ap 25, 8:1
Gives Thanksgiving day address at First ME ch, N 25, 8:4
HERSHEY, G W
Files answer in suit against D W Irish, Ja 25, 3:1

HERSHEY FAMILY
Elects officers at annual reunion, S 1, 8:4
HERZIG, PHILIP
Attempts suicide by slashing and shooting, Je 2, 4:5
HERZOG, FRANK
Sued for divorce by wife Caroline, S 15, 3:5; loses temporary alimony suit brought by wife, O 25, 3:3
HERZOGER, HENRY
Named in damage suit by Susan Stebbins, Ja 31, 3:4; files demurrer, F 28, 3:3; rep to his answer in damage suit filed by Susan Stebbins, Jy 6, 3:3
HERZOG, CHARLES
Applies to Poor Dir Kendall for transportation to wooster, U 30, 1:6
HES, G L (Clev)
Arrested on charge of fraudulent use of mails, U 20, 2:4
HES, JOSEPH AND LYMAN (Cinti)
Held on theft chg, F 4, 2:7
HES, LYNWOOD, See Hess, Joseph
HEETER & NOERTHEIM (Clev)
Stock destroyed by fire, F 12, 1:2
HEYTON, GEORGE
Held on disorderly conduct chg, Jy 27, 4:2
HEYTON, CHARLES
Concert, My 4, 5:3
HIBBARD, CHARLES
Reelcted trustee of Akron Firemen’s pension fund, Ja 20, 4:6
HIBBARD, FREDERICK
Partition suit against Sarah J Hubbard et al settled, comes upptd, Je 9, 3:3
HIBBARD, J H (Cinci)
Believed burned to death with family of 5 on Jan 1, 1996, murder confessed by Wiley Lewis, F 26, 1:1
HIBBARD, SARAH J
Partition suit by Frederick Hibbard settled, comes upptd, Je 9, 3:3
HICKETT, R A (Lima)
Held on embezzlement chg, Jy 20, 2:4
HICKETT, STEPHEN
Sentence for vagrancy suspended, O 21, 3:1
HICKS, JOSEPH
Loses replevin suit brought by Noah R Steiner, Jy 25, 3:2
HIGGON (CIV), (Cana)
Thought to be insane, Ag 12, 2:5

HIGGINS, JOSEPH
Fined for intoxication, Je 17, 2:5
HIGGINS, JOSEPH
Frozen, Jy 7, 6:1
HIGGS, M
Trial on chg of hunting on Sunday continued, O 1, 3:1
Dismissed on chg of hunting with ferret, U 7, 1:5
HIGGINS, WILLIAM
Notice to property owners of estimated assessment for const of sewer, Ja 14, 7:6
Property owners assessed for st sprinkling in ord passed by city council, Ag 5, 7:1
HIGH ST CH CH OF CHRIST
Audience hears Dr William H Crawford lecture on John Wycliffe, J 15, 1:5
HIGHKU FARM (Unionville)
Henhouse and other outbuildings destroyed by fire, O 12, 2:5
HILBECK, WILLIAM
House damaged by fire, Mr 19, 1:6
HILL, ABBOTT
Arrested, bound to common pleas ct on chg of criminally assaulting his 3 young daughters, Mr 16, 1:6; pleadd guilty, held to common pleas ct on criminal assault chg, Mr 25, 3:1; chgd with incest on 2 daughters, will plead insanity, Je 4, 3:2; case certified toprob ct on chg of incest, Je 6, 3:2; pleads lunacy as defense on incest chg, Je 15, 5:3; indicted for incest with daughter, adjudged an epileptic, J 18, 3:5; taken to epileptic hosp at Gallipolis, Jy 29, 3:5; criminal chgs dropped, D 21, 3:4
HILL, CALVIN J AND CORA
Named in money suit by Frank Watters, Ag 1, 3:6
Named in collection suit by Newton Chalker, S 26, 3:2
HILL, CORA, See Hill, Calvin J
HILL, EDMUND K
Gives impersonations and readings at Grace ch, O 15, 1:5
HILL, GEORGE (Chagrin Falls)
Killed when gun is accidentally discharged, O 13, 2:3
HILL, JOSEPH C AND BELLE
Named in collection suit by Thomas Lumber co, Ag 31, 3:1
HILL, MARY (Youngstown)
Affidavit of lunacy filed by mother, F 2, 3:4
HILL, GEORGE P
Fined for intoxication, Ag 25, 3:3
HINCHIKEY (MS), (Davies Co)
Money recd by daughter through pension fraud recovered by U S govt, My 9, 2:5
HINMAN, ADAM
HINMAN, CURTIS
Named in collection suit by Wells & Merriman, Mr 25, 3:2
With Martha Himan and William Barnett named by William H Nees in collection suit, D 28, 3:4
HINMAN, MARTHA
Named by William H Nees in collection suit, O 28, 3:4
HINTZ, JULIUS (Clev)
Killed by lightning, Jy 29, 2:4
HIRSH, LOUIS K
Files cross petition in suit of Albert D Wilhelm against Ellen McGarry, F 11, 4:7
HISLER, GEORGE
Named in money suit by George C Kohler, F 20, 5:1

HITL, JOHN
Held on theft chg, F 16, 5:3; fined, F 17, 8:3; affidavit filed on larceny chg, M 15, 3:3

HITCHCOCK, FLORENCE M
Names Henry McGuckin in judgment suit, Ja 20, 4:7

HITZES, JELAND
Files amended petition in suit against N R Steiner, F 1, 5:2

HOGBART (MRS), wife of vp praised for views on entertaining, ed, M 9, 4:1

HOHBEIN (GRAFENAUER),
Injured when ry engine explodes at Ironton, Je 15, 2:5

HOEBS, WILBERT A
Apptd major-surgeon 8th OVI, N 4, 7:3

HOEGER,
Presentation of master of science degree by Washington and Jefferson coll praised, ed, Je 25, 4:1

HOEGER, MENTALITY discussed, ed, U 22, 4:3

HOEGER, GEORGE
Furled from penitentiary, O 5, 2:3

HOEGER (LT), RICHARD P
Affair with the kissing girl cited as unpleasant notoriety, ed, Ag 10, 4:2

HOCH, SIMON
wins default judgment in cross petition against Irwin S and Amanda Keating, F 14, 3:2

HOCKING BEANTON
Sale to Coles, Hocking Valley & Athens ry co declared constitutional by state sup ct, M 23, 2:1

HOCKING VALLEY RR
Bondholders' verdict in suit against Judge Stevenson Barkle upheld by Ohio sup ct, N 29, 3:4

Reduces rules on coal, other roads to follow, U 22, 2:3

Delaware depot robbed, U 28, 2:4

HOGEL, EMIL
Naturalized, N 5, 3:2

HOGE, GLADIS
Names Roscoe Mohler in collection suit, U 19, 3:3

HOGE, HERMANN A
Appeals from decision of justice ct in suit by Thomas B Scheese, U 7, 3:5

HOGEN, PETER J
Named by Frank Reifsnider in stock recovery suit, Ja 21, 5:5

Named by H H Evans Bldg & Loan assn in mortgage foreclosure suit, M 4, 3:4; loses suit, My 9, 3:3

Named in breach of contr suit by Charles Reifsnider, Ap 9, 7:1

Files motion to dismiss suit brought by Charles Reifsnider, Je 4, 3:2

HOFF, JOHN
Fension granted, U 29, 3:1

HOFFMAN, GEORGE
Killed in train wreck at Monroe Falls, Ja 31, 5:4

HOFFMAN, IRA E
 Granted pension increase, N 3, 3:1

HOFFMAN, JACOB
Fined for discharging fireworks, Je 30, 6:4

Arrested on intoxication chg, O 19, 3:5

HOFFMAN (OR AND MG), JOHN
Deaths, Ap 27, 3:5; wills filed for probate, My 7, 3:4; John's will refused probate, My 9, 3:3

HOFFMAN, JOHN P
Robbed, John Costigan and Anna May held, Je 30, 5:4

HOFFMAN, LOLA (CLAY)
Loses use of arm from freezing, M 1, 2:5

HOFFMAN, MARY
 Jacob Tressel makes application for apptnt as guardian, Je 10, 3:6

HOFFMAN, MINNIE
Released under bond on disorderly conduct chg, Ap 4, 5:3; fined, Ap 6, 8:3

HOFFMAN, WALTER
Named by People's Savings Bank co in petition to decide partition of sum of money, Ap 16, 3:3

HOFFMAN, RICHARD
Fined on intoxication chg, S 15, 3:1

Fined for intoxication, O 20, 8:1

HOFFMAN, RICHARD
Named in suit to revive judgment brought by Mary W Schell, S 12, 3:3; Ap 6, 8:3; dismissed, S 12, 3:3

HOFMANN, JOSEF
Concert, My 3, 2:5

HOFMANN, TIMOTHY (Casa)
Held on chg of looting mail boxes and raising checks, F 15, 2:7; sentenced to penitentiary for robbery, Je 10, 2:1

HOGS
Swine breeders of 6 states hold annual institute at Dayton, elect officers, Ja 26, 2:6

HOL Correspond., LUCINE (Macedonia)
Chickens stolen, Je 29, 8:3

HOLCOMBE, FRANK
Injured when struck by unknown bicyclist, Jy 8, 5:5

HOLCIC, WILLIAM
Losses in ICC suit brought by Aultman, Miller & co, Jl 21, 3:3

HOLLAND, JOSEPH
Deaths, Ja 21, 5:1

HOLLISTER, IATTIE
Assigns property to Ike Reder, S 14, 1:6

Estate property inventory filed by assignee, S 23, 1:5

Application for examination in assignment filed by Morris Spero & co, O 4, 3:1

Named by Wernick, Edelstein & co in attachment suit, U 19, 3:3

HOLLISTER, JULIA
Makes assignment to George W Sieber, S 19, 1:4

Schedule of assets and liabilities filed by assignee, S 22, 3:3

HOLLEREDER, HOLLAND H
Apptd first asst sec to Sen M A Hanna, N 5, 8:3

Apptd deputy revenue collector, N 19, 3:2

HOLLIOCH (C), W D
Served with subpoena to appear before senate con, Ja 14, 2:1

HOLLINGER (MRS), MARY E
Deaths, My 28, 3:1; funeral, My 30, 3:1

HOLLIS, EDWARD
Fined for fighting, N 23, 5:2

HOLLOWAY, D W
Injured when his horse runs away, Ja 5, 5:1

HOLLOWAY, J C (Montpellier)
Apptd postmaster, N 3, 2:2

HOLMES, CHARLES
Sentenced on vagrancy chg, U 12, 8:3

HOLMS, JOHN P

HOLMES, JULIA ANN
Names J Henry Spidel in cross petition to Spidel-Keller suit, F 21, 3:6

HOLMES (OR), O W
Addresses East Ohio conf of ME ch at Barnesville, S 15, 8:2

HOLMES COUNTY
Elects officers at annual picnic, S 6, 3:1

Treas robbed, N 26, 6:4

Treas' office robbed, U 7, 1:4

HOLFPIN, TERRY
Sentenced on chg of vagrancy, O 9, 1:7

HOLT, LENA L
Ays parcel of land from Walter A Folger and wife Lola A, U 13, 8:2

HOLTZ, HARRY
Names Ann Enhart in personal damage suit, M 9, 4:3

Held on chg of cutting with intent to kill Frank Curwin, O 12, 3:3; bound to ct on chg of cutting to kill, O 13, 8:1; O 14, 5:5; chg of cutting with intent to kill under investigation by grand jury, O 19, 5:4

HOLY, WILLIAM (Garberville)
Chgd with criminal libel against Nettie Fritz by Mary Reichard, Ja 6, 3:8; criminal libel chgs brought by Mrs Mary Reichard withdrawn, Ja 7, 3:1

HOLYFRED, FRANK (Delaware)
Death caused by eating worm lizards, Ag 20, 2:4

HOMAN, GEORGE (Cinti)
Fattally injured in st car-wagon collision, F 5, 1:4

HOMAN, H. HARLEY
Denies that George M Anderson worked against his election, Jr, Ap 7, 1:6

HOME AND SCHOOL
Name of new magazine, N 16, 3:1

First issue of magazine, U 21, 1:5

HOMESTEAD & LOAN ASSN
Elects dir, Ja 3, 5:1

Names Martha A Murphy et al in property foreclosure suit, F 7, 3:6

Names Sterling K Black and others in collection suit, M 28, 3:2

Names Sterling K Black and others in mortgage foreclosure suit, M 29, 1:6

Names John McGuire and others in collection suit, My 23, 3:7; wins by default judgment, My 22, 3:4
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HODGKIN, ANTHONY
Fined for intoxication, Ja 25, 5:5

HOOPER (LT), CHARLES (Middleport)
Sons Charles and Elmer burn to death when res is destroyed by fire, V 15, 2:4

HOOPER, E A (Mr Eaton)
Shot and wounded in gun battle with Joseph Hickley, v 15, 2:4

HOOPER, FRANK S

HOOPER, OS
In affidavit sworn by Achilles Filion chgd with taking possession of and converting property not his, Ja 18, 5:1

Held on grand larceny chg, Ja 18, 5:1; chg dismissed, Ja 24, 2:4

HOF, SING (Salisbury)
Arrested following fight with Charlie Sing, 0 4, 2:4

HOF, LILLI
Names Joseph Igl in paternity chg, Ja 27, 4:6

HODKINS, HELLIE G

HOPKINS, JOHN E
Nominated by Pres McKinley to be consul at Southampton (Eng), Je 21, 2:5

HOPKINS, FRANK E
with wife sells parcel of land to Westley H Zungy, v 13, 8:2

HOPK, FRED
Apptd guardian for Frederick and Catherine Huber, Ja 19, 4:7

HOP, THOMAS
Arrested, pleads not guilty to robbery chg, S 6, 8:2; arrested in series of robberies, S 7, 6:2

HOPKINS, EDGAR C (Mr Sterling)
Apptd postmaster, Ag 10, 2:5

HORNE, THOMAS (Youngstown)
Killed in quarry cave-in, F 2, 2:6; F 3, 3:7

HORNER (FOLK) JUICE, (Springfield)
Arrested on intoxication chg, S 13, 2:3

HORNER, CHARLOTTE (Springfield)
Names Anna Fox in damage suit, F 3, 3:7

HORNER, HEZ
Buys parcel of land from Mr and Mrs William F Snyder, v 8, 8:2

HORNER, LOTTIE
Adjudged an epileptic, Ja 14, 3:5

HORSE
Sought for army service, Ja 19, 5:3

RACING
Schedule for NE Ohio circuit, F 11, 8:2

James McAllisters horse wins over Charles Hazen's, Je 11, 3:1

Results of Valley pk meet, Ja 23, 5:3

Hida C wins 2 1/2 pace, others winners given, Ja 24, 5:3

Luna Laskus wins 2 heats, Ja 25, 5:1

Results of 2nd day of meet, Ja 15, 5:4

Summary of Summit County fair, U 7, 5:1; U 6, 5:1

Fountain pk results, V 27, 3:4

Fountain pk results, N 3, 3:5

HORTICULTURAL SOC, OHIO STATE
Hears Dr W T Chamberlain read paper on calling and occupation, Eu 9, 3:2

Held meeting, sugar beet culture discussed, Ja 14, 3:4

Held meeting at Stow, flowers, sugar beets, and fruit culture discussed, Ja 14, 8:3

HORTICULTURAL SOC, SUMMIT COUNTY
Elects officers, F 19, 8:3

Sponsors paper by Sylvester E Barnes on culture of sugar beets, F 24, 7:4

Holds monthly meeting at Stow Corners, Mr 16, 8:1

April meeting, Ap 18, 3:4

Sponsors address by E T Sperry on growth of cities, Ap 27, 6:1

Helds meeting at Munroe Falls, Mr 19, 8:3

Strawberry meeting at Tallmadge noted a success, Ja 23, 8:3

Holds August meeting at Tallmadge, Ag 13, 8:1

Holds meeting at Silver Lake, S 23, 8:2

Meets at Stow, discusses various fruits, O 17, 5:3

Holds monthly meeting at Macedonia, discussions noted, N 10, 4:3

Holds farm products exhibit at Tallmadge, U 19, 5:5

HOTTELL (EVANGELIST), ISABELLA HARVEY
Sermon, F 22, 6:1; F 25, 5:2

HORSTHAWAN (BISHOP), Gols
Named by Kuria Harlock in injunction suit, Mr 9, 2:6

HOSLER, L H & SONS (Alfordton)
Samuel damaged when struck by runaway freight cars, L Dow injured, Jl 10, 2:5

HOSLER, M H
With Oscar B Frunc names city comrs in amended petition asking annulment of wooster ave

HOSLER, M K
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HOSLER, M H (cont)
Improvement contract and restraint of McCourt and McGowan fr continuing the work, Je 27, 3:3

HOSPITALS
All to purchase site passed by sen, Mr 26, 1:6

HOSSLER (WILLIAM AND SADIE)
Named by Charles Switzer in collection suit, Ja 24, 4:5; file motion asking more defnite petition, Mr 7, 3:2

HOSUEAU (COL), J B (Youngstown)
Burned destroyed by fire, wife injured, N 19, 2:3

HOSTER (LAWRENCE), A D (Springfield)
Acquires Republican Times, Mr 29, 5:5

HOSTER, JAMES (Pittsburgh)
Disposes of Farm News and homeward to J N and A R Gurley, Mr 29, 5:5

HOSTETTER (REV), G (Pavilion)
Arrested on chg of possessing counterfeit money and dies, S 28, 2:4

HOSTLER, JAMES
Fined for intoxication, Ag 18, 3:1

HOSTLER, JERRY
Fined for intoxication, Ag 18, 3:1

HOSTLER, JERRY (Springfield)
Fined for intoxication, Ag 18, 3:1

HOTCHKISS, R G
Attempts suicide by cutting, O 31, 1:7

HOTEL ASSN, OHIO STATE
Elects officers at Clev conv, U 9, 3:2

HOTTIE, ARCHIE
Fined for intoxication, S 30, 4:4

HOUDDAI, FRANK (West Hayden)
Accidentally shot and killed by brother William, Ja 19, 2:7

HOUDDAI, WILLIAM (West Hayden)
Accidentally shot and killed by brother Frank in struggle for possession of gun, Ja 19, 2:7

HOUSSLER, ISRAEL D
Held for discharging firearms inside the city, Jl 6, 3:2

HOUSING
Shortage caused by starting of new industries, U 13, 1:7

HOUSKIN, LEE
Injured when caught between boxcar and platform, N 10, 8:5

HOUTS (MRS), ELI
Missing, Jl 21, 2:5

HOUY, C S
Admitted to legal bar, Mr 12, 8:1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>AARON BEACON JOURNAL INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>180a</td>
<td>HUBBARD, SAMUEL T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nailed in foreclosure suit brought by Savings Bank &amp; Loan co, S 7, 8:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HUBBARD, GEORGE A (Geeba)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>App'td postmaster, Ky 7, 2:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180a</td>
<td>HUBBARD, CHARLES W, JR (Clev)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Methed in suit of绸l and Sons Co. vs John F. Seiberling &amp; co, F 3, 3:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>filed cross petition in suit of Charles A Cagle vs John F. Seiberling &amp; co, F 11, 4:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HUBBARD, GEORGE A (Geeba)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nailed in injection suit by Uomney Gardner &amp; co, Ap 9, 3:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180b</td>
<td>HUGGETT, DAVID (Lima)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Names Cinti, Hamilton &amp; Dayton rr. and Panhandle Rr. in personal injury suit, Ky 9, 2:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180b</td>
<td>HUGHES, JOHN C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sought on assault chg, Jr 12, 3:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180b</td>
<td>HUGHES, JOHN C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Names Muher &amp; Grosh in collection suit, Je 10, 2:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180b</td>
<td>HUGHES, JOHN C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Awarded contributory fault in collision suit on Hazel st., Je 1, 2:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180b</td>
<td>HUGHES, JOHN C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissolves, Jr 26, 7:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180b</td>
<td>HUGHES, JOHN C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fired for disorderly conduct, chgs preferred by Lucy France, Jr 14, 5:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180b</td>
<td>HUGHES, JOHN C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sells parcel of land to Katherine Huh, Jr 7, 8:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180b</td>
<td>HUGHES, JOHN C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Buys parcel of land from George Huh, Jr 7, 8:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180b</td>
<td>HULL, E R &amp; DUTTON (Clev)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dept store fails, files deed of assignment, Jr 22, 3:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180b</td>
<td>HULL, E R &amp; DUTTON (Clev)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Given judgment against John Flower, Jr 5, 5:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Names Barberton Elec co in injunction suit, U 2, 6:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HUFFMAN, ABRAM (Dayton)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arrested on murder chg, 0 18, 2:5; chg dismissed, released, M 18, 2:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HUFFMAN, JOSEPH (Tiffin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180b</td>
<td>HUGHES, JOHN C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fired for intoxication, Jr 27, 4:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180b</td>
<td>HUME, THOMAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fired for intoxication, Jr 1, 3:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180b</td>
<td>HUMBACH, WILLIAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Property sold by sheriff, Jr 27, 3:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180b</td>
<td>HUMMEL, WILLIAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suicide, M 14, 7:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180b</td>
<td>HUMPHREY, CURTIS (Barberton)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elected clerk, Ap 5, 1:3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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HUMFREY, PAULINE L
Jehth, O 11, 3:1; 3:2; funeral announcement, O 12, 4:4

HUMFREYS, AUGUSTUS (west Richfield)
Injured by corn cutting machine, O 11, 8:3

HUNSBERGEN, JOHN (Guy Falls)
Rapids, Joseph Johnson held, J 8, 3:3

HUNG, FRANK C
Nominated in collection suit by Mary Bellingham, O 26, 5:3

HUNG, WALTER R
Enlisted in U.S. army, O 13, 3:2

HUNT, OWEN
Meat mkt damaged by fire, arson suspected, S 20, 8:2

HUNT, EMMA
Sold on chq of disorderly conduct, J 16, 3:1; fined on chq of prostitution, J 27, 3:3

HUNT, MARY
Vagrancy chq dismissed, O 20, 3:1

HUNT, STEPHEN C
Infant daughter Madeline fatally injured when scalped by fall into hot water, S 21, 3:3

HUNT, WILLIAM
Nailed Akron Lumber co in collection suit, J 10, 3:4; named in counter claim by Akron Lumber co, F 11, 4:7

HUNZICKER, FRANCIS M
Nominated in collection suit by Mary Bellingham, O 28, 5:3

HURST, KITTY
Held in accidental poisoning of Janelle Hannah, O 21, 2:4

HURST, ROBERT
With A W Lockhart named in damage suit by Mrs Alice S Unsted, J 29, 3:3

HURST, WILLIAM
Tied by copperhead near New Boston, Ag 4, 2:5

HURST, WILLIAM
Jehth, O 8, 5:4

DUCKS
New game law explained, Ag 12, 5:2

HAIR
Season opens, laws given, N 10, 5:3

RABITS
Gren assembly passes bill declaring no closed season, Ja 21, 1:2

HUNTINGTON, C P
Speaks before Ohio State Bankers' assn, S 30, 6:5

HUNTINGTON, FRANK C
Makes assignment, S 30, 2:4

1899

HUNTINGTON, JOHN (Clev)
Estate named in collection suit by Oberlin Bank co, F 10, 2:4

HURST, NANCY
Indicted for shooting with intent to wound, My 6, 5:4; released under bond, My 7, 3:2; attys appd, My 17, 3:2; found guilty on chq of shooting to wound, Je 8, 3:1; fined for assault and battery, Je 13, 3:5

HURST, FRANK E (Kent)
Fuses affidavit charging attempted bribery, N 18, 2:5

HURST, KITTY
Held in accidental poisoning of Janelle Hannah, O 21, 2:4

HURST, MILLIE
With A W Lockhart named in damage suit by Mrs Alice S Unsted, J 29, 3:3

HURST, ROBERT
Named in collection suit by Mary Bellingham, O 28, 5:3

HURLIN, CHARLES (King's Creek)
Infant fatally burned, F 2, 3:4

HURLEY, WILLIAM
Fined and sentenced for selling liquor in Stow, J 9, 3:3

HURST, JOHN H
Wins suit by Akron Grocery co, My 9, 3:3

HURST, WILLIAM
Fined and sentenced for selling liquor in Stow, J 9, 3:3

HUYT, JOHN (Ashtabula)
Killed when struck by train, Ja 24, 1:6

HUYT, JOHN (Ashtabula)
Killed when struck by train, Ja 24, 1:6

HUMANITY
William Friges develops disease 4 yrs after being bitten by dog, Massillon, Ja 19, 3:3

HYDROPHobia
Subject of address by Albert E Winship before Summit County Teachers' inst, Ag 18, 8:3

HYDE, HENRY
Named in suit by son A W Hyde, Ag 26, 8:5

HYDE, HENRY
Named in suit by son A W Hyde, Ag 26, 8:5

HYDE, JAMES H (Pomroy)
Appptd chief surgeon in USVA by Pres William McKinley, My 21, 2:5

1899

ICE
Harvesting starts, U 15, 8:5
Harvest hampered by warm weather, U 20, 1:7

IKES, J M (Nenwah)
Appptd postmaster by Pres William McKinley, Mr 23, 1:3; Mr 31, 2:6

LEGAL SIGN CO
Ins collection suit brought by C J Knudson, pltf appeals, N 16, 3:3

LUE, JACK
Suicide, Ja 20, 2:4

LIGHTS FAULT
Lights alarm people in vicinity of Tuscarawas, F 2, 8:7

LIER, JESSIE
Fined and ordered out of town from disorderly conduct, O 22, 1:4

LIG, JOSEPH
Named in maternity chq by Lulu Hope, J 27, 4:6

LIER, JESSIE
Ins collection suit brought by Stark County treas, O 22, 1:4

ILLINOIS RIVER PAPER CO
Claim brought by C C McNeil co reor pltf granted permission to accept petition, N 5, 3:4

IMLER, ERNIE, EARL D
Borg, Ag 31, 1:3; funeral, S 19, 1:3

IMLER, ERNIE, EARL D
Borg, N 8, 8:2

IMPERIAL FLOUR MILLS (Fortsmouth)
Destroyed by fire, N 10, 2:5

IMPERIAL FOR CO
Appeals judgment in collection suit against Fred Fogle, S 30, 3:2

IMMIGRATION
Annexation of Philippines poll in Penna legis carries, ed, J 9, 4:1

IMMIGRATION
Odd division of statesmen on subject cited, ed, N 28, 4:1

IMMIGRATION
Parallel features of annexation of Oregon territory and Philippine Islands cited (ed, Toledo Blade), U 21, 4:2

IMMIGRATION
Failure of anti-expansionists to present more petitions to cong discussed, ed, O 29, 4:1

INMATES
Granted citizenship papers, O 12, 1:5

INVESTOR SAVINGS AND LOAN CO
Named August and Melissa Freund in suit for money and sale of property to satisfy indebtedness, J 27, 3:3; wins suit, O 17, 1:3

INVESTOR SAVINGS AND LOAN CO
Named in priority of claims petition by Walter R Nutt, N 7, 3:3

INDIANCE SAVINGS AND LOAN CO (cont)
With Akron Gas co files answer and cross petition to Walter R Nutt's suit against Mary E Woron and others, N 21, 3:4

INDEPENDENCE DAY
Observance plans, Jy 2, 6:1

INDEPENDENT PUB CO (Hudson)
Plant purchased by F A Carr, Ja 17, 8:5

INDIAN RUBBER CO
Ins with 18 others collection suit against John F Seiberling, Mr 4, 3:4

ACQUIRES WOMAN-SCHUB CYCLE CO FACTORY
Mr 24, 4:1
S Samuel Miller resigns as super, S 15, 8:4
Names Cleve Terminal & Valley re co in collection and recovery suit, N 16, 3:2; N 17, 3:2
Named in personal injury suit by Vincent A Tobin, N 28, 3:5
Sued by Goodyear Tire & Rubber co to replevin property, O 12, 3:3
Starts work on additional blgds, Mogadore, U 24, 1:3; U 26, 1:3

INMATES
Ownership of land as solution of problem urged, ed, Ja 21, 4:1

INOCU, WILL
Graduates from Berea coll, J 22, 8:4

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL
Children celebrate Christmas and New Years in Schumacher hall, Ja 3, 8:3
Brieft on activities of students, F 28, 8:2

INDUSTRIAL POLICY
U.S. leads world in every kind of product, ed, Je 2, 4:1

INFELD, CHARLES
Names L J Whitlaw in appeal of collection suit, N 4, 3:4; in collection suit, N 28, 3:3; suit answered, O 17, 3:5

INMATE ASSN
Recommend that no insane or imbeciles be admitted to county infirmaries, Ja 19, 2:7

INGALLS, (Cint)
Predicts the dissolution of Joint Traffic assn, O 27, 2:5

INGERSELL (MS), EMMA
Names Abe Whiter in collection suit, Jy 29, 3:1

INGERSELL, F H
Buys parcel of land from Mr and Mrs Hug Schnecke and Mr and Mrs A J Wells, U 8, 8:2
ININGE(S), COL(, ROBERT G
Expresses confidence in Pres William McKinley's ability in handling war threat crisis, Ap 1, 1/4
Lectures on subject of agnosticism, Ap 2, 1/7
Teachings criticized, 1tr, Ap 13, 5/4; 1tr, Ap 18, 5/4

INTEN(, CHAUNCEY T
Disagreed by Mayor Young and members of city council criticized, ed, 0 10, 4/2

INSURANCE, J H (Coy Falls)
Scale works destroyed by fire, 0 28, 1/6

INSTITUTE, FARMERS'
Holds session at Springfield, addressed on model farming and farm dwellings, Ja 6, 6/1

INST FOR FEEDING MILK, COLS.
Hon J Park Alexander resigns as trustee, Ja 5, 5/3
Bill providing luxurious gsr for inmates introduced, ed, Ohio State Journal, Ap 19, 5/4
Trustees file rep with Gov Bushnell, 0 29, 6/2

INSURANCE
Life and accident cos excused for placing traveling restriction in policies, ed, Ja 25, 4/1
 Needed reforms in laws discussed, F 2, 3/6
 Increase in amt of life ins sold in Ohio cited, ed, My 2, 4/2
 License ruling issued by Atty-Gen Monnett, S 7, 3/3

INSURANCE UNDERWriters ASSN
Meeting, investigate violation of rules by employees, Ja 4, 1/6

INTERSTATE CASUALTY CO
Named by Dr Albert Hoover's estate in 1ns collection suit, F 25, 3/5; loses suit brought by Dr Albert Hoover estate, My 7, 3/3

INTERURBAN RYS
Osborn-Lamball co asks comrs to defer action on application for franchise through Streetsboro to Ravenna, Ja 6, 5/1
ASCR Rapid Transit line sue pt empowered by durberton council to inaugurate 40-min schedule between Akron and Barberville, Ja 11, 4/6

184a

IRGURAN RYS (cont)
Bigg of Akron-Canton St Ry assured by William A Lynch, Ja 12, 5/6
Bigg Consol St Ry co begins weeding out conductors who threaten trouble, Clev, Jan 20, 2/7
Consol of line from Akron to Barberville urged, ed, My 9, 4/2
Extension from Akron to Barberville discussed, My 11, 8/3
New orgs to build road from Cinci to Hamilton, officers elected, My 26, 4/5

INSURANCE
And other cos form suburban express co, Je 29, 3/3

LABOR
Land procured to constr of Clev depot, Je 25, 5/2
Officials survey route for proposed line from Clev to Toledo, My 2, 5/4

LABOR
Extension of elec line west of Barberville agreeable as soon as consol between Akron St Ry and Barberville and Cuy Falls line is completed (wadsworth bulletin), Ag 6, 8/5

LABOR
Proposed merger of Akron St Ry and wild lines raises hopes of line into Ravenna (Ravenna Repub), Ag 18, 5/3

LABOR
Alliance council accepts terms of Stark rgy cooperation offer, O 8, 2/3

LABOR
New line from Canton to Ohio river planned, N 2, 2/4

LABOR
Proposed Alliance-Akron line discussed, N 18, 1/6; favored by C of C, U 3, 1/7

INVENTIONS AND INVENTORS
Edward Umm, Jr seeks patent on rubber horseshoe, My 5, 1/4

J H Alderfer awarded patent on folding shipping crate, Sharon Center, Jan 15, 3/2

George C Sharpe invents new device to assist combustion in locomotives, My 28, 1/6

Explosive bullet by Seth A Rigby, Je 17, 3/2

Elec fire alarm invented by Albert Devendor, patent granted, Je 23, 6/3

May & Fiehner granted patent on new type grate, U 1, 5/3

Pipe improvement by Dr S A Hageman, patent granted, Cinci, O 6, 6/2

Leland E Stanford recs patent on liquid seal trap, U 15, 3/1

IRELAND
Subject of lecture by Rev E T Graham at Assembly theater, M 17, 5/4

ISKSH, Q W
Answer in suit against him filed by G W Hershhey, Ja 25, 3/1

184b

IRON AND STEEL INDUS
credited with being responsible for business increase, ed, Ja 21, 4/1

Large pool formed to control output and prices, Clev, My 16, 2/3

Clev mills running full force, Je 3, 7/4

Employment boom repeats, Clev, O 29, 2/5

Tin plate trust takes possession of all mills in East Liverpool dist, U 17, 2/4

LABOR RELATIONS
Strike threatened at Brown Hoist works, Clev, Ap 6, 2/4

Rolling mill resumes operation, Niles, My 12, 7/2
Bar iron scale signed, Youngstown, Ja 18, 2/5

Mill men of wire trust plan to join others in strike, Clev, Ag 6, 2/5

STRIKES
Strike threatened at Lima Locomotive & Machine works, Ag 6, 2/5

STRIKES
Employees in rolling dept Buckner & Gibbons Flow works strike, Canton, My 19, 1/4; strike settled, My 22, 1/4

Union coremakers strike, Clev, My 24, 2/5

Roundhead employees remain out, Clev, Je 1, 2/5

Walders of Taplin, Rice & Co strike over refusal to accept wage reduction, My 25, 6/3

Employees of H P Nall and Amer wire co strike because of decreased wages, Clev, Ag 2, 5/8; timmers walk out at Amer wire, Ag 4, 5/4; more workmen join strikes at Amer wire mill, Ag 5, 2/4; strikers at the Amer and the H P works of Amer wire co gain ground as more men go out, Ag 8, 5/5; men on strike fear U S ct injunction at Amer mill, fenced erected around mills, Ag 9, 2/4; Alty-Gen Monnett asked by strikers to pros Amer wire co under anti-trust law, Ag 16, 2/2; situation unchanged at H P mill, rod mill running, non-unionists at 0 &s plants waver, Ag 16, 2/2; enjiment of strikers from interfering with Clev wire mill refused, S 27, 2/2

Aultman and Taylor co boiler dept on strike, Mansfield, Ag 5, 3/3

Boilermakers still out, Massillon, Ag 10, 2/4

Stikes continue, Clev, S 3, 2/5

Strikers and non-union men create riot at Amer Steel & Wire co, Charles Kosky arrested, Clev, S 19, 1/1; strike continues, pickets battle imported workers, S 22, 2/4; answer to injunct.

184a

IRON AND STEEL INDUS - STRIKES (cont)

Iron and steel strike filed by employees of Amer Steel & Wire co, O 6, 6/2; injunction suit begins in U S circuit ct, O 12, 2/5; co granted blanket injunction against striking employees by U S circuit ct, O 18, 1/5; O 20, 2/2; employees to work as strike ends, O 21, 2/4

Fifty soldiers strike for wage increase at Lima, S 20, 2/4

Strike of stove works' employees continues, Lorain, O 14, 2/5

IRON AND STEEL WORKERS, AMALGAMATED ASSN OF holds 23rd annual conv at Cinci, My 18, 2/5; agree on wage scale for puddling, My 24, 2/5; elects officers, My 26, 2/6; My 30, 2/6

ISBELL, CHARLES H
Ins collection suit against John L Reid, F 9, 3/4
Tactics in attempt to secure city clerkship criticized, Ap 12, 1/6
Elected city clerk by council, Ap 19, 1/5; election approved, ed, Ap 19, 4/1
Elected clerk of city comrs, My 2, 5/2
Reprimanded by county comrs for overstepping authority of clerk, Ag 16, 6/1

IIZET, NKA (Canton)
Larceny trial begins, U 13, 2/4; deft states she is kleptomaniac, U 15, 2/4; acquitted, U 17, 2/4

JACKS, HELEN (Hubbard)
Bitten by stray dog 6 weeks ago, dies from hydrophobia, F 24, 1/2

JACKSON (NGS), burn destroyed by fire, N 19, 4/4

JACKSON (DVT), wounded when accidentally shot at Camp Poland, Knoxville (Tenn), S 26, 2/4

JACKSON, A & CO
Purchases lumber yd from A D Alexander & co, Ag 27, 3/1

JACKSON, ALMIRA
Will probated, O 1, 3/3; Andrew Jackson appointed admr, O 31, 7/5; estate names William, Hettie, and Charles Jackson in injunction suit, N 2, 3/1
JACKSON, ANDREW (Coventry Twp)
Assignee's sale of real estate, Mr 17, 7:1; notice of assignee's sale, Mr 16, 4:7; assignee's sale, O 10, 6:5; assignee ordered to sell property, N 16, 3:4; assignee's notice of sale, N 16, 5:6; assignee advertises property for sale, O 12, 7:5; with Frucnis & Broadhead property advertised for sale by assignee J. Bert Jackson, W 27, 7:5
JACKSON, CHARLES, LETITIA, and WILLIAM
Named as heirs Jackson estate in injunction suit, N 2, 3:1
JACKSON, EDWARD (Dellefontaine)
Deceased, William Underwood held, D 7, 2:4
JACKSON, CLIFFORD
Arrested and fined for assault on William Magett, O 5, 4:5
JACKSON, EDWARD J.
Held on vagrancy charge, Ag 6, 3:1
JACKSON, FRANK
Injured when thrown from wagon during runaway, Ag 0, 5:6
JACKSON, H H
Coal house damaged by fire, Mr 30, 1:4
JACKSON, HARRIET. See Jackson, Charles
JACKSON, HARRIET
Robbed, J 23, 3:4; finds lost money which had been repled stolen, J 25, 3:4
JACKSON, J BERT
With Levi and Charles Kryder and George W. Crouse names Akron & Guy Falls Rapid Transit Co in suit to compel payment of cost of paving S Main st, My 14, 3:5
Named with Lucy Jackson in property damage suit, Ag 10, 3:2
JACKSON, TOBE
Burnt destroyed by fire, Ag 22, 4:3
Arrested on charge of selling liquor without license, O 7, 1:6; taken to Massillon to be tried on liquor law violation charge, O 8, 8:4; held in Clev on liquor law violation charge, O 10, 8:1
JACKSON, W H
Res damaged by fire, N 30, 3:1
JACKSON, WALTER
Fined on disorderly conduct charge, F 15, 3:1
JACKSON, WILLIAM
Fined on assault and battery charge, F 18, 5:2
JACKSON, WILLIAM. See Jackson, Charles
JACKSON, WILLIAM J
Fined and sentenced to whipsaw for resisting officer, J 22, 5:2
JACKSON, WILLIAM W
Assault charge dismissed, N 3, 8:2
JACKSON & BRODELL, CO
Assigned brick plant property rece no binders, J 12, 3:3
JACOBS, ANS (Creston)
Deated by unknown assailant, J 30, 4:6; victim of mystery injury, police investigating, Ag 1, 3:6; injury remains unsolved, victim unconscious, body struck by train, Ag 2, 3:3; unconscious, cause of injury still mystery, foul play doubted, Ag 10, 5:2; dies, Coroner Fauser finds fractured skull, Ag 15, 6:4; death believed to be due to injuries received while struck by train, reports coroner, Ag 24, 6:4; double inquest cited, Ag 27, 5:3
JAGER, COUL (Elyria)
Killed when struck by train, F 14, 1:4; F 15, 2:6
JAHAN, A
Injured in fall on sidewalk, J 10, 3:6
JAHAN & BERGER
Hwe store robbed, Ap 11, 5:5
Names Walter T. Clough in money collection suit, Ag 23, 3:1; miss judgment suit against Walter Clough, U 6, 3:3
JACKSON, ANDES. See Jackson, Andrew
JACKSON, A
Dismissed from assault and battery charge, J 14, 3:1
JAMES, JOLAN
Fined for intoxication, My 13, 6:2
JAMES, LAY
Arrested on vandalism charge, My 11, 5:6
JAMES, E
Resc scholarship at Univ of P, J 22, 3:2
JAMES, SARAH
Transcript filed in assault suit against William James, J 22, 3:2
JAMES, WILLIAM
Held for assaulting daughter Mary, J 10, 3:5; transcript filed, J 22, 3:2; released from charge of assaulting daughter, J 7, 3:3
Placed under bond on charge of disturbing the peace, O 10, 8:3
Disorderly conduct charge dismissed, O 24, 8:2
JAMES, WILLIAM T
Arrested on vandalism charge, My 11, 5:6
JAPAN
Subject of address by Rev W B Parshley at First Baptist Church, Mr 1, 8:4
JAGUISH, JOSEPH
Application for guardianship filed, U 3, 3:5; Asher F. Sipp Inn, 6, 3:3
JAGUSH (KOS), FISHEL (Antojuett)
Death, N 14, 3:2; 5:4; Frederick & Smith apptd exec of estate, N 30, 7:5; U 14, 6:5
JARIS, WILLIAM
Held on murder charge in shooting of Joseph Vinton, N 12, 6:3
JARREY, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, U 19, 3:2
JEFFREY, ERMON
Casualty from Spanish-American War, Ag 24, 2:5
JEFFRIES, THOMAS H. (Xenia)
Served by Lizzie Cooper for breach of promise, Ja 7, 7:3
JEKYL ISLAND
Call for protection from Spanish marines satirized, ed, Mr 14, 4:1
JEFFERS, DERY (Oberlin)
Held on arson charge, F 17, 2:5
JEFFERS (COSBY), JOHN (Youngstown)
Shot and killed by William H. Burton, O 20, 2:2; coroner's report, O 21, 2:4
JEFFRIES, EWING (Stilts Station)
Killed by falling slate at Bolton's mine, Ja 17, 1:6
JENKINS, GERTRUDE
Suit against Akron & Guy Falls Rapid Transit Co settled, U 6, 3:3; awarded verdict, U 28, 3:3; Akron-Guy Falls Rapid Transit Co files motion for new trial, U 30, 3:4
JENKINS, MIGNARD
Served for divorce by wife, U 31, 3:4
JENKINS, WALTER
Fined for intoxication, U 24, 5:4
JENKINS SCHOOL
Damaged by fire, J 5, 8:1
JENT, HENRY
Missing since Mr 12th, located near Ravenna, Mr 15, 1:6
JEWISH SYNAGOGUE
Sponsors lecture on ed by Rev Hiram F. Priest, My 14, 5:5
JOKS
Hold now year celebration, S 17, 8:1
Observe day of atonement, S 26, 1:6
Feast of lights observed at Jewish Temple, U 10, 8:1
Observe feast of lights, U 12, 1:6
JEX, WALTER R
Death, My 9, 3:2; funeral, My 10, 3:2
JOKES, JOHN
Names U & 8 Ch of Everett in mortgage foreclosure suit, Mr 28, 3:2
JONAS, JOHN
Family elects officers at 5th annual reunion, Ag 30, 4:4
JONAS (ROSS), ANNA
Millinery shop destroyed by fire, N 16, 1:7
JONAS, ARTHUR C
Tells of proposed outing for 8th Ohio regt, Ja 14, 3:3
JONAS, CHRIST
Vagrant charge dismissed, U 27, 1:5
JONAS, DAVID N. (Portsmouth)
Held on charge of shooting to kill John Lewis and wife, N 1, 2:4
JONAS, EDWARD
Fined for intoxication, F 22, 3:1
JONAS, EDWARD (Richfield Twp)
Arrested as suspect in murder of Oscar Osborne, S 27, 1:4; confesses, S 28, 1:6; pleads not guilty to charge of murdering Oscar Osborne, S 29, 1:4; arraigned on murder charge, story of slaying investigated, S 30, 1:6; questioned, O 1, 1:2; preliminary hearing continued, O 3, 1:6; investigation continued, accomplice theory advanced, O 4, 1:6; bound to go to trial action of grand jury, O 5, 3:3; repudiates confession, O 7, 1:5; suspected murderer's pail reading, illus, O 8, 5:1; new evidence found in murder case, Mrs. Martha Blackwell testifies before grand jury, O 15, 1:5; murder trial continues, O 18, 3:4; indicted on 1st degree murder charge, O 20, 1:7; pleads not guilty to murder charge, date set for hearing, U 26, 1:6; jury venire drawn for trial on murder charge, N 1, 5:3; Atty George Steiber assigned to assist pros in coming trial, N 16, 3:2; N 17, 3:2; trial discussed, N 19, 1:5; trial begins, jury selected, N 21, 1:4; jury impaneled, N 22, 1:7; trial continues, N 23, 1:7; N 25, 1:5; insanity to be defense plea, N 26, 1:5; witness Grant Harris makes sensational statement out of court room, N 26, 3:4; trial continues, N 28, 3:3; confession reved, N 29, 1:5; pleads self defense, N 30, 1:7; trial ends, Judge Kohler instructs jury on rendering verdict, U 1, 1:4; convicted of 1st degree murder of Oscar Osborne, sentence
JOHNSON, EDGAR (Richfield Twp) (cont)
pending, v 2, 1:6; club used to kill Oscar Osborne found, D 3, 1:4; jury slowness criticized, ed, v 3, 4:1; sentenced to penitentiary for life, v 5, 1:5
JOHNSON, EDWARD J (Twinsburg)
Granted pension, Je 21, 3:2
JOHNSON, ELIZABETH
Named in money suit by George C Kohler, F 28, 5:1
JOHNSON, ELI A
Collection suit against Dr John George Hewer dismissed, F 2, 8:2
JOHNSON, EML
Suicide, J 27, 3:4
JOHNSON, EMMA
Sues Aaron Teeple for libel, Ag 11, 3:4; names Teeple in slander suit, deft denies all chgs, Ag 20, 3:6
JOHNSON, GEORGE (Cuyahoga Falls)
JOHNSON, HALLIS
Resigns as trustee of Athens hoop, Mr 10, 2:3
JOHNSON, HAMLET
Files answer and cross petition in suit against David Hibbert estate against John W White, et al, Je 24, 3:3
JOHNSON, HENRY
Suicide, S 30, 2:4
JOHNSON, JAMES
Injured while playing, F 12, 4:3
JOHNSON, JOHN
Arrested on chg of possessing a borrowed watch, Je 8, 4:2
JOHNSON, JOHN
Named in money suit by George C Kohler, F 28, 5:1; suit settled, Mr 2, 1:7
Named by George Tuttle in note collection suit, My 18, 3:6
Fined for intoxicating, O 13, 3:1
JOHNSON, JOHN W
Names Adam Corny in collection suit, Ag 27, 3:1
JOHNSON, JOSEPH (Cuyahoga Falls)
Fined for swindling, re-arrested on chg of stealing watch from John Hunseberger, Je 7, 3:3; held on chg of obtaining money under false pretenses, Je 7, 4:5
JOHNSON, LIZZIE (Marion)
Fatally wounded, Winfield Lewis held, F 14, 2:3
JOHNSON, LOWINE (Galion)
Found in boxcar with Ezra Kennedy, Ja 17, 1:6
JOHNSON, PHILIP
Bound to common pleas ct on criminal assault chg, Mr 18, 3:3
JOHNSON, SAM
Arrested on intoxication chg, S 16, 3:1
JOHNSON, T M
Dies in camp during Spanish-American war, Ag 31, 4:4
JOHNSON, W A (Cubertson)
Jurn damaged by fire, Ja 5, 5:4; paid fire-damage by Tragers Ins co, Ja 12, 5:5
JOHNSON, WALTER B (Fredericktown)
App'd postmaster, H 3, 2:2
JOHNSON, CAMERON
Andrew J Pontius app'd guardian, Mr 7, 3:3
JOHNSON, CHARLES N
Notice of adm'rs sale of property, Je 28, 6:7; S 23, 7:5
JOHNSON, E G (Twinsburg)
Granted pension, Je 23, 3:2
JOHNSON, ELIZABETH R
Adm's sale notice, Ap 22, 3:2; notice of exec sale of real estate, My 26, 7:7; sale of real estate, O 13, 7:4
JOHNSON, J M (Copley)
Horse killed in fall, Ag 11, 3:1
JOHNSON, LYDIA C
Wins in will contest suit brought by Nathan Chapman, F 8, 3:1
JOHNSON, PARK B
In case brought by Samuel N Johnston Orlando Wilcox ap'dd referee, Ja 15, 4:3; referee's resp filed, Mr 25, 3:2
JOHNSON, SAMUEL N
Orlando Wilcox ap'dd referee in case against Park B Johnston and Lizzie Watt, Ja 15, 4:3; referee's resp filed in suit against Lizzie J Watt, Part of Johnston et al, Mr 25, 3:2
JOHNSON, W C
Withdraws candidacy for Summit county treasurer, ltr, Mr 14, 1:4
JOHNSON, WASH
Nomination to state Bd of pub works urged, ed, Je 16, 4:1
JOHNSON, WILLIAM E
Case against him brought by P Cox Shoe Mfg co, Orlando Wilcox ap'dd referee, Ja 15, 4:3
JOHNSON ST
Ord to reestablish grade passed by council and approved by Bd of commrs, My 13, 7:4; My 27, 7:6 Improvement resolution repealed in ord passed by council, Je 17, 7:1
JOHNSON ST (cont)
Council passes resolution for improvement from Arlington to McLean st, Ja 23, 7:3
JOLL, JOHN C
Named in slander suit by George H Maceey (Clev Leader), Ja 25, 6:2
JULLY, ED (Covina, Penna)
Sells Ballery, Bridgeport & Martins Ferry Elec St ry line to Wheeling Elec St Co, O 1, 2:2
JONES
Store robbed, Je 15, 3:1
JONES, A L (Greenville)
Nominated postmaster by Pres William McKinley, My 18, 2:5
JONES, CHOLLE
Fined for intoxication, Ag 18, 3:1
JONES, DAVID (Hametown)
Res destroyed by fire, F 3, 8:3
Injured in fall over Niagara river cliff, Ag 11, 2:4
JONES, ERNEST
Wins judgment suit against William H Husch, Lucy J Cole, and H J Truscott, F 4, 4:4
JONES, EBEN
Dismissed from petty larceny chg, Ja 31, 3:4; held on theft chg, Ja 31, 5:3
JONES, GEORGE E
Named in collection suit by George M Tuttle, N 29, 3:2
JONES, HENRY
Fined for intoxication, Ap 13, 3:2
JONES & PARKER
Receivership granted order to sell stock, O 31, 3:5
JONES & WALT
Attempted robbery frustrated, Ja 8, 5:1
JORDAN, THOMAS
Fined not guilty to chg of assault with intent to rape, case continued, Je 11, 8:11; arraigned on chg, Je 13, 8:2; fined for assault and battery, formation chg dropped, Je 13, 8:2
JORDAN, W C (Toledo)
Burned in fire caused by dust explosion in grain elevator, S 21, 2:1
JORDAN, GEORGE W
Defeated for justice of peace, Ap 5, 1:4
JOSEPH, JOHN
Fleeced by promise of work, Ag 11, 3:4
JOYCE (MRS), (Canal Dover)
Res destroyed by fire, F 1, 3:4
JOYCE, PATRICK (Clev)
Missing, murder theory advanced, Ag 23, 7:1
JUDAI, FRANCIS (Ironont)
Names William H Miller in breach of promise suit, Mr 13, 1:4
JUNGS, GEORGE
Held on chg of assaulting Mrs Lautick, N 29, 6:4
KASCH, FRED C (cont.)

Losed in money suit by Hary A Hine, Ag 23, 3:1
With W H and Emna M CASCH in recovery suit by Louisa Marsh, O 27, 3:3
KASCH, GUSTAVE F

With william H Kasch named by Elva C Morris in collection suit, My 2, 3:3
Loses judgment suit brought by Charles A Vaughman, My 16, 3:3
KASCH, WILLIAM H

Names Fred C Kasch in suit to compel acctg.,
Ja 25, 3:1
Loses judgment suit brought by Ernest A Jones,
F 4, 4:4
Demurrer filed in suit against Fred C Kasch,
r 28, 3:3
With Gustave F Kasch named by Elva C Morris in
collection suit, Ny 2, 3:3
Named by F C Kasch in appeal of suit, My 18, 3:3
Named in default judgment suit by Elva C Morris,
Je 6, 3:2
WINS money suit against Kasch Roofing co, case appealed,
J 21, 3:5
KASCH ROOFING Co.

Loses money suit to W H Kasch, appeals, O 21, 3:5
KASCH, JOHN D

Appellate sheriff of Summit county, Jy 27, 3:1
KASSON, H A

Swindled, will Munn sought, J 19, 1:4
KATERER, AMELIA

Stomach analysis shows traces of bismuth and
carbolic acid, says Fred Weber, Jy 22, 3:2
KATZMAN, WILLIAM (Cinti)

Stabbed in brawl, Phil Biesack held, Ag 10, 3:5
KauFmAn, MIChAEL

Affidavit of lunacy filed by Dr W N Sacket,
J 12, 3:6
KauFmAn, WILLIAM H

Buys purcell of land from James C Bloomfield and
wife Fannie, J 10, 3:6
KauFmAn, ARThER L

Dies at Camp Wickoff (L 1) of typhoid fever during
Spanish-American war, S 26, 2:4
Dies at Montauk during service in Spanish-American war,
M 27, 5:1
KauFmAn, WILLIAM

Collection suit against E A Lawton, case appealed,
J 10, 3:4
KauFmAn, JOHN H

Deeds private res to Wooster univ, Je 18, 4:2
KauF, HENRY

With Lucy Kauth and Anna Capron named by Benjamin
F Oller in estate partition and reversion suit,
Ap 23, 3:3
Kauth, LUCY

Named by Benjamin F Oller in estate partition
and reversion suit, ap 23, 3:3; partition of
property ordered, Je 3, 3:6; Samuel H Sturgeon
files cross petition for judgment against 1st
deft, Je 5, 3:2
KauFANUICH, BELLE (Clev)

Held in shooting of Barney Jimline and husband
Thomas, J 9, 8:5
KauFANUICH, THOMAS (Clev)

- shot and wounded, wife Belle held, J 9, 8:5
KauF, JOSEFY AND PAT

Held on assault and battery chg, H 15, 1:6
KauF, JOUR (Bellefontaine)

Wounded in knife fight with William Moore, killed,
J 17, 2:4
KauF, JOHN JOSEPH AND MARGARET

Rear to collect rents aptd in suit brought by
Henrietta Schnable, Ja 25, 3:2; named in fore-
closure suit by Henrietta Schnable, Ja 26, 6:4
KauF, HARRY (Bellefontaine)

Rapid insane, S 2, 2:4
KauF, MICHAEL F

Case brought by Louis Wilhlem settled, Ja 11, 4:7
KATZLE, FRANK AND ANNA

Lose default judgment in cross petition filed
by Simon Hoch, F 14, 3:2
KauF (CORP), IRA M

Dies of typhoid fever during Spanish-American war,
S 19, 1:2; funeral, S 21, 3:2; 3:5
Beg, N 28, 6:2
KauF, JACOB

Arrested for attempted stabbing of Herman Grossman,
Ag 10, 4:4; held on assault chg, threatens
suicide, Ag 12, 4:6; released from jail, Ag 15,
6:2
KauF, FRANK (Shelby)

Killed when bridge over Mohican river collapses,
Jy 5, 4:3
KauF, JOHN F

Relieves William Crown now in chg of Volunteers
of Amer, Jy 13, 4:6
KauF, JOHN

KauF, JOHN P (Galion)

Missed, W 12, 2:1
KauF, FRED

-WINS judgment suit against George A Shaw, S 26,
3:2
-WINS collection suit against George A Shaw, D 6,
3:2
KauF, TOM (Ravenna)

Injured by train, Ap 19, 3:5
KauF, JULIUS

Sentenced to jail on robbery chg, J 15, 3:1
KauF, THOMAS K (Cinti)

Large portion of estate lost by wife in theatrical
productions, O 5, 2:3
KauF, CHARLES

Killed when struck by train, My 23, 3:6
KauF, CHARLES (Toledo)

Burned in fire caused by dust explosion in grain
elevator, S 21, 2:1
KauF, FREDERICK

Released under bond on chg of assault, w 3, 1:7
KauF, J W

-Assumption of major-generalship seen as contin-
gent on appointment, ed, J 7, 4:1
KauF, FRED (New Springfield)

Res, blacksmith shop, and stable destroyed by
fire, My 25, 2:5
KauF, MAX F

Trial on assault and battery chg continued,
Je 23, 6:2
KauF, FRANK

Suit brought by Frank Davison, Emma L Charles
files answer and cross petition, N 26, 6:1;
files answer and cross petition, J 6, 3:2
KauF, GTAILER

Divorced by wife Bertha, Ag 22, 3:5
KauF, HARVEY (Safford)

Injured when horse falls under horse, N 16, 8:4
KauF, JOHN (Springfield)

Son injured in fall under horse, N 18, 3:3
KauF, MAGGIE

Case against Joseph Kempel et al dropped from
docket, Ja 15, 4:3
KauF, SIMON A

Estate ad\n apptd, Ag 15, 3:1
KauF, GEORGE

Named with Elizabeth kelk in mortgage suit filed
by Fred C Cobb, O 14, 3:3
KauF, GEORGE (Ravenna)

Sermon, J 2, 5:3; D 3, 4:4
KauF, HENRY

With Lucy Kauth and Anna Capron named by Benjamin
F Oller in estate partition and reversion suit,
Ap 23, 3:3
Kauth, LUCY

Named by Benjamin F Oller in estate partition
and reversion suit, ap 23, 3:3; partition of
property ordered, Je 3, 3:6; Samuel H Sturgeon
files cross petition for judgment against 1st
deft, Je 5, 3:2
KauFANUICH, BELLE (Clev)

Held in shooting of Barney Jimline and husband
Thomas, J 9, 8:5
KauFANUICH, THOMAS (Clev)

- shot and wounded, wife Belle held, J 9, 8:5
KauF, JOSIFY AND PAT

Held on assault and battery chg, H 15, 1:6
KauF, JOUR (Bellefontaine)

Wounded in knife fight with William Moore, killed,
J 17, 2:4
KauF, JOHN JOSEPH AND MARGARET

Rear to collect rents aptd in suit brought by
Henrietta Schnable, Ja 25, 3:2; named in fore-
closure suit by Henrietta Schnable, Ja 26, 6:4
KauF, HARRY (Bellefontaine)

Rapid insane, S 2, 2:4
KauF, MICHAEL F

Case brought by Louis Wilhlem settled, Ja 11, 4:7
KauF, JOHN P (Galion)

Missed, W 12, 2:1
KauF, FRED

-WINS judgment suit against George A Shaw, S 26,
3:2
-WINS collection suit against George A Shaw, D 6,
3:2
KauF, TOM (Ravenna)

Injured by train, Ap 19, 3:5
KauF, JULIUS

Sentenced to jail on robbery chg, J 15, 3:1
KauF, THOMAS K (Cinti)

Large portion of estate lost by wife in theatrical
productions, O 5, 2:3
KauF, CHARLES

Killed when struck by train, My 23, 3:6
KauF, CHARLES (Toledo)

Burned in fire caused by dust explosion in grain
elevator, S 21, 2:1
KauF, FREDERICK

Released under bond on chg of assault, w 3, 1:7
KauF, J W

-Assumption of major-generalship seen as contin-
gent on appointment, ed, J 7, 4:1
KauF, FRED (New Springfield)

Res, blacksmith shop, and stable destroyed by
fire, My 25, 2:5
KauF, MAX F

Trial on assault and battery chg continued,
Je 23, 6:2
KauF, FRANK

Suit brought by Frank Davison, Emma L Charles
files answer and cross petition, N 26, 6:1;
files answer and cross petition, J 6, 3:2
KauF, GTAILER

Divorced by wife Bertha, Ag 22, 3:5
KauF, HARVEY (Safford)

Injured when horse falls under horse, N 16, 8:4
KauF, JOHN (Springfield)

Son injured in fall under horse, N 18, 3:3
KauF, MAGGIE

Case against Joseph Kempel et al dropped from
docket, Ja 15, 4:3
KauF, SIMON A

Estate ad\n apptd, Ag 15, 3:1
KauF, GEORGE

Named with Elizabeth kelk in mortgage suit filed
by Fred C Cobb, O 14, 3:3
KauF, GEORGE (Ravenna)

Sermon, J 2, 5:3; D 3, 4:4
KELLER (REV), CHARLES EDWARD (cont)  
Gives address on Thanksgiving Day at First Meth, N 25, 8:2

KELLER, LILLIAN J  
Wins collection suit against Louis J Roth et al, J 21, 3:5

KELLER, TILLIE JUERG  
Names Louis and Mary Roth in collection suit, N 16, 3:4

KELLER, WILLIAM  
Losses suit against John Kueber for damage for alleged race discrimination, J 10, 5:2; names John Kueber in amended petition in damage suit, J 15, 6:7

KELLY, FRED (Barberon)  
Names George A Show in collection suit, A 2, 6:2; Names City of Barberon in appeal on salary collection suit, N 26, 3:4

KELLY, J W  
Urges consolitlations of employment for discharged U S army soldiers, In 1, 5:3

KELLY, JAMES  
Fined for intoxication, O 20, 3:1

KELLY, JOSEPH W  
Elected to bd of educ in 3rd ward, Ap 5, 1:4

KELLY, KATE (Springfield)  
Found dead in room from gas fumes, J 17, 1:7

KELLY, THOMAS  
Sentenced for vagrancy, N 23, 8:1

KELLY, WILLIAM  
Arraigned, fined, and sentenced to jail on vagrancy chg, J 28, 1:5

KELLING, O P  
Days body lake from sheriff of Portage county, J 29, 8:1

KELLY, FRANK G  
Denies and disproves Akron Democrat's statement that he is going under false name, N 2, 1:1; accusation that he changed name denied, ed, N 4, 4:3; elected sheriff of Summit county, N 9, 1:6; files bond, N 20, 3:5

KELLY, JAMES  
Sentenced on vagrancy chg, J 20, 8:2

KELLY, JOHN (Chillicothe)  
Fension discontinued, J 23, 2:2

KELLY (UGC), HARRY (Peninsula)  
Fattily burned by kerosene while starting fire, J 6, 5:3

KELLY, PAT  
Sentenced to stone pile for vagrancy, Ap 11, 5:5

KELLY, THOMAS (Toledo)  
Grows co to develop newly discovered gold deposits, J 10, 2:4

KENDRICK, CHARLES  
Sued for divorce by wife Grace, N 12, 3:2

KEMP, DAVID (Toledo)  
Burned in fire caused by dust explosion in grain elevator, S 21, 2:1

KEMP, CHILDS W  
Makes proposal to city council to erect st signs, Je 7, 4:5

KEMP, ELIE  
Injured by horses while riding bicycle, Ag 3, 3:3

KEMP, JOSEPH  
Case brought by Maggie Keister dropped from docket, Ja 15, 4:3

KEMP, JOSEPH A  
Wins damage suit from James McVittie, U 15, 3:3

KEMP, CASPER L  
In case against William A Kueber judgment by default for pilfer, Ja 11, 4:7

KENFLE, GEORGE (State Rep), CHARLES W  
Action on union charter bill criticized, ed, Ap 21, 4:1

Kenfield, Joseph  
Work against Akron interests criticized, ed, Ap 22, 4:1

KENNEDY, CONNELLUS  
Fined on theft chg, J 14, 3:1

KENNALLY, JOSEPH  
Reelected poor dir council, Je 7, 8:3

KENNEDY, EDMOND (Galion)  
Found in boxer with Lovina Johnson, Ja 17, 1:6

KENNEDY, GEORGE  
Burned and horse injured when struck by lightning, Ag 17, 4:4

KENNEDY, WILLIAM (Clev)  
Killed in fall from stairs, M 16, 1:3

KENNEDY (Clev) D C  
Name forged to application for rr pass, forgery traced by Big Four Agt Joe Moses, M 3, 2:4

KENT, GEORGE F  
Celebrates 84th birthday, Je 30, 5:5

KENT, HARRIET  
Names Newton Taylor and Clev Furer co in damage alteration suit, M 4, 3:5; wins judgment against Newton Taylor, M 16, 3:5

KENT, PATSY  
Protest attached by William H Chutfield, N 15, 6:4

KENT, OHIO  
Election results, Ap 5, 8:2

KENT, OHIO (cont)  
Improvement bond ordered paid by Judge Hammond, J 31, 5:3

KENT HS  
Commencement, Je 17, 3:2

KENTON BAKING POWDER CO (Cleve)  
Damaged by fire, S 13, 2:3

KENTUCKY  
Legis provision for additional pay for soldier from that state praised, ed, M 7, 4:1

KELLER, ADAM MARY  
Named in recovery suit, M 7, 3:2

KELLER, HUSTON (Barberon)  
Barn and 3 horses destroyed by fire, M 24, 8:2

KELLER, JACOB A  
Named by J Henry Spickel in foreclosure suit, M 3, 5:2

KERN, GEORGE T  
Named in collection suit, O 28, 3:4

KERN, JOHN (Cleve)  
Indicted on chg of soliciting bribery, O 11, 2:3

KERNAN, THOMAS  
Fined for intoxication, Je 2, 5:1

KERNAN, HARRY  
Held on chg of interfering with officer, Ja 31, 5:2

KERNAN, THOMAS  
Released on chg of resisting an officer, M 1, 8:1; sentenced on disorderly conduct chg, M 2, 8:2

KERR,  
Arrested, fined, and sentenced to house on robbery chg, O 28, 5:7

KERR,  
Elected state sen 14th dist, unofficial returns, N 9, 1:3

KERR, EDMUND (Youngstown)  
Names Irvin H Artherholt in personal injury suit, M 16, 1:3

KERR, JOHN (Lisbon)  
Sentenced to Ohio State reformatory for burglary, My 13, 2:2

KERR, WILLIAM A  
Death, Je 13, 3:6; funeral, Je 14, 3:2

KERRSBERGER, CHARLES W  
Granted liens patent for sprinkler head used with overhead water supply system, Ja 11, 8:5

KERSBA, FRANK (Clevel)  
Killed by heat prostration, Jy 16, 2:5

KESSLER, DWIGHT  
Suit brought by Nathan H Uri settled, M 28, 3:2
KILLINGER, A (Cont)
  Reptd insane, S 2, 1:6
KINER (MIL) IORA
  Held on assault and battery chg, Jy 7, 3:1; dismissed, Jy 8, 5:6
KINER, EMANUEL
  Held on assault and battery chg, Jy 7, 3:1; fined on chg, Jy 8, 5:6
KINNE  (PROOF), A S
  Injured in fall from bicycle, Ap 15, 5:6
KINNELL, WILLIAM
  Arrested on chg of disorderly conduct, case continued, JU 12, 8:3; fined, JU 14, 8:5
KINNEL, BLANCHE (Fostoria)
  Injured when caught in fly-wheel, Ja 27, 3:1
KINSELL, ROSS
  Released after arrest on chg of carrying concealed weapons, S 1, 5:1
KINNELL, MARY
  Attacked by drunk, assailant escapes, Jy 13, 5:5
KINNELL, CHRIST A (Alwordon)
  Two small sons thrown from wagon, 1 killed and 1 injured, Ag 6, 2:5
KINFLIN, A J
  Estate insolvency rep't filed by admr, Jy 2, 3:7
KINDLER, JOHN
  Charged with intoxication, case continued, JU 13, 3:1
KING, ALFRED (Portsmouth)
  Beaten by unknown assailants, Jy 30, 4:4
KING (MRS), ANN (Wadsworth)
  Res destroyed by fire, Jl 8, 4:2
KING, GEORGE
  Charges dismissed, Ed 2, 4:2
KING, ELLA R (Garland)
  Assigned presiding elder of United Brethren ch, S 28, 3:1
KING, ELLEN R
  In case brought by Levi P. Soyer, demurrers overruled, Ja 11, 4:7
KING, J J
  Injured in fall while alighting from moving train, O 15, 1:6
KING, JACOB (Green)
  Mill damaged by storm, Jl 27, 8:2
KING, JESSE C (Clev)
  Wins collection suit against James Howland estate, Mr 11, 2:2
KING, JOHN
  Freed from chg of mistreating Jennie Bennett, Ag 2, 3:4
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KING, JOHN
  Injured in fall into repair pit, Guy Falls, S 1, 8:3
KING (JUDGE), L W (Warren)
  Speaks before Ohio 19th cong dist repub conv, O 4, 1:3
KING, THOMAS
  Fined for intoxication, Ap 11, 5:5
KING ARE CO (Clev)
  Loses patent infringement suit brought by Charles Hubbard, jr, My 24, 2:5
KING FARMER CO
  Blown up, sabotage suspected, unknown man held, Je 20, 6:3; explosion believed to have been
  work of Spanish spies, 5 men implicated, Je 22, 2:5
KING VARNISH CO
  Payment of divd to creditors ordered by Judge Kohler, Ja 12, 3:1; creditors get divd, Jy 5, 3:3
KINGSBURY (REV), C T (Alliance)
  Paralyzed after accidentally swallowing alum, F 14, 3:3
KINGSLEY (ASS'T ADJ-GEO), H B
  Discusses U S war dept failure to call Battery F
  NOG for active service, Ittr, Je 21, 4:3
KINNE (MRS), MARY
  Suicide, Ag 27, 2:4
KINNEW, SAMUEL A (Cobs)
  Assigns assets, D 1, 4:4
KINNEY, ED (Mansfield)
  Held in murder of stepfather Walter, Mr 12, 4:6
KINTZ, OLIVER P
  Wins property suit against Samuel K. Zwisler, D 6, 3:2
KINZEL, BERNARD
  Albert Kinzel apptd guardian, N 10, 3:3
KIPLINGER (MRS), ELIZA (Green)
  Dies from gout, N 23, 8:3
KIPLINGER, ELMORE
  Sued for divorce by wife Addia, Jy 21, 3:1; files answer, S 6, 6:1
KIRBY, JOHN
  Estate acct filed, N 22, 1:6
KIRK, HOMER L
  Named in collection suit by Noah R. Steiner, Ag 31, 3:2
KIRK, M S
  App'td to county bd of teachers' examiners, Je 24, 3:1
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KIRKENDALL, ISAIAH
  Sued for divorce by wife May (Mary), S 15, 3:5; divorce granted wife, N 11, 3:3
KIRKHAN, (Barberton)
  Boarding house damaged by fire, O 27, 3:1
KIRKHAN ART TILE & POTTERY CO (Barberton)
  Plant rebuilding subject of conf by Zanesville men, Ja 10, 3:6
  Plant to be rebuilt, Ap 4, 1:5
KIRKPATRICK (LT), NEWTON D
  Draws while bathing at Montauk Point, (NY), S 8, 1:5
KIRKWOOD CLUB
  Elects officers, Jr 4, 5:1
  New members listed, D 1, 3:3
KIRYIES, JOHN (Dayton)
  Shoots and kills daughter, attempts suicide, N 18, 2:5
KIRWIN, MARY
  Hearing on chg of keeping brothel continued, Ag 6, 8:3; chgd dismissed, fined for keeping
  house of assignation, Ag 13, 4:4
KITSON, EDWARD (Clev)
  Injured when struck by ore bucket (Clev World), S 22, 3:1
KITTERER, ANNA L
  Death investigated by County Pros R M Wanamaker, Ag 4, 3:2
KITTERBURGER, ROSINA L
  Names William C Kitterburger in answer to cross petition to suit, Mr 16, 3:3
  Named in collection suit by William and Edward Roethig, Jy 2, 3:6
KITTERBURGER, WILLIAM C
  Named by Rosina L Kitterburger in answer to cross petition to suit, Mr 16, 3:3
  Assignee Frank G. Theiss names Charles Chrisman in mortgage foreclosure suit, Jy 2, 3:2
KLAGES, HENRY
  Injured when thrown from wagon, Jy 5, 4:2
KLAGES COAL & ICE CO
  Office damaged by fire, F 5, 4:2
  Awarded contr to supply Akron schools with coal for year, S 21, 5:3
KLOCHER, J M
  Elected infirmary dir Summit county, N 9, 1:6
KLEIN, CHRISTIAN (Cinti)
  Shot and injured when robbed, Ja 28, 2:4; dies from wounds, Ja 31, 2:2
KLEIN, ELM
  Arrested, pleas not guilty to robbery chg, S 6, 1:5
KLEIN, EMIL (cont)
  8:1; pleas guilty, S 7, 3:3; arrested in series of robberies, S 7, 6:2; fined and given suspended sentence, S 8, 3:3
KLEIN, FRANK (Clinton)
  Res robbed, Mr 30, 5:3
KLEIN, JOHN N
  Suicide, F 21, 2:4
KLEIN FLOUR AND FEED CO (Cinti)
  Makes assignment, Ja 29, 2:5
KLINE, CHARLES
  Captured after escape from penitentiary, Je 6, 3:3
KLINE, LEONARD
  Lost in eviction suit against Vernon Miller, Ag 23, 3:1
KLINE (MRS), LOTTIE
  Res damaged by fire, O 28, 1:7
KLINE, MARTHA
  Estate wins personal injury suit by confession against Village of Guy Falls, My 10, 3:3
KLING, ANNA E
  Loses judgment suit brought by Anna E. Bordner, F 2, 3:3; lower ct decision affirmed by circuit
  ct, O 7, 6:2
  Assignee of Hiram S. Faror, O 10, 3:5
KLING, W A
  Speaks on YMC at First ME ch, Jy 25, 6:1
KLING STREET
  Notice to property owners of estimated assessment of cost and expense of constr of sewer, Ja 14, 7:6
KLINKER, GEORGE
  Arrested on chg of deserting U S army during Spanish-Amer war, also arrested on bastardy
  chg, S 24, 3:5
KLINK, GEORGE
  Injured when bicycle runs into fence, My 23, 3:4
KLUG, MARTIN
  Named by Helena Westerwold in collection suit, Ap 4, 5:5
KNAPP, CATHERINE
  Property sold at sheriff's sale, Jy 16, 3:5; adjudged bankrupt, O 14, 6:5
KNAPP, E R & R (Ravenna)
  Plant damaged by fire, Je 27, 3:2
KNAPP, EDWIN A
  Granted pension increase, Jy 2, 3:2
KNAPP, FRANK J
  Assignees ordered to sell certain property and settle certain claims, Mr 19, 3:3
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS (cont)

Give entertainment at Suffield, F 9, 5:6
Tenth regt uniform ranks offers its service in case of war with Spain, Portsmouth, Ap 21, 2:3
Grand lodge of Ohio holds 29th annual meeting, at Dayton, My 25, 2:5
Akron lodge elects officers, Je 2, 8:3; Je 6, 6:4
McPherson lodge elects officers, Je 3, 8:4;
Jn 6, 6:4
Louis assembly elects officers, Je 4, 4:2
Aetolia lodge elects officers, Je 8, 4:2
Colored grand lodge holds 5th annual conv at Springfield, Je 22, 6:3
Akron div No 27 attends natl encampment at Indianapolis, Ag 22, 8:1
McPherson lodge celebrates 25th anniv, D 9, 8:1
Louise assembly No 7 elects officers, D 12, 8:5
Suffield lodge elects officers, U 21, 8:3

KNIGHTS OF ST JOHN

Hold reception and banquet, My 17, 8:3
Sixth div chooses KOTH bond to attend natl conv, Je 14, 3:2
Sixth dist commandery of Ohio holds 4th annual field day, S 6, 8:1

KNIGHTS OF DOLLS

Institutes new lodge at Canton, My 10, 3:2
Gilmour council No 310 holds banquet and initiation services in Clermont, Je 13, 3:5

KNIGHTS OF FATHER MATTHEW

E elects delegates to CTAW conv, Je 27, 8:5

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS

Akron div No 21 holds annual meeting, elects officers, Ja 6, 5:4
Jn T Minshull elected brigade commander of Ohio, Ja 12, 3:7
Ohio brigade of the uniform rank elects Gen Thomas Minshull commander, Ja 13, 3:6

KOEHLER, GEORGE

Charges Alphonso Hunsaman with assault with intent to rape, Ag 8, 8:3

KOEHLER, JACOB

Wins in suit brought by William Keller for damages for alleged race discrimination, Ja 18, 5:2
denied by William Keller in amended petition in damage suit, Ja 19, 4:7

KOEHLER, JACOB (JUDGE)

Missing, Ja 22, 5:4

KOEHLER, GEORGE C

Names John Johnson and 2 others in money suit, F 28, 5:1
Suits against John Johnson, N 2, 1:7
Attends Clev meeting of circuit judiciary com, Je 29, 5:3
with P F Goodhue sues L S Ehrbight for judgment, U 27, 3:6

KOEHLER, JACOB A

Decision in race discrimination case approved, Ilr, Ja 25, 3:4
Barring publication from rape trial praised, ed, F 14, 4:1
Names Barbara and Andrew Metzler in mortgage foreclosure suit, M 25, 3:2
in petition for appt of recr, Ag 29, 3:3
Address on peace and war at Trinity Luth ch, My 2, 5:3
Speaks at Peace Jubilee of Spanish-Amer war, Ag 22, 4:4
Attitude toward law allowing juries to recommend mercy in murder convictions discussed, ed, D 6, 4:2
Test of remarks in sentencing Edgar Johnson for murder of Oscar Osborne, D 6, 8:1
With wife sells parcel of land to Henry C Sanford, D 10, 8:2
Awarded verdict in suit against George N Eby, D 13, 3:2

KOHNER, FRANK (LIMA)

Confesses to theft chg, F 5, 1:6

KOHNER, GEORGE

Charges Alphonso Hunsaman with assault with intent to rape, Ag 8, 8:3

KOHNER, JOHN

Wins in suit brought by William Keller for damages for alleged race discrimination, Ja 18, 5:2
named by William Keller in amended petition in damage suit, Ja 19, 4:7

KOHNER, JACOB

Missing, Ja 22, 5:4

KOHNER, GEORGE C

Names John Johnson and 2 others in money suit, F 28, 5:1
Suits against John Johnson, N 2, 1:7
Attends Clev meeting of circuit judiciary com, Je 29, 5:3
with P F Goodhue sues L S Ehrbight for judgment, U 27, 3:6

KOHNER, JACOB A

Decision in race discrimination case approved, Ilr, Ja 25, 3:4
Barring publication from rape trial praised, ed, F 14, 4:1
Names Barbara and Andrew Metzler in mortgage foreclosure suit, M 25, 3:2
in petition for appt of recr, Ag 29, 3:3
Address on peace and war at Trinity Luth ch, My 2, 5:3
Speaks at Peace Jubilee of Spanish-Amer war, Ag 22, 4:4
Attitude toward law allowing juries to recommend mercy in murder convictions discussed, ed, D 6, 4:2
Test of remarks in sentencing Edgar Johnson for murder of Oscar Osborne, D 6, 8:1
With wife sells parcel of land to Henry C Sanford, D 10, 8:2
Awarded verdict in suit against George N Eby, D 13, 3:2

KOHNER, PETER

Granted naturalization, D 13, 3:1

KOHNER, WILLIAM

Sentenced for vagrancy, U 22, 1:5

KOHLEN, GEORGE (Cont)

Injured by accidental explosion of gatling gun shell, M 16, 2:2

KOHLEN, HENRY (Fostoria)

Doing business under name of Kohl Bros, makes assignment, Ja 19, 2:7

KOHL, JOSEPH

Appd guard at penitentiary, Je 23, 3:1

KOHL (MRS), MARGARET

Death, S 1, 3:1; S 5:5; Mary J Cook apptd admx of estate, O 19, 3:2; O 21, 7:4

KOHL (MRS), S

Res damaged by fire, Jy 9, 8:3

KOHL, F.J.

Lectures on German literature, F 10, 5:3
Submits patriotic letter from brother, Ilr, Ap 18, 5:5
Denies statement that steamers ran out of fuel on trip from Long Lake, Ilr, Je 7, 5:4

KOHL, F. J.

Receives honors in Buchtel coll preparatory commencement, Je 21, 5:5

KOLLMAN (MR AND MRS), FRED

Sells parcel of land to Mr and Mrs Greely E Smith, U 12, 8:2

KOLN, JOHN A

Sued for divorce by wife Matilda J, D 5, 3:2

KONG, HARRY (Tailor)

Injured when hand catches in feed cutter, D 17, 7:1

KONG, LUCINDA

Names S L Phinney et al in contesting suit, Ja 29, 3:5; suit continues, Ja 30, 3:6

KONDR, GEORGE

Son Walter fatally burned when kettle of hot Lard upsets, Ja 25, 3:6

KOP, L

Suicide, Je 23, 2:5

KOPF, FAMILY

Hold annual reunion, Ag 11, 5:4

KOPF, JACOB

Seventieth birthday celebrated, Jy 26, 3:1

KOPPH, GEORGE

Chg of obtaining property under false pretenses dismissed on condition he pay costs and return property, D 8, 8:4

KORNER (MRS), MARY (LIMA)

Killed when caught by elevator door, My 17, 2:6
KORNS, J J (South Portsmouth)
Found frozen to death, Ja 31, 2:4
KOTHELEI, HERMAN M C
Concert, O 22, 6:1
KOSKY, CHARLES (Clev)
Arrested on chg of carrying concealed weapons
during strike riot, S 19, 1:1
KRASIS, JACOB
Suicide, Mr 8, 1:4
KRAHANNICH, CHARLES
Held on disorderly conduct chg, Jy 6, 3:1
KRAHANNICH & BACH
Names Louis D Wilhelm in replevin suit, Ja 11,
3:4; named in cross petition by Louis B
Wilhelm, O 14, 3:3
KRAUT, GEORGE F
Names John Grels in collection suit, F 26, 8:7
KRAUT, HELEN
Suit by Samuel Martin continues, O 28, 3:1
KRAUS, KIRK & CO
Names Mut Cooney in collection suit, My 11, 3:2
Store damaged by fire, My 14, 3:2
Default judgment rendered in favor of Michigan
Ins co against L O and Catharine J Seward,
Ja 21, 4:1
KRAUSE, MINNIE (Clev)
Held on murder chg in death of her baby, F 8, 3:7;
murder trial begins, Ap 19, 2:4
KREIGBAUM, A L
*ins collection suit against Hugh M Boyston and
others, appeal taken by defts, O 13, 3:3
KREIGBAUM, JOHN W
Death, S 19, 5:4; funeral, S 21, 8:3
Honored in resolution by Summit County Agr assn,
S 26, 5:1
William B Kreighbaum appd admr of estate, S 30,
3:2; estat acct filed by admr, N 4, 3:4
KRESS (REV), W S
Lectures on Catholicism at Columbia hall, Ja 10,
3:8
Lectures on present day evils, Ja 11, 8:3
Sermon, Ja 13, 8:1
Lectures on Holy Eucharist, Ja 14, 5:4
Lectures on Catholic belief, Ja 15, 5:3
KREIDER, JOHN
With wife sells parcel of land to Paul E Werner,
J 20, 6:3
KREITZINGER, EDWARD (Cinti)
Arrested on chg of offering diseased cattle for
sale, S 29, 2:3
LAWHURST, WILLIAM A
In case brought by Casper L Kemple judgment by
default for plff, Ja 11, 4:7
KUHLE, FRED
Bakery damaged by fire, Jy 5, 8:1
KUHN (REV FR), MASSILLON
Funeral held for St Mary's Cath ch, many noted
priests present, D 7, 8:1
KUHN, ROBERT (Shelby)
Killed when bridge over Mohican river collapses,
Ja 5, 4:3
KUHN (MRS), MARY (Barberton)
Res destroyed by fire, Ja 5, 5:4
KULLSCHNEFKE, H (Norwalk)
Tentatively identified as man found hanging from
tree, My 3, 2:2
KUNKEM, C J
Losses collection suit against Ideal Sign Co,
appeals, N 16, 3:3
KUNTZ, FRANK
Saloon robbed, John O'Brien held, Ag 8, 8:3
KUNTZ, SAMUEL (East Greenville)
Res destroyed by fire, Ap 21, 2:3
KUNTZ, AUGUST
Killed in attempt to desert from army service
to visit sick mother, Ja 30, 7:3
KUNTZ, PHILIP HENRY (Dayton)
Jrows when boat capsizes, Mr 22, 1:4
KURT (LR), KATHERINE
Talks on necessity of cleanliness before Mothers'
and Teachers' circle, Mr 31, 5:4
Defeated for bd of educ in 1st ward, Ap 5, 1:4
KURTZ, CHARLES
Appnt as state soil insp praised, ed, Je 16, 4:1
KURTZ, WILLIAM (Clev)
Arrested on manslaughter chg, My 27, 2:5; bound
to grand jury, Je 8, 2:5
KUSE, CHARLES (Clev)
Injured when ore bank caves in, U 29, 2:4
KYSTANDTZITZ, JACOB (Mansfield)
Shot and killed by Phoebe Wise, My 24, 4:6

LABOR
Bill introduced into Ohio sen defining prior
liens, F 4, 3:6
Robbed, My 31, 3:7
Regulation scale of wages and hrs proposed by
city, Toledo, S 9, 2:4
LABOR, OHIO FEDERATION OF
Holds conv at Zanesville, U 6, 1:1; Aug Smith
elected pres, U 8, 1:4
LABOR EXHIB
Members meet regarding grading, Ja 5, 5:2
Feed mill in full operation, Ja 12, 5:4
Decides best interests of org can be served by
pub meetings, Ja 19, 5:4
Discusses quip question at meeting, Ja 26, 5:2
Holds meeting, discusses options on coal lands,
F 2, 3:3
Elects officers, F 10, 5:1
Seen as a failure, Mr 23, 1:4
N C Craig appd trustee, Mr 25, 5:4
Indictment for use of scorp for paying men,
demurrer sustained, Wooster, Je 9, 4:6
Akon branch No 196 sells parcel of land to Cora
& Nevin, D 7, 8:3
LABOR UNION, SUMMIT COUNTY CENTRAL
Painters' and Decorators' assn joins, financial
report, Ja 7, 6:2
Passes resolutions opposing reduction of postal
rates and favoring establishment of postal
savings banks, Ja 21, 8:4
Holds meeting, elects officers, discusses legis,
and appts cons, F 4, 3:5
Sponsors address by Supt H S Thomas on Akron
schools and teachers, F 18, 8:1
Meets, names place and date for outing, Ap 1, 5:3
Holds business meeting, activities outlined,
Ja 10, 5:5
Holds annual outing at Silver Lake, S 6, 8:3
LABOR DAY
Proclamation issued by Mayer W E Young, Ag 29,
1:2
LABRADOR
Subject of illust lecture given by Prof Orth to
Natural History club, Ja 22, 5:2
LABROIT, LOUIS
Vagrancy chg dismissed, O 13, 3:1
LACKEY, MESLEY (Clev)
Stabbed, Thomas Brown held, Jy 20, 2:4
LAFLAIRE, FRANK
Fined for disorderly conduct, Ap 12, 8:3
Ladies Aid Soc (Sherman)
Elects officers, Ja 8, 5:4
LADIES AID Soc (Fostoria)
Elects officers, Ja 19, 8:4
LADIES AID Soc (Hametown)
Elects officers, U 14, 8:3
Lafayette (Gen)
Gov Bushnell speaks on memorial, O 3, 8:3
Lafayette Day
Observance plans revd, O 13, 8:3
Observed in all Akron school, O 19, 1:6
Observed in Ohio school, O 20, 6:4
Observed by North hill school, O 21, 8:2
Lafayette Memorial
Rept on collection filed by State School Comm.
Bonnebrake, D 23, 1:3
Comm acknowledges receipt of large donation from
Ohio, D 27, 2:2
Lafever, W S
Fined for intoxication, My 23, 8:1
Laffer, J M
Named in note collection suit by estate of
Thomas Casterton, M 25, 3:2
Laffer, J M
Defeated for council in 3rd ward, Ap 5, 1:4
Apptd on Summit county jury comm, Ap 15, 3:3
Laflerty, Shepherd B
With B B Clark appeals suit against James W
Tuffts, F 23, 3:3
With B B Clark names James W Tuffts in collection
suit, Ap 1, 3:1
Lafrance, George
Resists guards at penitentiary, Ja 19, 2:7
Lahr, John (North Center)
Eulogized, Ja 22, 4:6
Laker, Charles (Rockport Station)
Injured when engine runs over legs, Ag 20, 2:4
Lake Erie & Wheeling R R Co
Loss decision in injunction suit against Ohio
Canal Comrs, O 5, 2:4
Lake Erie & Western RR
Handcar stolen at Beaver Dam, Ja 20, 1:4
Annual rept, Ja 1, 4:5
Train damaged in collision near Blufhton, S 22, 2:4
Suit brought by John E Young settled, O 7, 3:1
Lake Erie & Wheeling RR Co
Named with Penna rr and Northern Ohio rr by
Clarence Alleman, Lima, My 16, 2:5
Acquires Clev, Canton & Southern rr, O 22, 6:1
Lake Erie & Wheeling RR Co (Cont)
Freight trains collide near Summitdale, no one
injured, O 26, 2:5
Losses foreclosure suit brought by Central Trust
co, Clev, U 2, 3:4
Suit brought by John E Young settled, U 6, 3:3
Obtains injunction against Canan cup to prevent
trespassing on property, Wooster, O 9, 2:4
Rumor of sale to Federal Steel co denied by recr.
Blackensdorfer, O 10, 2:4
Ordered sold by U S Judge Taft, D 21, 7:1
Lake Erie Iron Co (Clev)
Interest of E S Lewis sold to W C Soffield,
D 14, 2:4
Lake Shore & Mich Southern R R Co
Named by Charles W Croft in damage suit,
Youngstown, Ja 29, 2:4
Property damaged in wreck at Elyria, F 24, 2:3
Train damaged at Berea by failure of air brakes,
no injuries, S 7, 2:2
Announces plans for new Toledo depot, S 13, 2:3
Train robbed near Elyria, S 29, 2:3
Losses personal injury suit brought by Austin E
Shaw, Youngstown, O 10, 2:5
Secures property at Collinwood to enlarge yards
and build new shops, N 4, 7:3
Closes Norwalk car shops, N 30, 2:4
Train damaged in wreck near Saybrook, no one
injured, U 20, 2:4
Begins erection of Toledo car shops, D 22, 2:3
Lakeshire Co (Clev)
C S McKee apptd recr, Ag 11, 2:4
Lakeside PK
Bathhouses destroyed, F 11, 5:3
Opens for season, Je 6, 8:2
Lally, James (Nightsville)
Shot and wounded, Mrs Aaron Rhinehart held,
My 10, 3:4
Lalone, Peter
Died during Spanish-Amer war, S 6, 3:5
Lamb, Thomas (Fayme)
Store bldg destroyed by fire, My 6, 2:5
Lamba, Frank (Clev)
Killed by gas explosion in tunnel, Ja 12, 2:4
Lambert, William (Macedonia)
Injured by falling tree, My 24, 8:3
Lamb, Robert
Vagrancy chg dismissed, N 16, 3:1
Lamont, Frank
Sentenced to stone pile on vagrancy chg, D 6, 1:6
Lamont (Mrs), Joseph (Bridgeport)
Accidentally shoots and kills infant, F 7, 4:5
Lamport & Pfeiffer Bldg
Damaged by fire, Ja 28, 5:4
Lamphier, William
Named by Peter McGuenemy in collection suit, F 14,
5:5
Lancaster, Jeff (Lancaster)
Held in bigamy chg, F 3, 3:6
Lance, Jessie (Hametown)
Injured when thrown from load of fodder, N 16,
8:3
Lance, L L (Rittman)
Store robbed, Ap 25, 3:3
Lancenberger, Fred and John
Held in assault of Anna Chapman, Je 24, 6:2
Lancenberger, John, See Lancenberger, Fred
Landius, Charles B
Gives address on Fries William McKinley at Ohio
Repub Ed's assn conv at Cols, O 24, 6:3
Lander, Very
Holds celebration in honor of Kaiser Wilhelm II,
Ja 24, 8:2
Lane (Rev. Dr.), (Alliance)
Home robbed and set on fire, Ag 5, 2:5
Lane, S A
Discuss disputed date of big Akron fire during
1869, 1st, M 16, 5:3
Celebrates 83rd birthday, Je 20, 5:5
Taking a street Dewey are criticized, 1st, Ag 1,
8:1
Gives acc at murder trial of Dorsey W Viers, 1st,
U 17, 3:1
Explains action of sheriffs in holding office
over prescribed legal time limit, 1st, D 24,
3:5
Discusses 8-mo interim period in office of Summit
county sheriff, 1st, U 28, 3:5
Lang, H C & Co (Clev)
Stock destroyed by fire, F 12, 1:2
Lang, Herman
Held on larceny chg, O 12, 3:1; sentenced, O 13,
8:1
Lang, Matthew
Defeated for council in 6th ward, Ap 5, 1:4
Lang lumber Co
Files answer in suit of William J Farriss, Ja 24,
4:5
Langel, E B (Toledo)
Missing, My 15, 2:2; surrenders on embezzlement
chg, M 18, 3:4
Langer, Henry
Fined for leaving horse unhitched on st, My 18,
5:7
Lantz, Lucinda
Warrant issued on disorderly conduct chg, Ap 13,
3:2
Lapoint, Paul E
Fined on assault chg, Ag 23, 8:5
Lapp, William
Fined for theft, My 19, 5:4
Laraway, E D
Defeated for bd of educ in 6th ward, Ap 5, 1:4
Lasheer, Margaret
Estate asks notice of petition to sell real
estate, N 4, 7:7
Lapson, Julius
Sentenced to jail on vagrancy chg, D 31, 1:7
Laskaris, N & Co
Store destroyed by fire, N 7, 1:6
Latham, Patrick
Estate asks file final acct, Je 18, 3:4
Latter Day Saints, See Mormons
Lattimer, Jacob (Clev)
Arrested on manslaughter chg, My 27, 2:5
Laubach, E (Loyal Oak)
Injured trying to stop runaway, Ja 12, 8:5
Laubach, Percy
Fined for riding bicycle on sidewalk, O 14, 8:4
Laubach & Nott Co
Stockholders hold annual meeting, re elect offi-
cers, Je 4, 4:4
Laube, Jacob (Green Twp)
Injured in runaway, Ap 27, 8:3
Lauglin, Ely (Connaut)
Killed when gun was accidentally discharged,
F 11, 2:3
Lauglin, Homer China Co (East Liverpool)
Sends with pottery trust, D 17, 6:3
Laundrymen's International Assn
Annual conv at Cinti, S 13, 2:3; continues annual
meeting, elects Silas B Waters pres, S 15, 2:5
Lauger, Rose (Clev)
With J E Cleckner attempts suicide by drowning,
N 1, 2:4
Laugthorugh (Guards), Charles B
Shot and killed in attempted prison break, N 18,
1:3
Lautezemeiser, Moses
Named by William F Strobel in collection suit,
M 13, 3:1; Je 27, 3:3
LAWICK (Mrs.),
Attacked, George Juhas held, N 29, 6:4
LAVAE, CHARLES S & CO (Toledo)
Names David J Wilber and sister Mrs C V Lawrence
in recovery suit, v 1, 4:4
LAVELLE, HUGG
Wins suit against Northern Ohio & co, F 11, 4:7; lower ct decision affirmed by circuit ct, Ap 16, 3:3
LAVENCE, GEORGE
Arrested and held on suspicion, O 24, 8:2
LAWERY, JOHNNE
Hearing on chg of fighting continued, D 12, 8:3
LAW, ORVIN G (Cambridge)
Arrested in murder of Squire Boyd and daughter Mrs J L Wyrick, S 9, 2:2; held on murder chg, protests innocence, S 14, 2:4; indicted on 1st degree murder chgs, F 28, 2:5
LAWLER, JAMES (Clev)
Arrested on counterfeit chgs, Ja 25, 2:6
LAWSTON, OHIO
Dismissed from vagrancy suit, O 31, 1:7
LAWRENCE (Negley)
Drug store robbed, F 4, 2:6
LAWRENCE (GRS), C V (Toledo)
Named with brother David J Wilber in recovery suit brought by Charles S Lavake & Co, D 1, 4:4
LAWRENCE, MARTHA (Coalburg)
Shot and wounded, F 26, 6:3
LAWRENCE, REZAL
Held on grand larceny chg, case contd, O 27, 1:5;
larceny chg dismissed, O 28, 5:3
LAWRENCE, ROBERT
Killed when struck by train at Pittsburgh, F 17, 2:7
LAW & LEGISLATION
Measure proposing bd of examiners praised, ed, Ja 21, 4:1
Rule on law regarding county comm'rs' right to inspect lodge and homes clarified by atty-gen, F 7, 3:6
New sheriff's law declared invalid by Judge West, D 20, 2:4
LAWSON, LINCOLN
Sued for divorce by wife Julia A, Ja 31, 3:4;
F 5, 3:6
LAWSON, RENA
Arrested and fined on intoxication chg, S 17, 4:4
LAWN, C A
Collection suit brought by William Kaufman appealed, Ja 10, 3:4
LAWTON, LEWIS C
Suit against Henry A Robinson, amended answer filed, F 28, 3:3
LEACH, CHARLES F
Nominated customs collector for dist of Gahoga, Je 3, 3:7
LEACH, JOHN (Zanesville)
Drown in flood, M 25, 2:5
LEAKE, ED (Guy Falls)
Barber shop destroyed by fire, N 28, 1:6
LEAKE, THOMAS (Fremont)
With brothers Roger and William and sister Mrs George Gust killed fortune by aunt, Ja 29, 2:4
LEAVITT, JOHN
Purchases block from John F Seiberling, Ag 31, 1:5
LEBANON, OHIO
Amada V Grierson pardoned by Pres William McKinley, D 9, 2:6
LECHNER, ORS (GR), E 0
Elected coroner of Summit county, N 9, 1:6
LECOUX, AUGUST
Injured when crushed by freight car, N 1, 3:1
LEIGH CARTRIDGE CO (Dayton)
Makes assignment, Jy 14, 2:4; bankruptcy proceedings begin, N 2, 2:6
LEE, ALEXANDER
Death, S 14, 3:1; funeral, S 15, 5:6
LEE (CAPT), BENJAMIN F (Brady Lake)
LEE, JUDELEY (East Liverpool)
Sent and killed, George P Brunt surrenders, released under bond, O 25, 2:4
LEE, HENRY (Ohio)
Names Mayor Faurer in slander suit, F 1, 2:7
LIVERY stable destroyed by fire, F 17, 2:5
LEE, JOHN
Overcoat stolen, Ja 11, 3:3
LEE, JOHN (Rittiman)
On Spanish-American war casualty list, Ag 20, 4:0
LEE (GEN), JOHN C
Monument erected at Tiffin, O 1, 1:6; monument unveiled, O 7, 4:3
LEE, JOHN C
Sued for divorce by wife Susan, N 1, 3:2
LEE, ROY A (Youngstown)
Held on manslaughter chg in shooting of Robert G Hazelzett, Ja 20, 1:6
LEE, WILLIAM
Vagrancy chg dismissed, O 17, 3:1
LEEGER, HIRAM
Nominated postmaster by Pres William McKinley, My 18, 2:5
LEGAL PROFESSION
Bill in Ohio legis regulating fees discussed and referred to com, F 2, 3:8; bill regulating fees discussed in Ohio sen, F 3, 5:3
Attys in Edgar Johnson murder trial lauded, ed, D 3, 4:1
LEHMAN, ANDY
Fined for intoxication, Ag 15, 6:2
LDOR (SUIT), C M
Addresses bath tub teachers' meeting, F 1, 3:2
LEHRER, CHARLES A (Sandusky)
Nominated postmaster by William McKinley, My 18, 2:5
LEIB, HIROM
Named by Grove & Knecht rec in collection suit, My 17, 3:2; loses suit, My 20, 3:3
LEICHH, R B
Ran damaged by fire, Ag 8, 3:6
LEIBY, HENRY AND MARY JANE
Nominated by Abraham Uckerhoef estate in collection suit, Ja 19, 4:7
Injured in fall, My 5, 1:3
LEIBY, HARRY
Arrested, pleads not guilty to assaulting Charles Wise, D 8, 4:5; fined for assault and battery, O 14, 1:7
LEIBY, HARRY JANE.
See Leiby, Henry
LEIBY & MAY
Livery stable robbed, N 10, 3:1
LEIGHTON, MICHAEL
Death, U 1, 3:1; funeral, U 2, 1:5; will filed for probate, D 6, 3:3
LEIGHTON, MICHAEL
See Leicht, Michael
LEINER, JOHN
Monument erected at Tiffin, O 1, 1:6; monument unveiled, O 7, 4:3
LEYTH, JOHN
Sued for divorce by wife Susan, N 1, 3:2
LEYTH, ROY A (Youngstown)
Held on manslaughter chg in shooting of Robert G Hazelsett, Ja 20, 1:6
LEYTH, WILLIAM
Vagrancy chg dismissed, O 17, 3:1
LEIPSIC, ANDREW
Injured in fall into grinding machine, Je 23, 4:4
LE liệt (REV), D W
Lectures on China at Christian and Missionary Alliance conv, N 21, 8:1
LEMEUX, LOUIS
Ader's final acct filed, M 7, 3:2
LEMEUX, ROSE
Guardian files final acct, M 7, 3:2
LEMPKE, ALBERT
Victim of fake money swindler, F 11, 5:3
LENDA, JOHN (Wilsonville)
Killed in mine by falling coal, M 2, 2:2
LENT
Official Cath regulations, F 22, 3:2
LENTWALL, JOHN (Columbus)
Robbed, Jy 30, 2:4
LENTZ, CONG, JOHN JAY
Kidnapped for action in cong, ed, Je 11, 4:1
Attack on Pres William McKinley criticized, ed, Ap 8, 4:1
Attitude toward admin criticized, ed, O 18, 4:3; criticizes Pres McKinley's admin, O 22, 1:6; condemned for attack on Pres McKinley in Akron speech, ed, O 22, 4:1; condemned for malicious attack on Pres William McKinley, ed, O 24, 4:1
Offered apologies for error in TJU stating that he made malicious statements concerning Pres James A Garfield, ed, O 24, 4:2
Akrion dems' denial of his alleged speech refuted, ed, O 26, 4:2
Abusive language in speech criticized, ed, N 4, 4:3
Elected state sen by 12th dist, unofficial returns, N 9, 1:3
LEONARDI (OR), A B
Addresses East Ohio conf of ME ch at Barnesville, D 15, 8:2
LEONARDI (OR), W W
Buggy damaged by runaway horse, N 16, 4:3
Attempted shooting frustrated, George W Richards held, N 30, 1:5
LEIFOLD, JOSEPH
Names Akron Soap co in note collection suit, M 24, 1:5
With C N Belden names Akron Soap co in collection suit, My 20, 3:5; wins judgment, Ja 21, 3:4
LEIPER, WILLIAM
Arrested, fined, and sentenced to jail on vagrancy chg, O 28, 1:5
LEPPER, T J
Names Ohio Farmers' Ins co in collection suit, D 12, 3:7

LESLIE, JAMES O
Losses partition suit to William W Leslie, N 4, 3:4
With Nathan S Leslie suit brought by William W Leslie, pltf files motion to have property
surveyed, N 26, 3:3
LESLIE, LAURA (Clev)
Case continued when arraigned on minor chg, D 15, 1:7
LESLIE, MABEL (Clev)
Arrested on disorderly conduct chg, released on
bail, arrested on petit larceny chg, D 9, 8:5
LESLIE, NATHAN S
Suit with James O Leslie brought by William W Leslie, pltf files motion to have property surveyed,
N 29, 3:3
LESLIE, WILLIAM W
Sues James O and Nathan S Leslie for partition of
property, Jy 27, 3:3; wins suit, N 4, 3:4
LESLIE, WILLIAM W
Files motion to have property surveyed in suit
against James O and Nathan S Leslie, N 29, 3:3
LETTER CARRIERS' ASYN, NATL
Opens conv at Toledo, S 6, 2:4; S 7, 5:2; hours
address by Pres Parsons, S 8, 3:6; alleged misappropriation of funds investigated, S 9, 2:4;
conv continues, S 10, 2:5; elects officers, asks
pensions, S 12, 2:2
LEUTSINGER, FELIX
Dismissed from intoxication chg, My 28, 3:1
LEY, GEORGE
Suicide, S 13, 5:5
LEY, PILOT
Injured when boat boiler explodes at Mason's
Landing, Ap 9, 2:4
LEY, A I (Guy Falls)
Grocery store destroyed by fire, N 28, 1:6
LEY, ANGELO
Held on disorderly conduct chg, Ag 3, 6:1; Ag 4,
4:3; pays cost, chg of disorderly conduct
withdrawn, Ag 6, 8:3
LEY, BENJAMIN
Incarceration chg dismissed, D 2, 8:1
LEY, ED (Clev)
Held on burglary chg, Ja 7, 7:4
LEY, EDWARD
Res damaged by fire, Ap 8, 1:4
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LEWIS, EDWIN (Lorain)
Injured in fall from elevator, Nr 1, 2:4
LEWIS, FRANKLIN AND LAVIA
Name Noah R Steiner in suit for personal damages,
Jy 22, 3:4; file amended petition in suit
against Steiner, N 16, 3:4
LEWIS (MRS), GEORGE (Clev)
Fatally burned when lamp explodes, F 16, 2:3
LEWIS (MRS AND MRS), JOHN (Portsmouth)
Shot and wounded by David H Johnson, N 1, 2:4
LEWIS (CORP), JOHN E
Honored at banquet by Afro-Amer league, N 4, 3:2
LEWIS, LILY (Clev)
See Lewis, Franklin
LEWIS, MARY
Estate names Edward J and Emma A Vance in mortgage
foreclosure suit, F 21, 2:6
LEWIS, WILLIE (Clev)
Confesses to murder of J H Hibbard and family
of S, F 26, 1:1
LEWIS, WINFIELD (Marion)
Held in slaying of James Woods and fatal wound-
ing of Lizzie Johnson, F 14, 2:3
LEY, BURT, CHARLES, AND GEORGE
Warrant issued on illegal fishing chg, Ap 13,
3:8; arrested and released under bond, Ap 14,
5:5; jury disagree in trial on illegal fishing
chg, new trial in probate ct ordered, Ap 19,
5:4
LEY, GEORGE
See Ley, Burt
LEY, GEORGE
See Ley, Burt
LEY, GEORGE A
Named with Jacob Gottlieb in personal damage
suit, F 23, 3:1
LEY, LOUIS
Guilty, Joseph Safer held, Ap 28, 3:2; assault and
battery chg dismissed, My 4, 3:3
LEY, MARY A
Final estate acct filed, N 19, 3:4
LEY, PETER
Criminal chgs dropped from docket, D 21, 3:4
LIEBEL
New libel bill passed by sen passed, ed, Nr 4,
4:1
LIEBIG, FRANK J AND VINCENT
Named in foreclosure suit by Augusta A Kaiser,
Ja 21, 6:3
LIEBIG, VINCENT
See Libig, Frank J
LIBRARIES
Establishment of circulating library system
urged, ed, F 17, 4:1
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LIBRARY ASSN, OHIO
Fourth annual conv at Dayton, D 13, 2:4; elects
officers, D 14, 8:2
LICHTENWALTZ (MRS), JACOB (Hamann)
Funeral, D 11, 8:4; will filed for probate, D 15,
1:4
LIEBIG, JACOB M
Aaron B Smith apptd asnder of estate, Ag 10, 3:4
LIEBIG, BELL
Stock destroyed by fire, F 12, 1:2
LIEBIG, BELLE
Definite petition asked in suit against Akron &
Cuyahoga Falls Rapid Transit co, Ja 24, 4:5
Named in answer to personal injury suit against
Akron & Cuyahoga Falls Rapid Transit co, My 20, 3:5
LIEBIG, ALEX
Elects officers, Ja 3, 4:6
Celebrates 83rd anniv, F 4, 8:3
Concert, N 25, 1:4
Holds Christmas exercises, D 27, 3:1
LICHTENWALTZ, JACOB M
Demands investigation of AWOL chgs, D 4, 2:5
LIFE ASSN, ILLINOIS
Financial statement, D 7, 4:7
LIGHTFOOT, THOMAS
Fined for intoxication, F 23, 8:4
LIGHTING, STREET
Change of system of st lighting deferred by comrs,
Ja 6, 8:4
Bids on contr for st lighting asked, Nr 4, 3:6
Arrangements completed for illumination of
Howard st, Je 13, 3:6
Resolution referring contr back to city comrs
rejected by council, Je 14, 8:2
LIEBIG, WILLIAM C
Held on assault and battery chg, My 10, 3:2;
fined, My 11, 5:5
LIEBIG, CHARLES (West Lebanon)
Injured in powder explosion, Ap 2, 6:5
LILLEY (MRS), ELIZABETH (Greensburg)
Injured in fall from stool, My 6, 3:2
LILLEY, WILLIAM C
Transfer of suit to sup ct sought by B&O rr,
Ja 24, 4:5; answer to his suit filed by C&M
rr co, Ja 25, 3:1
LILLOCH (PVT), DANIEL F
Dies of fever during Spanish-Amer war, S 8, 8:3
LIMA LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE CO (Lima)
Named by Mrs Fannie T Cox in damage suit, Ja 21,
7:1
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LIMBACK, MARTIN
App'td on Summit county jury come, Ap 15, 3:3
LIMITIC (REV), HOWARD G (Findlay)
Resigns as pastor of St Paul's Episcopal ch,
N 10, 8:5
LIMITIC, JOSEPH
Losses collection suit filed by John Heppert,
My 19, 3:2
LINCIN AND MAKINLEY CLUB
Resolves duty of Sen J B Foraker is to speak in
favor of party loyalty and against party
perfidy, Ja 6, 4:7
LIND (GOV),
View on free silver praised, ed, N 16, 4:1
LINZ, S M
Names Louisa Wait in collection suit, S 26, 3:2
LINCEY, REV, L A
Sermon, S 6, 4:3
Installed in Clev presbytery, First Presb ch,
D 20, 8:5
Lectures before Women's Vet Relief Union on Amer
soldier, F 2, 5:1
LINGO, GILBERT (Cinti)
Surrenders at county jail, claims to have
attempted to murder Benjamin Fagley, N 3, 2:4
LIND, MARY
Adopted by William and Margaret Thomas, Ap 13,
3:3
LINK, CHARLES
Held in Rockford (Ill) on embezzlement chg,
Je 20, 3:5
LINK, SARAH
Removed from slander suit brought by Samuel
Wilkinson, Ag 12, 3:5
LIPSETT, ANDREW
Estate names Harry Thompson in personal injury
suit, D 15, 3:3
LIQUID AIR
Possible uses discussed by C of C, D 3, 1:7
LISBON, OHI0
Jail reported in bad condition, N 29, 6:5
LISTER (PVT), FRED
Discharged from Co F 8th regt ONG
for intoxication and insubordination, My 3, 3:4
LITERATURE
Prof C F Kolbe's lecture on German praised, Itr,
F 3, 5:4
LITTLE, J W
Defends expenditures of Akron bd of educ, Itr,
F 26, 8:6
LONG, SAMUEL (Myersville)
Injured when thrown against train while unloading slate, S 21, 8:3
LONG, WILLIAM (Batavia)
Finds teeth of prehistoric animal, F 4, 2:7
LONGCOY, F B
With Longcoy Bros and Jacob Fulmer loses collection suit brought by City bank of Kent, F 19, 4:5
LONGCOY BROS
With F B Longcoy and Jacob Fulmer loses collection suit brought by City bank of Kent, F 19, 4:5; confesses judgment in suit by City bank of Kent, F 21, 3:6
LONGBORO, JENNIE (Mansfield)
Found by police, returned to home in Mansfield, N 5, 6:2
LOCHMIS, A.W
Named in collection suit by A W Hall, Ja 17, 5:1
LOCHMIS, AGNES M
Wins breach of promise suit against Charles H Palmer, Ap 19, 1:4; motion to have suit dismissed filed by defendants Thomas C Childs and C H Palmer, Je 2, 3:2
LOCHMIS, BARBARA
Names Samuel and Martha Fauble in mortgage foreclosure suit, F 19, 4:5
LOCHMIS, H E
With E F Vories files answer and cross petition to damage suit brought by Eureka Remedy co, Ja 10, 3:4
LOCHMIS, H E
Appeals suit brought by A W Hall, Mr 25, 3:2
Wins judgment suit brought by J A Whiteman, My 16, 3:3
Suit against Albert B Conrad settled, My 19, 3:2
LOCHMIS, JAMES P
Suit of Thomas W McGue settled, Ja 25, 3:2
LOCHMIS, W
Res damanged by fire, Je 24, 4:2
LOCHMIS MSS COAL CO
Incorporates, Ja 4, 5:4
Buys Akron Salt Co, My 17, 3:3
LOCHMIS SALT CO
Incorporates, My 18, 3:6; My 19, 3:1
Denies report that all employees quit, Ag 17, 4:2
LOHO, RICHARD
Sentenced for vagrancy, Je 20, 5:6
LYONS, REBECCA
Gratuitous pension, D 17, 3:1

LYONS & LINKE
Barber shop damaged by fire, N 7, 1:6

LYTLE, E D (Granger)
Son injured when thrown under threshing machine, S 21, 8:2

LYTLE (MS), JOSEPH (Faxon)
Injured in fall down cellar, Ja 28, 8:4

M

MAG, GEORGE
With Mr. and Mrs. William Clerken sells parcel of land to Thomas F Anderson, U 8, 8:2

MAHS, AUGUST
Arrested for assault on wife, dismissed, Jy 29, 3:4

MABLEY, ARTHUR HURL
Denies being discharged as teacher in Akron schools, 1br, Ap 5, 8:1

M'CULLOCH, LEONARD
Arrested and fined on intoxication chg, Ag 26, 3:1

M'CULLOCH, RANDALL L
Names Daniel Omarr in warrant for assault and battery, Ag 3, 7:1
Suit brought by Ernest P Pfleuger dismissed, D 21, 3:5

M'BARNES, W H
Res damaged by fire, Ag 15, 3:1

M'CRIE, D H
Promotes Lithograph stone quarry, D 13, 1:7: plans exploitation of quarry, refuses to give location, D 21, 6:1

M'CRIE, JOHN T
Defeated for bd of educ in 2nd ward, Ap 5, 1:4

M'CRIE, LUCIUS
Files answer and cross petition in collection suit brought by John Gillie, F 15, 3:4: suit settled without trial, D 6, 3:2

M'CRIE, V K
Sells stock of musical nudes to B Dreher's Sons & Co, Jy 3, 3:1

MCCAFFREY, FRANK (Youngstown)
Escapes from Mahoning county jail, N 4, 7:3

MCCAFFREY
Hold picnic at Sharon, Je 15, 4:6
Hold bazaar, S 29, 8:4
Open new lodge hall in Schumacher block, S 30, 8:4
L E Siser apptd Past Grand Commander Parker of Ohio Great camp, O 3, 6:4
Win verdict in collection suit brought by Frances Godell, Bowling Green, D 9, 2:4

KNIGHTS OF THE MCCAFFREYS
Band elects officers, Je 13, 5:3
Akon tent elects officers, Je 13, 8:4
Band chosen by 6th div Knights of St John to attend natl conv, Je 14, 3:2
Band concert, Je 15, 5:2
Hold 8th dist review at Hudson, Ag 18, 4:6
Hold 9th annual state picnic, Ag 28, 8:3
Akon tent No 125 initiates candidates, elects officers, U 12, 8:4
Lodge organized at Twinsburg, U 21, 8:3

LAUTES OF THE MCCAFFREYS
Favorite hive elects officers, Je 6, 8:4
Protection hive elects officers, Je 13, 8:3
Busy bee hive elects officers, Je 15, 4:2; Je 20, 8:4
Local lodge organized at Green, Je 23, 8:4
Elect officers at state conv, select Akron as site for next yr's gathering, Ag 5, 8:4
Hear address by Mrs Hoppert, Clinton (Doylesworth Journal), O 3, 6:3
Protective hive elects officers, D 12, 8:4
Independent hive elects officers, D 27, 8:4

McCALL, J N (Macedonia)
Injured in attempt to quiet a frightened horse, Ja 6, 8:5

McCALL, JOSEPH (Cumberland)
Confesses on deathbed to murder of brother John, S 16, 2:5: investigation of confession proves futile, S 29, 2:3

McCALLISTER (MS), SYLVIA (Mogadore)
Injured in fall on sidewalk, Ag 16, 8:5
McCANN, FRANK (Cleveland)
Piano Co
Case against William L Brownell dropped from docket, Ja 11, 4:7

McCANN, FRANK
Sentenced for vagrancy, N 23, 8:1

McCANN, HONORA AND JOSEPH
Named in mortgage foreclosure suit by Ray C Wahlwend, N 4, 3:4; lose verdict, D 12, 3:3
McConk & Davidson
Awarded Sumner at paving contr, Je 17, 3:1
McConk, F D
Decision on assault and battery chg reserved, Ja 24, 2:4
McConnell, J S
Barbershop damaged by team of runaway horses, Ja 26, 5:1
McConnell (Sheriff),
Stand on interim period for sheriff's office criticized, ed, v 9, 4:2
McConnell, Alexander
Dismissed from vagrancy chg, Ja 31, 1:7
McConnell, J G
Res dam by fire, N 5, 3:2
McConnell, John (Northfield)
Cattle killed by storms, Ag 31, 8:3
McConough, J
Res dam by fire after gasoline can explodes, Je 13, 8:4
McColl, Charles A
Divorced by wife Mary, Ja 15, 4:3
McColl, Frank
Named internal revenue collector for 10th Ohio dist, Ja 21, 2:4
McConnell, Thomas and Charles
Fined for intoxication, My 4, 3:3
McConnell, George (Fostoria)
Names Boley and Calbourn in property recovery suit, F 3, 2:6
McConnell, James T
Injured in fall from bridge, Ja 7, 6:2; dies from injuries, Ja 8, 3:5
McConnell, Joseph (Barberton)
Elected councilman, Ap 5, 1:3
McConnell Harvesting Machine Co
Wins patent right case against Aultman & Miller co, Mr 22, 3:2
Wins patent suits against Aultman Reaper co and Aultman & Miller co, Cinti, Mr 5, 3:5
McCoskey, Grant
Chgd by Anthony Farnbach with assault and battery on Lenora Farnbach, S 7, 6:4
McCouhey, Robert W
Losses fraudulent property transfer suit against Townsend C Buell et al, My 26, 3:2
McCourt, Ethel
Injured when struck by bicycle, Mr 14, 8:4
McCourt, N
Res dam by fire, N 10, 8:1
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McCourt, Matthew
Fined for leaving horse unhitched, N 16, 5:2
McCourt, P & Co
Awarded Maple st paving contr, Ja 16, 5:5; Jy 15, 4:4
Awarded contr for paving Bittman st, O 8, 3:5
McCourt & Davidson
Secures contr for constr of sewer in Marion (Ind), Je 15, 4:5
McCutty, "Kid"
Saloon attached by Schwind Brewing co, Dayton, Je 15, 5:1
McCutty, Arvina (Massillon)
Injured in fall from scaffold, Ja 21, 7:1
McD. David (Empire)
Allegedly shoots Rose Miller and daughter, Mr 12, 4:6
McD., Fred W (Carrollton)
Nominated postmaster by Pres William McKinley, F 8, 2:3
McD., John (Tiffin)
Shot and wounded, brother Harry accused of crime, Mr 18, 3:4
McD. family
Holds 1st Annual reunion, S 16, 4:7
McGoughen, W. V & Co
Assignee names N J Tibbals and others in attachment suit, Je 20, 6:1
McGraw, John (Painesville)
Saloon robbed, N 10, 2:5
McGraw, John
Daughter Anna dies, N 26, 3:1; 4:5
Death, N 26, 3:1; 4:5
McGaw, E. S. (Words)
A P
Losses judgment suit brought by Boggs & Buhl, S 16, 3:1
McGaw, E. B (Clev)
Injured by unknown assailant, condition remains critical, Ja 10, 5:3
McGee, Thomas W
Suit against James P Loomis settled, Ja 25, 3:2
Names Fergus M Camp in property damage suit, O 7, 6:2
Wins verdict in suit against Virgus M Camp, O 11, 3:4
McGill, Harry
Sued for divorce by wife Nancy J, N 23, 3:4
McGill (NRS), William (Newark)
Attempts suicide by shooting, Jy 30, 2:4
McGinnes, Harry
Assigns business to John W Payne, O 28, 3:3; 3:7
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McKern, Harry (Wellington)
Arrested on chg of impersonating a U S revenue officer, Ja 13, 2:7
McKern, Barney
Saloon robbed, Ja 24, 4:6
Saloon damaged by water in fire at Lamparter & Fleisher bldg, Ja 28, 5:4
McKern, James
Fined for intoxication, Je 24, 6:5
McKern, Jack
Fined for intoxication, Jy 28, 4:2
McKern, William
Suspended by Toledo school bd on immorality chg, Ja 31, 1:6
McKern, George E (Minerva)
Applies postmaster, O 31, 2:4
McKern, William
Sentenced to house for petit larceny, N 15, 3:4
McKern, Edward (Paulding County)
Uses from rables after being bitten by mad dog, Mr 23, 1:3
McKern, Martin (Tallmadge)
Cow killed when struck by lightning, Ag 18, 8:2
McKern, James
Elected state sen from 17th dist, unofficial returns, N 8, 1:3
McKern, Edward
Solaist at Tuesday afternoon club concert, F 3, 5:2
McKern, George
Grimmal chgs dropped from docket, U 21, 3:4
McKern, William (Barberton)
Fined and sentenced to Canton house for theft chg, Ja 15, 4:2
Arrested, pleas not guilty to robbery chg, S 6, 8:2; petit larceny chg dismissed, re arrested, pleas not guilty to burglary chg, S 7, 4:5; arrested in series of robberies, S 7, 6:2
McKern, M N (Wooster)
Granted new trial on burglary chg, F 15, 2:6
McKer, George M
Names John C Joll in slander suit (Clev Leader), Jy 25, 6:2
McFarland, Emerson
Fined for intoxication, Ap 4, 5:3
McFarland, J D
Killed when struck by interurban car between Akron and Barberton, F 15, 3:3; identification as man killed by interurban car between Akron and Barberton doubtful, F 17, 3:4; identified

McFarland, J (cont)
as man killed by interurban car, F 17, 5:4;
body sent to med coll in Clev, F 18, 5:5
McFarland, J S
Property damaged by fire, O 27, 5:4
McFarland, James
Suit against city settled, Ja 28, 4:7
Held on truancy chg, Ap 6, 5:3
Fined for intoxication, Ap 18, 3:5
Taken to Boys' Indus school for truancy, My 4, 3:5
McFarland, John
Answer filed in suit against Walter Beane, Mr 14, 3:3
Apptm as city comr protested by leading dems, Mr 14, 5:3; Mr 15, 5:3
Apptm as city comr protested by anti-McLean dems, Mr 16, 1:5
Petitions circulated against apptm as city comr, Ap 12, 1:6
McFarland (COUNCILMAN), John
With other Akronites inspects Mahoning ave paving in Youngstown (Youngstown Vindicator), Jy 9, 4:3
McFarland (Mrs), Mary (Marion)
Frozen to death during walk, F 7, 1:4
McFarland, Michael
Attempted robbery of store frustrated by watch dog, F 7, 5:3
McFarlin, Francis
Fined for fighting, Je 14, 5:2
McFarlin, May
Attempts suicide by poisoning (Clev Plain Dealer), Ap 9, 3:4
McFarr, James
Fined for intoxication, O 27, 4:2
McFerril, James
Fined on assault and battery chg, Ag 16, 5:2
McGarry, Daniel
Chosen city comr, Ap 26, 5:3
With Stephen McGowan named in personal injury suit by Daniel Collins, Je 3, 3:6
Disclosures attempted bribery, S 26, 1:6
McGarry, Ellen
Named in suit to enforce a judgment and foreclosure of a mortgage by L Wilhelm & Sons, Ja 18, 3:6; cross petition filed by Louis K Hirsh in suit brought by Albert D Wilhelm, F 11, 4:7
Named by Charles M Kryder in cross petition, Mr 18, 3:2
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McGowan, John
Arrested on intoxication charge, N 9, 5:4; fined
for intoxication, N 10, 4:4
McGowan, John, Sr
Fined and sentenced to workhouse with son John, Jr
on charge of fighting, J 27, 5:5
McGowan, Kate
Arrested and sent to infirmary on intoxication
charge, Ag 24, 6:4
McGowan, Mike
Arrested on truancy charge, J 2, 3:3; case continued;
J 4, 3:2
McGowan, Stephen
Named with Daniel McGarry in personal injury suit
by Daniel Collins, J 3, 3:6
McGrady, Barney
Fined for hunting on Sunday, appeal filed, N 16,
4:2; bound to probate at assault charge, D 20,
3:1
McGraw, Kate
Frank McGraw upped ad of estate, J 27, 3:3
McGraw, John
Pronounced insane, to be sent to Newburg State
hospital, F 25, 5:2
McGraw, John
Fined for intoxication, My 11, 5:6
McGregor, Jerry (Fairview)
Stabbed by Tim Hayes, Mr 25, 1:3
McGregor, William
Wins injunction suit against City of Akron, D 17,
1:3
Restraining order against City of Akron continued;
D 21, 5:3; extended, D 20, 3:4; continued;
N 12, 1:4; Tress C. L. Miles named partly deaf,
restraining order continued, N 26, 6:2; files
supplemental petition in suit against City of
Akron and others, N 29, 3:3; answer to injunc-
tion suit filed by City of Akron, D 6, 3:2
McGrew, John
With Lucius Miles named by Charles O. Evarts in stock
collection suit, J 9, 3:2
McInnes, Harvey (Seasong)
Escapes after being kidnapped, F 22, 3:3
McQuin, Henry
Named by Florence M. Hitchcock in judgment suit,
Ja 20, 4:7
McQuin, Patrick
Fined for intoxication, N 18, 3:1; denies he is
person fined for intoxication, N 21, 4:4
McQuin, Patrick (cont)
Trial on charge of assaulting J. R. Bartelheim con-
tinued, U 2, 1:4; charge of assault dismissed,
U 3, 6:1
McQuire, Frank
Injured when shot with air rifle by Frank
Reichert, Mr 8, 1:7
McQuire, Hugh (Boston Lodges)
Robbed, Mr 15 (16), 5:5
McQuire, John
Named by HomeBidg & Loan assn in collection
suit, My 23, 3:7; loses by default judgment in
HomeBidg & Loan assn suit, J 22, 3:4
McQuire, Thomas
Held on charge of non-support of son, James, D 12,
3:4; pleads guilty to non-support charge, case
continued, U 13, 8:3; sentenced to workhouse for
non-support of child, D 14, 3:2
McQuire, Thomas (Toledo)
Shot and killed by Patrolman George Horning following
theft, J 11, 1:5
McQuirk, Kelly
Fined for disorderly conduct charge, Mr 21, 3:2
McKintosh, George D
Answer to his suit filed by Mary Stiller,
J 25, 3:1
Granded original pension, Je 18, 3:2
McKintosh, S. C.
Names Joseph Hartwell in cross petition for
property damages, J 5, 3:3
McIntyre, Robert
Talks to audience at First ME ch on subject of
war, U 7, 1:7
McK, W
Suit filed against Henry B. Sperry answered by
Denial, Ja 24, 4:5
Mckay, George (Geneva)
Injured in explosion, J 3, 3:7
Mckay, John
Files amended answer and cross petition in suit
of Martha Chapin, Ja 24, 4:5
Mckay, John (cont)
Revs camp of 8th Ohio regt in Siboney Beach
(Cuba), Ag 9, 8:1
Accuracy of reports on conditions of 8th regt
DVI questioned by Col Charles F. W. Dick, Ag 17,
4:3
Rebuffed for description of deplorable camp condi-
tions of 8th Ohio regt, ed, Ag 26, 4:1
Mckayne, Michael
Fined for intoxication, N 2, 5:4
McKinley (Pres), William (cont)
Prudence in refusing to enter Cuba until prepared praised, ed, Ag 15, 4:2
Praises WII for Santiago campaign, Ag 22, 3:3
Support of war policy by Calif deems praise, ed, Ag 22, 4:1
Appearance in Akron during vacation itinerary urged, ed, Ag 24, 4:1
Hope expressed that he include Akron in itinerary, ed, Ag 29, 4:1
Appraits from Ohio discuss ed, ed, Ag 29, 4:1
Includes Clev in vacation itinerary, Ag 30, 2:4
welcomed in Canton with demonstration staged by citizens, S 2, 2:4
Visits Camp Wikoof (N Y), S 3, 1:2
Defended against criticism of den politicians, admin as U S pres praised, ed, S 23, 4:1
Arrives in Canton to attend funeral of brother-in-law George D. Saxton, O 10, 1:2; 2:4
Addresses Trans-Miss exposal at Omaha (Neb), O 12, 3:5
Speaks in St Louis (Mo), O 14, 1:1
Attends natl peace jubilee at Chicago (III), O 18, 1:1
Appeals to nation for support of admin, O 18, 4:2
Speaks at Colorado, O 18, 4:2
Discusses rebub party in Ohio, O 10, 6:1
Revs peace jubilee parade at Chicago, O 19, 1:1
Addresses guests at natl peace jubilee banquet at Chicago, O 20, 2:2
Speaks at Omaha (Neb), O 20, 6:1
Speaks at Logansport and Kokomo (Ind), O 21, 1:2
Speaks at Indianapolis (Ind), O 21, 1:2
Admin criticized in address by Repr John J. Lentz, O 22, 1:6
Speaks in Clev, O 22, 2:2
Speaks at Indianapolis (Ind), O 24, 4:3
Speaks at Logansport (Ind), O 24, 4:3
Subject of address by Charles R. Landis at Ohio Repub Ed Ed's assn at Clev, O 24, 6:3
Address on Spanish-Amer war, O 25, 4:3; O 26, 6:1
Revs troops at peace jubilee at Philadelphia (Penn), O 28, 2:1
Registers at Canton for voting, O 29, 2:3
Admin support urged, ed, N 1, 4:2
Ancestry traced, reptd to be Scotch, N 2, 6:5
Revs jubilee procession at Chicago, Illus, N 7, 5:3
Votes in Canton, N 8, 1:1
Annual message to cong, O 5, 1:5
Message to cong lauded, ed, O 5, 4:1

McKisson (Mayor), Robert E (cont)
Criticized for efforts to cause discard at repub state conv, end of pol career seen, ed, Ja 22, 4:1
Ambition for higher pol favors criticized, ed, Ag 8, 4:1
Speaks on Spanish-Amer war at Cath ch carnival in Barberton, N 2, 1:5
McKisson, Francis
Estate names Martha McKintosh in collection suit, Je 20, 3:5
McKintosh, George A and James (Booster)
Indicted on burglary chg, F 21, 3:6
McKintosh, James
Deatb, Je 24, 6:2; funeral, Je 25, 3:1
McKintosh, Martha
Named in collection suit by Francis McKnight estate, Je 28, 3:5
McKintosh, William
Arrested on intoxication chg, U 14, 3:1; fined, D 15, 3:1
McLain, Edward S (Barberton)
Hilled when accidentally shot while hunting at Long Lake, S 1, 3:2; death attributed to coroner accidental shooting, S 3, 4:2
McLaren, Archibald (Clev)
Dismissed on lunacy chg, F 4, 2:7
Bound to good jury on embezzlement chg, F 12, 4:2
McLaren (Pres), Daniel (Cinti)
Fleeds not guilty before U S Corr Adler to chg against Addyson Steel & Pipe co of violating anti-trust law, put under bond to appear in U S ct, O 12, 2:4
McLaughlin, A
Res damaged by windstorm, Ja 24, 8:3
McLaughlin, George A (Jamestown)
Appptd postmaster, D 9, 24; postmastership confirmed by U S sen, D 16, 2:2
McLaurin (Sen), John (Longsides)
Praise of Mrs William McKinley regardless of den viewpoints cited, ed (Clev Plain Dealer), O 7, 3:7
McLean (Sheriff), Coila
Chg of negct of duty dismissed, Ap 20, 2:5
McLean, John R
Control of dam machine in Akron discussed, M 11, 1:5
McLean, M E (Clev)
Held on chg of pension law violation, F 12, 6:3
McLean, Robert L
Arrested on suspicion chg, taken home by brother, N 22, 1:2
McVain (Rev), E T
Sermon, Ja 31, 5:1
McVay (Ohs), John T (Portsmouth)
Injured in bicycle collision, Ag 4, 2:5
McWhan, James
Injured in fall down steps, Jy 30, 3:4
McWhan, C. S
Arrested for fighting, F 7, 5:4; case dismissed, F 9, 3:1
McWhan, Chauncey
Suffers loss in fire that destroys J F Seiberling co bldg, N 16, 1:7
McWhan, R T (Twinburg)
Res destroyed by fire, O 17, 3:4
McWhan, William
Estate final acct filed, Ap 21, 3:4
McWhan, Charles
Sentenced for intoxication, O 21, 5:3
McWhan, George (Wilmington)
Dies from gun shot wound, Ja 17, 2:5
McWhan, Charles K
Arrested in chg of visiting brothel, F 5, 1:4
Arrested on grand larceny chg on affidavit of Charles H Palmer, Ag 16, 3:4; held in robbery, Ag 17, 3:4; bound to common pleas ct on grand larceny chg, Ag 22, 8:3
McWhan, Edward
Fined for intoxication, Je 18, 5:4
McWhan, Grace and James
Named in foreclosure suit brought by Home Bldg & Loan asn, Je 27, 3:3
McWhan, James. See McWhan, Grace
McWhan, Orlando
Chosen city comm, Ap 26, 5:3
McWhan, Levi D (New Portage)
Pension increased, D 27, 3:1
McWhan, William (Clyia)
Accidentally shot and wounded while hunting when gun discharged, Je 23, 2:4
McNail, Frederick (Sycamore)
Missing, F 2, 2:6
McNair, P T
Vagrancy chg dismissed, My 19, 5:4
McNeal, William
Sentenced on intoxication chg, M 15, 3:2
McNeal, Louis N
Sued by wife Florence for divorce, O 10, 2:4
MCCOURT, GEORGE
Fines in artillery unit of U.S. army, M 29, 3:1
MCGUIDEN, FREDERICK
Name William Lampley in collection suit, 14, 5:5
MCHAFFERY (MRS.), MARY
Sentenced to workhouse for disorderly conduct, 18, 4:2; case continued, 18, 5:6
MCHAFFERY, THOMAS
Injured in bicycle collision, 14, 5:6
MCGILLIGAN, ARTHUR
Fined for intoxication, 21, 1:5
MCEVETY, MORGAN (Marietta)
New venue of jurors ordered as murder trial continues, 24, 2:5; trial continues, 27, 2:4; continues, 2, 2:4; defense closed, 5, 2:2; trial to jury, 9, 2:4; convicted on second degree murder charge, 10, 2:5; sentenced to life imprisonment, 13, 2:3
MCINTIRE, JAMES
Suit against Julius Michelson and others dismissed, 10, 3:3
LOVES damage suit to Joseph A. Kempel et al., 15, 3:3
MCELEERY, Lauretta
Sentence suspended for non-support of children, 22, 3:1
MADAS, PETER (Dayton)
II after eating hog liver and pork pudding, 19, 2:2
MADISON, JAMES
Fined for intoxication, 8, 3:1
MAGUIRE, JOHN
Fines recovery suit against Dan Campbell, appeals to common pleas court, 18, 3:4; restraining order continued in suit against Dan Campbell, 25, 3:3
MADISON (MS), ALICE K
Charged against husband charged to fornication, 18, 6:2
MADISON, JAMES
Fined for intoxication, 9, 5:9
MADISON, LEWIS
Arrested on charge of unlawful assault with intent to rob Eva Smith of Marion (IND), 18, 3:2
MAGUIRE, CORIN
Book of publications on Spanish-American war criticized, ed., 30, 4:2
MADISON, WILLIAM
Beaten, Clifford Jackson arrested and fined, 0, 5:4
MAGNET TELEPHONE CO (Burbank)
Elects directors, 18, 5:3
MAGILL, GEORGE AND WARE (Cleveland)
Damaged by fire, 12, 2:5
MAGUIRE, JOHN
Chartered to develop coal land in Tuscawarre county, 3, 1:5
MAGUIRE (MRS.), FRANK D (Cleveland)
Held in kidnapping of daughter Edith Beryl Barnes, 18, 3:3; held under bond at Erie (Penna), for Cleveland authorities on kidnapping charge, 18, 2:2; indicted on child stealing charge, 18, 3:3; extradition papers issued by Penna. gov't for return to Ohio on kidnapping charge, 25, 3:7; returned from Erie (Penna), 28, 4:4; to be surrendered to Ohio authorities, 29, 2:6; released under bond, 30, 6:4; claim to have paid Barnes sum of money to relinquish all claims to daughter Ethel Beryl, (Cleveland), 1, 5:3; suspected of kidnapping stepdaughter Edith Barnes, 5, 1:6; plea to abate indictment on child stealing set aside by Judge J. V. J. D., 20, 3:2; fail to appear in court, bond not forfeited, 1, 5:5; discharged when demurrer to indictment is sustained, 25, 3:4
MAGUIRE, CHARLES (Denison)
Cut with razor during quarrel with Charles Slanger, 30, 1:5
MAGUIRE, JOHN
Watchdog eats $5 in currency, 1, 8:2
MAGUIRE, JOHN
Fire store damaged by fire, 5, 5:6
MAHER, DANIEL (Cleveland)
Unjustified injuries rec'd in gas explosion in waterworks tunnel, 13, 2:4
MAHER & GRISH (Toledo)
Named in collection suit by J M Hughes, 18, 2:5
MAIN STREET
Damage by cave-in when water pipe bursts, 30, 1:4
PROPERTY OWNERS INJOINED Akron St. Ry & Illuminating Co. from constructing double tracks, 1, 1:5
MR. O'NEILL, MICHAEL (Cleveland)
Assessed for street sprinkling in order passed by city council, 5, 6:7
PROPERTY OWNERS IN TALLMADGE and Market St. assessed for street sprinkling in order passed by city council, 5, 7:2
PROPERTY OWNERS FROM MILL TO STATE assessed for street sprinkling in order passed by city council, 5, 7:2
PROPERTY OWNERS FROM CHESTNUT TO THORNTON assessed for street sprinkling in order passed by city council, 5, 7:2
MAINE
Repub party election pluralities since 1870 cited, ed, S 20, 4:3
MAINE, BATTLESHIP
Same thinking and action urged in disaster, ed, F 16, 5:6
Great excitement displayed by Akron citizens over disaster, F 16, 5:2
Careful investigation and sanctuary in regard to disaster urged, ed, F 19, 4:1
Coolness while awaiting investigation urged (ed, Clev Plain Dealer), F 23, 4:1
Pres. William McKinley's course in investigation of recent disaster approved, ed, F 24, 4:1
Disaster subject of address by Sen Foraker before Ohio legis, Nr 3, 3:3
Disaster victims' neglect by U S criticized, lst, Nr 11, 8:5
Publishing of facts about disaster urged, ed, Nr 14, 4:1
Investigation by admin praised, ed, Nr 22, 4:2
MAINE MEMORIAL
Copy of address by Rev. N J Myers to be among documents, N 26, 6:3
MAKOSKI, JOHN (Clev)
Held in 4-yr-old slaying of Elizabeth Janicki, Je 7, 2:4
MALAIRE
Epidemic prevalent though only a few cases reported at Camp Bushnell, Ag 12, 2:5
Epidemic reported at Sullivan, O 5, 2:3
MALONE, JACK
Arrested, fined, and sentenced to jail on vagrancy chg, W 20, 1:5
MALONE, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, D 18, 3:1
MALONE, PAT
Fined for intoxication, O 17, 3:1
MALONEY, BUDWEY (Kadworth)
Killed when struck by express train, Je 21, 3:4
MALONEY (MCS), MARQUET (Collinwood)
Burns to death when home is destroyed by fire, Nr 7, 1:4; Nr 8, 2:2
MALOY, FRANK
Held on suspicion chg, O 8, 3:5; fined for gambling, O 10, 3:1
MANAHAN (MCS), LOUISA (Shelby)
Killed when bridge over Mohican river collapses, Jy 5, 4:3
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MANDELBACH (FIRE CHIEF),
Accused of mistreating fire dept, Manhattan Ins co threatens cancellation of all fire ins policies in Akron, Jy 14, 8:3
MANDELBACH, HENRY
Elected asst fire dir, S 20, 7:1
MANDELBACH, WILLIAM
Injured while leading crowd in Hanbury Lumber yds, Jy 7, 3:2
MANDELBACH, WILLIAM H
Insuit, F 11, 4:7
MANHATTAN CLUB
 Incorporates, U 1, 3:4
MANHATTAN CONTR CO
Formerly Manhattan co, D 14, 1:6
MANHATTAN FIRE INS CO
Changes name to Manhattan Contr co, U 14, 1:6
MANHATTAN FIRE INS CO
Threatens to cancel all policies in Akron, Jy 14, 8:3
Named in injunction suit by Squier, Hahn & App, Clev, O 26, 5:5; injunction suit dismissed, O 31, 6:2
MANHATTAN TRUST CO
Files application for appointment of new receiver for Detroit & Lima Northern R, Toledo, N 1, 2:5
Application in U S circuit ct places Akron St Ry & Illuminating co in hands of receivers, George W Grause and Alfred O Beebe, Ja 14, 8:1
MANIX, JOHN (Cinti)
Held on suspicion chg in King Powder co explosion, Je 21, 1:2
MAIFF, WILL
Sought in fraud of H A Kasson, S 19, 1:4
MANELL (MCS), CHARLOTTE
Arrested on chg of neglecting to send daughter to school, released, O 10, 3:3
MANNING, WALTER
Arrested and fined in speeding chg, S 19, 5:3
MANSFIELD, JOHN
Believed to be escaped inmate from Newburg State hosp, held for investigation, F 21, 3:1
MANSFIELD, OHIO
Residents contemplate holding at fair, Ag 24, 2:5
MANSFIELD SHIELD
Protest against press censorship deemed unpatriotic, ed, J 7, 4:1
Criticized for conflicting news regarding Col Charles Dick's treatment of soldiers during Spanish-American war, ed, S 13, 4:2
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MANLESS STORE CO (Cinti)
Factory with Wolf Bros destroyed by fire, My 7, 6:2
MANITU STATION, OHIO
Petition filed for inc as Village of Manita, My 11, 6:2
MANUFACTURERS AND MANUFACTURING
Citizens of Summit county urge to seek industrties, ed, Ja 10, 4:1
MANUFACTURERS' MUTUAL INS CO
Ligation in chs criticized, ed, Je 17, 4:1
MAPLE GROVE BRIDGE
See Bridges
MAPLE STREET
Ord to establish and reestablish grades passed by city council, Ja 4, 8:4; Ja 7, 7:5
Notice to property owners of estimated assessment for constr of sewer, Ja 14, 7:6
Improvement resolutions adopted by city council, Ja 18, 8:2; resolution to rescind resolution for improvement, Ja 22, 3:3; resolution for improvement passed, Ja 22, 3:6; 3:7
Improvement and assessment ord passed by council, Ne 25, 3:3; 5:5
Ord to issue bonds for improvements passed by council, My 6, 7:7
Council applies bd to estimate assessments for improvements, My 7, 6:7
Bids for improvements called for, My 17, 7:4
Notice of sale of bonds, My 17, 7:5
Notice of estimated cost and assessment for improvement, Je 4, 7:6
Paving bids closed, Je 14, 4:2; contract awarded P T McKee, Je 16, 5:5
Resolution for rep of estimated assessments for improving st from Bittman to Bare st, Je 18, 7:4
Property owners assessed for improvements in ord passed by city council, Jy 8, 7:2
Bond issue to cover cost of improvements authorized in ord passed by city council, Jy 26, 6:6
Notice to contractors to submit sealed bids for improvement, Ag 6, 6:4
Sale of bonds authorized in ord passed by council, Ag 10, 7:4
Notification of levy for improvement, Ag 19, 7:1
Manner of paving protested by res, appeal of inspector, S 20, 7:1
MAPLE SUGAR AND SYRUP
Good harvest foreseen at Chagrin Falls, M 5, 2:5
MAPLE VALLEY SCHOOL
Mathematics contest results, Ja 12, 8:7
MARBLE CUTTING INDUS
Marble slab mfrs complete null combine at meeting in Cinti, Ja 14, 2:2
MARCH, GILBERT RAYMOND
Personal injury suit against Clev Terminal & Valley rr co pending in circuit ct, O 7, 6:2
MARION HITS LAND CO
'Named in cross petition by Thomas L Childs, F 1, 3:3; answer and cross petition filed, W 24, 3:1; U 26, 3:1
MARK, ANDREW
Arrested on chg of non-support of wife, M 17, 1:4; trial extended, Nr 21, 3:2
Sued for divorce by wife Matilda, Je 7, 3:3
MARKET STREET
Ord to reestablish grade referred to com, Ja 4, 8:4; ord adopted, Ja 14, 7:6
Property owners oppose asphalt paving, Ja 5, 5:2
Res introduced into council calling for improvement by widening and paving, F 8, 6:3
Action of council in E Market st paving controversy creates adverse sentiment among res, F 8, 5:4
Property owners' demands on paving upheld, ed, F 14, 4:1
Council passes improvement resolution, F 22, 8:3; F 26, 6:7
Action of city council in passing paving bill claimed illegal by E Market st property owners, F 24, 5:2
Resolution to improve from east line of High st to west line of Buchtel ave, M 5, 7:1; from east line of Buchtel ave to east line of Case ave, M 5, 7:1; from west line of High st to east line of Buchtel ave, M 5, 7:3
Ord passed by council to provide for sprinkling system, Ap 29, 7:4
Akron St Ry & Illuminating co offers to pay city's portion of paving costs for privilege of laying double track, M 13, 3:3; acceptance of proposal urged, ed, Jr 11, 4:1; proposal offered by Akron St Ry & Illuminating co praised, ed, Jr 12, 4:1
Ord passed by council to fill vacancy in sprinkling bd, My 14, 7:6
Proposed paving discussed, My 21, 8:1
Property owners between Kirkwood and Franklin sts assessed for st sprinkling in ord passed by city council, Ag 5, 7:1; between Howard st
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Adler, Jake; Rachel Rosenbloom, 9 20, 3:1
Ahern, Mary. See Groark, James H
Allen, James. See Allen, James H
Allbright, Mary L. See Morgan, Thomas
Baldwin, Debby. See Sciabba, Austin
Baldwin, Mildred. See StSur, William F
Baldwin, Andrew H; Mrs Ida K. Bragg, 8 4, 3:2
Allen, Frank; Cora B. Leighton, 8 3, 3:2
Anderson, Della. See Longacre, O S
Anderson, Forest O; Lucy A. Rowley, 8 15, 1:7
Anderson, Foust O. See Anderson, Forest O
Anderson, Fred S; Gertrude M. Whittier, 8 29, 3:2
Anderson, James H. See Anderson, Fred S
Anderson, William J; Fanny M. Jean, 8 19, 3:1
Andrews, Harry E; Addie L. Montgomery, 9 24, 3:1
Andrews, Charles; Mary Happy, 8 5, 3:1
Andrews, Hubert C. See Klotz (Rev.), Edward G
Andrews, Myra J. See Griffith, Judson S
Angel, Bertha V. See Hurlebus, Herman
Arbogast, George; Louise Whetcraft, 8 3, 3:6
My 4, 3:1
Archer, Frank F; Rosana M. Myers, 8 20, 4:6
Arndt, Robert; Ella E. Brid, 8 9, 3:1
Armistead, Henry V; Lillian Koch, 8 29, 3:2
Astor, Margaret. See Lawrence, A Schuyler
Atler, Herman; Jennie Volka, 8 23, 3:3
Averill, Herman; Uma Hand, 8 16, 8:5
Bachman, Louise. See Cline, Eugene
Bachlet, Orlando H; Jennie C. Moore, 8 13, 3:1
O 14, 3:2
Baer, Frank R; Margaret Adelaide Vasbinder, 8 20, 3:2
Bahl, Edward R; Ida A. Johnson, 8 5, 3:1
Baker, Matilda. See Kroeger, Henry R
Baker, Dolly A. See Riordan, John B
Baker, William; Grace Link, 8 28, 8:4
Bales, Charles A; Ida E. Githe, 8 16, 3:5
Barker, Eva. See Barker, Jennie E
Barber, Edith R. See Drum, Albert J
Barker, Frank L; Nellie Gibbons, 8 24, 3:4
My 25, 3:1
Bassett, Milton; F. J. Hagenbaugh, 8 22, 3:3
Beatty, Louise E. See Adams, Robert
Becker, Fred H; Dora B. Klein, 8 23, 3:3
Becker, Anna. See Whetstone, George D
Becker, Anna. See Peters, George
Becker, Barbara. See Swain, George W
Beese (Mrs). See Barr, Allison
Belden, Dewitt; Myrtle M. Traxler, 8 16, 3:3
Bell, Carrie. See Clark, Harry W
Bell, Cora May. See Howestine, John W
Benner, Elwood C; Minnie Urron, 8 23, 3:3
Bender (Mrs). See Morgan, Harry
Bentz, Gertrude B. See Benezier, Gertrude B
Bennage, Emma E. See Harris, Lincoln M
Bergdorf, Catherine. See Glathar, Franz
Bergold, May. See Hill, William E
Berrie, Florence L. See Flickinger, Samuel A
Bettalle, Maude H. See Bosentle, William H
Bevers, Eva. See Debuss, Russell
Bevers, William; Alpha Debusk, 8 11, 7:4
Blek, Emma. See Cipra, Joseph
Birbeck, Francis. See DeFlaut, A R
Bisker (Mrs). See Suttell, Nellie
Bittner, George; Myrtle Zelnar, 8 7, 3:1
Bittner, Lydia. See Brown, William
Bixler, Perry; Maud Smith, 8 23, 3:3
Blackburn, Florence J. See Saffuer, Fred W
Blackburn, John Frederick; Myra Carter, 8 23, 1:5
My 24, 3:1
Blackwell, William; Clara Warden, 8 26, 3:1
Blaha, Alfred A; Anna Karlovic, 8 9, 3:1
Blake (Mrs). See Walker, Orin
Blalock, Alfred J. See O'la, Alfred A
Blume, Bertha M. See Smith, Charles G

MARRIAGE AND MARRIAGES (cont)

Barnes, George W; Mary Augusta Cleary, 8 20, 1:7
Barnett, Jennie. See Spidel, William H
Bassett, Milton; F. J. Hagenbaugh, 8 22, 3:3
Battles, Nathan C; Marie B. Hagenbaugh, 8 23, 3:3
Batty, Louise E. See Adams, Robert
Bauser, Fred H; Dora B. Klein, 8 23, 3:3
Bauser, Frank B; Rosana M. Myers, 8 20, 4:6
Bauser, Robert; Ella E. Brid, 8 9, 3:1
Bauser, William; Grace Link, 8 28, 8:4
Bauser, Charles A; Ida E. Githe, 8 16, 3:5
Bauser, Eva. See Bauser, Jennie E
Bauser, Jennie E. See Drum, Albert J
Bauser, Frank L; Nellie Gibbons, 8 24, 3:4
My 25, 3:1
Bassett, Milton; F. J. Hagenbaugh, 8 22, 3:3
Beatty, Louise E. See Adams, Robert
Becker, Fred H; Dora B. Klein, 8 23, 3:3
Becker, Anna. See Whetstone, George D
Becker, Anna. See Peters, George
Becker, Barbara. See Swain, George W
Beese, Mrs. See Barr, Allison
Belden, Dewitt; Myrtle M. Traxler, 8 16, 3:3
Bell, Carrie. See Clark, Harry W
Bell, Cora May. See Howestine, John W
Benn, Elwood C; Minnie Urron, 8 23, 3:3
Bender, Mrs. See Morgan, Harry
Bentz, Gertrude B. See Benezier, Gertrude B
Bennage, Emma E. See Harris, Lincoln M
Bergdorf, Catherine. See Glathar, Franz
Bergold, May. See Hill, William E
Berrie, Florence L. See Flickinger, Samuel A
Bettalle, Maude H. See Bosentle, William H
Bevers, Eva. See Debuss, Russell
Bevers, William; Alpha Debusk, 8 11, 7:4
Blek, Emma. See Cipra, Joseph
Birbeck, Francis. See DeFlaut, A R
Bisker, Mrs. See Suttell, Nellie
Bittner, George; Myrtle Zelnar, 8 7, 3:1
Bittner, Lydia. See Brown, William
Bixler, Perry; Maud Smith, 8 23, 3:3
Blackburn, Florence J. See Saffuer, Fred W
Blackburn, John Frederick; Myra Carter, 8 23, 1:5
My 24, 3:1
Blackwell, William; Clara Warden, 8 26, 3:1
Blaha, Alfred A; Anna Karlovic, 8 9, 3:1
Blake, Mrs. See Walker, Orin
Blalock, Alfred J. See O'la, Alfred A
MARRIAGE AND MARRIAGES (cont)
Murray, John W; Sadie Dyson, Ap 22, 3:1; 3:2
Murray, Thomas A; Nellie Byron, J 30, 3:4
Myers, Abbie. See Purdy, Alvah J
Myers, Benjamin M; Rachel L Martin, F 14, 3:2;
F 18, 8:5
Myers, Carrie. See warburton, Javvid
Myers, Frank; Sadie Shook, Je 11, 3:1; Je 13,
3:2
Myers, Lucy. See Hassler, Francis
Myers, Rosanna M. See see Archer, Frank F
Nash (Mrs), Mildred R. See Fence, William E
Nettle, Minnie. See Jeffries, Earl P
Nettle, William; Mrs Lizzie Bisker, Mr 30, 3:2;
Mr 31, 3:2
Newton, George H; Teresa Offineer, N 15, 3:1
Newton, William H; Margaret Haverty, Ap 21, 3:1
Newport, Mary E. See Young, John
Newton, Clara. See web, Carroll
Neumann, Silas A; Marion Henry, J 27, 3:5
Nichols, Anna. See Brown, Richard
Nichols, Mary. See Nathans, Orlo C
Nitz, Charles; Lydia Mahs, Ap 23, 3:5
Noaker. See Strausser
Norris, Edward B; Gertrude H Spiller, F 9, 3:4;
F 10, 5:5
Nourse, George; Nellie Traster, O 15, 3:3; O 17,
3:2; O 18, 8:4
Nowland, Katherine E. See Kennedy, Michael V
Offineer, Teresa. See Newman, George H
OthDeterminer, Theresa. See Gavlock, John
Uls, Cora. See Devitt, John C
Olson, John; Rose M Garret, My 12, 3:1; My 13,
3:3
Omler, Osgate. See Dunlap, William S
Omlinger, Oliver; Lucy Henry, My 5, 3:5; My 10,
8:5
Orth, Louisa. See Jewell, William
Osborn, William A; Ida G Wright, Je 7, 3:4;
Je 10, 3:2
Osborn, William G; Lillie May Corbin, Ja 26, 3:4;
Ja 31, 5:5; Fl 1, 8:4
Osborne, Mary. See Lindley, Charles T
Otta, Ervin; Pearl Johnson, O 24, 3:1; O 26, 3:1;
O 28, 8:2
Ovitt, Raymond C; Mame E Graham, N 2, 3:1
Ovitt, Stella I. See Ingersoll, Sidney M
Palmer (Mrs), Lulu. See Ling, Jacob
Palumbo, Giacomo; Josephine Laduro, F 5, 1:7;
F 7, 3:3

MARRIAGE AND MARRIAGES (cont)
Parish, Della. See Monnelly, W P
Parish, F C; Marie Williams, Ja 6, 1:4
Parish, Lin. See Hufnerson (Cir), W W
Parker, Lewis; Margaret Coleman, F 9, 3:4; 5:5
Parmelee, Carrie. See Rhodes, O D
Patterson, Gertrude. See Robinson, Javvid S
Patterson, Mildred. See Snyder, Eugene
Patterson, Minnie E. See Wolfan, Charles J
Patton, Bert C; Georgiana Carr, F 10, 1:7; F 14,
3:2
Paul, Laura Anna. See Yontz, Wilbur Clayton
Payne, Harvey E; Habel A Clayton, S 3, 6:2
Peart, William H; Mrs Lorena Hopkins, Ap 2, 3:2
Peece, Nora G. See White, William H
Peachum, Laura A. See Valentine, A Howe
Peekles, Margaret S. See Dover, Elmer C
Pendleton, Helen. See Johnson, Joseph
Peshack, Louise. See Madison, James Devitt
Peters, George; Annie Becker, Ja 20, 8:3
Petersen, Bess B; Elizabeth Waldon, D 27, 3:1
Petett, Elin J. See Hardy, Vinton M
Pfaul (Mrs), Elizabeth. See Spiker, Harry A
Pfunder, Charles E; Charlotte Sheets, D 24, 3:1;
D 26, 3:1
Phillips, Clark D; Emma Snyder, Mr 30, 3:2
Phope, Lulu. See I'll, Joseph B
Pick, C J; Alice Jarwood, O 18, 1:2
Pitzer, Margaret B. See Delor, George H
Pohlman, Louise J. See Siflet, Milton W
Pohle, Clara L. See Ums, Walter
Pohle, Jennie L. See Weltie, William H
Polumbo, Giacomo. See Palumbo, Giacomo
Polumbo, Myrtle. See Volcott, M F
Potter, Birdie L; Cora E Stine, F 5, 4:6
Porter, Loretta May. See Mcgill, Harry F
Porter, Anna E. See Snyder, Charles E
Powell, Bert; Mary L Hadlock, Mr 28, 5:7; Mr 29,
3:1
Powelson, William Van Nest; Margaret Olivia
Millar, S 10, 6:5
Prewitt, Helen. See Chapman, Simon H, Jr
Prentice, Grace E. See Brown, Richard E
Prentiss, Milton H; Mary E McCoy, N 24, 1:7;
N 25, 3:2
Preston, Haille E. See Hill, Burt James
Price, Estella. See Larsen, Harold
Price, Keokee E. See Marvin, Charles A
Price, Mary A. See Falor, Edwin S
Price, Mary. See Jones, Thomas
Prior, Myrtle. See Goldworther, Richard W
Pribet, George E; Grace K Joubelie, D 10, 3:2;
D 12, 3:2
Proctor, Edward M; Jassamine Simpson, D 20, 3:1;
D 30, 3:2
Purdy, Alvah J; Abbie Myers, J 8, 3:3; D 10, 3:3
Purine, Maud. See Spor, Bert E
Putt, Edward; Anna Johnson, My 13, 3:3
Putt, Nettie. See Thomas, Richard
Rabb, Henry C; Mary A Kutterworth, N 18, 3:1
Radle, Mary M. See Randle, Mary M
Raley, T E; Lenora Taylor, D 27, 3:3
Ralph, Clara. See Hart, James
Randall, Mary M. See Ray, James
Range, William; Hattie B Warner, Mr 3, 3:2
Rankin (Cir), Irvin C; Lena J Schreuder, N 2, 3:2;
N 7, 3:2
Ramsdell, Clara. See Flickkenger, Warren
Ray, Merriet; Ethel Mather, Ap 12, 8:5
Ray, James; Mary M Randle, O 25, 3:1; 3:2
Raymon, Clara. See Horskovites, George
Read, Ada. See Lewis, William
Reading, F Alice. See Lammers, William
Ream, John Milton; Margaret J Taylor, Je 17, 3:1;
Je 17, 3:2
Reich, William; Sophie Winterberg, Ag 20, 3:1
Reed, David C; Clara D Cordova, Ap 14, 3:4; Ap 15,
3:2
Reed, Jessie L. See Wood, Harry F
Reed, Lulu. See Taggart, Frank
Reedy, Josephine. See Chase, Winfried
Roes, Eva. See Johnson, Fred E
Reeser, Girtha. See Feige, Sterling E
Reichert, George G; Margaret A Humphreys, D 22,
3:4; D 23, 3:2
Reid, Ada. See Read, Ada
Reid, David M. See Reed, David M
Reid, Florence Pauline. See Murdoch, Kenneth
Jacob
Reinhardt, Clara C. See Dice, Frank M
Reiner, Jennie. See Taylor, Dennis S
Renner, John F; Adaline A Keysor, D 24, 3:1;
D 26, 3:1; D 27, 3:3
Rempf, Cora B. See Titus, Charles H
Rhoades, Elizabeth M. See Watson, Edwin R
Rhodes, D E; Carrie Parmelee, O 18, 8:4
Rhodes, Sadie. See Ritzman, Samuel.
MARRIAGE AND MARRIAGES (cont)
Shaw, Frank, Jr; Della Feudenhain, D 19, 6:2
Shaw, Hattie J.; See Young, Louis E
Sheehan, Bertha. See Kandall, Daniel D
Shelheron, May. See Carter, Harry
Sh еврith, Eila. See Holtz, Otto
Sheeler, Hurleagh M.; Thelma L. Smeitzer, M 30, 3:2
Snoeeman, Cora. See Kirchner, Arthur
Shook, George F.; See Smock, George F
Shook, Sadie. See Myers, Frank
Shutt, Alice. See Jilling, Jacob
Shultz, Harry H.; Flora Smith, S 15, 3:1; 3:5
Siebert, Anna. See Watts, William
Siebert, Hollie. See Robinson, Harry I
Sigal, Henry; Maud Keiss, J 20, 3:4
Siegrist, Myer E.; See McAlpin, George E
Stivers, Fred W.; Henrietta Amelia Lambert, J 10, 8:1
Simmons; Campbell, J 29, 8:4
Simmons, F. W.; Cora A. Russell, J 3, 3:2
Simms, Joe. See Hummond, Clark
Simon, Belle. See Riley, Willie
Simon, Jussamine. See Proctor, Edward M
Simson, Mary Belle. See Friedland, Albert
Skinner, Summer M.; Myrtle L. Lee, N 15, 3:1
Slaby, Mary. See Corcoran, Peter
Smith, Charles G.; Bertha W. Bowers, Ag 29, 3:2; Ag 30, 3:2
Smith, Erastus; Mary A. McColl, M 30, 3:2
Smith, Flora. See Shutt, Harry A
Smith, Frank B.; Mame C. McFarland, J 20, 1:7
Smith, Martin; May Buckholz, F 25, 4:2; F 28, 5:1
Smith, Maud. See Bixler, Perry
Smith, Milton W.; Louise J. Poehlman, S 22, 3:2; 3:3
Smith, Rahama. See Harper (Sr), E B
Smith, Robert; Mrs. Louise Matti, N 16, 6:4
Smock, George F.; Mary J. Lightfoot, J 8, 4:3; Je 22, 3:1
Snyder, Anna. See Galloredo, Stanton
Snyder, Charles E.; Anna E. Potter, S 15, 3:1; 3:5
Snyder, Emma. See Phillips, Clark O
Snyder, Eugene; Mildred Patterson, J 20, 3:2
Snyder, Frank; Clara L. Theiss, S 15, 3:1
Snyder, Harry Lee; Letitia Ewing McHugh, My 28, 2:3; My 30, 3:2
Snyder, John J.; Mary E. Schumacher, J 20, 3:2
Snyder, Mollie. See Wise, Harvey
SLATER, Elizabeth M.; See Stout, Lewis R
Snedecor, Universal; See Stone, Henry M.
Snedden, Nellie M.; See Diehl, Curtis J
Snyder, Josephine. See Ladino, Josephine
Solomon, Myer. See Roebuck, William H
Southmayd, Edith. See Bradley, William Earl
Spea, Eva. See Herrick, Frank
Spence, Harry B.; Anna Davis, S 22, 3:3
Spenkel, Andrew; Lucie Anderson, S 7, 3:1
Spencer, (Mrs); John George; Minnie Elizabeth
Stauffer, Lizzie. See Edwards, Ernest
Stauffer, Fred W.; Florence J. Blackburn, F 2, 3:3; F 3, 5:7
Steely, Harry C.; Grace L. Clapp, J 12, 3:1
Steiger, Ernest. See Steiger, Emma
Steiger, Harry; Bertha Manley, Ag 2, 3:1; Ag 5, 3:2
Stein, Charles R.; Maggie Wolf, D 2, 3:2; D 5, 3:2
Stein, Ada E.; See Bales, Charles A
Stelzer, Adolph J.; Edith Mason, D 21, 3:2; 3:3
Stevens, John; Albertine Brecklin, N 21, 3:4
Stevens, Julia. See Hicken, Wilford H
Stevenson, Wallace; Lulu Hirsch, O 26, 3:4; O 27, 3:2
Stewart, Jeanette M.; See Cooler, Jay D
Stewart, William; Eva Squires, Ap 6, 1:5
Stigler, Emma. See Wooldry, Robert
Stine, Cora E.; See Pontius, Birdie L
Stock, Clara B.; See Morse, Evan E
Stocker, Frank H.; Hannah H. Thomas, F 8, 3:1
Stoke, John H.; Ella Thurby, Je 14, 3:4
STRAUSBURG, Lizzie. See Edwards, Ursia A
Streuser, Naoker, H 29, 8:4
Struecker, George M.; Mevilla Daily, M 22, 3:3
Strother, Sadie E. See Weyrick, Norman M
Strother, Sadie E. See Strother, Sadie E
Stubbs, William F.; Mildred J. Alderfer, Je 16, 3:2; 3:5
Stuckey, Ada. See Booth, Russell
Stubeck, Katharina. See Brown, Robert
Stuhldreher, Rachel. See Coffey, Edward
Sutter, Elina B.; See Grubb, Elton E
Sutton, Eugene A.; Lillie L. Cline, N 7, 3:1
Swain, George W.; Barbara Becker, N 14, 3:4
Swan, Bertie. See Crouser, Frank
Sweitzer, Helen E.; See Shibly, Hurleagh M
Swigart, Elmer E.; Myrtle M. Drinker, N 16, 3:5; N 17, 3:5
Sweinheater, Eura M. See Lutz, Samuel W
Switzer, Grace. See Miller, Ray
Taggart, Frank; Lulu Reed, Ap 29, 3:1
Taylor, Anna M. See Burgon, George G
Taylor, Beatrice. See Hyatt, U G
Taylor, Blanch. See Koontz, Russell B
Taylor, Dennis J.; Jennie Renner, My 4, 3:1; My 5, 3:5
Taylor, Lenora. See Isley, T E
Taylor, Margaret J.; See Ream, John Milton
Tebbas, Smith J.; Sophronia Brownless, O 31, 3:1
Teggel, Willis; Armilda M. Mowry, Ja 3, 5:4
Theiss, Clara L. See Snyder, Frank
Theobald, Myrtle G. See Macaulay, L F
Thiem, Maude. See Van Norman, Vernon
Thoms, Bertha G.; See Boven, Milton
Thomas, Elizabeth M.; See Young, James G
Thomas, Hannah H. See Stocker, Frank M
Thomas, Jennie. See Boven, Richard
Thomas, John H.; Fannie E. Wilkinson, Ap 27, 3:1
Thomas, Minnie E.; See Wolf, Hirum B
Thomas, Richard; Nettie Putt, Ap 6, 1:5; Ap 7, 3:5
Thompson, Angelina R. See Kassing, John D
Thompson, Foust B.; Gertrude A. Foust, O 28, 3:1
Thompson, Grace L. See Leatherman, Charles E
Thompson, John W.; Lillie M. Schaffer, Ap 21, 5:5
MARRIAGE AND MARRIAGES (cont)

Thornton, Harvey; Bertha G. Seiel, Je 5, 4:4
Thorp, Daisy. See Clapsadel (Ot), Frederick A
Thorngger, Amelia. See Miller, Andrew
Thursday, Bertha B. See Kline, William H
Thursday, cita. See Stowe, John H
Titus, Charles H.; Cora B. Repp, S 6, 6:1
Todd, Angie E. See Mittel, Harvey F
Tourtelot, Lucy; See Geer, Arthur C
Townsend, Grace E. See Moeve, David O
Toy, Lila L.; Alexandria Daisy Commins, Ap 28, 3:1
Traster, Nellie. See Nourse, George
Travers, Grant Charles; Alnor Kittibeger, Je 15, 3:3; Je 16, 3:2
Traxler, Myrtle M. See Belden, Dewitt
Tread, Clara A. See Fawcett, Arthur J
Treat, Edward Pierce; Blanche Evelyn Straight, N 25, 3:2; N 26, 3:2
Treat, Fred C.; Estella L. Kendle, D 27, 3:5
Tredway, Kornia. See Bonewell (Dr), Lloyd
Trefithinger, Anna B. See Stanfield, Charles
Troutman, Frances M. See Clough, Lee E
Troy, Robert; Anna E. Stanley, Mr 10, 3:1; 3:5
Tudor, Edith W. See Errett, Harry W
Tuttle, C V.; Lillian Coulter, Mr 5, 1:2
Valbricht, Augusta. See Ginke, Edward H
Van Campen, Charles; Rebecca Gilcrest, S 29, 3:2
Van Dorn, Margaret Adelaide. See Baer, Frank R
Van Hook, Laura. See Young, Harvey
Van Norman, Vernon; Maxie Thiem, Ja 17, 1:6
Vandusen, Joseph C. See Vandusen, Joseph C
Viall, Maud. See Crum, James
Vice, Amelia. See Rouden, Hiram
Viers, Gertrude. See Wagner, Jared U
Vogt, Ella R. See Wheeler, William C
Volka, Jennie. See Atter, Herman
Vorder, N. Pearl. See Bowen, William T
Wagner, Anna. See Kriss, Charles E
Wagner, Charles; Flora Davis, Ag 27, 3:1
Wagner, Jared U.; Gertrude Viers, Ja 26, 3:4
Wagner, Edward E.; Celia C. Faust, F 14, 5:5; F 25, 8:2

MARRIAGE AND MARRIAGES (cont)

Wagner, G. Edward; Maud A. Falk, Je 15, 3:2
Walt, John; Mrs. Addie Hays, Jr 13, 8:2
Walker, Orrin; Mrs. Emma Blake, U 10, 3:3
Wallace, James; Mary Condon, M 9, 4:3
Wallace, Joseph. See Wallace, Robert Joseph
Wallace, Robert Joseph; Kate F. Manton, N 23, 3:3; N 26, 3:2
Walker, Clara G. See Schramm, Henry L
Walker, Fannie. See Walters, Fannie
Wall, Griss; Mrs. Hughman, Mr 24, 8:5
Warburton, David; Carrie Myers, S 26, 3:4; S 27, 8:2
Warden, Clara. See Blackie, William
Warder, Hattie B. See Range, William
Warburn, Marion I. See Cady, William L
Washington, Amanda. See Clayton, Robert L
Watson, Edwin R.; Elizabeth M. Rhoades, Je 14, 3:4
Watters, Ethel. See Jones, Merriet
Watters, Fannie. See Edwards, Frank E
Waters, Maude Ida. See Miller, Will W
Watts, William; Anna Siebert, O 13, 3:3
Wells, Carroll; Clara Newton, Ja 22, 3:1
Webber, Lula Florence. See Donahue, Edward William
Weber, Theresa. See Mackey, James
Weimer, Bertha. See Hitbrandt, Charles
Weirath, Lizzie. See Zinkel, Frederick
Weiss, Elva L. See Deemison, Charles
Weiss, Daisy. See Dasso, Charles
Welsh, Elizabeth. See Peterson, Jena B
Wells, George H.; Eva May Gregory, Je 25, 3:2
Welsh, Agnes L. See Scott, William H
Wilton, Park E.; Katie B. Koontz, F 21, 3:2; 5:5
Wilton, Renu. See Buell, Sidney
Wendt, Anna. See Gravesemul, John
Wirtley, Lillian L. See Rinker, William C
Wirtz, Edna. See Cahow, Harry A
Wirtz, William H.; Nora G. Feek, Jr 12, 3:1; Jr 13, 3:2
Wirtz, Anna. See Fry, Dominick
West, John; Carrie Toots, O 21, 3:2; 3:3
Westcamp, Maud E. See McComville, Sylvester W
Westover, Ola C. See Lowry, A H
Westmore, Mildred G. See Ginnfield (Orr), Edwin J
Wetzel, William H.; Jennie L. Fohle, Mr 30, 3:2; Mr 31, 3:2
Wetzel, Reimold; Olga Miller, O 7, 3:1
Weyrick, Norman M.; Sadie E. Strocker, Mr 14, 3:3; Mr 16, 8:3

MARRIAGE AND MARRIAGES (cont)

Whalen, George; Martha Stair, D 6, 3:1
Whaley, George A.; Claudia E. Crumroy, Mr 29, 5:3
Wheeler, William C.; Ella A. Vogt, M 3, 3:2
Wehrer, Louise. See Arbergast, George
Weitzman, Jesse E. See Combes, Frank
White, Alice. See Gracey, Robert
White, George Henry, Jr.; Ida Mae Jones, J 15, 8:4
White, George W.; Sarah Martin, Ja 6, 5:3
Whitcomb, Benjamin E.; Mary Hiles, Ag 11, 3:1; Ag 12, 3:2
Whitcomb, Charles A.; Clara E. Buchanan, Ag 11, 3:1
Whitcomb, Gertrude M.; See Anderson, Fred S
Wilcox (Mrs), Amelia L. See Markwalder, Charles E
Wilde, Robert; Jessie Schroop, Ag 30, 8:4
Wilcox, Fred J.; Stella Brooner, Ja 30, 3:2
Wilcox, Julius E.; Minnie Merchens, Ja 17, 3:1; 3:4
Wilkinson, Fannie E. See Thomas, John H
Willard, Harry Alison; Agnes Gertrude Vermont, Je 7, 3:1
Williams, Edward; Mary N. Jones, My 28, 3:4; My 30, 3:4
Williams, George E.; Harriet L. Loughry, Mr 21, 1:5
Williams, Ida M.; See Jones, Gurnam
Williams, Hume M.; See Miller, Fred J
Williams, Mattie. See Liles, Charles
Wilkins, Henry; Mamie Cunningham, Jr 8, 3:1
Wilson, Louise. See English, Samuel
Winkleman, William; Pearl Johnston, Ja 20, 4:6
Winkler, Grace. See Bliss, Charles
Winkler, Jacob; Blanche M. Leibole, O 10, 3:3
Winterberg, Sophie. See Reich, William
Winterton, Anna. See Carroll, John W
Winters, George D.; Anna M. Becker, Ja 10, 3:5
Wire, Hulcy; Mattie Snyder, D 21, 3:2
Wire (Prof), James O.; Lillian A. Kline, F 4, 1:7; 4:4
Witers, Murry. See Paris, F C
Witte, Charles; Clara Baughman, Ag 17, 8:3
Wolcott, Arthur; Stella Hathaway, N 23, 8:4
Wolcott, M F.; Myrtle Polson, S 14, 3:1
Wolf, Anna. See Frith, John
Wolf, Emma J.; See Bollinger, Allen E
Wolf, Frederick W.; Helena R. McMillen, Ag 12, 3:2; Ag 13, 3:2
Wolf, Hirus B.; Minnie E. Thomas, F 10, 1:7; F 11, 5:5
Wolf, Hirus B.; Minnie E. Thomas, F 10, 1:7; F 11, 5:5
Wolf, Hirus B.; Minnie E. Thomas, F 10, 1:7; F 11, 5:5
Wolf, Hirus B.; Minnie E. Thomas, F 10, 1:7; F 11, 5:5
Woods, Virginia. See Moorehead, Samuel
Wright, Edgar 8.; Josie E. Bloomer, Je 28, 8:4; Je 6, 2:6
Wright, Ida G. See Osborn, William A
Wuestefeld, Jennie. See Jarkon, William C
Wurick, Bella. See Greenhoy, Simon S
Yantz, Wilbur Clayton; Laura Anna Paul, My 14, 3:5; My 15, 3:2
Young, Bertha. See Bowes, Ben
Young, Harvey; Laura Van Hook, O 19, 3:2
Young, James; Elizabeth H. Thomas, F 17, 3:5
Young, John; Mary E. Newport, F 9, 3:4
Young, Kent; Ella Schonel, My 6, 8:5
Young, Louis E.; Hettie J. Shaw, Je 16, 3:5
Yountz, William C. See Yant, Wilbur Clayton Yountz, Carrie. See west, John
Zellers, D F.; Lucy T. Brehm, O 17, 1:6
Zehner, Myrtle. See Bittner, George
Zorns, Caroline. See Bukayke, Charles
Zinkel, Frederick; Lizzie Weirath, Ag 17, 3:1
Zintel, Elizabeth. See Snyder, Nathan D
Ziske, William; Mary Healey, S 20, 3:1
Zong, Mary. See Kirchert, John
MARRIN, ELVA C
Named by Homer E. Conner in collection suit, My 13, 5:3
MARRIOTT, C W (Clev)
Sentenced for robbing the mails, Ap 14, 2:5
MARSH, SAMUEL
Pleads not guilty upon arraignment on incend chg, F 1, 5:2; bound to grand jury, F 4, 3:3
MARSH, C C (Shamee)
MARSH, CHARLES (Arnold)
Injured by corn shellher, F 5, 1:6
MARSH, JAMES
Death, Mr 10, 8:5; Lafayette Swigart apptd admr of estate, Ap 8, 3:3
MARSH, JAMES (cont)

Estate names Samuel C Marsh in collection suit, D 20, 3:4
Offer to confess judgment made by Samuel C Marsh, J 22, 3:3

MARSH, LOUISA
Names W H, F C, and Emma M Kasch in recovery suit, D 27, 3:3

MARSH, RAYMOND GILBERT
Second trial in personal injury suit against Valley RR co starts, Je 22, 3:2; wins suit, Je 24, 3:3

MARSH, SAMUEL C
Named in collection suit by James M Marsh estate, D 26, 3:4; offers to confess judgment, D 22, 3:3

MARSH, SARAH C
Files motion to set aside partition of property in case of Florence Carothers against W Allen Carothers et al, Ja 10, 3:4

MARSH, STEPHEN
Fattily injured when struck by train, Ja 20, 3:4

STATE, property suit by Harriet L Shaw, Ja 24, 4:6

MARSHALL, JAMES
Arrested as robbery suspect, S 21, 1:4; pleads not guilty to chg of having burglar tools in possession, S 22, 8:2; trial starts on chg of possessing burglar tools, S 23, 6:1; N 15, 3:4; file motion for new trial when found guilty of possessing burglar tools, N 16, 3:3; taken to penitentiary on conviction for carrying burglar tools, U 2, 8:4

MARSHALL AVE
Ord passed to improve by paving, F 8, 8:3


ORD to improvements called for, My 17, 7:4
Notice of bond sale for improvements, My 17, 7:7
Notice of estimated assessment of cost, My 4, 7:7

Paving contract awarded to James Wildes & Sons, Je 17, 3:1

Property owners assessed for improvement in ord passed by city council, Jy 7, 7:5; Jy 8, 7:5

MARSHALL AVE (cont)
Resolution providing for constr of sidewalks passed by council, S 27, 4:4
Resolution providing for constr of sidewalks between Market st and north Corp line passed by council, O 1, 7:7

MARTIN, ALBERT (Delphos)
Fined and sentenced to house for theft of watch from Nathan Nall, Je 7, 2:4

MARTIN (Dx), ANDREW J
Suicide, Ap 7, 3:6

MARTIN, CHARLES (Clev)
Held on chg of pension law violation, F 12, 6:3

MARTIN, H A
Resigns from Gov Asa S Bushnell's staff, Ja 13, 2:7

MARTIN, HANS
Dies from effects of skull injury, N 30, 1:6; funeral, U 1, 3:1

MARTIN, JAMES
Granted pension, Je 16, 3:1

MARTIN, JOHN
Hattie Usherba, admr of estate, files bond, o W 1, 3:2

MARTIN, JOHN C (Wilmington)
Retrial on manslaughter chg postponed, N 2, 2:4

MARTIN, S A
Room robbed, F 7, 8:3

MARTIN, SAMUEL
Suit against Helen Kratz continues, O 20, 3:1

MARTIN, SAMUEL A
Named by William C Murple in motion to vacate the service of summons, Ja 3, 5:2

Chgd with assault by William C Murple, transcript filed in probate ct, Ja 8, 4:3

Named in answer to libel suit against William C Murple, F 12, 4:4

Fined on assault chg, M 12, 1:7

MARTIN, THOMAS
Arraigned on vagrancy chg, forced to leave town, Je 13, 8:2

MARTIN, W A
Motion for clarification of petition filed in suit against Akron, Bedford & Clev St Ry co, S 17, 3:2

MARTZ, HERMAN (Ravenna)
Injured in powder explosion, Ja 22, 8:3

MARTZ (OHS), ODEMA R
Death, N 1, 1:7; funeral, N 3, 5:5

MARTZ (OHS), E A (Cuy Falls)
Fined for liquor law violations, N 12, 3:2

MARVIN, HENRY E (Toledo)
Decision of justice ct on chg of pure drug law violation reversed by Judge Barber, M 15, 2:2

MARVIN (OHS), JANE MILLER
Death, blog, N 29, 3:2; funeral, D 2, 5:5; R P

MARVIN (OHS), appendectomy, D 31, 3:2

MARRY DAY NURSEY
Matron files annual report, D 8, 8:4

Gives charity ball and picture impersonation program, N 18, 5:5

Sets date for open house, N 22, 3:2; holds open house, N 23, 3:1

Plans linen sale and entertainment, U 3, 5:5; annual linen sale begins, J 7, 1:4

Contributions listed, J 3, 8:5

MASON, (Clev)
Injunction against Tippecanoe club dissolved, M 2, 2:2

MASON, (Marietta)
Trial on murder chg continues, Ag 27, 2:4

MASON (Sen), "BILL"
Acceptance of captured Spanish flag from U S sailors while denouncing imperialism discussed, ed, Je 30, 4:2

MASON, HARRY
App'td atty for food comm in 20th and 21st discts, My 4, 2:3; app'td atty for state food and dairy dept, Ag 20, 2:4

MASON, WILLIAM
Granted pension by Akron police pension fund, Ja 22, 5:1

MASON, FREE AND ACCEPTED ORDER OF
Akron and Adrian lodges hold annual reunion and picnic, Je 24, 5:1

Washington C H temple damaged by fire, S 12, 2:2

Grand lodge of Ohio elects officers at Cols conv, O 21, 4:5

Ohio Home trustees hold annual meeting at Springfield, reflect officers, N 11, 8:3

Adoption of Lodges No 517 elects officers, D 14, 5:5

Akron lodge No 83 elects officers, D 21, 1:5

Clev Mystic shrine initiates new members, U 30, 1:6

KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Entertain and give gifts to children at Children's home, Ja 3, 8:2

Open 50th annual state conclave at Springfield, S 15, 4:5

Akron conclave No 25 prepares for visit of
MILLIGAN, JAMES

Ordered out for vagrancy, Je 17, 5:2

MILLER, JOY

Suicide by drinking carbolic acid, Jy 23, 2:5

MILLIN, A A (Gladstone)

Shot and wounded by unknown assailant, Mr 8, 3:3; dies from gunshot wound, Mr 10, 3:4

MILLIN, JUDITH

Burns covered by fire, Jy 23, 3:1

MAILS, A

Infant son injured when thrown from buggy, My 31, 6:2

MAXON, MARTHA

Fined for intoxication, Je 3, 5:1

MAXWELL, ALICE

Victim of diphtheria, removal from city being investigated by Bd of health, Jy 15, 4:4

MAXWELL, CAMPBELL

Nominated consul gen to Santo Domingo by Pres McKinley, Mr 30, 3:4

MAXWELL, WILLIAM A (Brilliant)

Resigns as mayor, Ct 1 waddle apptd, F 5, 1:6

MAY, ANNA

 Held on chg of being inmate of brothel, Jy 30, 5:4

 Held on grand larceny chg, Jy 30, 5:4; Ag 2, 5:2

MAY, GEORGE (Dayton)

Injured when boiler explodes, D 0 1, 2:2

MAY & STEIGER

Granted patent on new type grate, D 0 1, 5:3

MAYBURN, HENRY J (Alliance)

Falls under train, fatally injured, My 28, 3:6; My 30, 3:6

MAYBURN, HENRY J (Alliance)

Attempt to gain freedom from English prison on pleas of poor health criticized, ed, N 12, 4:1

MAWSON, DAN

Fined on chg of leaving horse unhitched, S 22, 8:3

MAWSON, FRED

Assaults Jacob Knapp, Ag 31, 1:6

MAZES (Cox), A W

Fares hosp conditions of 8th Ohio regt at Camp Wikoff, Ag 27, 3:3

Maes notice that soc of the army of Santiago Cuba has completed org, Jy 12, 1:7

MAZUM, LOUISE A

Named by Ferdinand Schumacher's assignees in note collection suit, Mr 2, 3:2

MEANS, R F

Appeal filed for reversal of verdict in his suit against R H Duncan, Ag 12, 3:3

Names R F Duncan in recovery suit, S 10, 3:3

MEARS, CHARLES W

Candidate for chief counsel of Ohio div Law, candidacy endorsed by Ohio friends, Ag 23, 5:1

MEARS

Epidemic closes schools at Northfield, Ja 24, 6:2

Epidemic feared, F 2, 8:5

Epidemic unabated at Northfield, F 3, 8:5

Epidemic at Alliance, F 8, 2:3

Epidemic at East St Paul, Ag 18, 2:3

Epidemic at Tallmadge, My 18, 8:4

MECHANICAL NATL BANK (Pittsburgh)

Wins default judgment against K B Conger, et al, Jy 22, 3:4

MECHANICS, UNITED JUNIOR ORDER OF AMER

State conv opens at Marion, S 14, 2:4

Conv conv opened by natl council at Clev, S 14, 2:4

MECHANICS NATL BANK

In case against K B Conger motion filed to make petition more definite, Ja 6, 5:4

MEDICAL BROTHERS CO

Wins suit from H A Baerstler, Ja 28, 4:7

MECKLEY, J S

Constable sale, Jy 1, 7:4

MEFFRIN, M H

Res damaged by fire when sky rocket strikes roof, Jy 5, 8:1

MEIER, MARTIN

Ordered to pay alimony, Ja 12, 3:1; missing, Ja 17, 5:1; held on contempt of ct chg, Ja 22, 4:5

Cross petition filed by Addie Ricks in suit of Jane Evans, F 4, 4:4

Suit for divorce against wife Maggie dismissed, F 11, 4:7

Named by People's Savings Bank in petition to decide partition of sum of money, Ap 16, 3:3

MEISNER, A H (Sandusky)

Reports Ohio men made gold strike in Klondike, Jy 27, 2:3

MELANAY, BERWIN

Funeral, Je 29, 8:3

MELISH (KHU), WILLIAM B

Appd chief of state engineers by Gov Asa Bushnell, D 24, 1:3; D 26, 1:3

MELL, P D

Injured while uncoupling freight cars when foot became caught under brake beam, Ja 12, 3:3

MELVIN, ABBEY

Omitted from list chg, Jy 5, 8:3

MELVIN, GEORGE

Satirizes claims of dem candidates, 11r, D 21, 6:1

Approves candidacy of Col Charles Dick, 11r, D 26, 6:1

MEMORIAL DAY

Car on arrangements apptd by Mayor W E Young, Ap 23, 5:4

Celebration cons apptd by Mayor Young, My 10, 5:5

Preparations for celebration made, My 12, 8:1

Officers apptd for celebration, My 13, 3:4

Addtional apptts of officers for celebration, My 21, 3:4

Special police apptd, My 23, 3:1

Method of celebration criticized, 11r, My 23, 6:1

Celebration as day of rejoicing urged, ed, My 24, 4:2

Celebration plans discussed, illus - 4:2, My 26, 4:6

Celebration program announced by Chief Marshal Paul E Werny, My 27, 3:2

Sacred observance urged, ed, My 28, 4:2

Sacred observance urged, ed, My 30, 4:2

Review of city celebration, My 31, 5:3

MENDONHAH, JOHN

Fined on theft chg, Ja 22, 8:4

MENDOGY, FRANK

Losses verdict in reprieve suit brought by Mrs Julia Glines, S 16, 5:2

MENGISGORD (MRS), ELIZ (Edith N Vittu)

Jenius being discharged as teacher, but resigned, 11r, Mr 30, 1:7

MENDONITA CI

Wesent chrc recit gift of land from V C Amstutz, for site for home for the aged, F 19, 2:2

Units in Indiana and Ohio to build home for aged, Marshallville, Ap 30, 2:6

MENTAL DISEASES

State Assn of Infirmary dirs recommends that no insane or inebriates by admitted to infirmaries, Ja 19, 2:7

Bill providing for classification and cure of
MENTAL DISEASES (cont)
adult inmates transferred to 98th assembly,
Ja 25, 3:5
Farm site purchase provides for feebled minded
in bill passed by legis, Ap 14, 3:5
Care provided for in bill passed by legis,
Ap 21, 3:3
Respect for insane urged, 11r, Ag 3, 4:4
Annual insanity rept for Ohio, S 13, 8:3

MERITILE NALT BANK (N Y)
Names stockholders of J C McNeil co in collection
suit, My 9, 3:3
Names J Ben Campbell, Mary G McNeil, C W Berry, and
A H Cale in collection suit, My 9, 3:3;
Je 27, 3:3
Files exception to final acct of George C Berry
estate, My 11, 3:3
Names J C McNeil in judgment suit, Jy 9, 3:3
Answer filed in suit against J Ben Campbell,
Ag 5, 3:6
Wins money suit against J C McNeil, co, Ag 22, 3:5
Answer to suit against J C McNeil et al filed
by Jennie Gifford, Ag 29, 3:1

MERCANTILE TRUST CO
Names B & O co in collection suit, Ag 20, 2:4
Names B & O co in mortgage foreclosure suit,
N 2, 2:5

MERCANTILE BANK (Ftthill)
Sen Frank Hiscock testifies against K & O Congr
in property case, O 15, 3:3

MERCANTILE NALT BANK (Baltimore)
Sues Ann Arbor & wellingon R Burt to
set aside sale of rd, O 13, 1:1: files supple-
mentary petition in suit against Wellingon R
Burt and Ann Arbor co, Craig Ship building co
and 2 others made party def, D 31, 2:2

MERCANTILE NALT BANK (Massillon)
Wins with 18 others collection suit against John
F Seiberling, N 4, 3:4
Names Akron S Ry co in priority of lien peti-
tion, Mr 15, 3:3
Names John F Seiberling and others in cross
petition to suit by Akron Savings Bank and
First Nalt bank of Ravenna, My 7, 3:4

MEREDITH, CHARLES
Fined on chg of intoxication, Jy 26, 3:1

MEREDITH, BOB (Cincinnati)
Accused of shooting and wounding Tink Fletcher,
Ap 6, 2:4

METHIST EPISTOLICAL CH (cont)
Nati exec bd of Woman's Home Missionary soc
meets at Cinti, U 17, 2:2

METHIST EPISTOLICAL CH (Clintont)
Epworth league elects officers, Ja 12, 8:5

METHIST EPISTOLICAL CH (Copley)
Ch rededicated, F 10, 8:4

METHIST EPISTOLICAL CH (Macedonia)
Sponsors lecture given by Dr A B Rickety, D 20,
8:2

METHIST EPISTOLICAL CH (Magdura)
Sponsors lecture by Rev Henrietta L Moore, F 4,
8:2

METHIST EPISTOLICAL CH (Tullamode)
Gives Christmas entertainment, J 28, 8:5

METHIST, W B
Purchases Clark's South End grocery store, F 2,
5:1

METHIST, W O (Xenia)
Account of selling fraudulent collection of
agency memberships to businessman, Mr 17, 4:5

METHIST, JOHN
Appeals case against Peter Seizer, Ja 12, 3:1

METHIST, ANDREW AND BARBARA
Named in mortgage foreclosure suit by Judge
Kohler, N 25, 3:2
Named by Jacob Kohler in petition for appt of
rec, Ap 29, 3:3

METHIST, BARBARA
See Metzler, Andrew

METHIST, FRANK
Receives 1lr from brother Joseph telling of
experiences in Cuba, My 28, 3:3

METHIST, JOSEPH
Reenlists 4th time in U S reg army, U 6, 1:7

MEXICO
Criticized for remaining on silver standard, ed,
Ag 12, 4:2
Low wages cited, ed, N 17, 4:1

MEYER, ORDWARD
Urges as boat upset, My 9, 3:4; drowning in
Summit lake pronounced accidental by coroner,
My 10, 5:4

MEYER, CHRISTIAN
Purchases property in case of John B Meyer vs
Christian Meyer and others, O 25, 3:3; property
ordered sold to Christian Meyer, O 25, 3:3

MEYER, HENRY
Named by Grand commandery Red Cross in property
recovery suit, My 13, 5:3
MILL ST (cont)

Ord authorizing property assessment to provide for sweeping passed by council and approved by bd of coors, My 13, 7:4
Property owners between Summit st and East line of rrs assessed for at sprinkling in ord passed by council, Ag 5, 6:7; between Canal st and Summit st, Ag 5, 7:3; between Union st and rrs, Ag 5, 7:7.

MILLER,

Fire damaged by fire, Je 6, 3:3

MILLER (JUNI)

Praised for military achievements, ed, Je 25, 4:1
Injured in train crash near Forest, Ag 4, 2:4

MILLER, ALBERT

Fined for riding bicycle on sidewalk, Je 25, 5:6

MILLER, AUGUST

Awarded court for constr of annex to school at Portage tnp., Je 29, 5:1

MILLER, W A

Injured in train derailment near Kent, Mr 14, 1:7

MILLER (MRS), CASSIUS (Ganton)

Injured at open fire, F 2, 3:4

MILLER, CHARLES

Fined for intoxication, Ap 12, 8:3
Arrested on chg of suspicion, Je 14, 5:2

MILLER, CORA E

With Ira H Miller named in collection suit by Ida M Faige, Jy 9, 3:3

MILLER (MRS), CHARLES (Thomastown)

Daughter injured when thrown from carriage during runaway, S 15, 1:5

MILLER, EDWARD B

Named by Buchtel coll in note collection suit, Mr 17, 3:2

MILLER, ELIAS

Funeral, Ag 25, 8:1

MILLER (MRS), GEORGE

Funeral, O 18, 8:5

MILLER, GEORGE

Killed in rr collision at Lima, Ap 11, 2:7

MILLER, GroVER (Suffield)

Injured when wagon upset, Ja 12, 8:2

MILLER, H A

Urges reform of present school system, lb, Mr 31, 5:5

MILLER, HARRY

Names Nancy Rhoades in appeal of collection suit to common pleas ct, Ap 16, 4:5

MILLER, HARRY G

Suit against joy Matherson appealed, My 17, 3:3

MILLER, HARRY M

Named by Buchtel coll in note collection suit, Mr 17, 3:2

Files motion in suit brought by will Christy against Akron st ry co, Fe 2, 3:2

With Carla E Miller named in collection suit by Ida M Faige, Jy 9, 3:3

Petition to set aside conveyance of Matilda E McClure filed in suit by executors, S 15, 3:5

Named party deft in suit of First National bank of Ravenna and Akron Savings Bank co vs John F Seiberling et al., U 14, 3:3

MILLER, JAMES

Fined for intoxication, Ap 26, 5:5

MILLER, JAMES

With J F Seiberling losses in W H Carter First National bank insolvency suit wherein ct sets aside preferential mortgage, Ag 5, 3:6

MILLER, JOHN

Losses ejectment suit by David M Sullof, My 24, 3:4

MILLER, JOHN

Commissioned ensign in U S navy, Je 29, 5:5

MILLER, JOHN

Fined for intoxication, Ag 22, 8:2

MILLER, JULIAN P

Sued for divorce by wife L Elise, N 16, 3:4

MILLER, L O (Clev)

Held on chg of replevy property stolen from Joseph W. Weiss, F 16, 2:5

MILLER, LEWIS

Named with wife Mary V by Buchtel coll in note collection suit, Mr 17, 3:2

MILLER, LEWIS

Jenies rumor of resignation as pres of Chautauqua assembly, S 19, 5:4

MILLER, LOUIS C

Losses verdict in collection suit against Effie R Roberts, O 14, 3:3

MILLER, M M

Defeated for council in 2nd ward, Ap 5, 1:4

MILLER, MARGARET

Losses property appraisal suit to Newton S Hackett, O 6, 3:3

MILLER, MARTIN L

Names Jane B Davis in mortgage foreclosure suit, O 26, 3:4

MILLER, MAY

Held on chg of being inmate of brothel, Jy 30, 5:4
MILLER, THEODORE (cont)
Service with Rough Riders, ed, Jy 14, 4:1;
died in front at Santiago, brief blog, (Clev
Leader), Jy 14, 8:5; dies from wounds received
at battle of Santiago, Jy 20, 5:3; tribute to
his memory, Jr, Jy 27, 4:4; dies in Spanish-Amer
war at Santiago, Jy 29, 5:4; body being
returned for burial, Ag 9, 6:2; body of war
hero on route to be buried with mil honors,
Ag 11, 3:5; body arrives at Montauk Point,
Ag 17, 3:2; tribute paid to his memory, ed,
Ag 23, 4:4; funeral, Ag 23, 5:3; eulogy, ag 24,
4:3; eulogized for service in Spanish-Amer war,
Ag 25, 8:2; praised by Col Theodore Roosevelt
for service during Spanish-Amer war, Ag 31,
5:3; S 6, 15; blog, N 28, 8:1

MILLER, TONY
Saloon robbed, Ag 10, 3:4

MILLER, VERNON
Wins in eviction suit filed by Leonard Kline,
Ag 23, 3:1

MILLER, WOE (Hametown)
Injured when kicked by horse, Je 25, 8:5

MILLER, WARREN
Named in collection suit brought by Louise E
Findlay, S 2, 3:2

MILLER, WILLIAM
Chickens stolen, S 19, 5:3

MILLER, WILLIAM H (Ironon)
Named by Florence Judd in breach of promise suit,
Mr 19, 1:4

MILLER, WILLIAM M (Dresden)
Named postmaster, Jy 21, 2:5

MILLER, REYER & CO
Names Murray & Watt co in money suit, Mr 2,
3:2

MILLER FAMILY
Holds reunion at Garbenton, Je 2, 3:2; elects
officers, Je 10, 8:5

MILLER, NANCY C
Wins suit with 18 others collection suit against John
F Seiberling, Mr 4, 3:4

MILLER RUBBER W G CO
Suecs constr of new addition to plant, Ap 20,
5:5

MILLHOFF, FRANK
Fined for speeding, Ap 14, 3:3

MILLS SLENDER, JOSEPH (Clewa)
Autopsy discloses death due to bullet wounds,
Mr 1, 2:5

MILLIKIN (Clewa), C W
Defeated for bd of educ in 1st ward, Ap 5, 1:4

MILLS, CHARLES
Arrested on suspicion chg, Je 13, 3:1

MILLS, CHARLES
Suicide, Je 15, 2:4

MILLS (Mus), CHARLES
Son injured in fall from chair, D 15, 3:2

MILLS, G E (Twinsburg)
Injured when struck by stick while threshing,
Ag 30, 8:2

MILLS, H H (Gay Falls)
Robbery of res attempted, Ja 13, 3:1

MILLS, HARRY
Daughter injured in fall, My 3, 3:6

MILLS, HARVEY (Clev)
Held on burglary chg, Ja 7, 7:4

MILLS, JAMES E
Missing, Ap 21, 1:5

MILLS, KATE
Names Kittie Smithers in personal injury suit,
Ja 7, 6:1

MILLS, ROGER Q
Possibility of ideas undergoing radical change
since discovery of oil on his farm discussed,
ed, S 1, 4:1

MILLS, WILLIAM
Sentenced for intoxication, My 2, 3:1

MILLSOP, MATIE (Youngstown)
Burns to death when clothing catches fire,
N 10, 2:5

MINTZ, O T
Sells farm to Norwalk bd of commerce, D 1, 4:4

MINE WORKERS OF AMERICA, UNITED
Ohio district elects officers at Clewa conv,
Ja 7, 7:3
Conv opens at Clewa, Ja 12, 2:7; reelects
Ritchford pres, conv adjourned, Ja 13, 2:5
Miners urged to make demands for increased wages
and 6-hr day in address by Pres Ritchford,
Ja 13, 2:7
Elects officers and delegates at natl conv,
Ja 14, 2:5
Adopt wage scale for demand at joint conference
in Chicago, Ja 15, 1:6
Decide to ask for wage increase and abolishment
of screens, Ja 17, 2:6
Voted against establishing defense fund, Mr 15,
2:2
District minors elect officers, D 13, 2:4
Massillon dist elects officers, D 14, 1:6

MINES AND MINING INDUS

FRUITS
Alleged fraud explained by Orlando B Hardy, Jr,
S 9, 6:1

LABOR RELATIONS
Ohio operators to fight abolishment of Penna
wage differential, Ja 29, 2:1

Miners' convention at Russellville and Long
Run if demands are not accepted, S 20, 2:4
Passage of anti-screen bill brings dissatisfaction
in pay rate of miners, Massillon, D 19,
3:6

STRIKES
Strike at Russellville and Long Run settled in
favor of miners, O 4, 2:5

MINING & MILLING CO
Flint mill destroyed by fire, East Liverpool,
My 17, 2:6

MINNICK, ADELA H (Clewa)
 Named in partition suit by Samuel Grove estate,
Ja 25, 3:7

MINNICK, ALBERT. See Minnicks, Adela H Grove

MINNICK, JOHN (Clewa)
Killed, son George injured when res is destroyed

MINOR, COLMAN
Fined for assault, My 26, 8:4

MINOR, MATTIE E
Guardian appointed application withdrawn by applicant,
Ag 25, 3:4

MINSELL (Gen), THOMAS W
Elected commander of Ohio brigade of Uniform Rank,
Knights of Pythias, Clewa, Ja 12, 3:7; Ja 13, 3:6

MIRACLE, JOHN (Clewa)
Killed when pinned beneath carload of clay, S 8,
3:5

MISER, MATTHEW
Fined for intoxication, N 7, 3:1

MISLAR, F J AND M A
Appeal judgment in collection suit brought by
Melvin Reynolds co, S 20, 3:6

MISLER, M A. See Misler, F J

MISLER, SAM (Magadore)
Injured by falling, Ja 20, 8:2

MISSIONARY SOCIETY. STUDENT VILLIANT
Conv at Clev, F 26, 1:1

MISSIONS AND MISSIONARIES
Wk done discussed by Rev J H Bomberger in talk
before Missionary anniv meeting at Grace Re-
formed ch, F 7, 8:3

MITCHELL, EDWARD
Rearrested on assault and battery chg, My 5, 3:5;
sentenced, My 6, 3:5

MITCHELL, EDWARD
Property damaged by windstorm, Ja 24, 8:3

MITCHELL, EDWIN
Sarah Mitchell appd executor of estate, Ap 9,
7:1

MITCHELL, JOHN (Garbenton)
Fined and sentenced to Canton workhouse on theft
chg, Ja 15, 4:2

MITCHELL, SAMUEL
Death, F 18, 3:6; will probated, Mr 7, 3:3;
Samuel G Rogers appd admr of estate, O 15, 1:4

MITSCHY, FRED
Fined and sentenced on petit larceny chg, D 27,
1:4

MITTEN, ROBERT
Injured when cartridge explodes, D 26, 1:4

MITCHEL, JAMIE E
Sues wife Vernie E for divorce, Dy 9, 3:3; sued
for alimony, Jy 19, 3:5

MITCHEL, VERNE E
Divorced by wife Anna, D 20, 3:3

MIZPAH LUTHERAN CH (Youngstown)
Installs Rev C W Baker as pastor, F 1, 3:5

MOE, ALBERT (Warren)
Injured when lightning strikes machinery, Je 16,
2:5
MOORE, HERMAN
Indecent exposure chg dismissed, N 5, 6:1

MOGADORE
wants to inc as a village, county comrs consider the matter, Ag 10, 3:7; petition for inc granted, Ag 15, 3:2

MOHAWK RAILROAD
Raided deplorable conditions of 8th Ohio regt on board ship denied by Col C V Hard, ltr (Wooster Journal), S 2, 4:3

MOIDER, MORRIS (Cinti)
Shot and wounded by unidentified robber, D 31, 2:4

MOILER, JOSEPH
Estate wins damage suit against CTRV re co, deft files motion for new trial, N 3, 3:4

MOILER, RICARDO J
Named in money suit by Nora d Richel, J 30, 3:6; suit settled, Jy 2, 3:7
Suit brought by Andrew J Wilhelm settled, N 16, 3:4
Named by Nora Richle Hodges in collection suit, O 19, 3:3

MOILEN REFINING CO
Judgment appealed by M A and F J Miahler in collection suit, S 20, 3:6

MOLENBURG, ALBERT
Fined for stealing ride on train, Jy 9, 8:3

MONDAY CLUB
Holds regular meeting, N 15, 1:5

MONEY
Free silver seen as sure to lead to disaster, ed, O 10, 4:1
Reform in monetary system urged, ed, O 21, 4:1

FRUITS
Rev G Hostetter arrested on chg of possessing counterfeit money and dies, Massillon, S 28, 2:4
Counterfeit coins reported in circulation, O 16, 8:1
Mrs David Albright and daughter-in-law Mrs Hannah Albright victim of switched money swindle, O 20, 5:2
Frank Brehm arrested in attempt to work green goods racket (Cleve Leader), O 31, 8:5
Counterfeit gold coins found in circulation, N 7, 3:4
W S Smith defrauded by confidence man, N 21, 1:4
Alleged saloon league members accused of defrauding Carroll county saloonkeepers, Cleve, O 2, 3:4

MONEYY - FRAUDS (cont)
Mrs Adolph Neuhassens defrauded in book sale, E B Elson held, Canton, O 6, 5:4
MONGOMERY, THOMAS
Funeral, N 16, 8:5
MONEY (ATTY-GEN)
Gives valuable book to Buchtel coll library, Je 6, 3:1
Disagreement with State Food Com Blackburn results in discharge of Massillon Chief Clerk George Crawford and 5 others, Jy 22, 2:4
Takes depositions concerning tax injunction suit against the state, Ag 17, 2:5

MORGAN (HON), JAMES
Death, Jy 6, 5:2; tribute (Cleveland Dealer), Jy 8, 3:4; funeral, Jy 9, 5:4

MORGAN (EOV), THOMAS E
Receipt given in honor of 25th anniv of parastole at First Cong ch, M 11, 1:5
Given receipt on 25th anniv as pastor of First Cong ch, por, Ap 1, 1:6
Tribute to Dr James Brand, Ap 15, 4:5
Sermon, Ap 25, 8:2
Robbed in New York City, S 1, 3:4

MORGAN & SONS
Pottery mfs reorg at Mogadore, Ja 20, 5:1
MONTGOMERY, ALFRED
Arrested on insanity chg, O 22, 4:4
MONTGOMERY, THOMAS. See Montgomery, Thomas
MOPY, JAMES A
Involved in wagon-bicycle collision with Oakley H Childs, no one injured, Je 24, 6:2
Fined for obstructing highway, Je 25, 5:6

MONK, EVELINE W
Swears out warrant for arrest of David Getz on theft chg, F 4, 4:3

MONK, JOSEPH
Allimony case brought by Cora E Moon dropped from docket, Ja 11, 4:7

MOONEY, MICHAEL
Arrested on intoxication chg, U 16, 3:1

MOORE, ARTHUR
Arrested on assault chg, Ag 25, 3:1; fined, S 12, 3:4

MOORE, CLARENCE T
Held on chg of robbing Donahue & Sons cigar store, N 30, 3:3; petit larceny chg dismissed, N 19, 1:5

MOORE, DON H
Held in shooting of Laverne Richardson, F 7, 3:4

MOORE, DON H (cont)
- bound to common pleas ct under bond, Mt 1, 3:3; chg with shooting with intent to wound, Mt 4, 3:4; trial on chg of shooting with intent to kill opens, Je 9, 3:3; case ready for jury, Je 10, 3:6; released on chg of shooting with intent to wound, Je 11, 3:2

MOORE, JAMES H (Lisbon)
Appd postmaster, Ag 10, 2:5

MOORE, LEWIS H (Elyria)
Nineteen, S 20, 4:4; 0 13, 2:4

MOORE, MARY S
With Thalia Harrington and Grace Sidwell sells parcel of land to C P and H M Lowe, O 20, 6:3

MOORE, MILLARD H
In case against Lovina H Davis et al partition ordered, Ja 15, 4:3

MOORE, NOAH
Infant son dies, My 28, 3:1; funeral My 30, 3:1

MOORE, SALLIE H
Estate names H C Sanford in money recovery petition, Mt 11, 3:2

MOORE, W H (Canton)
Appd deputy mine insp by Gov Asa S Bushnell, Ja 18, 2:7

MOORE, WILLIAM (Bellefontaine)
Wounded in knife fight with Burr Kearns, jailed, O 17, 2:4

MOORE, WILLIAM LORD
Escaped prisoner from penitentiary sought in London (Eng), F 11, 4:3

MOOREHEAD, THOMSON W
Suicide, Jy 16, 2:5

MORPHS, JOSEPH
Uncovering caves on farm near West Liberty, Je 29, 3:6

MORRIS
Curew laws urged as means of protecting youths, ed, My 16, 4:2
Police drive against loafers and mashers pressured, ed, Je 7, 4:1

MORGAN (REV), FRANCIS T
Lectures on subject of success at Grand Opera house, R 10, 8:1
Speaks at peace jubilee of Spanish-American war, Ag 22, 4:4

MORGAN, BENJ (Cinti)
Death repd as being under mysterious circumstances, N 5, 3:3

MORGAN, HARRY A
Death, O 31, 3:2; funeral N 3, 5:5; blog, N 4, 3:2

MORGAN (DETECTIVE), ROBERT (Cinti)
Dies from gunshot wound recd in attempt to arrest Ed Umm, Ja 11, 2:7

MORGAN, WILLIAM
Arrested and fined on disorderly conduct, S 6, 8:1

MORGAKI, JOHN
Fleeched of money by promise of work, Ag 11, 3:4

MORSLEY, SID
Program for Randolph pk concert given, orch members named, Je 8, 5:5

MORSEY, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, S 12, 8:4

MORSELLO, ANGELO (Youngstown)
Missing, F 15, 2:6

MORGAN, JOHN
Elected to state senate from 10th dist, unofficial returns, N 9, 1:3

MORGAN, D F BOILER CO
Named in collection suit by Wilks Mfg co, F 15, 3:4

MORGAN, W
Robbed, Mt 22, 1:7

MORGAN, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, Ag 19, 3:1
Fined for intoxication, N 4, 8:3

MORGAN ENGINEERING CO (Alliance)
Plant guarded by soldiers to prevent sabotage of coast defense guns being manufactured, Je 7, 2:4

MORILL, KIRK
Killed when train is derailed near Findlay, S 22, 2:1

MORLOC, MARIA (Casa)
Named Bishop Horsman in injunction suit, Mt 9, 2:6

MORSING
Kirtland and Ohio co conf convenes, S 12, 8:4

MORRIS, CALVARY
Named with William W Hazzard in recovery suit brought by H B Camp, S 17, 3:2; files answer to suit, O 15, 1:4
MORRIS, CHARLES
Fined for intoxication, O 6, 5:5
MORRIS, DAVID
Adm files final estate account, Je 22, 3:2
MORRIS, EDWARD
Fine for intoxication, O 28, 3:1
MORRIS, ELVA C
Names William H and Gustave F Kasch in collection suit, My 2, 3:3
Names William H Kasch in default judgment suit, Je 6, 3:2
MORRIS, FRANK
Pardoned by Gov Bashell, O 7, 2:4
MORRIS, FRED
Chg of vagrancy dismissed, O 14, 5:4
MORRIS, GEORGE
Files attachment against Globe Tea store in claim for labor, Je 22, 4:6
MORRIS (MS), GEORGE
Celebrates 85th birthday anniv, O 31, 3:2
MORRIS (MS), HARRIET C
Death, O 19, 3:2; Horace N Morris apptd adm of estate, O 26, 7:4
MORRIS, HARRIET
Fails not guilty to disorderly conduct chg, S 16, 4:3
MORRIS, JAN
Adjudged insane, Je 10, 3:6
MORRIS, MARJORIE
Files exception to acct of estate of Hugh Griffiths, files application for removal of O D Griffiths as exec, O 23, 3:5
MORRIS, NAY (Youngstown)
Burned in fall across stove, F 7, 3:6
MORRIS, OSS
Injured in train collision at Old Portage, Ag 10, 5:3
MORRIS, VALENTINE
With John F Cowan applies for franchise for elec through Kent, Ja 6, 8:5
MORRIS, WILLIAM
Windows of res broken, Evan Jones and 3 others held, My 11, 5:6
MORRIS SPORE & CO
Makes application for examination in assignment of Hattie Holdstein, O 4, 3:1
MOSHER (CORP), CLYDE
Released from Co U 8th regt OAH, O 22, 3:4
MOSHER, IRA I
Named 1st lt, assigned to Oklahoma Territory, O 7, 5:3; commissioned 1st lt by Gov Burnes, O 14, 5:1

MORRISON, IRA I (cont)
Ordered to Philippine Islands with lst Territorial regt, U 20, 3:4
MORRISON, J C
Res damged by fire, O 5, 3:3
MORRISON, RALPH (Youngstown)
Injured at work when arm is caught in rolls, F 14, 3:3
MORRISON, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, F 3, 3:1
Fined for intoxication, My 21, 3:6
MOSS, NATHAN
Named by Emily B Conger in property damage suit, Ap 9, 3:5
Files demurrer to pltf's petition in suit brought by Emily B Conger against People's Savings Bank co, Je 11, 3:2
With Hettie and Eli Weary named by Charles Switzer in collection suit, O 28, 3:4
Files answer in suit of Will Christy against Akron St Ry co, N 8, 4:2
Files answer and cross petition in suit of Charles Switzer against Hettie Weary, N 28, 6:1
Days parcel of land from L E Stiner, D 10, 8:2
With wife gives quit claim deed to Charles and Caroline Gimme, U 10, 8:2
MORTEN, OCHLES (West Richfield)
Res destroyed by fire, S 14, 4:6
MOSANSKY, JULIUS
Granted final naturalization papers, N 3, 3:5
MOSER, JOHN
Sued for divorce by wife Elizabeth, Ja 7, 6:2
MOSER, SYLVESTER (Gay Falls)
Injured when car jumps track, Je 22, 5:4
MOSER, FRID (East Liverpool)
Arrested of murder of Samuel Gibson, Mr 1, 2:4
MOSNA, FRID A
Charles K Jones apptd adm of estate, N 29, 3:3
MOSHER, A A (Big Island)
Attempted suicide by beating out brains with hatchet, Ap 19, 3:5
MOSHER, CHARLES
Held on assault chg, Ap 9, 1:5; fined and sentenced for attempted assault, Ap 12, 8:3; taken to Canton house for assault, Ap 13, 3:2
MOSIER, RUBY
On trial on delinquency chg, Mr 25, 1:4
MOSSEY, H W
Attempted robbery of res frustrated, N 18, 1:5
MUSSEY, THOMAS (East Greenville)
Grocery store destroyed by fire, Ap 21, 2:3
NATIONAL & TEACHERS' CIRCLE
Sponsors talk by Mrs Katherine Kurtz on necessity of cleanliness, Mr 31, 5:4
East Akron circle holds meeting at Kent school, U 10, 8:2
MOTT, MARTIN
Arrested on non-support chg, released when he arranges to pay for support of child, D 22, 1:6
U 22, 5:4
MOTT, SUHLE
Fined for intoxication, Ja 28, 5:2
MOTTEN, EFFIE R
Wins verdict in collection suit brought by Louis C Miller, U 14, 3:3
MOTTINGER, C C (Inland)
Injured in fall from ladder, Jy 6, 5:6
MOOK, JACOB
Charles and Daniel Metz apptd adm of estate, Ap 21, 3:4
MULLINS, K T
Fined for intoxication, O 5, 3:1
MULCO,C, MILLER
Awards Bachelor of Philosophy degree to R S Thomas, S 20, 8:4
MULHEART COLL
Dr A D Riker elected pres, Ap 7, 3:6
Annual oratorical contest to decide resp to state contest won by Perry K King, U 23, 6:5
MULHANE, JAMES
Establishment of grade ordered, N 18, 3:1
Reported not a public street by Engr Purshall, N 28, 3:1
MULHANE, O W
Sells oil interests to Clev syndicate, Lima, F 1, 2:7
MUNKER, JOSEPH
Sued for divorce by wife Dora Alice, D 21, 3:4
MUNKER, THOMAS (Mooster)
Collection suit by Charles Frost, papers stolen from ct room, F 14, 3:3
MUELLER, CARL
Losses collection suit brought by Sarah Gastlin, N 23, 5:2
MUELLER-FLISIKER
Elects officers at family reunion, S 12, 3:4
MÜLLER, FRIEDRICH
Sues wife Sadie for divorce, withdraws petition, My 19, 3:2
MULLEN, WILLIAM
Sentenced to rock pile for vagrancy, Je 23, 8:2
MULLER, GEORGE (Clev)
Complained on chg of st at law violation, Mr 16, 2:4
MULL, MRS
Funeral, Ap 20, 8:2
MULL, FRANK
Files supplemental answer in alienation suit of August H Bash, F 3, 3:4; wins alienation of affections suit by August H Bash, Mr 8, 3:3
MULLEN, (Cleveland)
Killed in train collision, Je 13, 2:6
MULLEN, JOHN (Cudie)
Held to grand jury on liquor law violation, O 20, 3:4
MULLEY, JOHN
Arrested, fined, and sentenced to jail on vagrancy chg, O 28, 1:5
MULLAN, MARY
In suit against ABCR rc co answer of denial filed, Ja 15, 4:3
MULHALL, ROLLS (Clev)
Printing shop damaged by fire, My 7, 2:5
MUNICIPAL COURT COMMISSION
Invitation to Akron for reformation of govt advised, ed, U 21, 4:1
MUNICIPALITIES, LEAGUE OF
City council urged by Mayor Young to join league, U 20, 3:5
MUNITIONS
Rapid improvements in effectiveness cited, ed, My 26, 4:1
MUNN (MS), A C (Mary S)
Death, O 4, 8:4; will filed for probate, O 8, 3:2; Abram C Munn apptd executor of estate, O 13, 7:4
MUNRO, WILLIAM
Sued for divorce by wife Lucy, S 27, 3:3
Restraining order in divorce suit vacated, N 10, 3:3
MUNROE, ROBERT
Files cross petition for judgment in suit of Mary G McNell vs McNell Boller co et al, U 27, 3:6
MUNROE PAPER CO (Monroe Falls)
Purchased by Frank Silk and Charles Sann, Ag 30, 8:1
MUNSON, LEROY
Named in priority of claims petition by Walter R Nutt, N 7, 3:3; files answer to suit of Walter R Nutt against Mary E Worror, N 26, 8:1
MURDERS - CLEVELAND (cont.)
Mrs Blanche Vinchips, Slain by Richard Dickerson
who commits suicide, D 5, 2:3
Joseph Vinton shot, Joseph Jarvis held, D 12, 6:3
Patrolman Joseph Spurr killed, D 12, 3:5

COLUMBUS
Detective Robert Moran shot and killed by Ed
Dohm in attempted arrest, Ja 11, 2:7
Mrs Olga Demorest slays son Arden, Mr 5, 2:7

DAYTON
John Kirvies shoots and kills daughter, attempts
suicide, N 18, 2:5

DELAWARE
J B Grominger killed, murder suspected, N 18,
3:5

EAST LIVERPOOL
Samuel Gibson killed, Fred Mosey accused, Mr 1,
2:4
Audley Lee shot and killed, George P Brent sur-
renders, released under bond, D 25, 2:4

FINDLAY
Patrolman William Hally killed while attempting
arrest, Red Cornwell held, F 21, 3:5

GLEN ROY
Ollander Alexander, slayer unknown, F 19, 1:4;
2:3

HAMILTON COUNTY
Law authorizing jury to recommend mercy in 1st
degree convictions upheld by Judge Davis, D 12,
3:4

LIMA
S M Coon slain, J 17, 2:5

MANSFIELD
Walters shot and killed, stepson Ed Kinney held,
Mr 12, 4:6
Jacob Hustonwitz shot and killed by Phoebe Wise,
My 24, 4:6

MARION
James Wills killed and Lizzie Johnson fatally
wounded by shooting, Winfield Lewis held, F 14,
2:3

MARYSVILLE
Mrs Frank Exing shot to death, Mrs George Exing
confesses, S 20, 2:5

MIDDLETOWN
James Pratt shoots and fatally wounds wife,
shoots and kills self, G 13, 2:3

MOUNT EATON
John Lestz, M 30, 2:4

PORTSMOUTH
Rachel Glenn, chid with murder of two children,
mother and sister Sarah chid with aiding and
abetting crime, D 29, 2:4

RICHFIELD TF
Oscar J Osborne slain and robbed, S 26, 1:5

ROCKVILLE
Adam Rowe shot and fatally wounded by William
Smith, N 4, 7:2

TOLEDO
Joseph Woodworth beaten to death, half-brother
Edward held, N 10, 6:2

WASHINGTON C H
James Brandon shoots and kills wife, Ja 11, 2:1

WELLSVILLE
Oliver H Reed commits suicide after shooting and
killing Sarah Walton, Mr 21, 1:2; Mr 22, 2:2

YOUNGSTOWN
William H Banton shoots and kills wife, Minnie,
and Constable John Jenkins, commits suicide,
D 20, 2:2

MURER (McG), C B
Res damaged by fire, G 7, 3:1

MURPHY, (Medina)
Shot by Deputy Marshal Burton, Mr 12, 4:6; dies
from gunshot wound, Mr 22, 1:4

MURPHY, HARLEY
Fined for intoxication, S 12, 8:4

MURPHY, C S and HENRY
Named by Sepler, Fashall & Co in collection suit,
Mr 18, 3:2; files answer to suit, Ap 1, 3:2

MURPHY, CHARLES
Sentenced on chg of vagrancy, G 9, 1:7

MURPHY, DONALD V (Barberton)
Given leave to file new petition in damage suit
against Village of Barberton, D 24, 1:5; wins
suit against Village of Barberton, D 25, 3:3;
also appealed by deft, D 27, 3:3

MURPHY, GERALD
Drowned while skating when ice breaks, G 5, 3:3

MURPHY, HENRY. See Murphy, C R

MURPHY, HENRY M
Sued for divorce by wife Claudia M, Ja 26, 3:3;
divorce granted, Ap 28, 3:2

MURPHY, JOHN
Fined on disorderly conduct chg, F 9, 3:1
Fined for intoxication, My 4, 3:3
Sentence for vagrancy suspended, G 21, 3:1

MURPHY, MARTHA A
Named in property foreclosure suit by Home Bldg
& Loan assn, F 7, 3:6

MURPHY, MICHAEL J
Named by Daniel H Curstains in collection suit,
F 19, 4:5

MURPHY (OR), R M
Elected to bld of educ in 5th ward, Ap 5, 1:4

MURPHY, TOM (Belleville)
With Jack Gallagher assaults Clayton, D 22, 2:3

MURPHY, WILLIAM
Chicken coop robbed, N 8, 5:5

MURPHY, CHUB
Killed in train collision at Old Portage, Ag 16,
5:3

MURRAY, JAMES (Marion)
Fined and sentenced to whosoever, Ja 17, 1:6

MURRAY, JOHN (Belleville)
Injured in gas explosion, N 1, 2:4

MURRAY, PATRICIO H
Death declared by coroner caused by injuries
resulting in collision, Ag 24, 6:4

MURRAY, THOMAS (Clay)
Held on burglary chg, Ja 7, 7:4
Fined for intoxication, S 12, 8:4

MURRAY, WILLIAM
Fined on disorderly conduct chg, F 9, 3:1
Fined for intoxication, My 31, 6:2

MURRAY, WILLIAM (Youngstown)
Held on assault chg, Ap 23, 2:3

MURRAY & WATT
Examination completed, no concealed assets
found, Ja 7, 6:2

MURRAY & WATT
Through assignees make deft in suit of W B
Conner against Frances P Buckingham, Ja 27,
3:2; assignees cross petition in suit of W B
Conner vs Frances P Buckingham, F 4, 4:4
Named by Miller, Beyer & co in money suit, Mr 2,
3:2
Assignee suit by W A Sampliner settled, Mr 7, 3:3
MURCHS, (Harrold)
Undertaking establishment destroyed by fire, Ja 31, 1:6
MURRAY, JANET
Fined for intoxication, Mr 17, 3:2
MURRAY, LIA
Fined for intoxication, J 16, 3:1
MUSICK, HILL
Destroyed by fire, Ja 17, 2:2
MUSIC TEACHERS’ ASSN, OHIO STATE
Meets at Delaware, U 30, 1:6
MUSSELMAN, HARRY
Appr special counsel to argue constitutionality of plumbing law before sup ct, F 4, 4:3
Files ammvr in suit of Will Christy against Akron St Ry co, N 8, 4:2
MUSSELMAN, MARY (Youngstown)
Sues against Thomas Nuinney for selling liquor to husband who was on black list, Je 11, 2:6
MUSSELMAN, MARION
Arrested and fined on petit larceny chg, Jy 23, 4:6
MUSSELMAN, WILLIAM
Injured in train-wagon collision at Randall Station, Ja 5, 1:6; Ja 6, 3:2
MUSSELS, ALBERT
Estate final acct filed by Adm W E Slabaugh, F 25, 5:2
MUSSELS, LEVI
Names Harry Gray in collection suit, S 20, 3:6
MUSTILL, FRID
Bldg occupied by Phoenix Piletz destroyed by fire, O 3, 5:6
MUTH, CHARLES F
Suicide, Mr 17, 2:6
MUTZ-BULLIS, ANDREW
Sued for divorce by wife Mary B, N 29, 3:3
MUTUAL HOME PROTECTIVE SOC, BATH
Elects officers, S 13, 3:1

MURPH, H
House damaged by fire, Jy 5, 8:4
MURPHY, (Goffield)
Missing, S 7, 8:3
MURPHY, A S (Conway)
Injured when bitten by dog, N 4, 7:3
MURPHY, B
Chgs w/sale of sub-standard milk, S 24, 8:4
MURPHY, CARRIE
Reglevin suit against John Flower appealed, F 5, 1:3

NAIRED, (Sadie, cont)
Held on chg of assault and battery, Jy 26, 5:2
NAIRED, SAMUEL (Uniontown)
Injured when struck by iron, Jy 14, 8:5
NAIRED, THOMAS
Arrested and fined on disorderly conduct chg, S 6, 8:1
NAIRED, W H & CO
Awarded contract for installing marble wainscoating in Akron po, D 24, 8:1; D 26, 8:1
NAIRED, WILLIAM
Suit brought by State of Ohio dismissed, N 10, 3:3
NAIRED, WILLIAM L
Mary Jane Myers apptd executrix of estate, N 3, 3:5
NAIRED, WILLIAM O
Criminal chgs dropped from docket, J 21, 3:4
NAIRED FAMILY
Elects officers at 20th annual reunion at Millheim, S 7, 8:1
NAIRED, HARRY M
Loses collection suit brought by Aaron Teeple, appeals case to common pleas ct, Ap 12, 3:2

NAITZER, F N
Dies from yellow fever in Spanish-American war, Ag 22, 3:3
NAITZER, JOHN (Cntl)
Confesses to murder of Christian Klein, F 26, 6:3
NAITZER, HARRY J
Arrested on disorderly conduct chg, N 3, 3:1
NAITZER, SUMMER
Vaccar house destroyed by fire, Ap 4, 8:4
Injured when struck in eye with horns of a cow, Jy 15, 8:4
NAIRED CASH REGISTER CO (Dayton)
Increases capital stock, Ja 13, 2:7
Denies rumor that Spanish flags were destroyed during sales agents’ convr, F 23, 2:4
Names Hallwood Cash Register co in damage suit, Ap 9, 4:6
NAIRED GUARD ASSN, OHIO
Holds annual meeting at Colt’s, Ja 28, 3:3
NAIRED HISTORY, AKA BN SOC OF
Hears speeches by Dr E C Towne and Prof G E Eisenhard, D 16, 6:2
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NELSON, CHARLES (Bowling Green)
Held in murder of James Zimmerman, Je 10, 2:5; held on chk of murder, Jy 20, 2:4; sentenced to electric chair, Jy 22, 2:4; seeks commutation of death sentence, N 1, 2:4; electrocuted, N 4, 7:4
NELSON, FRANK
Fined on chk of clinging to train, Ag 29, 1:4
NELSON, JOHN
Arrested on disorderly conduct chk, Ag 29, 1:4; fined, Ag 30, 3:1
NELSON, ROBERT B
Postpones trip to Cuba to return body of son, Jy 10, 3:2
NELSON, THOMAS
Ins collection suit against E M Costello, Ap 10, 3:3; case appealed by Costello to common pleas ct, My 2, 3:3
NEBISH, JAMES
Retires from Summit county bd of coons, succeeded by L L Filliott, S 19, 1:4
NUTER, THOMAS
Estate names Diamond Match co in damage suit, Ju 22, 1:4
NELLETT, LEWIS
Arrested and fined on speeding chk, S 19, 5:3
NELLETT, SIMEON, ALICE
Named postmaster, Jy 1, 8:1
NEWBART (AKS), ROSE
Suit against city settled, Jy 28, 4:7
NEWBRUNSWICK (NS), ALOHAN (Canton)
Jefraud of money in book sale, E & Elson held, J 6, 5:4
NEVIN, CORA B
Boys parcel of land from labor exchange branch, No 162, O 7, 8:5
NEVIN, P E (Wayne County)
Indicted on chk of issuing scrip, My 26, 3:3
Critical of alignment of Pres James A Garfield, ed, O 24, 4:2
NEW CASTLE CARR MFG CO
Wins with 18 others collection suit against John F Seiberling, N 4, 3:4
NEW CENTURY CLUB
Holds meeting, Jy 27, 8:4
Elects officers, F 10, 8:5
Holds banquet, Jy 4, 5:2
Puttines season's work, Jy 9, 8:1
Shows pictures of Italy, D 1, 1:6
NEW CENTURY CLUB (Cont)
Appropriates money for library books, D 29, 1:3
NEW YORK
Col ("Taddy") Roosevelt's candidacy for gov lauded, ed, S 16, 4:2
NEW YORK BASEBALL CO
With Fries Freedman loses collection suit brought by Carney Flynn, Cinti, My 27, 2:4
N Y LIFE INS CO
Named in collection suit by James Willis, Canton, N 19, 2:2
NYFAND LOCK CO (Randall)
Unidentified worker killed in ore cave-in, F 16, 2:3
NEW YORK SUN
Praised for comments on US conduct of Spanish-American war, ed, O 24, 4:1
NEWHAUSER (NS), ELIZA (Suffield)
Injured when thrown from buggy, Je 1, 8:4
NEWHAUSER, FRANK
Granted pension increase, Je 25, 3:1
NEWCOMER, GEORGE
Fined for intoxication, Jy 20, 5:2
NEWELL (CONDUCTOR)
Injured in train collision near Carbon, Jy 18, 5:5
NEWHAE, F J
Inspect of state food comm discharged, Jy 22, 2:4
NEWHAE, EDWIN (Delphos)
Injured in fall from load of hay, Ap 19, 2:4
NEWHAE, H D
Found unconscious in gas-filled room, O 18, 3:2
NEWSPAPERS
Sen Uodge introduces bill in state sen to regulate news assns, F 18, 8:5
Cited as best adv medium, ed, Ap 9, 4:1
Establishment of competing papers in places already supplied criticized, ed, Je 21, 4:1
Competition and low selling price condemned, ed, Jy 30, 4:1
Price increase defended, ed, Ag 12, 4:1
Critical of pub officials and depts defended, ed, Ag 13, 4:1
Competition criticized, ed, Ag 15, 4:2
Declared best advertising medium, ed, O 8, 4:2
Correspondents criticized for attitude toward eds in publishing contributed articles, ed, J 1, 4:1
NEWTON, JENNIE C
George O Bates apptd admr of estate, Jy 23, 6:4; bank stock ordered sold, N 16, 3:3
NINON, MARY
Fined on disorderly conduct chg, Jy 28, 8:2

NOEL, ANDREW
Awarded contr by city comrs for extending Wooster ave culvert, Ag 30, 3:1

NGE, CHARLES
Fined for fighting, S 14, 4:3

NOLEN (CAFT), JAMES (Vienna)
Infant son blinded when scratched by chicken, Ag 30, 2:4

NOLEN, JAMES
Fined for intoxication, D 19, 3:2

NOLEN, THOMAS
Arrested on intoxication chg, O 26, 3:5

NOLL, NATHAN (Uelphes)
Robbed, John Hull and Albert Martin fined and sentenced, Je 7, 2:4

NOLTY, ANTON
Warrant for arrest on disorderly conduct chg prepared by George Hamline, Je 1, 5:1; arrest on chg of calling George Hamline bad names, Je 2, 5:1

NORMAL SCHOOL
Mothers meet and discuss punishment and physical training of children, N 16, 5:4

NORMAN
Sentence suspended for vagrancy, My 15, (My 16), 5:5

NORRIS, GEORGE
Fined on assault and battery chg, Ja 12, 3:1
Named by Freeman Pickett in answer to suit, Ap 20, 3:3

NORRIS, GEORGE, JR
Wins judgment in suit against R F Pickett, Ja 26, 3:4

NORRIS (ATTY), WILLIAM A
Furnishes bond on forgery chg, Ja 17, 3:3
Unprofessional conduct charged preferred by Summit County Bar asso, F 5, 1:6; copy of chgs, F 10, 3:1; ordered to appear before Summit County Bar asso to answer non-prof conduct chg, Mr 2, 1:6; files answer denying unprofessional conduct, Mr 29, 1:6; trial on forgery chg deferred, released under bond, Ap 20, 3:3; indicted for forgery, bond increased, Ja 24, 3:3; ordered brought into ct to answer forgery indictment, Je 27, 3:3; trial on forgery chg continued, Je 26, 3:5

NORTH BLOOMFIELD TWP
Judges named in personal damage suit by N Caldwell, Cudington, O 9, 2:6

NORTH CASTLETON WAGON CO
Wins judgment against CABC CO, O 6, 5:4

NORTH HILL
Residents start new movement for annexation to Akron, Ja 21, 5:4

NORTH HILL METHODIST EPISCOPAL CH
Sponsors concert by Epworth male quartet, large sum reed in pledges, Ja 6, 3:4
Concert, Ja 6, 3:4
Ladies adopt plan to assist in debt, Ja 12, 5:1
Ladies' soc elects officers, F 26, 5:3
Plans paying of debts as result of successful subscriptions, N 1, 8:3

NORTH HILL SCHOOL
Monthly report given, N 10, 8:2
Causes for holidays after Christmas exercises, N 27, 1:6

NORTHAVON TWP
 Wins list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:2
Repub list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:2

NORTH JOHN CIGAR CO
Suit against W T Vaughn settled, Ja 26, 3:3

NORTH JOHN FAIR CO
Losses personal injury suit brought by Patrick Howe, Je 8, 2:5

NORTH JOHN RR CO
O w well discusses plans for eastern extension, Ja 21, 3:1
Wins suit for equitable relief against Eva Gudy, F 4, 4:4
Losses damage suit to Hugh Lavelle, F 11, 4:7
Completes survey for extension between Akron and New Castle (Fennia), N 11, 3:4
House at Old Forge destroyed by fire, Mr 22, 3:3
Lower ct decision affirmed by circuit ct in suit against Hugh Lavelle, Ap 16, 3:3
Lower ct decision affirmed by circuit ct in suit against Patrick Gartland, Ap 16, 3:3
Making new survey for line between Akron and New Castle, Ap 22, 3:5
Personal injury suit brought by Seth A Rigby, trial begins, Je 16, 3:5
Losses damage suit brought by Seth A Rigby, Ja 21, 3:4
Named with Penna rr and ELLIO rr co in suit for personal injuries by Clarence Allenmore, Lima, Ja 16, 2:5

NORTHERN OHIO RR CO
Work begins on New Castle div, Guy Falls, Ja 19, 3:5
Passenger engine damaged in derailment, Ja 27, 4:4
adds additional trains to cure for increase of business, N 10, 1:5
Completion of trunk line vote affected by death of Calvin S Brisco, says Baker, U 22, 3:2

NEGTERFIELD, OHIO
Bids opened for constr of recq vault by two trustees, Je 10, 8:3

NEGTHERFIELD TWP
Repub list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:2
Fapulist list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:2
Aryan Martin elected assessor, Ap 7, 8:2
James Senter elected trustee, Ap 7, 8:2
H H Sage elected clerk, Ap 7, 8:2

NEGTHERFIELD HS
Holds graduation exercises, Je 1, 8:2

NIGHTWAY (CONN), STEPHEN A
Statements regarding reelection criticized, ed, ag 15, 4:1
Death, por, S 9, 1:4; blog, S 9, 2:2; funeral, S 10, 4:7; memorial service, S 12, 1:5
Tribute resolution adopted by Summit county republicans, S 13, 8:3; eulogized, 1tr, S 21, 5:4

NORTHERN OHIO NATURAL GAS CO
Purchased by Samuel A Bullock, Ag 26, 2:5

Norton
Elected state sen from 13th dist, unofficial returns, N 9, 1:3

NORTON, WILLIAM
Assault and battery chg dismissed, Ag 6, 8:3

NORTON TWP
Wins list of candidates for twp offices nominated, Mr 11, 3:5
Wins list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:2
Repub list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:2

NORTH DIV OF COMMERCE
Purchases O T Minard farm, N 1, 4:4

NORTH SAVINGS BANK CO
Wins suit by default against Zanesville RY & Elec Co, Ap 26, 5:4

NORTH WICK HOSPITAL CO
Nurses Mrs Peter Fehr in collection suit, N 26, 1:7

NOBLE, EARL (Toledo)
Shot and wounded, Angelo Will sought, F 26, 6:3

NOVELTY MFG CO
Incorporates, Ag 23, 3:1

NOLL, (Elyria)
.Added, J 28, 2:4

NUNN (ING), ELIZABETH
Suicide, Je 27, 3:3; Je 28, 3:5

NUSBAUM (ING), LOUIS (Wooster)
Injured when struck by lightning, Je 30, 2:4

NUTT, JOSEPH R
Wins suit on note against John W Albaugh, F 26, 4:5
Files cross petition in suit by Ohio Glass & Hardware Co against John W Albaugh, Mr 28, 3:2

NUTT, ROBERT
Store robbed, J 21, 3:2

NUTT, WALTER R
Names Leroy Munson in priority of claims petition, N 7, 3:3

In suit against Mary E Horroon and others Thomas old & lumber Co files answer and cross petition, N 16, 3:4; Akron Gas Co and Indemnity Savings & Loan Co file answer and cross petition, N 21, 3:4; Leroy Munson files answer, N 26, 6:1

NYLES, NANCY A (Hudson)
Buys parcel of land from Mary Ann Phillips, U 8, 8:2

OAKLAND AVE
Ord for improvement adopted, Ja 14, 7:5
Resolution to determine cost of improvements passed by city council, Ja 22, 3:6
Ord passed to issue bonds for improvement,
Ja 28, 6:4
Notice of sale of bonds, F 4, 7:4
Bid of city comrs adv for bids on improvement, F 19, 7:4
Notice of assessment to property owners, Mr 4, 7:1
Ord passed by council for improvement levy, Ap 8, 7:6
Property owners protest against material to be used in paving, My 11, 3:4

OWLEY, JOHN H (Ravenna)
Nominated postmaster by Pres William McKinley, Mr 22, 3:3; appointed, Mr 31, 2:6

OWLEY, HARRY (Gay Falls)
Defeated for mayor, Ap 5, 1:5
OALHE, THOMAS (Clev)
Injured when struck by debris in chute, Jy 30, 2:4
OBERLIN, CHARLES
Files motion for dismissal of suit brought by William Helan, N 29, 3:3
OBERLIN BANK CO
Names estate of John Huntington in collection suit, F 10, 2:4
OBERLIN COLLEGE,
In financial straits, increases tuition fees, Ap 5, 2:4

Reports of financial distress denied by J D Cox, Ap 9, 2:4
Prof W J Cressy app'd dean of men, S 27, 6:4
O 14, 1:4

Considers Henry Harrows for pres, N 29, 1:2
Rev Dr John Henry Harrows elected pres, O 7, 2:4

O'BERT, ALBERT
Arrested, pleaded not guilty to robbery chg, S 6, 8:2; arrested in series of robberies, S 7, 6:2
OLINNESS, RALPH (Athens)
Killed while at football practice, J 2, 5:3

O'BRIEN, JACOB F
Names Akron St Ry & Illuminating co in personal injury suit, N 26, 6:1

O'BRIEN, ALBERT
Fined and given suspended sentence on petit larceny chg, J 8, 3:3

O'BRIEN, JOHN
Arrested on robbery chg, My 26, 8:3; bound to common pleas ct, Je 3, 3:1; held on theft chg, Ag 8, 8:3; trial opens, N 10, 3:3; sentenced to workhouse on chg of housebreaking, N 16 (17), 3:2; N 17, 3:2

O'BRIEN, GEORGE
Lectures on travels in Eur and Holy Land before Young Men's Catholic union, Ja 27, 3:1

O'BRIEN, JEROME (Youngstown)
Escapes from Mahoning county jail, N 4, 7:2

O'BRIEN, JOHN
Sentenced to workhouse on larceny chg, Ap 4, 5:3; taken to Canton workhouse, Ap 6, 3:1

O'BRIEN, MICHEL
Fined for attempted robbery, J 19, 3:2
Fined on theft chg, O 20, 3:1

O'BRIEN, PATRICK (Clev)
Killed when struck by train, Ap 15, 2:4

O'BRIEN, THOMAS
Fined for intoxication, Je 27, 5:5

O'BURNE, TIMOTHY
Fined for intoxication, J 2, 8:1

ODD FELLOWS, INDEPENDENT GRAND OF SUMMIT COUNTY
Summit county board of assn holds meeting, elects officers, Ja 18, 8:5
Library officers elected, F 14, 8:5
100F Temple co holds annual meeting, elects dir and officers, Ap 5, 5:3
Aran encampment elects officers, My 27, 4:6; officers named, J 6, 8:5
Summit lodge elects officers, J 6, 8:4
Observe Children's day, Je 10, 8:3
Hold memorial services, Je 15, 4:3
Aran lodge plans 25th anniv celebration, J 2, 6:2; celebrates 25th anniv at Lakeside pk, Jy 9, 8:1
Grand encampment in session at Co's, Jy 13, 2:5
Howard and 3 other lodges hold picnic at Lakeside pk, Ag 20, 3:6; Ag 22, 8:1
Mountian temple damaged by fire, U 23, 2:6
Dep Grand Master Joseph B. Brown appoints com to assist in installing officers, J 27, 8:4

O'HARA, MICHAEL (Youngstown)
Killed when struck by train, J 8, 2:5

OHIO
Citizens praised for orderliness at recent inauguration and republican mass conv, ed, Ja 11, 4:1
Cong redistricting bill condemned, ed, Ja 13, 4:1
Citizens praised for acquiring high fed govt positions, ed, My 5, 4:1
Frank F Richter and Aquilla Wyley app'd to comm on state law uniformity by Gov Bushnell, Je 18, 2:5
David F Pugh and Edward Kibler app'd to munici law codifying comm by Gov Bushnell, Jy 16, 2:5

OHIO (cont.)
McKinnon law governing employment of attys for state depts held valid by sup ct, Jy 25, 2:5
Natives of state praised in address by William A Graham before Ohio State Bankers' assoc, S 30, 6:2

AGRICULTURE, DEPT OF
Issues monthly crop rept, Je 4, 2:5
Conservation, Div of
App'ts John Milliston asst fish and game warden in Portage county, Ja 22, 8:4
App'ts 20 deputy game wardens for Portage county, Ja 29, 8:5

FOOD & QUITES DEPT
Harry Mason app'td asst for 20th and 21st dists, My 4, 2:3; Ag 20, 2:4

ATTY-GENERAL
Wins case against Standard Oil co, J 7, 2:4

AUDITOR
Certain items in report disapproved, ed, N 29, 4:1

BILL for extension of comm's life passed by sen, N 25, 2:4

COMMERCE, DEPT OF
Reelects Pres Julius Dexter, Je 20, 2:4

Bldg & Loan Div
Orgs, elects officers, My 24, 2:5
Selects design for state bldg, Jy 7, 4:6

CONSTITUTION
New school amendments given, M 19, 3:4

DENTAL EXAMINERS, BD OF
No authority to revoke license of C A Thatcher, rules Att'y-Gen Kinnell, Ja 27, 2:4

ELECTIONS
John Mackenzie app'd to bd of deputy state supervisors, Ag 9, 3:1

ELECTIONS (cont.)
Bill for purchase of voting machines introduced into Ohio legis, Ja 25, 1:1
Bill on procedure defeated, F 2, 2:6
Bill repealing wanna law discussed, F 5, 4:4
Office holders warned to observe Garfield corrupt practices law, ed, N 4, 4:2

Election laws discussed, M 7, 4:4
Fugitive bill passed by legis, M 14, 4:3

Repeal of Jana law defeated in state legis, M 17, 4:3

Bill introduction in sen against unfair use of corps money in campaigns, M 24, 2:1

Vote of municipal elections revised, Ag 5, 2:4

Judges' fees bill passed by sen, Ap 19, 1:5

Bill allowing soldiers and sailors absent from home because of war with Spain to vote in home elections introduced in sen, Ap 19, 3:3

Bill passed by sen allowing soldiers to vote in home elections, Ap 20, 3:3

Fugitive ball list upheld by sup ct, Jy 25, 2:5

Interest of coming dem and republican campaigns discussed, ed, S 16, 4:2

Repub party pol activities in various counties cited, S 22, 1:5

Campaign opened by repub party, O 5, 3:4
Fugitive law declared constitutional, O 6, 3:2

Coming election previewed, O 11, 1:4

Heavy registration of voters urged, O 15, 1:2
Support of entire repub ticket urged, ed, O 22, 4:2

Sen Joseph D Foraker delivers keynote speech in opening repub campaign at Wooster, por, O 25, 6:1

Repub campaign activities revd, O 26, 1:2

United effort by repubs urged (Ohio State Journal), O 26, 6:2

Jim party campaign tactics criticized (ed, Tiffin News), O 27, 6:3

Fugitive law amendment held valid by sup ct, N 2, 6:2

Chn repub state com Harry M Daugherty speaks at rally, N 7, 3:6

Detailed returns in Summit county, N 9, 2:1

Repub victory applauded, ed, N 9, 4:1

Pluralities in various counties given, N 11, 1:3

Official results in Summit county, N 11, 3:2

Official returns from 20 counties read by sec of state, N 12, 6:5

Final tabulations given, N 17, 2:5
OHIO - ELECTIONS (cont)
Results cited as big defeat for dem party, ed, N 18, 4:2
Voting in past election compared with that of 1896 election, N 18, 4:2
State repub con work done during campaign revd by Chas Vaughnery, N 22, 2:4
Official totals given, N 22, 5:5
State repub con files expense acct, N 30, 6:5

Dairy & Food Commissioner
Reelection of J E Blackburn urged, ed, N 1, 4:2; N 3, 4:3; N 7, 4:6
Returns in Summit county, N 9, 1:6

Dem Convention
Fourteenth cong dist nominaes Thomas Grubers for cong, ag 18, 2:4
Endorsement of Charles H Ibeil or I W Paul for bd of pub works considered by Summit county delegates, Ag 24, 3:3
State ticket named after lengthy session, ag 25, 2:1

General Assembly
Sen J Park Alexander endorsed (ed, Conneaut Evening News), S 13, 4:5

Governor
Lt Gov Auel w Jones’ chances of election revd, ed, S 23, 4:2
George W Crouse nomination urged, Ap 8, 1:4
Possible repub candidates discussed, Ap 18, 3:4
McKissn’s proposed candidacy will lack support of anti-Hama combine, ed, ag 13, 4:2
Mayor Robert E McKissn opens campaign for nomination for gov, Ag 18, 2:4
Hon George K Nash announces candidacy for repub nomination, S 23, 1:1
Mayor McKissn’s candidacy announced, S 23, 2:4
Judge Jay’s candidacy favored, ed, N 15, 4:2
Repub victory in coming election predicted, ed, N 19, 4:2
George W Crouse favored by repub newspapers, N 21, 1:6
Uen nominee’s defeat predicted, ed, N 22, 4:2
Declaration by Hon S F Hunselman that Western Reserve univ endorses candidacy of Judge Nash discussed, ed, U 6, 4:1
Qualifications and chances for election of Vaughnery discussed, ed, U 15, 4:1
Suggestion of Clev Tippucceneau club that George W Crouse be supported approved, ed, U 17, 4:3

OHIO - ELECTIONS - Governor (cont)
James Kilbourne issues statement he is not a candidate, U 31, 2:4

Judiciary
J L Herzog announces candidacy in dist of Trumbull, Portage, and Mahoning counties, F 28, 4:7
Judge J C Hale announces candidacy for 8th dist nomination for circuit judge, My 11, 3:2
Judge James H Day renominated by dems to 3rd dist, My 19, 6:1
Judge John C Hale defeat predicted, Je 17, 3:4
Nomination of Judge Hale for circuit ct predicted, Je 27, 4:4
Judge Hale renominated for circuit judge, Jy 2, 3:3
Repubs of Trumbull, Portage, and Mahoning counties renominate Judge T I Gilmer to common pleas bench, Jy 27, 2:6
Arnold Green nominated for circuit ct judgeship, S 17, 1:7
Reelection of Judge John C Hale in 8th circuit urged (Clev Plain Dealer), O 7, 4:2; O 25, 4:6
Reelection of Judge John C Hale in 8th circuit urged (ed, Clev Leader), N 4, 4:5
Repub Judge John C Hale defeats dem Green for circuit judge in Geyañaga, Medina, Lorain, and Summit county dist, N 15, 8:4
Arnold Green files expense acct, N 21, 3:2

Lt Governor
Hon J Park Alexander candidacy approved, ed, O 6, 4:1; O 31, 9:4

Prohibition Conv
Prohibition party holds 1st conv, list of candidates nominated, My 19, 5:4

Public Works, Bd of
W G Johnston’s candidacy endorsed (ed, Clev World), My 26, 4:1
Washington G Johnston’s chances for nomination at repub state conv very good, Je 16, 5:4
Nomination assured, Je 20, 4:6
Nomination of Johnston over S J Robinson expected at repub conv, Je 21, 4:2; Johnston nominated, Je 22, 1:6; nomination praised, ed, Je 22, 4:1; Je 25, 4:1
T Dwight Paul nominated by dem state conv, Ag 25, 5:3
Summit county returns, N 9, 1:6
W G Johnston files expense acct, N 16, 3:1; N 18, 3:2

OHIO - ELECTIONS (cont)
Repub Convention
Decrease in number of delegates since 1897 conv cited, ed, Ap 6, 4:1
Selection of judicial delegation promises to be interesting, Je 20, 6:1
Possibility of Col Charles Jick seeking chmnship discussed, Je 20, 6:2
Harry M Vaughnery reads telegram from Sen W A Hanna, Gen Charles H Grosvenor addresses conv, Je 21, 3:3
Repub meet to nominate candidates, activities outlined, Je 22, 2:4; nominates candidates for pub offices, Je 22, 3:3
Nomination of candidates praised, ed, Je 22, 4:1
Selection of Gen C H Grosvenor as permanent chmn approved, ed, Je 22, 4:1
Coming judicial conv revd, Je 24, 4:4
Seating of delegates discussed (Clev Plain Dealer), Je 30, 3:4
Nominates Judge F O Phillips cong from 20th dist, Ag 5, 3:5
Hon James H Southard renominated for US repr, Ag 19, 2:5

Secretary of State
Gov Bushnell’s appointees assisting in reelection of Kinney will not have to pay usual campaign assessments, Je 28, 2:5
Reelection of Charles Kinney urged, N 7, 4:6
Returns in Summit county, N 9, 1:6
Kinney’s plurality given, N 10, 6:2

Senate
Sen Mark A Hanna will not withdraw as candidate, Ja 6, 1:1
Dem leaders decide in favor of Judge C R Grant’s candidacy, Ja 7, 3:1
Fifteen repubs and 6 dems elected in unofficial returns, N 9, 1:3

Union Reform Conv
List of nominees, My 25, 2:2

ENGINEERS & SURVEYORS, Bd OF
Col A L Cogger resigns as chief, Hon William B Welsh appointed, O 24, 1:3; U 26, 1:3

FINANCES
State and local debts repaid by State Aud Gilbert, Ja 14, 1:2
Detailed statement of appropriations asked for by various state institutions and depts, Ja 18, 1:4

OHIO - FINANCES (cont)
Bill passed providing funds for gov’s inaugural, F 2, 2:6
Bill passed by gen assembly appropriating money for inauguration of Gov Asa S Bushnell, F 4, 3:6
Appropriation bill passed by house, Ap 16, 4:5
Bonds to be sold to pay DNG while in camp awaiting muster into US service, My 28, 2:5
Sinking fund commiss to issue bonds to pay state troops, My 30, 2:5
Appropriation in bill by Sen Alexander to purchase farm for feebleminded found to be insufficient, S 10, 5:6
Appropriation for state institution for feebleminded defendd as sufficient, 1st, S 12, 5:3
Collections for last quarter of fiscal yr given, N 16, 3:5
Aud Gilbert recs repts from various offices, N 16, 3:5

GOVERNOR
To have veto power in resolution prepared for action of state legis, M 1, 3:4

HEALTH, DEPT OF
Dr Frank Warner appd to bd, D 17, 2:4
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, DEPT OF
First dist annual rep report filed by State O11 Inspectr J Bradtkey, D 22, 2:3

Mines, Div OF
W K Moore appointed deputy insp by Gov Asa S Bushnell, Ja 18, 2:7

INFRARIMES
Annual infirmaries rep report filed by sec of state, O 26, 3:5

LABOR DEPT
John P Jones appd as commr approved by sen, Ap 27, 2:7

LEGISLATORS
Criticized for treachery and betrayal of trust reprosed in them, ed, Ja 6, 4:1
Simeon Cronan assumes duties as portr in house of repr, Ja 12, 5:5
Issuing pr passes to members criticized, ed, Ja 18, 4:1
Redistricting bill for cong introduced, Ja 21, 1:1
OHIO - LEGISLATORS (cont)

Summary of bills introduced, Ja 21, 2:6; Ja 22, 2:1; Ja 25, 1:1; 2:6; Ja 26, 2:2
Legis com closes Cinti hearings in sen bribery investigation, Ja 25, 2:5
Annual sessions opposed, ed, Ja 25, 4:1
Bill introduced for redistricting congressional districts, Ja 25, 1:3
Legis com investigating senatorial bribery chgs, adjourns subject to call of chm, Ja 26, 2:2
General article about activities, Ja 26, 3:6
Move to hold annual sessions criticized, ed, Ja 26, 4:1
Summary of bills introduced, Ja 29, 2:2; F 2, 2:6; F 3, 2:6
Nepolism discussed, F 2, 3:6
Urged to stop flood of local legis, ed, F 3, 4:1
Urged to allow municipalities to conduct own affairs, ed, F 5, 4:1
Proceedings, F 11, 2:2; F 12, 6:3; F 16, 2:5; F 17, 2:5; F 18, 2:7; F 19, 2:2
Feature article on present session, F 12, 4:6
Proceedings summarized, discussion of progress, F 21, 4:2
Waste of time criticized, ed, F 24, 4:1
Summary of activities, F 25, 2:5
Rev of bills presented before sen and house, F 26, 6:1
Proposed legis to give gov power to veto bills commended, ed, F 28, 4:1
Rev of bills presented to sen, Mr 1, 2:5
Rev of bills presented to sen and house, Mr 2, 2:2
Defeat in sen of bill against rr passes for state, county, or city officials foreseen, ed, Mr 2, 4:2
Proceedings, Mr 3, 2:5
Sponsors address by Sen Furaker on Battleship Maine disaster, Mr 3, 3:3
Activities revd, Mr 3, 4:3; Mr 4, 2:2
One hundred members visit Cleve, Mr 5, 2:6
Summary of proceedings, Mr 8, 2:2
Comp apptd to investigate alleged corruption practiced by members of house, Mr 9, 1:4
Rev of proceedings, Mr 9, 2:6; Mr 10, 2:1; Mr 11, 2:1; Mr 12, 2:1; Mr 15, 2:2; Mr 16, 2:4; Mr 17, 2:3; Mr 18, 2:4; Mr 19, 4:7
Comp investigating corrupt practices hears further testimony, Mr 12, 1:4
Do-nothing policy criticized, ed, Mr 14, 4:2

LIVESTOCK
Bill giving quarantine powers introduced in sen, F 4, 3:6

LOCAL GOVT
Two bills regulating salaries of county officials introduced into Ohio legis, Ja 25, 1:1
Adoption of uniform system of munic govt urged, ed, F 4, 4:1
Special legis criticized by State Sen Garfield, F 11, 1:6
Bill introduced in sen to regulate granting of franchise by city councils, F 11, 2:3
Special laws by state legis criticized, ed, F 11, 4:1
Subject of address before Akron ha by Mayor W E Young, F 12, 5:3
Uniform munic govt urged, ed, F 22, 4:1
Ohio league of munic meets to discuss proposed changes in city govt, F 24, 3:6
Comp of mayors agrees on bill to be sent to state legis regulating power of city councils, F 25, 1:1
Proposed changes in munic govt criticized, Itr, F 25, 5:4
Ltr from Mayor W E Young explaining his position in plan for new govt, F 26, 3:1
Uniform govt for cities urged by Ohio state bd of commerce, Mr 3, 1:4
Reform of Akron munic govt favored, Itr, Mr 5, 1:6

Ohio - LOCAL GOVT (cont)
New form of munic govt under Young-Kempel scheme criticized, ed, Mr 5, 4:1
Adoption of proposed new form of munic govt protested in anon ltr, Mr 5, 5:4
Kempel bill providing changes in form of govt of certain cities introduced in house, Mr 10, 1:7
Kempel bill criticized, ed, Mr 10, 4:1
Legis junks to Ohio cities criticized as pleasure trips, ed, Mr 11, 4:1
Framing of bill for munic charters by voters urged, ed, Mr 11, 4:1
Proposed Kempel bill for munic govt disapproved, ed, Mr 12, 4:1
Proposed changes in munic charters seen dangerous, ed, Mr 14, 4:2
Bill introduced in sen regulating bond issues for certain classes of improvements, Mr 16, 1:6
Passage of bill introduced in house requiring only majority vote to pass bond issues urged, ed, Mr 18, 4:1
Bill introduced in sen amending law governing responsibility of trustees of tevns, bd of educ, and cemetery assns for deposits of pub funds, Mr 31, 3:3
Bill introduced in sen limiting bonded debt of munics, Ap 14, 3:4
Bill extending mayor's term of office to 4 yrs defeated in sen, Ap 14, 3:5
Bill introduced in sen to establish new govt for munics of certain class, Ap 20, 1:7
Bill passed by sen regulating deposits of pub funds, Ap 22, 5:3
Recently passed law makes it illegal for councilmen to draw salaries in any city other than Dayton, Mr 28, 5:6
Recently passed law makes it illegal for councilmen to draw salaries in certain cities, My 30, 2:5
Controversy over change in law governing sheriff's term of office to be tested in sup ct by Judge W H West, U 21, 1:6; decision by sup ct on change of term of office expected, U 22, 1:4
Action of sheriffs in holding office over prescribed legal time limit explained, Itr, D 24, 3:5
Sup ct decision on new sheriff law delayed (Ohio State Journal), U 28, 1:5

NAT'L GUARDS
Eighth regt band holds annual meeting, elects officers, Ja 5, 4:3
Battery F leaves for Cali to participate in inaugural parade, Ja 10, 3:7
Eighth regt's method of electing officers revealed, Ja 14, 4:5
First Lt Frank P Culp resignation comm of Co D 116th regt, Fostoria, Ja 20, 3:4
Capt Feiderle reorganizes Akron unit, Ja 20, 8:1
Charles S Shank resigns as 1st lt and regimental adj of 8th regiment, Ja 25, 3:6
Maj F C Bryan re-elected major of 8th regiment infantry, Ja 26, 8:3
Local all officials deny rumored orders to hold companies ready for instant call, F 25, 5:2
Position of org in case of war with Spain explained, ed, F 28, 4:1
Seventeenth regt members circulate petition asking for election of colonel, F 28, 4:6
Ancient arms furnished by govt criticized, ed, Mr 7, 4:1
House passes bill directing Gov Asa A Bushnell to place ONG under footing, Ap 1, 3:3
Bill for appropriation of funds for defense referred to finance com, Ap 2, 6:5
Eighth regt ready for service in case of war with Spain, Ap 6, 1:5
Fifth regt ordered placed on war footing, Ap 6, 2:4
Co 3 8th regt calls for volunteers, Ap 8, 1:5
Additional levy to care for rent of certain armories rejected favorably by sen com, Ap 8, 3:4
Promotions in Battery F, Ap 8, 3:4
Co B recs preparation orders in anticipation of war, Ap 12, 5:5
Eighth regt companies recruiting to full strength in anticipation of war with Spain, Ap 13, 3:6
Seventeenth regt recs orders to move to Tampa (Fla), Ap 16, 2:6
To be called in order of seniority of commanding officers, rules Gov Bushnell, Ap 18, 3:3
Ordered to increase ranks to war strength by war dept, Ap 20, 3:2
Co 8 8th regt recs war orders, Ap 22, 2:5
M11 org accepted and assigned to 2nd regt as Co B, Ap 23, 4:5
Battery F enlisting men to bring battery to war strength, Ap 22, 3:4
OHIO - NATL GUARDS (cont)

Mass farewell to local troops urged, ed, Ap 23, 4:1
Battery F recruited to war strength, Ap 23, 5:5
Co B recruited to war strength, list of members, ed, Ap 23, 8:1

Eighth inf and 1st field artillery under standby orders, Ap 25, 3:2
Local troops to be honored by mass farewell, Ap 25, 5:2

Natl Guards mobilize for war with Spain, Ap 26, 1:4
Co C 2nd regt rapid ready for war, Ap 26, 2:3
Three companies of 8th regt rapid ready for war, Ap 26, 2:3
Mobilize at Ballitt pk, Ap 26, 3:4
Adj-Gen Axline apptd maj-gen in chg of troops at

Orders for parade of farewell for 8th regt
listed, Ap 27, 5:3

Artillery regt not to be taken into volunteers, Ap 28, 1:1
Rev of departure of 8th regt, Ap 28, 1:2
Fifth regt recs orders to go to encampment at
Cols, Ap 28, 2:3

Farewell demonstration by Akron in honor of 8th
regt praised, ed, Ap 28, 4:1

Eighth regt roster Listed, Ap 28, 4:4
Notes on camp life, Ap 29, 1:2
Thirty-second regt leaves for encampment at
Sixteenth regt leaves Toledo for encampment at
Cols, Ap 29, 4:3
Fifth regt leaves Clev for encampment at Cols,
Ap 29, 4:3

Fourteenth and 15th regts ten tents destroyed by
fire, Ap 30, 3:6
Notes on camp activities, Ap 30, 1:6

Fifteenth regt goes to encampment at Cols,
Ap 30, 2:6
Battery A 1st regt light art goes to encampment
at Cols, Ap 30, 3:4
Battery C leaves Zanesville for encampment at

Sends Lt-Col Charles Dick to wash (U C) on behalf
of ONG officers, My 2, 3:2

Perry Capell Co B of 14th regt injured with bay-
onet while attempting to run guard line, My 2,
3:6

Ex-members of Co B plan independent rail org.
My 2, 8:1
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OHIO - NATL GUARDS (cont)

Notes on camp life of Co B 8th regt, My 2, 8:3
To be mustered into U S service without reorg,
My 3, 3:4

Camp activities reviewed, My 3, 3:4
Canton orgs criticized for complaining on quotas,
ed, My 3, 4:1

Regts called into active service, My 4, 3:4
Rev of camp activities, My 4, 4:3
My 5, 3:3;
My 6, 3:3

Natl Guard members who refuse to enlist in U S
army drummed out of camp, My 6, 3:3
Muster roll of 8th regt Co B as signed for U S
service, My 6, 4:2

Eighth regt band secures 6 recruits, My 6, 5:3
Troops A, B, C 1st Ohio cavalry leave for encampment at
Cols, My 6, 6:2
All Ohio troops to be enlisted in U S volunteer
army, My 6, 8:2

Orders read for acceptance into U S service,
My 7, 3:7

First regt recs orders to be ready to march on
short notice, My 10, 1:2
Clev orgs mustered into U S service, My 10, 2:4

Eighth regt band elects officers, My 10, 3:1
Proposed reorg discussed, ed, My 10, 4:1
Co B 8th regt extra men sent home, My 10, 5:3
Thirty-six members of Marysville troop of cav
return to homes, claim ill treatment, My 13,
2:2

Eighth regt mustered into U S service, My 14, 5:4
Remainder of 1st artillery regt recs word to
join mustered batteries, My 17, 1:7

New orgs authorized by Gov Bushnell, My 21, 8:5
Signal orgs 8th regt returns to Canton, My 25,
3:3

Plans made for payment by state while in camp
before entering U S service, My 26, 2:3
Possibilities of Akron units entering U S service
discussed, My 26, 5:4

Bonds to be sold to pay troops, My 27, 1:4
Co B athletic equipment for army underwritten
by businessmen, My 7, 3:2

Gov Bushnell plans to change 3 batteries of
artillery to inf cos, My 20, 3:6

U S war dept failure to call Battery F for active
service discussed, Itr, My 21, 4:3

Possible entrance of Battery F into govt service
discussed, ed, My 22, 4:1

Formation of additional inf regt assured by
Adj-Gen Axline, My 22, 4:2
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OHIO - NATL GUARDS (cont)

Official roster of officers of 1st regt, Je 27,
8:3

Muster of in various mil orgs considered by
adj-gen, Je 30, 8:1

Friends and relatives at armory pack box of
eatables for members of Battery F 4th of July
dinner, Jy 1, 3:4

Eighth regt leaves Camp Alger for Santiago, Jy 1,
4:4

Members ordered discharged for failure to enter
volunteer service, Jy 2, 2:5

Battery F takes final physical exam, Jy 2, 3:3

Eighth regt breaks camp at Camp Alger (Virginia)
for Cuba, Jy 5, 3:4

Feature article on physical condition and equip-
ment of 8th regt, Jy 5, 3:5

Feature article on reception of 8th regt in N Y City, Jy 7, 1:8

Feature article on Battery F, Jy 7, 3:2

Celebrate Independence day at Camp Alger, Jy 7,
8:4

Eighth regt now in front lines at Santiago,
Jy 12, 4:6

Battery F members given extra duty, overstay-
their leave, Jy 12, 5:5

Eighth regt located at Elcaney (Cuba), illus,
Jy 14, 4:3

Battery F completely uniformed, Jy 14, 5:6

Tenth regt presented with flag by Gov Asa Bush-
nell, Jy 16, 4:8

Seniority standing of officers in 10th regt
listed, Jy 19, 5:4

Eighth regt brigade with Gen George A Garret-
son goes to Puerto Rico, Jy 20, 8:1

Eighth regt remains in Cuba, Jy 22, 1:3

Objects to S O V forces attempts to get army
volunteer call, Jy 22, 5:2

First Ohio cav entrains for Puerto Rico, Ag 4,
2:3

Eighth regt to embark from Santiago for Amer,
Ag 6, 3:3

Rept of activities at Camp Bushnell, Ag 10, 3:5

Tenth regt secures state camp grounds at Newark
for practice march, Ag 11, 2:4

Tenth inf to disband, Ag 11, 3:3

Reorg arranged, S 30, 2:4

Reorg planned, N 1, 3:5; plans discussed, N 2,
2:4; ord issued by Adj-Gen Kingsley, N 2, 3:3

Eighth regt burrowks under construction, N 2, 3:5

PAINTING, DEPT OF

Annual rept filed by Supt Hon Leo Hirsch, D 17,
6:4

PUB WELFARE, DEPT OF

Apts Capt A P Baldwin trustee of state asylum
for feebleminded youth, Ja 21, 5:4

Charities, Bd of

Statistics on cost of maintaining welfare institu-
tions, F 9, 2:6
Issues 22nd annual rept, N 10, 8:1

PUB WORKS, BD OF

Names new members, F 9, 3:2

Reappt of Charles E Perkins as engineer
praised, ed, Je 15, 4:1; 4:3

REPRESENTATIVE, HOUSE OF

Attempt to reorganize fails, Ja 20, 3:5

SENATE

Sen J Park Alexander apptd on several coms, Ja 5,
5:4

Coms issues subpoenas for Sen Marcus A Hanna
and others to appear, Ja 14, 2:1

Protest against Sen Vernon H Krumke's being placed
on coms made by Sen J Park Alexander, Ja 19,
1:7

Bribery investigation continues, witnesses refuse
to testify, Ja 20, 2:1

Bribery hearing continues, Allen O Myers testi-
ifies, Ja 24, 1:7

Legs com fakes testimony of hotel clerks and
porters in sen bribery hearing, Ja 24, 2:3

Rep John C Otis gives testimony before legis com
in bribery investigation, Ja 28, 1:7

Surprises promised in senatorial bribery investi-
gation, F 2, 3:2

Legs com hears testimony of H M Magill and Col
W P Red in trust investigation, F 3, 2:1

John T Taylor examined by legis com in sen
bribery investigation, F 3, 2:6

A Z Truesdell refuses to show books to legis com,
F 8, 3:3

B W Brown testifies before legis com in at
OHIO - SENATE (cont)
trust investigation, F 9, 2:5
Leg & com subpoenas Sen Marcus A Hanna and 3 others in bribery investigation, F 10, 2:2
Voters against appt of Joseph H. Quidmatte to bd of trustees of Ohio State univ, F 18, 4:4

SINKING FUND COMM
Sec Malcolm Jennings issues rept, Je 3, 3:7

STATE, SECRETARY OF
Annual rept summarized, N 22, 4:3

STATE HOUSE
Bill for architectural improvements summarized, Mr 17, 4:3
State house addition formally dedicated, O 14, 1:2

STREETS
Bill introduced in sen governing cost of improving street intersections and crossings, F 4, 5:3

SUITES AND CLAIMS
Case against Minnie Trambley dropped from docket, Jr 11, 4:7
Atty-gen files reply to answer of Standard Oil co in anti-trust suit, Ja 28, 6:1
Ouster suit against Standard Oil co, answer filed, F 26, 2:4
Losses damage suit against Mrs Ann Emhart, Mr 10, 1:4
Losses collection suit brought by Yost & Packard, Ap 1, 2:5
Gives Standard Oil co 10 days to answer certain questions in suit to break trust, Ap 1, 4:5
Names Capital City dairy co in suit to test validity of pure food law, Ap 14, 2:5
Named by Richard Flimmer in suit to test validity of election law, My 4, 2:3
Suit against John C. Dekitt and others dismissed, My 17, 3:3
Named in mandamus suit by Otto L. Renner, Je 10, 2:5
Losses suit against John W. Gardner, Je 22, 4:4
In suit against Standard Oil co Allen T Brimingham apptd com, Je 25, 2:6
Press claim against US for money due for pay and equipment of soldiers, Je 30, 2:2
State Aud Guiltbert visits Nash to settle claims for expense of Camp Bushnell, Jr 29, 4:3
Pay claim for state troops being prepared by Aud Guiltbert and Gov Bushnell, Jr 4, 2:4

OHIO - SUITS AND CLAIMS (cont)
Canal comes win decision in injunction suit brought by Lake Erie & Hothing co, O 5, 2:4
Names Akron Underwriters' assn in dissolution suit, N 4, 1:5
Names Akron bd of underwriters in ouster suit, N 8, 4:2
Suit against William Myers dismissed, N 10, 3:3
Names Union Tank Line co in ouster suit, N 10, 3:3
Names Akron Bd of Fire Underwriters in ouster suit, N 11, 8:3
Ouster action against Buckeye Pipe Line co continues, N 12, 7:5; postponed, N 18, 2:5
Names Solar Refining co and Ohio Oil co in oyster suits, N 19, 3:4
Ouster suit against Akron Bd of Underwriters continues, J 2, 8:3

OHIO CANAL
Bill giving Akron part of lands if abandoned introduced to gen assembly, Ja 25, 3:4
Repr C A Kemp's bill for disposing of canal lands opposed (ed, Ohio State Journal), Ja 29, 3:3
Bill to conserve Akron water supply discussed, F 5, 5:3
Terms of state ssn bill to allow purchase by City of Akron criticized, Jr 18, F 14, 5:4
Bill allowing purchase of part of canal by City of Akron introduced in en, F 14, 5:4
Every possible effort by Akron to secure part of canal urged, ed, F 15, 4:1
Purchase of certain portion by Akron discussed, Jr 16, F 17, 5:3
Bill providing sale of portion to Akron discussed, Mr 10, 1:5
Procurement of portion by Akron without purchase cited as hopeless, ed, Mr 11, 4:1
Bill introduced in state ssn to sell southern end to highest bidder, Mr 15, 1:3
Bill passed by sen permitting City of Akron to purchase portion of canal, Mr 18, 1:6
Repair work stopped, lack of funds, Ap 2, 8:1
Bill to permit purchase by Akron of certain portions rapidly by favor of house com, Ap 8, 1:6
Aqueduct being rebuilt at Peninsula, Jr 18, 3:1
Navigation resumed at Massillon, Jr 11, 2:4
Statistics on route from Lake Erie to Ohio river given, D 17, 9:5

OHIO CENTENNIAL
Sites inspected by legis, F 5, 4:3
Century comm meets, F 18, 2:7
Site and place set by state legis, other proceeding of legis revd, Ap 21, 2:3
Toledo chosen by state legis as place of holding expo in 1903, Ap 21, 3:1
Com elects J E Gundel pres, O 20, 2:4

OHIO C OF C
Sets date and place for state meeting, com on arrangements apptd, N 23, 3:6

OHIO COAL MINING CO
Suit against Thomas F. Smith, wife Ellen Smith files answer, Je 2, 3:2

OHIO FARMERS INS CO
Named by T J Lepper in collection suit, O 12, 3:7

OHIO GLASS AND HOME CO
Wins suit on note against John W. Albaugh, F 26, 4:5; cross petitions filed by Joseph R Nott and A A Andrews co, Mr 28, 3:2
Names C F Ames in collection suit, S 2, 3:2

OHIO HOSPITAL FOR EPILEPTICS (Gallipolis)
Excessive expenditures and other matters to be investigated, F 22, 2:6
Trustees meet, Steward O L Robbins retires, Col C H Kayes elected, Jr 17, 2:4

OHIO IRON CO (Zanesville)
Stockholders petition ct to appt recr, Ap 16, 2:5

OHIO MATCH CO
Named by Diamond Match co in infringement suit, Mr 24, 3:3

OHIO NATL. BUILDING & LOAN CO
Names John W. Berlin in collection suit, F 26, 3:3; wins default judgment, Je 2, 3:2

OHIO OIL CO
Ouster proceedings brought by State of Ohio protested by residents of oil producing counties, Toledo, N 18, 2:5
Named in oster suit by State of Ohio, N 19, 3:4

OHIO PENITENTARY
Summarized rept, F 3, 3:7
Resolution introduced in house asking for investigation, F 4, 3:6
Investigation by house com discloses law violations by officials and brutal treatment of inmates, F 21, 3:3

OHIO SOUTHERN RR
Sale ordered, Jr 1, 2:5
Bid-in by holders of first mortgage of O 18, 8:1
Losses collection suit brought by English Car Trust co, O 16, 2:2

OHIO STATE FAIR
Opens, Ag 31, 2:4
Financial statement issued by Sec of Bd of Agr, Fleming, O 5, 2:4

OHIO STATE JOURNAL
Named in libel suit by T C Campbell, Ja 14, 2:1

OHIO STATE REFORMATORY (Massfield)
F F Thomas apptd to bd of trustees by Gov Bushnell, Je 18, 2:5
Inmates who rebelled and refused to work until they were furnished with tobacco return to work with exception of 12, Jr 15, 2:5
John Stevens escapes, O 29, 3:5
OMAHA EXPOSITION
Non-participation by Ohio denied, ltr, O 3, 1:4
OMARR, DANIEL
Named by Randall McAllister in warrant for assault and battery, Ag 3, 1:1; hold on assault and battery chg, case continued, Ag 4, 4:2
OMAKA TRUST & DEPOSIT CO
Reply filed by H C R Wall to answer and cross petition in case of Savings Bldg & Loan co against A L Conger, U 13, 3:2
O'NEILL, Injured in attempt to escape from penitentiary, N 18, 1:3
O'NEILL, CHARLES
Files answer in suit brought by Minerva Walker, Je 4, 3:2
Awarded contr for const of sewer in Crouse st, O 11, 8:2
O'NEILL, DENNIS, FRANK, ANI JAMES
Found not guilty to murder chg, D 1, 4:4
O'NEILL, FRANK. See O'Neill, Dennis
O'NEILL, JAMES. See O'Neill, Dennis
O'NEILL, JAMES T
Fined for jumping on train, Jl 11, 8:2
Confesses to being in prison break plot, N 23, 2:4
O'NEILL, M
Gives address on dept stores at Univ of Akron extension course, N 22, 8:1
O'NEILL, M CO
Bills Albert block from O C Barber, Mr 3, 1:6
Employees hold annual outing at Silver Lake, Je 14, 3:1
Present at Ober-Ammergau Passion play, Jl 20, 6:3
Presents vituscope representation of the Passion play, Je 22, 5:6
O'NEILL, SIMON
Fined for intoxication, Mr 26, 1:3
O'NEILL, CHARLES
Named in Minerva Walker in property damage suit, r 23, 3:2
O'NEILL (MRS), MARY (Clev)
Hypnotized by Stanley G Small and kept unconscious during operation, Ja 26, 1:1
O'NEILL, EDWARD
Injured in train collision at Bridgeport, N 22, 2:4
O'NEILL, SAMUEL (Tiffin)
Held on robbery chg, U 7, 2:4
OPERA HOUSE
Details and plans for proposed new theater, Ja 21, 8:4
OPERA HOUSE
Details and plans for proposed new theater, Ja 21, 8:4
OPERA SISTAS
The Natl Flower, Je 13, 8:2
OPPENHEIM, ADAM
Names Robinson Bros & Co in personal injury suit, Je 18, 3:4; answer to suit filed, Jl 15, 3:3
Fined on chg of robbery, Jl 26, 8:2
OPPENHEIM, A O (Loyal Oak)
Son Raymond injured when kicked by horse, Jl 12, 8:5
ORATORY
Wooster univ wins state intercollegiate contest, F 18, 8:3
Annual contest held at Mt Union coll won by Perry K King, U 23, 6:5
ORCHESTRA MUSICIANS' UNION
Local 24 holds annual meeting, elects officers, Ja 10, 5:1
ORCUTT, ALMIRA
Names Emma H Orcutt in partition of property suit, Mr 12, 3:1; answer filed by Ellen M Orcutt, Mr 25, 3:4; partition of property ordered, Je 3, 3:6
ORCUTT, ELLEN M
Named by Almira Orcutt in partition of property suit, Mr 12, 3:1; files answer to partition suit brought by Almira Orcutt, Mr 25, 3:4; partition of property ordered, Je 3, 3:6
OREGON
Repab election victory praised, ed, Je 10, 4:2; ed, Je 11, 4:2
Repab victory predicted, ed, Ja 20, 4:1
OREGON SS
Voyage to Cuban waters praised, ed, Mr 24, 4:1
Praised for efficiency shown in trip around the horn, ed, Jl 16, 4:1
O'Reilly, JOHN
Names Dr C C Davison in malpractice suit, Mr 1, 8:1; wins malpractice suit, Mr 4, 1:6; Mr 5, 1:4
O'SOREN, PHILIP
Named in foreclosure suit by Mary E Snyder, Je 16, 3:5; suit brought by Mary E Snyder dismissed, U 22, 3:3
ORRIVELE MACHINE CO
Win suit against Stiles A Prior and others, Mr 3, 3:5; Je 2, 3:2
ORT (OR), S A
Lectures before cong of St Paul's Lutheran ch on struggle of 19th century, Ja 29, 5:1
OVATT, EDWARD  
Death, por, My 7, 3:5; funeral, My 11, 8:2; will filed for probate, My 13, 3:1  
Memorial meeting held by Summit County Bar assn, My 14, 4:4  
Inventory of estate filed, Ag 18, 3:2  
OWEN, THOMAS (Youngstown)  
Held on chg of recog stolen goods, Ja 25, 3:6  
OWENS, FRED  
Fined for intoxication, Ap 8, 3:2  
OWING, GEORGE B  
Schooner goes ashore near Ashtabula, O 7, 2:4  
OWENS, THOMAS  
Buys parcel of land from Mr. and Mrs. H Weeks, O 8, 8:2  
OWL PRINTING CO (Oberlin)  
Office destroyed by fire, D 30, 2:4  
OWLEY, EDWARD R  
Fined for stealing chickens, N 25, 5:1  
OZIER, NELSON (Mansfield)  
Appd postmaster, Mr 5, 1:2  
OZMUN, ARTHUR M  
George Forbes appd admr of estate, Ag 18, 3:2  
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F A & W RR CO  
Loses collection suit brought by Lumarn A Andrews, F 21, 3:6  
PARDIN, G FREDERICK  
Named in Eliza Weary in collection suit, Ap 4, 5:5; filed answer to collection suit, declares willingness to confess partial judgment, My 11, 3:4  
PACHER BEUSCH, FRED (Wellington)  
Found dead, believed to have been murdered, Ja 29, 2:2  
PADDICK, HUGH & CO (Toledo)  
Interest owned by F O Paddock and James Hodge sold to Justice H Bowman, Ja 11, 2:2  
Grain elevator damaged by fire resulting from explosion of dust, S 21, 2:1  
Found responsible for fire in Union elevator by Coronor Henzier and chgd with gross neglect, O 17, 2:1  
PAG, JOHN (Cpls)  
Killed in fall from scaffold, My 11, 2:1  

PAUL, HENRY AND MINNIE  
Named in collection suit brought by Edwin Falk estate, Ag 31, 3:2  
PAUL, ALBERT T, DAVID R, R K, AND C C  
Named in collection suit brought by Clara G Carey, F 21, 3:6; lose suit, Mr 28, 3:2  
PAUL, JAVI R, See Paige, A T  
PAUL, IDA M  
Names Ira M and Cora E Miller in collection suit, Jy 9, 3:3  
PAUL, R K, See Paige, A T  
PAUL, SELKIRK (Lorain)  
Killed when struck by interurban car, My 24, 2:5  
PAUVILLE, OHIO  
Staging of st fair assured, S 20, 2:5  
PABISTI AND DECORATORS' ASSN  
Joins Central Labor union, Ja 7, 6:2  
PALATINE INS CO (Manchester, Eng)  
Named by Valley Rubber co assignees in collection suit, U 20, 3:2  
With Traders' Ins co of Chicago files answer, U 3, 3:4  
PAUL, B A  
Rescues Mrs Sircle's son from drowning, O 14, 8:2  
PAUL, CHARLES H  
Files 2nd amended petition in case against  
Thomas L Childs, Ja 11, 4:6; motion by Thomas L Childs to strike 2nd amended petition from files, F 8, 3:1; motion overruled by ct, My 25, 3:2; dismissal motion overruled, Ja 25, 3:5; answered by Thomas L Childs in 2nd amended petition filed in recovery suit, Jy 2, 3:6; suit continues, N 4, 3:4; loss recovery suit, files motion for new trial, N 9, 3:2; motion for new trial overruled, U 2, 3:3  
Names Akron St Ry and Illuminating co in damage suit, Ja 27, 3:1; files amended petition, Ja 18, 3:4; amended petition answered by co, Ag 8, 3:2  
Confesses breach of promise suit brought by  
Agnes Loomis, Ap 18, 1:4; with Thomas L Childs files motion to have suit dismissed, Je 2, 3:2;  
Ochs Emma Wank and Charles K McMullen with grand jur onry, Ag 16, 3:4  
PALMER (Mrs), FRANCES E  
PAUL, FRED  
Fined for vagrancy, N 1, 5:2  
PAUL, JENNIE (Findlay)  
Arrested on bigamy chg, Ap 30, 2:5  
PARK, JOHN (Greeley)  
Injured by live wire, F 2, 3:4  
PARKER, JOSIAH  
Adms file suit to have will construed, Ja 20, 4:7  
PARKER, R F  
With son wins 16 prizes in Canton poultry show, Ja 10, 5:1  
PARKER, V R  
Describes Camp Alger, Ir 1, 4:2  
Relates activities of 8th OVI band at Camp Alger, Ir 1, Je 21, 5:5  
PARKER, WILLIAM A  
Wins default judgment in suit against John Rawling, Ja 25, 3:2  
Names John Rawling in action requiring answer concerning property, Mr 4, 3:4  
PARKER PNEUMATIC FIRE CO (Steub)  
Patents declared invalid by U S ct of appeals in infringement suit against Henry A Lazier, D 6, 5:5  
PARKSTRY  
Feature article on science, S 20, 6:1  
PARKER RR  
Exorbitant passenger rates criticized, ed, S 12, 4:1  
PARDEE, AARON  
Death, bing, Ja 10, 5:4; funeral, Ja 13, 3:2;  
Adms Frank B Howard authorized to continue the litigation, Ja 15, 4:3  
PARDEE, LIONEL  
Appd asmr of John C Dewitt estate, D 10, 3:7  
PARDEE, LUCIUS  
C F Beery appd asmr of estate, Ap 18, 7:3  
PAREY, JAMES  
Injured in leap from freight when train derailed, Je 18, 3:2  
PARGILLIS, FRED (Toldeo)  
Burned in fire caused by dust explosion in grain elevator, S 21, 2:1  
PARTIN, KATE  
Fined on lead chg, Ag 16, 4:4  
PARK, D W  
Speaks on bankruptcy law before Ohio State Bankers' assn, S 29, 3:4  
PARK, KOLLIN  
Fined for intoxication, Ja 20, 8:5  
PARKER, C L (McConnellsville)  
Warehouse destroyed by fire, arson suspected, S 20, 2:4
PARSHALL (CITY ENGINEER), S W (cont)

service no longer required, JY 30, 3:4; performs city engineer duties though office is abolished, Ag 3, 3:3
Praised for service as city engineer, Jr, S 21, 3:4
Qutting as city engineer attempted by comrs, O 11, 1:6
PARSHLEY (REV), W B
Address on Japan at First Bapt ch, Mr 1, 8:1
PARSONS (Rev)
Speaks before Natl Letter Carriers’ conv at Toledo, S 8, 3:6
Parsons, Richard C, Jr
Nominated by Pres William McKinley as 2nd sec of U S embassy at Rome (Italy), Ja 26, 3:4
Parsons, William C
Case brought by Isabella R Clark, demurrers overruled, Ja 11, 4:7
PARTHE, (Alliance)
Shoe store destroyed by fire, D 28, 1:3
PASTIME CLUB
Elicts officers, Mr 5, 1:2
PATHFINDERS
Near Dr H W Crawford and Col George W Steiner, Ag 31, 8:1
Akrum lodge No 1 instituted, officers elected, S 2, 5:2
Randolph lodge instituted, S 6, 3:1
Middlebury lodge No 2 instituted, S 9, 8:1
Cooper lodge No 25 instituted, officers elected, D 3, 8:3
Akrum lodge No 1 elects officers, D 3, 5:5
Gives entertainment, D 10, 8:2
Senoa lodge No 35 instituted at Tiffin by L S Myers, D 16, 3:2
Feature article on org and history, D 24, 3:3
Feature article on growth, D 26, 3:3
Fraternity lodge No 10 instituted in Medina, D 27, 1:3
PATRIOTISM
Subject of address by U S Sen Thurston, D 13, 6:3
PATTERSON, CHARLES
Arrested, fined, and sentenced to whhouse on chg of assault, U 27, 3:5
PARRISH, I N E Z
Given scholarship to Buchtel coll, Je 20, 3:3
Parshall, city engineer, S W
Abolishment of office of city council criticized, ed, Yj 19, 4:2; resc notice as city engineer
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FATTON, JAMES (Circleville)
Sentenced on 2nd degree murder chg, Mr 16, 2:4
FATTON, THOMAS
Infant dies, funeral Je 11, 8:5
Paul, Criticized for lack of loyalty to dem party, ed, Ag 26, 4:2
Paul, James
Injured when thrown from buggy, D 22, 1:6
Paul (Mrs); Maggie
Chgd with using vile names, S 10, 3:1; acquitted on disorderly conduct chg, S 13, 8:3
Paul, Robert and Rosea
With wives sell parcel of land to Augusta W Kach, D 7, 8:5
Paul, (COUNCILMAN), T Dwight
Elected councilman in 1st ward, Ap 5, 1:4
Alledged kidnapping revd, W 28, 1:6
Paulin, Simon
Missing; Je 21, 2:5
Paxton (CONDUCTOR), Samuel
Killed in train collision at New Concord, O 20, 6:4
Payne, Electa
Injured in fall through trap door at Falls Rivet works (Guy Falls Reporter), Ag 6, 4:5
Payne, John W
Appd assignee for business of Harry McCune, D 28, 3:3
Payne, Julia A
Legal notice of sale of real estate, Ja 22, 3:3
Notice of estate executrix sale, Ap 16, 7:5
Payne, RY SIGNAL SWITCH & EQUIPMENT CO
Purchases site at Ashtabula to open new factory, F 14, 3:3
Peac and War
Pres William McKinley’s policy in Cuban insurrection praised, ed, Ja 28, 4:1
Economic effects of war cited as showing U S desire for peace with Spain, ed, Ja 31, 4:1
Imparal circulars distributed at Cinti calling mass meeting to protest against Spanish outrages, F 19, 2:3; anti-Spanish meeting held at Cinti, F 21, 2:4
Rumors that Ohio troops have been ordered to mobilize denied, F 21, 3:4
Pub warned against war hysteria re Batllshepai Maine disaster, ed, F 21, 4:1
Resolution introduced in state sen pledging Ohio’s support of Cuba in case of war with Spain, F 24, 1:4
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Peace and War (cont)

Amer prepared if war with Spain comes, ed, Mr 26, 4:1
U S prepared if war comes, ed, Ap 11, 4:1
Decision as to action urged in case of war with Spain, ed, Ap 18, 4:1
Subject of addresses by County Treas L C Miles and E P Otis at Trinity Luth ch, My 2, 5:3
Subject of talk by Robert McIntyre before Popular Lecture course audience, D 7, 1:7
Peach, Jacob J
Sued for divorce by wife Mary Ellen, S 7, 6:4
Peaches
Abundant crop repd in Portage county, Ag 27, 2:4
Peck, Frederick B
Divorces wife Mary Ellen, Ja 15, 4:3
Peeples, George W
Buys parcel of land from Marc E Darrow and wife Ida E, D 10, 8:2
Pegley (Mrs); George
Frustrates attempted robbery of res, D 28, 5:5
Pell, James H
Released from Mich naval reserves, Ag 16, 6:5; Ag 22, 3:2
Penal and Corrective Insts
Albert Thomas, Albert Harris, and Frank Harris pardoned by Gov Bushnell, D 7, 2:4
Penrod, Joy H
J Park Alexander appld admr of estate, O 27, 3:3; 7:5
Penrod, Julia
Cross petitions Henry C Viele in judgment suit, Ja 19, 4:7
Names Henry C and Elizabeth Viele in collection suit, O 1, 3:3; cross petition filed by Nat P Goodwin, D 24, 3:1; wins suit, D 31, 3:5
Penfield, Albert (North Ashmore)
Killed when he falls from train, N 3, 2:4
Peninsula, Ohio
Dem caucus list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:1
Rep caucus list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:1
Dem Charles Peterson elected mayor, repub candidates for all other offices elected, Ap 6, 5:3
Penn Mutual Life Ins Co
Loss default judgment in suit of Lotta M Crabtree, Ja 25, 3:1
Penney, J G (Little York)
Injured when struck by interurban car, Ap 23, 3:2
Pennsylvania
Poll influence due to indus strength, ed, S 17, 4:2
PENSIONS (cont.)

SOLDIERS
Defended in rumor of fraud chgs., 11th, Jn 8, 4:3

VETERANS
Investigation by QAR Commander-in-Chief Gen. J P S. Gobin discussed, ed, Jn 13, 4:1

Young women criticized for marrying pensioners to rec widow's pension, ed, Ja 18, 4:1

Time limit on widow's payments approved, ed, Ja 24, 4:1

Large amount to be distributed byCols agency, My 20, 6:3

PEOPLE'S MUTUAL INS CO

Suit by Fred Boden dismissed, F 11, 4:7

PEOPLE'S SAVINGS BANK CO

Annual stockholders' meeting held, directors and officers elected, Ja 5, 8:5

Case against A L. F. et al. dropped from docket, Ja 11, 4:7

Answer filed by purty dept. whitman & Barnes Mfg co in suit against A L F Conger, F 1, 5:2

Makes application for appt of rec for Al Conger, My 7, 3:2

Names collection suit against A L and K B Conger and F W Atterholt, My 17, 3:2

Names H G R wall in cross petition to Wall-Conger suit, Ap 1, 3:1

With Sheriff William Williams and Nathan Morse named by Emily B Conger in property damage suit, Ap 9, 3:5

Names Jerry Weibel, Martin Minter, John W Thomas, Megdalena Kneefel, and P H Hoffman in petition to decide partition of sun of money, Ap 16, 3:3; cross petition filed by Megdalena Kneefel, My 19, 3:2

Suit brought by Emily B Conger, Nathan Morse files demurrer to pltf's petition, Je 11, 3:2

Named with Mary Schell in mortgage foreclosure suit by John Shaffer, Ag 8, 3:2

Issues financial statement, 0 3, 3:6

Demurrer to petition and motion to require Emily Conger to post bond to cover ct costs overruled, D 22, 3:3

PEPPER (CHAPLIN), GEORGE W

Fays tribute to Col Charles Dick for his service during Spanish-American war, S 15, 4:5

PERKINS, FRANK (Toledo)

Vies of injuries rec'd in explosion and fire, S 22, 2:4

PERKINS, CHARLES E

Reapptd state bd of pub works engineer, por, Je 15, 4:1; reapptl commended, ed, Je 15, 4:3

PERKINS (PROP), H M (Delaware)

Res robbed, My 25, 1:3

PERKINS, J W (Collins)

Held for embezzlement of po funds, D 6, 2:5; bound to fed grand jury, J 20, 2:4

PERKINS, LYNN (McConnelsville)

Arrested on arson chg in Ch L Barker warehouse fire, S 21, 2:4

PERKINS, M B (Chagrin Falls)

Chickens stolen, Jy 2, 2:5

PERKINS, SAMUEL E

Wills filed, Je 25, 3:5

PERKINS SCHOOL

Mothers and teachers hear Prof Thomas on influence of proper environment, My 1, 8:3

Mothers' and teachers' circle elects officers, My 25, 5:2

PERKINS ST

Ord passed providing for sweeping st, My 27, 7:7

Property owners from Union to Good st assessed for st sprinkling in ord passed by city councill, Ag 5, 7:4; from Prospect to Union st, Ag 5, 7:6

PERMANENT SAVINGS AND LOAN CO

New name of Savings Building & Loan co, D 20, 3:3; succeeds Savings Bldg & Loan co, D 21, 6:7

PERRIN, PAUL A

Files petition in error in judgment suit brought by N R Steiner, Ap 8, 3:3

Held on non-support chg, Je 7, 4:5; arraigned on non-support chg, case continued, Je 14, 3:2; case postponed, Je 17, 5:2; pleas not guilty, S 12, 8:4; case settled out of ct, S 14, 3:1

Suze wife Mary for divorce, N 12, 1:4; suit answered, D 17, 3:5

PERRIN, W O (Lathrop)

Appd postmaster, U 31, 2:4

PERRY, JOHN (Clev)

Victim of lost pocketbook swindle, My 4, 2:3

PERRY (COMMONGE), O H

Cited as Amer's greatest naval hero, Ohio censured for forgetting him on Memorial day, ed, Je 2, 4:1

PETESON, JANIEL P (Alliance)

Injured in fall, F 7, 3:6

PETERS, MARY DOROTHY

Injured when trampled by mules, Je 2, 5:2

PETRICK, EDWARD

Child scalped by upset pot of coffee, Ap 20, 8:1

PETRIE, GEORGE H AND PEARL

Lose judgment in suit brought by Akron Supply co, Je 25, 3:7

PETTIT, JAMES H

Death, Jy 21, 3:3; 6:3; eulogy, ed, Jy 21, 4:1; funeral, Jy 21, 6:3

PETTET, THOMAS

See Peterson, George H

PETTIT, JOHN

Death, Je 17, 3:3; funeral announcement, Je 18, 3:2

PETTIE, ABIGAIL (Caiza)

Dies as result of wounds received in suicide attempt, F 4, 2:6

PETTY, H

Injured when scaffold falls, O 15, 3:5

PFAU, O (New Springfield)

Carriage works destroyed by fire, My 25, 2:5

PFLEIDER, ROSA (Cats)

Uses from gunshot wound, murder or suicide suspected, husband William held, My 16, 1:4

PFLEIDER, JACOB

Rig damaged in collision, M 14, 5:4

Named in collection suit by A Seligman, D 30, 1:6

PFLEIDER, ERNEST A

Named with Enterprise Mfg in stockholders' suit brought by father Ernest F, S 10, 1:6; files motion for separation of action, S 15, 3:5; motion filed by Ernest F Pfleider, S 26, 3:2

PFLEIDER, ERNEST F

Names son Ernest A and Enterprise Mfg in creditors' suit, S 10, 1:6; motion for separation of action filed by E A Pfleider, S 15, 3:5

Names Enterprise Mfg in suit with Lorenzo W Finn for dissolution of corp, S 15, 3:5

Answer filed to receivership suit against Enterprise Mfg co, Judge Kohler refuses to hear case, S 17, 3:2
PFLUEGER, ERNEST F (cont)
Files motion in suit against Ernest A Pflueger
and Enterprise Mfg co, S 26, 3:2
Suit against Randall L McAllister dismissed,
20, 2:5
PFLUEGER BLOCK
Damaged by fire, N 7, 8:3
PFOOD (WOS), MARY
Fine for disorderly conduct, Jy 23, 5:7
PHARMACEUTICAL ASSN, OHIO STATE
Holds conv at Cols, Ja 20, 4:5
PHARMACY
Advance in cost of wholesale drugs due to war
tax, retailers suffer, Jy 2, 4:3
State bd exam results given, 0 27, 2:5
PHLEAAN HOTEL (Wahnee)
Sold at sheriff's sale, Ja 24, 1:6
PHILLIPS, KINGSLEY W
Death, 0 1, 8:1; estate admt Ernest Wilcox files
bond, appraisers apptd, 0 28, 3:4
PHILLIPS, S E (west Richfield)
House occupied by Charles Morten destroyed by
fire, S 14, 4:6
PHI DELTA TAU FRATERNITY
Holds annual conv at Cols, N 21, 3:4; elects
trustees and pres, N 25, 1:4; elects officers,
N 25, 6:4
PHI GAMMA DELTA
Six members arrested at Granville on cemetery
desecration chg, N 5, 6:6
PHIANTHROPY
Financial aid given Springfield compared with
Akron, ed, Je 18, 4:1
PHILATELY
New type of stamps to be recd at Akron po, Je 22,
4:3
George H Ford speaks on stamp law before Ohio
State Bankers' asson, Akron, S 30, 6:5
PHILION, CHARLIE
‘Miford’ chgs S H Hoover with taking possession
of and converting property not belonging to
him, Ja 18, 5:1
PHILIP (CAFTI, JOHN W
His act and words of thankfulness for bloodless
victory praised, ed, Jy 13, 4:1
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Disposition by U S cited as great problem, ed,
My 6, 4:3
Annexation to U S opposed by Ohio repub leaders,
Je 17, 2:5
PHILIPINE ISLANDS (cont)
U S control depicted, cartoon, Jy 2, 2:2
Retention by U S urged, ed, Ag 15, 4:1
Proposed purchase by U S ridiculed, ed, Ag 16,
4:2
Price paid to Spain by U S compared to price-
paid to Mexico for California, ed, 0 5, 4:1
Importance as distributing point to Asian centers
discussed, ed, 0 17, 4:1
PHILIPPS, MARY ANN (Hudson)
Sells parcel of land to Nancy A Nyles, 0 8, 8:2
PHILIPPS
Elected state sen from 20th dist in unofficial
returns, N 9, 1:3
PHILIPPS, JAMES H (Jacobsburg)
Burn destroyed by fire, Ja 25, 3:6
PHILIPPS, MARY
Arraigned on chg of residing in brothel, F 5,
1:4; fined on chg, F 7, 5:5
PHILIPPS, RICHARD (Cals)
Bill passed by house releasing surety, F 4, 3:6
PHILIPPS, SIMON
Held on chg of selling bogus rr passes, Cinti,
F 4, 2:7
PHILLO (DAVID), E L
Sermon, Ja 17, 8:6
Preaches lst anniv sermon, Mr 5, 1:3
Sermon, My 27, 5:3; S 19, 3:1
PHILLO, WILLIAM J
Divorced by wife Sarah J, My 24, 3:5
PHILLO, WILLIAM J AND SARAH J
Collection suit appealed by pltf Charles F
Kiefer, Ag 2, 6:2
PHINNEY, S E
Files answer and cross petition in suit of
Allen J Miner against Akron Silver Plate co,
Ja 28, 3:5
Named in will contesting suit brought by Lucinda
Koons, Je 29, 3:5; suit continues, Je 30, 3:6
PHOENIX IRON WORKS (Ashtabula)
Attachment closes Cabinet Mfg co plant, Ja 8,
2:7
Blast furnace damaged when old shell explodes,
0 19, 2:2
PHOTOGRAPHERS' PROTECTIVE ASSN
Adopts constitution and by-laws, N 20, 3:1
PHOTOGRAPHY
Subject of addresses before Camera club by Can-
field, Vaupel, and Knight, S 14, 3:4
PIQUITY CLUB
Makes loving cup for Ada George Dewey, Ag 17,
2:5
Sponsors address by Sen Foraker, S 27, 2:2
PICKAWAY COUNTY-
Gross mismanagement of Children's home and
Infirmary chgd in rep to state bd of chari-
ties, 0 25, 2:4
PICKELL, GEORGE H
App'd comm to Azores Islands, S 20, 2:4
PICKERT, ROLFF F (Clev)
Files bankruptcy petition, Ag 19, 6:6
PICKETT, JAMES (Canton)
Asked to set forth true name in libel suit filed
against Emil Gammeter, F 1, 5:2; suit dis-
missed, Mr 7, 3:3
Files answer to suit brought by George Norris,
Ap 20, 3:3
Arrested on chg of conducting lottery, My 13, 3:1
PICKETT, R F
Loses suit brought by George Norris, jr, Ja 26,
3:4; missing, Ja 28, 3:1; still missing, F 23,
3:1
PICKETT, SHERIDAN
Fined on feed conduct chg, Ja 27, 5:2
PICKTON, (Thomaston)
Injured when thrown from carriage during runaway,
S 15, 1:5
PIERCE, H T
Fined for intoxication, Ja 28, 3:1
PIERCE, W F (Forest)
Nominated for postmaster by Pres McKinley, Ja 21,
2:5
PIERSON, WILLIAM J (Canton)
Held on chgs of concealing U S property and
possessing burglar tools, F 24, 3:1
Held under bond on chg of having recd and concealed
stamps taken from po, Massillon, F 28,
4:6; bound to U S dist ct, Mr 2, 2; trial
begins on po robbery chg, Ap 22, 2:5; trial
continues, John Ekburt testifies, Ap 23, 2:3
PIETSON, GEORGE AND JAY (Clyde)
Bequeath estate to defunct APA council, question of
settlement arises, Ja 17, 1:6
PIETTZ, FRED
Occupant of bldg owned by Fred Mustill and
destroyed by fire, 0 3, 5:6
PIHARD, CHARLES
Arrested on intoxication chg, 0 26, 3:5; sent-
tenced, 0 27, 1:5
PINE, W L
Fined for carrying concealed weapons, Ag 1, 8:3
PINEGEE (GOV),
Speaks at Cinti before GAR, S 8, 2:4
PIONEER ASN, PORTAGE AND SUMMIT COUNTIES
Meets at Kent, choos com, My 20, 3:3
PIONEER ASN, MUSICA AND SUMMIT COUNTIES
Holds 40th annual picnic, S 12, 5:3
PIPER, EDWIN W (New Pittsburgh)
Missing, Ja 29, 3:6; located in Clev, Ag 1, 5:5
PIELE, JOHN R
Buys parcel of land from Hugo Schmacher and
A J Willig and wives, 0 10, 8:2
PITTSINGER, RALPH
Fined on charge of intoxication, S 20, 3:5
Fined on charge of disorderly conduct, S 27,
2:5
Fined on charge of disturbing peace, Mr 17,
3:4
Fined on charge of vagrancy, Ja 30, 3:5
PITTSBURGH & LAKE ERIE RR CO
Nominated by Louis Seigfried in damage suit, Youngs-
town, Ja 20, 2:5; wins suit, F 5, 1:6
PITTSBURGH & WESTERN RR
Makes survey of route between Kent and Ravenna,
Ja 26, 3:4
PITTSBURGH & TRUNK RAILWAY
Freight trains damaged in collision at Kent,
Ap 5, 8:1
Improvements under way, My 14, 3:4
Makes improvements on Ohio lines, Ag 23, 8:5
Named in personal injury suit by Martin W Elder,
Youngstown, 0 21, 5:2
Reptd acquired by Brice rr system, 0 26, 1:7
Expropriation suits ordered dismissed, Youngs-
town, 0 31, 1:5
Pitts & Co
Files petition for permission to accept loan from
Pittsburgh, Clev & Toledo rr co, N 21, 1:6
work on double track from DeForest begins, D 16,
6:1
Granted strip of land in ord passed by Guy Falls
county, G 17, 3:5
Plans to straighten track from Charleston to
Ravenna, U 17, 7:1
PITTSBURGH, FT WAYNE & CHICAGO RR
Limited and freight trains in collision, no one
injured, Ja 1, 2:5
PITTSBURGH, YOUNGSTOWN & ASHTABULA RR CO
Loses injunction suit by GN rr co, Youngstown,
0 15, 6:2
PIZZI, JOHN (Connaut)
Uses gun shot wounds recd in fight, 0 6, 6:2
PLACE, KEVIN A
Given judgment against Provident Ins co, case
appealed, Ja 13, 3:2
Motion filed by deft to reinstate petition in
suit, Je 7, 3:3
REVIEW AND NOTES
At Pinney Ridge, N 25, 5:5
Black Creek, N 26, 3:5
Black Sheep, M 15, 8:4
Brownies, M 2, 3:1
Butterflies, N 8, 5:1
Captain's Mate, N 2, 3:5
Chimes of Normandy, Ap 16, 5:4
Contented Infant, S 12, 8:2
Cuba's Vow, M 8, 8:3
Jazzler, 0 11, 8:3
El Capitan, F 14, 8:1
Half a King, M 25, 5:4
Harold Armistic, F 23, 5:3
Her Majesty The Cook, 0 17, 7:6
Julius Caesar, S 14, 5:5
Merchant of Venice, M 3, 3:1
Motif Flower, Je 10, 4:5
Othello, M 12, 3:6
Power of the Press, F 24, 5:6
Prisoner of Zenda, S 11, 5:5
Strangers in New York, O 22, 8:5
True as Steel, N 1, 5:6
Two Gents, Ap 15, 5:5
Uncle Bob, M 26, 8:5

PLUMMER, RICHARD

Names State of Ohio in suit to test validity of election law, My 4, 2:3

PLUMER, CHARLES

Names Daniel Snyder in judgment suit, 5 15, 3:4

POCOKE, B A (Shreve)

Makes assignment, Ja 7, 7:3

POELNER, MINNIE (Cinti)

Shot and killed by Louis Alfeldt following lovers' quarrel, Ja 14, 1:3

POINSKY, FRANK AND JOHN

Fleeced by promise of work, Ag 11, 3:4

POINSKY, JOHN.

See Folinsky, Frank

POINSKY, JOHN.

See Folinsky, John

POINSKY (FIDEM), (Crestline)

Injured when he sticks head out locomotive window and strikes stone pillar, V 21, 2:4

POOL (FIDEM)

Organizes, elects officers, Ap 29, 3:3

POINES

Subject of report by Col H W J Ham at First Ch of Christ, F 24, 8:2

Preliminary steps taken to form new party, Ap 13, 3:6

Subject of address by Taughtery at meeting of repub ed asso, 0 19, 6:5

POLO, JOHNNY

Chased by people and dogs of owner, V 17, 8:1

Pojo (Clev)

Injured in fall from church gable, Fe 20, 3:2

PORTER, CLEO

Transcript of assault and battery case from squire's ct filed in probate ct, Ag 8, 3:2

PORTER, W G (Cos)

Shot and injured by unidentified boy, Va 26, 2:2

PORTLAND SS

Placing of responsibility for sending steamer to sea in storm demanded, ed, D 6, 4:2

PORTO RICO, See Puerto Rico

POST, LYMAN

Escapes death while driving traction engine over bridge near Hudson when it collapses, Ag 15, 6:2

POST (B) MELANAY

Death, F 18, 3:4; blog, F 28, 8:5

POSTAL SERVICE

Description of new postal card, Ja 12, 4:3

Plan to provide carriers with whistles opposed by Postmaster L S Ebrig, Ag 8, 8:1

RFD favored, experimentation in Summit county urged, ed, Ag 31, 4:2

Institution of RFD in Summit county assured, S 26, 4:5

Overland route to be established between Akron and Delphos, M 22, 3:1

PORTER

Increase of total receipts for December 1887 over December 1886 recorded, Ja 7, 3:2

Dr L S Ebrig's nomination for postmaster confirmed, Ja 13, 8:6

Constr at East Market and High sts discussed, Ja 15, 8:3

Postmaster Ebrig notified of proposed reduction in personnel, F 15, 3:5

Bids for constr of new bldg advertised, Ja 20, 3:4

To rec new type stamps, Je 22, 4:3

Plans for new bldg offered to contractors for impass, Fe 24, 6:2

John Young aspt of constr and Aaron Wagner disbursing agent, Ag 8, 3:9

Constr of new bldg starts, Ag 8, 4:5; Ag 10, 3:3

Cost of new bldg discussed, ed, S 1, 4:1

History of new site at High and Market sts traced, S 2, 5:3

Obtaining appropriation for new bldg credited to Judge Snyder (ed, Wooster Journal), S 7, 4:5

Constr delayed by gov regulations, S 29, 5:4
POSTAL SERVICE - AKRON (cont)

Akrion leads Ohio in revenue increases, 0 26, 1:4
Plans for new blog changed, illus, O 29, 1:3
Mail carrying contr awarded to J A Craft, U 6, 5:6
John Young reinstated as sup of constr, U 8, 3:3
Expands scope of money order service, D 13, 5:4
Feature story on po history, D 17, 9:6
Carriers swapped with Christmas mail, D 24, 1:7;
U 26, 1:7
U S treasury dept adv for bids on heating plant, J 24, 7:5; D 26, 7:5
Contr for installing marble maincoating let to W H Myers & Co, U 24, 8:1; D 26, 8:1
Mail deliveries during Christmas rush reach all-time high, repts Deputy Postmaster John W Chapman, U 28, 2:1
Work on new blog progresses rapidly, U 29, 1:3

AMANDA
Postmistress Mary Sunderman accused of opening mail, U 29, 2:4

BARBERTON
George A Shaw named postmaster, Ja 21, 1:6;
appint confirmed, F 2, 5:1

BATAVIA
William H Baum named postmaster, Ja 21, 1:6

Berea
George A Hubbard apptd postmaster, Jy 7, 2:3

BLANCHESTER
Lewis M Riley apptd postmaster by Pres William McKinley, D 9, 2:4

BLUFFTON
Russell B Day apptd postmaster, Ag 10, 2:5

BOWLING GREEN
M P Brewer apptd postmaster, Ja 11, 2:1

BUCKEYE
Joseph B Hall apptd postmaster, Ag 10, 2:5

CALMELL
John H Shanklin apptd postmaster, Jy 7, 2:3

CARRIOLTON
Fred W McCoy nominated for postmaster by Pres William McKinley, F 8, 2:3

CHARON
Julius O Converse apptd postmaster, Mr 5, 1:2

CHICAGO JUNCTION
Daniel Myers apptd postmaster, Ja 21, 1:6

CLEVELAND
Employees give notice of intention to enlist in mil service, Ap 26, 2:3
Po robbed, W 23, 2:4

COLUMBUS
Mail-carrying contr awarded to J A Craft, D 6, 5:6

COVINGTON
Leonidas Canover apptd postmaster, Mr 31, 2:6

CUBA
William B Gamble apptd to Cuban postal service, U 23, 1:6

CUYAHOGA FALLS
Appnt of Henry Thomas as postmaster confirmed by sen, My 6, 4:4; rece comm, Je 4, 4:6
Po damaged by fire, N 28, 1:6; destroyed by fire, D 19, 1:4

DELTA
Robert J Cox apptd postmaster, Ja 21, 2:5

DENISON
A Dickey apptd as postmaster not confirmed, Jy 9, 2:5
William A Pittenger apptd postmaster, Ag 10, 2:5

DOYLESTOWN
Po moved to Zimmerian block, U 4, 8:3

DREDGE
William M Miller apptd postmaster, Ja 21, 2:5

EAST LIVERPOOL
M H Surles apptd postmaster, D 31, 2:4

EAST PALESTINE
George D Alaback recommended for postmaster, Ag 4, 2:3; appntd, Ag 10, 2:5

EATON
J W Ammenman's apptm as postmaster delayed, Jy 9, 2:5

EVERETT
G F Harrington apptd postmaster, My 14, 3:2

FINOLAY
Jacob H Beger nominated by Pres McKinley for postmaster, Je 21, 2:5

FOREST
F Pierce nominated by Pres McKinley for postmaster, Je 21, 2:5

FOSTORIA
Joel P Demolfe apptd postmaster by Pres William McKinley, N 22, 2:2

FRAUDS
Postmaster Pettis chgd with defrauding govt by making false reports of number of stamps canceled, North Lima, Ag 13, 2:3

FREDERICK TOWN
Walter B Johnson apptd postmaster, N 3, 2:2

FREEDOM
Po discontinued, U 3, 3:2

GALION
John W Cuss apptd postmaster, F 9, 2:2

GALLIPOLIS
S H Eagle apptd postmaster, Mr 31, 2:6

GENEVA
Po robbed, Ja 25, 1:6

GILBOA
Po robbed, S 14, 2:4

GRANVILLE
L A Austin apptd postmaster, Ag 10, 2:5

HAMILTON
Robert Elliott resigns as postmaster, wife Ellen B apptd, Je 21, 4:6; Je 22, 2:5

HARRISON
David W Gray apptd postmaster, Jy 7, 2:3

HICKSVILLE
A M Richards apptd postmaster, Ja 21, 2:5

IRONON
John B Strobel's nomination for postmastership sent to sen for ratification, F 1, 2:7

JACKSON
Mark Sternberger's nomination for postmaster sent to sen, Je 9, 2:5

JAMESTOWN
George A McLaughlin apptd postmaster by Pres William McKinley, D 9, 2:4

Appnt of G A McLaughlin postmaster confirmed by U S sen, D 16, 2:2

KENNEDY
John S Clark's nomination sent to sen, Je 9, 2:5

LATROPE
W G Perrin apptd postmaster, U 31, 2:4

LIMA
George Hall apptd postmaster, Jy 21, 2:5

LISBON
Edmund P Moore apptd postmaster, Ag 10, 2:5

MACONIZED
Charles W Searls named postmaster, Ja 21, 1:6

MANSFIELD
Nelson Grier apptd postmaster, Mr 5, 1:2

MARTIN'S FERRY
George S Sedgwick nominated postmaster by Pres William McKinley, Je 2, 2:3

MIDDLETOWN
Lewis Cooper's nomination for postmaster sent to sen, Je 9, 2:5

MIDDLETOWN
Robert Dowling apptd postmaster, Je 22, 2:5

MILLSBURG
James W Hall apptd postmaster, Ag 10, 2:5

MILLHALL
George Snyder apptd to carry mail from po to CT&Y depot, Ja 18, 8:3

Abraham Snyder apptd postmaster, Mr 25, 5:3

MINERVIA
George E McDonald apptd postmaster, D 31, 2:4

MONTPELIEER
J C Holloway apptd postmaster, N 3, 2:2

MT STERNLE
Edgar C Hornbeck apptd postmaster, Ag 10, 2:5

MT VERNON
George E Canning apptd postmaster, Ja 11, 2:1

NEGLLEY
Po robbed, F 4, 2:6

NEW BREDEN
Albert C Reiss apptd postmaster, Ag 10, 2:5

NEW PORTAGE
J P McCarty assumes duties of postmaster, F 4, 5:1
POSTAL SERVICE (cont)

NEWARK
J M Lokes app'td postmaster by Pres William McKinley, 19, 1,3; app't confirmed, 19, 1, 2,6

NORTH CREEK
H Ernsberger app'td postmaster, 19, 1, 2,4

NOTTINGHAM
Po robbed, 19, 1, 2,4

OHIO
Pres William McKinley app'ts 3 postmasters, 19, 20, 2,6
Pres William McKinley sends nominations of 6 postmasters to Sen, 19, 23, 2,2
Isaac N. Zearing and 5 others nominated postmasters by Pres William McKinley, Ap 30, 2,5
List of salary increases and decreases given, Je 15, 4,4

OTTAWA
Allen Graham, jr app’td postmaster by Pres William McKinley, 19, 23, L3; 19, 1, 2,6

PORTSMOUTH
Philo S Clark’s nomination for postmastership sent to Sen for ratification, F 1, 2,7

PROSPECT
John J Roberts app’td postmaster, 19, 10, 2,5

PUERTO RICO
Robert A Miller app’td postmaster by Pres William McKinley (Canton Repository), D 19, 8,3

RAVENNA
John H Oakley nominated postmaster by Pres William McKinley, 19, 22, 3,3; 19, 31, 2,6

ROGERS
Po robbed, Je, 4, 2,5

RYAN
Difficulty in getting postmaster cited, ed, 9, 9, 4,1

SABINA
William B Woodmansee nominated postmaster, Je 21, 2,5

ST MARY’S
John L Sullivan nominated postmaster by Pres William McKinley, F 8, 2,3

SOUTH CHARLESTOWN
Edward F Flynn app’td postmaster, 19, 10, 2,5

SPENCERVILLE
W H Ashton app’td postmaster, 19, 10, 2,5

SUMMIT COUNTY
Rural route proposed, G 26, 1,5

TALLMADGE
Free delivery inaugurated, N 2, 8,2

TEGEMSH
Clem White app’td postmaster, 19, 31, 2,6

TOLEDO
Asst postmaster William F Sapp resigns to accept postmastership in Puerto Rico, Ag 3, 2,3

UNITED STATES
Retrenchment in cost of service approved, ed, Ja 22, 4,2

REVOLVER STOLEN FROM MAIL, mail clerk Leroy M Boyer arrested for embezzlement, Je 2, 7,5
Summer uniform for carriers authorized, U 17, 8,3

URBANA
Mary Neal Smith app’td postmistress by Pres William McKinley, My 20, 6,3

WADSWORTH
Samuel Andrews nominated postmaster by Pres William McKinley, F 11, 4,7

WAGAR
Daniel Bender app’td postmaster, U 31, 2,4

WARMOUTH
Po robbed, S 22, 2,4

WELLINGTON
Mary L Herrick app’td postmistress, Jy 12, 2,5

WELLSVILLE
T K Snowden app’td postmaster, U 31, 2,4

WEST RICHFIELD
R H Chapman app’td postmaster, Mr 18, 3,2

WINDBALL
Alice Nettleton app’td postmaster, Jy 1, 8,1

WOODESFIELD
Oliver M Greenbank app’td postmaster, Ja 11, 2,1

WOOSTER
Thomas L Flattery app’td postmaster by Pres William McKinley, 19, 23, 1,3; 19, 31, 2,6

YOUNGSTOWN
G P Shaffer app’td postmaster, Je 11, 2,1
Fred B Turner app’td asst postmaster, Ja 20, 3,4

POTTSTOWN, T R (Barberton)
Elected to Barberton bd of educ, Ap 5, 1,3

POUCHOT, HANSIGER & CO
Store damaged by fire, Ja 20, 5,4

NUSED WITH CHARLES AND CARRIE WREN IN COLLECTION SUIT by William J Farriss, Je 18, 3,4
Baking contest prize winners given, N 14, 3,4

PULTRY
R R Palmer and son awarded 16 prizes at Canton show, Ja 10, 5,1
Scoring bee reviewed, N 25, 6,1

Fanciers plan org of assn, choose bd of dirs, N 26, 3,4

POULTRY AND PET STOCK ASN, CENTRAL OHIO
Opens exhibition at Bellefontaine, D 20, 2,4

POULTRY AND PET STOCK CLUB, AURORA
Organizes, elects officers, U 5, 5,6

POVERTY
Statistics on causes, ed, Ja 27, 4,1

POWELL
J F (Canton)
Indicted on liquor law violation, chgd with attempt to influence witnesses, Ja 21, 2,6

POWELL, J W
Escapes from pending trial, Jy 27, 2,5

POWELL, JOHN
Fleeced by promise of work, Ag 11, 3,4

FRAIL, JAMES (Middleburg)
Shoots and fatally wounds wife, shoots and kills himself, O 13, 2,3

FRATT, ED (Findlay)
Transferred to Bowling Green jail to prevent lynching, F 22, 1,2

Reward offered for capture following escape from jail, Jy 29, 2,5

FRENCHSVILLE, ED (Canton)
Held for Canton authorities for running away from home, Je 2, 5,1

PRESBYTERIAN CH (Cleveland)
Presbytery convenes at North Springfield, S 14, 4,2

PRESBYTERIAN CH (Fostoria)
Shows large membership increase under pastorate of Rev James A Patterson, Ja 25, 3,8

PRESBYTERIAN CH (Lima)
Synod closes, O 15, 2,4

PRESBYTERIAN CH (North Springfield)
Orgs Sunday School union, elects officers, My 15, 18, 6,5

IRA A PUSEY gives lecture on education, N 23, 5,4

Elects officers, D 21, 8,5

PRESBYTERIAN CH (Northfield)
Rev J C Glover accepts call to a congregation in New York state, Ja 5, 6,8

Damaged when struck by lightning, Ag 31, 8,3

PRESBYTERIAN CH (Warren)
Rev Swan resigns pastorate, O 18, 5,1

PRESBYTERY
Mooster dist opens annual session at Butler, S 21, 2,4

Cinti presbytery condemns plural marriages, urges law to permit monogamy only, D 21, 2,4

FRESTAGE, GEORGE E, JR (Bedford)
Killed by unknown assailant, robbery motive suspected, Ag 17, 2,5

Cause of death under investigation by Coroner Johnson of Clev, Ag 18, 5,4; foul play suspected, Ag 19, 5,1

Death result of accidental falling from bridge is verdict after investigation, Ag 20, 2,4

Investigation discontinued, Ag 23, 8,5

Investigation continues, Ag 30, 5,3

Death attributed to accident in coroner’s verdict (Clev Plain Dealer), S 6, 4,5

PRESTON (MKS), G T
Injured in fall down stairs, My 12, 3,2

PRESTON, MH (Toledo)
Res destroyed by fire, J 21, 2,4

PRICE, EDWARD
Sentenced to stone pile for vagrancy, N 30, 5,5

PRICE, ELIZABETH
Death, Ag 29, 1,5; funeral, Ag 29, 3,2; will filed for probate, S 6, 6,1; will probated, S 22, 3,3

PRICE, HUGH
Injured in coll scrap, S 30, 4,5

Fined for intoxication, O 6, 3,1

PRICE, JOHN
Suicide, Je 2, 3,3; Je 3, 8,2

PRICE, JOHN T
Arrested for intoxication, case contd, Je 2, 5,1

PRICE, MORRIS
Names John W Grant in judgment suit, Jy 23, 3,1

WINS judgment suit against Albert Thaler, Ag 2, 3,1
PRICKETT (MRS). ALLEN
Death, 0 17, 3:2; funeral, 0 25, 8:5

PRIEST (REV), IRA A
Lectures on educa at Jewish synagouge, My 14, 5:5
Gives baccalaureate sermon at Buchtel coll gradu-
ac ion, Je 20, 8:1
Gives lecture on education at North Springfield
Presb ch, N 23, 5:4

PRINC, CHARLES
Injured in train crash near Forest, Ag 4, 2:4

PRINCE, ELSWORTH (Chagrin Falls)
Robbed, N 30, 6:5

PRINCE, G C (Oberlin)
Real estate office destroyed by fire, V 30, 2:4

PRINCE, ROBERT
Suit brought by Mary A Scott, plff moves that
properly appraisal be set aside, Je 11, 3:2

PRINTING, PRINTING INDUS, AND PUBLISHING
Resolution requiring all work to be done by union
shops passed by council, O 31, 7:5

LABOR RELATIONS
Employees of Clev Typothetius threaten strike
unless certain wage conditions are met, Clev,
N 29, 6:4
Clev Printing and Pub co grants shorter work hrs
for employees, V 16, 2:2

STRIKEs
Toledo press feeders strike for wage increase,
S 16, 2:5
Employees of all Cols shops except Myers Bros
and 2 other job printing houses walk out, N 22,
2:4

PRIOR, EMORY
With Charles H Howland names Robert and Sarah
Ann Jones in collection suit, Ja 6, 5:4
Slanderous letters criticized, ed, O 7, 4:1

PRIOR, STILES A
Losses suit brought by Orrville Machine co, My 3,
3:5; Je 2, 3:2
With S S Prior sued by Helen Carter to collect
on note, V 7, 3:5; suit settled, V 27, 3:6

PRITCHARD (MRS), NATTIE
Funeral, N 11, 3:1

PROEHL, GEORGE
Death, F 5, 1:4; funeral, F 9, 5:3
Executor files answer to will validity suit
brought by William Proehl, My 23, 3:7

PROEHL, WILLIAM
Answer filed by S G Rogers and others in suit to
test validity of George Proehl's will, My 23,
3:7

PROHIBITION PARTY
Anounces date of state conv, Ja 26, 2:5
holds null conv at Cinti, discusses temperance
issue, Ja 27, 3:7
State ticket put on ballot by petition, O 6, 6:2
Meeting addressed by Samuel J Uickey, O 26, 8:2
Failure to get ticket placed on county ballot
lamented, ltr, N 3, 5:4

PROKL, MARY
Death, N 9, 3:1; funeral N 9, 5:4

RATER, IONA
Arrested and fined on chg of residing in brothel,
F 4, 3:5

PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
Ord passed providing for temporarily st, My 27,
7:7
Property owners from Market to Perkins st assessed
for st sprinkling in ord passed by city coun-
cil, Ag 5, 7:5

PROSPERITY
Deemed result of sound financial system, ed,
Ag 9, 4:1
During repub admin cited, ed, O 31, 4:1
Credited to repub admin, ed, N 2, 4:3
Continuation urged, ed, N 8, 4:1

RASSE & BARRETT CO (Oberlin)
Heat ship destroyed by fire, U 16, 2:2

PROSTITUTION
Mrs Ann Smith, Belle Williams, Mary Davis, Iona
Froster, Elsie Stevenson, and Elsie J Roehr
charged in raids, F 4, 3:5
Bill introduced in sen providing imprisonment
for inducing boys under 18 to enter a brothel,
F 4, 3:6
Ann Ehrhardt arrested for keeping brothel, Mary
Miller and Anna May arrested as inmates, Jy 30,
5:4
Brothel raided, Ag 1, 6:1

PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CH
Ohio diocese bequeathed large sums in will of
the late Julia Bedell, Ja 18, 2:7; F 16, 4:1
Diocese of Ohio holds annual conv at Clev, My 10,
2:4

PROVIDING INS CO
Losses in collection suit brought by Charles A
Place, case appealed, Ja 13, 3:2; answer filed
by E E Otis, Ja 25, 3:1; losses suit to Otis,
Ja 28, 4:7
Files motion to reinstate petition in suit
brought by Charles A Place, Je 7, 3:3

PRYOR, BENJAMIN
Knewed when accidentally shot, S 12, 1:4

PUBLIC UTILITIES
Resolution to submit franchises to election vote
passed by council, S 24, 7:5
Thorough test of municipal ownership predicted,
ed, U 23, 4:1

RAVIN
Music ownership of gas and electric systems
urged, ltr, V 24, 3:2
Council warned to use care in granting new
franchises, ed, My 11, 4:2
Resolution providing for submission of franchises
to pub vote introduced in council, S 7, 5:3
Proposed initiative and referendum on franchises
criticized, ed, O 1, 4:1
Mayor Young and dem members of council criticized,
ed, O 7, 4:1

PUBLICKS, CHARLES (Clev)
Robbery chg dismissed, Je 17, 2:5

PUERTO RICO
Luther T Ellsworth apptd consul, Ap 30, 2:5

PUSCON RIO
Reduction of budget under Amer rule praised, ed,
V 30, 4:1

FUGH, WAYNE F
App'd member of Music Law Codifying Comm by Gov
Bushnell, Je 18, 2:5

FUGH, W C
Suicide, F 14, 1:4

FURSSELL, SUSAN (JoyCESTON)
Granted widows pension, O 15, 3:2

FUTMAN FREIBERG CH (Zanesville)
Calls Rev George R Dickson to pastorate, Ja 27,
3:4

QUALMAN, ANNA
Affidavit alleging lunacy filed, Ap 7, 3:1;
adjudged insane, Ap 8, 3:3

QUANRETT, MINE
Fined for disorderly conduct chg, S 27, 6:3

QUAST, CHARLES
Losses verdict in damage suit against Julius
Gerstner, D 10, 3:5

QUAY, MATTHEW
Speedy trial urged, ed, N 25, 4:2

RAINEY, CLEVELAND (Clev)
Will of John Raineys, a leading citizen, settled, ed,
O 31, 4:1

RAINEY, JACOB
Fined for disorderly conduct chg, F 21, 3:6

RAINEY, HENRY
Fined for disordly conduct chg, F 21, 3:6

RABBITS
Destroy trees, farmers seek repeal of game laws
to prevent further damage, Ja 10, 8:2

RABE, FRANK A
Transferred at Santiago (Cuba) from 7th OVI to
8th Ohio regt, Ag 3, 4:6

RABENSTEIN, HENRY (Cleveland)
Names Harry Walker in property possession suit,
My 4, 8:4

RABER, JOHN
Fined for placing poisoned meat on property of
George Hine, Je 22, 5:2

RABER, WILLIAM M
Files answer and cross petition in collection
suit against Standard Constr co, Je 3, 5:2

RABER & DAILY (Namisilla)
Meat mtb rxed, N 23, 8:5

RABIES
Scare in Summit county causes many dogs to be
killed, F 2, 3:7
Two horses die in Elyria dist, F 10, 2:2
Asa Whittington loses 3 horses when they are
bitten by rabid dog, F 11, 3:1

Edward McDonough dies after being bitten by rabid
dog, Paulding county, M 23, 1:3
Dr F A Todd stricken, Toledo, S 29, 2:3
Clara Enstrom dies as result of cat bite, 0 10,
1:5

RACE (OR), CHARLES W
Apptd asst surgeon of Ohio Soldiers' and Sailors'
home at Sandusky, Ja 26, 5:3

RADOMINSKI, LOUIS
Released under bond on chg of leaving horse un-
tied, M 26, 1:3

RAEBER, HENRY
Names Henry Hardy in collection suit, 0 20, 3:2

Fined for racing horses on st, 0 20, 3:2
RAILWAYS

Statistics for 1897 commented on, ed, Ja 14, 4:1
Many improvements planned by Brice interests, Fa 15, 5:4

Travelers complain about rules governing new interchangeable mileage books, F 28, 4:5

Bill to regulate fare increased, amendment against rr passes for state, county, and city officials defeated in sen, M 2, 8:5
Northern Ohio & Co completes survey for extension between Akron and New Castle (Penn.), M 11, 3:4

Bill to reduce fares revd, M 21, 4:4
Flood damages being repaired in Ohio, M 25, 1:7
Bill to regulate rate of fare passed by sen, M 25, 2:4

Clev Union depot proposed by rr cos, Je 1, 4:4
Northern Ohio & Co plans New Castle extension, Je 13, 8:1

Pittsburgh, Ft Wayne & Chi rr abandons train service at Delphos and Van Wert because of small-pox epidemic, Je 26, 2:5

Feature article on Hunt & Jouneys constr camp at Munroe Falls, Ag 6, 8:2

Fourteen Cinti ticket brokers arrested and fined on chg of bookkeeping tickets, S 9, 2:4

Order restraining brokers from disposing of SR delegates' return tickets issued by ct, S 14, 2:4

Road from Toledo to Cedar Point negotiated by Henry T Niles and St Louis parties, S 15, 2:5
Northern Ohio line report affected in deal made by Calvin S Brice, S 20, 6:1

Proposed Ohio changes discussed, N 16, 5:3
Abandonment of proposed trunk line through city because of death of Col Brice feared, ed, O 17, 4:2

Trunk line plans of Calvin S Brice carried on by heirs, O 26, 3:4

LABOR RELATIONS

Blacklisting of all men protested by delegates of brotherhood of all men at secret meeting, Ja 18, 3:6

Brotherhood of Ry trainmen seek better wages for employees of Penna & Co, O 28, 2:5

Fifty deputies sworn in at Bedford to prevent riot over laying of switch, N 7, 3:4

RAILWAYS (cont)

RATES
Bill providing fare reduction opposed by employees, F 2, 3:1
Erin rr reduces passenger rates, D 10, 1:4

RAIN, GEORGE (Welsenrole)
Injured in coal mine by falling slate, My 21, 2:5

RAIN, JOHN
Chg of disorderly conduct dismissed, Ja 27, 3:3

RAIL, PATRICK H
Defeated for council in 6th ward, Ap 5, 1:4

RAIL, PATRICK H
Defeated for council in 6th ward, Ap 5, 1:4

RAIL, CLARA
Arrested with Harry Hunt, pleads guilty to adultery chg, S 20, 1:5; chg of adultery changed to fornication, fined and sentenced on same, S 21, 8:3

RALSTON (MR AND MS), HENRY (Faxon)
Celebrate 15th wedding anniv, N 23, 8:5

RAP, KATE
Graduates as trained nurse, Je 11, 5:3

RANSEN
British consul's acts praised, ed, Ag 18, 4:1

RANGLY, T D
Fined on intoxication chg, Ja 27, 5:2

RAN, ARNOLD A
Loss default judgment in suit of Lottie M Grabtree, Ja 25, 3:1

RANDALL, E C
Addresses Summit County Farmers' inst, Ag 29, 6:3

RANDOLPH, ARTHUR
Escapes from penitentiary, O 21, 2:4

RANDOLPH, BAYTON
Dies while in service during Spanish-American war, S 8, 3:6

RANDOLPH, PK
Opens, Je 13, 3:4

RANK, HEGIS (Sycamore)
Barn destroyed by fire, Ja 20, 2:4

RANKIN (DR), L C
App't physician at Summit County infirmary, Je 9, 3:7

RANKIN, MARY B (Cay Falls)
Injured when car jumps track, Je 22, 5:4
Names Akron St Ry & Illuminating Co and Akron & Bedford & Clev rr in personal injury suit, Ap 1, 3:5; motion filed, O 25, 3:3

RANNEY CYCLE CO
In case brought by Enterprise Mfg Co against reefer's and reefer's reeves approved, Ja 11, 4:7

RANNEY CYCLE CO (cont)
Assignee F W Whittemore files final acct, Je 18, 3:4

RANDSON, WILLIAM
Adjudged insane, O 7, 1:6

RAPID TRANSIT CO
Supt Thomas F Walsh imprisoned by Barberton council to institute 40-min schedule between Akron and Barberton, Ja 11, 4:6
Seeking franchise to furnish elec light in Akron, Ja 13, 5:2

Asks for more definite petition in suit of Belle Lieb, Ja 24, 4:5

Cars damaged by windstorm, Ja 24, 8:3
Suit by Albert T Fargo settled at def't's cost, F 12, 4:4

Named by Maggie Cash and personal injury suit, F 23, 3:1

Ord introduced by council for franchise on W Exch st and others, Ap 25, 8:3

Awarded lighting contract by council, My 3, 5:4

Named by George W Crane, Charles Kryder, and J B Hart in suit to compel payment of cost of pavement on South Main st, My 14, 3:5

Files answer to personal injury suit by Maggie Cash and Belle Lieble, My 20, 3:5

Files motion for common pleas ct to continue restraining order on lighting contr, Ja 20, 3:3

Negotiates with Akron St Ry & Illuminating Co for consol, Je 29, 3:3

Answer to its suit against City of Akron and Akron St Ry & Illuminating Co filed, Ag 22, 3:5
Robbed between Kent and Cuy Falls, Ag 22, 8:1

Injunction against City of Akron continued, D 11, 3:4

Cuy Falls car barn destroyed by fire, D 26, 1:6

Suit brought by Hartrell & Hallstock settled, D 6, 3:3

Suit brought by Gertrude Jennings settled, D 6, 3:3; losses verdict, D 28, 3:3; files motion for new trial, D 30, 3:4

RATHFORD,
Reelected pres of United Mine workers, Ja 13, 2:5

In address at UMW conv urges miners to make demands for increased wages and 8-hr day, Ja 13, 2:7

RATHBONE (WHAIR), E G

Subpoenaed by Ohio sen leg com to testify in bribery investigation, F 10, 2:2

RATHBURN, RAY
Arrested for vagrancy chg, My 7, 5:4; chg dismissed, My 10, 3:3

RATTIE, WILLIAM J
Suit brought by Williams dismissed, U 1, 3:4

RAKNER, QIS (Boston Ledges)
Injured by runaway horse, O 20, 1:6

RAUSCH, RALPH
Death, O 11, 3:1; funeral announcement, O 12, 3:1

RAUSCHER, ANDREW (Ole Graff)
Son mortally wounded when accidentally shot while butchering, U 17, 2:4

RAVENNA, OHIO
Entire repub ticket elected, Ap 5, 8:3

RAVENNA HOME TELEPHONE CO
Incorporates, M 1, 2:5

RAW, J J (Granger)
Injured in fall, O 5, 8:3

RAWM (HS), MARY
Fined for intoxication, Je 23, 8:2

RAWLINGS, JOHN
Case brought by W H Worrin settled, Ja 11, 4:7
Files motion to set aside default judgment in collection suit brought by E S Wiltz, Ja 22, 4:6

Losses judgment in suit brought by William A Palmer, Ja 25, 3:2

Named by William A Palmer in action requiring answer concerning property, M 4, 3:4

With J M Loose named by Charles Sims in collection suit, N 7, 3:2

RAY, JOHN
Attempts escape from penitentiary, Ag 23, 7:1

RAYLE, MICHAEL (Gallon)
Killed in fall down stairs, JG 21, 2:5

RAYMOND, BESSIE K
Names John Dew in suit, petition withdrawn, My 23, 3:7

Citizen's Natl bank enjoinrs Central Savings bank from paying out her deposits, My 25, 3:4; suit brought by Citizens' Natl bank, injunction continued, Ne 11, 3:2

RAYMOND, CHARLES
Granted pension, JG 24, 3:1

RAYMOND, JOHN GILBERT
Death, Ja 19, 5:1; funeral, Ja 20, 4:6

RAYNOLDS, Barn destroyed by fire, Ag 26, 8:4

RAYNOR (REY), GILBERT H (Cola)
Dismissal on chg of criminal libel, S 1, 2:4
READ, FRED
Assault chg dismissed, F 16, 5:1
READ, CYRUS H
Files application for appointment to police force, J 16, 3:1
READ, CYRUS W
Dissolution of partnership brought by Alexander Angell dismissed, O 24, 1:5
READ, TIM
Fined for intoxication, J 28, 4:2
REAL ESTATE
Summary of transfers: J 21, 2:1; J 25, 5:5; J 29, 5:4; F 1, 5:5; F 3, 3:2; F 4, 8:3; F 7, 3:7; F 10, 3:2
Statement that valuation is affected by gold and silver fluctuations contradicted, ed, S 28, 4:1
Activities brisk, O 30, 1:7
READ (Mr. and Mrs.), FREDRICK
Sell parcel of land to Adam C Hane, O 20, 6:3
READ (Mrs.), JOHN C
Funeral, O 11, 8:4
READ (Mr. and Mrs.), O R (Faxon)
Celebrate 15th wedding anniv, N 23, 8:5
READ, ORIS (Faxon)
Injured in fall from bldg, Ag 31, 8:4
READON, TIMOTHY
Fined for intoxication, S 14, 3:1
READONI, BENJAMIN F
Sued for divorce by wife Mary L, Ap 9, 3:5; divorce granted, O 20, 3:3
READONI
Held 12th annual conv at Elyria, Ap 13, 3:6
Colfax lodge elects officers, J 1, 8:1
RED CROSS, INDEPENDENT ORDER OF
Grand commander names Frederick K Rubenthal, Andrew Beckler, C Christiansen, Henry Meyer, and Jacob Tressel in property recovery suit, My 13, 5:3; losses suit, My 14, 3:2
Grand commander of Ohio names Frederick W Rubenthal in money appropriation suit, J 21, 3:4
Opens fall conv at Toledo, S 15, 2:4; grand lodge of Ohio and Mich elect officers, S 16, 8:3
RED MAN, IMPROVED ORDER OF OHIO
Grand council holds meeting at Chillicothe, O 12, 2:5
REDWING, FLOYD
Defended against chg of malicious mischief, Itr, N 12, 3:1
REIDING, WILLIAM
Defends Floyd Redinger against chg of malicious mischief, Itr, N 12, 3:1
REDIER, ISAAC
Loses suit of A H Elderly, Jy 26, 3:3
wins note collection suit against D B Terry, My 17, 3:3
REDLING, JAMES H
Names Henry J Steward and Philip P Beck in personal damage suit, F 19, 4:5
REDPATH, J C
Concert, O 12, 5:5
REED (REV), A T
Sermon, Jy 17, 8:1
REED, ALBERT VICTOR (Springfield)
Missing, N 10, 3:1
REED, ANDREW (Youngstown)
Sued by Sarah A Logan for death of husband George, Jy 19, 2:7
REED, ARTHUR
Held on highway robbery chg, Jy 28, 3:2; dismissed, Jy 29, 5:6
REED, CHANCEY (Youngstown)
Jury disagree in personal injury suit against city, Jy 12, 2:5
REED, FRANK C
Files answer and cross petition in case of Eli Reinheimer vs Henry Robinson, O 31, 3:5
REED, JAMES, JR (Ashbula)
Appointed cadet to Annapolis Naval academy, My 13, 3:3
REED, JEFFERSON
Sued for divorce by wife Esther A, N 30, 1:5
REED, JOHN
Disorderly conduct chg withdrawn, F 10, 3:5
REED (Mrs.), MARY NORTH
Funeral, Ag 3, 8:3; Eliza Reed apptd adx of estate, Ag 31, 3:2; final account of estate filed by adx, S 13, 3:5
REED, OLIVER M (Wellsville)
Shoots and kills Sarah Walton, N 21, 2:1; commits suicide, N 22, 2:2
REED, THOMAS
Legis innovations praised, ed, Jy 17, 4:1
REED, W T
Infant daughter Helen dies, Jy 13, 3:3; funeral, Jy 13, 4:2
REED & CO (Massillon)
Glass works nears completion, Jy 28, 2:5; resumes full operations, O 18, 2:5
1898
REED, SAMUEL
Names Merwin Gibbs in contr violation suit, J 6, 4:7; denial of indebtedness filed by Merwin Gibbs, F 1, 5:2; suit settled, Jy 28, 3:5
REEDY, T
Believed drowned when sailboat is caught in squall on Put-in-Bay, Jy 21, 2:5
REEDY, WESLEY
Sued for divorce by wife Hanna, Jy 22, 4:6
REESE, B F
Property damaged by fire, F 3, 5:1
REESE, ELIO
Sentenced for vagrancy, My 5, 5:5
REESE, HENRY C
Files answer to divorce suit brought by wife Mary C, N 21, 3:1
REESE, MARGARET
Collection suit instituted against George Hoppleton, N 2, 3:2
REESE, THOMAS
Injured in dynamite explosion, F 9, 3:2
REESE, C A
Named in collection suit by G G Anger, Ag 5, 3:6
REFORMED CH
Tuscarawas classis holds Sunday school conv, J 1, 3:1
REFORMED CH (Loyal Oak)
Holds communion services, J 22, 8:3
REFORMED CH (Suffield)
Sunday school holds Christmas exercises, O 20, 8:1
REFORMED CH (Uniontown)
Sunday school elects officers, J 13, 8:3
REFORMED METHODIST CH (Barberton)
Exec com holds meeting, elects officers, J 10, 3:5
REGA, ADOLPH
Arrested on delinquency chg, N 2, 3:2
REGA, ALBERT
Files answer to alimony suit brought by wife, Emma, N 7, 3:3
REID, FRANK J (Clev)
Overcome by sewer gas, Ap 5, 2:4
REICHARD, GUSTAV (Barberton)
Chgs William Holley with criminal libel against Nettie Fritz, J 6, 3:6; libel chgs withdrawn, J 7, 3:1
REICHART, FRANK
Acused of shooting Frank Mcguire with air rifle, N 8, 1:7; released under bond, N 9, 1:5;
REICHER, GUSTA (T)
Worked, O 19, 1:4; funeral, O 19, 3:2; Louisa Reicher apptd executrix of estate, N 10, 3:4
REID, FRED (Berea)
Killed when struck by train, My 17, 2:5
REID, JOHN J
Recovery suit brought by A w Kasch appealed, N 29, 3:3
REID, JOHN L
Losses collection suit brought by Charles H Isbell, F 9, 3:4
Suit brought by Carney E Collins settled, O 12, 3:3
REID, OTIS
Affidavit filed on trespassing chg, O 6, 3:1
REISFINDER, CHARLES
Names Peter J Haensch in breach of contr suit, Ap 9, 7:1; motion to dismiss suit filed by deft, Je 4, 3:2
REISFINDER, FRANK
Names Peter J Hoensch in stock recovery suit, J 21, 5:5
REISFINDER, JOSEPH GRAEFF
Death, J 27, 3:1; blog, J 27, 4:6
REILLY, JAMES
Robbed, shot and wounded at Erie (Fennia), My 27, 6:3
REILLY, FRANK
Vagrancy chg dismissed, N 30, 5:5
REIMER, CHRISTIAN (Wooster)
Damage suit dismissed, J 27, 2:7
REINHART, ANNIE
Fined for intoxication, J 29, 1:3
REINHEIMER, ELI
In suit against Henry Robinson, Frank C Reed files answer and cross petition, O 31, 3:5
REINHEIMER, FRANK
Carriage damaged when struck by st car, F 18, 8:2
REINHOLZ, ERNEST (Clev)
Assigns assets, Ap 5, 2:5
RELIEF
Ohio law conferring powers on two trustees proves economical, F 3, 3:6
Bill introduced in sen to provide for revising and codifying poor laws, F 4, 3:6
Sought for idle miners, O 29, 2:4
ARION
Henry Munderbuh elected asst poor dir, S 20, 7:1
1898

RELIEF (cont)

CUBA

Amer aid in feeding starving people urged, ed, Ja 20, 4:1
Personal contribution supplies sent to Key west by C of C, Cinti, Mr 23, 2:1

HOCKING COUNTY

Relief sought for starving miners, Ag 26, 2:5
Aid for starving miners discussed in conf between Central Trades Council com and mayor, Dayton, S 23, 5:4

OHIO

Given to soldiers and dependents, reps Sec of State Kimney, O 22, 3:5

RELIGION

Questions answered by Apostolic Fathers at Columbia hall, Ja 14, 3:1
Rev wondery and Kress lecture on Holy Eucharist at Columbia hall, Ja 14, 5:4
Union services held in Opera house for general pub praised, ed, Ja 31, 4:1

REMINGTON, GRSN H

Granted original pension, Je 25, 3:1

RENNER, GEORGE J

Files demurrer to supplemental petition in damage suit brought by Margaret Wise, F 2, 8:5
RENNER, GEORGE J (Wadsworth)
Cold storage plant at wadsworth destroyed by fire, S 21, 3:1
RENNER, M
Infant daughter ill after playing with poison, Jy 22, 3:4

RENNER, ORTO L
Names State of Ohio in mandamus suit, Je 10, 2:5

REORGANIZED CH OF JESUS CHRIST OF THE LATTER DAY SAINTS
See Mormons

REPP, GROVER
Defeated for bt of educ in 3rd ward, Ap 5, 1:4

REPUBLIC TIMES (Springfield)
Acquired by A U Hosterman, Mr 29, 5:5

REPUBLICAN PARTY
Perfidy of Gov Asa S Bushnell arouses intense feeling, Ja 4, 1:2
Glee club refuses to sing at inauguration of Gov Bushnell, Ja 4, 1:3
Mt Vernon aroused by opposition to endorsement of Mark A Hanna, Ja 4, 1:3
Youngstown reps accuse Gov Asa S Bushnell of forming alliance with dems, Ja 4, 1:3

1900

REPUBLICAN PARTY (cont)

Summit county reps show indignation over situation, Jy 20, 4:6
Call of an illegal caucus, Sen Mark A Hanna's reelection endorsed by Toledo conv and county convs of state, Ja 5, 2:3
Ohio threatened with destruction, states Judge William Lawrence in ltr to Sen J W Foraker, Jy 6, 1:1
Elyria repu bs held meeting, passes resolutions, Jy 7, 1:3
State executive com urges mass conv, Ja 7, 1:3; calls mass conv, Ja 7, 7:2
Holds mass meeting in Dayton opera house, Ja 8, 2:4
Summit county urged to attend mass conv at Cols, ed, Jy 8, 4:1
Hold mass meeting after Gov Asa S Bushnell's inauguration, Ja 10, 1:3
Invitations to prominent speakers for mass conv accepted, speakers listed, Ja 10, 1:3
Mass conv attended by large crowd, Ja 10, 4:2; various candidates discussed, Ja 11, 2:5
Party members accused by Sen J Park Alexander of treasonable acts, Ja 15, 3:5
Charley Kurtz declares his intention to stay on natl com, Harry Daugherty claims bolting reps have no right to membership on natl com, Ja 17, 2:1
Akron members urged to attend Lincoln day banquet, ed, F 8, 4:1
Ohio repub league holds conv, elects officers, F 12, 2:1
Sets date for Summit county conv, F 26, 4:6
Lethargy in campaign criticized, ed, M 2, 4:1
Organizes com, elects officers, M 5, 1:7
More interest in coming election urged, ed, M 8, 4:1
Nineteenth cong dist com prepares and issues call for cong conv, M 25, 1:7
Greater effort to elect candidates urged, ed, M 31, 4:1
Warred of strong opposition of dems, ed, Ap 19, 4:1
Attitude towards Cuban freedom praised, ed, Ap 20, 4:1
Holds ward caucuses to select delegates to 19th Ohio dist cong conv, Ap 30, 3:3
Date and place set for state conv, My 19, 3:4
County conv called by Chn Dayton A Doyle, My 26, 5:7

1898

REPUBLICAN PARTY (cont)
Kurtz faction announces program for state conv, My 27, 2:5
Summit county conv called, My 28, 8:1; My 30, 8:1
Delegates notified of conv, Je 3, 8:5
To hold ward caucuses to elect delegates to county conv, Je 3, 8:4
Holds county conv, elects delegates to state conv, Je 4, 3:3
Prized for adopting resolutions endorsing admin's conduct of war, ed, Je 4, 4:1
Holds ward caucuses, elect delegates to county conv, Je 4, 5:4
Denouncing of Charles Kurtz rumored, Je 15, 2:4
McKissan and anti-McKissan factions hold split convs, appt delegates to state conv, Je 18, 3:5
Natl admin group has control of majority of delegates, Je 21, 2:5
Suppression of boister in Clev and Cinti advocated, ed, Je 21, 4:1
Unity and lack of friction in Summit county approved, ed, Je 23, 4:1
State central com holds meetings, adopts resolutions, elects officers, Je 23, 5:4
State exec com retained as 7-member com, Je 29, 2:5
State central com elects officers, adopts resolution requesting special session of legis to grant Ohio soldiers now in service right to vote, Je 15, 4:2
County exec com elects officers and coms, Je 23, 3:3
State exec com opens hqrs at Cols, Ag 15, 2:2
Victory predicted, ed, Ag 17, 4:1
Gold policy praised, ed, Ag 22, 4:1
Twenty young repubs form temporary org, elect officers, Ag 23, 5:6
New hqrs secured by county exec com, S 7, 1:5
Summit county must be united in order to nominate cong from 19th Ohio dist, S 10, 1:5
Cons for election campaign apptd by exec com, S 10, 1:7
State campaign scheduled to open, S 13, 3:6
Young Lawyers' Repub club adopts constitution, S 13, 4:5; elects officers, S 20, 4:5
Urged to conduct active election campaign, ed, S 14, 4:1
Unity of Summit county repubs urged for nomination of cong candidate, ed, S 14, 4:2
Conv and opening of election campaign scheduled, S 20, 1:3

1900

REPUBLICAN PARTY (cont)
Coming conv cited as example of Summit county party unity, ed, S 21, 4:2
Notice of conv issued by exec com, S 21, 5:6
Ashubula county mass meeting proposed for selection of delegates to cong conv, S 23, 1:6; proposal accepted by Ashtabula county com, S 24, 3:3
Endorsing of Col Charles Uck for cong nomination predicted by Summit county delegs, ed, S 24, 4:1; Uck's candidacy endorsed, delegs to cong selected, S 24, 5:2
Aid and two caucuses held to select delegates to Summit county conv, S 24, 6:3
Recs campaign contributions from Gov Bushnell and Natl Committeeman L Kurtz, S 26, 3:6
Call for mass conv in Ashtabula county rescinded, Col Charles Uck's candidacy favored, S 27, 1:2
Rescinding of proposed mass conv approved, ed, S 27, 4:1
Colored club organizes, elects officers, S 27, 5:1
Summit county members of Ohio 19th cong dist urged to attend conv, S 28, 1:2
Ashtabula county's method of selecting delegates for 19th cong dist conv reviewed (Clev Plain Dealer), S 28, 1:2
Sen Foraker denies rumors that he will oppose Col Charles Uck for cong, S 28, 1:3
Caucuses for election of delegates to 19th Ohio cong dist scheduled by all counties except Summit, S 28, 1:7
Kent elects delegates to 18th Ohio cong conv at caucus, trickery by anti-Col Charles Dick faction repts, S 30, 1:4
End of power for McKissan seen (ed, Conneaut News), S 30, 4:2
Portage county group elects delegates to Ohio 19th cong dist conv, O 1, 3:2
Policy regarding US obligation to Antilles and Philippine Islands praised, ed, O 1, 4:5
County exec com meets, two repts read, O 8, 3:3
Party activities read, O 10, 1:4
Growth of US in pop and wealth under party rule cited, O 17, 5:4
Blanchester members hear address on Spanish-Amer war by Sen Joseph B Foraker, O 21, 6:4
Support of candidates urged, ed, O 26, 4:3
Continuance in power predicted, ed, N 3, 4:2
REPUBLICAN PARTY (cont)
Lack of mud-slinging in campaign praised, ed, N 5, 4:1
Early vote urged, ed, N 7, 4:1
Campaign activities listed, N 15, 4:3
Summit county attendance at Garfield club banquet urged, ed, N 16, 4:1
Members vote for Niles to attend Garfield banquet, ed, N 18, 4:1
Niles club sponsors address by Col Charles Dick on life of Pres James A Garfield, elects officers, admits Summit county to full membership, N 19, 1:1
Gain in delegates to state assembly cited, ed, W 7, 4:1
Intelligence of reprs to cong commended, ed, W 9, 4:2
Reconstruction with young progressive members as leaders predicted, ed, W 21, 4:1
Org of fighting forces advised, ed, W 27, 4:1
County exec comm passes resolution asking Summit county commissioners to appoint Frank G Kelly interim sheriff, J 31, 1:5
Foil strength in Iowa cited, ed, S 8, 4:1
REPUBLICAN PRINTING CO (Wooster)
Purchased by Thomas C Reynolds and Albert Dix, Jr, M 30, 1:4
RETAIL BUTCHERS' PROTECTIVE ASSN
Preliminary alg steps taken, O 24, 3:3; organizes, elects officers, O 31, 4:7; denies mgmts it intends to fight Armour co, W 22, 1:7
RETAIL CLERKS' UNION
Elects officers, J 27, 5:7
RETAIL STORES AND TRADE
Complaints of merchants about people shopping when merchants advertise only in Clev papers criticized, ed, J 15, 4:1
Merchants who advertise in Clev papers to exclusion of TBU criticized, ed, J 16, 4:1
Merchants prepare for last day Christmas rush, J 22, 1:7
Window displays of Christmas goods draw many customers, J 22, 5:5
REUSCH, JACOB
Res damaged by storm, J 27, 5:4
REVOLUTIONARY WAR
Essay contest approved, ed, M 13, 4:1
REX, HENRY
Assault chg withdrawn, N 16, 3:1; N 17, 3:1
REFUGIO CREW, E L
Sermon, Ap 13, 4:3
REYNOLDS, A P
Drug disp of state food comm discharged, Jy 22, 2:4
REYNOLDS, EVA (Colt)
Killed in fall on stairs, Jy 24, 1:6
REYNOLDS, FRED (Clev)
Assaulted and robbed, Jy 19, 2:7
REYNOLDS, JOHN
Sentenced for vagrancy chg, D 12, 8:3
REYNOLDS, REV, MILTON S (Bath)
Falls from carriage, Jy 21, 4:4; injured when run over by horse and buggy, Jy 23, 6:3; dies, Jy 5, 3:1; funeral, Jy 6, 3:1; will filed, Jy 27, 3:3
RHEINHART, ELI
Names Henry A Robinson in suit to collect previous judgment, S 20, 3:6; files amended petition in suit against Henry A Robinson, Frank A Carr and Harvey App makes parties deft, J 6, 3:3
RHEINHART, AARON (Reservoir)
Vacation for vacation, J 14, 8:4
GRANTED pension increase, N 9, 3:1
RHEINHARDT, HARRY
Sentenced for vagrancy, Jy 2, 3:1
RHOADES, NANCY and SAMUEL M
Named by Harry Miller in appeal of collection suit to common pleas ct, Ap 16, 4:5; My 5, 3:5
Name Henry Wolf estate in suit for collection of note, Jy 28, 3:3
RHOADS, SAMUEL M. See Rhoades, Nancy
RHOADES, ISAAC
Death, M 31, 3:7; buried, S 1, 3:1; will filed, S 1, 6:1; will probated, S 2, 3:2
RHOADES, MARIL
Hired with 10 others as teachers by Coventry twp bd of educ, Je 21, 8:6; Jy 29, 8:5
RHOADES, OLIVER
Injured in runaway, O 20, 5:1
RHOADES, ANTHONY
Sues wife Catherine for divorce, N 2, 3:1
RHOADES, CHARLES (Barberton)
Urn thrown when he skates into hole in ice, D 27, 1:6
RHOADES, GEORGE
Held on intoxication chg, O 14, 3:1
RHOADES, J H (Clev)
Arrested on suspicion, Jy 8, 5:3
RHOADES, ROBERT
SS Minneapolis aground at Point Pelee, Lake Erie, S 23, 2:4
RHODES, THOMAS
Fined for intoxication, S 15, 3:1
RHODES, CHARLES
Fined for intoxication, My 27, 1:7
RHODES, HENRY
Fined for discharging firearms in city, O 15, 5:5; placed under bond on chg of disturbing the peace, O 18, 8:3
RICE, JAMES A
Proposed candidacy for gov disapproved, ed, Ag 29, 4:1
RICE, T J (Oberlin)
Photograph gallery destroyed by fire, U 30, 2:4
RICH & FALLER (Barwick)
Property in land cruiser plant destroyed by fire, N 23, 8:5
RICHARD, JOHN
Suicide, Jy 20, 1:7
RICHARDSON, A M (Hicksville)
Named postmaster, Jy 21, 2:5
RICHARDSON, CHARLES P
Memorial on death adopted by Tallmadge grange, S 9, 5:6
RICHARDSON, EDWARD
Fined for intoxication, My 31, 6:2
RICHARDS, GEORGE W
Held in attempted shooting of Dr W W Leonard, N 30, 1:5; bound to common pleas ct on chg of shooting with intent to kill, U 1, 1:6
RICHARDS, ROBERT
Names Akron Street Ry & Illuminating co in personal injury suit, Jy 14, 5:3; files amended petition in suit, My 3, 3:5
RICHARDS, MATA
Funeral, O 18, 8:5
RICHARDS & CO, LTD
Names Falls Rivet & Machine co in suit to enforce statutory liability of stockholders, Ja 18, 3:6
RICHARDSON, A A
Sued by Harry, Snyder & Wilcox Mfg co to collect on note, J 12, 3:3
RICHARDSON (DR), A B (Massillon)
Elected pres Massillon State hosp, Mr 7, 1:6
Res destroyed by fire, Ap 19, 3:5
RICHARDSON, ADELETT A
Named by Perry W Hawkins and Gurdon P Hartington in property damage suit, Mr 14, 3:3; secures arrest of Gurdon Hartington and Perry W Hawkins for obstructing pub highway, Jy 11, 3:2
RICHARDSON, D (Everett)
Loses damage suit brought by G Harrington, Jy 31, 8:2
RICHARDSON, J C
Shot in quarrel, Dow Moore held, F 7, 3:4; dies of wounds recd when shot, W J Haldeman held, O 3, 2:5
RICHARD, JAMES R
Hardware and furniture stores destroyed by fire, D 20, 2:4
RICHENBACH, EMANUEL (Wooster)
Indicted on forgery chg, F 21, 3:6
RICHFIELD TWP
Den caucuses choose list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:2
Repub caucuses choose list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:2
RICHFIELD ACADEMY
Graduates of classes 63 and 64 hold reunion, Je 20, 8:2
RICHFIELD OH
Election officers, S 1, 8:4
RICHMAN COUNTY
Nominates Hon M L Syre for circuit judge for long term, Judge John D VanDyke for short term, Ag 5, 3:5
RICHARD, FRANK P
Appellate Ohio onto State Law Uniformity by Gov Bushnell, Je 18, 2:5
RICHARD, JOHN
Son Carl dies, O 18, 3:1; funeral, O 18, 3:5
RICKELL, KIRA B
Names Rosco R Mohler in collection suit, Je 30, 3:6; suit settled, Jy 2, 3:7
RIDGE, ARTHUR B
Delivers lecture at Macedonia ME ch, J 20, 8:2
RICK, ADWIE
Files cross petition in suit of Jane Evans vs Martin Meier, F 4, 4:4
RIDGE, MARVIN W (Dayton)
Dies of injuries recd in suicide attempt, N 22, 2:4
RIDEOUT, THOMAS
Case brought by William A Green dropped from docket, J 11, 4:7
RIDER, AMS (Comet)
Injured in fall down stairs, Jy 6, 5:3
RIDER, N
Believed drowned when sailboat is caught in squall on Put-In-Bay, Jy 21, 2:5
RIDGE, ROBERT, RUTH B
Lectures before members of West Hill Cong, F 1, 4:6
Sermon, F 14, 8:2
RIDES, OTIS
Bound to probate ct on trespassing chg, O 14, 8:2

RIDES, RICHARD (Guy Falls)
Defeated for marshal, Ap 5, 1:5

RIESE, JOHN (D Gaussburg)
Injured when struck by truck, F 28, 4:6

RIGBY, SETH A
Personal injury suit against Northern Ohio S co, trial begins, Je 16, 3:5; wins suit, Je 21, 3:4

Rives, John (Lorain)
Invent explosive bullet, Je 17, 3:2

RIGG, JOHN (Lorain)
Body found in ruins of John Dalton restaurant, murder suspected, J 24, 2:4; D 26, 2:4

Riker (OR), A B
Ejected pres of Mt Union coal, Ap 7, 3:6

Riley, Edward (Lorain)
Injured in petroleum tank explosion, Ja 20, 1:3

RILEY, JAMES
Vagrany chg dismissed, Je 20, 5:6

RILEY, LEWIS M (Blanchester)
Appd postmaster, O 9, 2:4

RILEY, PHILIP
Fined for intoxication, Ag 22, 8:2

Riley, Michael (Cinti)
Jury of heat prostration, Ag 26, 2:5

Riser, Louis
Injured when nr handcar is derailed near Burberton, accident caused by stones placed on tracks by children, S 16, 3:3

Ritchie, Samuel J and Sophonia J
Name John B Woods estate in stock recovery suit, Ja 21, 5:5; answer to suit filed by estate, F 8, 3:1; named by Stevenson Burke in cross petition to suit of John B woods estate brought by S J and Sophonia Ritchie, O 16, 3:3; wins suit, O 16, 3:3

Ritchie, Thomas W and Cornwell estate in collection suit, F 14, 5:5; file cross petition to dismiss suit, S 2, 3:3

Named by Charles Baird and John B Wright in reply to priority of lien petition, B 24, 1:5

Named in collection suit by Benjamin Butterworth estate, Ap 11, 3:3; name Benjamin Butterworth estate in answer to collection suit, My 2, 3:3; suit brought by Benjamin Butterworth dismissed, Akron, O 7, 3:5

RITCHIE, SAMUEL J AN SOPHONIA J (cont)
Motion filed by William and Mary E Butterworth to vacate judgment against Benjamin Butterworth, O 24, 2:5; J 26, 3:2

Name Canadian Copper co in recovery suit, O 20, 1:5

RIVERS AND HARBORS
Estimate for Ohio harbor improvements reported by Chief of Engineers Wilson, O 26, 6:6

Appropriations sought by Cong Charles Dick for improving Ashtabula and Conneaut harbors (Clev Leader), O 30, 3:5

ROACH, JOHN
Arrested on intoxication chg, O 26, 3:5; fined for intoxication, O 27, 1:5

ROADS
Medina county roads reprod in bad condition, Ja 22, 8:4

Citizens of Partage county praised for activities in move for improvement, ed, Ja 26, 4:1

Concrete bridge built, ed, F 14, 4:1

Bill introduced in house making county comrs responsible for condition of county roads lying within municipalities, Mr 18, 1:5

ROAN, JOHN (Gayton)
Injured when struck by train, Ap 20, 5:7

ROBB, DAVID
Injured in fall from train, O 29, 1:4; dies from injuries, N 4, 8:4

ROBBERS
ARON
John Harvey beaten and robbed, Ja 8, 5:4

John Lee's overcoat stolen, Ja 11, 3:3

Name Schumacher ring stolen, Charles Saunders, held, Ja 13, 5:4

Isaac Doughant,Ja 13, 5:6

C A Ferguson chickens, Ja 15, 5:4

Burney McFarland, Ja 24, 4:6

Attempt on Michael McFarland's store frustrated by watch dog, F 7, 5:3

Ella Ludwig arrested on chg of stealing dress from wife of employer, affidavit later withdrawn, F 7, 5:4

S A Martin's room, F 7, 8:3

Blocker's store, F 8, 5:2

Mrs M H Sheldon's pocket picked, F 12, 4:3

A O Booth res, F 15, 5:1

webster, Camp & Lane machine shop, Mr 7, 5:4

William Murphy chicken coop, Mr 8, 5:5

Howard St Mission, B W Harris sought, Mr 9, 3:5

ROBBERS - ARON (cont)
Attempted robbery of Louis Bickel's hardware store frustrated, Mr 10, 8:3

Arlington hotel bar-room, Mr 15, 1:4

George Shepky, Mr 17, 1:6

Samuel Neutrick, Mr 17, 1:6

Henry Amoore chicken coop, Mr 19, 5:4

Mrs Catherine Wheel res ransacked, Mr 22, 2:7

A R Morgan boiler co, Mr 22, 1:7

Emerson Bros store, Mr 22, 1:7

A J Kuder slaughter house, Mr 28, 5:7

electric Mfg co's shops, Ap 7, 3:1

Mrs Thomas Costigan chicken coop, Ap 9, 5:2


George Geirling, Ap 11, 5:6

Attempted robbery of U S express office frustrated by Lee L Clough, Clifford S Brown and James Brooks held, Ap 14, 1:5


Mrs Joseph Jones res ransacked, Ap 20, 5:2

Albert C Fargo, Ap 22, 8:3

Ernest Barnett, John Niederhauser and Charles Hastings held, My 3, 3:2

James Walker frustrates attempted robbery of chicken coop, My 18, 5:6

Robert Cahill chicken coop, My 24, 8:4

John Howery road cart stolen, My 25, 3:2

May Ferguson, My 31, 3:7

Mrs D E Rockwood attempt, My 31, 3:7

Terry, My 31, 3:7

William Weirick, My 31, 3:7

Henry Vogas res, My 31, 3:7

John H Adamson res, Je 1, 3:2

F W Butler bicycle, Je 1, 3:2

Rooger bicycle, Je 1, 3:2

C A Barnes res attempt, Je 4, 5:3

A M Brewer attempt, Je 4, 5:3

L S Switzer attempt, Je 4, 5:3

Jones store, Je 15, 3:1

Clarence Benner and Adolph Abel arrested for stealing cherries from tree at unoccupied res, Je 18, 3:5

Hiram Jackson, Je 23, 3:4

Janson Bunker, Lute Turner held, Je 23, 5:5

Dick Brown saloon, Je 28, 1:3

Farmer Tupper res, Jy 5, 4:7

H P Cahill bicycle, Jy 6, 3:1

Standard Home store, Jy 6, 3:1

Attempt on Jones 2nd hand store frustrated, Jy 8, 5:1

Harry Gray saloon, Jy 18, 3:1

ROBBERS - ARON (cont)
William Carmichael orchard looted, Reuben Musser and John Winkelman arrested and fined, Jy 23, 4:6

John P Hoffman, John Costigan and Anna May held, Jy 30, 5:4

Funk Kuntz saloon, John O'Brien held, Ag 8, 8:3

Black drug store attempt foiled by barred windows, ag 10, 3:4

Tony Miller saloon, Ag 10, 3:4

J R Bunn dog stolen, Adam Wilson arrested, Ag 10, 5:2

Lillian Bittner, Charles Vivian arrested, Ag 23, 4:3

Ed Bowerman, Ag 25, 3:1

Harry Winters' saloon attempt foiled, Ag 25, 4:2

J P Whitman saloon, Ag 25, 7:1

A R Campbell, Frank Wilson held, Ag 28, 8:2

Arlington hotel attempt, At 3, 7:4

Mary Gleason, George Seltzer and Vern Rogers held on suspicion, S 10, 4:6

Frank Smith's room, S 12, 3:3

H C Wilson, S 17, 3:2

Daniel Stein chickens, S 19, 5:3

William Miller chickens, S 19, 5:3

Jacob Brodt res attempt, S 27, 7:1

Frank Hamlin, S 29, 3:3

Hiram Simmons' room, O 6, 8:2

William Strunk saloon, Thomas Bryant arrested and fined, O 6, 8:2

Mrs C O Hart, O 7, 3:1

Alfred Williams, O 8, 1:7

W D LeFever res, O 24, 1:6

A Kruschinsky cheese, Joe Coan sought, O 25, 3:2

Dave France boarding house, George Myers held, O 26, 3:5

Gosslam Lyon res, O 28, 1:6

Mrs George Pegley res attempt frustrated, O 28, 5:5

LeRoy & May's livery stable, N 10, 3:1

Attempted robbery of H W Moos res frustrated, N 18, 1:5

Donahue & Sons cigar store, Clarence T Moore held, N 18, 3:3

J R Barteltine beaten by unknown assailants, N 18, 6:1

F Collins res attempt, O 1, 3:4

Mathias Wein saloon, O 7, 3:1

William Cook, O 12, 3:1

J Y Ross cigar store, O 12, 3:4
ROBBERIES - AKRON (cont)
Dr H H Tappert, J 14, 1:4
Herman Lustig saloon attack failed by bartender
George Mahar, unnamed man held, J 16, 3:3
Robert Atkin res, J 19, 5:4
Robert Natt store, J 21, 3:2
M A Rohr, J 24, 3:1; J 25, 3:1
Marley Barnes bicycle, J 27, 3:1
Akron Street Ay Illuminating co brass stolen,
Charles Myers held, J 27, 3:7
Valley rr toolbox, J 28, 3:5
Akron Iron and Steel co plant, Thomas Kernan
arrested, J 28, 5:7

ALLIANCE
Rev Dr Lane res, J 5, 2:5

ATTICA
Strandler Hardware co, J 17, 2:4

BARBERON
William Cutter, S 2, 1:6
T J Davies res, Thomas Herbert bonds stolen,
J 11, 3:2
Erie rr co mail sacks opened, J 24, 1:3
Young & co store, J 24, 1:3; J 26, 1:3
Thomas Evans blacksmith shop, J 24, 1:3; J 26, 1:3
Erie depot safe, J 26, 1:3

BATH
Ch looted, Ag 3, 6:3
Frank Shade res, Ag 3, 8:3

BEAVER DAM
Mrs Anna Gratz res, Ja 20, 1:4
Lake Erie & western handcar stolen, Ja 20, 1:4

BOSTON
H H Brady store, Ap 22, 5:3

BOSTON LEDGES
Hugh McGuire, My 15, 5:5; My 16, 5:5

CANAL DOVER
Mr McKenzie, Ja 31, 1:6

CANTON
Attempt to blow safe in CTRV depot foiled, Ja 29,
2:5
 Attempt on George J Harter bank frustrated by
merchant policeman, Ja 29, 2:5

CENTURVillage
Nancy Fix tortured and robbed, F 5, 1:1

CHAGRIN FALLS
Gus Anderson chickens, Jy 2, 2:5
M Halstead res, Jy 2, 2:5
M B Perkins chickens, Jy 2, 2:5
Ellsworth Prince, N 30, 6:5

CINCINNATI
Christian Klein shot and injured when robbed,
Ja 20, 2:4
River pirates reftd along Ohio river, Mr 29, 2:5
Evans Bros Hardware store, Ag 18, 2:4
Charles kahn, jr res, wife stabbed, S 28, 2:5
German Natl bank attempt, J 23, 2:5
George Jennison, J 26, 2:4
Otto Bube store, J 26, 2:4
Morris Hober shot and wounded by unidentified
robber, J 31, 2:4

CLEVELAND
Sol Stearns grocery store attempt, Thomas Murray,
Harvey Mills, and Ed Lewis held, Ja 7, 7:4
Richard Ellwood wounded in attempt to rob saloon,
Ja 8, 2:6
C T Booth and Fred Reynolds assaulted and robbed,
Ja 19, 2:7
J H Weiss, F 15, 2:6
Clev Provision co barn, Mr 16, 1:6
Mrs Ruth DeHane, Ap 16, 2:5
Marvin Bung drugged and robbed, My 23, 8:1
Erie rr co coal, O 20, 6:4
Po, N 23, 2:4

CLINTON
Frank Klein res, Mr 30, 5:3
Clinton depot, N 23, 3:1
Clinton express office, N 30, 8:3
A wegandt barber shop, N 30, 8:3

COLUMBUS
John Lenthall, Ja 30, 2:4
A C whitehouse grocery, S 29, 2:3
Haig Mission lodging house, Martin Anderson
missing, J 1, 4:5
Panhandle freight car, 1 killed and 1 injured
in gun battle, August Brokowski held, D 17, 1:4

CUYAHOGA FALLS
H H Mills res attempt, Ja 13, 3:1
George Johnson clothing stolen, Harry Devan held,
Ap 25, 5:8
John Hunsberger, Joseph Johnson held, Je 7, 3:3
Bates & James office attempt, Je 25, 3:1

1898

DAYTON
John Waters attempt, William Jevine held, Ja 17,
1:6

DELWARE
Prof H H Perkins res, Mr 25, 1:3
Hocking Valley rr depot, D 28, 2:4

DELPHOS
Nathan Noll, John Hull and Albert Martin fined
and sentenced, Je 7, 2:4

DENISON
Henry Barnes store, F 3, 3:6
Ed Nichols res attempt frustrated by Officer
Parks, Clifford Hines held after being shot
and wounded, Mr 23, 1:3

DOYLESTOWN
Joe Steinmetz saloon, Ja 24, 5:1

ELYRIA
Frank Tite res, Jy 26, 2:3
Null, S 28, 2:4
Lake Shore rr train, S 29, 2:3

FORT JENNINGS
Geir shoe shop, Je 7, 2:4
Alex Heim saloon, Je 7, 2:4

FOSTORIA
Godfrey Biles beaten and robbed, F 5, 1:3; 2:3
C G Rooner res, brother Ernest held, F 22, 2:6

GEOGE
Po, Ja 25, 1:6

GILBOA
Po, S 14, 2:4

GREEN
O W Thurby res, Je 7, 8:5
Joseph Rupert res, unidentified man held, Je 15,
8:2
Samuel Thurby store attempt, Je 23, 8:4
Elias Hartung res, Ag 30, 8:1; Ag 31, 8:3
Amo Googler res, S 8, 8:3

GREENTOWN
CTRV depot, J 6, 4:7
Valley station, J 7, 6:4

HINCKLEY
F F Waite res, Ja 22, 8:3

1898

HOLGATE
B K Merrett, unidentified man held, F 12, 3:4

INLAND
William Roland's chickens and turkeys, Ja 14, 5:3
David Kelly res, Ag 30, 8:1

KENT
Erie rr loot found in home of employee, Ja 19,
3:3
Clev, Canton & Southern rr depot, My 20, 3:5
Butcher Argi furs, Je 24, 6:2
Rapid Transit line between Kent and Guy Falls,
Ag 22, 8:1

KENTON
Michael Halley res, Ja 17, 1:6
William Geyer res, Ja 17, 1:6
Smith's Bee Hive factory, My 18, 2:5

KIRKROY
Mrs Catherine Goughler's wheat, F 8, 3:6

LIMA
R C Eastman res, unnamed tram held, Ap 6, 2:7
Chris Geiger saloon attempt, frustrated by
arrest of 5 tramps, Ap 21, 2:3
Daniel Harding res, Je 16, 2:5
Amer Natl bank vault, U 27, 2:4

LOVELAND
George Sayser chicken house, F 11, 2:4

LOYAL OAK
Frank Gleichman res, Ap 18, 1:5

MACADONIA
Lincoln Holbrook chickens, Je 29, 8:3
Frank Southworth res, Ag 3, 8:5

MANCHESTER
A G Spangler store, D 11, 1:5

MANTUA
Nine unnamed men robbed on Erie train, 1 man
thrown from train, 2 suspects held, O 5, 2:4

MARIETOWN
Dr A A Hallock injured in holdup, F 3, 3:6

MILLERSBURG
Holmes county treas, N 26, 6:4
Holmes county treas' office, D 7, 1:4
ROBBERS (cont)

SANDUSKY
Mrs Theresa held, beaten, res robbed, 6 8, 2:5

SHERMAN
W Griffiths res, Ag 16, 8:5

SHEUR
John C Baxhun 6 hams stolen from smokehouse, 16, 8:5

SUENY
James Evans, Ja 6, 2:7

SILVER LAKE
Ralph Lorde barn looted, Richard Ellsworth held, Je 29, 5:2

SPRINGFIELD
W L Earnst chicken coop, N 22, 8:6
William H Blee res, J 31, 2:4

SUFFIELD
Fred Gerding store, Ag 10, 8:1

TALLMADGE
Christian Myers res, Ja 7, 3:1
Mrs W S Treat turkeys, N 30, 8:4

Tiffin
Gusen & Deringer saloon, Ja 25, 3:6
Joseph Huffman res, Ag 7, 3:6
Jacob Schierman held on burglary chg, confesses, O 13, 2:4

TOLEDO
E H Unrumer jewelery store, Ja 6, 1:6
J H Sapperson store, Thomas McGuire shot and killed by Patrolman George Horning, Ja 11, 1:5
Henry Hahn, Henry Steinsiefe held, 6 26, 2:5
Henry Dunkman, O 10, 2:4

UNION PLAINS
E Tissandier store, F 21, 3:6

UTICA
Wilson bank, N 23, 3:4

WADSWORTH
F Burke store looted, Jy 20, 2:4

WADSWORTH
Charles Wightman, O 5, 5:6

WENDON
William Booy store, My 11, 6:2

WEST UNION
John Hayslip, Ja 17, 1:6

WHITE OAK
Citizen’s bank, attempt frustrated, N 19, 2:3

WILLIAMSBURG
Ike Hartman horse and buggy stolen, F 21, 3:6

WOOSTER
Important papers in collection suit of Charles Frost vs Thomas Howery stolen, F 14, 3:3
Lorenzo Vitura and father, Augusta Balizet and Leo Uliger held, N 16, 4:4

YOUNGSTOWN
Henry Gruen beaten and robbed, Ag 24, 4:2
Sennett Foundry co, U 17, 7:2

ROBBINS, CHARLES
with Charles A and Eugene J Cable files petition in case of First Natl bank of Ravenna vs John F Seiberling and others, Ap 19, 3:4

ROBBINS (STEWAR), D 01
Actress from Gallipolis State hoop, U 17, 2:4

ROBBINS, ROBERT
Arrested and fined on intoxication chg, 6 22, 1:6

ROBERT, FRANK H
With Elizabeth Townsend and Emma Hawley sues Chippewa co to establish ownership of land near lake, O 17, 3:1

ROBERTS, ERNEST (Toledo)
Inherits $25,000, S 29, 2:4

ROBERTS, JOHN
Fined for lewd conduct, My 23, 8:1

ROBERTS, JOHN J (Prospect)
Appd postmaster, Ag 10, 2:5

ROBERTS, WILLIAM (Clev)
Arrested on chg of securing money under false pretenses, Ap 21, 6:3

ROBERTSON, JAMES
Fined for intoxication, Ap 25, 3:3

ROBBINS, JOHN
Fined for disorderly conduct, O 22, 1:4

ROBBINS, WILLY
wife withdraws assault chg, F 2, 3:7

ROBINSON, ALPHA (Gent)
With Ada L Black and Louise Underwood res receipt claim deeds to parcels of land from Sarah Miller, O 8, 8:2

ROBINSON, EUGEN H
Wins oratorical contest held in Crouse gymnasium, Ja 15, 4:4

ROBINSON, H A
Wins 3rd place in intercollegiate oratirical contest at Athens, F 18, 8:3
Talks at Dutchel coll on subject imperialism, O 10, 1:7

ROBINSON, HENRY A
Files amended answer in suit brought by Lewis C Lawton, F 29, 3:3

NAMES Barborton Belt Line res in collection suit, N 26, 1:4

Named in suit by Eli Rheinheimer to collect previous judgment, S 20, 3:6; Frank C Redd files answer and cross petition, O 31, 3:5; amended petition filed, O 6, 3:3

ROBINSON, JAMES
Arrested, pleads not guilty to speeding chg, S 19, 5:3

ROBINSON, JENNIE
Arrested and fined on chg of keeping brothel, Ag 2, 5:4

ROBINSON, JENNIE M
Names John C Jewett in collection suit, My 25, 3:4

ROBINSON, LOTTIE
Appeals judgment in collection suit against Dutchel Hotel, S 26, 3:2

ROBINSON (Mrs), MARGARET
Death, O 5, 1:6; 3:1; will filed for probate, O 12, 3:2; George E Robinson appointed exec of estate, O 15, 3:7

ROBINSON, ORMAN
Arrested for violating suspended sentence, J 6, 3:2; sentenced to whouse, Je 7, 4:5

ROBINSON, OLIVER
Dismissed on chg of discharging firearm in city, O 3, 1:5
ROGER, Bicycle stolen, Je 1, 3:2
ROGER, ELSIE J
Arrested and fined on chg of keeping brothel, F 4, 3:5
ROETHIG, EDWARD AND WILLIAM
Name Rosina L Kittleberger in collection suit, Jy 2, 3:6
ROETHIG, WILLIAM, See Foethig, Edward
ROETHIG BROS (Guy Falls)
Meat mkt and barn destroyed by fire, N 28, 1:6
ROGERS, BURT
Files answer to suit for divorce brought by wife Ida A, F 16, 5:1
ROGERS, HERBERT
Assaulted, Albert Green held, Mr 30, 1:7
ROGERS, IRA C (Guy Falls)
Injured when st car jumps track, Je 22, 5:4;
names Akron, Bedford & Clev rr co in personal injury suit, Jy 29, 5:5
ROGERS, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, F 3, 3:1
ROGERS, JOSIE
Sued for divorce by wife Maggie E, Jy 20, 3:3;
divorce granted, D 28, 2:3
ROGERS, JOSIE
Fined for intoxication, Ag 1, 3:1
ROGERS (Mrs), MATTIE (Guy Falls)
Arrested and fined for liquor law violation, N 11, 3:3
Candy store and bill damaged by fire, N 28, 1:6
ROGERS (ATTY), S G
Approves Judge J A Kohler's decision in race
discrimination case, ltr, Ja 25, 3:4
Disputes with City Solicitor Rowley on council
troversy over Rapid Transit co bond, Je 1, 3:4
ROGERS, S G
Named in collection suit by G B Frunze, Je 17, 3:5
ROGERS, VERN
Held on suspicion in robbery of Mary Gleason, S 10, 4:6;
dismissed, S 16, 5:5
ROHR, ELLA J
Suit against AMR ry co settled, D 12, 3:3
ROHRER, MARY
Sebastian Rohrer apptd guardian, S 20, 3:6
ROHR, M W
Robbed, N 28, 3:1
Robbed, D 24, 3:1
ROJANS
Become so numerous on Frank kelley farm that they
destroy livestock, F 21, 5:3
ROGERS, BURT
Held on petit larceny chg, N 28, 3:1; fined for
larceny, N 29, 3:4
ROGERS (Mrs), HATTIE
Missing, F 26, 6:1
ROLESKY, LOUIS
Held on chg of destroying Max Holub's straw-
berries, Je 11, 8:1 chgd with destroying prop-
erty, case contd, Je 13, 8:2; fined for mal-
cious destruction of property, Je 17, 5:2
ROECKER, C G (Fastoria)
Res robbed, brother Ernest held, F 22, 2:6
ROHAN, PAUL
Marie Rohr apptd guardian, Je 17, 3:3
ROLAND, WILLIAM (Inland)
Chickens and turkeys stolen, Ja 14, 5:3
ROLAND, WILLIAM (New Philadelphia)
Injured in explosion, My 25, 8:5
ROMAN CATH CH
Growing liberalism cited, ed, N 17, 4:1
ROME, FRANK
Fined for intoxication, Ag 8, 8:1
ROMER, Case brought by Simon Brothers dropped from
ocket, Ja 11, 4:7
ROOD (FROD), WILBUR V
Amended petition in suit against him filed by
A W Hall, Ja 25, 3:1; files answer, F 7, 3:6;
suit brought by Alfred W Hall dismissed, Ag 22, 3:5
Death, Je 21, 3:1: bisog, Je 21, 4:3; funeral
announcement, Je 22, 5:3; obit, ed, Je 23, 4:1;
funal, Je 23, 6:4
Jennie V Rood apptd admx of estate, Je 27, 3:3
Personally described, duties as school examine
revd, praiseworthy life and character, Ag 23, 4:6
ROOS, JOHN
Killed in Spanish-American war, Ag 25, 3:11; funeral,
S 6, 1:6
ROSEVELT (COL), THEODORE
Promotion praised, ed, Jy 12, 4:1
Praised for initiative taken in moving troops
to better location, ed, Ag 6, 4:1
Heroism in Spanish-American war praised, ed, Ag 10, 4:2
Praises service of Theodore Miller during Spanish-
American war, Ag 31, 5:3; S 6, 1:5
Praised for refusal to submit to control by pol
bosses, ed, N 17, 4:1
Possibility of action if he declines 2nd term
discussed, ed, U 13, 4:1
ROOT, A J C
Names M L Bissell and F D Branch in damage on contr
suit, M 1, 8:1
ROOT, H J (Manitou)
Injured in powder explosion, Ap 7, 3:6
ROOT, FRANK
Death, Ja 25, 5:5; funeral, Ja 28, 5:3; Mary A
Root apptd admx of estate, F 18, 3:7
ROOT, MARY A
Granted original widow's pension, Je 29, 3:1
ROOT & BRAINERD HARDWARE STORE (Mantua)
Damaged by fire, U 23, 2:6
ROOT-BRURUC CO (Clev)
wholesale store damaged by fire, My 7, 2:5
ROGER, ROBERT AND ROSSELL
Accidentally shot and wounded while quail-hunting
near Bowling Green, N 30, 2:8
ROGER, ROSSELL. See Roger, Robert
ROSE (Mrs), EDWARD O (Canton)
Found shot to death, husband held on suspicion,
My 6, 3:4
Suicide, My 7, 6:2
ROSE, FRANK (Toledo)
Shot and wounded, U W Beard held, My 13, 2:4
ROSE (Mrs), JOHN
Observes 60th birthday anniv, N 3, 8:5
ROSENBURG, J R (Guy Falls)
Appel justice of peace, U 10, 1:6
ROSENBURG, ROSES M
Granted increase in pension, Je 23, 3:1
ROSEN, JOHN
Injured by fall on icy pavement, Ag 9, 3:3
ROSEMTH, N
Res damaged by fire, F 23, 3:2
ROSEVELT, ABRAHAM
Fined on assault chg, S 25, 8:2
ROSS, JACOB C
Nama in collection suit by Adelbert Deline,
Ag 8, 3:4
ROSS, GEORGE
Death, cause unknown, Ag 9, 6:2; result of blow
on head, Ag 11, 3:5; death thought due to
previous injuries, Ag 16, 5:7; declared by
coroner due to brain hemorrhage, Ag 24, 6:4
ROSS, JY
Cigar store robbed, U 12, 3:4
ROSS, JOHN C
Held on chg of fighting, M 17, 5:4; fined on
disorderly conduct chg, M 18, 5:3
Injured in brawl, Ap 28, 3:2
Sentence for malicious destruction of property,
My 5, 5:5
Divorced by wife Sarah, Ja 22, 3:4
ROSS, WILBUR (Ashland)
 Goes insane from worry about war, My 13, 2:4
ROST, FRED (Lima)
Returns from Alaska suffering from injuries recd
in avalanche, My 10, 2:4
ROSELL, ALMA
Shot at by Mrs Hansard, F 1, 4:6
ROTH, JOHN C (Cinti)  
Killed when caught between elevator and floor, N 12, 3:4

ROTH, LOUIS J AND MARY  
Named in collection suit by Lillian Jabreg  
Keller, N 16, 3:4; lose verdict in suit brought  
by Lillian J Keller, U 21, 3:5

ROTH, MARY. See Roth, Louis J

ROTH, WILLIAM  
Vagrancy chg dismissed, My 23, 8:1

ROTHENBERG, HARRY (Cinti)  
Fatally injured, My 23, 5:2

ROUK, PHILIP D  
Losses money suit brought by Mary E Snyder, Ag 22, 3:5

ROULET (OR), C F (Toledo)  
Arrested on criminal libel chg, Ja 25, 1:3

ROUSE, B L & CO (Clev)  
Assists, M 3, 5:7

ROUSH, CLINDA  
Adm suit brought by Clinda Roush and others,  
property ordered sold at private sale, N 16, 3:4

ROUSH, NATHANIEL  
Death, Ja 31, 5:2; will probated, F 4, 4:4;  
Christopher C Frederick appointed admr of estate,  
F 15, 6:7

ROUSH, SOFIA  
Held on assault and battery chg, Jl 11, 4:6

ROUSH, WILLIAM G  
Suit brought by admr C C Frederick, pled files  
bond, certain real estate ordered sold at pub sale,  
N 26, 6:2

ROUSSEUR, LOUIS  
Barn damaged by fire, F 19, 5:1

ROUSSEUR, WILLIAM  
Fined for intoxication, S 26, 8:2

ROX, LOUIS  
Gang with being suspicious character, ordered  
out of town, Jy 22, 5:7

ROXAN (LT), ANDREW S  
Appretal as 2d coly praised, ed, Je 3, 4:1

ROX, ADAM (Ridgeline)  
Shot and fatally wounded, N 4, 7:2

ROX, EMILY (OCS)  
Read some before women’s council of First Cong  
ch, N 16, 1:7

ROWER, JOHN  
Fined for intoxication, N 16 (17), 3:1
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ROWLEY (CITY SOLICITOR),  
Disputes with Atty S G Rogers in council controversy  
over Rapid Transit Co bond, Je 1, 3:4

ROWLEY, ARTHUR J  
Service to repub party praised, ed, N 9, 4:1  
Thanks fellow repub exec comm members for service  
in past campaign, Itr, N 12, 3:1

ROWLAND, ROBERT M (Clev)  
Nominated postmaster by Pres William McKinley,  
My 18, 2:5

ROYAL ARMS  
Sup council meeting at Clev, My 18, 2:5; holds  
conv, elects officers, My 27, 2:5

ROYAL FIRE CLAY CO (Midvale)  
Sold to syndicate of bondholders, Ja 21, 2:4

ROYAL HOME SLC (Bucyrus)  
Favors tax on bachelors, F 3, 3:7

ROYAL ORDER OF SCOTTLAND  
Holds annual conv at Cinti, S 20, 2:4

ROYAL SELECT MASTERS  
Akrn council No 80 elects officers, D 15, 5:5

ROYER (ENG), ROBERT  
Killed at Irtonon when horse engine explodes, Je 15, 2:5

RUBBER AND RUBBER INDUS  
Probable famine discussed, Je 1, 5:5  
New mg unit for Akron proposed, Jy 7, 3:1  
B F Goodrich co will not enter proposed trust,  
states Pres George T Perkins, D 25, 1:6

RUBBER TIRE WHEEL CO (Springfield)  
Awarded verdict in infringement suit against Amer  
Rubber Tire co, D 26, 1:7; 2:4

RUBINS, ADAM (Hudson)  
Found frozen to death after cutting self with  
axe, F 7, 5:4

RUCH (WGS), LEWIS (Clinton)  
Injured when thrown from sleigh, J 21, 4:3

RUCKEL (WGS AND MWS), ALBERT  
Celebrates 25th wedding anniv, S 2, 3:2

RUCKLES, CLINT (Fairlawn)  
Barn destroyed by fire, F 14, 8:1

RUCKMANN, LOUIS  
Named deft in appeal of collection suit by B  
Wiener and M Whitman, Ag 10, 3:4

RUCKSILL (MWS), L M (Sharon)  
Injured in fall, F 11, 8:3

RUDOLPH, LOUIS  
Sentenced to stone pile on vagrancy chg, D 6, 1:6

RUDOLPH, KLAUS & CO  
Purchases Akron Improvement bonds, Je 18, 3:4
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RUSCH, PHILIP  
Fined for intoxication, M 21, 3:2

RUSHIN, GUS  
Feature article on activities of Akron Pagulian,  
F 4, 8:5

RUSKIN, W E  
Appointed of workshops and factories, Ap 27, 2:7

RUSSELL, FRED  
Arrested and fined on intoxication chg, Ag 29, 1:4

RUSHER, HENRY  
Held on chg of annoying former husband Gus and  
bride, Ja 19, 3:3

RUF, JOSEPH (Green)  
Res robbed, unidentified man held, Je 15, 8:2

RUSHA, FRANK  
Fined for intoxication, Ap 9, 1:5

RUSH (DR), GEORGE W (Dayton)  
Shoots and fatally wounds George Deick, Je 22, 2:5

RUSH BLDG (Cinti)  
Damaged by fire, S 13, 2:3

RUSSELL, A H  
Res damaged by fire, Ja 7, 6:2

RUSSELL, C N (Cuy Falls)  
Library destroyed by fire, N 28, 1:6

RUSSELL, EDWARD  
Served as police signal operator by Mayor W E  
Young, Je 13, 3:2

RUSSELL, EDWARD J  
Saloon damaged by fire, M 30, 1:6  
Injured when horse kicks contents of iodine  
bottle in his eye, Je 21, 3:2

RUSSELL (DR), F F (Suffield)  
Coal house robbed, S 7, 8:3

RUSSELL, NURSE  
Suicide, M 4, 3:4

RUSSELL, HARRIS  
Cuts, waiter Caskey held, D 21, 1:5

RUSSELL (ENG), J THOMAS  
Gives benefit recital for Ch of Our Savior, Je 9,  
4:2

RUSSELL, JOHN  
Criticizes city council’s action in East Market  
street paving ord, Itr, F 25, 8:4

RUSSELL, K  
Defeated for bd of educ in 2nd ward, Ag 5, 1:4

RUSSELL, WILLIAM E  
Suit brought by William E Allen remedied back to  
circuit ct by sup ct for further proceedings,  
N 15, 3:4

RUSSIAN JACKS, AMER PATRIOTIC LEAGUE OF  
Sponsors project to raise funds for purchase of  
warship for U S, Cinti, Je 18, 2:5

RUST, CORALINE  
Suicide, Je 28, 2:5

RUTHERBERG, FREDERICK W  
Named with 4 others by Grand Commandery Red Cross  
in property recovery suit, My 13, 5:5; wins,  
My 14, 3:2

RUTHERBERG, FREDERICK W  
Named by Grand Commandery of Ohio Order Red  
Cross and Knights of The Red Cross in money  
appropriation suit, Je 21, 3:4

RUTLEDGE (Cleveland)  
J S  
Delivers address at Geauga County centennial  
at Burton, Je 16, 3:1

RUTTER (GR), H C (Cullapo)  
Chgs of mismanagement of Ohio Epileptic hosp  
filed with Gov bushnell, M 8, 1:4; exonerated  
of chgs in rep of state bd, Ap 19, 3:5; exoner-  
ated proted, Ap 20, 2:5

RYAN, JACOB  
Affidavit filed on slander chg, D 14, 5:1

RYAN, GEORGE  
Sentenced for vagrancy, N 2, 5:4

RYAN, MARY  
Fined for disorderly conduct, My 12, 5:2

RYAN, MARY AND PATRICK  
Named in reprieve suit by Edward C Wilson, Je 16,  
5:5

RYAN, MICHAEL  
Fined for intoxication, O 19, 3:2

RYAN, MARY  
Fined for intoxication, D 28, 1:7

RYAN, PATRICK. See Ryan, Mary

RYAN, STEPHEN A  
Fined for using obscene language, Jy 7, 3:4

RYAN, SILVESTER  
Fined for taking bath in canal, Je 13, 8:2

RYAN, THOMAS J  
Sought on grand larceny chg, Ja 26, 4:7  
Prosecutor of Akron bicycle races held by Erle  
(Penna) authorities for Akron police on  
conversion of property chg, F 7, 5:5; held on  
chg, B 8, 3:4; pleads not guilty, My 6, 3:1;  
trial begins on chg of obtaining money under  
false pretenses, Je 6, 3:2; convicted, Je 7,  
3:3; sentenced to Ohio State reformatory,
SAINT, JAYU
Arrival celebrated by Welsh people, $2, 5:4
ST ANDREA'S CHAPEL
Vaccination services held, Je 6, 8:3
ST JUANA'S CATH CH
Held in, R 17, 8:3; list of prize winners, R 22, 8:2
ST BERNARD'S CATH CH (Springfield)
JRN J Mushower observes jubilee, Je 8, 2:5
ST CHARLES HOTTON (Cleveville)
Destroyed by fire, F 22, 4:3
ST CLAIR, JOHN F (Cinti)
Body found, cause of death undetermined by coroner, O 15, 2:4
ST CLAIR, WILLIAM
Committed on vagrancy chds, U 27, 4:2
ST JOHN, JOHN
Arrested for larceny chgs, O 31, 3:2; sentenced for larceny, N 1, 5:2
ST MARY'S CH, CATHOLIC YOUTH MENS UNION OF
Sponsors lecture on Shakespeare by John H Clarke, Mr 3, 8:1
ST PATRICK'S DAY
Celebrated by YMCA at St Mary's hall, Mr 10, 5:1
ST PAUL'S EPISCOPAL CH
Sponsors illus talk by Rev H W Jones on Gambier, Ohio educ insts, F 7, 8:2
Holds annual vestry meeting, elects officers, Ap 12, 3:3
Holds confirmation services, Je 6, 5:4
Vestrymen make application for authority to mortgage ch property, O 11, 3:4; 3:6; granted permission, N 16, 3:4
Sponsors lecture on travel by Newton Chalker, N 17, 5:4
Messengers of the king circle give entertainment, O 21, 1:5
ST PAUL'S EPISCOPAL CH (Findlay)
Rev Howard G Limric resigns as pastor, N 18, 8:5
ST PAUL'S LUTHERAN CH
New pastor J N Myers tendered reception by congregation, Je 5, 5:5
Sponsors lecture by Dr S A Ort on struggle of 19th century, Ja 29, 5:1
Installs Rev J N Myers as pastor, Ja 31, 8:3
Sunday school elects officers, U 30, 3:2
ST VINCENT'S CATH CH
Damaged by lightning, My 14, 3:3
Makes plans for annual fair, N 1, 3:4; fair opened, N 4, 8:3; fair activities revd, N 5, 6:1; prize winners announced, N 9, 8:1

SALEM BR
Train wreck at Salem attempted, Ag 27, 2:4
SALEM SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSN
Increases capital stock, Je 13, 2:7
SALT
Inexhaustible well found in Rittman, Jy 20, 8:4
SALVATION ARMY
Reps from Ohio and adjacent states hold camp meeting at Mansfield, Ag 24, 2:5
SAUVIER, FRANK (Lyria)
Missing, Ja 18, 2:7
SAVAGE, RAPHAEL
Issued naturalization papers, N 7, 3:3
SAWICKI, GEORGE AND JOHN (Warren)
Injured when dynamite explodes in feed-grinding machine, Ja 21, 1:7
SAFLEITNER, A W & CO
Suit against assignee of Murray & Watt settled, Mr 7, 3:3
SAXON (JR), S H
Removed from LaCrosse to Logan jail to avoid lynching in death of Bessie Neff, F 8, 3:7
SAVIO, FRANCISCO (Lyonia)
Freed from jail by friends of his, Je 19, 2:6
SAYERS, IRVIN (Mansfield)
Injured while working in coal mine, Ap 7, 8:5
SAYERS, JAMES
Injured in fall while alighting from train, S 28, 8:4
SAWYERS COUNTY
Coms arrange to build courthouse addition, F 26, 4:6
SAWYER & INTERURBAN RY
Plays extension of line to Lorain, C 18, 2:5
SAWYER, NORWOOD & TOLEDO RY
Incorporates, Ja 27, 3:4
SAVAGE, H C
Named by estate of Sally H Moore in money recovery suit, N 11, 3:2
SAVAGE, HENRY C
Buys portfolio of land from Jacob A Kohler, O 10, 8:2
SAVAGE, A J
Names Emmerson Bros in replevin suit, Je 21, 3:1
SANITATION
Subject of talk by Dr Katherine Kurt before Mothers and Teachers circle, Mr 31, 5:4

SANTINO, JOSEPH (North Baltimore)
Killed by train, F 3, 2:6
SANTOS, JACINTO
Funeral, Mr 8, 1:5
SANTOS, ANTONIO
Death, O 7, 3:1; will filed, O 18, 3:4; George J Smock asp ofd ador of estate, O 25, 7:4
SANTREY, FRANK (Canton)
Injured in runaway, Jy 7, 3:1
SAUFER, WILLIAM F (Toledo)
Resigns as asst postmaster to accept postmastership in Puerto Rico, Ag 3, 2:3
SAURER, CHARLES (Toledo)
Named with sister Mrs C V Lawrence in recovery suit by Charles S Laweke & Co, O 1, 4:4
SAURER, ALPHON (Toledo)
44th to staff of Gen Fitz Hugh Lee praised, ed, Je 1, 4:1
SAUER, CARL (TATTO), HENRY K
Named in collection suit by J B Franks, Je 17, 3:5
Criticizes pub library bd for methods used in the purchase of equipment, Jr 15, 8:3; criticizes contr for purchase of equipment, Jr 16, 4:3
Names Akron Pub Library bd in suit to enjoin bd from ordering furniture, Jy 26, 3:5; answer to restraining action filed by Akron Pub Library bd of control, Ag 6, 4:8; loses injunction suit, appeals case, O 24, 1:15; council's action in his appeal disapproved by city coms, O 25, 1:4; plans to appeal case, O 25, 8:2; city clerk ordered to furnish bond for appeal contest, by city coms, O 26, 1:4; Sauder loses suit, files appeal, O 31, 3:6; suit heard, decision pending, N 8, 6:4; loses suit, N 11, 3:4
SAXER, CHARLES
Held on theft chg, Ja 13, 5:4; released under bond, case contd, Ja 14, 3:1; petit larceny chg dismissed, new chg of converting property to own use filed, case contd, Ja 15, 3:4
SAVAGE, W W
Appd deputy county sheriff, Je 6, 3:1
SAVAGE, DWIGHT W
Death, S 8, 8:1; funeral, S 9, 3:4
SAVIES, C D (Cals)
Names Oscar Gardner in money collection suit, O 9, 5:4
SAX, AMOS
Funeral, Apr 20, 8:2
SAXTON, GEORGE D (Canton)
Losses Ohio coct in decision in alienation of affections suit brought by Sampson George, Ja 19, 1:4; suit settled out of cl, D 6, 2:3
Shot to death, Mrs Anna C George held, D 8, 2:5; funeral, D 10, 1:2
SAXTON, JOSEPH S (Canton)
Injured when struck by auto, Ag 11, 2:4
SAYRE, GUSSEI MUM
Names John and Anna Wolf in collection suit, L 17, 1:3; wins suit, N 14, 3:5
SCALDIN (NE), SOPHIA
Refuses to sing for small audience, N 31, 5:3
SCALES, LYDIA A
Names Moses Falar in collection suit, Ja 10, 3:5
SCARFORD, ADAM AND EMMA
Sueduct by Emma B Knight to determine amount due on notes and mortgages, U 7, 3:5
Cross petition in suit brought by Rial M Smith filed by Home Bldg & Loan Assn, D 12, 3:3
SCARFORD (Mrs), ADAM
missing, G 7, 5:4
SCHAL, CHARLES
Seeks legal disposition of debt to E W Griswold, S 19, 3:2; demurrer overruled, D 6, 3:3
SCHABER, CHARLES AND ANN
Buy parcel of land from A U Alexander and wife, D 7, 6:5
SCHAEFFER, FLORA (Cinti)
Injured when struck by sled, D 10, 2:4
SCHAEFFER, ALBERT (Canton Falls)
Injured when st car jumps track, Je 22, 5:4
SCHAEFFER, BETTYE (Cinti)
Shot and killed, Ap 29, 2:7
SCHAEFFER, EMIL G
Enlists during Spanish-American war, Je 1, 3:2
SCHAEFFER, CLAY
Injunction against Clev, Medina & Southern Elec r co dissolved, M 31, 1:5
SCHAEFFER, C P (Youngstown)
Appit postmaster, Ja 11, 2:1
SCHAEFFER, FRAZER (Norwalk)
Wins verdict in damage suit against Nickle Plate r r co, N 21, 3:5
SCHAEFFER, HARVEY G
Funeral, D 27, 2:3
SCHAEFFER, PETER AND JOSEPH
Arrested on chg of gill netting, D 12, 5:32
SCHOFFLY, JOHN (Wooster)
Wins personal damage suit against Elizabeth Buckwalter, Mr 4, 2:6
SCHWEB, JOSEPH
Charged with violation of state game laws, Ja 20, 4:8; fined on chg of trashing on Sunday, Ja 22, 4:5
SCHOLL, AUGUST
Fined for assault, Ag 1, 8:6
Fined for assault, Ag 2, 3:1
SCHOLL, MARY
Named with People's Savings bank in mortgage foreclosure suit by John Shaffer, Ag 8, 3:2
SCHOLL, MARY W
Names Roswell B Hoffman in suit to revive judgment, S 12, 3:3
SCHOLL AVE
Ord passed to reestablish grade, My 27, 7:7
SCHOLL, THOMAS
Arrested for assaulting wife, O 3, 1:4; pleads not guilty, O 5, 1:5; sentence for assault and battery suspended, G 6, 8:2
SCHOLLY, JOE
Fined for intoxication, O 21, 3:1
SCHENK, ROBERT
Fined for intoxication, F 22, 3:1
SCHERR, JACOB (Tiffin)
Held on burglary chg, confesses, O 13, 2:4
SCHILL, WILLIAM
Injured at Enterprise works when hand is caught in machine, Ja 20, 5:4
SCHILLINGER (REI), (Canal Fulton)
Res destroyed by fire, F 5, 8:4
SCHINN, WILLIE (Clev)
Held for running away from home, Je 6, 3:2
SCHLATER, I BREWING CO
With James and Grace McKillen named in foreclosure suit brought by Home Bldg & Loan Assn, Je 27, 3:3
SCHLATT, NICHOLAS
Suit against Matthias Wein, Albert Berrobin files answer claiming non-responsibility, Ja 15, 4:3
SCHLYER (COMOURE),
Answer to critics praised, ed, Ja 16, 4:1
SOLEIN, JESSIE
Efforts toward Spanish-American war settlement lamented, ed, Ag 8, 4:1
SCHLINGMAN, PHIL
Losers collection suit to Clev Provision co, Mr 16, 3:3; confesses judgment in suit, Mr 17, 3:2
SCHMIDT, JOHN F
Suicide, S 15, 2:5
SCHMIDT, WILLIAM
Warrant issued on chg of embezzling Third Ward Bldg assn, O 7, 2:4
SCHMIDT, HENRIETTA
Receives warrant in suit against John Jones, J 25, 3:2
Names John, Joseph, and Margaret Kearns in foreclosure suit, Ja 25, 6:4
Names John W White in foreclosure suit, S 14, 1:6
SCHMIDT, VICTOR C
Death, D 1, 3:1; burial, D 1, 5:4; funeral, D 2, 3:1
SCHMIDT, ELIZABETH M
Files cross petition for judgment against Henry and Caroline Arnecke in suit of Henry Arnecke against Frederick Roufs, Ja 27, 3:2
Affidavit of lunacy filed by Charles D Schneider, Mr 15, 3:3
SCHMIDT, MAGGIE (Dayton)
Ill after eating hog liver and pork pudding, O 19, 2:2
SCHMIDT, J N (Cinti)
Goes on hunger strike at county jail, D 29, 2:4
SCHMIDT, CARL
Injured in fall from wagon, Ag 6, 3:7
SCHMIDT, MARY (SGT), CARL, JR
Death, O 31, 3:1; funeral, N 2, 3:6
SCHNEIDER, CHRISTIAN (Norwalk)
Dies after eating raw pork, Ag 5, 2:5
SCHNEIDER, MARVIN
Damaged by fire, F 14, 8:3
SCHNEIDER, WILLIAM
Released under bond on assault and battery chg, Mr 24, 3:3
SCHOLARSHIPS
Donated to Buchtel coll by Christian Swank, D 27, 1:6
SCHOLLER, ROBERT
Fined on assault and battery chg, F 10, 8:5
SCHOOLS
Bill passed by house making payment of tuition under Boxwell law mandatory upon two trustees, F 3, 2:6
SCHOOLS - AGRON (cont.)
Establishment of school for incorrigibles urged, ed, F 17, 4:1

SCHOOLS - AGRON (cont.)
Normal schools commencement exercises addressed by Prof Charles F. Thwing on educ, Je 11, 3:3
List of teachers hired by bd of educ given, Je 15, 5:2
Parents' and teachers' assem holds 2nd annual meeting, program given, Je 18, 8:2
Boxwell students graduate from hs, Je 20, 5:5
Grammar grade pupils hold combined graduation exercises, Je 24, 4:5
High school students and alumni hold picnic, Je 25, 3:2
Instructor in manual training E A Bemling retires, Ag, 10, 3:5
Free text books considered, school grounds to be beautified, Ag 10, 5:3
Free text book system adopted by bd of educ, Ag 24, 8:1
Edna Blodgett and others hired as teachers, resignations accepted, other business transacted by bd of educ, Ag 24, 8:2
Open for full term, increase of attendance indicated, S 6, 4:4
New teachers hired, finances rapid, other business transacted by bd of educ, S 7, 6:3
Goodwill and cooperation among pupils, parents, and teachers advocated, S 16, 8:1
Observer Lafayette day, O 19, 1:6
Plans prepared for tests to be made of children's eyesight, O 26, 8:2
Decoration of classroom rooms urged, ltr, N 10, 3:5
Problems in selecting and hiring teachers discussed by Supt R S Thomas, N 17, 8:1
Feature article on a visit to the schools, D 3, 4:5
Manual training for boys and sewing for girls described, D 17, 8:1
Close for holidays, Supt Thomas speaks at hs exercises, D 19, 3:3
Pupils hold Christmas exercises, D 24, 6:4
Bond Issues and Levies
Authorization of sale of bonds by bd of educ, Je 15, 5:5
Bids opened for sale of bonds, Je 18, 6:3
Correspondence
Respect for law by students advised, ed, U 26, 2:4

Education, Bd of
Names delegates to Cols conv of members and pres of bd of educ, Ja 7, 3:2
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SCHOOLS - AGRON - Education, Bd of (cont.)
Adopts Burgen's botany for hs and Morse speller for grade school, Ja 17, 3:2
Rept of meeting, Ja 26, 8:1
Urged to hire best teachers obtainable regardless of res, ed, F 7, 4:1
Suit brought by Clev Stone co dismissed, F 19, 4:5
Expenditure defended, ltr, F 26, 8:6
Claims allowed, ed, N 10, 8:3
Extravagance by both demand rebups cited, ed, N 10, 8:4
Frank E. Whittetmore announces candidacy for repub nomination, N 16, 1:5
Reminiscence of Fred C Bryan lauded, ed, M 19, 4:2
Repub nominees in 3rd ward endorsed, ed, M 22, 4:2
Discrimination against local teachers denied, ed, M 31, 4:1
Den nominees criticized as enemies of present school system, ed, M 31, 4:2
Financial statement by clerk, Ap 2, 1:5
Reorganization plans discussed, new members named, Ap 6, 1:3
Organizes, elects Frederick C Bryan pres and Samuel Findley clerk, Ap 19, 8:1
Rev of activities, repts filed, My 4, 5:4
Notes on proceedings, My 18, 8:1
Holds business meeting, Je 1, 5:5
Awards contr to remodel hs assembly room to J A Swinehart, Jy 1, 5:5
Hears Supt R O Thomas defend dropping Harriet Bartelsky as principal of Normal Training school, Jy 13, 5:3
Favors free school book system, Ag 17, 4:5
Inter-state activities considered, new teachers hired, coal contr for yr awarded to Klages Coal & Ice co, S 21, 5:3
Issues information regarding free school book system, S 26, 5:5
Acting Pres Charles T Timan files annual rept, C 12, 1:4
Resume of meeting, O 12, 8:1
Notes on proceedings of meeting, O 19, 3:3
Error in report of meeting corrected, ltr, N 3, 5:5
Proceedings reviewed, N 16, 8:1
N 30, 8:2
Adopts hs course in English, allows claims of merchants, D 21, 5:4

BATH
Boxwell graduates hold commencement with Copley class, Ye 22, 8:1

CLEVELAND
Enumeration completed, Je 1, 2:5
Students contribute to Lafayette monument fund, C 25, 2:4

CLINTON
Bd of educ elects new members, Ap 13, 8:3
Prof M C Heminger employed as supt, Je 25, 8:4
Holds Christmas exercises, U 28, 8:3

COLUMBUS
Main St school bldg destroyed by fire, F 4, 2:6

COPLEY
Graduating class holds commencement with Bath Boxwell graduates, Je 22, 8:1

COVENTRY TWP
Teachers' meeting addressed by L W Kauffman, Ja 21, 8:5
Teachers meet and discuss problems, F 4, 5:4
Teachers hold semi-monthly meeting, hear address by Julia Cochran, M 16, 3:3
Bd of educ hires W. F. Schnee and 16 others, Je 21, 8:6;
Je 29, 8:5

COTTONWOOD FALLS
Bd of educ reelects Prof Fred Schnee supt of schools, elects officers, Ap 20, 3:4

DOWLING
Gertrude Adams awarded teacher position, Ag 31, 8:4

FOSTORIA
Enumeration repts, Je 1, 2:5
SCHOOLS (cont)

INLAND
R M Burkett chosen pres of bd of educ, Ap 21, 8:5
R M Burke elected overseer, Je 7, 8:5

INLAND TWP
Bd of educ meets, employs teachers, My 18, 8:4

KENT

MCDONOUGH
Dedicate flag, Ja 19, 8:4

MACON COUNTY
Rural dist consols, F 3, 3:6

NORTH SPRINGFIELD
Bd of educ reelects G A Wise pres, Ap 22, 8:5
Boxwell graduates hold commencement, Je 22, 8:3

NORTHERN
Closed by measles epidemic, Ja 24, 8:2
Hardy selected as teacher in lower room by
dirs in dist No 1, Je 23, 8:5
North and Snatchpenny schools reopen after being
discontinued several years, S 7, 8:4

PORTER TWP
Numed in salary collection suit brought by W D
Ludwick, o 3, 1:6

OHIO
Legis begins hearings on workman bill, F 2, 3:2
Bill introduced into legis to provide state comm
of educ, F 8, 3:2
Bill introduced in sen to extend school term to
cover entire yr, F 26, 3:2
Bill introduced in house regulating purchase of
books or apparatus by twp school trustees,
Mr 18, 1:5
Pupils urged in proclamation by Gov Bushnell to
contribute to fund for proposed Lafayette monument
in Paris (France), S 27, 2:5
Pupils asked to contribute to Gen Lafayette
memorial by State Comrs Hon Lewis D Bonebrake,
S 3, 8:1
Supts of NE Ohio meet, O 22, 8:2

PORTAGE TWP
Centrs for constr of annex let to August Miller
and others, Je 29, 5:1

SANDUSKY
Pupils ordered vaccinated to prevent spread of
smallpox, N 8, 2:4
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SCHOOLS (cont)

SPRINGFIELD
Plans commencement exercises, Je 14, 8:4

STOW
Plans graduation exercises, Je 14, 8:5

SUFFIELD
High and grade school teachers hired, Je 29, 8:5

SUMMIT COUNTY
Bd of examiners' office damaged by fire, F 14, 8:3
Fortage twp elects dirs, Ap 12, 1:6
Bids asked for constr of bldg in Springfield twp,
Ap 26, 6:4
M S Kirk appointed to bd of examiners, Je 24, 3:1
Northfield twp bd of educ appts teachers, Je 30, 8:5
Annual rept of expenditures filed by Aud Sisler,
O 21, 7:9

TOLEDO
Supt A A McConald suspended by school bd on
immorality chg, Ja 31, 1:6

TOWNSBURG
He holds graduation exercises, Je 14, 8:3

UNIONTOWN
Holds commencement, Je 1, 8:3
Alumni assn holds picnic at Silver lake, Je 16, 5:2

WESTERN STAR
Bd of educ elects teachers, Je 29, 8:3
SCHROER (REV O R)
Arrests in city, claims power to heal, Jy 1, 8:3
SCHWANK, CATHERINE
Final estate acct filed, Mr 30, 1:5
SCHROER, D & CO (Cinti)
Assigns assets, Mr 6, 2:6
SCHROER, CHARLES
Arrested on begging chg, Ja 26, 3:4; fined and
sentenced for begging, Ja 27, 5:2
SCHROEDER, H F
With G L Unger saloon property attached by
Hubler & Beck and Donohue & co, My 3, 5:3
SCHROEDER, W M
Auto blog, Mr 17, 1:5
SCHUCZEY, JAMES
Fined and sentenced on petit larceny chg, Jy 6,
5:2; sentence suspended, Jy 11, 3:5
SCHOF, E H (North Springfield)
Wagon demolished by runaway team, My 3, 8:4
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SCHOOLS (cont)

SCHRÖD, JUAN
Named by Home Bldg & Loan assn in money suit,
Je 7, 8:3; loses suit brought by Home Bldg and
Loan assn, Jy 22, 3:4
SCHUCH, JACOB
Motion filed in suit brought by Rebecca Gurlick,
Je 10, 3:6
SCHULER, CHARLES C (Cinti)
Commits suicide after shooting and killing Bettie
Schaeffer, Ap 29, 2:7
SCHULTZ, AUGUST
Sued by wife Sophia for divorce, D 7, 3:5
SCHULTZ, C F (Clev)
Rescued from waterworks crib, D 7, 2:4
SCHULTZ, EMMETT
Infant son dies, My 18, 8:3: funeral, My 30, 8:3
SCHULTZ, EMERITUS
Recs final naturalization papers, Ag 10, 3:4
SCHULTZ, JOSEPH
Injured when scaffold falls, O 15, 3:5
SCHUMACHER, FAIRBANK
Assignee name Louise A Meachan in note collection
suit, Mr 5, 1:2
State acctg error case against William E
Hammer disamissed, Ap 12, 3:2
SCHUMACHER, HARVEY 0
Loses suit brought by John A Stoop, My 17, 3:3
SCHUMACHER, HENRY
Doggy wrecked by runaway horse, no one injured,
F 14, 5:1
SCHUMACHER, HUGO
With J A Arbogast files petition in error in case against
W E Hamke and Elizabeth R Sill,
Ja 6, 5:4
With wife and Mr A J Wills sells parcel of
land to F H Ingersoll, O 8, 8:2
A J Wills and wives sells parcel of land
to John R Pisel, D 10, 8:2
SCHUMACHER, IZEN
Ring stolen, Charles Saunders held, Jy 13, 5:4
SCHUMACHER, JAMES
Fined and given suspended sentence on petit
larceny chg, S 8, 3:3
SCHUMACHER (MS), SADIE JANE
Injured when st car jumps truck near Guy Falls,
O 22, 3:4
Names Akron St Ry & Illuminating co and Akron,
Bedford & Clev Ry co in personal injury suit,
O 1, 3:5; O 26, 3:3
SCHUMACHER & GAMMETER
Plans new business block on Howard st, O 11, 1:5
SEIBLING, FRANCIS
Assignee of J F Seibeling names Superior Mining co in cross petition asking judgment, F 24, 3:4
Deft Sarah Miller waives dower rights in husband's property and consents to its sale, My 7, 3:4

SEIBLING, JAMES H
Names John F Seiberling co in cross petition to suit by Merchants & Miners bank of Nelsonville, Ap 25, 5:4
With Samuel T Miller answers suit by First Natl bank of Ravenna against John F Seiberling, My 9, 3:3
With Samuel T Miller files motion to quiet title in suit of E J Bronson against Akron St ry co, Je 16, 3:5

Losses liability suit against J F Seibeling & co's assignees, O 7, 6:1
Files exception to referee's report in suit of Charles A Cable vs J F Seibeling & co, D 30, 3:1

SEIBLING, JOHN F CO
Names assignee Superior Mining co and Orlando B Hardy in suit to recover judgment, Ja 3, 5:2
Files cross petition in property suit brought by John Spade estate, Ja 10, 3:4
Files denial in collection suit by Akron Cereal co, Ja 10, 3:4; assignee admits claims of Akron Cereal co and applies for permission to settle, F 3, 3:1; losses suit brought by Akron Cereal co, F 17, 3:5

Named by First Natl bank of Ravenna in property suit, Ja 24, 4:5; files answer, F 28, 3:3; Second Natl bank of Warren named party deft, Mr 15, 3:3; with Katherine L Seibeling files answer to suit brought by First Natl bank of Ravenna, Ap 1, 3:1; suit answered by James H Seibeling and Samuel H Miller, My 9, 3:3; cross petition filed by First Natl bank of Jefferson, My 19, 3:2; bd of dirs of Wittenberg coal named party defts, Je 6, 3:2; pltf files supplemental reply to answer and cross petition of Tuscarawas Coal & Iron co, U 3, 3:3

Named in cross petition filed by Zella Broughton as party pltf in suit of Charles A Cable, F 3, 3:4; cross petition filed by Susie C Howland, F 11, 4:7; Second Natl bank of Warren named party deft, Mr 15, 3:3
With Charles Robbins and Eugene J Cable named in cross petition to suit brought by First Natl bank of Ravenna by Charles A Cable and others, Mr 18, 3:2

SEIBLING, JOHN F CO (cont)
Named by Christopher Cox and Charles A Cable in cross petition for judgment on note, Ap 19, 3:4
Named by Fremont Natl bank of Boston in judgment foreclosure petition, F 17, 3:5; in cross petition to Akron Savings Bank co vs John F Seiberling suit, My 5, 3:5
Named by Eliot Natl bank of Boston in judgment foreclosure petition, F 17, 3:5
Named by First Natl bank of Warren in judgment foreclosure petition, F 17, 3:5
Assignee loses collection suit by N F Goodhue and 18 others, Mr 4, 3:4
Real estate offered for sale by assignee, Mr 10, 6:3
Assignee named by Alexander Dow in damage suit, Ap 4, 5:5

Named by James H Seibeling in cross petition to suit by Merchants & Miners of Nelsonville, Ap 25, 5:4
Assignee's rep't filed, Ap 28, 3:3
Named by Merchants' Natl bank of Massillon in suit by Akron Savings bank and First Natl bank of Ravenna, My 7, 3:4
Named in cross petition by First Natl bank of Jefferson to suit brought against them by Akron Savings Bank co, My 16, 3:3
Suit by First Natl bank of Alliance dismissed, My 17, 3:3
Notice of assignees' sale of real estate, My 20, 6:7; My 21, 6:7; My 23, 3:7
Named with Seibeling Milling co in collection suit, My 27, 6:2
Suit brought by Akron Savings Bank co, bd of dirs of Wittenberg coal named party defts, Je 6, 3:2; pltf files amended petition, Je 24, 3:3
Assignee's sale, Ja 1, 7:4
Named in cross petition by First Natl bank of Jackson for collection on notes, My 5, 3:3
With James Miller loses First National bank insolvent suit wherein ct sets aside preferential mortgage, Ag 5, 3:6
Block sold to John Lewitt, Ag 31, 1:5
Assignees win liability suit brought by James H Seibeling and others, O 7, 6:1
Bldg destroyed by fire, N 16, 1:7
In collection suit brought by First Natl bank, Citizens' Bank files answer and cross petition, D 2, 6:2

SEIBLING, JOHN F CO (cont)
In collection suit brought by Akron Savings bank, Citizens' Bank files answer and cross petition, U 2, 6:2; Superior Mining co files answer, U 12, 3:3
Creditors meet with rear in attempt to lift reseach, U 9, 3:3
Names Ira H Miller co-deft in suits brought by First Natl bank of Ravenna and Akron Savings Bank co, O 14, 3:3
Files answer to amended petition in suits brought by Citizens' Natl bank, O 16, 1:5
Copley's propety assigned to Francis Seiberling appraised, O 22, 3:3
Exception to acct filed by estate of Jacob Breneman, U 22, 3:3

SEIBLING & MILLER
Wins with 18 others collection suit against John F Seibeling, My 4, 3:4

SEIBLING MILLING CO
Named with John F Seibeling by assignee of J F Seibeling co in collection suit, My 27, 6:2

SEIDSHLAG, HERMAN
Fined for slander, Ap 19, 5:5

SEIGFRIED, ORNELL (AND MRS), AMANDUS
Sells parcel of land to O M Bruinard, O 10, 8:2

SEIGFRIED, LOUIS (Youngstown)
Sells Pittsburgh & Lake Erie rly co in damage suit, Ja 25, 2:5; loses suit, F 5, 1:6

SEILER, GEORGE
Fined for intoxication, U 13, 3:1

SEINE, WILLIAM (Dayton)
Commits suicide after attempting to kill his wife, Jy 14, 2:4

SELBY, NORMAN
Sued for divorce by wife Charlotte Rose, F 15, 2:6; divorce granted, F 22, 2:6

SEJERN, CHARLES R
Loses verdict in collection suit filed by George Crisp, files appeal, My 19, 3:2; loses appeal, U 6, 3:2; suit settled, D 21, 3:5

SELF-CULTURE MAGAZINE
Reduction in price, increase in size, other improvements announced by Werner co, Ag 6, 4:3

SELLIGAN, A
Names Jacob Pfeiffer in collection suit, D 30, 1:6

SELL, FERDINAND
Granted patent on spring vehicle, wagon and gate, Ja 7, 5:4
SEWAGE & SEWAGE DISPOSAL - AARON (cont)

Resolution for constr of sewer in Grouse st and dist No 9 adopted by council, Je 7, 8:3; Je 25, 7:3; resolution providing for constr from Spencer to Beaver st passed, Je 11, 6:3; resolution rescinding resolution for Grouse st constr passed by council Je 25, 7:4; ord to constr in Grouse st passed by council, Je 17, 7:7; bond issue to cover cost of constr authorized in ord passed by city council, Je 17, 7:7; ord to levy special tax on property benefited by constr of sewer in Grouse st passed by council, Je 23, 6:5; contr for sewer constr of Champlain st and contr awarded Haldiman Bros, Je 17, 7:5; State bd of health requests submission of plans for line to Little Cay Valley, Je 26, 8:4

Council authorizes city officials to sign agreements with rrs in constructing main trunk sewer on right-of-ways, Ji 30, 7:6

Property owners given permission to constr private sewer on west Cedar st, Ag 23, 4:2

Notice of bids to clean catch basins, Si 15, 6:5; cleaning catch basins during business hrs protested by Councilman L Harley Hanan, Si 16, 8:5; contr for cleaning catch basins awarded to F Kidder by city comr, U 3, 3:3; O 25, 1:6

Resolution for estimate of assessment for contributing storm water sewers in Glendale ave adopted by council, S 24, 7:4

Cost estimated for constr of storm water sewer in Glendale ave, S 28, 6:4

City engineer ordered by comr to prepare estimates for storm sewer in Market st, D 29, 3:3

Ord to issue bonds for constr of sewer in Champlain st passed by council, My 6, 7:3; to levy assessment for constr of sewer passed by council and approved by bd of comr, My 13, 7:5; notice of bonds sale, My 17, 7:7

Sale of bonds for constr of storm sewers authorized in ord passed by council, Ag 10, 7:4

Bond issues for constr of main trunk and storm sewers criticized by R L Day & co, Boston, O 3, 3:3

SEWAGE & SEWAGE DISPOSAL - AARON (cont)

Sale of bonds for constr of main sewers in dists 3, 4, 5, and 10, authorized in ord passed by council, Ag 10, 7:4

Notice of constr estimate for dist No 9, Ag 26, 2:7

Cost of constructing main trunk sewer in dists 3, 4, 5, and 10 estimated, S 28, 6:3

Ord providing for sewers on Franklin and Champlain sts introduced in council, F 1, 8:2; passed, F 8, 8:3; ord to construct sewer in Franklin st passed by council, F 12, 7:5; notice to property owners of assessment to constr sewer, Mr 4, 7:4; ord to levy special tax for constr, Mr 5, 7:6; ord to issue bonds passed by council, My 6, 7:6; ord to levy assessment for constr of sewer in Franklin st passed by council and approved by bd of comr, My 13, 7:5; bids for constr in Franklin st called for, My 17, 7:3; notice of sale of bonds for constr, My 17, 7:6

Notice to interested parties of plans for trunk line, F 2, 6:7

Ord to constr sewer in Champlain st passed by council, F 12, 6:7

City comr adv for bids on constr of sewers in High and Voris sts, F 19, 7:4

Bd of city comrs adv for bids on constr of sewer in Maple st, F 19, 7:5; in Market st, F 19, 7:5; in North Valley st, F 19, 7:5; in Champlain st, F 19, 7:6

Ord to condemn property for constr of Main sewer in dists 3, 4, 5, and 10 passed by council, Mr 4, 6:1

Constr on Main st ordered by city comrs, My 4, 3:3

Notice to property owners of assessment to constr sewer in Maple st, Mr 4, 7:4; in High st, Mr 4, 7:4; in N Valley st, Mr 4, 7:5; in Market st, Mr 4, 7:5; in High st, Mr 4, 7:5; in Kline st, Mr 4, 7:5; in Biltman st, Mr 4, 7:6; in Champlain st, Mr 4, 7:6

Ord to levy special tax for constr on High st, Mr 5, 7:4; on Maple st, Mr 5, 7:4; on Kline st, Mr 5, 7:5; on High st, Mr 5, 7:5; on North Valley st, Mr 5, 7:5; on Market st, Mr 5, 7:5; on Champlain st, Mr 6, 7:6

James McGowan given contr for installing sewer intersections in Wooster ave, My 7, 3:2

Bids for constr in Champlain st called for, My 17, 7:3

SEWAGE & SEWAGE DISPOSAL

Resolution directing city engineer to devise plans for designated dist passed by city council, Jl 22, 3:3

Ord providing for sewers and trunk line to East and North Akron passed by council, Jl 25, 5:2

Ord passed authorizing bonds for improvement of A Market st, Jl 28, 6:1; on Maple st, Jl 28, 6:2; on S High st, Jl 28, 6:2; on Kline st, Jl 28, 6:3; on S High st, Jl 28, 6:3; on N Valley st, Jl 28, 6:4; in various dists, Jl 28, 6:4; on S High st, F 4, 7:3; on Maple st, F 4, 7:4; on Kline st, F 4, 7:5; on East Market st, F 4, 7:5; on N Valley st, F 4, 7:5; on South High and Voris sts, F 4, 7:5

Ord passed instructing city mgr to prepare plans and specifications for trunk line for dists 3, 4, 5, and 10, Jl 29, 7:5; council adopts plans prepared by city civil engineers for sewers in dists 3, 4, 5, and 10, F 19, 3:1; passes resolution to constr sewers in dists 3, 4, 5, and 10, F 19, 7:4; passes resolution naming comm to set amount of assessment for constr of sewer in dist 9, Mr 21, 3:4; to condemn properly for constr of sewers in dists 3, 4, 5, and 10, Mr 27, 7:2; to provide for constr of storm sewer in dist No 9, Je 11, 6:3; to improve storm sewer in dist 9, Jy 6, 5:4; to provide constr of trunk line in dists 3, 4, 5, and 10, Jy 15, 7:4

Ord assessing property owners in dists 3, 4, 5, and 10 cost of trunk line sewer passed by city council, Jy 16, 6:4

Property owners in dist No 9 assessed cost of storm sewer in ord by city council, Jy 22, 7:4

Notice of appt of freeholders to estimate cost of constructing sewer in dist 9, Jy 23, 7:2

Bond issue to cover cost of constr in dists 3, 4, 5, and 10 authorized in ord passed by city council, Jy 26, 6:3; to cover cost of constr in dist 9, Jy 26, 6:5

Notice to contractors to submit sealed bids for main sewer constr in dists 3, 4, 5, and 10, Ag 6, 6:4

SEWAGE & SEWAGE DISPOSAL;

Named by Mich Mutual Life Ins co in collection suit, My 2, 3:3

With Catharine J Seward loses default judgment to Michigan Ins co in suit brought by Kraus, Kirm & co, Je 21, 3:4

SEWERS & SEWAGE DISPOSAL

Resolution directing city engineer to devise plans for designated dist passed by city council, Jl 22, 3:3

Ord providing for sewers and trunk line to East and North Akron passed by council, Jl 25, 5:2

Ord passed authorizing bonds for improvement of A Market st, Jl 28, 6:1; on Maple st, Jl 28, 6:2; on S High st, Jl 28, 6:2; on Kline st, Jl 28, 6:3; on S High st, Jl 28, 6:3; on N Valley st, Jl 28, 6:4; in various dists, Jl 28, 6:4; on S High st, F 4, 7:3; on Maple st, F 4, 7:4; on Kline st, F 4, 7:5; on East Market st, F 4, 7:5; on N Valley st, F 4, 7:5; on South High and Voris sts, F 4, 7:5

Ord passed instructing city mgr to prepare plans and specifications for trunk line for dists 3, 4, 5, and 10, Jl 29, 7:5; council adopts plans prepared by city civil engineers for sewers in dists 3, 4, 5, and 10, F 19, 3:1; passes resolution to constr sewers in dists 3, 4, 5, and 10, F 19, 7:4; passes resolution naming comm to set amount of assessment for constr of sewer in dist 9, Mr 21, 3:4; to condemn properly for constr of sewers in dists 3, 4, 5, and 10, Mr 27, 7:2; to provide for constr of storm sewer in dist No 9, Je 11, 6:3; to improve storm sewer in dist 9, Jy 6, 5:4; to provide constr of trunk line in dists 3, 4, 5, and 10, Jy 15, 7:4

Ord assessing property owners in dists 3, 4, 5, and 10 cost of trunk line sewer passed by city council, Jy 16, 6:4

Property owners in dist No 9 assessed cost of storm sewer in ord by city council, Jy 22, 7:4

Notice of appt of freeholders to estimate cost of constructing sewer in dist 9, Jy 23, 7:2

Bond issue to cover cost of constr in dists 3, 4, 5, and 10 authorized in ord passed by city council, Jy 26, 6:3; to cover cost of constr in dist 9, Jy 26, 6:5

Notice to contractors to submit sealed bids for main sewer constr in dists 3, 4, 5, and 10, Ag 6, 6:4
AUGUSTA VALLEY
Trunk sewr constr bids opened, S 8, 8:2

OHIO
Bill for constr in cities prepared for introduction by Repr wick Taylor, Ap 11, 3:3
Proposed formation of mfrs’ trust reed, denial by Akron mfrs, S 23, 1:4

SEX GRIMES
Lula Friend injured in criminal assault by 20 unidentified persons, Vint Faught injured in attempt to frustrate crime, Jackson, Ja 28, 1:3
Abraham Hill arrested on chg of criminally assaulting 3 young daughters, bound to common pleas ct, Mr 16, 1:6
Louis Lote held on chg of assault with intent to rape Ima Herwin, Je 9, 5:5
Mrs Mary Garrett’s daughter criminally assaulted, suspect sought, S 30, 3:2
Susie Williams criminally assaulted by unknown assailant, Madisonville, N 19, 2:3

SEXTON, JAMES (London)
Injured in train-buggy collision, Ja 6, 2:7
SEYBOLI, LOUIS
Fres of Akron Public library bd announce intention of resigning, Je 14, 4:3
Rev Akron Public library’s financial status, Mr 1, 4:3

SEYMOUR, HENRY
Sues wife Emma L for divorce, Ag 6, 4:6

SEZER, FRANK
Files cross petition to wife Margaret’s suit for divorce, F 1, 4:6

SHOE, FRANK (Bath)
Home robbed, Ag 3, 8:3

SHAPER, JACOB
Suicide, Mr 4, 2:2

SHAPER, JOHN
Fined for jumping on train, Ja 11, 8:2

SHAPER (POSTMASTER), (Youngstown)
Apts Fred B Turner ast postmaster, Ja 20, 3:4

SHaffer, William
Injured in RR collision at Lima, Ap 11, 2:7

SHaffer, BURT
Hand crushed in machine, F 3, 5:1

SHaffer, E H
Jury disagree in suit brought by Charles A Fassnacht, F 4, 4:4; loss suit brought by Fassnacht, N 16, 3:4

SHaffer (Corporations), Harvey G
Dies of typhoid fever at Reading (Penna), O 24, 1:7; fined for railroading, N 2, 8:5

SHaffer, JOHN
Names Mary Schell and People’s Savings bank in mortgage foreclosure suit, Ag 8, 3:2

SHaffer, JOSEPH and FETER, JR
Convicted on railroading chg, give notice of motion for new trial, U 23, 1:7; fined for railroading, sentenced in lieu of fine, U 24, 1:2; U 26, 1:2; sent to house of corrections to pay fine, U 30, 1:7

SHaffer et RICHARD
Notice of partnership dissolution, S 12, 6:6; partnership dissolved, S 14, 1:4

SHAFER (Gen)
Will ability praised, ed, Je 26, 4:2

Bribe of service of Col Charles Dick in U S army during Spanish-American war, S 24, 6:1

SHAHINOLI (Mrs), ANN (Ghent)
Res damaged by fire, Mrs Clementine Pollard held on arson chg, Je 4, 4:6

SHakespeare
Subject of lecture by John H Clarke before Cath Young Men’s union of St Mary’s ch, Mr 3, 8:1

SHALLIE, E (Oberlin)
Grocery store burned by fire, U 30, 2:4

SHARGUE, L
Ordered staked out, N 18, 3:1

SHARER, J F (Wharton)
Killed when struck by train, Ap 14, 2:5

SHAW, BILLY (Canton Dover)
Arrested on robbery chg, D 7, 1:6

SHAW, MARY I
Funeral, D 1, 1:6

SHAW, JOHN H (Caldwell)
App’d postmaster, Ja 7, 2:3

SHAMS (LT), CHARLES B (Clev)
Resigns as lst lt and regimental adj of 5th regt ONG, Ja 25, 3:6

SHAW, W
Candy kitchen damaged by fire, Ky 25, 5:6

SHAUGHNESSY, PATRICK
Injured when thrown from buggy during runaway, Je 18, 3:3

SHAW
Speaks at North Springfield Farmers’ inst, Ja 12, 8:4

SHAW, AUSTIN E (Youngstown)
Wins personal injury suit against Lake Shore railroad, O 18, 2:5

SHAW, GEORGE (Bowling Green)
Scalded cleaning boiler, Ag 19, 2:5

SHAW, GEORGE A (Barberton)
Named postmaster, Ja 21, 1:6; appointt confirmed, F 2, 5:1

SHAW, GEORGE A (Barberton)
loses judgment suit brought by Fred Keeley, S 26, 3:2

SHAW, HARRETT L
Names estate of Robert G Marshall in property suit, Ja 24, 4:6

SHAW, MARY A
Case against Fremont E Lyon dismissed, Ja 15, 4:3

SHAW, WALTER
Debate of allegations filed by John A Goodwin in mortgage suit, F 1, 5:2

SHAW, MARY A
Names Col Stull in property damage suit, Mr 25, 3:2

SHEA, THOMAS
Fined for intoxication, Ap 19, 5:5

SHELEDF, PAUL (Kingsville)
Saloon robbed, N 16, 2:5

SHELDER, GEORGE
Fined for disorderly conduct, My 17, 3:4

SHEELE, THOMAS B
Decision in justice ct in replevin suit appealed by Herman A Hudson, U 7, 3:5

SHEEP
Farmers of Harrison county import large numbers, F 2, 2:6

Sheep with 2 bodies and 1 head born near Sandusky on farm of George Filson, F 21, 3:6

Claims allowed by county comm, Mr 8, 1:7

Killed by dogs at Southeast Richfield on farm of Carl Cruz, Tom Hale, and Frank Barrett, N 2, 8:3

SHEEPS BREDING ASSN, AMER
Toledo covt elects officers, adjourns, O 21, 2:4

SHEETS, DORIS A
Uses of illness contracted during Spanish-American war, S 17, 1:3; funeral, S 20, 1:6

SHEETS, JAMES
Death, U 1, 3:1; funeral, O 6, 8:6

SHELBY CYCLE MFG CO (Shelby)
Resumes operations following shut-down, S 3, 2:5

SHELBY STEEL TUBE CO

SHELTON, C E
with I C Alden files cross petition to Savings Bldg & Loan co’s suit against A L Conger, My 17, 3:3; with I C Alden named by H C R Wall in answer to cross petition, My 28, 3:4; My 30, 3:4

SHELTON (Mrs), L M
Pocket picked, F 12, 4:3

SHELTON, SOPHIA
Funeral, Ap 18, 3:1

SHEPARD, CHARLES J
Names Leora Parks in property recovery suit, Ag 4, 3:2

SHEPARD, FRANK
Fined for intoxication, My 31, 6:2

SHEPARD, FRANK J
Bicycle repair factory destroyed by fire, Ap 28, 3:3

SHEPARD, JENNIE W
Names Akron St Ry & Illuminating co and Akron, Bedford and Clev Ry co in personal injury suit, Ag 1, 3:5; O 25, 3:3

SHEPHERD, ELLA (Chillicothe)
Injured in fall into open grate, Ap 7, 3:6

SHEPHERD, MARY
Fined on assault chg, Jy 9, 8:2

SHEPHERD, MARY LOUISE
Names Peter V Flappert in personal damage suit, M 7, 3:2

Decision reserved in replevin suit against George Heppleston, Je 18, 3:2; wins suit, Je 21, 3:2
SHERLEY, GEORGE

Robby, M 17, 1:6
Fined on assault and battery charge, S 22, 8:3
SHERBROOK (MR) AND MRS C
Celebrate 20th wedding anniv, O 5, 3:2
SHERBROOK, ELLA

Names Alice Steffel in mortgage foreclosure suit, My 16, 3:3
SHERBROOK, HARRY N

Sued by wife Charlotte E for alimony, N 1, 3:2; 7:5; wife granted temporary alimony, N 11, 3:3
Sued for alimony, J 6, 6:7
SHERBROOK, HIRAM

Will probated, Ja 3, 5:2
SHERBROOK, JULIA

Names Elizabeth J H Berhammer in note suit, Je 20, 6:1; awarded verdict in judgment suit against Elizabeth Berhammer, Jy 25, 6:2
SHERBROOK, NADIA

Wins property damage suit against city, Ap 8, 3:3
SHERBROOK, URIAH

Death, D 30, 3:1; 8:5
SHERBROOK, WALTER

Case brought by diamond rubber co dismissed, Ja 11, 4:7
SHERIDAN, PATRICK

Fined for intoxication, J 8, 3:1
SHERIDAN, JOHN F

Fined for intoxication, M 25, 5:3
SHERIDAN, THOMAS (Clev)

Held on chg of robbing canal Dover po, Ja 11, 2:1
SHERMAN, JOHN

Non-comital on proposed nomination for gov, Ag 26, 2:5
Aspirations to governorship disapproved, ed, Ag 26, 4:1
SHERWIN, WILLIAM

Injured when thrown from carriage at Johnson's Corners, Ja 10, 3:5
SHELDON, ALLEN

Named in collection suit brought by Seth Freeman, S 21, 3:2; loses verdict, D 21, 3:5; default judgment awarded Seth Freeman set aside by Judge Kohler, J 22, 3:3
SHELDON, JAMES H

Named in collection suit by Dr Seth Freeman, Ja 10, 3:4
SHIPS & SHIPYARD INDUS

Globe shipyard declares for open shop, Clev, J 27, 2:7
SHIPBUILDING INDUS (cont)

Thirty striking riveters of Globe shipyards placed on blacklist, M 3, 2:5
Striking employees of Globe shipyard return to work, Clev, M 10, 2:5
Fitters and iron workers join the shipyard strike, Lorain, Jy 22, 2:4
SHIPMAN, JOHN C (Clev)

Indicted on embezzlement charge, M 18, 2:4; arraigned on chg, released on bond, M 19, 6:2
SHIPS & SHIPYARD INDUS

Clev, Lorain & wheeling dock wins return to work, Ja 25, 2:3
Non-union carpenters join dock workers' strike, Clev, F 1, 2:7
Custody of christening ships criticized, ed, F 2, 4:1
Longshoremen of Clev Rolling Mill ore docks win their case, Ap 26, 2:3
Steel workers Alexander Noguall arrives with largest cargo of ore ever brought into port, Clev, Ag 9, 2:4
Schooner George B Owens assembles near Ashlataula in gale, V 7, 2:4
SHENFELD, CHARLES

Injured when dynamite cracker explodes, Je 5, 5:6
SHENFELD, CLARENCE

Arraigned on larceny charge, M 22, 1:6; chg dismissed, M 23, 1:5
SHOE & SHOE INDUS

Lasters of S J Pierce Shoe factory win back to work in demand for wage increase, Clev, N 11, 2:4
SHENIZER, JAMES

Pleads guilty to robbery charge, S 7, 3:3
SHERSTINE, WILLIAM

Assault and battery charge dismissed, M 26, 1:3
SHIPP, FRED (Green)

Infant son scalded, N 16, 8:3
SHIPPIN, LAWRENCE AND MARY A

Case brought by Louis Brown, judgment by default, J 11, 4:7
SHOCK, MRS E

Res damaged by fire, D 29, 5:5
SHOCK, JOHN (Uptown)

Slaughter house destroyed by fire, D 4, 8:3
SHOOK, JOHN J

Attempts suicide by shooting, Jy 25, 3:3; recovers from suicide attempt, Ja 27, 3:5
SHOOTING (Sport)

Ohio Trapshooters League opens annual tourney, J 2, 2:3
SHOOTING (Sport) (cont)

R.0 Heikes wins championship of Amer at trap, Ag 15, 5:2
Gun club tentatively organized, Ag 19, 5:2
SHREWIN, HOMER (Washington C H)
Injured when horse runs and causes scissors to pierce lung, Ja 19, 3:3
SHUPP, J O (Cola)
Files petition to upland ree for M T and C M Outtenden property, S 16, 2:5
SHUF, WILLIAM

Names Ezekiel Kasch in collection suit, Ja 22, 4:6
SHULMAN, FRANK

Killed at battle of Santiago, Jy 21, 3:2
SHULKIN, THOMAS

Promoted to corp in U S army, Fortress Monroe, Je 1, 8:3
SHUNKER, WILLIAM

Killed in action at Santiago (Cuba), Jy 26, 8:4
SHULL, S M (Alexandria)

Hay warehouse destroyed by fire, F 2, 3:4
SHURLEY (MRS.), JENNIE

Death, M 23, 8:5; funeral, M 25, 8:2
SHIVER, A L (Alliance)

Injured by fall while digging well, Ja 19, 8:5
SHIMAKA, JAMES

Arrested, pleads not guilty to robbery charge, S 6, 8:1
SHIMMER, JAMES

Issued final naturalization papers, N 7, 3:4
SIDWELL, J F (Oberlin)

Office destroyed by fire, D 30, 2:4
SIDDELL, GRACE

With Thalia Harrington and Mary S Moore sell parcel of land to C P and H H Lowe, D 20, 6:3
SIEBER, GEORGE W

Address on peace and war at Trinity Luth ch, My 2, 5:3
Delivers patriotic address at Wadsworth, Jy 5, 5:6
Speaks before Pathfinders, Ag 31, 8:1
Claim for alms fees allowed by county comrs, O 8, 3:4
SIEBERT, ERNEST

Affidavit issued for arrest for fighting, My 10, 5:4; fined for fighting, My 13, 8:2
SIEBERT, MRS., L E

Res damaged by fire, Ap 18, 3:5
SIEBERT, LOUIS E

Sued for divorce by wife Mollie L, My 3, 3:5; divorce granted, Je 23, 6:4
SIEGRUDI, MARY (Barberton)
Wins property damage suit against Village of Barberton, N 11, 3:3
Siesta, RDS (Sandusky)

Fish house destroyed by fire, Ja 31, 1:6
SIFFERT, O W

Assigned supervising engineer of United Brethren ch, S 28, 3:1
SILDE, JERRY

Fined for intoxication, My 18, 3:2
SILDE, PHILLIP (Clev)

Missing boy located, M 19, 5:1
SIEGBE, CPT

Retirement active command praised, ed, Ap 19, 4:1
SILDER, IRWIN (Cleveland)

Held on chg of making false claim against U S, Ap 23, 2:3
SILK, FRANK (Monroe Falls)

With Charles T. Penn purchases Monroe Paper, Ag 30, 8:1
SILL, ALFRED H

Losses div of property suit brought by Edmund H Cook and others, gives notice of appeal, O 31, 3:5; appeal filed by plaintiff, N 3, 3:5
SILL, ELIZABETH R

With W E Hawk files petition in error in case brought by J A Arbogast and Hugo Schumacher, Ja 6, 5:4
SILVER

Failure as money standard in China, ed, M 14, 4:2
Free coinage need denied, ed, M 14, 4:2
Statement by free coinage advocates criticized, ed, Ap 12, 4:2
Cost of mining labor compared with profits, ed, S 28, 4:1
Free coinage question revived criticized, ed, O 12, 4:3
Free coinage seen as large profit producer for mine owners, ed, N 5, 4:5
Silver grade reported near Malvern, N 17, 2:5
SILVER LAKE

Pavilion under constr, My 15 (16), 8:2
SILVER PLATE CO

Named in cross petition suit brought by Hoyt Metal co, Ap 26, 7:4
SMITH, ALICE J and JULIUS O
Name C Frances Huns in breach of contr suit, My 21, 3:3

SMITH, HIRAM
Room robbed, O 6, 8:2

SMITH, J K
Saloon damaged by fire, Ap 29, 8:2

SMITH, JESSE (Brookton)
Killed when run over by train, O 21, 2:4

SMITH, JULIUS O. See Simmons, Alice J

SMITH, BLOOM
Damaged by fire, Ap 29, 8:2

SMITH, FERDINAND M (Cuy Falls)
Five and 10 cent store damaged by fire, U 19, 1:4; arrested on arson chg, U 20, 1:7; arraigned, U 21, 3:5; preliminary hearing begins, D 23, 2:3; bound to common pleas ct, D 24, 1:6; D 26, 1:6

SMITH, GEORGE (Whitewater)
Fatefully wounded when accidentally shot, Ag 27, 2:4

SINS, ALEX
Arrested on fighting chg, F 28, 3:5

SINS, ARTHUR
Fined for larceny, Ap 29, 8:1

SINS, CHARLES
Names a Rax and D M Loose in collection suit, Mr 7, 3:2

SINS, ROBERT
Arrested on fighting chg, F 28, 3:5

SINCLAIR, W E
Fined for intoxication, Ag 9, 3:1

SING, CHARLES (Delaware)
Arrested following fight with Hop Sing, D 4, 2:4

SINGER, JOHN
Fined on chg of fighting, F 26, 4:5

SINGLETON, JOSEPH (Sandusky)
Killed when struck by train, Jy 16, 2:5

SIPPER, ASHER F
App'd guardian of Joseph Jauqish, O 6, 3:3

SINGLE (NMS),
Son rescued from drowning by D A Falker, O 14, 8:2

SISLER, H B
Suit against w H Utelh dismissed, U 21, 3:5

SISLER, L E
App'd Past Grand Comander Parker of Ohio Great camp Knights of Maccabees, O 3, 6:4

SISLER, L E
Elected as Summit county, N 9, 1:6

SISSLER, L E
Sells parcel of land to Nathan Morse, D 10, 8:2

SISSLER, WILLIAM
Estate offered for sale by order of probate ct, Jy 8, 7:6

SITTLEY, GEORGE B (Clev)
Arrested on murder chg, F 11, 2:3

SKINNER, CARLTON B
Named in suit to foreclose mortgage by J Park Alexander, Ja 10, 3:4; amend't petition filed, Ja 25, 3:1; files answer, names Isaac Helbein party to suit, F 8, 3:1; with Isaac Helbein loses joint default judgment in suit brought by J Park Alexander, Je 21, 3:4

named by Akron Bldg and Loan assn in collection suit, Mr 16, 3:3; Mr 17, 3:2; loses suit, My 17, 3:3

SKREVATON, JOHN
Warrant issued on assault and battery chg, Ap 30, 3:5

SLATTERY, MATHIAS
Fined for petit larceny, Je 22, 3:2

SLAUGHTER, HARRY
Injured in train collision near Clinton, N 20, 1:5

SLEESKIN, WILLIAM
Buys parcel of land from James Smith, D 10, 8:2

SLOCOM, LUCY
Buys parcel of land from estate of Henry Golden, U 13, 8:2

SLUSHER, O W
Assigns presiding elder of United Brethren ch, S 26, 3:1

SLECHDOR, FREDERICK
Sued for divorce by wife Jane, Ja 19, 4:7

SMALL, STANLEY G (Clev)
Med student hypnotizes Mrs Mary O'Neill and keeps her unconscious during operation, Ja 26, 1:1

SMALLFOX
Epidemic rsted spreading at Carroll, Ap 8, 2:5

Epidemic rsted at Camp Bunnell, My 10, 8:2

Epidemic rsted at Delphos, Je 23, 2:4

Epidemic rsted at Van Wert, Ja 28, 2:5

Epidemic stops pub gatherings at Delphos until further notice, Jy 2, 2:5

Seven cases under treatment at Van Wert, precaution taken to prevent epidemic, Jy 7, 2:3

Three new cases and quarantine reestablished at Van Wert, Jy 22, 2:4

Four new cases in Delphos, situation bad, Jy 22, 2:4

SMALLFOX (cont)
Epidemic rsted at Put-In-Bay, Ag 30, 2:4; 27 cases rsted, S 1, 6:5; epidemic continues, S 2, 2:4; epidemic subsides, S 3, 4:2

Two cases rsted in Cinti, S 7, 2:2

Epidemic rsted at Wapakoneta, O 7, 2:4

Epidemic rsted in Auglaize and adjacent counties, O 22, 3:5

Two more cases rsted at Sandusky, N 4, 7:2

Vaccination of Sandusky school children ordered to prevent spread of disease, N 8, 2:4

Epidemic rsted at Loveland, N 9, 3:1

Threat of epidemic rsted in Clev, N 17, 2:5

Epidemic rsted at New Carlisle, N 22, 2:7

Epidemic spread at Cols feared, N 29, 6:4

Epidemic spread blamed on members of Uncle Tom's Cabin co, O 2, 5:5

SMITH, ISAAC O (Toledo)
Files petition in bankruptcy, U 1, 1:1; D 2, 3:4

SMITH, BASIL H (Clev)
Granted 20th wedding anniv, w 27, 3:3

SMITH, W H
Injured when hand is crushed between 2 wheels, Mr 14, 3:4

SMITH, FRANK
Sentenced for vagrancy, N 23, 8:1

SMITH (CONSOL)
Fined for refusal to sell coal to Spanish fleet, ed, Je 2, 4:1

SMITH (NMS), (Clev)
Burned destroyed by fire, Je 21, 3:2

SMITH, "SUD"
Injured when run over by train, Jy 28, 4:4

SMITH (REY), A E (Defiance)
Sermon on woman's fashions, Ja 24, 1:1

SMITH, A FREDERICK
App'd exec of Priscilla A Jauduch estate, D 14, 6:5

SMITH (NMS), ADAMS M (Fremont)
Leaves on estate of R B Hayes to satisfy judgment, F 26, 2:5

SMITH, ALBERT B
Arrested on chg of obstructing sidewalk, Mr 18, 1:7; explains cause of his arrest, ltr, Mr 19, 3:5; dismissed on chg of blocking sidewalk, Mr 22, 1:6

SMITH, ELLEN & DAVID FISHER co in libel suit, S 1, 1:8

SMITH (NMS), A H
Death, Ag 10, 3:1; 3:7

SMITH (MRS), ANN
Arrested and fined on chg of operating brothel, F 4, 3:5

SMITH, AUGUSTUS
Death, My 2, 5:5; will filed for probate, My 7, 3:4

SMITH, BOYD
Fined on disorderly conduct chg, F 15, 3:1

SMITH, CHARLES
Fined for intoxication, Mr 25, 5:3

SMITH, CLAUD
Injured when thrown from wagon, Ag 3, 3:1

SMITH, JOSEPH
Fined and sentenced on larcy conduct chg, Ja 27, 5:2

SMITH, EDWARD
Fined for intoxication, Ag 31, 3:1

SMITH, EDWARD T
Death, Jy 29, 3:2; funeral, Jy 30, 3:1

SMITH, ERIKSEN (Clev)
Killed by gas explosion in tunnel, Jy 12, 2:4

SMITH (POSTMASTER GEN), CHARLES ENRY
Gives address on govt and citizenship at Ohio Repub Ed's assoc, O 24, 4:3; 5:1

SMITH, EVA
Arrested on chg of unlawful assn with stepfather Lewis Madison of Marion (Ind), N 18, 3:2

SMITH, EVERETT (Toledo)
Burned in fire caused by dust explosion in grain elevator, S 21, 2:1

SMITH, F H
Warrant issued for arrest on chg of poisoning C E Wycoff's chickens, Mr 14, 3:3

SMITH, FRANCIS
Injured when struck by falling rr rail, S 20, 3:4

SMITH, FRANK
Room robbed, S 12, 3:3

Fined for intoxication, O 6, 3:1

SMITH, FRED
Fined for intoxication, N 4, 8:3

SMITH, FRED E
Suit against Emet C Gibson dropped, Ja 25, 3:2

SMITH, GEORGE (South Charleston)
Will to be broken by sons Charles and George, Mr 23, 2:2

SMITH, GEORGE (Toldeo)
Sentenced to penitentiary on robbery chg, U 8, 2:4

SMITH, GEORGE (Cuy Falls)
Enlists in 12th inf U S army, D 29, 3:1
SMITH, WILLIAM H
Estate acct filed, 16, 3:4
SMITH, J B WALTER CO (Clev)
Herbert Taylor apptd recr, 22, 3:3
SMITH GREY AND MRS, J C
Celebrate fifteenth wedding anniv, 13, 3:2
SMITH, J McMILLAN (Cuyahoga)
Fatally injured when struck by bicycle, Roy Lefever held, 9, 2:3
SMITH, JAMES
Named in property damage suit by James and Rosie Flynn, N 19, 3:4; files answer, D 14, 3:3
Sells parcel of land to William Sleeman, D 10, 8:2
SMITH, JOHN
Qdgd with indecent exposure, case contd, F 28, 5:3
Fined for intoxication, S 7, 3:1
SMITH, JOHN (Garbenton)
Elected marshal, Ap 5, 1:3
SMITH, JOHN (Toledo)
Killed in fire caused by dust explosion in grain elevator, S 21, 2:1
SMITH, JOHN N (cattica)
Fatally injured when kicked by horse, Ap 19, 4:3
SMITH, JULIUS
Divorced by wife Elizabeth, alimony settlement, Ja 11, 4:6
SMITH, L E
Names J M Clearwater in collection suit, Ja 5, 4:5
SMITH, L P
Tugboat sinks at Clev after collision with SS Olympia, D 21, 2:4
SMITH, LWIS (New Fortage)
Attempts suicide by shooting, J 31, 3:3
SMITH, LYMAN
Suicide, Mr 22, 1:4
SMITH, MARY
Sentence for theft suspended by sup ct, Je 25, 2:6
SMITH (MRS), MARY E
Fined for intoxication, Ap 6, 1:3
Fined for intoxication, N 23, 6:1
SMITH, MARY W
Names Peter Brown et al in mortgage suit, Ja 11, 4:6
SMITH, MARY NEAL (Urbana)
App'd postmistress by Pres William McKinley, My 20, 6:3
SMITH, MAY
Fined on petit larceny chg, Ja 24, 5:2
Sentence on shoplifting chg reversed by sup ct, D 14, 2:4
SMITH, PHILLIF
Adam's notice of sale of real estate, Ap 7, 7:5
SMITH (GR), R A (Cuyahoga)
n Enlists as surgeon in U S army, J 8, 4:7; enters army as surgeon, Je 14, 8:4
SMITH, RALPH M
Cross petition filed by Home Bldg & Loan asst in suit against Adam Scarfoss, U 12, 3:3
SMITH, SHERMAN (Shelby)
Arrested on suspicion in beating of Mrs Maria Judley, S 17, 2:5
SMITH, THOMAS F
Suit brought by Ohio Coal Mining co, wife Ellen Smith files answer, Je 2, 3:2
SMITH, W (Richfield)
Injured when thrown from wagon, Je 1, 8:2
SMITH, W G
Defrauded by confidence man, N 21, 1:4
SMITH, W O
Attachment issued in favor of Robert Tarrant, D 23, 7:1
SMITH, W S
Fined for carrying concealed weapons, intoxication chg dismissed, Je 23, 8:2
SMITH, W T (Cleves)
Killed when run over by train, D 9, 2:4
SMITH, WILLIAM
Arrested on disorderly conduct chg, S 1, 8:4;
fined, S 2, 3:1
Fined on disorderly conduct chg, S 27, 6:3
Fined for disorderly conduct, N 30, 5:5
SMITH, WILLIAM E
Qdgd with exceeding horse-speed limit, S 16, 3:1;
pleads not guilty to speeding chg, case cntd, S 20, 5:5;
fined for speeding, S 23, 8:4
SMITH, WILLIAM E (cont)
Burned damaged by fire, D 24, 3:1
SMITH, WILLIAM H
Estate appts Milton W Smith admr, Mr 26, 7:5
SMITH, WILLIAM (Ridgewood)
Falsely wounds Adam Rowe, N 4, 2:3
SMITH FAMILY
Reelected officers at 8th annual reunion, Ag 23, 5:7
SMITH SISTERS
Concert, N 10, 3:2
Concert, N 11, 8:4
SMITH'S BEL-HIVE FACTORY (Kenton)
Robbed, My 18, 2:5
SMITHEREES, KATTIE
Named in personal injury suit by Kate Mills, Ja 7, 6:1
SNYDER, LEVI F
Case against Ellen R King, demurrers overruled, Ja 11, 4:7
Loses damage suit against United Brethren ch, Ja 25, 3:1
SNYDER (JUDGE)
Credited with security appropriation for po bldg
(ed, knooster Journal), S 7, 4:5
SNYDER, GEORGE (Loveland)
Chicken house robbed, F 11, 2:4
SNOOK, ROLLA A (Clev)
Enlists in U S army light artillery service, Je 7, 5:6
SNOBERGER, JACOB
Granted original pension, Je 22, 3:2
SNOOKEN, T R (Wellsville)
App'd postmaster, D 31, 2:4
SNOWDS, A S
Appeals property suit brought by Fillius & co, Ag 10, 3:4
SNYKER, ABRAHAM (Willoughby)
App'd postmaster, Mr 25, 5:3
SNYDER, BERT
Fined for intoxication, O 17, 3:1
SNYDER (MRS), CAROLINE
Death, U 27, 3:5;
SNYDER, CHARLES (East Liberty)
Arrested on horse stealing chg, F 28, 4:2; trial date set, Mr 1, 5:1; bound to common pleas ct
on theft chg, Mr 7, 1:5; held on robbery chg, U 29, 3:2;
pleads not guilty to robbery chg, case contd, U 30, 1:5;
fined and sentenced to workhouse, U 31, 1:4
SNYDER, DANIEL
Named in judgment suit by Samuel Plummer, S 15, 3:4
SNYDER, DAVID L
Wills sum to City of Springfield for maintenance of Snyder pk, D 26, 3:6
SNYDER, FRANK (Kent)
Injured when arm caught in belt, D 15, 3:4
SNYDER, GEORGE (Milheim)
App'd to carry U S mail from po to CRW depot, Ja 18, 8:3
SNYDER, HATTIE
Named in property partition suit by Lizzie Ketler, F 7, 3:7
SNYDER, HENRY
Fined for chg of driving through funeral procession, O 5, 3:1
SNYDER, JAMES
Fined for intoxication, Ap 14, 3:3
SNYDER, JAMES W H
Arrested on intoxication chg, Ap 13, 3:6
SNYDER, JOHN (western Star)
Res damaged by fire, Ap 7, 8:4
SNYDER, MARY E AND THOMAS
Named in collection suit, My 9, 3:3
Name Phillip O'Rourke in foreclosure suit, Jy 16, 3:5;
win suit, Ag 22, 3:5; case dismissed, D 22, 3:3
Lose suit brought by Daniel Harker, N 16, 3:4
SNYDER (MRS), REBECCA
Death, U 23, 3:2; 3:3
SNYDER, ROSS
Indicted by grand jury on chg of furnishing liquor to minor, Je 17, 3:5; released on bond, Je 18, 3:4;
fined, Je 20, 6:1
Criminal chgs dropped from docket, U 21, 3:4
SNYDER, THOMAS J AND MARY E
Named in note collection suit by Daniel Harter, My 9, 3:3; lose suit, N 16, 3:4
SNYDER (MR AND MRS), WILLIAM F
Sell parcel of land to Inez C Horner, U 8, 8:2
SNYDER, WILLIAM H
Names Charlotte, Jacob J, and Robert Anden in property suit, Je 16, 3:5
SOCIAL CLUB, SOUTH END
Organizes, elects officers, N 4, 5:4
SODALEXIS, LOUIS (Clev)
Arrested and fined on intoxication chg (Cleve
Leader), S 10, 5:1
SONN, JOHN (Griffville)
Held on forgery chg, F 17, 2:5
SPANISH-AMER WAR (cont)
Effect on Euro travel, ed, My 23, 4:1
Notes on activities at Camp Alger (Va), My 24, 3:2; My 26, 4:3; 1:5; My 27, 4:3; My 28, 5:3; My 30, 4:3
Ohio naval reserves refusal to enlist individually criticized, ed, My 24, 4:1
Publishing of false news articles criticized, ed, My 24, 4:2
Instructions for addressing mail to 8th regt, My 25, 3:4
Publication of misleading articles criticized, ed, My 25, 4:1
Inability to vote in home elections cited as injustice, ed, My 25, 4:1
Notes on camp activities of 8th regt, My 26, 4:4
Better food for troops urged, 11r, My 26, 8:4
Twenty-four Ohio counties fail to furnish their quota, My 27, 2:5
Lord Wolseley's warning to U S against undue haste reviewed, ed, My 27, 4:2
Eighth regt report as one of best equipped at Camp Alger (Va), My 28, 1:5
Regt organized at Toledo, My 28, 2:5
wesleyan univ cadets organize co at Delaware, My 26, 2:5; My 30, 2:5
Frank Wetzler recs 11r from brother Joseph telling of experiences in Cuba, My 28, 3:3
Regt organized at Toledo, My 30, 2:5
Notes on 8th regt in camp at Camp Alger (Va), My 31, 3:3
Chase of Spanish fleet compared with Admiral Nelson's chase of Spanish and French fleet in 1805, ed, My 31, 4:2
Notice reed by Adj-Gen Aline that no troops would be accepted from Ohio in 2nd call for volunteers, My 31, 6:2
Ordered to fill all cos before adding new cos to regt, Je 1, 2:5
Squad of Clev infantrymen sent to Manila, Je 1, 2:5
Capt Eulate practically a prisoner of war on own ship bottled up in narrow land-locked harbor, escape described as inevitable, ed, Je 2, 4:1
Eighth Ohio regt activities discussed, Je 2, 8:1
Eight thousand expected to be called from Ohio, Je 3, 3:5
Ineffectiveness and incapacity of Spanish navy discussed, ed, Je 3, 4:2; Je 4, 4:1
Efficiency of Battleship Texas praised, ed, Je 6, 4:1

SPANISH-AMER WAR (cont)
Heroes of Merrimac praised, ed, Je 6, 4:1
Fighting ability of Spain criticized, ed, Je 6, 4:2
Activities at Camp Alger discussed, Je 6, 5:3; Je 7, 4:3; Je 9, 4:3
Seventh Ohio regt agrees to accept pay offered by state, Je 8, 2:5
Superiority of Amer's big guns, ed, Je 8, 4:2
Gen J Warren Kieler nominated maj-gen, Je 9, 1:4
Rept Ohio troops sail from Tampa, Je 9, 2:5
Ohio 8th regt may be sent to Philippines, Je 9, 4:3
Recruiting for 8th regt begins, Je 9, 4:5
Capt George T McConnell of Battery A opens recruiting office at Cler, Je 10, 2:5
Conditions at Camp Alger discussed, Je 10, 3:3
Ninth battalion to be detached from 2nd brig, brig of Negro soldiers to be organized, Je 10, 3:4
Twenty applications for enlistment in Co B accepted by Sgt William E Walkup, Je 10, 3:7
Enlistment of members of Canton regt discussed, Je 10, 4:1
U S urged to send navy to Spain, ed, Je 10, 4:1
Support of Akron citizens urged, ed, Je 11, 4:1
Activities of 8th Ohio regt at Camp Alger summarized, Je 11, 4:3; Je 13, 3:3
Victory for Amer foreseen, ed, Je 13, 4:1
Turning over Spanish ships to U S discussed, Je 13, 4:2
First Ohio cavalry ordered to Tampa (Fla) and to Camp Scott, Chattanooga (Tenn), Je 13, 4:3
Donation of hosp articles for 8th regt urged, 11r, Je 13, 5:3
Third and 5th regts will be sent to Puerto Rico, Je 15, 2:4
Spain criticized for not selling Cuba and the Philippines when she had the chance, ed, Je 15, 4:2
Seventy-seven men leave Clev for Chickamauga to join Battery A 1st Ohio Volunteer artillery, Je 16, 2:5
Activities of 8th regt at Camp Alger (Va) outlined, Je 16, 3:4; 8:3; Je 21, 8:3; Je 22, 3:4; Je 23, 3:3; 4:2
Eighth regt and 9th batt prepare to move to Fernandina (Fla), Je 16, 3:5
Graft in purchase of Merrimac criticized, ed, Je 16, 4:1

SPANISH-AMER WAR (cont)
Deception practiced by govt in movements of U S army upheld, ed, Je 16, 4:2
Eighth Ohio regt prepared to move out at moment's notice, Je 17, 3:6
Recruits arrive at Camp Alger, Je 18, 1:7
Chances of 8th regt going to Santiago discussed by Lt-Col Charles Jick, Je 20, 3:3
Second brigade including 8th Ohio regt prepares to leave for Santiago, Je 20, 6:2
Orders to mobilize Ohio troops at Camp Bushnell awaited by Gov Bushnell, Je 21, 2:3
Reputation of 8th regt as militia regt praised, ed, Je 21, 4:1
Activities of 8th regt at Camp Alger described, Je 21, 4:5; eighth GVI band activities related by leader W R Palmer, 11r, Je 21, 5:5
Warren co of inf volunteers recs assurance they will be assigned to duty in new Ohio regt, Je 22, 2:5
Capt Supplies notified that his co will be taken under 2nd call for volunteers, Je 23, 2:5
Officers of volunteer co organized in Noble county apply to Gov Bushnell to be accepted as a co, Je 23, 2:5
Eighth regt ordered to Santiago, Je 23, 6:2
Plans for send-off of Battery F revd, Je 24, 3:4
Eighth Ohio inf ordered to Newport News, Je 24, 3:5
Appropriate send-off of inf battery urged, ed, Je 24, 4:1
Twenty new men join Battery F, Je 24, 4:3
First regt cos arrive, Je 24, 7:2
Adj Gen Aline made col of new 10th regt, Je 24, 7:2
Mich brigade ordered to Cuba ahead of Ohio brigade, Je 24, 8:1
Appalt of Col C E Burke as comdr of SYS revd, Je 24, 8:2
Battery F entrails for Camp Bushnell, Je 25, 3:3
Farewell to Battery F construed as example of unity of Amer people, ed, Je 25, 4:1
Eighth Ohio order to move to Newport News countermanded, Je 25, 4:3
Fourth Ohio ordered to leave Camp Thomas for Cuba, Je 27, 2:3
Calling of Akron City guards into service urged, ed, Je 27, 4:2
Superiority of Amer fleet over Cadiz fleet cited, ed, Je 27, 4:2

SPANISH-AMER WAR (cont)
Various ONG orgs named to enter volunteer service of the U S as part of 10th regt inf Ohio volunteers, Je 27, 5:4
Activities of Battery F at Camp Bushnell described, Je 27, 5:5
Activities of 8th regt described, Je 27, 8:1
Je 28, 3:3
One hundred more men needed for 5th regt, Je 28, 2:5; 4:5
Order for formation of U S fleet to invade coast of Spain discussed, ed, Je 28, 4:1
First Lt John M Straub leaves for Camp Bushnell with recruits for Battery F, Je 28, 5:5
Eighth Ohio regt and 6th Illinois regt hold sham battle, Je 29, 3:4
Applt of Murat Halstead as historian of expedition in Philippines praised, ed, Je 29, 4:1
First torpedo boats and torpedo-boat destroyers considered worthless, ed, Je 29, 4:1
Defeat of Spanish vessels at Cadiz predicted, ed, Je 29, 4:1
John Miller commissioned ensign in U S navy, Je 29, 5:5
Edward J Caffey made corp in Co A 10th regt, Je 29, 8:2
Eighth regt to sail for Cuba, Je 30, 3:3
Sacrifices to achieve victory, feature article, Jy 2, 1:1
Fall of Santiago viewed as eventually causing Spain's surrender, ed, Jy 5, 4:1
Effectiveness of U S navy in reversing the Maine praised, ed, Jy 6, 4:1
Feature article on Adm Sampson's entrance to Santiago harbor and Spanish surrender, Jy 7, 1:1
Eighth Ohio vol regt arrives in Cuba, Jy 11, 4:5
Santiago surrenders, Jy 14, 1:1
Capture of City of Santiago praised, ed, Jy 15, 4:1
U S offers Spain an opportunity to save herself, cartoon (Boston Globe), Jy 18, 2:2
Eighth regt Ohio volunteer infantry first Ohio unit to reach front lines, Jy 18, 8:1
Shortage of enlistment quota criticized, ed, Jy 21, 4:2
Eighth regt ONG to brigade with others for Puerto Rico, Jy 21, 5:1
Lack of patriotism in South as compared with Civil war times deplored, ed, Jy 26, 4:1
Use of pol influence to get particular troops in favorable positions deplored, ed, Jy 29, 4:1
SPANISH-AMER WAR (cont)
Cuban soldiers held worthless, ed, Ag 2, 4:1
Lt George W. Wright writes of experiences in
Santiago, Ag 2, 5:3
Experiences of 8th regt Ohio volunteers related, ed, 8:1
Featured article on 8th Ohio, Ag 4, 3:5
Eighth Ohio regt camp at Santiago described,
detail of army life outlined (Pittsburgh Dis-patch), Ag 8, 4:3
Tenth regt inf gets first pay from Govt, Ag 9, 2:4

OVI 8th regt moved to high ground to prevent
yellow fever epidemic, Ag 9, 3:3
Webb Hayes praised for bravery and strategy at
battle of San Juan Hill, ed, Ag 9, 4:2
Eighth regt ordered to leave Santiago and go to
Montauk Point (Long Island), Ag 9, 4:3
Battery F recs pay, Ag 9, 4:5
Private George Hahn praises the stability and
courage of his soldiers, enumerates capabilities of
the Cubans, Ag 9, 5:1
Camp of 8th Ohio regt in Siboney Beach (Cuba)
revd, 11th, Ag 9, 8:1

Spain surrenders, (cartoon, Chicago Journal),
Ag 10, 2:2

Eighth regt OVI in need of seed supplies, Ag 11,
3:5
Cuban victories ridiculed, ed, Ag 11, 4:1
Prize money for the U.S navy condemned, ed,
Ag 11, 4:1
Lack of courage of Philippine soldiers cited, ed,
Ag 11, 4:1
Fighting ability of American troops praised, ed,
Ag 11, 4:1

Eighth Ohio regt weakened by fever, supplies
ruined by wet weather, Ag 11, 8:1
Peace jubilee plans put on hold by C of C pres
Emil Gammeter, Ag 12, 3:1
Akron celebrates its termination, Ag 12, 3:5
Celebration of peace jubilee during week of street
fair urged, ed, Ag 12, 4:1

Efficiency of American soldier praised, ed, Ag 12,
4:2
Violators of camp orders punished (Pittsburgh
Dispatch), Ag 12, 4:3
Round Robin explained, use in army units criti-
cized, ed, Ag 13, 4:1

Cost of war justifies our keeping Philippine
Islands (ed, N.Y Sun), Ag 13, 4:1
SPANISH-AMER WAR (cont)

Conditions of U S soldiers explained by A C Varis, S 8, 6:1
Ohio delegation confers with Pres William McKinley in furlough for 2nd state regt, S 9, 2:4
Camp conditions of 8th Ohio regt U S army described by Col Charles Dick, S 9, 3:3
Camp conditions of soldiers at Montauk Point described by Mrs John A Logan, S 9, 3:5
Eighth Ohio regt U S army extended reception on furlough by Canton civilians, S 9, 4:2
Col O 8th Ohio regt U S army extended reception on furlough by Wooster civilians, S 9, 4:2
Col K O 8th Ohio regt U S army extended reception on furlough by Alliance civilians, S 9, 4:2
Col M 8th Ohio regt U S army extended reception on furlough by Mansfield civilians, S 9, 4:3
Col C 8th Ohio regt U S army extended reception on furlough by Holmes civilians, S 9, 4:4
Col A 8th Ohio regt U S army extended reception on furlough by Bucyrus civilians, S 9, 4:3
Col E 8th Ohio regt U S army extended reception on furlough by East Liverpool civilians, S 9, 4:3
Eighth Ohio Volunteer regt U S army extended reception on furlough by Clevel civilians, S 9, 4:5
Conditions of U S army in Camp McKoff (Cuba) described, S 9, 4:5
Fifth regt DVI U S army extended reception in Clev, S 12, 1:2
Cleveland Ohio sick soldiers report, S 12, 1:3
Ohio regt U S army camps in Clev, S 14, 2:4
Illness of U S soldiers in Puerto Rico explained as inevitable, ed, S 14, 4:1
Cleveland 1st Ohio cavalry arrives home, S 15, 1:2
Many cases of illness reported in 5th Ohio regt, S 15, 2:5
Collection of relics and souvenirs by 8th Ohio regt discussed, S 15, 4:4
Troops A, B, and C 1st Ohio Volunteer can take forlorn possession of Pullman coach train, S 16, 2:5
Seventeenth U S inf extended big reception by Clev civilians, S 16, 3:4; S 17, 2:5
Treaty of U S soldiers discussed by Sec of War Alger, S 19, 1:1
Hosp service accorded U S soldiers discussed by Surgeon-Gen Sternberg, S 19, 1:1

SPANISH-AMER WAR (cont)

Reception prepared for Capt H O Feederle, S 19, 1:3; planned by civilians, S 20, 1:6
Retention of 8th Ohio volunteer inf U S army following furlough intimated, S 20, 1:6
Ft Thomas hops impressed by Sec Alger and others, S 20, 2:5
Seven hundred of 8th Ohio regt U S army reported in Clev, S 21, 2:4
U S army discipline praised, Chief Justice Custer's views upheld, ed, S 21, 4:1
Theodore Roosevelt's Rough Riders criticized for extreme gaity displayed in New York, ed, S 21, 4:2
Eighth DVI service in Cuba revd, S 24, 2:2
Sincerity of investigation of treatment of U S soldiers upheld, ed, S 26, 4:2
Camp McPherson dismantled, S 29, 2:4
Priv John Allen quoted on rations provided for U S army, ed, S 29, 4:2
Tentative Ohio expense statement issued, S 29, 4:6
Camp site offered to U S dept of war by Queen City Jockey club, Cinti, S 30, 2:4
Banquet for Co B DVI U S army described, O 1, 5:4
Chaplain J M life demands investigation of ANCL charges, O 4, 2:5
Eighth regt's order home on furlough revd, O 6, 8:3
Notes from Camp Meade (Md), O 7, 1:4; O 8, 3:4
Tenth regt ordered to Camp Meade, O 10, 1:4
Activities in Cuba revd, O 10, 3:4
Noted to lack of proper condition, ed, O 10, 4:1
Eighth regt preparing to be mustered out of service, O 11, 5:1
Eighth regt food-market explained by Col C V Hard, O 11, 6:1
Notes from Camp Meade, O 13, 5:5; O 17, 3:4; O 21, 1:4; O 25, 5:3
Eight regt date to be mustered out of service changed, O 14, 1:7
Troops A, B, and C 1st Ohio cav camp in Clev armory, O 14, 2:5
Cav unit quartered in Cols city hall, to be mustered out of service, O 15, 2:4
Eighth regt to be mustered out of service, O 15, 2:4; O 17, 3:3
Detachment of 4th regt arrives from Fort Monroe (Va), O 18, 2:5

SPANISH-AMER WAR (cont)

Eighth regt held at Wooster pending mustering out of service, O 18, 3:3
Co F 8th regt accepts Capt Herman Werner's resignation, O 19, 1:4
Amer success seen as all marvell ed, N Y Mail and Express, O 19, 4:3
Eighth regt officers hold meeting at Wooster, O 21, 3:3
Plans being made for 8th regt mustering out of service, O 22, 7:1
Casualties by U S seen trivial when compared with losses in other wars, ed, O 24, 4:2
Peace jubilee plans completed, coms appd, O 25, 1:5
Volunteers mustered out ordered to pay for equipment they keep, O 25, 3:3
Subject of address by Pres William McKinley, O 25, 4:3
Preparations being made to house 8th reg at Wooster until mustered out of service, O 25, 5:4
Mustered out of troops to be finished by Jan 1, 1899, O 26, 2:5
Units mustered out, O 26, 2:5
Plans for peace jubilee discussed, citizens urged to cooperate, ed, O 26, 4:2
Soldiers revd by Gov Asa Bushnell, O 27, 6:1
Barracks planned at Wooster for 8th regt, O 28, 3:1
Delay in mustering out of 8th regt denied by Col Charles Dick, O 28, 7:2
Promotion of Co F 10th regt officers announced by Gov Asa Bushnell, O 29, 1:5
Notes from Camp Meade (Fernando), O 31, 4:6; N 9, 3:6; N 10, 3:4; N 11, 4:2; N 12, 1:4
Contraband for building 8th regt's barracks at Wooster, O 31, 8:2
Peace jubilee planned, N 1, 8:1
Subject of speech by Barberton Mayor Robert E McKinsey, N 2, 1:5
Peace jubilee program outlined, N 3, 8:1
Promotions at Camp Meade (Md), N 4, 5:5
Wilbert A Hobbs appd 8th regt maj-surgeon, N 4, 7:3
Fourth regt returns from Cuba, N 4, 7:3
Wooster barracks for 8th regt near completion, N 5, 1:3
Fourth regt leaves for Washington (D C), N 5, 2:3
Investigation coms hours testimony on camp conditions, N 5, 2:5

SPANISH-AMER WAR (cont)

Fourth regt given reception by Pres William McKinley, N 5, 3:7
Fourth regt welcomed by citizens, N 7, 2:2
Eighth regt band members honored by reception and banquet, N 7, 3:4
Eighth regt recs orders for mustering out of service, N 8, 1:6
Fourth regt being furloughed, N 8, 2:4
TBJ's praise of Wooster's care of 8th regt appreciated (Wooster Republican), N 8, 4:2
Tenth regt and 9th battalion ordered south, N 8, 6:1
Co B ordered to Wooster to be mustered out, N 9, 5:3
Tenth regt assigned to garrison duty in Cuba, N 9, 5:4
Peace jubilee planned by Akron schools, N 9, 8:2
Co B and members of 8th regt band leave for Wooster to be mustered out, N 10, 1:5
Eighth regt activities discussed, N 11, 1:5; 4:3
Aid given by WCA, N 11, 6:1
Eighth regt activities revd, N 12, 1:5; N 14, 1:4; N 16, 1:5; 3:3; 4:4; N 17, 3:3; N 21, 3:3
Second regt prepares to leave for Macon (Ga) from Knoxville (Tenn), N 14, 1:1
Tenth regt leaves for South, N 14, 3:4
Ninth battalion leaves for camp in South, N 15, 2:2
Peace jubilee plans completed, N 15, 6:1
Eighth regt members complain of treatment by bd of examining surgeons (Wooster Repub), N 16, 3:3; N 17, 3:3
Individual ship captains given credit for naval victory at Santiago (Cuba), ed, N 17, 4:1
Tenth regt trip south and life in camp at Augusta (Ga) revd, N 18, 1:5
Eighth regt mustering-out date set, N 18, 3:3
Tenth regt arrives at winter camp in Augusta (Ga), N 18, 3:7
Preparations for mustering out of 8th regt revd (Wooster Repub), N 19, 1:4
Mustered out of 8th regt continues, N 19, 3:3
Notes on activities at Camp Young (Ga), N 21, 1:4
Co B 8th regt mustered out of service, N 21, 3:3
Action of 8th regt praised, ed, N 21, 4:2
Mustered out of 8th regt revd, N 22, 1:5
Col Keurt to be court martialed on chg of disobedience of orders, Macon (Ga), N 22, 2:6
Peace jubilee program summarized, N 22, 4:5
SPANISH-AMER WAR (cont)

Rumored request for resignation of Lt-Col Charles Dick denied, N 33, 1:4
Peace jubilee program begins, N 23, 1:6
Camp activities at Augusta (Ga) revd, N 23, 3:4; N 26, 6:2
False information concerning peace negotiations explained, ed, N 23, 4:1
Reorg of 8th regt buck planned, N 23, 4:3
Hospital corps attached to 8th OVI held in service, N 23, 4:4
Alleged request for resignations of Col Hard and Col Charles Dick denied, N 25, 3:4
Statements published by certain newspapers re alleged mistreatment of soldiers criticized, ed, N 25, 4:1
Peace jubilee revd, N 26, 5:2
Sixth regt at Camp Poland (Tenn) recs order to go to Cuba, N 26, 6:3
Cng that soldiers' graves in Cuba are unmarked denied by 8th regt, N 30, 1:4
Activities in Puerto Rico revd, 1lr, N 30, 5:3
Notes on camp activities at Camp Mackenzie (Ga), D 2, 1:4; D 5, 1:5; D 17, 7:1; D 21, 6:2; D 23, 5:5; D 27, 1:4; D 29, 5:4; 8:3; D 30, 1:5; D 31, 1:3
Conduct of Spanish soldiers in Cuba praised, ed, D 4, 4:1
Tenth regt life in Georgia camp described (Toledo Blade), D 12, 5:4
Life in Camp Mackenzie described, Private David Abrams and James Woods discharged, D 13, 3:4
Three cos of 8th regt given banquet at Canton, D 15, 3:4
Memorial 8th regt Co 13 not mustered out ordered to Cleve for discharge, D 17, 3:3
Bodies of Arthur Nelson and Uard A Wilford to be returned from Cuba by gov't, D 21, 1:6
Rice Boise and Corp Clyde Morrison released from service, D 22, 3:4; D 23, 6:2
Sixth regt ordered to Cuba, D 24, 2:4; D 26, 2:4
Col V Hard visits Washington for advice on matter of returning bodies of soldiers who died in Cuba, D 29, 8:1; D 31, 8:3
Meal furnished soldiers unfit to eat, says Gen George A Garretson, D 30, 3:6

CAMPS

Feature article on ONG battery F, camp routine at Camp Bushnell, Jy 6, 4:3

SPANISH-AMER WAR - CASUALTIES (cont)

CASUALTIES

Lt-Col Gilbert S Carpenter wounded in battle of Santiago, Jy 5, 5:4; brief acct of his experience before Santiago, Jy 12, 8:4
Theodore Miller wounded in Cuba, Jy 11, 4:8; brig, Jy 12, 5:3; dies from wound recd at battle of Santiago, Jy 20, 5:3; Jy 29, 5:4
Maj Webb C Hayes wounded in battle of Santiago, Jy 18, 2:5
Frank Showalter killed in battle of Santiago, Jy 21, 3:2
William O Showalter, Jy 22, 8:3; killed at Santiago, Jy 26, 8:4
Elmer L Zorn killed at Santiago, Jy 26, 2:3
Arthur McAllister wounded, Jy 28, 5:6
August Kuntz killed in attempt to desert from service to visit sick mother, Jy 30, 3:7
Corp William Reed Knowles dies at Santiago of typhoid fever, Jy 30, 4:5
Frank Wurts dies at Chitamagga, Ag 1, 6:2
Arthur Nelson, yellow fever, Cuba, Ag 3, 3:3; Ag 4, 2:4; Ag 23, 8:2
 Pvt A H Simpson yellow fever, Cuba, Ag 3, 3:3; Ag 4, 2:4
 Wisker, Leonard L, Ag 4, 2:4
 Harry Hague and Leonard Walker die at Santiago from malaria fever, Ag 4, 3:3; Ag 11, 8:1; Ag 15, 5:3
 No deaths in 8th OVI resulting from yellow fever, Ag 4, 3:3
 Edward Wingerter dies at Santiago of malaria fever, Ag 5, 3:3
 Charles Thomas at Santiago, Ag 6, 3:3
 George W Coleman, Ag 8, 3:4
 Capt Weaver dies at Fernandina (Fla), Ag 9, 2:4
 Capt J A Leininger and 6 other Ohio men die at Santiago, Ag 9, 3:3; Ag 10, 2:2; Ag 24, 6:2; Ag 8:4
 Method of care and burial of Amer soldiers praised, ed, Ag 10, 4:1
 Charles C McKinney wounded in action, Ag 13, 2:3
 Moses McDowell, Ag 13, 3:3
 Will Abrams, Ag 13, 3:3
 Pvt Irvine Lantzenheiser, Ag 15, 3:5
 Pvt Perry Miller, Ag 15, 3:5
 Pvt Ellis Bland, Ag 15, 3:5
 Pete Wisker, Ag 15, 5:3
 Pvt Nelson, Ag 15, 5:3
 Pvt Adams, Ag 15, 5:3

SPANISH-AMER WAR - CASUALTIES (cont)

Pvt Simpson, Ag 15, 5:3
Wingerter, Ag 15, 5:3
Pvt Keppler, Ag 15, 5:3
Miller, Ag 15, 5:3
Hospital and sick areas of Ohio regts aded by Army & Navy League of Cinti, Ag 16, 7:1
Corp Charles Turner, Ag 17, 5:3
Ward Williford dies from malaria fever, Ag 18, 3:3; Ag 20, 4:4; Ag 25, 1:1
Corp John S Lee killed, Ag 18, 3:3; Ag 20, 4:4
E B Blund, ag 19, 3:3
Deaths of Robert H Armstrong and F N Naftzer reptd, Ag 22, 3:3
Ernest Jeffries, Ag 24, 2:5
Frank Gilebo, Ag 24, 6:3
George Hopper, Ag 24, 6:3
Okey Eddy, Ag 25, 1:1; 1:2
John Roos, Ag 31, 1:4, 3:1
Sgt C B Crubbaugh, Ag 27, 1:2
Francis Smith, Ag 27, 1:2
Ralph Lawrence, funeral, Ag 27, 2:4
Sgt Hixie Wolfe, Ag 27, 2:4
Frank S Abel, Ag 29, 1:1
Miller, Ag 29, 1:2
Donovan, Ag 29, 1:2
William Boyle, Ag 29, 1:2
Pvt Hale, Ag 29, 1:2
John Roos, Ag 29, 3:3
Death roll of 8th OVI regt listed, Ag 29, 5:2
Earl Emmer, Ag 30, 1:1
Henry L Willis, Ag 30, 1:1
William F Chesterfield, Ag 30, 2:4
John C Winter, Ag 30, 4:4
John G Troutbott dies of malaria fever, Ag 31, 1:3
Alex Heller dies of malaria fever, Ag 31, 3:3
Trithart, Ag 31, 3:3
T M Johnson, Ag 31, 4:4
Otis Thompson, S 2, 1:1; 3:3
Charles W Frazier, S 3, 1:1
Frank Hagerman, S 3, 1:1
A B Clay, S 3, 1:1
Charles Spade, S 3, 1:6; dies in N Y hosp, S 7, 3:1
Acton Ham, S 6, 1:5; funeral, S 8, 4:5; S 9, 3:4; S 5:4
Otis Thompson, S 6, 3:4
Pete Lalone, S 6, 3:5
Alfred Gardner, S 6, 3:6
William Leintzer, S 6, 3:6

SPANISH-AMER WAR - CASUALTIES (cont)

John O Mitchell dies of malaria fever at Santiago, S 7, 1:6
Guy Kaath dies of fever at Montauk, S 7, 1:6
Deaths resulting from disease compared with those resulting from wounds in 154th and 8th Ohio regts, ed, S 7, 4:1
J C Long, S 8, 3:3
Otto Sandheimer, S 8, 3:3
Dayton Randolph, S 8, 3:6
Pvt Daniel F Lilli, S 8, 8:3
Deaths in U S army and navy due to disease and battle compared, ed, S 9, 4:1
Harry Hoyer dies of illness, S 15, 1:4
Surgeon Maj C E Farquhar dies of typhoid fever, S 16, 1:6
Walter Sawyer dies of typhoid fever, funeral, S 16, 2:5; 3:2
Byron Sheets, S 17, 1:3
John Burke missing, S 17, 1:3
Ira N Keck dies of typhoid fever, S 19, 1:2
Pvt David Carnahan dies of typhoid fever, S 19, 1:4
Willis Struggles dies at Montauk, S 20, 1:6
Second Lt John H German dies of fever, S 20, 2:4
Pvt Heidinger missing, S 21, 2:4
Arthur L Kauffmann dies of typhoid fever at Camp Wickoff (Ll), S 26, 2:4; S 27, 5:1
James E Heacock dies of typhoid fever, S 27, 7:2
Vincent E Bruce, S 27, 7:2
Guy Connell dies of typhoid fever, S 29, 2:3
Pvt Charles E Amsden dies of typhoid fever, S 29, 2:4
Joe Goodfied dies of typhoid fever, S 29, 2:4
John L Carpenter, S 29, 3:2
Pvt Henry Connell, S 29, 3:2
John L Carpenter, S 30, 2:4
Mortality rate of Ohio soldiers reptd, S 30, 2:6
Pvt Arwood Guilliard dies of typhoid fever, O 3, 1:5
Will Sterling wounded, O 3, 5:5
Pvt John Patterson dies of typhoid fever, O 11, 5:1
List of deaths in 8th regt OVI, O 19, 1:5
Corp Harvey G Shaffer of Co F 10th OVI dies of typhoid fever, O 24, 1:7; O 25, 5:3
Capt Benson Forker ill with yellow fever in Cuba, O 26, 2:5
Sgt Carl Schoendike, Jr, Co F 10th regt OVI dies of typhoid fever, O 31, 1:4; N 1, 1:4
SPANISH-AMER WAR - CASUALTIES (cont)
Pvt Edward Strobel Co B 8th OHV dies, 0 31, 1:6
Pvt A L Verrett Co K 4th OHV dies at sea, N 4, 7:3

CHRISTMAS
Remembrance with gift to soldiers on foreign
soil urged, ed, Illus, U 19, 4:3

DESERTIONS
Olan Hutchinson arrested on chg of deserting
US army, Hent, S 19, 5:5
Private John McCann, Milan LaFerriere, and Richard
Vereslin arrested on chg of deserting US
army, S 23, 3:3
Members of Co F 10th regt released from city
prison, returned to Camp Meade, S 26, 3:4

DISCHARGES
James R. Fell of Michigan Naval reserves, Ag 16,
6:5
Eighth and 10th regts first to be mustered out
(Clev Leader), Ag 17, 4:1
Eighth OVI must-out urged for Akron, ed, Ag 19,
4:1
Adj-gen's office preparing for mustering out
troops, natl guard reorganized, Ag 20, 6:2
James H. Fell released from Mich Naval reserves,
Ag 22, 3:2

Eighth OVI to be mustered out, S 13, 1:6; mustering
scheduled, S 23, 5:3; mustering out of 8th
Ohio regt US army in near future doubted by
Col C V Hard, S 29, 3:3; mustering out remains
matter of speculation, S 29, 5:1; mustering
out discussed, 0 4, 1:4; viewed as unlikely
before election, 0 4, 4:4
Efforts being made at Puerto Rico to effect
mustering out of 4th OVI US army, 0 4, 2:3

EMERGENCY FUND
Contributions rec'd for 8th regt and Co B, Ag 25,
4:3
Emergency fund donations listed, S 8, 8:2
Emergency fund chmn Mrs Sarah M E Battelle and
co-workers praised for aid to soldiers, Ag 31,
8:1

ENLISTMENTS
New patriotic org known as Akron Cadets formed,
My 19, 5:5
Emil G. Scheffer, Je 1, 3:2
Volunteers from eastern Ohio needed, Je 2, 1:5

SPANISH-AMER WAR - ENLISTMENTS (cont)
Eighth Ohio regt reports number of recruits
necessary to bring command to full strength,
Je 7, 1:7
Clev recruiting office accepts 20 recruits, Je 7,
2:4
Rolin A. Broom in light artillery, Je 7, 5:6
Thirty-six mile applications, Je 11, 5:4
William J. Richter and 23 others mustered into
service, Je 13, 5:4
Sgt Hughes opens Co C recruiting office at Lima,
Je 14, 2:4
Co C seeks full quota, Je 14, 3:2
John C. Stockton enlists in navy, Richfield, Je 14,
8:4
Dr. Smith enters army as surgeon, Je 14, 8:4
Thirty-seven Cohoston men join Co F 7th OHV,
Je 15, 2:4
Nineteen men start for Camp Alger, Je 15, 3:1
Recruits for Col Day's cavalry entrain at Clev,
Je 17, 2:5
Failure to call out Battery F criticized, ed,
Je 17, 4:2
Recruits of Co I 8th Ohio regt leave for Camp
Alger, Je 18, 2:5
Theodore Miller joins Rough Riders, brother
John, Je 20, 8:3
Maj. Runcie recs orders to recruit men for 1st
Ohio cav, Je 22, 2:5
Herbert Smaller, Myerstown, Je 22, 8:2
Recruiting of engineer sought by war dept,
Je 23, 2:4
Recruits needed to fill Co F which has been
ordered to Camp Bushnell, Je 23, 4:6
Williness of Akron and Summit county in event
of 3rd call rec'd, ed, Je 24, 4:2
Battery F roll filled, Je 25, 5:2; 5:3
Recruits for Co A Akron city guards urged, Je 27,
4:3
Union, Delaware, and Knox counties furnish
quotas, Je 29, 2:5
Ernest Britton enlists as art man, West Salem,
Je 29, 2:5
Fifth regt Co F needs more men, Je 30, 2:2
William H. Hammond and Charles E. Vonderman
enlist in 14th regt, Je 30, 6:4
Lt. Shape opens recruiting station at Gray's
armory in Clev, Je 6, 2:5
John DeWalt Barber and James Fuller McKinley
enlist in Ohio Volunteer infantry, Je 18, 3:6

SPANISH-AMER WAR - ENLISTMENTS (cont)
Ohio exceeds quota, repts Adj. Gen. Kingsley,
Jy 26, 3:2

LOANS
Pres. McKinley's loan compared to Pres. Cleveland's
loan, ed, Je 30, 4:2

MOBILIZATION
Eighth regt holds parade, Ap 27, 1:3
Brig. Co E 16th regt leaves for Cal's, Ap 27, 2:5
Lorain Co A regt leaves for Cleve, Ap 27, 2:5
Ohio cos mobilized, Ap 27, 2:5
Youngstown Co B 5th regt leaves for Cleve, Ap 27,
2:5
Berea Co 8 5th regt leaves for Cleve, presented
with flag by Ladies of Grand Army, Ap 27, 2:5
Mustering of volunteers discussed by Lt. Col.
Charles Jick, Ap 28, 8:1

NURSES AND NURSES
Mary E. Gladwin departs for Cuba with other nurses
under direction of Red Cross, Jy 5, 8:5

PERSONALS
Lt. Ron explaining actions of U.S. navy in battle
of Haida rec'd at Cinti, My 18, 3:5
Frank Metzler recs letter from brother Joseph
telling of experiences in Cuba, My 30, 3:3
Camp Alger notes, Je 15, 3:3
Citizens urged to give freely to soldiers of
8th regt, ed, Je 15, 4:1
Adj. Gen. saline commissioned col. of new 10th Ohio
Infy, Je 23, 4:6
Blaine C. Stair writes home of soldier's life,
Jy 23, 8:1
Eighth Ohio activities in Cuba, Ag 1, 3:3
Cuban soldiers held worthless by Maj. F. C. Bryan
in 13th to Dayton A. Boyle, Ag 2, 4:3
Frank C. Goddard made official gov't photographer,
Ag 6, 5:5
Description of trenches and activities in camp
at Santiago, Ag 6, 8:1
Harry Houghton reveals conditions at Santiago
in 13th to mother, Ag 8, 3:3
Eighth regt health reports reassuring, food source
in Santiago, plenty of fruit at Siboney, news
from boys in camp, Ag 11, 4:3
Hurrying conditions at Siboney described in
13th by First Sgt. W. E. Walkup and Walter H.
Harris, Ag 12, 8:1

PROPAGANDA
Seditious newspapers criticized, ed, S 13, 4:1

STAMPS
Orders for documentary and proprietary war tariff
stamps deluge Clev internal revenue office,
Je 29, 2:5
Most transactions with banks must have documents
stamped, rules Akron Clearing House assem, Je 30,
3:5
SPANISH-AMER WAR (cont)

TRAINING CAMPS
Living conditions of 8th Ohio regt in Camp Alger
reid, Je 1, 3:3
Ohio recruiting list for camp at Chilacumaga Nutl
pk (Georgia), Je 9, 2:5

WAR BONDS
Bids opened by state sinking fund comm, Je 11,
2:5

SPANISH FLAG
Burned on Shelby pub square, F 28, 4:6

SPECIE, CHARLES W
James V Welch appd admr of estate, My 2, 3:3

SPECIALTY CARRIAGE CO (Cinti)
Assigns assets, 0 28, 2:5

SPECIALTY GLASS WORKS (East Liverpool)
Destroyed by fire, Mr 24, 2:2

SPEER, THOMAS (Cinti)
Shoots and fatally wounds wife, commits suicide,
My 24, 2:5

SPEICHER, JOHN
Res damaged by fire, Mr 28, 1:6

SPELMANN, WILLIAM
Named in suit brought by Samuel Overhalter for
execution of recovery judgment, S 16, 5:2; losses suit,
S 19, 3:1

SPELLEN, CHARLES A
Missing 2 yrs, returns to family, My 20, 3:1

SPELLEK, JOHN
Sermon, Je 11, 8:3

SPELLEN, WILLIAM A
Defeated for justice of peace, Ap 5, 1:4

SPERRY, HARRY B
Files answer of denial in suit filed by W McK
and Richard W Williamson, Ja 24, 4:5

SPERRY, I P
Discusses growth of cities in address before
Summit County Horticultural soc, Ap 27, 6:1

SPERRY (WRS), VIRGINIA S
Injured in assault, D 27, 3:5

SPERRY & CO
Losses sup ct decision in recovery suit brought
by Margaret Baker, O 15, 8:1

SPERRY, HIRAM J
Blog, pnr, Jy 23, 5:4; celebrates 82nd birthday
anniv, pnr, 0 25, 1:7

SPERRY, HIRAM J FAMILY
Holds reunion at Randolph pk, Jy 15, 8:2

SPICER, JULIA A
Named in collection suit by William Wallace, N 26,
6:1

SPICER, P H
Blacksmith shop damaged by fire, S 20, 3:1

SPICER SCHOOL
Mothers and teachers meet, D 17, 3:1

SPICOLI, J HENRY
Names Jacob A Kepler in foreclosure suit, Ja 3,
5:2

Named by Julia Ann Holmes in cross petition to
Spidell-Kepler suit, F 21, 3:6

SPILBERGER, LUDWIG
Collection suit brought by Akron Grocery co
settled, N 23, 8:5

SPINKS, CHARLES (Cinti)
Drowned, S 15, 6:1

SPRICE, JOHN
Injured in st car-wagon collision, N 11, 1:6

SPRINTS, OSN, U S
Organized to control entire output of distilleries,
Ag 4, 2:1

SPRITUALISTS
Motion granted to move Alfred Kellogg and
Charles Thomas as reeves of Lake Brady co,
Lafayette Smith appd, Ravenna, Ja 27, 3:4

SPRITUALISTS, LAKE BRADY ASSN OF
Hold 7th annual camp meeting at Lake Brady, Ja 11,
5:5

SPITLER, WILLIAM (Bloomville)
Daughter burns to death when clothing catches
fire, F 28, 4:5

SPONZELLE, JOHN H
Names CTRry co in damage suit, 0 28, 3:4

SPRAGUE, WEBB (Boling Green)
Infant son drowns, S 22, 2:4

SPRAGUE CUTLERY CO
Incorporates, Ap 26, 2:3

SPRAGUE UMBRELLA CO (Norwalk)
Factory destroyed by fire, Ag 11, 2:4

SPRAIN, EILEN
William H Sprain appd admr, F 10, 6:7

SPRAME (MR AND MRS), MICHAEL
Celebrate 50th wedding anniv, Je 22, 5:3

SPRANKLE, O (Barberton)
Goods destroyed by fire, Ja 5, 5:4

SPRINGFIELD COUNCIL (E P)
Elected councilman in 5th ward, Ap 5, 1:4

SPRINGER, HOMER
Arrested on truancy chg, My 5, 3:2; discharged,
My 7, 5:2

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
Mayor John N Good ousted from office for corrupt
election practice, Mr 4, 1:3

SPRINGFIELD (OH) (cont)
Mayor John N Good elected, Ap 5, 2:5

Willed sum by David L Snyder for maintenance of
Snyder pk, 0 26, 3:6

SPRINGFIELD DSP
Demascus list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:2

Regulus list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:2

S H Weston and P G Emmert elected justices of
peace on dem ticket, Ap 7, 8:2

SPRINGFIELD GAS CO
Elects officers, Ja 31, 1:6

SPRINGMAN (MR AND MRS), CHARLES (Hamilton)
Drowned when res is washed away by flood, Mr 25, 3:2

SPROGTY, JIMMY
Arrested for bathing in the basin, released,
Ja 18, 5:4

SPLINTER, JOSEPH H AND MARY C
Named in suit to recover money by Mrs Maria
Lotzenherz, Jy 12, 3:1

Lose note collection suit by Ferdinand J Creque,
0 11, 3:4

SPURINE (PATROLLMAN), JOSEPH (Clev)
Shot and killed, 0 28, 3:5

SQUIRE, C B (Clev)
Expedited from Clev Bd of Underwriters, refuses
to pay fine, Jy 13, 6:1

Injunction suit against Manhattan Fire ins co
dismissed, 0 31, 6:2

SQUIRE, HANN & APP (Clev)
Ins rate dispute with Clev Bd of Underwriters,
Ap 24, 8:4

Holds annual meeting, elects officers, Ag 2, 5:4

Names Manhattan Fire ins co in injunction suit,
0 28, 5:5

SQUIRES (WRS), RUTH M
Death, 0 4, 3:1; 5:2

STABB (WRS), DMA (Clev)
Suicide, Mr 3, 1:7

Death believed due to foul play instead of
suicide, Mr 5, 1:7

Coroner Johnson rules suicide as cause of death,
Mr 7, 1:7; funeral,
Mr 7, 1:7

STABB, JOHN J
Injured when caught in machine, N 19, 3:2

STACKHOUSE, SADIE (Ravenna)
Attempts suicide by poisoning, S 2, 3:2

STACY, WILLIAM B
Fined for intoxication, Ja 20, 5:5

STAUDEN, NANCY A
Will filed for probate, My 27, 6:2; W E Slabaugh
appd admr of estate, Ja 8, 4:7; notice of sale
STANDARD OIL CO (cont)
State of Ohio files reply to answer in anti-trust suit, Ja 26, 6:1
Files answer to counter suit brought by State of Ohio, Fo 26, 2:4
Given 10 days to answer certain questions in suit by State of Ohio to break trust, Ap 1, 4:5
In suit by State of Ohio Allen T Brinsmade apptd coor, Je 25, 2:6
Judge Stevenson subpoeana by State of Ohio to testify in investigation, N 19, 2:3
Ordered by Oho sup ct to produce books for investigation of alleged violation of law, D 6, 1:2; for exam by atty gen, D 7, 2:4
Accused of destroying books previously supt ct order, D 21, 3:5
Employees wanted for witnesses in investigation cannot be found, evidence shows that books were destroyed, D 23, 1:2
Alleys deny chg of burning books, employee testifies that he burned books and papers, D 23, 2:5
STANDEN, CHARLES (Clev)
Body found in lake, suicide suspected, Ag 6, 2:3
STANDISH, JENNIE M
Case against John B Gramer et al, partition ordered by Judge Kohler, Ja 15, 4:3
STANFORD, LELAND E
Recs patent on liqu'd seal trap, D 15, 3:1
STANGER, CHARLES (Oreland)
Shot during quarrel with Charles Magaurt, Jy 30, 3:5
STANLEY, ADIELBERT
Fined for intoxication, My 25, 3:2
STANLEY, ESZIE (Twinsburg)
Injured in fall, D 21, 8:3
STANTON, HORYN
Infant son dies, My 28, 3:1; funeral My 30, 3:1
STARK COURSE
Audience hears Evan Williams sing at Gray's armony, Clev, U 13, 5:5
STARK DRILLING MACHINE CO
Named in collection suit by Natl Mutual Fire Asn, Je 16, 3:3
Names Akron Salt co in judgment suit, Jy 22, 3:4
Named in collection suit brought by Nicola Bros, S 16, 3:1
STARK, CHARLES
Sued for divorce by wife Gertrude M, My 5, 1:4; divorce granted, My 2, 3:3
STARK, FRED
Held on chg of robbery, Jy 26, 3:1
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STARK (MR AND MRS), JACOB
Observe 51st wedding anniv, N 1, 3:2
STARK COUNTY
ELECTIONS
Repubs elect entire ticket, N 9, 1:3
JAIL
John McComb escapes, Ap 27, 3:4
TREAS
Loses tax collection suit brought against Obadiah F Ilgen Fritz, O 6, 2:5
STARK COUNTY LIQUOR LEAGUE
Protests brewers' increase of price of beer, Je 24, 7:2
STARKLEY, CHARLES
Funeral, F 17, 8:1
STARR (OR), G L (Hudson)
Barn destroyed by fire, O 18, 8:1
STARR, GEORGE (Copley)
Orchard damaged by windstorm, Ja 26, 8:5
STARR, H C
Donates coal to needy, Jy 26, 5:2
STATE BANKERS' ASSN
Proposed meeting discussed, ed, Ag 30, 4:1
STATE BREWERS' ASSN
Opens conv at Sandusk, Ag 18, 2:4
STATESMANSHIP
Subject of address by Postmaster Gen Emory Smith, O 24, 4:3
STATTLER, HARRY
Fined for lead conduct, My 23, 8:1
STEHRENS, SOL (Clev)
Grocery store robbery attempt, Ja 7, 7:4
STEBBING (MRS), SUSAN
Names Henry Hertzberger, Aloise F Krummerick, and William Flagg in damage suit, Ja 31, 3:4; demurrer filed, F 28, 3:3; replies to answer, Ja 8, 3:3
Names Henry J Fisher in damage suit, Ag 16, 3:3; answer filed by Henry J Fisher, S 19, 3:2
STECKHAM, EMMA AND HENRY
Suit brought by Homer Smith, decision reserved, Je 19, 3:4
STECKHAM, HENRY.
See Steckham, Emma
STEEDS, WALTER C
Named assigees of O S Ely grocery property, Ja 17, 3:1
STEEL, ETTA A
Names couple C Weaver et al in partition of property suit, Ja 3, 5:2

1898

STEELE, HANNAH (Barberton)
Grants widow's pension, O 15, 3:2
STEELE, JOHN W (Oberlin)
Appd postmaster, Ja 11, 2:1
STEELE, WILLIAM (Lisbon)
Assigns assets, W 27, 2:5
STEESE, WILLIAM
Wins suit against Thomas J Gilchrist, Je 27, 3:3
STEFFE, ALICE
Named by Ella Sherbondy in mortgage foreclosure suit, My 16, 3:3
STEFFER, ANGS
Files answer and cross petition in collection suit against Standard Constr co, Ja 3, 5:2
Case against George S Cook dismissed, Ja 11, 4:7
Named by Remage & Averill in collection suit, F 24, 3:4
Names Isaac N Baergardner and Standard Contracting co in judgment suit, M 4, 3:4
STEINER, HARRY (Barberton)
Injured when he falls while skating, Ja 10, 3:5
STEINER, JOHN J
Sued for divorce by wife Kate, Ag 8, 3:2; files motion for dismissal of suit, N 21, 3:4
STEINER, KATE
Motion for dismissal of divorce suit filed by John J Steigerw, N 21, 3:4
Named in collection suit by Mary E Bleiler, D 2, 6:2
STEIN, DANIEL
Chickens stolen, S 19, 5:3
STEIN, DANIEL P
Injured when shocked by live elec wire, Ag 4, 5:6
STEIN, GEORGE (Clev)
Killed while coupling cars when he falls under train, Ja 19, 2:7
STEIN, HARRY
Injured in fall from schoolhouse railing, F 17, 5:2
STEIN, HARRY E
Personal injury suit against City of Akron and Akron St Ry & Illuminating co appealed, F 21, 2:6; answer filed by Akron St Ry & Illuminating co, My 5, 3:5
STEINHANGER (MRS), E
Named by Thomas H Groves in damage suit, F 3, 3:4
Res damaged by fire, My 13, 3:3
Res damaged by fire, Je 16, 5:3
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STEINER, NOAH R
Wins replevin suit against Joseph Hicks, Ja 25, 3:2
Amended petition in suit against him filed by Delano Hites, F 1, 5:2
Petition in error filed by Paul A Ferrin and others in judgment suit, Ap 8, 3:3
Named by Charles Stearns in collection suit, Ap 16, 8:5; S 16, 1:7
Names John H Focht in collection suit, Je 27, 3:3; S 10, 3:3
Named in personal damage suit by Franklyn and Lydia Lewis, Jy 22, 3:4
Names Howard L Kirk in collection suit, Ag 31, 3:2
STEINWATE, ANNA (Dayton)
Fatally burned when gasolene stove explodes, D 30, 2:4
STEINMETZ, JOE (Dayllestown)
Saloon robbed, Ja 24, 5:1
STEINMETZ, JOHN
Arrested on chg of concealing stolen property, D 17, 3:1; case contd, D 20, 1:6; jury venire drawn for trial on chg of concealing stolen horse, D 22, 1:5; convicted of concealing stolen property, D 25, 3:2; fined and sentenced to whouse, sentence suspended on condition he leave town, D 30, 8:5
STEINRIDE, HENRY (Toledo)
Held in robbery of Henry Hahn, O 26, 2:5
STELLER, HARRY
Files answer to suit of George J McIntosh, Ja 25, 3:4
STELLY, JOHN
Sentence on petit larceny chg suspended, Jy 11, 3:5
STEPHAN, MICHAEL
Named by Fred C Cobb in mortgage suit, O 14, 3:3
STEPSHINS, L P (Cali)
Warrant issued on criminal libel chg, Mr 17, 1:3
STERLING BOILER CO (Barberton)
Contrs to build all boilers for William Cramp Ship & Engine Bldg co, D 29, 1:7
STERLING, WILLIAM
Wounded during Spanish-American war, O 3, 5:5
STEINBERGER, MARK (Jackson)
Nomination for postmaster sent to sen, Je 9, 2:5
STERRIT, JOHN (Pierpont)
Res robbed, wife injured by robber, My 18, 2:5
STEVALE, J M (Granville)
Arrested on chg of desecrating cemetery, O 11, 2:3
STEVENS, FRANK
Fined for intoxication, D 27, 4:2
STEVENS, FRANK O
Divorced by wife Om, F 26, 4:5
STEVENS, JOHN (Barberton)
Attempts to commit suicide by poisoning, O 20, 1:6
STEVENS, JOHN
Escapes from Ohio State reformatory, O 29, 3:5
STEVENS, WILLIAM
Suicide from wife Neillie K, F 28, 3:3; warrant issued on chg of non-support of child, Mr 1, 8:2; wife files cross petition to his suit for divorce, Mr 21, 3:1; divorce granted wife, Ap 28, 3:2
STEVENS & EVANS
Partnership dissolved, F 24, 5:7
STEVENSEN, ELZIE
Arrested and fined on chg of residing in brothel, F 4, 3:5
STEVENSEN, GLAD
Fined for being drunk and disorderly, Jy 22, 4:3
STEVENSEN, JOHN
Arrested and sentenced to jail on vagrancy chg, D 28, 1:5
STEVENSEN, LYDIA
Injured in fall while ascending stairs, N 28, 4:2
STEWART, ALVIN B
Named with Philip P Bock in personal damage suit, F 19, 4:5
STEWART, JASPER
Injured in fall from ladder, F 16, 5:5
STEWART, WALTER
Assaulted, Charley Anderson accused, M 31, 6:2
STICKLE, JOHN
Fined for riding bicycle on sidewalk, D 14, 8:4
STILLSON, ELI L
Will filed for private, N 3, 3:4
STINE, EDWARD
Named by City of Akron in answer to his damage suit, Ap 4, 5:5
STINER, N R
Suit brought by Franklin Lewis and others, pilf files amended petition, N 16, 3:4
STINSON, WILLIAM
Arrested on criminal assault chg, O 1, 1:6; arraigned on chg, O 4, 5:4
STITH, FRANK B
Wanted on theft chg, Ja 13, 5:6; pleas not guilty, Ja 17, 5:2
STOCK, EDWARD
Rumor that he was too severely punished by teacher denied, D 21, 4:5

STOCK, WALTER
Suicide, Jy 25, 2:4
STOKER, MICHAEL (Ashtabula)
Killed when struck by express train while crossing tracks, Je 21, 3:4
STONE, EDWARD E (Rittman)
Son injured when machinery from feed mill falls on him, Ja 10, 3:1; Ja 25, 5:1
STONE, JAMES
Appetite as supervising eng of steam vessels approved by U S sen, O 16, 2:2
STONE, L K (Cleveland)
Injured in fall on sidewalk, F 25, 5:3
STONE, SIMON
Fired as customer of steam vessels approved by U S sen, O 16, 2:2
STONE, W J (Oberlin)
Shoe store destroyed by fire, D 30, 2:4
STONE, BENJAMIN (Bellfontaine)
With 9 children poisoned by eating poisoned food, F 22, 4:3
STOGER, HELEN (Cleveland)
Elected dir of Fortnightly club, N 22, 1:6
STOLZ, O B (Youngstown)
Held in attempted assault on Blanche Hamilton, Jy 29, 3:4; Jy 30, 7:1; chg dismissed, Ag 6, 3:3
STORR, JAMES A
Appeals and seeks rehearing order in damage suit against William L Black, Ja 24, 4:5
STOUT, FRANK (Youngstown)
Kills horse after it falls and is injured, F 19, 5:1
STOUTER, HENRY (Cuyahoga Falls)
Injured in fall from train, Mr 12, 1:7
STOUTER, FRANK W
Buys parcel of land from Joseph Cook and wife, D 10, 8:2
STOUTER, J C (Youngstown)
Missing, N 3, 2:6
STOUTH, CASSIUS W
Injured by runaway horse, Ap 5, 1:3
Names City of Akron in personal injury suit, Je 13, 3:5
STOUP, JOHN A
With H O Van Camp awarded verdict in collection suit against Akron Gas and Oil co, Ap 6, 3:1

STOUR, JOHN A (cont)
Wins suit against Harvey D Schumacher, My 17, 3:3
STOUT, GEORGE (Columbia)
Injured in boxing match, Ap 8, 5:3; dies from injuries, Ap 9, 2:1
STOUT, PHILETUS H
Named by Mrs D Sutterfield in partition of property suit, Ap 11, 3:3
STOW (Mr and Mrs), A C
Celebrate 63rd wedding anniversary, N 23, 3:2
STOW TP
Urn casus list of nomines, Mr 23, 8:2
Repub casus list of nomines, Mr 23, 8:2
STOY, J E
Injured in fall from fence, S 23, 8:4
STRAWBERRY, ORR (Wooster)
Sought on chg of not returning rented horses, O 21, 3:5
STRAUBERG HARDWARE CO (Attica)
Robbed, O 17, 2:4
STRAFF, JAMES
Chg of妨碍 dismissed, D 5, 3:1
STRAFF, THOMAS
John Strapp, appd guardian, S 17, 3:2
STRAFF, WALTER
In saloon fight contd, D 1, 4:2
STRAWBERGER, HARRY (Kent)
Assaulted and injured by fellow-workman, Ap 20, 8:4
STREET RAILWAY EMPLOYEES' UNION (Toledo)
Meets, considers asking for 10-hr day, D 17, 3:3
Umbrellas, D 30, 2:4
STREET RAILWAYS
Bill repealing law granting 50-yr franchises passes in house, Ja 6, 2:7
Ords regulating difficulties of cos in various cities cited, ed, F 1, 4:1
Right-of-way through Montgomery tow and Ashland sought by H B Camp (Beacon Repub), Ag 22, 5:1
No motion on denu on daily routine, Ag 31, 5:1
Belzoni, Bridgeport, and Martin's Ferry Elec St ry purchased from Jolly Bros of Coppers (Penna) by Wheeling Elec St Car co, O 1, 2:2
Rumors of consol of several lines in and around Clev denied by Henry Everett, D 12, 1:5

Akron

Poor facilities on Wooster ave protested by residents of dist, Ja 12, 5:1
Franchise granted Akron St Rly & Illuminating declared illegal by city solicitor, Mr 1, 3:4

STREET RAILWAYS - AKRON (cont)
New line from Barberton to Akron proposed, Mr 2, 1:7
War between competitors, ed, Mr 2, 4:2
Franchise on W Exch and Maple stms to be let by competitive bidding, Mr 4, 1:5; bids for franchise asked, Mr 4, 3:5
Many improvements planned, Mr 11, 1:4
Street rly extension bids opened by city comrs, Mr 26, 1:7
Akron St Rly & Illuminating co awarded franchise on W Exch and Maple stms, Ap 6, 5:4
Akron St Rly & Illuminating co delayed by Erie RR in laying double track on Main st rly crossing, Ap 7, 1:5
Careful consideration urged before granting W Exch st franchise, ed, Ap 12, 4:1
Ord granting Akron St Rly & Illuminating co franchise on west Exch and Maple stms amended, final action deferred by council, Ap 12, 5:3
Poor service criticized, lbr, My 9, 8:2
Ord requiring fender on st cars passed by council, My 10, 8:1; approved by bd of comrs, My 13, 7:5
Akron St Rly & Illuminating co praised for improvement of service, ed, Je 13, 4:1; seeking extension of franchise, Je 27, 3:4; presents concessions for franchise extension, Jy 2, 3:5
Promotion of interest in Rapid Transit co by dems in pub office criticized, ed, Je 27, 4:1; rejection of cont with Rapid Transit co urged, ed, Jy 6, 4:1
Acceptance of Akron St Rly & Illuminating co franchise offer urged, ed, Jy 2, 4:1; city comrs instruct Solicitor Roxley to prepare ord granting co franchise extension, Jy 6, 4:2
Remarks of Jolly DeW on franchise extension criticized, ed, Jy 7, 4:1
Acceptance of Akron St Rly & Illuminating co offer of 4-cent fare urged, ed, Jy 11, 4:1; acceptance of proposal of cash offer and reduced fares urged, ed, Jy 13, 4:1; reduction of fare rate favored, ed, Jy 15, 4:1
Rapid Transit co criticized for parking cars on Main st, ed, Jy 14, 4:1
New cars put into service, D 21, 1:4

BARBERTON
New Rapid Transit co schedule causes confusion and inconvenience, Ja 18, 5:3
STREET RAILWAYS (cont)

CHILlicothe
Women act as conductors on cars, Je 15, 2:4

QUAHOG FALLS
Ord to regulate at car speed passed by council, O 3, 3:1

GALION
Franchise for new system granted E W Haycox, No 30, 2:3

KENT
Elecry franchise applied for by John F Cowan and Valentine Morris, Ja 6, 8:5

LABOR RELATIONS
Employees seek to form union, O 28, 3:5

NEW PHILADELPHIA
Rev J Mills attempts to prevent at cars from entering city, Ag 8, 4:5

TORONTO
Application for franchise made by Edward McElvaine, No 3, 2:5

WARREN
Trumbull Electric RR co applies for extension of franchise, Ja 24, 1:6

STRENIK, JOHNNY
Arrested for bathing in the basin, released, Ja 18, 5:4

STRENIK, JOHN
Fined and sentenced on petit larceny chg, Jy 6, 9:2

STUHRMAN, JOHN
Wife and 5 children ill from ptomaine poisoning after eating cheese, Jy 7, 8:3

STRINGER, FRANK
Case brought by George E Curcio dismissed, Ja 11, 4:7

STROBEL, (Toledo)
Arrested for violating Sunday laws, F 7, 7:2

STROBEL, EDWARD B (Garberton)
Funeral, N 2, 3:4; memorial services planned, D 2, 8:4; memorial services held, D 5, 8:3

STROBEL, JOHN B (Ironton)
Nomination for postmastership sent to sen for ratification, F 1, 2:7

STROBEL, WILLIAM F
Names Moses Lutzenheiser in collection suit, My 13, 3:1; Je 27, 3:3

STROCH, Mcintosh & Co
Loses collection suit brought by Joseph Hartzell, appeals case to common pleas ct, Ap 12, 3:2

STROHROCK (MRS), HARRY (Adams Twp)
Burn destroyed by lightning and fire, Ag 13, 2:3

STROHLI, CATHERINE AND FREDERICK
Foreclosure suit brought by Fidelity Savings Co., appr. of real estate asked by plff., Je 25, 3:5

STROHLI, FREDERICK
See Strohli, Catharine

STROHMENGER, PHILIP
Property damaged by fire, D 29, 5:5

STROHNE, DENNIS
Fined for intoxication, O 6, 3:1

STROHNE, FRANCIS A (Clev)
Pleas guilty to forgery chg, D 6, 6:2

STROHNE (PROF), N D
Denies alleged interview published in Akron Dem., Ap 1, 5:5

STROHNE, CARLISLE & TURNER CO
Names Akron Machine co and others in collection suit, N 26, 6:1

STROHNER, JAMES
Trial on disorderly conduct chg contd., N 28, 4:4

STROHNER, VINCENZ
Injured in fall, Ap 16, 3:2

STROHP, CHARLES
Sued for divorce by wife Belle, Ap 9, 3:5

STROHNER, WILLIAM
Dies of illness during Spanish-American War, S 20, 1:6

STROHNER, WILLIAM
Saloons robbed, Thomas Bryant arrested and fined, O 6, 8:2

STUART, JUDGE, E W
Approves bill limiting taxation by Ohio munics, ltr, Ap 11, 5:3

STUART, JUDGE, E W
Decision on tax bill criticized, ltr, Ap 15, 8:4

DEFENDS OWN INTERPRETATION OF LAW LIMITING PROPERTY TAXATION BY MUNICIPALITIES, LTR, AP 19, 5:3

STUART, MATHW
Sued for divorce by wife Belle, Ag 18, 3:2

STUART, ROYAL Q
Partition of estate suit brought by Charles H Stuart dismissed, Ap 29, 3:3

STUHR, EUGENE JR
Killed when struck by train, M 17, 1:5

Estate names B.H. and in personal damage suit, D 14, 3:3

STULL (COL)
Named by Walter Shaw in property damage suit, M 25, 3:2

WINS JUDGMENT AGAINST JOHN A GOODMAN, ET AL.

STULLNERGER (MRS), SARAH
Funeral, Ap 5, 8:4

STUMP, WILLIAM A
Defeated for bd of educ in 6th ward, Ap 5, 1:4

STURGEON, SAMUEL H
Files cross petition for judgment against 1st debt in suit brought by Benjamin F Biller against Lucy Kauth, J 6, 3:2

STUTSON, FRANK L (Washington C H)
Dept. store destroyed by fire, S 12, 2:2

STUTZMAN, A B
Re-elected supt of Kent schools, Ap 26, 5:2

STUVER, FRANK W
Sued for divorce by wife Wellie Jane, Je 14, 3:5

STUVER, SAMUEL
Infant son Raymond dies, funeral, Ag 25, 6:3

SUBURBAN EXPRESS CO (Clev)
Organizes, Jy 2, 5:4

SUCCESS
Subject of lecture by Rev Francis T Moran at Grand Opera House, F 16, 8:1

SUFFIELD, OHIO
Repub caucus list of nominees, M 25, 8:3

SUGAR AND SUGAR BEET INDUS
Bill in legis provides bounty to encourage Ohio mfrs., F 2, 3:6; F 3, 3:5

LOGIS FOSTERING ESTABLISHMENT OF SUGAR BEET INDUS IN OHIO APPROVED, ED, F 3, 4:1

FEAT ARTICLE ON POSSIBILITIES OF SUGAR BEET INDUS IN OHIO/F 4, 3:1

BILL INTRODUCED IN SEN APPROPRIATING MONEY FOR SUGAR BEET SUBSIDY, F 4, 3:6

SUGAR BEET CULTURE SUBJECT OF PAPER BY SYLVESTER E BARNES BEFORE SUMMIT COUNTY HORTICULTURAL SOC, F 24, 7:4

EXPERIMENTS WITH SUGAR BEETS PROD, M 8, 8:2

PROD FROM BEETS IN OHIO PROD, ED, AP 7, 4:1

SUICIDES
UNIDENTIFIED MAN IN CLEV, JE 15, 2:4

SULLIVAN, FRANK
Arrested on intoxication chg, O 26, 3:5; sentenced, O 27, 1:5

SULLIVAN (STATE SEN), JOHN J
Candidacy for cong denied (ed, Warren Chronicle), Ap 29, 4:1

SULLIVAN, JOHN L (St Mary’s)
Nominated for postmaster by Pres William McKinley, F 8, 2:3

SULLIVAN, PAT
Fined for intoxication, My 31, 6:2

Fined for intoxication, N 8, 3:1

Fined for intoxication, N 9, 5:3

SULLIVAN, PATRICK (Clev)
Wins suit against John Miller, M 24, 3:4

SULTAN ASSN
Survivors of SS Sultan set date for 14th annu. reunion, M 26, 8:1; hold reunion, Ap 27, 5:3; Ap 28, 8:2

SULLIER, AUGUST, GEORGE, AND R B (Clev)
Jailed for contempt of ct, Je 30, 2:2

SULLIER, GEORGE, See Sullier, August

SULLIER, R B, See Sullier, August

SUMMIT COUNTY
Changing from 19th to 17th cong dist unfavorable, ed, Ja 10, 4:1

Deported as being adopted to raise sugar beets, ed, F 4, 4:1

Bill putting officials on salary basis defeated in sen, Ap 27, 8:1

Entitled to representation on repub state ticket, ed, Je 7, 4:2

Place in 19th Ohio cong dist upheld, ed, S 24, 4:3

ASSESSORS
Assessor’s rep’t of personal property listed, Je 28, 4:3

H G Griffin, H C Searles, and Cornelius Hallinan app’d, Jy 1, 5:4

AUDITOR
Assessor files 5th ward property tax rep’t, Je 24, 4:3

Annual agr rep’t listed, Je 26, 5:3

CHILDREN’S HOME
Children entertained and given gifts by Knights Templar, Ja 3, 8:2

Institution described, S 14, 4:4

COMMISSIONERS
James Nesbit retires, succeeded by E L Fillius, S 19, 1:4

Urged to app’t sheriff for interim period, ed, D 24, 4:1
SUMMIT COUNTY — ELECTIONS (cont)

SUMMIT COUNTY — ELECTIONS (cont)
Post-election activities reviewed, ed, N 9, 5:1
Official results, N 11, 3:2
Repub county exec thanked for services, ed, N 12, 3:1
Conv to replace primaries urged, ed, N 14, 4:1

Auditor
Recall of Dr Louis E Sisler urged, ed, O 10, 1:6; ed, O 21, 4:3; biog, por, O 22, 5:2
Louis E Sisler's recall election urged, ed, O 27, 4:3; past record praised, recall predicted, ed, O 28, 4:3; recall urged, ed, por, N 5, 4:2; elected, N 9, 1:6

Commissioner
Recall of John Moore urged, O 13, 1:7; ed, O 21, 4:3; ed, O 25, 4:3; O 27, 4:3; ed, O 28, 4:3; ed, por, N 5, 4:2; ed, N 5, 5:1; ed, N 7, 4:3; candidacy endorsed, O 18, 1:6; biog, por, O 22, 5:4
Defeat of John Frank urged, ed, O 28, 4:2
Repul John Moore elected, N 9, 1:6; files expense acct, N 16, 3:4; N 17, 3:4

Coroner
Dr E O Leberman announces candidacy on repub ticket, F 10, 5:3; ed, O 14, 3:4; biog, por, O 22, 5:6; election urged, ed, por, N 5, 4:3; N 51, 4:1; elected, N 9, 1:6; files expense account, N 14, 1:5
Dr Peter Fehr files expense acct, N 19, 1:5

Dem Convention
Nominates candidates for county ticket, Ag 20, 3:3
Lack of 6th ward opposition to Sheriff Billy Williams' candidacy explained, ltr, Ag 27, 5:3

Infirmary Dir
J M Kieckner announces candidacy, N 29, 5:4; biog, por, O 22, 5:5; election urged, ed, por, N 5, 4:3; elected, N 9, 1:6; files expense account, N 16, 3:1

Prohibitionist Conv
List of nominees, Ap 23, 3:3

Pros Attorney
W T Sawyer announces candidacy for dem nomination, Ja 25, 5:4; candidacy disqualified, ed, S 27, 4:1
Pros atty R W Manamaker's inactivity in campaign attributed to attention to pub duties, O 11, 4:2

SUMMIT COUNTY — ELECTIONS — Pros Attorney (cont)
1:4; candidacy defended against criticism, ed, O 11, 4:2
Rival candidates agree to hold debates on natl, state, and county level, O 15, 4:3; past record praised, recall urged, ed, O 17, 4:2
Rival candidates announce joint debates, O 19, 1:6
Delay of Capt Sawyer in making arrangements for debate with R W Manamaker criticized, ed, O 21, 4:2

Rumor that Homer E Berger is working with Sheriff Williams denied, ed, O 21, 4:2
Biog of repub candidate R W Manamaker, por, O 22, 5:4
Recall of Homer Berger urged, ed, O 26, 4:2
R W Manamaker praised, ed, O 27, 4:3
W Manamaker—Sawyer debate criticized, ed, O 31, 4:2; revid, O 31, 6:1; ed, N 4, 1:6
Election of W Manamaker urged, ed, N 4, 4:1; ed, por, N 5, 4:2; ed, N 7, 4:3; elected, N 9, 1:6; files expense acct, N 19, 1:5
W T Sawyer files expense acct, N 18, 3:2

Repul Primary
Candidates selected by lot, N 19, 1:7
Date and voting sites named, Ap 1, 8:2
List of candidates, Ap 2, 1:6
Nominees listed, Ap 5, 1:6
Selection of conv delegates scheduled, S 22, 1:4

Sheriff
William Manthey announces candidacy for dem nomination, Ja 29, 5:2
Sheriff Williams endorsed by dems for renomination, F 25, 8:1
Henry W Hart announces withdrawal of candidacy, ltr, N 18, 3:2
Kelly's candidacy defended against criticism, ed, S 17, 4:2
Billy Williams' candidacy for 3rd term disapproved, S 27, 4:2; 3rd term aspirations criticized, ed, S 30, 4:2; defeat predicted, ed, O 8, 4:2; candidacy opposed, O 11, 1:4
Frank Kelly candidacy endorsed, ltr, O 11, 6:3
Third term for Williams disapproved, ltr, O 11, 6:3; election to 3rd term disapproved, ed, O 13, 5:1

SUMMIT COUNTY — ELECTIONS — Sheriff (cont)
4:2; 3rd term aspirations criticized, ed, O 17, 4:1; O 18, 4:2; alleged of unethical conduct in his campaign for reelection, O 18, 1:5
Abuse of Sheriff William Williams by RJU denied, ed, O 19, 4:1
Biog of repub candidate Frank G Kelly, por, O 22, 5:1
Defeat of Sheriff Williams urged, ed, O 24, 4:4; effort to have term of office extended criticized, O 25, 4:1; 3rd term reelection disapproved, ed, O 25, 4:2; ed, O 26, 4:1; policies criticized, ed, O 26, 4:2; 3rd term aspirations denounced, ed, O 27, 4:3; reelection disapproved, ed, O 28, 4:1; O 29, 4:3; third term aspirations condemned, N 1, 1:5; 3rd term disapproved, N 1, 3:3; defeat urged, ed, N 1, 4:1; candidacy opposed, past activities in office reviewed, N 3, 1:4; candidacy opposed, ed, N 3, 4:3
Labour record of Frank G Kelly upheld, ed, O 29, 4:1; ed, Illus, O 29, 4:4
Unequal campaign activities of dems discussed, N 3, 5:3; attempts to discredit repub candidate Frank Kelly criticized (Akron Beacon), N 4, 1:4; attempt to injure reputation of Frank Kelly exposed, N 5, 1:6
Defeat of Sheriff Williams urged, ed, N 4, 4:3; ltr, N 4, 4:5; unethical conduct in office revid, N 5, 1:4; having support of saloon element repul, N 5, 3:3; 3rd term disapproved, ed, N 5, 4:3; 3rd term aspirations criticized, ed, N 5, 4:7
Elecction of Frank G Kelly urged, ed, por, N 5, 4:2; seen as friend of labor, ed, N 5, 4:5
Defamation of Kelly's character denounced, ed, N 5, 4:7; slanderous attack by opposition condemned, ed, N 7, 4:2; attempt to injure reputation criticized, ed, N 7, 4:2; campaign tactics criticized, ed, N 7, 4:2
Akron Dem admits statements made against Frank Kelly were false, N 7, 1:4
Alleged signature of David W Kelly denounced as forgery, ed, N 7, 4:3
Excessive campaign expenditures of Sheriff Williams criticized, ed, N 7, 4:3; defeat urged, ltr, N 7, 5:6
Rejection of labor repr as candidate criticized, ed, N 7, 4:3
Repul Frank Kelly defeats dem William Williams, N 9, 1:6
SUMMIT COUNTY - ELECTIONS - Sheriff (cont)

Frank O. Kelly and William Williams file expense accts, N 16, 3:1; N 10, 3:2

Surveyor
Bloch of repub candidate Joseph A Gebres, por, D 22, 5:6; reelection urged, ed, por, 5:1; N 5, 4:3; reelected, N 9, 1:6; files expense acct, N 15, 6:2
CH Horst files expense acct, N 21, 1:4

Treasurer
W G Johnston withdraws candidacy, 11r, N 14, 1:4
High qualifications of candidates cited, ed, N 15, 4:2

Homer Berger's candidacy endorsed, 11r, O 11, 4:3; election urged, ed, O 11, 6:3; bloch, por, D 22, 5:3; election urged, ed, por, N 5, 4:2; reelected, N 9, 1:6; files expense acct, N 15, 6:2
L M Kauffman files expense acct, N 21, 1:4

EMPLOYEES AND OFFICIALS
Salary bill passed by house, N 26, 1:3
Criticized for spending money in pursuit of gas and oil, ed, O 1, 4:2

EXAMINERS
J Walter Lyder and John Krueger appointed by Judge Kohler to examine rep of coops, O 9, 3:1

FINANCES
Summary of tax collections and distribution, F 16, 3:5
County aud issues statement of apportionment of taxes to twps, Ag 18, 3:4
Expenditures for poor for past 2 yrs reqd, S 7, 3:2
Trees repossessed by Aud L L Sisler, S 9, 3:1; examined, S 10, 3:2
Comparison of surpluses under different party control, N 5, 4:5

JAIL
Character of building criticized, 11r, Jy 15, 8:1

RECORER
Annual rep, Farmers prosperous past yr, Jy 5, 5:5
Nellie B Hardy appointed deputy, first woman to hold position in Summit county, Jy 14, 3:1

SHERIFF
O W Savage appointed deputy, Jy 6, 3:1

SUMMIT COUNTY - SHERIFF (cont)
John O Kassinger appointed deputy, Jy 27, 3:1
Third term disapproved, ed, O 12, 4:3
Probable vacancy of office caused by lack of provisions of new law changing time of assuming office, N 25, 3:3
Sheriff William Williams will continue in office until successor is elected, states Pros R W Wanaumaeker, O 8, 1:7

Controversy over Sheriff Williams tenure of office during adj inter period continues, statutes quoted, O 9, 1:5
Possibility of Williams' retaining office past time for which elected discussed, ed, O 9, 4:1
Comes expected to name officer for interim term regardless of advice of Pros Wanamaker, O 12, 1:7

Controversy between William Williams and Frank Kelly as to which is sheriff continues, O 15, 1:6
Williams may not serve interim term if decision of Alty-Gen Monnett is sustained, O 16, 1:6
Controversy of inter terms continues, Pros Wanamaker holds that Sheriff Williams continues until successor qualifies, O 17, 1:5
Williams will not have to give up office during interim period, reboys Pros Wanamaker to county coops, O 19, 1:7
Pros Aty Wanamaker criticized for opinion concerning appt of vacancy, coops urged to make appt, ed, O 20, 4:1
Text of Pros Wanamaker's opinion on appt of a sheriff for term between January and September, O 20, 8:3
Immediate appt of successor to Williams for period of 8 mos advised, ed, O 21, 4:1
Appt of an officer for interim 8-mo period urged, ed, O 22, 4:1; ed, O 26, 4:1; O 26, 4:1
Eight-mo interim period discussed, 11r, D 26, 3:5
Comes' appt of interim sheriff will be recognized by decision of Gov Bushnell, D 29, 1:7

SUITES AND CLAIMS
Trees ordered by common plea ct to collect back taxes from Thomas W Cornell estate, Jy 24, 3:3
Aud named by J Park Alexander et al in tax suit restraining special assessment on duplicate for cost of st improvement, Ag 20, 3:6; loses tax restraint suit, S 15, 3:4
Named in injunction suit by Albert Hale and others, N 12, 1:4

SUMMIT COUNTY FAIR
Dates set, coms apptd, F 11, 5:4
Sideshows criticized, ed, F 15, 4:1
Police protection arranged, Ag 18, 8:5
Preview, S 21, 1:4
Opening preview, 0 4, 5:3
Opens, feature article on exhibits, 0 5, 6:3
Heavy attendance reported, 0 6, 3:3
Rept as success, displays outlined, 0 7, 4:5; 0 8, 1:6

SUMMIT COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS
Stables destroyed by fire, Jy 9, 5:5
SUMMIT CUTTING CLUB
Petitions council to build bicycle paths, Ag 5, 8:2

SUMMIT ST
Ord passed by council to provide for sprinkling, Ap 29, 7:5
Property owners from Market to Mill st assessed for st sprinkling, Ag 5, 7:3

SUMMER ST
Resolution for improvement from Buchtel ave to Exch st adopted by council, Ja 8, 7:6; Ja 15, 7:6; assessment passed by city council, N 25, 3:7; ord to issue bonds for improvement passed by council, My 6, 7:7; ord passed to estimate assessment, My 14, 7:5; bids for improvements called for, My 17, 7:4
Notice of bond sale for improvements, My 17, 7:6; notice of estimated assessment of cost, Jy 4, 7:6
Faming contr awarded to McConnell & Davidson, Je 17, 3:1
Property owners assessed for improvement, Jy 7, 7:4; Jy 8, 7:5

SUNDAY OBSERVANCE
Section of Sunday closing ord relating to billboard and pool rooms held invalid, Ja 25, 2:6
City council orders enforcement of Lima Sunday closing laws, Mi 11, 6:1
Saloons ordered closed by Police Chief Harrison, Je 4, 5:4
Ban on amusements sought by Evangelical Alliance, Je 13, 3:4
Residents in vicinity of Lakeside and Summit Lake threaten pros of resort owners, Je 30, 4:2
Further consideration of violators by Evangelical Alliance assured, 11r, Jy 21, 5:2
Discrimination in the closing of saloons claimed by Lima Liquor Dealers' ason, S 13, 2:3

SUNDAY OBSERVANCE (cont)
Closing of all stores and saloons enforced in Lima, S 20, 2:4
Five Clev clothing merchants arrested on chg of violating Sunday closing law, O 8, 2:3
SUNDAY SCHOOL, LOGWOOD CORNERS
Elects officers, Ag 25, 8:1
SUNDAY SCHOOL, NORTH SPRINGFIELD
Elects officers, O 28, 8:1
SUNDAY SCHOOL, ASH, OHIO
Holds annual meeting in Colo, Jl 15, 2:4
SUNDAY SCHOOL UNION, GREEN TWP
Exec com elects officers, Je 22, 8:1; Ja 23, 8:4
SUNDAY SCHOOL UNION, SUMMIT COUNTY
Program for annual meeting announced, My 20, 7:5
Hold's annual meeting, appt coms, elects officers, My 21, 3:3
SUNDEKMAAN (POSTMISTRESS), MARY (Ananda)
Accused of opening mail at po', Jy 29, 2:4
SUPERIOR MINING CO
Named with Orlando B Hardy in suit to recover judgment against John F Seiberling, Ja 3, 5:2
Named by Francis Seiberling in cross petition asking judgment, F 24, 3:4
Answers suit brought by J F Seiberling, D 12, 3:3
SUPPLYS (MRS), GUS (Demenson)
Saloon and restaurant damaged by fire, S 7, 2:2
SURGERY
Skin from frogs grafted on girl's arm in attempt to heal ulcer caused by burn, Cinti, O 18, 7:4
SURIES, W H (East Liverpool)
App't postmaster, D 31, 2:4
SURVEYS AND POLLS
Results of poll conducted by Cols Press Post to determine opinion of readers on greatest living Amer, ed, O 28, 4:1
SUTHERLAND, MARY C S
Names Philletus H Stout in partition of property suit, Ap 11, 3:3
SUTLIF, MILTON (Copely Twp)
Estate names Lucy and J Bert Jackson in property settlement suit, Ag 18, 3:2; exec sells parcel of land to John Beck, D 12, 8:2
SUTTER, JOHN
Named in rent collection suit brought by Elizabeth Wunderlebach, S 16, 5:2
SUTTON, JOHN
Sentenced for vagrancy, O 15, 6:1
SUTTON, JOHN (East Greenville)
Res destroyed by fire, Ap 21, 2:3
SYVORDA, JOSEPH (Clev)  
Killed when struck by train, S 17, 4:4

SWAIN, GEORGE W  
Injured in fall, S 12, 8:2

SWAIN, GEORGE  
Fined for intoxication, M 7, 5:4

SWAN (REV),  
Resigns pastorate of Warren Presb ch, O 18, 5:1

SWAN, A O (Kent)  
Accidentally shoots and wounding self, O 15, 1:5

SWANK, CHRISTIAN  
Endows scholarship at Buchtel coll, O 27, 1:6

Swarz (REV), A  
Appoints delegate from Summit to Anti-Saloon cong
in Calif, Ja 13, 5:4

Swarz (MR AND MRS), ALLEN  
Celebrate 25th wedding anniv, O 11, 8:1

Swarz, ANDREW  
Divorced by wife Bessie, Ja 15, 4:3

Swarz, JOHN (Kron)  
Killed when struck by dock car, Jy 30, 2:4

Swarzenhauer, CHARLES  
Daughter Flora dies, N 16, 3:1; N 17, 3:1; funeral, N 17, 8:2

Sweeney, JAMES  
Funeral, O 6, 3:1

Sweeney, L S  
Robbery of res attempted, Je 4, 5:3

Sweeney, LLOYD (Clev)  
Fleas guilty to counterfeiting chg, sentence
deferred, Ap 15, 2:4

Sentence for altering money, My 24, 2:5

Sweitzer, LOUIS S  
Named in collection suit by Akron State Bldg &
Loan co, N 3, 3:4

Sweitzer, OTTO  
Arrested and fined on chg of cruelty to animals,  
S 6, 3:1

Sweigle (REV), A W (Twinsburg)  
Daughter injured when broken needle runs into foot,  
Ag 10, 8:4

Sweigle, LEANDER (McCartney)  
Resigned as pastor of Twinsburg Congregational
ch, D 4, 8:4

Given farewell reception, N 1, 8:4

Swellin, EDWARD (McCutcheon)  
Res damanged and outbuildings destroyed by cyclone,  
D 14, 2:5

Swick, FRED  
Suicide, O 11, 2:5

Swigart, JACOB FAMILY  
Holds reunion at Copley, Je 22, 8:5

Swigart, WILLIAM  
Insane, taken to Newburg, Ag 11, 3:5

Swimming  
Places with free pub bath houses planned by city
comrs at instance of Mayor W E Young, Jy 29,  
8:4

Swinehart, J A  
Granted conr for remodeling his assembly room,  
Jy 1, 5:5

Swinehart, J A  
Appointed as assess br for Glendale ave and
Crouse st sewers, Jy 2, 3:2

Swinehart, SARAH  
Cleveland & New castle ty applies for an appro-
riation of property, Ag 17, 3:3; wins judgment,
N 22, 3:3

Swinehart FAMILY  
Holds reunion at Sheffield tsp, Jn 7, 5:1

Swing, JAMES B  
Files motion to suit against Enterprise Mfg co,  
O 3, 3:3

Switzer, ABRAM AND ALICE  
Win ejection suit against Mr and Mrs Christian
Buri, My 20, 3:3

Switzer, ALICE  
See Switzer, Abram

Switzer, CHARLES  
Definite petition asked in suit filed against
William and Salome Hessler, Ja 24, 4:5

Names William Hessler in collection suit, O 7,  
3:2

Names Nettie and Eli Weary and Nathan Morse in  
collection suit, O 26, 3:4; Nathan Morse files
answer and cross petition, N 26, 8:1

Switzer, S F  
Suit against Sequinaw Valley Fire & Marine Ins  
co settled out of ct, N 16, 3:2; N 17, 3:2

Syracuse, OHIO  
Bonds for watersworks and elec lights approved,  
O 20, 3:4

Sykes, WILLIAM B  
Pro's on defaulting chg doubted, Ja 10, 3:7; de-
faulting case nolled by grand jury, Jn 15, 3:4

Symphony Concert Co (Sharon)  
Recital, D 21, 8:4

T

Taggart, OR, H D  
Robbed, D 14, 1:4

Taggart, J S  
Criticizes U S govt for neglect in not caring
for Battleship Maine disaster victims, Jr,  
M 11, 8:5

Takem (Mrs), OORA (Raverton)  
Names City of Raverton in damage suit, F 10,  
3:3; demurrer filed by Barberton, M 14, 3:3

Talbott, W R  
Office damaged by fire, F 14, 8:3

Talbot, THEODORE  
Defeated for br of educ in 5th ward, Ap 5, 1:4

Talbot FAMILY  
Elects officers at reunion, Ag 29, 3:5

Tallmadge HIGH SCHOOL  
List of graduates, graduation program announced,  
My 25, 5:2

Tallmadge TILL WORKS  
Resumes operations, Je 22, 8:2

Tallmadge TWP  
Dem cusing, list of nominees, M 23, 8:2

Repub list of nominees, M 23, 8:2

Entire repub ticket elected, Ap 7, 8:2

Taflin, ELLA L  
Names Lyman A Barmore in suit for support of
child, Ap 30, 3:5; answer and cross petition
filed by Barmore, My 28, 3:4; My 30, 3:4

Taflin, RICE & CO  
Stockholders elect officers and dirs, F 1, 3:3

Taber, JOHN  
Fined for intoxication, F 14, 5:1

Taber FAMILY  
Results shown by operation of Dingley bill
approved, Ja 28, 4:1

Effect of protection on depression in cotton mfg  
commented on, ed, Ja 31, 4:1

Playing Cards  
High rate cited, ed, M 21, 4:1

Wool  
New rates on wool praised, ed, M 3, 4:2

Effect of prices, ed, O 27, 4:2

Benefit to farmer, N 7, 4:6

Talbot, WILL  
Suicide, N 1, 2:5

Tanner (Corpor), CHARLES  
Dies in Spanish-Amer war, Ag 17, 5:3

Tarr, ROBERT  
Attachment issued against W O Smith, D 23, 7:1

Tarry, ELLEN  
Chg of keeping brothel dismissed, Ag 6, 3:1

Tassell, JOHN (Clev)  
Arrested on chg of passing counterfeit money,
turned over to fed authorities, Ja 27, 2:4

Tate, C L  
Millinery store damaged by fire, D 9, 8:2

Tate, E C, EARL H  
Named by George E Armstrong in collection suit,
Ja 25, 6:2

Taxation  
Summit county treas sells 200 delinquent prop-
eries, Ja 19, 5:6

Resolution to levy tax on all franchises passed
by house of repr, Ja 20, 3:5

Taxation amendment introduced, Ja 28, 3:5

Bill before gen assembly proposing constitutional
amendment discussed, Ja 29, 4:4

Bill authorizing special levy for Warren pub
library passed by house, F 3, 2:6

Repeal of Mergerthalers inquiry resolution urged,
ed, F 16, 4:1; inquiry resolution assailed, ed,
N 1, 4:1

Reforms in Ohio urged, Jn 2, 5:2

New law defended, Jr, My 10, 5:4

Bill introduced in sen providing additional levy
for Akron schools and library, Ap 5, 1:3

Bill limiting levies approved, Jr, Ap 11, 5:3

Assurers' reps for Summit county listed, Je 10,  
4:3

Scare over reduction of tax duplicate unfounded,
ed, Je 11, 4:1

Approval of tax for last half 1897 compiled
by county aud, Ag 8, 4:2

Liquor, ALCOHOLIC  
Report on collections in Summit county, Ja 7, 8:2

Cinti brewers agree to pay tax, Je 22, 2:5

Bicycles  
Bill passed by house allows counties to collect
tax, Ap 14, 5:3; Ap 21, 5:1

Proposed law in Springfield and Clark counties
disapproved, ed, My 28, 4:1

Imposition of levy to improve bicycle paths
praised, ed, My 28, 2:1

Law to tax bicycles for purpose of constructing
paths along country roads outlined, Je 3, 4:3

Passage of law to provide funds for purpose
of constructing bicycle paths urged, ed, Je 6,  
4:1

Enforcement of law asked of county comrs, Je 9,  
4:2

Bicyclists urged to present case to county comrs,
ed, Je 15, 4:1
TAXATION - BICYCLES (cont)
Collection of taxes entrusted to wheel clubs by Ravenna county ca.oms, Je 18, 2:5
Levy for constr of paths urged, ed, Ag 8, 4:1

CIGARETTE
Decision of sup ct upholding constitutionality of cigarette tax praised, ed, Ja 29, 4:1
Retail price increased to cover war tax, Jy 7, 8:1

CORPORATION
Valuation of Clev st rys increased by tax comm and Mayor McIsaac, S 12, 3:5

EXCISE
Rept given showing comparison of receipts of past 2 yrs, J 2, 4:5

FRANCHISE
Upheld by US circuit ct of appeals, Je 6, 2:1

INHERITANCE
Bill introduced in sen providing direct inheritance tax on estates of $200.00 or over, F 4, 3:6

INTERNAL REVENUES
New law praised, ed, F 26, 4:1

PERSONAL PROPERTY
Summit county returns show increase, Je 9, 3:7
Second ward decrease in valuation rep'd by Assessor Miller, Je 13, 4:5
Assessor's rept for 4th ward given, Je 16, 3:6
Valuations show increase in 6th ward, repts assessor, Je 22, 4:4
Total valuations according to assessors' repts show decrease since last year, Je 27, 4:3
Assessor's rept for Summit county, Je 28, 4:3

REAL ESTATE
Bill introduced into legis imposing levy on GAR posts, F 2, 1:6
Bill introduced into legis imposing levy on ch property, F 2, 2:6
Assessor appd by city ca.oms, Ap 7, 1:4
Interpretation of law limiting taxation by munics defended, 11r, Ap 19, 5:3
Assessors' repts show decrease in valuation, Je 1, 3:2
Assessor files 5th ward rept, Je 24, 4:3
Excessive taxation assailed, 11r, S 16, 6:1

TAXATION (cont)
WHEEL TAX
Bill killed in gen assembly, F 8, 1:5
TAYLOR
Elected 18th dist state sen in unofficial returns, N 9, 1:3
TAYLOR
Injured when stone falls on foot, Ja 6, 8:3
TAYLOR, CHARLES L
Sentenced for vagrancy, Je 9, 5:1
TAYLOR, CLEM J
Describes sea fighting in Spanish-Amer war, 11r, Je 1, 4:4
TAYLOR, HARRY B (Crenville)
Nominated for postmaster by Pres William McKinlay, My 18, 2:5
TAYLOR, J
Fined for intoxication, F 15, 3:1
TAYLOR (Miss), JENNIE REMLER
Death, Ag 28, 3:2; Ag 30, 8:1
TAYLOR, NEATON W
With Clev paper co named by Marlyn Kent and others in alteration suit, My 4, 3:5; Inves suit, My 16, 3:3
TAYLOR, ROBERT W
Address on Tuskegee Indus inst at First Cong ch, Mr 21, 1:3
TAYLOR, WILIAM, SON & CO (Clev)
Replevin suit against John Wolf and Sheriff Williams sent back to common pleas ct, Je 22, 3:2
Replevin suit against Sheriff William Williams and Citizens' Savings & Loan assn renewed, Je 30, 3:6
Trial of suits against William Williams continued, Jy 2, 3:6; suits settled, 6:6, 3:3
TEACHERS' ASSN, NORTHERN OHIO
Meeting, O 22, 1:7
TEACHERS' ASSN, SUMMIT COUNTY
Holds bi-monthly meeting at Guy Falls, Ap 11, 8:2
Hears repts of sec of reading circles, U 10, 3:5
TEACHERS' INST, SUMMIT COUNTY
Opens annual session, Ag 15, 3:1; Ag 16, 6:2; 3rd day session revd, Ag 17, 5:4; hears speech by Dr Albert E Winship on hypnotism in soc, business and politics, Ag 18, 6:3; elects officers, Ag 19, 3:1
TIEFLE, AARON G
Defends old soldiers against chgs of pension frauds, 11r, Ja 8, 4:3

TEIFLE, AARON G (cont)
Wins collection suit against Harvey W Myhtall, case appealed to common pleas ct, Ap 12, 3:2
Sued for libel by Emma Johnson, Ag 11, 3:4
Named in slander suit by Emma Johnson, denies allegations, Ag 20, 3:6
Names Jacob A Kepler in collection suit, O 28, 3:4

TELEPHONES
Bill providing for music ownership introduced into Ohio gen assembly, F 1, 1:6
Tactics of small cos criticized, ed, N 28, 4:2

ARON
City Solicitor Rowley prepares new franchise for cheaper rates, Ja 20, 5:2
New city solicitor repts franchise ready for submission, F 1, 8:1
Ct decision cited to show council's helplessness in franchise negotiations, ed, F 4, 4:1
U S circuit ct decision complicates city's problem in negotiations with Central Union Telephone co, F 4, 8:1
Franchise situation arouses citizens, F 5, 3:5
City solicitor sees small chance for rate reductions, F 9, 3:3
Franchise discussed, F 11, 8:2
New councilmen accused of favoring Central Union Telephone co's unjust demands, Mr 22, 1:5; action in telephone franchise case criticized, ed, Mr 22, 4:1
New company discussed at meeting of council com and city comrs, Mr 23, 1:6
Delay by dem councilmen in settling dispute criticized, ed, Mr 23, 4:1
Citizens resent dem members' action in new franchise dispute, Mr 24, 1:5; ed, Mr 24, 4:2; ed, Mr 30, 4:2; action in controversy criticized, ed, Ap 2, 4:2
Dem councilmen's favoritism to Central Union Telephone co criticized, ed, Mr 25, 4:1; blamed for delays in franchise settlement, ed, Mr 25, 4:2
Farmers' Telephone co and others combine to fight Central Union Telephone co for franchise, Mr 28, 1:6
Citizens' co requests support of businessmen in franchise fight, Mr 31, 1:6; new franchise debated at C of C meeting, Ap 2, 1:7
Proposed franchise discussed at council meeting, Ap 9, 1:4

ARON
First reading of ord granting franchise to Citizens' Telephone co passed in council, final action deferred, Ap 12, 5:3
C of C passes resolution to petition council to grant franchise to new company, My 7, 8:1
Protest filed by patrons with city comrs against high rates charged by Central Union Tele co, My 14, 3:2
Giving franchise to new co opposed, 11r, My 15, 8:1; My 16, 8:1
Proposed new franchise discussed, My 17, 8:1
City council's action in franchise dispute criticized, ed, My 18, 4:1
New company favored, 11r, My 18, 5:4
Proposed franchise disapproved, 11r, My 20, 7:4
Granting franchise to Central Union co urged, 11r, My 21, 6:2; granting franchise to new company urged, 11r, My 21, 6:2
Granting proposed franchise to Central Union co disapproved, 11r, My 22, 6:1
New franchise discussed, final action by council deferred, My 24, 8:2
Citizens withdraw endorsement of franchise with Central Union Telephone co, My 27, 5:4
Rejection by council of proposed franchise to Central Union Telephone co praised, ed, My 28, 4:1; My 30, 4:1
Extension of franchise to Central Union Telephone co recommended by C of C, Je 4, 5:5
Resolution offering 5-year franchise to Central Union Telephone co read and filed by council, Je 7, 8:3
Hugh A Holmes & co of Detroit seeks franchise, Je 8, 3:2
Efforts of C of C to correct rate situation praised, 11r, Ja 29, 3:1; inauguration of 1st class independent co cited as best means to reduce rates (ed, Ravenna Repub), Je 18, 4:2
Endorsement of Central Union Tele co franchise and withdrawal by city comrs, Hugh A Holmes & co franchise ord withdrawn, Je 20, 4:7
Central Union Telephone co franchise passed by council, legality doubted, N 15, 1:4; legality discussed, N 16, 3:3
Inconsistencies of Mayor Young on matter of franchise satirized, ed, N 16, 4:1
Franchise granted to Central Union co protested by citizens' com, N 17, 1:5
Council passes ord granting Central Union Tele co franchise, N 17, 1:6; N 18, 7:4; Central
TELEPHONES - AURON (cont)
Union Tele co accepts franchise, N 17, 6:5
Protest meeting planned by citizens against franchise granted Central Union Telephone co, N 18, 1:6; franchise protested at citizens' meeting, N 19, 1:6
Lack of rate schedule in franchise granted Central Union Telephone co criticized, ed, N 18, 4:1
Advantage of single co cited, ed, N 18, 4:1
People's right to be heard in franchise dispute cited, ed, N 19, 4:1
Awarding franchise to only one co urged, reduction of rates demanded, ed, N 21, 4:1
Repeal of ord granting Central Union Telephone co franchise urged, ed, N 21, 4:2; repeal defeated in council, N 22, 1:4
Citizens propose injunction suit in dispute, N 22, 3:2
Competition urged as last resort to obtain fair prices, ed, N 22, 4:1
City council criticized for refusing to repeal ord granting franchise to Central Union Telephone co, ed, N 22, 4:1
Failure to repeal blamed on dem members, N 22, 4:3
Patrons org to fight franchise of Central Union Telephone co, exec to meet and officers elected, N 23, 1:5; notify co that franchise is not legal, N 23, 3:3
Council favors repeal of franchise ord, N 25, 1:7; gives second reading of ord to repeal, N 26, 8:1; lack of quorum prevents passage, N 28, 1:4
Forcing Central Union Tele co to reasonable terms urged, ed, N 28, 4:1
Review of citizens' franchise com meeting, N 29, 1:4
Dispute discussed, 1lr, N 30, 4:3; D 2, 1:5
Competition unsatisfactory solution to franchise dispute, ed, U 2, 4:1
Citizens' com requests city com to delay action, U 3, 3:2
Officials of Central Union Telephone co meet com of subscribers to discuss rates, U 7, 1:5; fairness on both sides urged, ed, D 7, 4:1; co submits proposals, U 8, 1:5; citizens' com favorably impressed by co's proposals, U 9, 1:4; resolutions of citizens' com mailed to co, D 15, 1:7; franchise controversy between citi-

THANKSGIVING DAY
Cited as day of rejoicing, ed, N 23, 4:2
Observance in Akron reviewed, N 25, 4:3; 8:2
Subject of address by Rev Charles Edward Keller at First ME ch, N 25, 8:2
Subject of address by Rev John Herron at First ME ch, N 25, 8:4
Observed in various chs, N 25, 8:5
THOM, JOHN
Death, N 10, 3:3; N 11, 5:5
THATCHER, C A
Authority of Ohio bd of dental examiners to revoke license denied by Atty-Gen Monnett, Ja 27, 2:4
THIESS, ELLA M
Names Minnie C Osborn in property suit, Jy 22, 3:4
THIESS (OR), H C
Favors new telephone co, 1lr, My 18, 5:4
THIESS ANI SPINDLER
Arthur J Rowley apptd assignee, Jy 23, 7:3
THIEL, NICOLAS
Uninjured in wagon collision, Je 26, 8:3
THIRD NATL EXCHANGE BANK (Sandusky)
Involved in mortgage foreclosure suit, D 13, 2:3
THOMAS, ALBERT (Racine)
Arrested on charge of counterfeiting tobacco tags, N 26, 6:4; pardoned by Gov Bushnell, D 7, 2:4
THOMAS (OR), C N
Lectures on Cuba and struggle of its people for independence before universalist ch, F 8, 8:1
THOMAS, CATHERINE P
Named by City of Akron in answer to injunction suit, Ap 4, 5:5
THOMAS, DAVID L
Fined for intoxication, N 14, 3:1
THOMAS, DAVID W
Fined for intoxication and fast driving, Je 15, 3:4
THOMAS, F F
App'td by Gov Bushnell to bd of trustees of Ohio State reformatory, Jy 18, 2:5
THOMAS, H & CO
Names Akron Gas & Oil co in collection suit, Jy 6, 3:2
THOMAS, HENRY (Gay Falls)
Nominated postmaster by Pres William McKinley, Ap 23, 5:5; appt'd confirmed by sen, My 6, 4:4; recs comm, Je 4, 4:6
THOMAS (REV), J M (Paleyma)
Sermon, D 28, 8:5
THOMAS (MAJ), J W (Union City)
Killed in grist mill explosion, D 14, 2:4
THOMAS, NATE (Waukon)
Killed in fall under trip hammer, F 1, 3:5
THOMAS (SCHOOL SOFT), R S
Speaks before Mothers' and Teachers' Circle of Crosby school, Ja 13, 5:1
Addresses Central Labor union on schools and teachers, F 18, 8:1
Addresses Mothers' and Teachers' meeting on influence of proper environment, Mr 1, 8:3
Retention as supt of schools urged, ed, Mr 26, 4:2
Lectures on educ before Central Falls ch, Mr 26, 6:1
Election of bd of educ that will retain him unixed, ed, Ap 2, 4:2
Proposes goodwill and cooperation among school pupils, parents, and teachers, 1lr, S 16, 8:1
Awarded Bachelor of Philosophy degree by Mr Hope coll, S 20, 8:4
Corrects error in report of bd of educ meeting, 1lr, N 3, 5:5
Urges decoration of school rooms, 1lr, N 10, 3:5
Warns parents of fraudulent book seller, D 13, 8:5
THOMAS, ROBERT
Sentenced to stone pile for vagrancy, Jy 27, 5:6
Fined for intoxication, U 27, 4:2
THOMAS, WILLIAM AND MARGARET
Adopt Mary Lingo, Ap 13, 3:3
THOMAS, WILLIAM (Warren)
Injured when lightning strikes machinery, Je 16, 2:5
THOMAS LUMBER & BLDG CO
Names Joseph C and Belle Hill in collection suit, Ag 31, 3:1
Names John H Heisler in collection suit, S 13, 3:5; wins suit, O 17, 1:3
Files petition requesting appeal of trustee in suit against Joseph and Katie Heisler, N 7, 3:4; Saves Big & Loan co files answer and cross petition, O 3, 3:4
With Mary E Hornun named in priority of claims petition by Walter R Nett, N 7, 3:3; files answer and cross petition to suit of Walter R Nett against Mary E Hornun and others, N 16, 3:4

THOMAS ORCHESTRA
Instruments damaged in train wreck at Dunkirk, Mr 30, 1:5

THOMPSON, ABRAHAM
Eulogy, ed, Je 6, 4:1

THOMPSON (OR), ALEXANDER (Toledo)
Held on counterfeiting chg, Je 4, 1:5; Ja 6, 2:7

THOMPSON, GEORGE
Sentenced for vagrancy, N 28, 4:4

THOMPSON, HARRY
Named by Andrew Lippsett estate in personal injury suit, O 15, 3:3

THOMPSON, HARVEY S
Sets suite against ABC & CO, F 22, 5:2

THOMPSON, JAMES (Elyria)
Escapes from Lorain county jail, Mr 14, 1:3

THOMPSON, OTIS
Dies during Spanish-American war service, S 2, 3:3; S 6, 3:4

THOMPSON, SI (Youngstown)
Escapes from Mahoning county jail, N 4, 7:2

THOMPSON & LAMB CO (Toledo)
Forms fishery syndicate with J O and J N Dewey co, Ag 31, 3:2

THORLEY, GEORGE (Waynesburg)
Drowned, Jy 2, 2:5

THORNTON, CHARLES A
Admitted to Ohio State bar, Je 13, 3:2

THORPE, WEBSTER
App'td asr of William C Allen estate, Ja 4, 7:8

THORPE, HENRY (Elyria)
Res damaged by fire, vandalism claimed, Ja 11, 2:4

THORPE, R. T (Sabina)
Grocery store robbed, D 30, 2:4

THROID POLYTECHNIC INST (Passadena, Calif)
Dr Edward W Claypole joins faculty as natural science instructor, Je 18, 4:4

THURBY, FLOYD (Inland)
Burn destroyed by fire, Jy 19, 8:4

THURBY, NEWTON
Anna Thursby apptd guardian, O 25, 3:4

THURBY, O. W (Green)
Res robbed, Je 7, 8:5

THURBY, SAMUEL (Green)
Store robbery attempted, Je 23, 8:4

THURBY, WILLIAM
Divorced by wife Mary, Mr 9, 1:6

THRSTON (O. S. SEN)
Address on patriotism, O 13, 6:3

THING (PROF), CHARLES F
Addresses commencement exercises of Akron normal schools, Je 11, 3:3

TIBBALS, C. S
Funeral, Je 3, 4:3

TIBBALS, JOHN L
Funeral, D 1, 6:5

TIBBALS (JUDGE), NEVELL D
Address on peace and war at Trinity Luth ch, My 2, 5:3

TIBBALS, NEWTON L
Arrested on chg of robbing the mails, Ap 11, 5:4

TIBBS, HENRY (Bedford)
Escapes from city jail, Ja 18, 2:7

TIBBS, SMITH
Case with A K Day settled out of ct, Je 20, 3:2

TILLOTSON, A
Bldg destroyed by fire, N 7, 1:6; plans constr of new business block on Howard st, N 15, 1:6; D 3, 1:3

TILTON (CAPT), JOHN G
Seeks recruits for army, Mr 23, 6:2

TIME
Information sought on beginning of 20th century, Mr 31, 1:4

TIMLIN, MICHAEL (Youngstown)
Killed by furnace gas, O 24, 6:4

TIMMERMAN, R
Fined for abusing Hugh Collins, My 13, 8:2

TIMMERMANN, CHARLES
Fined for fighting, N 23, 5:2

TIN FLATE INDIAN
Combine repts to have ordered large number of Cleve factories closed, D 1, 1:1

TINKER, ALBERT B
Wins collection suit against Robert C Bailey and Samuel J Bender by default, F 14, 3:2

TINKER, GERTRUDE E
Deather, F 22, 3:5; eulogy, Mr 8, 3:3

TIP TOP BICYCLE CLUB
Petsitions council to build bicycle paths, Ag 5, 8:2

TIFFFIECE (CLEv)
Abandons proposed trip to Gov Asa S Bushnell inauguration, Ja 4, 1:3

TISCH, NEVAN
Estate names ABC & CO in damage suit, Ag 13, 3:4

TISEN, ABRAHAM
Death, Ja 19, 8:4; blog., Ja 19, 6:5; funeral, Ja 20, 8:3; C E Truesler apptd admr of estate, Ag 5, 3:6

TISEN, EMILIA
J W Kreigbush apptd guardian, Ag 10, 3:4

TISSANDIER, E (Union Plains)
Store robbed, F 21, 3:6

TITE, FRANK (Elyria)
Res robbed, Ja 26, 2:3

TOBACCO
Lima bd of educ starts war against sale to school children, F 15, 1:5

TOBIN, VINCENT A
Injured when hand is caught between rollers, Ap 7, 5:4

TOMA, WILLIAM (Canton)
Makes assignment, Ja 29, 2:4

TONI (OR), E C
Speaks before Akron Soc of Natural History, D 16, 6:2

TOWNSEND, ELIZABETH (Medina)
With Frank H Robert and Emma Hawley sues Chippewa co to establish ownership of land near lake, U 13, 3:3

TOOL, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, Ap 11, 5:5

TOOL, JOSEPH
Fined for intoxication, Ap 11, 5:5

TOOLY, JULIUS
Death, U 1, 3:1; funeral, D 2, 3:1

TOWN, WILKINS (Canton)
Makes assignment, Ja 29, 2:4

TOREDADES
Disregard by naval commanders cited, ed, My 19, 4:1

TOUSSAINT, CHARLES
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOUSSAINT & CO (Toledo)
Stricken with rabies, S 29, 2:3

TOUGER, JOHN
Household goods damaged by fire, Ap 29, 8:2

TOULD, CHARLES
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD, JOSEPH
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5

TOULD (OR), F A (Toledo)
Fined for intoxication, F 4, 3:5
TRAVELERS’ INS CO
Decision in favor of Odessa Wearnster affirmed by state sup ct, Ap 15, 1:5

TRAVEL
In Eur and the Holy Land subject of lecture before Young Men's Catholic union by Rev. Patrick O'Brien, Ja 27, 3:1
Subject of lecture by Newton Chalker at St Paul's Episcopal ch, N 17, 5:4

T Rakalewks, A E
Res damaged by lightning, My 19, 3:3

TRACY, ARTHUR
Injured when hand slips under tin knife, My 27, 6:3

TRACK AND FIELD
Frank Howland wins 2 seconds and one third place in Univ school field day meet, Je 7, 5:3
Akon holds annual field day, Je 20, 5:1
TRACY (COPP), MARTIN J (Colts)
Injured in fall from horizontal bars, D 24, 2:4; D 26, 2:4
Injured in fall in gymnasium, U 30, 2:4
TRUSHERS INS CO (Chicago)
Named in collection suit by Valley Rubber co assignees, D 31, 3:5; with Palentine ins co of Manchester (Eng) files answer to suit brought by Valley Rubber co assignees, U 3, 3:4

TRAFFIC
Lewis Nettle and James and Walter Manning arrested on speeding chg, S 19, 5:3
TRAFFIC ASSN, JOINT (Cinti)
Dissolution predicted by Ingalls, D 27, 2:5

TRAVERS, JAMES
Fined for fighting, Je 14, 5:2

TREAS, PHILIP B
Sues Akron St Ry & Illuminating co for damages, U 7, 3:5
TREAT (NKS), W S (Tallmadge)
Turkeys stolen, N 30, 8:4
TRENT, WILLIAM (Galton)
Held in beating of Michael Hardeman, Jy 19, 2:4
TRENT, CHARLES
Sues wife Anna for divorce, Ap 13, 3:3
TREICH, EDWARD (Canton)
Locates missing wife, Ag 20, 6:1
TREMONT NATL BANK (Boston)
Names John F Seiberling & co in judgment foreclosure petition, F 17, 3:5
Names First Natl bank of Ravenna in cross petition to suit against F Seiberling and others, Ap 26, 5:4

TRENOFSKI, JOHN F (Fireman), (Toledo)
Missing after fire, My 21, 2:1
TRESSLER, JACOB
Named by Red Cross Grand commandery in property recovery suit, My 13, 5:3
TRESSELL, WILLIAM
Suicide, Je 30, 2:2
TRETTER, FRANK
Suicide, Ap 23, 2:3

TRICHINOSIS
Christian Schonerstadt dies after eating raw pork, Newark, Ap 5, 2:5
TREN, HARRY
Fined for disorderly conduct, Ap 13, 3:2
TRUMBLE, WILLIAM C
Suicide, Je 15, 2:4
TRUMMER, FRANK
Shot in leg during brawl, Elko, Jy 26, 2:3

TRINITY LUTHERAN CH
Elects deacons, Ja 4, 5:3
Sunday school bd appts com, Ja 5, 5:1
Sponsors lecture on Gustavus Adolphus career by Dr S A Orth, F 1, 8:3
Sponsors address by County Treas L C Miles on peace and war, My 2, 5:3
Circle of King's Daughters elects officers, D 15, 1:7

TRINITY LUTHERAN CH (cont)
Holds Christmas exercises, D 29, 8:5
TRÜSTER, C E
Agptd admr of Abraham Ilsen estate, Ag 5, 3:6
TRUAX, EDWARD H
Death, Je 16, 5:1; funeral, Je 16, 5:4
TRUAX, R H (Toledo)
Arrested on criminal libel chg, Ja 25, 1:3
TRUMETTO, DOMINIC (Cleveland)
Killed in fall when cable breaks on furnace car, F 5, 1:2
TRUMFRIEDER, HUBERT E
Disorderly conduct chg dismissed, M 31, 6:2
TRUPPEY (MS), JAMES (Medina)
Shot and wounded by James McStockard, Mr 22, 1:4
TRUSCOTT, H J
Losses judgment suit brought by Ernest A Jones, F 4, 4:4
Losses foreclosure suit brought by Royal A Lowery, F 16, 4:7

TRUSTS
Anti-trust bill introduced in Ohio legis, Ja 25, 1:1
Investigations of Clay legis com begins, Ja 28, 1:2; investigation continues, Christian Norten testifies before com, Ja 29, 1:5; Joseph Roof and others testify, Ja 29, 2:5
Allen anti-trust bill discussed, Ja 29, 4:4
Legis com makes thorough investigation of business methods, F 2, 3:7
Cast iron pipe trust dissolved by U S ct of appeals, F 15, 2:5
Atty-Gen Monett reveals harm resulting from combinations, F 28, 4:5
Legis investigating com files report, Mr 10, 2:1
Anti-trust bill passed by sen, pending in house, Mr 24, 4:2
Amer Potters' union urges outing of pottery trust, D 20, 2:4
TUCKER (MAYOR), ARTHUR (Manchester)
Elected to be youngest mayor in Ohio, Ap 19, 2:4
TUCKER, RALPH (Granville)
Arrested on chg of desecrating cemetery, D 11, 2:3
TUCKER, WILLIAM (Clev)
Killed by gas explosions in tunnel, Jy 12, 2:4
TUCKER, WILLIAM H (Toledo)
Nominated by Pres William McKinley for postmaster, D 15, 2:4
TUESDAY AFTERNOON CLUB
Sponsors Wagner recital, F 2, 5:2

TUESDAY AFTERNOON CLUB (cont)
Concert, Edward MacDowell soloist, F 3, 5:2
Concert, My 19, 8:1
Donation of musical books to Akron Pub Library planned, Je 2, 4:5
Changes name to Tuesday Musical club, Je 2, 5:6
Donates music to Akron Public Library, U 16, 1:7
TUESDAY MUSICAL CLUB
New name of Tuesday Afternoon club, Je 2, 5:6
Plans concert for dedication of new rooms of Akron Pub Library, Je 2, 4:5
Hold meeting, elects officers, Je 7, 5:4
Ladies' div elects officers, Je 8, 4:2
Concert, Je 15, 5:2
Classes season, Je 21, 8:5
Presents concert, O 5, 5:2
Activities approved, ed, U 14, 4:1
Sponsors concert with Chicago Festival orchestra, U 14, 5:3; U 15, 5:2
TUFFTS, WILLIAM
Suit brought by Shepperd B Lafferty and B B Clark appealed, F 28, 3:3
Named by S B Lafferty and B B Clark in collection suit, Ap 1, 3:1

TULSA (BRADSMAN), CHARLES
Injured at Ironon when rr engine explodes, Je 15, 2:5
TUCKEY, JOHN
Funeral, Mr 14, 8:6
TUPPLET, FARMER
Res near Summit Lake robbed, My 5, 4:7
TURNER (MRS), ADAM
Funeral, Ap 12, 8:5
TURNER, FRED B (Youngstown)
Agptd asst postmaster by Postmaster Shaffer, Ja 20, 3:4
TURNER, LUCY
Fined for unhitching horse and leading it away, held to probate ct, Je 24, 8:5; sentence on horse stealing suspended, Jy 14, 3:4
TURNER, LUTE
Held in robbery of Janson Bunker, Je 23, 5:5
TURNER, WILLIAM
Presents masquerade ball, F 9, 5:5
TUSCARAWAS COAL & IRON CO
Wins collection suit against John F Seiberling, Mr 4, 3:4
Answer and cross petition in bank's suit against J F Seiberling replied to by First Natl bank of Ravenna, U 3, 3:3
TUSSGEVE INDIAN INST
Subject of address by Robert Taylor at First Cong ch, Mr 21, 1:3

TUTTLE, GEORGE M
Names John Johnson in note collection suit, My 18, 3
Names Wilbur Jones and others in collection suit, N 29, 3
Twine, R M (Delaware)
Rec's notice of bequest in will of Uncle Twine, My 26, 2:5; My 30, 2:5

TWINBURG TWP
Dem casus list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:2
Repub casus list of nominees, Mr 23, 8:2

TYLER, JOHN (Canton)
Arraigned on forgery indictments, gives bond, Ja 26, 3:4; sentenced on forgery chg, Mr 7, 2:3

TYLER (MOS), M D (Clay)
Eight cancers removed by operation, F 25, 5:2

TYPHOID FEVER
Epidemic rept at Bridgeport, Ja 24, 1:6
Five cases rept to health dept, F 7, 5:4
Spread of disease blamed on 2 unclean wells, Nr 1, 1:6
Five people ill at Turkeyfoot Lake, epidemic feared, Ag 20, 4:4
Prevalence in U S army camps discussed, ed, S 1, 4:1

TYPOGRAPHICAL UNION, AKRON
Elects officers, Mr 7, 1:5

TYPOGRAPHICAL UNION, COLS
Proposes 9-hr day for book and job offices, O 4, 2:4

TYSON, FUNERAL OF INFANT, S 27, 8:3

U

UDICUS, WILLIAM
Fired for intoxication, N 15, 1:5

UNSTEAD (OR AND MOS), Rittman
Injured when thrown from buggy, S 14, 1:6

UNSTEAD (MOS), S
Names Robert Hurst and A W Lockhart in damage suit, Jy 29, 3:3

UNDERWOOD, C H (Massillon)
Rescues unknown lady from path of train, Ag 16, 4:5

UNDERWOOD, E S
Elected health officer, My 7, 5:3

UNDERWOOD (MOS), T N (N Y)
Killed in leap from window during fire, D 20, 1:2

UNDERWOOD, IRA L (South Richmond)
Loses 100 ducks when brooder stove explodes, My 18, 8:3

BUYS parcel of land from Sarah Miller, D 8, 8:2

UNDERWOOD, LILLY AND RICHARD
Named in property detention suit brought by Lizzie Yeom, S 24, 6:2

UNDERWOOD, LOUISA (Ghent)
With Ida L Black and Alpha Robinson recs quit claim deed to parcels of land from Sarah Miller, D 8, 8:2

UNDERWOOD, RICHARD.
See Underwood, Lilly

UNDERWOOD, RICHARD (Stow Corners)
Held on chg of illegal sale of liquor, Ag 20, 4:6; fined and sentenced on chg of unlawfully keeping place for sale of liquor, S 20, 3:6; released after serving jail sentence, O 7, 5:6; criminal chgs dropped from docket, U 21, 3:4

UNDERWOOD, WARDEN J
Final estate acct filed, D 25, 3:3

UNDERWOOD, WILLIAM (Gellefontaine)
Held on chg of assault on Charles Jackson, O 7, 2:4

UNDERWRIGHTS' ASSN, AKRON
Officers elected, Ja 11, 4:7

Named in dissolution suit by State of Ohio, N 4, 1:5

Named in ouster suit by State of Ohio, N 8, 4:2; suit continues, O 2, 8:3; charter revoked by order of sup ct, D 23, 1:4

Dissolution case reopened by Ohio sup ct, D 24, 1:2; D 26, 1:2; dissolution of ins trust expected, S 30, 2:4; 8:4

UNION, FEDERAL
Akron council and Diamond council No 48 consol, officers elected, Ja 21, 3:6; holds meeting at Mogadore, Ap 7, 5:4

UNION CHARITY INDIAN SCHOOL
Appropriation made by bd of educ, N 2, 5:5

UNION ELEVATOR PLANT (Toledo)
David Kemp testifies in investigation of explosion, S 29, 2:3

Nineteenth victim of fire found in ruins, Toledo, N 21, 6:2

UNION MUTUAL FIRE INS CO
Suit against Enterprise Mfg co appealed, Ag 31, 3:2

UNION MUTUAL FIRE INS CO (cont)
Names Enterprise Mfg co in collection suit, O 18, 3:4; answers questioning dismissal of suit filed by Enterprise, N 22, 3:4

UNION NATL BANK (Cleveland)
Wins collection suit against John F Seiberling, N 4, 3:4

Suit against Akron Machine co dismissed, D 24, 1:5

Assignee authorized to repair property damaged by fire, N 21, 3:4

UNION NATL BANK (Zanesville)
In case against Zanesville St Ry & Elec co motion to make petition more definite, Ja 6, 5:4; wins suit, Ap 26, 5:4

UNION POLITICAL CLUB
Acquitted of being dishonest and un-American, ed, N 15, 4:1

Sees end of scheme, ed, N 16, 4:1

UNION ROLLING STOCK CO
With Bristol and South Wales Wagon co, Scottish wagon co, and North Central Wagon co wins judgment against C&G rr co, O 6, 5:4

UNION SUBURBAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO (Cleveland)
Incorporates, Ag 24, 2:5; Ag 25, 5:2

UNION TANK LINE CO (Cleveland)

Named in oyster suit by State of Ohio, N 10, 3:3

UNION TUBE & IRON CO (Warren)
Elects bd of dirs, Ja 20, 3:1

UNION TOWN HS
Alumni assn holds picnic at Silver Lake, elects officers, Ja 22, 8:6

UNITED BRETHREN CH
Wins in damage suit of Levi P Sawyer, Ja 25, 3:1

Fifth conv of Young People's Christian union held at Toledo, Je 17, 2:5

Prohibition league hears address by Rev B C Gaywood, Je 22, 3:2

East Ohio conf at Coshocton closes annual session, S 27, 2:5

Assigns presiding elders in Akron and Barberton dists, S 28, 3:1

UNITED BRETHREN CH (Barberton)
Trustees file petition to encumber ch property to borrow money, Ja 6, 5:4

Sunday school elects officers, Ja 10, 3:5

UNITED BRETHREN CH (Everett)
Named by John Johcker in mortgage foreclosure suit, Mr 26, 3:2; loses suit, Ap 26, 5:4

UNITED EVANGELICAL CH (Greentown)
Holds 2nd annual meeting, Ag 26, 8:1

UNITED EVANGELICAL CH
Ohio conf opens session, elects officers, Greensburg, S 22, 3:1

UNITED EVANGELICAL CH (Inland)
Ohio conf session continues, S 23, 1:2; S 27, 3:2

Sunday school gives cantata, D 26, 8:2

UNITED EVANGELICAL CH (Summit)
Sunday school reorganizes, elects officers, D 28, 8:3

UNITED EVANGELICAL CH (Turkeyfoot Lake)
Holds immersing services, Je 22, 8:1

UNITED PRESBY CH (Lisbon)
Clev presbytery rejects rule against licensing tobacco users to preach, O 27, 2:5

UNITED SALT CO
Not to locate in Akron, My 18, 3:4

UNITED STATES
Govt praised for prompt action in sending relief to Klondike sufferers, ed, Ja 14, 4:1

Ohio naval reserve replaces married men with single men, Toledo, Ap 22, 2:5

Annexation of Hawaiian Islands urged, ed, Je 3, 4:2

Amer attempts to bring harmony to the new possessions (cartoon, Chicago Chronicle), Ag 9, 4:3

Duty and destiny subject of talk by Rabbi Gries at High st temple, U 13, 5:5

Press William McKinley's views on duty to liberate people quoted, ed, D 24, 4:1

ADMIN
Support by pub urged, ed, D 27, 4:3

AGRICULTURE, DEPT OF
Scientific and businesslike methods praised, ed, Ja 20, 4:1

AMBASSADORS
England
Exclusion of poor men because of low pay criticized, ed, D 9, 4:2

ARMAMENTS
Bill introduced in sen making appropriation for defense of Ohio and U S ports in case of war with Spain, Ap 1, 3:3

Revolution of modern warfare seen in substitute of dynamite for gunpowder in naval guns, ed, Je 21, 4:1
United States—Army (cont)

In camp discussed, ed, Ag 29, 4:1; reviewed, Ag 29, 5:3

Proclamation for city reception to Geo B 8th regt on furlough issued by Mayor W. Young, Ag 29, 1:5

Eighth Ohio regt band praised, Ag 29, 8:2

Transport of 8th regt mounts discussed, Ag 29, 8:3

Condition of 8th regt on board USS Mohawk, tracted, Ag 30, 1:1

Fifth Ohio inf ordered mustered out of service, Ag 30, 2:4

Deplorable camp conditions of 6th Ohio regt at Chillicothe, Ag 30, 2:4

Eighth Ohio regt reception discussed, Ag 30, 3:3

Co B 8th Ohio regt given reception on furlough, Ag 31, 1:4

Co B 3rd Ohio regt at Fernandina (Fla) regt shows much illness, Ag 31, 2:4

Method of reception for 8th Ohio regt on furlough suggested, Itr, Ag 31, 4:1

Eighth Ohio regt camp life at Camp Vicksburg described, S 1, 1:1; eighth Ohio regt camp conditions rapidly improved, S 1, 1:6

First Ohio cavalry furnished by Ohio RR co with transport trains for sick troops, S 1, 2:4

Capt Batcheler appointed mustering officer for Ohio troops, S 1, 2:4

Ohio soldiers given reception on furlough, S 1, 3:3

Co F assigned to provost duty at Camp Meade, S 1, 3:4

Proposed investigation of camp conditions by Gen Wheeler discussed, ed, S 1, 4:1

Large reception urged for soldiers returning from Santiago, (Cuba), ed, S 1, 4:1

Reception for 8th Ohio regt urged, Itr, S 1, 5:2

Deplorable camp conditions of 10th Ohio regt at Camp Meade reported, S 1, 5:4

Eighth Ohio regt ordered transferred, S 2, 1:4

Consideration of soldiers urged in reception for 8th Ohio regt on furlough, S 2, 4:2

360a

United States—Elections (cont)

Free silver coinage question considered dead issue by Col Charles Dick, N 10, 1:2; seen as weak campaign issue, ed, N 10, 4:1

Congress

Col Charles Dick denies candidacy, N 14, 1:6

R. H. Ober nominated prohibitionist candidate from 19th dist, Je 6, 5:2

Originality of campaign methods used in 20th Ohio dist discussed, ed, Je 11, 4:2

Repub victory predicted, ed, Je 20, 4:1

Col Dick and Ober announce candidacy for repub nomination, por, S 13, 1:4

Farmer and Owen endorsed by opponent of Col Dick (Clev Recorder), S 13, 3:3

Thomas H. Gillmor announces candidacy at Warren, S 13, 4:5

Movement began to draft Hon George F. Robinson of Ravenna, S 13, 4:5

Candidacy of Col Charles Dick endorsed, ed, Conneaut Evening News, S 13, 4:5

Charles L. Swain nominated in 2nd Ohio dist by dem party, J H Brownwell nominated by repub party, S 17, 2:5

John F. Fellett nominated in 1st Ohio dist by dems, W R Stalnaker nominated by rebs, S 17, 2:5

Maj Keyser's candidacy praised, ed, S 18, 4:2

Col Charles Dick honored at nomination, O 6, 1:4; congratulated on nomination, O 6, 1:6; election urged, ed, O 6, 4:1

Col Dick's nomination endorsed by Ohio papers, ed, O 6, 4:4

Bill Sawyer's candidacy disapproved, ed, O 8, 4:3

Campaign influence by rebs urged, ed, O 11, 4:1

Col Charles Dick urges with Sen Hamlin to urge repub voters to support party (Clev Leader), O 12, 4:6

ultimo effort by rebs urged, ed, O 13, 4:1

Defeat of dems in coming election urged, ed, O 14, 4:1

Election of Col Charles Dick urged, ed, O 14, 4:2

Election for short term disapproved, ed, O 14, 4:3

Col Dick's election predicted (Ashland Sentinel), O 14, 4:4

Election of repub cong urged, ed, O 17, 4:2

Dem victory in coming election seen as disaster by party, ed, O 18, 4:1; to nation, ed, N 4, 4:2

Defeat of dem candidates urged, ed, O 27, 4:3

Campaign activities in Ohio revd, O 28, 1:4

Free silver seen as dead campaign issue, ed, O 28, 4:3
UNITED STATES - ELECTIONS - Congress (cont)
Support of repub ticket essential to maintain honor of country ed, N 5, 4:6
Col Charles Dick's campaign revd, N 7, 1:7
Continuation of repubs in power urged ltr, N 7, 4:5
Cong results in Fairfield twp, N 10, 6:2
Reelection of Rep John L Lentz criticized, ed, N 11, 4:1
Col Charles Dick files expense acct, N 16, 3:1
N 17, 3:1
Number of members who are natives of Ohio, ed, N 25, 4:1
Pluralities in Ohio dists, N 30, 4:2

Dem Convention
R B Gordon nominated by 4th dist, My 25, 2:5
Dr J A Norton by 13th dist, Je 23, 2:4; J A McDowell by 7th dist, Jy 15, 3:6; John L Breuner by 3rd dist, Ag 24, 2:5; Dr L L Moore by 16 dist, Ag 31, 2:4; W A C Peoples by 11th dist, Ag 31, 2:4; Capt L H Whiteman by 6th dist, Ag 31, 2:4; Walter H Oly by 8th dist, Ag 31, 2:4; Henry R Stuhr by 15th dist, S 7, 2:2; John L Zimmerman by 7th dist, S 16, 2:5; John Fallett by 1st dist, S 16, 3:3; Charles L Swain by 2nd dist, S 16, 3:3; Maj Charles C Weibruch by 18th dist, S 2, 4:1; S 14, 1:4; S 17, 1:3; Rev Alva Crabtree by 10th dist, S 21, 2:4; Samuel Meekison by 5th cong dist, S 28, 2:5; R W Nevins and H Phelps by 19th dist, S 18, 4:3
Campaign tactics of Maj Weibruch criticized, ed, O 1, 4:4

Populist Convention
Nominates Wharton Barker pres and Ignatius Donnelly vp, S 7, 2:1

President
Probable candidacies viewed as evolving from war heroes, ed, My 9, 4:2
Bryan endorsed by 6th Ohio dist, Ag 31, 2:4
Free coinage advocates prepare to spend large sum in campaign, ed, O 11, 4:3
Dees' vilification of Pres William McKinley denounced, ed, O 13, 4:1
Attitude of Pres William McKinley during Spanish-Amer war praised, ed, O 13, 4:3

Representative
State Sen James R Garfield announces candidacy, F 11, 3:3

UNITED STATES - ELECTIONS - Representative (cont)
Col Charles Dick denies rumors of candidacy, F 11, 5:2
Third party candidate open declaration urged, ed, W 8, 4:1
Col Charles Dick nomination endorsed, ed, O 20, 4:1
Invitation for joint debates with rival candidates refused by Col Charles Dick, O 24, 1:7
Col Dick recs many congratulations, O 25, 1:4
Thomas H Gillmor files expense acct, O 26, 3:3
Defeat of John J Lentz urged, ed, O 26, 4:1
Earnest effort by repub candidates urged, ed, O 27, 4:1
Summit county urged to support Col Dick, ed, O 27, 4:3
Col Charles Dick opens repub campaign at Copley, O 27, 5:2
Repub campaign plans revd, O 28, 3:3
Col Dick's candidacy approved, ltr, O 28, 6:1
Col Charles Dick speaks at Mogadore, O 28, 7:1
Campaign activities of Summit county revd, O 29, 1:6
Dem candidate R L Nevin speaks at Northfield, O 29, 1:6; campaign statements satirized, ed, O 31, 4:3
Election of Col Dick urged, ed, O 31, 4:3; N 1, 4:3; N 2, 4:4; N 3, 4:4; N 5, 4:3
Col Charles Dick speaks at Niles, O 31, 4:7; N 1, 6:1
Repub campaign opens at Jefferson, N 2, 5:4
Probable results in Ohio discussed, N 3, 4:6
Candacy of Col Charles Dick endorsed, ltr, N 4, 3:1; campaign tour revd, N 4, 3:3; speaks at repub campaign meeting, N 5, 1:1
Judge George K Nash speaks at repub campaign meeting, N 5, 1:1
Defeat of Rep John J Lentz urged, ed, N 5, 4:4
Col Dick's qualifications praised, ed, N 5, 4:7
Abuse of Pres William McKinley and repub party by Rep John J Lentz criticized, ed, N 5, 4:5
Voting of straight ticket by repubs urged, ed, N 7, 4:1
Election of Col Charles Dick urged (ed, Ravenna Repub), N 7, 4:4
Defeat of certain Ohio repub candidates blamed on Gov Asa Bushnell, ed, N 12, 4:1
Repub victory in Ohio predicted, N 8, 1:3
Col Charles Dick closes campaign at Barberton, N 8, 1:7

UNITED STATES - ELECTIONS - Representative (cont)
Election of Col Dick predicted, ed, N 8, 4:1
Official returns for Hamilton county, N 9, 1:3
Returns in Summit county, N 9, 1:6
Col Charles Dick's plurality estimated, N 9, 1:6; large plurality cited, N 9, 1:3
Detailed returns in Summit county, N 9, 2:1
Repub plurality in Ohio given, N 9, 3:3
Repub victory applauded, ed, N 9, 4:1
Weaver elected to house by repubs in 7th dist, N 10, 1:2
Results in 3rd and 7th dists reported doubtful, N 10, 2:2
Repub Weaver elected in 7th dist, dem Brenner elected in 3rd, N 10, 6:2
H C Van Voorhis elected to house from 15th dist, N 11, 2:4
Col Charles Dick files expense account, N 16, 3:1; recs commission as US repr, N 18, 1:7; pluralities given for several Ohio counties, D 1, 3:3

Repub Convention
E P Middleton nominated for cong by conv bolters, W 23, 1:3
Cong Lybard renominated, W 23, 1:3
Cong Seth W Smith renominated by 6th dist, Ap 13, 2:2
S J Morgan nominated by 10th dist, Ap 20, 2:5
mater R Weaver renominated by 7th dist, Ap 29, 2:7
Repr Northway renominated by 9th dist, My 4, 1:3
State Sen John S Sullivan makes nominating speech for 19th dist, My 5, 8:1
Meeting date and place set for cong dist comprising Mahoning, Columbiana, and Stark counties, My 11, 6:1
H C Van Vooris nominated by 15th dist, My 11, 6:2; Cong Robert W Taylor renominated by 10th dist, Je 16, 2:5; W S Kerr renominated by 14th dist, Je 30, 6:4; Frank Taggart renominated by 17th dist, Ag 27, 2:4
Nomination of rep from Summit county urged, ed, S 10, 4:1; ed, S 12, 4:1
Party harmony expressed by candidates, S 12, 1:6
Various candidacies for nomination by 19th dist discussed (Clev Leader), S 12, 4:3
Hon J Park Alexander and Col George W Sieber denounced candidacies, S 14, 1:5
Judge O P Serra candidacy in 19th dist announced (Clev Plain Dealer), S 14, 1:5; various
UNITED STATES - ELECTIONS - Repub Convention (cont)
Col Charles Dick establishes hqrs at Warren, launches campaign for nomination, O 4, 3; nominated, brief biog given in presentation speech by Col George W Steiber, O 4, 3; correction of error in previous issue: Col Charles Dick nominated by County Twpas L C Miles instead of Col George W Steiber, O 5, 8:2
Col Dick nominated on 4th ballot, O 5, 1:1; nomination revd, O 5, 1:1
Lucius W Miles delivers address, O 5, 1:2
Dr L S Bright delivers address, O 5, 1:3
Sen J B Foraker delivers opening address at Wooster, O 5, 3:4
Nomination of Col Charles Dick praised, ed, O 5, 4:1

Sen Nineteenth dist nominates Col Charles W F Dick to fill vacancy left by death of Stephen A Northway, O 7, 4:4

UNITED STATES - ELECTIONS - Senate (cont)
Ohio industrial employees join in petition for re-election of Sen Marcus A Hanna, Ja 8, 2:7
Reelection of Sen Hanna urged, ed, Ja 8, 4:1
Sen Hanna lauded, ed, Ja 8, 4:2
Sen Mark A Hanna's reelection favored by Clev citizens, pol feeling runs high among repub factions, Ja 10, 1:1
Reelection of Mark A Hanna predicted, Ja 10, 1:3
Anti-Hanna leaders accused of bribery, Ja 10, 1:4
Calvin S Brice's stand on sen situation questioned, Cols, Ja 10, 1:4
Deb refuse to vote for Kurtz or any repub candidate, Cols, Ja 10, 1:4
Early history of sen race given, Cols, Ja 10, 1:4
Sen Mark A Hanna, campaignarga confident of reelection, Cols, Ja 10, 2:1
Situation remains same, Sen Mark A Hanna's enemies confess pol plunders; anti-Hanna people accused of bribery, Cols, Ja 10, 3:2
Sen Mark A Hanna's repub reelection assured, Robert E McKisson assured of den nomination, Cols, Ja 11, 2:1
Deb attempts bribery, Cols, Ja 11, 1:1
Deb nominates Clev Mayor Robert E McKisson for both long and short term senator, Cols, Ja 11, 2:2
Sen Mark A Hanna denies alleged offer to State Repr Otis, Cols, Ja 11, 1:3
Bribery chg denied by Sen Mark A Hanna campaign of A Hanna's long and short terms, Robert E McKisson and John J Lentz defeated, Cols, Ja 12, 1:1
Sen Marcus A Hanna reelection by gen assembly, Ja 12, 2:3
Seven repub members of gen assembly refuse to vote for Sen Marcus A Hanna, Ja 12, 2:7
Deb members of Ohio legis hold conf, Ja 12, 2:7
Speaker of the house Harry C Mason states principal reason for opposing election of Sen Marcus A Hanna, Ja 12, 3:7
Sen Marcus A Hanna congratulates crowd on behalf of repub party, Ja 12, 3:7
Reelection of Sen M A Hanna closes most remarkable pol contest in history of Ohio, Ja 13, 2:1

UNITED STATES - ELECTIONS - Senate (cont)
Sen Marcus A Hanna elected to senatorship for both long and short terms, Ja 13, 2:3
Election by direct vote of the people urged, ed, Ja 13, 4:1
Gov Asa S Bushnell denies opposing reelection of Sen Marcus A Hanna, Ja 14, 1:4
Allen O Myers accuses Pres William McKinley of conspiracy in reelection of Sen Marcus A Hanna, Ja 14, 2:5
Col Charles Dick praised for work in sen campaign, ed, Ja 14, 4:1
Col Charles Dick praised as indefatigable campaign worker, payed tribute by James B Morrow, ed, Ja 14, 4:3
Investigation of senatorial contest bribery charges against Sen Marcus A Hanna and others started by state sen com, Ja 15, 2:1
Mayor McKisson files notice of contest of election of Sen Mark Hanna, Clef, F 11, 2:4

Socialist Convention
Edward J Jacobs nominated in 1st cong dist, S 30, 2:4

Vice-President
Suggestion that Gen Wheeler run with Pres McKinley approved, ed, D 21, 4:1

FINANCES
Akron citizens buy large number of U S bonds, Je 15, 3:4
Demand light for U S govt bonds, Je 17, 3:3
War bond subscription rush praised, ed, Je 17, 4:1
Custom receipts for July, ed, Ag 25, 4:1

FLAG
Celebration of 121st birthday anniv urged, ed, Je 13, 4:2

INTERNAL REVENUE, DEPT OF
Frank McCord named collector for 18th Ohio dist, Je 21, 2:4
Charles F Leach named customs collector for dist of Gahagah Ohio, Je 3, 3:7
Col George P Waldorf takes chg of Toledo local office, discharges employees, installs new force, Je 8, 2:5
John O Hart resigns as war revenue collector for 19th dist, S F Bartlett appointed, Warren, Je 29, 3:1
Insufficient amount of stamps arrive in first supply, Jy 1, 3:5
UNITED STATES - INTERNAL REVENUE, DEPT OF (cont)
William Honecker appointed deputy collector at Lorain, S 2, 2:4
Harold H. Hollebeck appointed deputy collector, N 19, 3:2
Appalt of E H Zarhorst as customs collector confirmed by U S sen, D 16, 2:2
JUSTICE, DEPT OF
Appalt of Alexander C Caine special examiner, F 21, 3:7

NAVY
Personnel praised, ed, F 22, 4:1
Prepares Ohio naval reserve for anticipated war, H 8, 2:2
Marksmanship praised, ed, My 2, 4:1
First test of new types of war vessels, ed, My 10, 4:2
Naval bill containing clause for constr of 4 monitors praised, ed, Je 2, 4:2
Commissions Dr William E Wirt as lt (Clev Leader), Je 17, 5:4
Members praised, ed, Jy 6, 4:1
Victory at Santiago praised, ed, Jy 21, 4:3
Naval men praised for conduct at Santiago, ed, Ag 24, 4:1
Defended against dem party's criticism of alleged irregularities in Spanish-American war, ed, S 16, 4:1
Awards contract to manufacture shells to Falls Rivet & Machinery co, S 17, 1:4

PEACE COMM
Appalt of Pres William McKinley discussed, ed, S 15, 4:1

POST OFFICE, DEPT OF
Appalt of William E Gamble to Cuban postal service, D 23, 1:6

PRESIDENT
Change of inauguration urged, ed, Jg 22, 4:1
Colonial policy outlined (Cinti Commercial Tribune), Je 25, 6:3

SENATE
Meaning of long term and short term explained, ed, Ja 12, 4:1
Reorg of house wanted by repub members, Ja 15, 2:1

STATE DEPT
Pres William McKinley nominates Richard C Farnese, Jr, as 2nd sec of U S embassy at Rome (Italy), 366a

UNITED STATES - STATE DEPT (cont)
Ja 20, 3:4
John C. Hoply nominated consul at Southampton (Eng) by Pres McKinley, Je 21, 2:5

SUTS AND CLAIMS
Money due Ohio for pay and equipment of soldiers claimed, Je 30, 2:2
State and Gilbert visits Washington to settle expense of Camp Bushnell, Jy 29, 4:3

TREASURY DEPT
Cited as ignoring rights and privileges of American women in prohibiting importation of seals taken in Pacific ocean, ed, Ja 13, 4:1
Sound financial policies praised, ed, Ja 20, 4:1

Internal Revenue, Div of
Collector of 10th Ohio dist 4th div makes annual report, Youngstown, Ja 28, 2:2

WAR DEPT
Expansion of coastal defense approved, ed, Ja 22, 4:2
Past 3 months' activities discussed, ed, Ag 27, 4:1
Criticism of poor conduct of Spanish-American war soldiers in camp, S 2, 4:1
Defended against dem party's criticism of alleged irregularities in Spanish-American war, ed, S 16, 4:1
Investigation comm praised, ed, S 21, 4:1
Proposed investigation discussed, appalt of Evan P. Howell to comm praised, ed, S 22, 4:1
Refuses to pay med bill for Ohio soldiers, D 7, 2:4

WEATHER BUREAU
Growth, feature article, Jy 2, 8:1

U S EXPRESS CO
Attempted robbery of office frustrated by Lee E. Clough, Ag 14, 1:5

U S STANDARD DRAWN STEEL CO (Goy Falls)
Absorbed by Shelby Steel Tube co, Ap 23, 3:2
UNITED STATES STONEWARE CO
Organizes, elects officers, Ja 8, 5:1

UNIVERSALIST CH
Holds annual business meeting, elects officers, Ja 7, 8:4
Sponsors lecture by Dr W. N. Thomas on Cuba and its struggle for independence, F 8, 8:1
Woman's Missionary Alliance elects officers, Ap 7, 1:5

VAGRANCY
Village of Kent's prospective use of ball and chain on tramps praised, ed, Je 7, 4:2
William Kohlen, Charles Wagner, John Conway, James Cannon and 8 others arrested, D 22, 1:5

VAIL, WILLARD C
Named in suit by Thomas W. Cornell executors, Sarah R. Cornell files answer and cross petition, N 25, 6:1
VALE, E I (Cals Grove)
VALENTINE, MILLER (Clev)
Killed in shaft when crushed by elevator, Jy 29, 2:4

VALK, FRANK
Suicide, My 10, 2:4
VALLEY INS CO
Cars demolished when wrecked at Peninsula, Ap 21, 5:2
Second trial in personal injury suit brought by Raymond Gilbert March starts, Je 22, 3:2; loses suit, Je 24, 3:3
Runaway string of cars collides with train at Old Fortage, Ag 16, 5:3; officials investigating cause of wreck, Ag 17, 3:2

VALLEY RUBBER CO (New Philadelphia)
Plant destroyed by fire, My 21, 4:3; rebuilding of plant depends on settlement of fire insurance claim, Je 6, 5:5
Assignees name Saginaw Valley Fire & Marine Ins co in collection suit, O 15, 1:4; name Falentine Ins co in collection suit, O 20, 3:2; Traders' Ins co, O 31, 3:5
In Assignees' suit against Traders' Ins co of Chicago and Palentine Ins co of Manchester (Eng), plfs file answer, D 3, 3:4

VALLEY ST
Ord passed by council for improvement of Valley st and Oakdale ave, Je 11, 8:5; Ja 14, 7:5
Notice to property owners of estimated assessment of cost for const of sewer, Ja 14, 7:6; O 4, 7:2; ord to determine assessments passed by city council, Ja 22, 3:3
Ord passed authorizing sale of bonds, Ja 28, 6:2; notice of sale of bonds, F 4, 7:4
8d of city conservancy bds for bids, F 19, 7:4
Ord passed by council for improvement levy, Ap 8, 7:5

VAN BUREN, ROMIE
Fined for intoxication, N 1, 5:2

VAN CAMP, H O
With John H. Stoop awarded verdict in collection suit against Akron Gas and Oil co, Ap 6, 3:1

VANCE, EDMUND J
Loses suit brought by George H. Wright, Ap 26, 5:4
1986

VANCE, EDWARD J AND EMMA A
Named by Mary Lewis in mortgage foreclosure suit, F 21, 2:6
File petition of voluntary bankruptcy, N 16, 3:4
George A Wise enjoined from seizing property pending proceedings, N 18, 3:4; adjudged bankrupt, N 18, 7:4
VANCE, ANDREW (Van Wert)
Injured when he shoots self while hunting, Jy 30, 2:4

VANDALS 
Henry Thorpe claims 2 masked muggers on fire, Toledo, Jy 11, 2:4
Van Beeks res damaged by mob who were indignant over his treatment of wife, Green Springs, Jy 13, 2:7
Twelve boys arrested on chc of stealing schoolhouse, Coventry, My 7, 3:1
William Morris res windows broken, Evan James and 3 others arrested, My 11, 5:6
Max Huber’s strawberries destroyed, Louis Rodinsky held, Je 11, 8:1
Attempt at Lima to wreck Chicago & Erie passenger train fail, S 1, 2:4
Louis Younker and Louis Riser injured when handicar is derailed near Barberville by stones placed on tracks by children, S 16, 3:3
Number of windows reptd broken on Grunt st, N 25, 3:1
Valley rr train stoned at Canton, windows broken, J 26, 1:4

VANDENBERG, J O (Delaware)
App'd recr for Elec Stry co, Jy 19, 2:7

VANDENBERG, CHARLES B
Body found near Newark, Ap 13, 2:2

VANDERWOUDE (Toledo)
Arrested for violating Sunday laws, F 7, 2:4
Van Joor Iron Works (Clev)
Sink steel crib in Lake Erie, Je 28, 2:5
Van House, Frank (Toledo)
Killed in fire caused by dust explosion in grain elevator, S 21, 2:1

VANDERWOUDE, NANCY
Names James Cameron in collection suit, Ap 1, 3:1

VARON, CHARLES
Given suspended sentence on suspicion chg, ordered to leave town, Ja 7, 6:2

VANDERBILT BROS
Case against Henry A Weir dismissed, Ja 11, 4:7

VAN VOORHIES
Elected 15th dist state sen in unofficials returns, N 9, 1:3
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VAN VOORHIS, H C
Elected to house of rep from Ohio, N 11, 2:4

VAN WERT, OHIO
Fifteen killed by epidemic resembling cholera or dysentery, Ag 16, 2:2

VAN WORMER, ASA
Makes large gift to Univ of Canti, N 1, 2:4

VAUGHN, W T
Suit of Northern Ohio Cigar co settled, Ja 26, 3:3

VAUDLE
Speaks before Camera club on photography, S 14, 3:4

VENUES
Vendors’ ord passed by council, Jy 6, 5:4; activities regulated and licensed, Jy 8, 7:4
License ord will not be enforced, says Mayor Young, Je 26, 3:3
Licenses must be taken out under new ord, Jy 19, 3:4

VEED, CHARLES AND LIZZIE
Name Richard and Lily Underwood in property detention suit, S 24, 6:2; restrained by common pleas ct from disposal of property, O 6, 3:3

VEED, E H (Clev)
Injured when caught between st cars, Ja 24, 8:1

VEEN, LIZZIE. See Veen, Charles

VERGALLITO, PHILIP (Youngstown)
Killed by furnace gas, O 24, 6:4

VERMILLION, RICHARD
Arrested with 2 others on chc of deserting U S army during Spanish-American war, S 23, 3:3; denies guilt on desertion chc, S 24, 3:2

VERMONT
Party election pluralities discussed, ed, S 15, 4:1

VERNOY, EUGENE P (Massillon)
Killed in fall from train, O 25, 6:4

VERNOY, PHILIP (Pitt, A L)
Member of Co K 4th OVI dies at sea, N 4, 7:3

VESKINE, JOHN
Injured in fall from train, My 24, 5:3

VETERANS
Coley, Bath, and Portage tvps organize, elect officers, S 20, 3:4

VETERANS
CIVIL WAR
Buckeye post members declare themselves ready if war comes, F 25, 3:5; holds reception for ladies of the Relief corps, M 26, 1:5

Continuation of activities by younger men urged,

1898

VETERANS - CIVIL WAR (cont)
ed, Ap 8, 4:1
One hundred second OVI holds reunion at Ashland, Ag 19, 2:5
Twenty-sixth Ohio battery holds reunion at Salineville, Ag 19, 2:5
Nineteenth Ohio battery holds 33rd annual reunion, elect officers, S 2, 4:5
Seven regt OVI holds 33rd reunion in Clev, O 13, 2:4

OHIO NAVAL CRUDE
Eighth regt band holds annual meeting, elect officers, Ja 5, 4:3; gives concert, Ap 7, 5:2

OHIO VOLUNTEER ARMY
Eighth regt Co G hadsworth scored for trampling on imitation Spanish flag, ed, M 2, 4:2
Co B volunteers sought as war approaches, Ap 15, 1:5
Camp Bushnell activities revd, My 9, 5:3
Home auxiliary of Co K organizes at Alliance, Je 10, 4:2
Gen James L Bartsford apptd brig-gen by Pres McKinley, Youngstown, Je 30, 5:1
Members suffer from heat prostration at Camp Bushnell, Jy 2, 3:3
Soldiers at Camp Alger rec supplies from Buckeye women’s Relief corps, Jy 2, 5:3
Rev J O Campbell commissioned chaplain of 8th regt, Wooster, Jy 7, 5:8
Eighth regt reception in New York City gratifying, ed, Jy 8, 4:1
Description of eighth regt camp life, feature article, Jy 8, 4:3
One hundred-first holds reunion at Gallion, Ag 27, 2:4

VETERANS, DAUGHTERS OF
Nall alliance decides to offer Pres William McKinley active assistance, Clev, Je 24, 7:2
Elect officers at Cinti conv, S 10, 2:1
Mrs U F Grant tent No 12 organized at Cinti, S 14, 2:4

VETERANS, SONS OF
Akor camp No 27 gives entertainment, Ja 19, 5:5
First regt to be attached to OVI in case of war with Spain, Ap 9, 3:4
First regt meets at Galis, reorganizes, Ap 22, 3:3
First battalion recs orders to recruit cons to full strength, My 18, 2:1
Close encampment, elect officers, Ja 10, 2:5

VETERANS, SONS OF (cont)
Activities at state encampment discussed, Je 10, 3:7
First regt offers command to Col Clarence E Burke, Je 17, 3:4; Col Burke resigns, Ag 30, 4:3
Plans for formation of state regt, laid aside (Ohio State Journal), Ag 10, 3:3
First regt infantry organizes, S 1, 6:2
Youngstown camp requests to be taken into OVI, O 20, 6:5
Akor local plans to withdraw from state org, N 29, 3:5
Camp officers reprimanded by div cmdr for failure to send in reports, O 12, 3:4

VET RELIEF UNION, WOMEN’S
Sponsors lecture on Amer soldier by Rev E W J Lindensmith, F 2, 5:1
Elects officers at Toledo conv, conv ends, O 21, 1:6
Lincoln union No 2 meets, O 12, 8:4

VETERANS’ RIFLES, SONS OF
Camp at Long Lake, S 12, 8:1
Co B severed connection with Ist regt, elect officers, J 6, 1:4

VETERANS’ UNION, UNION
Officers apptd, M 17, 8:3
Elects officers at Toledo conv, conv ends, O 21, 1:6

VIALL, E J
Warrant issued on assault chg, Ag 31, 3:3; pleads not guilty, case continued, S 1, 8:4; found not guilty, S 2, 1:7

VIALL, JAMES
Injured in fall, Ja 27, 5:1

VIALL, WILLIAM C
Suit brought by Thomas Cornell estate, amended petition filed requesting that Sarah R Cornell be named party deft, N 5, 3:4

VICE
Akor police urged to make unwarranting war, ed, F 5, 4:1

VICTOR, BRIDGET M
Names Mary Garagan estate in collection suit, J 9, 3:3; moves to have acct of ador of Peter Garagan estate stricken from records, Je 18, 3:4; answer to collection suit filed by deft, N 5, 3:3

VIENLE, ELIZABETH. See Viensle, Henry C
VIEN, HENRY C AND ELIZABETH
Named by Julia Pendleton in cross petition in judgment suit, Ja 19, 4:7
Named by Nathaniel F Goodhue in collection suit, Ja 24, 4:5
Named in collection suit brought by Julia Pendleton, O 4, 3:5; cross petition filed by Nat F Goodhue, O 24, 1:5; lose mortgage foreclosure suit brought by Julia Pendleton, O 31, 3:5

VILLE (MS), ELIZABETH FITCH
Death, N 14, 1:4; 3:2

VILLE, LOVINA J
Appeals suit for breach of contr against Rosetta and Alexander T Cannon, S 10, 4:5

VILLE, HENRY C
Named in suit to collect judgment by J P Otis, Ja 8, 4:3

VINCENT, HAZEL
Sentenced on disorderly conduct chg, F 15, 3:1
Fine for prostitution, My 20, 5:5

VINCENT (BISHOP), JOHN H
Urge to visit Akron in crusade against chewing gum and other bad habits of children, ed, F 5, 4:1

VINEZ, JOSEPH
Arrested and fined on chg of brandishing firearms, S 20, 5:2

VITAL STATISTICS
Compulsory reps of births by physicians and others provided in and passed by council, My 6, 7:1

8d of health rep't for July, Ag 6, 5:1

Births and deaths during yr, D 31, 1:4

VITA, LORENZO (Wooster)
Robbed with father, Augustus Balzat and Leo Ulmer held, N 4, 4:4

VITON, JOSEPH (Clev)
Fatally shot, Joseph Janus held, N 12, 6:3

VIVIAN, CHARLES
Fined and sentenced for theft, Ag 23, 4:3

VOGEL, WILLIAM B (Clev)
Killed when struck by train, Je 10, 2:5

VOGEL, CHRISTIAN
Case on chg of obtaining board and lodging under false pretenses held over, Je 29, 8:2

VOG, WALTER E
Names Otto and Augusta Haase and Charles Austgen in collection suit, N 7, 3:3; O 3, 3:4

VOGTS, HENRY
Res robbed, My 31, 3:7

VOHREN, EDWARD
Injured when thrown from horse-drawn vehicle, Je 4, 1:8

VOLUNTEERS OF AMER
Barracks attached for alleged non-payment of rent in affidavit filed by Weber estate, Je 17, 3:5; barracks indebtedness explained, Itr, Je 22, 4:5; Howard St mission closed by ct action, plan band concert and limaparty to raise funds, Jy 2, 4:5

Now in chg of F F Kees who relieves William Crow, Jy 13, 4:6

Notice of sale of effects, S 10, 3:3; activities rev'd, O 8, 3:1

Subject of address by Ballington Booth at First Baptist ch, O 18, 5:4

Support urged, Itr, O 26, 5:4

VOGELBACH, CHARLES E
Enlist in 14th regt, Je 30, 6:4

VOGEL, A M
Violent attack damaged by fire, F 14, 8:3

VOGEL, CHARLES
Chg of threatening to shoot Harry Liffemull withdrawn by complainant, F 21, 5:4

VOGEL, JAMES
Bound to probate ct under bond on assault chg, M 25, 5:3

VOGEL, WILLIAM
Fined not guilty to chg of leaving horse unhitched, case continued. F 10, 5:5; sentence suspended, F 11, 5:4

VOGEL, CARRI F
Revis activities of OVI in Puerto Rico, Itr, N 30, 5:3

VOGEL, CHARLES
Sued for divorce by wife Martha, F 25, 5:2

VOGEL, CHARLES E
Attempts suicide by hanging, F 1, 3:6

VOGEL, JAMES
Sentenced to Boys' Indus school on delinquency chg, M 30, 1:5

VORIS (LUDGE), A C
Names Atty Thomas S Childs in answer to libel suit, Ap 16, 3:5; named by Childs in reply to

VORIS (JUDGE), A C (cont)
Answer in libel suit, Ap 30, 3:5; libel suit dismissed, U 7, 3:5

VORIS, E F
With H & Loomis files answer and petition to damage suit brought by Eureka Remedy Co, Ja 10, 3:4

VORIS, WILLIAM AND LUZIE
File answer to action brought by George W Crouse vs Amei Alumina Co, Ag 5, 4:6

VORWEK, OTTO
Adjutted insane in probate ct, F 1, 5:2; re-captured and returned to Newburg asylum, My 23, 8:5

WAGNER, SIGMUND
Named by Mrs Lydia Boone in damage suit, O 12, 3:2

WACKER & GILMORE
Loses wage collection suit to Archie Wyatt, My 18, 3:2

WADLE, C I (Brilliant)
Appdt mayor to replace William B Maxwell resigned, F 5, 1:6

WADE (MS), MARY
Will filed, M 1, 8:2

WADSWORTH MILLING CO
Grist mill destroyed by fire, S 21, 3:1

WALKER, OTTO
Names Cyrus and Jennie Brady in collection suit, Jy 1, 3:1

WAGNER
Increase under Otingill bill, ed, Ag 13, 4:2

WAGNER, FAMILY holds reunion, Ag 15, 6:4

WAGNER, ADAM
 Held for attempted assault on Mary Klimmer, Jy 14, 3:3; Jy 16, 8:5

WAGNER, EDWIN
With T W Wakeman buys parcel of land from estate of H E Wallace, O 13, 8:2

WAGNER, J R (Reservior)
Res destroyed by fire, N 28, 1:5

WAGNER, JACOB
Fined for intoxication, D 8, 3:1

WAGNER, JOHN (Nimisila)
Barber shop robbed, N 23, 8:5

WAGNER, PETER (Delpha)
Injured when struck by train, Jy 8, 7:1

WAGNER (CAPT), AARON
App'd on jury come, Ap 15, 3:3

Appt'd disbursing agent for new post bldg, Ag 8, 3:3

Describes U S army Camp Wiblk, S 6, 4:3

WAGNER, CHARLES
Turned over to Poor Dir Kendlin when arraigned on warrant chg, O 22, 1:5

WAGNER, JOHN
Suicide, S 1, 2:4

WAGNER, W M
Made party def in action of H O Feederle against Thomas Craney and others, O 24, 1:5; files answer and cross petition, O 31, 3:5

WAILES
Ferdinand Selle granted patent on spring vehicle, wagons, and gate, Ja 7, 5:4

WAIGHRIGHT, SAMUEL (New Stark)
Daughter burns to death while burning leaves, N 5, 6:5

WAIGHRIGHT, BERT (Toledo)
Killed in fire caused by dust explosion in grain elevator, S 21, 2:1

Believed to be one of bodies taken from Union elevator ruins, O 31, 2:3

WAIT, F F (Hinckley)
Res robbed, Ja 22, 8:3

WAITE, LOUIS
Held on chg of assault with intent to rape Ina Merwin, Ja 9, 5:5; indicted, Je 16, 3:6; arraigned, pleads not guilty, Je 20, 6:1; sentenced to penitentiary, Je 27, 3:3; taken to Columbus, Jy 6, 3:1

WAITE, LOUISA
Named in collection suit by S M Lind, S 26, 3:2

WAITE, MARY F (Toledo)
Personal injury suit against Toledo, Bowling Green & Fremont Elec'r co settled out of ct, N 10, 6:2

WAIKMAN, T W
With Edwin Wagner buys parcel of land from estate of H E Wallace, D 13, 8:2

WALBURN, JAMES H
Estate named in answer to personal injury suit by ANB RR co, Ap 4, 5:5

WALCOTT (GEN), CHARLES C
Death, My 3, 2:2; funeral, My 7, 2:3
WALDECK, FREDERICK

Granted injunction restraining city from using his property for st improvement, Ag 10, 3:4

WALDMAN, E L (Greville)

Robbed, Ja 27, 4:2

WALDORF (COL), GEORGE F (Toledo)

Nominated internal revenue collector 9th Ohio dist by Pres William McKinley, My 18, 2:5

Takes chg of local internal revenue office, discharges dem employees, instal new force, Je 8, 2:5

WALDRON (OR), L F

Office damaged by fire, D 15, 1:6

WALDOGEL, REINHARD

Issued minor's naturalization papers, D 28, 3:4

WALDOGEL BROS

Saloon destroyed by fire, N 7, 1:6

WALKER, BART (Clev)

Released on suspicion of murder chg, held on suspicion of breaking into rr car at Youngstown, Ja 5, 2:2

WALKER, HARRY (Suffield)

Named by Henry Rabenstein in property possession suit, M 4, 8:4

WALKER, JAMES

Frustrates attempted robbery of chicken coop, My 18, 5:6

WALKER, LEONARDO (Santiago)

Dies of malaria and despondency, Ag 4, 3:3

WALKER, MINERVA

Names Charles O'Neill in property damage suit, F 23, 3:2; answer filed by deft, Je 4, 3:2

WALKER, ROY

Injured when caught between wheel and box of wagon, My 6, 3:4

WALKER (FIRST SGT), W E

Describes horrifying conditions of Spanish-American war in lttr from Santiago, Ag 12, 8:1

WALL, GRAICE

Rescued from drowning by Mike Zoltan, Mr 21, 1:4

WALL, HAROLD C R

Names K & Conger in collection suit, F 5, 1:4; wins suit, M 17, 3:2; Emile B Congerosed party deft, deft given permission to file amended petition, Je 6, 3:2
Appld recr for Grand Opera house, F 26, 4:5; r 28, 3:3
Wins suit by default against A L Conger, Mr 14, 3:3
Names A L and K J Conger in suit to have property transfers set aside, Mr 23, 1:3

WALL, HAROLD C R (cont)

Named by People's Savings bank in cross petition to wall-Conger suit, Ap 1, 3:1

Names I C Allen and C L Sheldon in answer to cross petition to suit by Savings Bldg & Loan co against A L Conger and others, My 28, 3:4; My 30, 3:4

Files reply to answer and cross petition of Onondaga Trust & Deposit co in case of Savings Bldg & Loan co against A L Conger, U 13, 3:2

Named party plflf with Savings Bldg & Loan co in suit against A L Conger et al, U 14, 3:3

WALL, JAMES (Youngstown)

Res destroyed by fire, Ag 10, 5:6

WALLACE, (Harrisdale)

Saloon destroyed by fire, Ja 31, 1:6

WALLACE, CLARENCE

Sued for divorce by wife Minnie, Mr 15, 3:3

WALLACE, FRANK W

Recommended for parole from Ohio State reformatory, N 9, 7:5; recommended for parole, N 16, 2:7

WALLACE, GEORGE AND LOUIS

Arrested on chg of malicious destruction of property, D 16, 1:4; plea not guilty, case continued, U 17, 3:3; dismissed from chg, U 17, 6:3

WALLACE, H E

Named in collection suit by Cooper Brick co, Je 17, 3:2; makes assignment, Je 29, 3:5; property sold ordered, Ag 25, 3:4; assignee's sale of real estate, O 24, 7:5; assignee Frank B Thieell sells parcel of land to T W Wyan and Edwin Wagner, O 13, 8:2

WALLACE, HON SIMON (Upper Sandusky)

Sentenced to penitentiary on bigamy chg, Ja 17, 3:3

WALLACE (MS), MICHAEL (Dayton)

Killed when struck by train, Ja 17, 1:7

WALLACE, R H

Speaks to North Springfield Farmers instd on various farm subjects, U 28, 5:4

WALLACE, WILLIAM

Names Julia A Spicer in collection suit, N 26, 6:1

WALSH

Injured in train crash near Forest, Ag 4, 2:4

WALSH, C M

Purchases Minor H Howe interest in Howe block, My 9, 3:4

WALSH BLOCK

Work on bid progressing rapidly, U 23, 3:4

WALSH BROS

Purchased Main st frontage to improve business block, F 10, 5:3

WALTS, (Mansfield)

Murdered, stepson Ed Kimney held, Mr 12, 4:6

WALTS, CHARLES

Injured in leap from train, My 9, 8:1

WALTS, G J

Named in recovery suit by Caleb Ferguson, S 15, 3:1

WALTZ, HENRY

Held on grand larceny chg, Ag 2, 5:2

WALTZ, JOHN AND WILLIAM H (Twinburg)

Named in property rights suit by Frederick Harter, Jy 22, 3:4

WALTZ, WILLIAM

Shot and killed by Oliver W Reed, Mr 21, 1:2;
Mr 22, 2:2

WALTZ, WILLIAM H.

See WALTZ, Mary

WALTZ, WALTER

Injured in work accident, F 12, 3:4

WANNEMAKER (PROS), R M

Elected Summit county pros atty, N 9, 1:6

WAPNER, GEORGE

Son injured by falling spade, O 12, 3:4

WARICK (MS), EMMA

Arraigned on chg of residing in brothel, F 5, 1:4; fined on chg of keeping brothel, F 7, 5:5

Arrested at Clev on grand larceny chg on affidavit of Charles H Palmer, Ag 16, 3:4; held in Charles K McMullen robbery, Ag 17, 3:4; confesses robbery, Ag 19, 3:4; bound to common pleas ct on grand larceny chg, Ag 22, 8:3

WARD, DENNIS (Salina)

Held in death of Richard Brown, escapes mob, F 2, 3:3

WARREN, J W

Res damaged by lightning, My 12, 3:2

WARING, W G (Ashland)

Killed when he falls between rr cars, Ja 27, 3:3

WARE, LEROY

Injured when toy cannon discharges, Jy 5, 4:6

WARE, ROY (Barberton)

Injured in boiler shop, Je 15, 8:6

WARE, JOHN (Cinti)

Dies of injuries recd in setting off Kings Powder Mill explosion, Je 21, 1:2

WARE, WILLIAM (Barberton)

Ins judgment suit against George Franks, Ja 29, 1:4

WARNER, ELMA

Pupils give recital, Je 13, 8:1

WARNER (OR), FRANK

Aptd to Ohio state bd of health, U 17, 2:4

WARNER, GEORGE E

Names John Englander in collection suit, Ja 31, 3:4

WARNER, H R

Death Mr 18, 3:1; funeral, Mr 25, 8:4

WARNER, JOHN

Arrested and held for Kentucky authorities on kidnapping chg, O 6, 8:2; released, O 10, 5:6; wanted in Kentucky, released before arrival of officer, O 26, 3:2

WARNER, PHILIP

Sentenced on intoxication chg, F 21, 5:4

WARNEN, EDWARD

Funeral, N 30, 6:3

WARREN, OHIO

Joseph Watson and 4 others escape jail, Je 13, 4:5; saws found in jail following break, Je 14, 4:4

WARREN SAVINGS BANK CO

Names Zanesville Ry & Elec in collection suit, Ja 2, 3:6; awarded default judgment, O 23, 3:5

WASHBURN & MOENTZ MFG CO

Files cross petition to suit against Akron St Ry co, Ja 21, 5:6

WASON (MS), MARGARET WRIGHT

Death, O 27, 3:4; 4:7

WATER

Joint purification plant for East Liverpool and Wellsville recommended by state bd of health, Mr 16, 2:4

AKRON

Council appr com to confer with C of C on plans for water supply, Ja 25, 5:2

Council urged to take advantage of situations to obtain water supply, ed, F 5, 4:1
WATER - AKRON (cont)
Steps to secure better supply urged, ed, F 11, 4:1
Sen bill giving canal rights indefinitely postponed by house, Ap 21, 1:5
Scarcity of water on West Hill, Je 10, 4:3
Famine causes apprehension, Jy 2, 6:3
Council cuts Akron Water works co bill, Jy 6, 5:4

ALLIANCE
Council passes resolution to take preliminary steps towardmusic ownership, O 8, 2:4

CINCINNATI
Bill introduced into sen providing for bd of waterworks comrs, F 4, 3:6

CLEVELAND
Fire in new tunnel beyond control, My 14, 2:5
Work on constr of new waterworks tunnel resumed, Je 7, 2:4
Smoke and gas prevents rescue squad reaching point in waterworks tunnel where explosion killed 11 men, Jy 14, 2:4

CUYAHOGA FALLS
Vote on issues scheduled, My 14, 3:2
Waterworks proponents plan trips to establish plants, Je 7, 8:4
Establishment of plant defeated at election, N 9, 5:4
Supply threatened by Rivet & Machine co, U 5, 1:7
Notice of discontinuance of pumping service given village council by Falls Rivet & Machine co, U 10, 1:6
Resolution providing for election on waterworks question presented to council, U 22, 1:3; ord rcs 2nd reading in council, U 29, 3:2

DELPHOS
Bonds for maintenance voted, My 14, 7:1

WAUSAU
Council authorizes vote on issuing bonds for constr of plant, F 14, 8:4

WATERS, GEORGE (Sharon)
Barn damaged by storm, Je 1, 8:4

WATERS, GEORGE R (Murielita)
Drowns, S 21, 2:4

WATERS, JOHN (Jayton)
Robbery attempted, William Jevine held, Jy 17, 1:6

WATERS, SILAS B (Cont)
Electd pres of Laundryman's Internatl assn, S 15, 2:5

WATKINS
Named supt of southern div of Ohio canal by state bd of pub works, F 9, 3:2
WATKINS, GRACE
Criticizes method of celebrating Memorial day, Mr, My 23, 6:1
WATKINS, JOHN (Blackhand)
Injured when struck by train, Jy 29, 2:4
WATKINS, URBANE
Examined for lunacy, Jy 19, 3:5
WATSON (TRUANT OFFICER)
Thrown from Devereux home, F 21, 5:2
WATSON, CHARLES
Discharged as penitentiary guard, Ja 20, 2:6
WATSON (GEO), C. (Grady Lake)
Speaks on anthropology, S 6, 8:2
WATSON (REV), G O
Sermons at revival meetings praised, S 19, 8:4; S 20, 8:3; S 22, 8:2; S 23, 8:3; S 27, 5:4; O 11, 6:2
WATSON, GEORGE
Fined for intoxication, Ap 11, 5:5
WATSON, JOSEPH
Escapes from warren jail, Je 13, 4:5
WATSON, PULS & PORTER (Lancaster)
Ditchers strike for higher wages, Ap 6, 2:7
WATT, LIZZIE J
Case brought by Samuel Johnston, Orlando Wilcox app'd referee, My 15, 4:3; referee's rep filed, Mr 25, 3:2; notice of sheriff's sale of real estate, Ap 27, 4:5
WATERS, FRANK
Names Calvin J Hill in money suit, Ag 1, 3:6
WATERS, JULIA E
Property suit against George Gable and N P Goodhue continues, O 26, 3:4; wins suit, O 27, 3:3; motion for new trial filed by Gable and Goodhue, O 28, 3:4; wins appeal, D 6, 3:3
WATTS, G E (Sabina)
Clothing store robbed, U 30, 2:4
WATTS & SHANS
Dry goods store damaged by windstorm, Ja 24, 8:3

WAYNE COUNTY
Names Clev, Akron & Cols ry co in collection suit, Je 3, 3:1
Elections officers at annual picnic, J 6, 3:1
WEAKLAND, GUSTAVE
Arrested on intoxication chg, F 7, 5:4; fined, F 9, 3:1

WEALCH, JAMES
Fined for intoxication, F 18, 5:2

WEASTLER, QUINSA
Decision won in suit against Travelers' Ins co, affirmed by state sup ct, Ap 15, 1:5
WEARY, ELI AND HETTIE
With Nathan Morse named by Charles Switzer in collection suit, O 26, 3:4; Nathan Morse fails andross and petition, N 26, 6:1
WEARY, ELIZA
Names G Frederick Packard in collection suit, Ap 4, 5:5; affirm declines willingness to confess partial judgment, My 11, 3:4
WEARY, FRANK O
Granted pension, O 24, 8:2
WEARY, SNIFFER & WILCOX MFG CO
Wins suit against Thomas R Bridge, F 2, 8:5
Sues A A Richardson to collect on note, U 12, 3:3
Sues Akron & Pittsburgh rr co for damages, U 15, 3:3

WEATHER
Authorities declare there has been no appreciable change over long periods, ed, F 2, 4:2
Severe rain and lightning storm causes considerable damage, st cars crippled, Ag 17, 4:4
Disregard of weather bureau's warnings criticized, ed, U 3, 4:1
Cold and snow in East causes trains to run late, O 15, 1:7

AARON
Windstorm damages Akron Bill Posting and 10 other cos in area, streets damaged, Ja 24, 8:3
Ed Barkeett's wind pump damaged in storm, Ja 26, 5:3
Jacob Reuss res damaged by storm, Ja 27, 5:4
Extreme cold and snow causes traffic tie-ups and suffering among poor, F 1, 5:3
Review of conditions previous dates, Ap 4, 8:1
Conditions reviewed, My 3, 8:1
Rept for month of May given, Je 4, 4:3
Temperatures from 1887 to 1888 inclusive reptd, S 7, 6:1
Temperature for September reptd, O 3, 6:3
Summary of October conditions for past 12 yrs, N 3, 8:4
Damage to communication and rr lines by snow storm reptd, O 5, 3:3
Conditions of past 12 yrs reptd, U 5, 8:1

BASEERTON
Windstorm damages property, Ja 24, 5:5

WEATHER (cont)

CHAGRIN FALLS
Fruit crop rep'd killed by frost, Ap 7, 2:6

CINCINNATI
Storm causes heavy damage in Ohio valley, O 5, 2:4

CLAY LICK
Lawrence Balzer killed in storm, Ja 25, 3:6

CLEVELAND
Fruit crops rep'd healy damaged by frost, Ap 6, 2:7
Yacht Cygnet damaged by windstorm, O 27, 3:6
Storm sinks Amer Steel Barge co barge and damages breakwater, N 12, 6:3

COLEY
Windstorm damages John Hankey's windmill and George Stark's orchard, Ja 26, 8:5

COSHOCTON
Cloudburst causes damage in vicinity, Ag 30, 1:5

COTTAGE GROVE
Cyclone strikes Cottage Grove uprooting trees, no one injured, Jy 5, 8:2

EAST LIVERPOOL
Heaviest rainfall of season causes large property damage, Frank Allen's house washed away, Ag 5, 2:5

FINDLAY
Snow storm ties up traffic, O 5, 2:4

GREEN
Henry Deitch factory damaged by storm, Ja 27, 8:2
Storm damages Samuel M Hartung's wind pump and Jacob King's mill, Ja 27, 8:2

HAMETOWN
Windstorm damages property, Ja 28, 8:5

KENT
Storm causes considerable damage, S 19, 5:4

LIMA
Windstorm does heavy damage in oil field, Ja 24, 1:2
Snowstorm causes property damage, U 5, 2:4

LOYAL OAK
Windstorm damages residences and fences, Ja 26, 8:3
WEATHER (cont)

McGUTHERVILLE
Edward Swerline res damaged, outbuildings destroyed by cyclone, 0 14, 2:5

NIAGARA
Louis Beebeben, John Gerkin, and Malcolm Nidrow as cyclone capsizes excursion steamer, great property damage, Je 25, 3:2

MARION
Mrs Mary McFarland freezes to death during walk, F 7, 1:4

MASON
Steel and snow storms disrupt rr service, O 6, 2:6

MINISILLA
William Rice barn damaged in windstorm, Ja 20, 8:2

NORTHELD
John McConnell cattle killed by storm Ag 31, 8:3

OHIO
Wheeling & Lake Erie rr embankment and other property damaged by windstorm, Ja 25, 2:6

Rev of results of weather and flood conditions, Mr 23, 1:6
Conditions on election day revd, N 8, 1:5

PAWTOW
Mrs Hammonds barn damaged in windstorm, Ja 20, 8:4

SILVER LAKE
Trees and telephone poles blown down by tornado, My 23, 3:5

SPRINGFIELD TWP
Crops damaged by hail, My 24, 3:4

STYCAMORE
Property damaged by severe storms, Jy 20, 2:4

TOLEDO
Damage to communication lines by snowstorm, J 5, 2:4

WEATHERED, HARVEY
Suicide, Mr 11, 3:3

WEAVER
Elected 7th dist state sen in unofficial returns, N 9, 1:3; N 10, 6:2

WEAVER, DANIEL C
Named in partition of property suit by Etta A Steele, Ja 3, 5:2

WEAVER, FRANK
Chg of depositing filth in improper place dismissed, W 23, 1:5

WEAVER, HENRY (Leetonia)
App'd postmaster, Ja 20, 2:6

WEAVER, MIKE
Fined for intoxication, My 28, 3:1
Fined for intoxication, My 30, 3:1
Fined for intoxication, Ag 23, 8:4

WEIR (Fireman, Alliance)
Injured when Cassady drug and Chem co burns, u 28, 1:3

WEBB (Mrs), ELIZA
Death, F 5, 5:3; funeral, F 8, 5:4

WEBB, JESSE (Cinti)
Arrested on embezzlement chg, Mr 30, 2:4

WEBER, Estate attaches barracks of Volunteers of Amer for alleged non-payment of rent, Je 17, 3:5

WEBER, JOHN (Clev)
Killed when struck by train, Je 9, 2:5

WEBER, JOHN C
Advocates proposed use of asphalt blocks for paving Crosby st, ltr, S 9, 8:3

WEBER, O 0
with E Young organizes Akron Ins & Loan co, O 21, 3:5

WEBER, JOSEPH (Ashtabula)
Killed by train, Jy 19, 2:4

WEBER, MARTHA ATHERSON
Death, O 13, 1:7; 3; blog, O 14, 3:1

WEBER, WILLIAM C
Ellen M Weber apptd adm of estate, W 8 Parmelee and 2 others apptd appraisers, S 14, 1:6

WEBER, CAMP & LANE
Machine shop robbed, M 7, 5:4
Holds annual picnic at Randolph pk, Ag 8, 8:3

WEBERLY, LOUIS
Sues wife Lucy A for divorce, Ag 15, 3:1

WEBB (Mr & Mrs), FRED H
Sell parcel of land to Thomas Owens, O 8, 8:2

WEBB, Family reunion at Suffield, Ag 16, 6:3

WEIR, FRANK (Cinti)
Held in slaying of son Frank, O 31, 2:2

WEIBEL, ANDREW
Damage claim refused by city co, N 16, 5:4

WEIBEL, JERRY
Named by People's Savings Bank co in petition to decide partition of sum of money, Ap 16, 3:3
Cross petition filed by Magdalena Kooskerl, My 19, 3:2

WEIBEL (Mrs), WILLIAM
Celebrates 49th birthday anniv, Je 13, 3:2

WEIN, BENJAMIN F
Death, Mr 5, 1:6; funeral Mr 8, 1:7

WEIN, MATTHIAS
Saloon robbed, W 7, 3:1

WESNER (Mrs, John (Boyestown)
With Matthias Collier and Benrose Millman win damage suit brought by Orrin Frase, Ag 31, 8:4

WEIR, EMIL
Case against A Polsky settled, Ja 11, 4:7

WEIR, HENRY
Decision deferred in suit for divorce by wife Nina, Ap 19, 3:4

WEIR, HENRY A
Case brought by Van Sickie Bros dismissed, Ja 11, 4:7

WEIR, JOHN
Chg of malicious mischief dismissed, My 7, 5:2

WEIRICK, WILLIAM
Robbed, M 31, 3:7

WEB, J M (Clev)
Robbed, F 15, 2:6

WEISS, JAMES (Canton)
Killed by train, Je 15, 2:4

WEICH, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, O 17, 3:1

WEICH, JOHN F
Fined for assault and battery, Ag 19, 4:4

WELLER (Mrs), CATHARINE
Funeral, O 5, 5:6

WELLINGTON, OHIO
Three business blocks destroyed by fire, S 9, 2:4

WELLMAN, WALTER
Second arctic expedition seen as having better chances of success than first one, ed, Mr 17, 4:2

WELLS (Cape), (Gallipolis)
Injured in boiler explosion on tugboat, Ap 11, 3:5

WELLS, ALICE
Fined for intoxication, Mr 7, 5:4

WELLS, CHARLES
Placed under bond on chg of disturbing the peace, O 18, 8:3

WELLS, FRANCES M
Will probated, S 21, 3:2

WELLS, H F
Arrested on suspicion, Ap 26, 8:4

WELLS, JOHN
Arrested on vandalism chg, O 11, 5:6

WELLS, MERRILL R
Divorced by wife Jennie, Ja 15, 4:3

WELSH, BARNEY (Toledo)
Burned in fire caused by dust explosion in grain elevator, S 21, 2:1

WELSH, J V
Named in collection suit by O'U France, Je 17, 3:5

WELSH, WILLIAM (Massillon)
Committed to Toledo insane asylum, escapes from marshal, Ja 26, 2:5

WELSH FREIBERG
Triennial gen assembly holds conf at Cols, S 23, 2:4

WELSH PRIZE SINGERS
Give concert at 1st Ch of Christ, Ja 13, 8:5

WELSON, CLYDE (Bowling Green)
Arrested on murder chg, My 25, 2:5

WELTON, GEORGE E
Sentence on non-support chg suspended, Mr 29, 5:2

WELTON, HILTON C
Held on chg of non-support of family, F 19, 5:3

WELTON, WILLIAM C
Held on chg of house-breaking, Ja 3, 4:6

WELTY, DAVID (Inland)
Res robbed, Ag 30, 8:1

WENHAM, A & J SONG
Case against Will H Dussell, judgment by default, Ja 11, 4:7

WENTZ, FRANK (Wharton)
Injured when struck by flying timber in sawmill, F 21, 3:6

WENTZ, WILLIAM
Meat skt damaged by fire, N 29, 1:6

WERNER (Capt), HERMAN
Denies his resignation from OVI due to disgust with admin's conduct of war, O 15, 1:7

RESIGNATION FROM OVI ACCEPTED AT Camp Meade, O 19, 1:4

WERNER, PAUL E
Submits speech on army bill by George B McClellan, ltr, Ja 27, 4:3
WESTERN RESERVE ACADEMY (Hudson)
Commencement, Je 17, 8:5
Students rev. diplomas, Je 22, 8:4

WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH CO
WKBV (Youngstown)
Announcements, F 7, 3:3

WHEELER, JAMES

WHEELER, C.A.

WHEELER, E.L.
Named in collection suit by Charles Infield, N 4, 3:4

WHITE, A C (Columbia)

WHITE, EDWARD

WHITE, EMILY N.
Named in collection suit by Charles Infield, N 29, 3:3

WHITE, H. E. (Canton)

WHITE, JOHN (cont)
Akon St. Ry Co., N 8, 4:2

WHITE, JOHN W.

WHITE, JOHN J.

WHITE, JOHN M.

WHITE, JAMES

WILLIAM, JAMES (Barberton)

WILLESTRUP, G.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM

WILLIAM, WILLIAM F.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM G.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM J.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM M.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM R.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM T.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM V.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM W.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM X.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM Y.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM Z.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM A.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM B.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM C.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM D.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM E.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM F.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM G.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM H.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM I.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM J.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM K.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM L.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM M.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM N.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM O.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM P.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM Q.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM R.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM S.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM T.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM U.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM V.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM W.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM X.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM Y.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM Z.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM A.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM B.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM C.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM D.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM E.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM F.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM G.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM H.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM I.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM J.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM K.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM L.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM M.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM N.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM O.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM P.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM Q.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM R.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM S.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM T.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM U.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM V.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM W.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM X.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM Y.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM Z.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM A.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM B.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM C.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM D.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM E.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM F.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM G.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM H.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM I.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM J.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM K.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM L.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM M.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM N.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM O.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM P.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM Q.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM R.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM S.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM T.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM U.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM V.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM W.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM X.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM Y.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM Z.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM A.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM B.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM C.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM D.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM E.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM F.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM G.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM H.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM I.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM J.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM K.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM L.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM M.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM N.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM O.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM P.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM Q.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM R.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM S.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM T.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM U.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM V.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM W.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM X.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM Y.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM Z.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM A.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM B.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM C.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM D.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM E.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM F.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM G.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM H.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM I.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM J.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM K.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM L.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM M.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM N.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM O.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM P.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM Q.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM R.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM S.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM T.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM U.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM V.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM W.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM X.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM Y.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM Z.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM A.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM B.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM C.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM D.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM E.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM F.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM G.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM H.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM I.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM J.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM K.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM L.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM M.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM N.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM O.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM P.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM Q.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM R.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM S.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM T.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM U.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM V.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM W.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM X.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM Y.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM Z.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM A.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM B.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM C.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM D.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM E.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM F.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM G.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM H.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM I.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM J.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM K.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM L.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM M.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM N.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM O.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM P.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM Q.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM R.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM S.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM T.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM U.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM V.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM W.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM X.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM Y.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM Z.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM A.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM B.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM C.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM D.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM E.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM F.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM G.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM H.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM I.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM J.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM K.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM L.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM M.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM N.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM O.

WILLIAM, WILLIAM P.
WHITSTEME, ASA (cont)
F 5, 1;7; loses 3 horses, F 11, 3:1
WHITMAN (MS), CHARLES (Hamilton)
Drowned with 3 children when res is washed away in flood, Mr 25, 3:2
WHITMAN, J A
Loses judgment suit against H C Loomis, My 16, 3:3
WHITMAN, JOHN (Oylestow)
Injured when improvised cannon explodes, Jy 5, 4:6
Names Kent Young and Village of Oylestow in personal injury suit, U 6, 2:5
WHITMAN, M
with B xiner appeals collection suit brought by Louis Rodeminsky, Ag 10, 3:4
WHITMAN & BARNES WIFCO DI
Deft in suits of Citizen's Natl and People's Savings banks against A L Conger files answer, F 1, 5:2
Files answer to personal injury suit by Harvey L Terrick, My 25, 3:1
Plans completed for annual picnic, Jy 22, 5:1; employees hold picnic, Jy 25, 3:1; contest winners given, Jy 27, 5:7
Elects officers, S 7, 3:4
WHITNEY, WILLIAM
Fined on embezzling chg, Mr 12, 1:7
WHITMORE, ROBINSON CO
Pottery plant damaged by fire, F 15, 5:2
Named by William Windsor & Sons in collection suit, Ap 26, 5:6; offers to confess judgment, D 22, 3:3
Granted permission by city comrs to lay water main around plant, Ag 30, 3:1
Reconstruct of burned plant progresses, S 16, 8:4
Kiln shed damaged by fire, O 19, 3:5
WHITNER, ABE
Named in collection suit by Mrs Emma Ingersoll, Jy 29, 3:1
WHITNEY (MS), JOHN
will outlined, Ap 19, 3:6
WHITSEL, I
Injured in football game, N 21, 5:1
WHITSEL, JONNY
Injured when thrown from sled, U 21, 1:6
WHITSLAR (OR), W H
Beg, My 3, 8:4
WHISTLICE, WINCHESTER S (Clev)
Missing, U 30, 2:4

WHITTAKER, GRAFTON S
Sues for divorce from wife Maggie Elizabeth, Ag 16, 3:3; divorce granted, U 14, 3:3
WHITLAU, JOSEPH
Injured while coupling re cars, N 7, 1:5
WHOLESALE TRADE
Credit limitation assn being formed by Toledo wholesale grocers, S 7, 2:2
WHOPHAM, JOHN C
Robert W Thomason apptd admr of estate, Jy 25, 6:2
WILL, ALBERT
Held on vagrancy chg, Ag 6, 3:1
WICK, PAUL (Youngstown)
Bldg belonging to estate damaged by fire, U 8, 2:4
WIEDEMANN CO
with J Park Alexander named by Carlton B Skinner in answer to collection suit, F 8, 3:1
WIGGIN, E
with M Whitman appeals collection suit brought by Louis Rodeminsky, Ag 10, 3:4
WIEHR, EDELSTEIN & CO
Names Hattie Holstein in attachment suit, U 19, 3:3
WIESE, EDWARD W
Elected clerk of bd by health, My 7, 5:3
WILSDON, JULIUS (Clev)
Indicted for embezzling funds of Wash Ct Independent Order of Foresters, Jy 27, 2:3
WIGHTMAN, CHARLES (Warren)
Robbed, U 5, 5:6
WILCOX, C W
Named by Roland France in assault and battery chg, Ag 15, 6:2; fined on chg, Ag 16, 4:4
WILCOX (TRUSTEE), FRANK A
Sells parcel of land to W A Brumbaugh, U 7, 8:5
WILCOX, GEORGE
Fined on disorderly conduct chg, S 26, 3:1
WILCOX, H C
Robbed, S 17, 3:2
WILCOX, MILLARD (Kent)
Defrauded when he trades horse with stranger for stolen animal, U 17, 8:2
WILCOX, ORLANDO (Cuy Falls)
Appptd asst U S dist atty for Northern Indian Territory, Ap 4, 1:5
Library destroyed by fire, N 28, 1:6
WILCOX, W A
Son injured when cannon cracker discharges, Jy 5, 4:6

WILD, FRED
Arrested on intoxication chg, O 26, 3:5
WILDE, JAMES & SON
Awarded Marshall ave paving contr, Jy 17, 3:1
Awarded contrs for paving Adams st and Ellwood ave, Jy 17, 3:1
WILLMAN (CONSUL GEN),
Praised for invaluable service rendered to U S, ed, Ag 10, 4:1
WILL, FEND
Sentenced on vagrancy chg, U 9, 1:7
WILEY, AQUILA
Appptd to Ohio Comm on State Law Uniformity by Gov Bushnell, Je 18, 2:5
WILHELM, FRANK AND JESSIE
Furnish bond on illegal liquor selling chg, Ja 17, 3:1
WILHELM, LOUIS
Case against Michael F Kearns settled, Ja 11, 4:7
WILHELM, ALBERT D
Cross petition filed by Louis K Hirsh in suit against Ellen McGarry, F 11, 4:7
WILHELM, ANDREW J
Named by Homer E Conner in collection suit, My 13, 5:3
Appeal case against Amer Cereal co settled, N 4, 3:4
Suit against Roscoe R Mahler settled, N 16, 3:4
WILHELM, HIRAM AND JESSIE
Indicted for alleged illegal liquor sales, Ja 15, 1:6
WILHELM, L & SONS
Names Ellen McGarry in suit to enforce a judgment and ask foreclosure of mortgage, Ja 10, 3:6
WILHELM, LOUIS
Sued for divorce by wife Eliza, N 12, 1:4
WILHELM, LOUIS D
Named in repleni suit by Krummich & Bach, Ja 10, 3:4; files cross damage suit in answer to collection suit filed by Krummich & Bach co, U 14, 3:3
WILHELM, ROSA A
Named by Homer E Conner in collection suit, My 13, 5:3
WILKE, ALBERT (Clev)
Trial on intoxication chg continues, O 24, 8:2
Arrested on intoxication chg, U 26, 8:2
WILKES, GEORGE (Mentua)
Killed when wagon is struck by train, N 18, 2:5
WILKINSON, LEWIS (Marion)
Pleads guilty to murder chg, bound over to ct,
WILLIAMS, JAMES
Sentenced for vagrancy, N 32, 8:1

WILLIAMS, J F
Order of attachment for collection of debt
issued by Mahlon R Hebler, Ja 8, 7:6

WILLIAMS, JOHN
Arrested and released on suspicion chg, O 8, 3:5
WILLIAMS (Mrs), JOHN (Sherman)
Injured by fall in home, Ja 8, 5:4

WILLIAMS, JONATHAN
Nosed in collection suit by father James P White, issues restraining order claiming prior rights,
Ag 6, 3:3

WILLIAMS, JOSEPH
Chg of malicious mischief dismissed, My 7, 5:2
WILLIAMS (Mrs), MAE CASSEL
Funeral, M 7, 5:5

WILLIAMS, NELLIE (Cals)
Assaulted, Joseph Grove and J Cheen held, Nr 10, 2:1; Nr 12, 4:6

WILLIAMS, RICHARD
Chg of malicious mischief dismissed, My 7, 5:2
WILLIS, SOPIE (Madisonville)
Grimly assaulted, assailant unknown, N 19,
2:3

WILLIS (SHERIFF), WILLIAM
Named by Emily B Conger in property damage suit, Ap 9, 3:5

Replevin suit with John Wol brought by William Taylor Son & co sent back to common pleas ct by sup ct, Je 22, 3:2

Replevin suit with Citizens' Savings & Loan assn brought by William Taylor Son & co renewed, Je 30, 3:6; trail continues, Jy 2, 3:6; suit settled, Jy 6, 3:3

Critcized for use of spy system in performance of duties, ed, O 3, 4:2

Personal abuse by TBJ denied, ed, O 12, 4:2

Term in office seen prosperous period for him, ed, O 24, 4:3

Critcized for collecting mileage fees for trips taken on rr pass, ed, N 3, 4:1

Assault of patronizing speakeasies in Coy Falls, 1tr, N 5, 6:2

Deated for Summit county sheriff, N 9, 1:6

WILLIAMSON, RICHARD W
Suit filed against Henry D Sperry answered by denial, Ja 24, 4:5

WILLIAMSON, WILLIAM
Arrested on vagrancy chg, Ap 30, 3:6; sentenced for vagrancy, My 2, 3:1

WILLIAMSON, WILLIAM (Clev)
Arrested on grand larceny chg, O 5, 2:3

WILLIAMSON, WILLIAM H (Northampton Twp)
Injured when struck by burn door during windstorm, My 27, 3:1

WILLIS (Capt.,)
Eulogized, 5 1, 1:1

WILLIS, BEN R (Cals)
Arrested for Wilton (Conn) authorities on murder chg, Mr 14, 1:4

WILLIS, JAMES (Canton)
Names N Y Life Ins in collection suit, N 19, 2:2

WILLISTON, JOHN
Aptd asst fish and game warden in Porter county, Ja 22, 8:4

WILLS (FIREMAN), (Toledo)
Missing after fire, Mr 21, 2:1

WILLS (MR AND MRS), A J
With Mr and Mrs Hugo Schumacher sell parcel of land to Frl Ingersoll, O 8, 8:2
With Hugo Schumacher and wife sell parcel of land to John R Pisal, O 10, 8:2

WILLS, H F
Arrested on embezzlement chg, My 26, 8:1

WILLS
Bill introduced in sen defining length of time for starting contest, F 4, 3:5

WILLSON (Rev), ANDREW
Resigns as pastor of Ravenna Universalist ch, My 26, 5:2

WILLINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA
Citizens' destruction of paper published by Negroes criticized, ed, N 11, 4:1

WILLSON (CITY CLERK),
Reelection urged, ed, Mr 2, 4:1

WILLSON, A J BANK (Utica)
Robbed, N 23, 3:4; robbers believed cornered, N 25, 6:6

WILLSON, ADAM
Arrested, fined for dog theft, sentence suspended on condition dog is returned within week,
Ag 10, 5:2

WILLSON, ALBERT
Arrested on disorderly conduct chg on affidavit filed by William H Barnes, Ag 16, 4:4; fined on chg, Ag 17, 7:2

Pleads not guilty to chg of keeping assignation house, case contd, O 14, 5:1; sentenced for keeping house of assignation, O 15, 6:2

WILLSON (Mrs), C G
Injured by fall on sidewalk, D 13, 5:7

WILLSON, CHARLES
Named in collection suit by Delbert Brown, Jy 29, 3:1

WILLSON, EDWARD C
Names Patrick and Mary Ryan in replevin suit, Je 16, 5:5

WILLSON, FRANK
Held in robbery of A R Campbell, Ag 26, 8:2; escapes from city jail, S 1, 8:3

WILLSON, GEORGE
Wine equitable relief suit from Clarence F Ames, Jy 12, 3:3; O 7, 6:2

WILLSON, GEORGE
Sentenced for vagrancy, N 3, 8:2

WILLSON, HARRY (Cals)
Arrested on suspicious character chg, O 28, 2:5

WILLSON, HARRY L (Barberton)
Bound to common pleas court on assault chg, Barberton, Ap 19, 3:1; case transferred to probate ct, My 4, 3:5

WILLSON, JAMES
Injured in runaway, F 5, 1:7

WILLSON, JAMES
Death, 5 6, 3:1; 3:2

WILLSON, JAMES A
Defeated for council in 5th ward, Ap 5, 1:4

WILLSON, JENNIE
Fined on chg of keeping brothel, F 7, 5:5

WILLSON, MINNIE
Fined for intoxication, Je 3, 5:1

WILLSON, NANNIE C
Suit against Marie and Henry Hardy and others, defts file motion for dismissal, N 19, 3:4

WILLSON, RUSSELL M
Personal injury suit by Thomas Nicole settled, My 17, 3:3

WILLSON, SOLON
Suit against Frederick C Bryan cross petitioned by Boyle & Bryan asking atty fees, F 14, 5:5

Real estate offered for sale at public auction, F 25, 7:3

Assignee's sale notice, Ap 2, 6:6; My 5, 4:5
Assignee's notice of real estate sale, Ag 27, 6:7; O 4, 7:4; N 22, 8:6
Assignee's sale of real estate, O 15, 7:4 N 22, 8:6

WILLSON, STEPHEN (Booth)
Killed when nitroglycerin explodes, Ja 7, 7:3

WILSON, THOMAS
Sentenced for vagrancy, N 23, 8:1

WILSON, WESLEY
Aptd to assessing bd for Valley st and Oakdale ave, Ja 18, 8:2

WING, JESSE
Fined for intoxication, D 12, 8:3

WINGEL, ABRAHAM
A Absorbs 77th birthday anniv, Mr 30, 1:4

WINGE, J J (Warren)
Sawmill destroyed by fire, Jy 12, 2:5

WINGO, WILLIAM & SONS CO
Names Whitmore, Robinson co in collection suit, Ap 20, 5:4; depts offers to confess judgment, D 22, 3:3

WINGER, ALBERT
Released on parole from Canton workhouse, F 28, 3:2

WINGERER, EDWARD
Dies of malaria fever at Santiago, Ag 5, 3:3

WINKLEMAN, JOHN
Arrested and fined on petit larceny chg, Jy 23, 4:6

WINKLEMAN, WILSON
 Held on delcicate chg preferred by Pearl Johnson, pleads not guilty, case continued, Ja 17, 5:2

WINKLER, AUGUST
Stoned, Peter Dailey and son John arrested, Je 10, 8:4

WINKLER, FRED (Ottawa)
 Held on suspicion in slaying of Albert Parkey,
D 11, 2:5

WINKLER, JACOB (Clev)
Seeks assistance of police to find wife's murderer, F 28, 5:1; denies that murdered woman was friend of Mrs Emma Stabb, who committed suicide, Mr 4, 1:7

WINKLER (Mrs), NELTIE E (Clev)
Reward offered for arrest of murderer, Mr 5, 4:4
Stepfather and mother of Mrs C W York find new evidence of her murder, Ap 4, 1:7;
Mrs York denies rumors of new evidence in murder of step-daughter, Ap 7, 3:2; reward offered by Deputy Sheriff Barry for information causing arrest and conviction of murderer (Clev Leader), Ap 9, 1:5

WINKLE (MACAYE), (Toledo)
Extradition to Illinois refused by Gov Asa S Bushnell, D 8, 2:4; D 9, 2:4

WINNIE, A B (Elyria)
Killed when struck by train, S 10, 2:5
WINSHIP (GR), ALBERT
Speaks on hypnotism in soc, business, and politics before Summit County Teachers' inst., Ag 18, 8:3

WINSHIP, BLANCHE (Clev)
Slain by Richard Dickerson, D 5, 2:3

WINTERS, HARRY
Saloon robbery attempt foiled, Ag 25, 4:2

WINTER, JOHN C
Mli funeral, S 6, 1:6; praised for service during Spanish-Amer war, S 6, 4:2

WINTZIGE, JOHN
Missing infant son located, J 22, 8:3

WISE, IRENE
Gen mgr wire trust, Frank Baackes, resigns as res of present dispute, Clev, Ag 12, 2:5

WISE, WILLIAM
Daughter injured in fall, D 1, 1:5

WIT, JAMES E
Sues wife Mary for divorce, Mr 8, 3:3; divorce granted, Jy 8, 3:3

WIT (GR), WILLIAM E
Commissioned it in US navy (Clev Leader), Je 17, 5:4

WISE, FRED
Fined for malicious mischief, My 7, 5:2

WISE, ASSAULTED, Henry Leby arrested, pleads not guilty, O 8, 4:5

WISE, G A
Relected pres of North Springfield bd of educ, Ag 22, 8:5

WISE, GEORGE A (Clev)
Enjoined from seizing property of Edward J Vance pending bankruptcy proceedings, N 18, 3:4

WISE, GEORGE E
Missing, accused of absconding with partnership funds, D 24, 1:6

WISE, GRACE
Isabella Wise appd guardian, Je 28, 3:5

WISE (CROF), JAMES D
Sued for alimony by wife Lillian, M 15, 1:7; files answer to alimony suit, M 18, 3:2; named by wife in petition for temporary alimony, Ap 4, 5:5; loses alimony petition to wife, My 2, 3:3

Dismissed from teaching in pub school on alleged misconduct chg, M 16, 1:7; submits resignation, M 18, 1:5; gives reasons for resigning, ltr, M 21, 1:6; resignation accepted by bd of educ, Mr 23, 5:4

---

WOLF (MR AND MRS), F M
Farmers' restaurant and boarding house destroyed by fire, N 16, 1:7

WOLF, HENRY
Estates names Nancy and Samuel M Rhoades in collection suit, case appealed, My 5, 3:5; Jy 28, 3:3

WOLF, JOHN
See wolf, Anna

WOLF, JOHN T
Replevin suit with Sheriff Williams brought by William Taylor & co sent back to common pleas ct, Je 22, 3:2

WOLF, WILLIAM
Fined for discharging firearms within city, Jy 7, 8:2

WOLF BROS (Cont)
Shoe factory and Hans Shoe Mfg co destroyed by fire, My 7, 6:2

WOLFGANGER, WALTER
Fined on assault chg, Ap 15, 5:4

WOLL, CHRISTIAN
Chgd with assault, case continued, Ag 16, 4:4; dismissed on assault and battery chg, Ag 17, 8:1

WOMEN'S SUFFRAGE
Bill introduced in sen providing for submission of amendment to constitution giving women right to vote, F 4, 3:6

Hazlett and Findk suffrage bills discussed, F 5, 4:5

House discusses bill providing limited voting by women, F 11, 3:2

Cited as impossible until women unite on subject, ed, F 18, 4:1

State sen defeats woman's suffrage measure, F 24, 3:3

WOMEN-OF-AKRON, COUNCIL OF
Prepares program for annual meeting, N 10, 5:2

Holds 6th annual meeting, elects officers, N 15, 6:3

WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION
Non-partisan natl holds annual conv at Cols, Ja 8, 2:7

Holds mid-year conv at Macedonia, Ja 24, 5:3

Akron joins nationwide boycott of Yale univ, Mr 5, 8:2

Unfair remarks about TUI resented, ed, Mr 17, 4:1

Celebrates 25th anniv at First Baptist ch, Mr 17, 5:3

Elects officers, S 13, 8:2

---

WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION (cont)
Dates of annual conv set, program given, S 26, 6:3

Summit county holds annual conv, S 27, 1:3

Elects officers at conv, S 28, 5:4

Holds sth conv, abolishes district system, Cols, O 7, 2:4

Elects Mrs Howard M Ingham natl pres, O 8, 2:4

Apprs com to carry on pub of solid facts, O 7, 3:1

WOMEN'S CLUBS, OHIO FED OF
Gather at Cols for coming conv, O 26, 1:3; conv opens, O 27, 2:5; O 28, 2:5; elects officers, closes session, O 29, 2:3; meeting revd, O 29, 6:2

WOMEN'S HOME AND FOREIGN MISSIONARY SOC
East Ohio synod of Evangelical Luth ch holds 17th annual session at Mansfield, O 22, 1:7

WOMEN'S RELIEF CORPS
Holds memorial services, Ja 7, 5:4

Buckeye group sends supplies to OVI members in Camp Alger, Jy 2, 5:3

Gives lst of series of entertainments, N 30, 5:4

Elects officers, O 2, 3:2

Buckeye relief corps meets, D 12, 8:4

WONDERLY, CHARLES
Named in warrant by George Wille charging malicious destruction of property, Jy 29, 3:3

WONDERLY (REV), I G
Lectures on Catholicism at Columbia Hall, Ja 10, 8:3

Lectures on coming Christ, Ja 11, 8:3

Lectures on The Catechism of Faith, Ja 12, 8:3

Sermo, Ja 13, 8:1

Lectures on Holy Eucharist, Ja 14, 5:4

Lectures on Catholic belief, Ja 15, 5:3

WOOD (MARSHAL), (Deshler)
Beaten by tramps, Mr 30, 2:3

WOOD, FRANK
Loses claim suit brought by S A Dressler, Ag 3, 6:1

WOOD, J L
Sentence withheld for visiting assignation house, O 14, 3:1

WOOD, JOHN
Arrested and fined for intoxication, U 27, 1:7

Arrested on malicious destruction of property chg, D 31, 3:1

WOOD, JOHN B
Exec of estate files partial acct in probate ct, F 8, 3:1
WOOD, JULIUS
Fined for visiting brothel, D 15, 6:2

WOOD (REV), S F
Service as pastor of Woodland ME ch outlined, S 23, 5:4

WOOD, WILLIAM B (Sabina)
Nominated postmaster by Pres McKinley, Je 21, 2:5

WODKING, HENRY (Megadore)
Burned internally from drinking washing fluid by mistake, u 23, 3:5

WODRON, FRANK H (Clayton)
Under parole arrest pending investigation of drowning of Nannie Eversleigh Garfield, N 7, 2:4

WOOD, DANIEL
Granted supplementary pension, N 9, 3:1

WOOD, JAMES (Morrow)
Injured in Hudson Coal co mine by falling slate, Ja 6, 2:7

WOOD, WINFIELD Lewis held, F 14, 2:3

WOOD, PRATT, JAMES
Discharged from Ohio volunteers, Camp McKenzie, u 13, 3:4

WOOD, JOHN (Junkirk)
Killed when struck by train, Ja 21, 1:4

WOOD, JOHN
Estate named by Mrs Sophronia J Ritchie in stock recovery suit, Ja 21, 5:5; files answer to suit of Sophronia J Ritchie, F 8, 3:1; loses recovery suit filed by Mrs Ritchie, My 11, 3:3; Notice of hearing of estate acct, F 10, 6:7

WOOD, LIZZIE
Answer filed to collection suit against Doris Stair, M 14, 3:3

WOOD, R M & CO
Assignee files final acct, Ap 8, 3:3

WOOD, SAMUEL
Sued for divorce by wife Ida, My 12, 3:1

WOODSON, THOMAS (Bellaire)
Injured in gas explosion, N 1, 2:4

WOODWARD, B C
Fined on laced chg, Ag 16, 4:1

WOODWORTH, JOSEPH (Toledo)
Beaten to death, half-brother Edward held, N 10, 6:2

WOOL
Large shipment being loaded at Plymouth, Ja 19, 2:7

WOOLSEY, WESLEY D
Sued for divorce by wife Minnie e, Jy 14, 3:4; 6:7

WOOLSON SPICE CO (Toledo)
Files answer to suit brought by Arbuckle Coffee co, Ja 5, 2:2

WOOSTER AVE
Residents protest poor transportation facilities, Ja 12, 5:1

Council passes improvement resolution, F 22, 8:3; M 8, 8:1; M 11, 6:1; passes ord to issue bonds for improvement, My 6, 7:5; to estimate assessment, My 14, 7:5
Ord for improvements called, My 17, 7:3
Notice of bond sale, My 17, 7:5
Notice of estimated assessment of cost, Je 4, 7:7
Resolution for repl of estimated assessments for improvement of wooster ave from Bowery st to westerly corp line passed by city council, Je 18, 7:4
Paving held up by ct injunction obtained by Oscar B France and M H Hasler, Jy 14, 3:4
Council appts freeholders to estimate cost of improvements, Jy 30, 7:7
Notice of levy on property owners, Ag 19, 2:7
Notice of improvement estimate, Ag 26, 2:7
Ord for extending culvert awarded to Andrew Nobel by city comrs, Ag 30, 3:1
Ord to levy special tax on property benefited by improvement of wooster ave passed by council, S 23, 6:6

WOOSTER HS
Nellie Clinedinst resigns as principal, Ja 25, 3:6

WOOSTER UNIV
Represented in state oratorical contest by Allen Burnett, Ja 25, 3:6
Rev J C R Ewing elected pres, Je 16, 8:2; refuses presidency, Je 20, 4:7
Deeded private res of Capt John H Kauke, Je 18, 4:2

WOORMAN, HARRY D
Death, My 20, 3:5; blog, My 20, 7:6 funeral, My 23, 6:1; memorial eulogy passed by Akron fire dept, My 28, 4:3; My 30, 4:3

WOORMAN, NELLA
Fined for intoxication, O 31, 5:3

WOORMAN, W H
Case against John Rawlings settled, Ja 11, 4:7

WOORTHING BLOCK (Cleveland)
Drowned by fire, Jy 16, 2:2

WRENCH, JAMES
Organizes, names officers, D 3, 5:5

WRENCH, JOHN
Injured in fall from wagon, Ja 20, 5:1

WRENCH, HENRY E
Sued for divorce by wife Ella for divorce, O 11, 3:4

WRESTLING

PROFESSIONAL
Adalt the Turk
vs Charles Wittmer, D 23, 5:4

Billy Coleman
vs Patsy Origger, Ne 11, 5:2

WRIGHT, C
Believed drowned when sailboat is caught in squall on Put-In-Bay, Jy 21, 2:5

WRIGHT (REV), C S (Marion)
Acts as detective to obtain evidence against saloons selling liquor on Sunday, F 22, 2:6; request to be appd special policeman refused by council, Ja 18, 1:7

WRIGHT, FRED (Elvira)
Escapes from Lorain county jail, M 14, 1:3

WRIGHT, GEORGE

WRIGHT, JOHN
Injured in fall from bicycle, My 5, 5:5

WRIGHT, JOHN B
With Charles Baird names S J Ritchie et al in reply to priority lien petition, N 24, 1:5

WRIGHT, LOUISA (Clay)
Fatally burned when clothing catches fire, F 15, 3:3

WRIGHT, W H
Injured in fall from elevator shaft, U 7, 3:2; U 8, 3:1

WRIGHT PLB CO
Organizes, names officers, D 3, 5:5

WYANDOT COUNTY
County without coroner as result of misunderstanding, county comrs to make appoint, F 2, 2:6

Wyatt, Archie
Wins wage collection suit against Walker & Gilmore, M 18, 3:2

Wyatt, Thomas
Subject of lecture by Dr William H Crawford at High St Ch of Christ, O 15, 1:5

Wycoff, John
Death, Jy 14, 4:2; funeral, Jy 19, 8:5

Wyler, James
Fined for intoxication, N 15, 1:5

Wylie, George (Mrs)
Held in death of Bessie Logan, F 8, 3:7
ZANE, EDMUND
Held as alleged forger, F 10, 3:5
ZANESVILLE RY & ELEC CO
Case brought by Union Natl bank, motion to make petition more definite, Ja 6, 5:4
Named by Euclid Ave Savings & banking co in collection suit, Ja 20, 4:7
Loses suit brought by Norwalk Savings Bank co, Ap 26, 5:4
Loses suit brought by Euclid Ave Savings & Banking co, Ap 26, 5:4
Loses suit brought by Union Natl bank of Zanesville, Ap 26, 5:4
Named in default judgment suit brought by First Natl bank of Worcester (Mass), Ja 6, 3:2
Named in collection suit by warren Savings Bank co, Jy 2, 3:6
Reor ordered by U S circuit ct, N 25, 3:5; ordered sold by U S sup ct, will Christy apptd special master to make sale, N 26, 3:4; 6:4
Loses verdict in judgment suit brought by warren Savings Bank co, D 23, 3:5
ZANG, WESTLEY H
Buys parcel of land from Frank E Horbach and wife, J 13, 8:2
ZARING, ISAAC N (Bellefontaine)
ZELLER, BARBARA
Property sale ordered in suit brought by Jesse Croft, N 6, 3:1
ZELLER, JOHN
Estate appts Jesssie Croft adm, N 7, 3:2
ZELLER, SARAH
Damage suit brought by City of Akron dismissed, Ja 5, 5:4
ZELLAR, GEORGE
Judgment appealed by A M Cole, Ja 9, 3:3